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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions
,
take this opportunity to acquaint the Public, that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society, as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions
,
that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till the

Forty-seventh Volume ; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any further

in their publication, than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to some of

their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the Transactions

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems principally to

have been done with a view to satisfy the Public, that their usual meetings were then

continued, for the improvement of knowledge, and benefit of mankind, the great ends

of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which they have ever since steadily

pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed, to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions

;

which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March 1752. And the grounds of then' choice are, and

will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advantageous

manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer for the certainty of the facts,

or propriety of the reasonings, contained in the several papers so published, which must

still rest on the credit or judgement of their respective authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,

upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the
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thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society
;
the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report and even to certify in the public

newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. And

therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and public

notices ; which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the dishonour of the

Society.
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Adjudication of the Medals of the Royal Society for the year 1869 by

the President and Council.

The Copley Medal to M. Henri Victor Regnault, For. Mem. R.S., for the second

volume of his “Relation des experiences pour determiner les lois et les donnees phy-

siques necessaires au Calcul des Machines a feu including his elaborate investigations

on the Specific Heat of Gases and Vapours, and various papers on the Elastic Force of

Vapours.

A Royal Medal to Sir Thomas Maclear, F.R.S., for his Measurement of an Arc of

the Meridian at the Cape of Good Hope.

A Royal Medal to Dr. Augustus Matthiessen, F.R.S., for his researches on the

electrical and other physical properties of Metals and their Alloys.

The Bakerian Lecture was delivered by Dr. Thomas Andrews, F.R.S. ; it was

entitled “ The Continuity of the Gaseous and Liquid States of Matter.”

The Croonian Lecture was not delivered.
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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.

I. Researches on Solar Physics. Heliographical Positions and Areas of Sun-spots

observed with the Kew Photoheliograph during the years 1862 and 1863. By

Warren De La Rue, Esq., Ph.l?., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Pres. C.S., Balfour Stewart,

Fsq., LL.B ., F.R.S. ,
F.R.A.S., Superintendent of the Kew Observatory

,
and Benjamin

Loewt, Fsq., F.R.A.S.

Received March 31,—Read April 30, 1868.

1. We have been hitherto engaged in preliminary researches devoted chiefly to the

physical nature of the sun, but we now propose to give a first instalment of the mea-

surements made with a view of making the solar photographs taken at Kew the basis

of a new determination of the sun’s astronomical elements. Accordingly the present

paper contains the results of measurements of the Kew sun-pictures for 1862 and 1863,

i. e. the heliographical longitudes and latitudes of all spots observed in these two years,

together with a full description of the methods pursued in the reductions. The results

of the succeeding years, and their final discussion with reference to the sun’s elements,

will be published hereafter.

In addition to those measurements which have reference to the heliographical position

of each spot, we have also measured the area of each group on each occasion when it

was observed ; and we conceive that in thus giving the position and area of each group

we give all the information regarding sun-spots that is capable of accurate numerical

expression, at least in the present stage of our knowledge.

Measurements made with the view of determining the Heliographical Latitude and

Longitude of Spots.

2. We need not again describe the measuring-apparatus and its various adjustments;

for these have been already described by Mr. De La Rue in the Bakerian Lecture for

1862.

Suffice it to say that, in the photoheliograph by which the sun-pictures are taken,

there is at the joint focus of the object-glass and eye-glass a system of two fixed wires,
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one of which is perpendicular to the other ;
and consequently an impression of these

wires is produced in every sun-picture which is obtained.

The nature of the measurements made will be better understood by supposing for the

moment that this system of wires is in exact adjustment, and that their centre is also

the centre of the sun-picture. Then by means of the measuring-instrument the follow-

ing elements are measured :

—

(1) The diameter of the sun in the picture taken (in inches).

(2) The distance of a spot from the sun’s centre (in inches).

(3) The angle which the line joining the spot and the sun’s centre makes with one of

the wires.

Sufficiency of Observational Data afforded by means of Measurements:

3. It will now be necessary to show that these observational data are sufficient for

the determination of the heliographical position of the sun-spots. As will be seen from

the following general considerations, two elements are required for this purpose, viz.

the angular distance of a spot from the centre of the sun, and its angle of position with

reference to a fixed line, at the time of the observation.

It is perhaps almost superfluous to remark that our object is to ascertain the helio-

graphical latitude and longitude of spots—that is to say, the angular distance of a spot

from the solar equator, and also from a certain meridian of solar longitude, the meridian

chosen being that which passes through the vernal equinox, and the degrees being

reckoned from west to east.

Let PESW (fig. 1) represent the visible disk of the sun,

of which circle T, the earth, is the pole, and let S' be the

place of a spot ; also let W E denote the plane of the ecliptic,

and let P and S be its poles.

In the spherical triangle P T S' the angle T P S' is obviously the

difference of longitude of the spot S' and the earth, while the

arc P L S' represents the north polar distance of the spot, and

gives consequently the latitude. But in this triangle we have

the necessary parts given for finding P S' and T P S'

;

for the side PT =90°,

the angle PTS'=90°-J-ETS' is the angle of position of the spot S',

the side T S' =the angular distance of the spot from the centre,

which is given by the consideration, that

. , . r. . . , , . ,
measured distance T S'

the sine ot the angular distance= rT° sun s semidiameter

Hence we see that the observational data required for our purpose are, as far as the

ecliptic is concerned, the measured length of the distance of a spot from the centre, and

its angle of position, both of which data are given with the greatest precision by our

measuring-instrument applied to the solar photographs.

Fig. 1.
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To transform the ecliptical coordinates thus found into the

heliographical, let P (fig. 2) be the true pole of the sun, A that

of the ecliptic, which is represented by W E, while Q Q' is the

sun’s equator, and N the node. Then, if S' be a spot, the pre-

ceding considerations make known to us the sides S' B and B N
in the triangle S'NB, while we really require S'L and NL,
which are the true heliographical coordinates. These, however,

are easily deduced when we consider that in the triangle S' N B

cos NS' = cos S' B cos B N,

cos S' NB = cot NS' tan BN,

and that in the triangle S'NL the angle S'NL=S'NB+ I, I being the inclination of

the sun’s equator and the plane of the ecliptic
; therefore

sin S'L =sinNS' sin S'NL,

sin N L = tan S' L cot S' N L,

which gives the required coordinates.

4. The principles of reduction here explained, however, have been considerably modi-

fied, and we have throughout followed the elegant and convenient method given by

Mr. Carrington in his volume of Sun-Observations. The method being now adapted

to sun-observations by means of photography, we have thought it necessary to give in

the following pages a detailed account of it, and here take the opportunity to express

our gratitude to Mr. Carrington for the advice and instruction which he has kindly

given to M. von Bose, to whom the first part of the reductions, extending over the year

1862, was entrusted.

We have also adopted for our calculations the values proposed by Mr. Carrington

for the longitude of the sun’s ascending node, and for the angle of inclination of the

plane of the solar equator and that of the ecliptic (vide Mr. Carrington’s Observa-

tions, page 244), viz.

1=7° 15', N=73° 40' for 1850-0.

The auxiliary Tables necessary for the reductions, which are given in Mr. Carrington’s

volume, pages 20 to 26, were consequently recalculated
; but as they can easily be deduced

from those published by Mr. Carrington, by those who choose to adopt his elements

for the calculation of the position of sun-spots, they are not given here.

Various Steps of the Process of Reduction.

5. We thus see that the measurements made are sufficient to determine, in the first

place, the ecliptical latitude and longitude of a spot, and, in the second place, by knowing

the longitude of the ascending node of the solar equator as well as the inclination of

this to the plane of the ecliptic, to transform these ecliptical elements into others having-

reference to the solar equator instead of the ecliptic.

The first step in all this is to be able to trace on each solar photogram a line which

b 2

Pig. 2.

A.
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represents the projection of the plane of the ecliptic—or, what is equivalent to this,

to ascertain the position-angle with reference to the ecliptic of the wires depicted on

the sun-pictures, and which appear as bright lines untouched by the chemical action of

the sun’s rays.

If the wires in the photoheliograph could be so placed as to be always inclined at an

angle of 45° exactly to a parallel of declination, if the declination of the sun could

remain constant—further, if the wires could be made truly vertical to each other, and

the picture be taken precisely in the centre of the photoheliograph, then obviously the

wire I. (fig. 3) would make an angle of 45° with the true north point of the sun’s disk,

wire II. of 135°, and so on—the readings on the circle giving at once the precise angles

of position of the wires and of any other line drawn to the centre, reckoning from north

through east. These conditions, however, cannot be fulfilled
;
and the following steps

are necessary for obtaining the corrections to be applied to the observed readings, in

order to deduce the true position-angles.

6. To find the true inclination (p) of the wire I. (fig. 3) to the line ND C (which is

supposed to be drawn perpendicularly through the sun’s path, and joining its centre

and true north point), the following method, due to Mr. Carrington, has been adopted.

Fig. 3.

A plate of ground glass is inserted in the chamber provided in the heliograph for

the reception of the prepared plates for the sun-pictures ; and a bright image of the sun,

and also of the black shadow which the wires throw upon it, in the form of well-defined

lines, is seen on the plate. The sun is, of course, observed running along it from left to

right, the true north limb being the upper one. In the figure the sun’s centre is sup-

posed to run along the line EW, passing north of the intersection-point of the wires, C.

When the centre has arrived at a point S 15 such that the length of the perpendicular

SjAj is equal to the radius of the disk, a contact of the disk with the wire will take

place, the instant of which is observed by a chronometer. There will be four such con-

tacts, the times of which may be denoted by the letters A„ B„ A2,
B2 .
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Neglecting the effects of hourly motion and of error of perpendicularity to each other

of the wires, we have from the geometry of the figure, if we call R and § respectively

the sun’s radius and north polar distance,

BC S
I
A

I
R

2A B Sj S3 15 . sin 8 . (A 2—

A

t
)’

AC S2 B t
R

2 . A B S2 S4 15 . sin 8. (B2— Bj)’

whence

or tan B AC = cot<p=^i£®i, 0r tanft=^~^| -

The observations for the determination of <p are repeated at intervals of a few weeks

;

and generally two sets of observations are taken, one on each side of the meridian.

From the results and by interpolation the magnitude of <p is deduced for each sun-pic-

ture taken.

The following is an example of the observations :

—

August 25th, 1864. Sun East of Meridian. Kew Mean Time.

First Observation. Second Observation. Third Observation.

h m s b m s b m s

10 12 12-0 10 16 23-0 10 21 31-5

12 . 31-5 16 43-0 21 55-5

l2 15 14-5 19 25-5 24 35-0

»2 15 34-0 19 45-5 24 58-5

>-2—A, 182-5 182-5 183-5

’2— Bl 182-5 182-5 183-0

Mean A2—

A

t
==182-83 log =2-2620475

B2—B,==182-67 log =2-2616672

-e
II

0"io
l'-5 log tan =0-0003803

Sun West of Meridian.

First Observation. Second Observation. Third Observation. Fourth Observation.

b m s b m s b m s b m 8

2 58 19-0 3 2 17-5 3 6 16-5 3 10 22-0

58 31-5 2 34-0 - 6 32-5 10 36-5

3 1 20-5 5 19-0 1
9 19-0 13 24-5

1 32-5 5 35-0 9 34-0 13 38-0

1
181-5 181-5 182-5 182-5

1
181-0 181-0 181-5 181-5

Mean A2-A1=zl82-00 log =2-2600714

B.-B, =181-25 log =2-2582780

<p=45° 7'T log tan =0-0017934
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7. It has been assumed in the preceding deduction that the line NDC, joining the

sun’s centre and north point, is perpendicular to the sun’s path. This, however, is impos-

sible on account of the change in the sun’s declination. It is clear that such a line,

drawn through the centre and perpendicular to the sun’s path, will incline towards the

west when the sun’s north polar distance is increasing, and towards the east when it

is decreasing. This deviation must therefore be applied as a correction.

If d be the sun’s hourly increment of declination as given in the Nautical Almanack

in seconds of arc, this correction will be (vide Mr. Carrington’s Observations, page 11)

d
;~

15 . sin 8 x 60 x 60 x sin l"

with its proper sign.

The following Table gives this correction in minutes, calculated for every fifth day of

the year. The angle designated A+ ; in our calculations represents the angle <Pzk‘-

Day. /. Day. <• Day. i. Day. i.

January 1. + 0-90 April 6. + 3-60 July 10. — 1*30 October 13. -3*60
6. + 1-25 11. + 3-50 15. -1*60 18. —3*50

11. + 1-60 16. + 3*40 20. -1*90 23. — 3*40

16. + 1-95 21. 4-3*30 25. —2*20 28. — 3*30

21. + 2-30 26. 43*15 30. -2*50 Nov. 2. —3*10
26. + 2*55 May 1. 43*00 August 4. -2*70 7- -2*90
31. + 2-80 6. 4-2*80 9- —2*90 12. -2*70

February 5. + 3-05 11. + 2*60 14. —3*05 17. — 2*50

10. +3-30 16. 42*35 19- —3*20 22. -2*20
15. + 3-40 21. 42*10 24. —3*35 27- -1*90
20. + 3*50 26. -1*80 29. -3*50 Dec. 2. — 1*50

25. + 3-60 31. 41-50 Sept. 3. — 3*55 7. -1*10
March 2. + 3-70 June 5. + 1*15 8. -3*60 12. —0*70

7. + 3-75 10. + 0*80 13. — 3*65 17. — 0*30

12. + 3-80 15. + 0*45 18. -3*70 22. + 0*10

17. + 3-80 20. + 0*10 23. —3*70 27. 40*50
22. + 3*80 25. -0*25 28. — 3*70 January 1. 4-0*90

27. 43*75 30. -0*60 October 3. -3*70
April 1. + 3-70 July 5. -0*95 8. -3*70

8. The next operation is the rectification of the photograph by means of the wires of

the heliograph depicted on it, and the determination of the error of perpendicularity

of the wires. For this purpose it is necessary to determine the position-angles of the

wires; for it is by means of these that we are enabled to find the angles of position of

the lines joining the spots with the centre of the sun. This part of the measurement is

very easily accomplished by rotating the larger divided circle of the measuring-instrument

on its axis and bringing successively the ends of the wires, commencing with I., under the

centre of the microscope, taking care that the image of the wire on the picture is exactly

bisected by one of the wires of the microscope, while the other wire of the latter

forms a tangent to the periphery of the sun at the middle of the indentation produced

by the wire. Thus four readings are obtained for the position of the four wire-ends

;

and calling these readings in their proper order a, /3, y, h, it will be easily seen from
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fig. 4 that they give us the position-angles and the error of ver-

tically with great precision. For let I., II., III., IV. represent

the position of the wire-ends, and A, B, C, D the extremities of two

lines, drawn parallel to the wires, but passing through the centre

C of the sun-picture. If N represent the true north point of our

picture, obviously the angle NCA is the angle A-f-/, which

has been determined previously. But the position of the point

A is given by the quantity

— 90°= a!=reading corresponding to A.

Fig. 4.

Similarly, the position of D by

/3 + S

and obviously

—— 90°= /3'= reading corresponding to B;

/3'— a'=90°,

if the imaginary lines through the centre, or the wires which are parallel to them, are

perpendicular to each other. In general we shall find

/3'-«'=90°±0;

and consequently the quantity ip- will have to be applied as a correction to A+i on

account of error of perpendicularity.

Finally, since the true reading of the point A, reckoning from the true north line,

ought to be exactly

* _J
A+/-P2’

while it was found to be

it is necessary to apply the quantity

(a+,+|M^±X_90°) •

with its proper sign, as a correction to every circle-reading, in order to deduce the true

angle of position.

The following is an example of this part of the measurement of a picture, the numbers

I., II., III., IV. corresponding to the readings a, (3 , y, S :

—

May 26th, 1863.

I. 0-089 43 20-2 (a) II. 0-096 134 45-3 (/3)

III. 0-096 223 20-9 (y) IV. 0-091 312 19-6 (S)

2)266 41-1 2)447 4-9

133 20-5
s 223 32-4

5
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“±-^-90= 43 20-5
6=a'

^-90=13 3 32-4
5
=j3'

P'- a'= 90 11*9

S= + 11-9

A-H=+45 1-8

-
2
=~ 5 - 9 5

-(-^-90°) = -43 20-5
5

Correction to readings= + 1 35*3

The readings on the circle for the wires I., II., III., IV. are, as seen in the above

example, accompanied by the corresponding scale-readings of the sun’s periphery at the

wire-ends. They serve in the present instance chiefly as a control of the tangency of the

microscope-wire, but will be of special use hereafter in an investigation on the sun’s

diameter, which we have in view for a future occasion.

9. The necessary corrections to the measurements being thus supplied, each group of

spots as it appears on the photograph is then sketched, as represented in the accom-

panying form, which fills the next two pages, and is an exact representation of that used

by us. The first page serves for entering the measurements necessary for determining

the centre of the sun-picture, its radius, and the necessary corrections, derived by the

preceding methods ; while the second page contains the sketches of the groups, indi-

cating by attached letters the different members of each group, the positions of which

have been determined, and then gives for each of these members all necessary elements

of calculation in five columns, viz. in

Column 1, the distance of a spot from the periphery, in terms of the scale.

Column 2, the distance of a spot from the centre, in terms of the scale (r).

Column 3, the distance of a spot from the centre, expressed as a fraction of the sun’s

Column 4, the circle-reading corresponding to the position of the spot.

Column 5, the true angle of position, reckoned from north through east (east being

left side of sun-picture)=P.
Even the smallest spots have in all cases been measured ; and in larger spots, contain-

ing several nuclei, the position of each nucleus has been determined. The point chosen

for measurement was always the geometrical centre of the figure of the spot or nucleus,

as far as careful estimation could ascertain it. Proper care has also been taken to
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bring the centre of the intersecting wires of the microscope to cover the point to be

determined, so as to avoid any error arising from the thickness of the wires.

The following form, which gives the complete measurements and data for calculation

of two pictures taken on the same day, hardly requires, after the preceding remarks, any

further elucidation.

Vernier position 0° 0-093

3-930

C=2-012

1862, August 25.

l 0h 37m

Vernier position 90° 0-094

D=3-837 ’ 3-934

R=l-918 5 C=2-014

C=2-013

R=T919

D=3-840

R=l-920

I. 0-099 38 33-5 II. 0-094

III. 0-094 228 23-7 IV. 0-095

266 57-2

133 28-6, .-. 43° 28' -6

<3=— 10'-7

132 17-3

315 1-3

447 18-6

223 39-3, .*. 133° 39'-3

A+/=+45 35-5

y=- 5-3

^-90°) I. to III.=—43 28-6

+ 2 1-6

llh 14m .

Vernier position 0° 0*095 Vernier position 90
c

3-930 D=3-835

0-095

3-929 D=3-834

C=2-013 R=l-917 C=2-012 R=l-917

C=2-012

R=l-917

I. 0-095 41 51-2 II. 0-102

III. 0-095 224 53-3 IV. 0-097

266 44-5

133 22-2, .-. 43° 22'-2

0=— 8'-8

132° 47-2

314 14-7

447 1-9

223 31-0, 133° 31' 0

MDCCCLXIX. c
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-A. — ^= —f— 45 35-3

¥=- 4-4

(^-90°)l. to III.=—43 22-2

+ 2 8-7

Fig. 5.

10h 37m .

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

p. 0-297 1-716 0-894 1 22 7-7 124 9-3

Q. 0-320 1-693 0-882 297 21*3 299 22-9

R. 1-764 0-249 0-130 353 54-0 355 55-6

S. 1-080 0-933 0-486 322 14-7 324 16-3

s. 1-129 0-884 0-461 330 37-5 332 39-1

llh 14m .

P. 0-308 1-704 0-889 121 56-5 124 5-2

Q. 0-319 1-693 0-883 297 15-3 299 24-0

R. 1-760 0-252 0-131 353 18-3 355 27-0

S. 1-077 0-935 0-488 322 5-8 324 14-5

s. 1-129 0-883 0-461 300 32-3 302 41-0

10. We pass now to the second part of the reduction of the measurements, viz. the

calculation of the heliographical positions derived by knowing the observed distance of

a spot from the centre of the sun and also its angle of position.

This part of the work may be conveniently divided into the following successive stages.

As already mentioned, we have here entirely followed the method of Mr. Carrington, who
by introducing tabulated auxiliary values has condensed the two steps necessary for

passing from the ecliptical longitude and latitude to the heliographical into one.

First, if r denote the measured distance of a spot from the centre, Fig. 6.

R the measured radius of the photogram, and (R) the tabular semi-

diameter of the sun in minutes of arc ; then, in order to express our

measured distance in terms of the tabular radius, which required

value we may call we have the proportion

r : §' : : R :
(R)

H*-W (
1 )

Now it will readily be seen from fig. 6 that O' S' is larger than O S,

or that the measured distance requires a correction to deduce from

o s
it the value Qfg for finding the true angular distance of a spot from
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the centre =g. We have from the figure

r 0'S'_0'S'
E O'B O' S

=sin O' S S'= sin (f +f'),

or

f+f-sin" 1^
hence

g= sin
1

/ .

E-f- (2)

To facilitate the application of this correction the following Table has been calculated,

which gives the logarithm of (R) for every tenth day of the year.

Values of log(R).

Jan. 1. 1-212
|

Mar. 22. 1-206 June 10. 1-198 Aug. 29. 1-201 Nov. 17- 1-210

11. 1-212 Apr. 1. 1-205 20. 1-198 Sept. 8. 1-202 27. 1-211

81. 1-212 11. 1-204 30. 1-198 18. 1-203 Dec. 7- 1-212
I

31. 1-211 21. 1-203 July 10. 1-198 28. 1-204 17. 1-212

Feb. 10. 1-211 May 1. 1-201 20. 1-198 Oct. 8. 1-206 27. 1-212
!

20. 1-210 11. 1-200 30. 1-199 18. 1-207

Mar. 2. 1-209 21. 1-199 Aug. 9. 1-199 28. 1-208

12. 1-207 31. 1-199 19- 1-200 Nov. 7. 1-209

11. Next, let C'EC (fig. 7) represent the ecliptic, Q'EQ the

celestial equator, and P, P' the poles of these circles. Then if S is

the position of the sun, E S will be its longitude= ©, and the angle

SEM=w, the inclination of the ecliptic.

Now, if the angle P S P'=G represents the inclination of two planes

passing through the line joining the centres of the sun and earth,

and the poles of the earth and ecliptic respectively, then in the tri-

angle E S M, right-angled at M, we shall have

Pig.

cos E S=cot SEM cot E S M,
or

whence
cos O =cot ro tan G,

tan G=tan ts cos ©
(
3
)

Similarly, if H be the inclination of two planes passing through the line joining the

centres of the sun and earth and the poles of the sun and ecliptic respectively, we should

obtain by a corresponding figure

tanH=tan I.cos(© — N), (4)

where I is the inclination of the sun’s equator to the ecliptic, and N the longitude of

the ascending node.

Further, let L be the heliographical longitude of the earth, Pig- 8.

and D its latitude, then it will easily he deduced from figure 8,

in which N C is part of the ecliptic, N M the solar equator,

N the ascending node, C the position of the earth, K the

pole of the ecliptic, P the pole of the sun, that
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L=NM,
D (negative) =MC,

whence, since MNC=I, NC=180°+ O-N, NMC=90°,
tan L= cos I tan (O — N) (5)

sin D= sin I sin ( © —N) (6)

These four auxiliary angles, viz. G, H, L, D, have been calculated for every degree of

the arguments, viz. © for G, and (©—N) for H, L, and D ;
and in these Tables, as

mentioned in § 4, the elements I and N employed by us are those arrived at by

Mr. Carrington.

12. To pass now to the last step in the reduction, let P (fig. 9) be the sun’s north

pole, N' the celestial pole, and N' C the meridian through the apparent centre of the

sun ; further, let N DM be the solar equator, N the position of the ascending node, and

S that of a spot.

Then NBD=Z is the heliographical longitude of the spot Fig. 9.

reckoned along the solar equator from N. Also NBDM=L= helio-

graphic longitude of the earth.

D S=x is the spot’s heliographical latitude.

Now, in the triangle P SC the angle PC S is obviously the algebraical

sum of the angle S C N', or the angle of position of the spot S (=P),

reckoned from north towards east, and the angle N' C P=G+H.
Let angle S CP=S C N'+N' CP=P+ G-f-H=%, further we have

SC=f= angular distance from centre, and PC=90°— D.

Figure 10, which has been suggested to us by Sir John Herschel, places these facts

in a more general and probably also clearer manner before the reader. In this figure

the sun’s equator is taken for a plane of projection, and the spherical triangles are re-

ferred to the centre of the sun. The letters are identical with those in fig. 9, while C
in fig. 10, looked at from without by a spectator placed in the line of the earth’s situa-

tion, corresponds to C in fig. 9, the centre of the visible disk.

The triangle P S C will give us, by well-known Eig. 10.

fundamental formulae of spherical trigonometry,

sinx= cos g sin D -fi sin g cos D cos

sin (L

—

1)= sin % sin g sec X,

from which the heliographical coordinates are at

once obtained.

The following page exhibits the final reduction

of all spots observed on August 25, 1862, the mea-

surements of which, with their primary reductions,

have been given on pages 10 & 11 above. On the

pages 45 et seq. the results of the positional elements

for the spots observed during 1862 and 1863 are

given under the following heads :—

.
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1. Year, month, and day.

2. Running number.

3. Mean time of sun-picture.

4. Number of group in the Kew Catalogue.

5. Distance from centre.

6. Angle of position.

7. Heliographical longitude from node.

8. True heliographical longitude.

9. Heliographical latitude.

10.

Letter denoting the particular spot of the group.

The “ heliographical longitude ” is derived from the “ longitude from node ” in the

following manner. Taking that great circle through the sun’s poles, which at the epoch

1854'0 passed through the ascending node as first meridian, and assuming preliminarily

25 '38 days as the sun’s period of rotation, this prime meridian will obviously again

coincide with the node at the periods

1854-0+25d
-38, 1854*0+2(25 d

-38), 1854+rc(25d
-38).

A spot being on the sun at the time 1854*0, the calculated longitude of which was

found to be 0
o-
0, would be on the prime meridian ; but the calculated longitude of the

same spot, a day afterwards, would be found to be -= 14° ll f 3"*84 (disregarding for

our present purpose all modifying influences), this being its “ longitude from node.”

To reduce this longitude to the true heliographical, a small table is necessary, showing

at a glance the civil dates of the times 1854*0-]-25d’38+25 d,
38+

For a sun-picture taken intermediately between two coincidences of the prime meri-

dian with the nodal point, the time since the preceding coincidence is found by sub-

traction ;
and calling this time T, we have obviously

T . 360°
longitude of prime meridian from node= 25 ,38 = 1! ;

and if the longitude from node of a spot be=Z, its angular distance from the prime

meridian, reckoning always from west to east, will be

l— =the “ Heliographical Longitude.”
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Measurement of the Areas of Sun-spots.

13. The second part of the results of our researches published in this paper, exhibits

the amount of spotted surface for every day on which a solar photogram was taken,

expressed as a fraction of the visible hemisphere. The information is given under two

heads, viz. the area covered by the penumbra
,
umbra

,
and whole of the spots forming

one group, and also the same values for all groups, taken together, which were visible

on each day, thus enabling us to trace not only the behaviour, as regards increase or

decrease, of every group, but also to express numerically the variations in the energy

manifested by the sun’s surface from time to time.

We had previously published the area-measurements of the whole of Mr. Carrington’s

observations, and were induced to devote to his sketches the considerable labour which

these measurements require, on account of the excellence and care with which they

were executed. But if, as every one will probably admit, these area-measurements are

a more scientific representation of the sun’s activity than the mere numbering of the

groups, it must also be conceded that solar photograms are a more trustworthy basis for

such measurements than drawings, however carefully the sun’s surface may be delineated.

We shall therefore continue these measurements from year to year, convinced that

they will afford materials of very great scientific value.

14. The method adopted for measuring the areas is to place a plate of glass engraved

with a series of small squares in contact with the spot to be measured, and to note inde-

pendently how many squares and fractional parts of a square were occupied by the

umbra, the penumbra, and the whole spot ; if the number of squares occupied by the

whole spot is equal to the sum of those occupied by the umbra and penumbra separately,

then the observation is supposed to have been correctly made. If, in addition to the

measurement, we know the angular distance of the spot from the visual centre, we have

the elements for ascertaining the area occupied by the spot. This area we have expressed

in millionths of the sun’s hemispherical surface.

It ought perhaps to be noted that we could not place the engraved square absolutely

in contact with the collodion side of the picture, for fear of destroying it ; and it was

therefore necessary to interpose the thickness of the glass plate betwixt the measuring-

squares and the picture. To obviate an objection to the process which might arise from

considering that the engraved lines were not precisely in contact with the object mea-

sured, an experiment was made which showed that this difference of distance did not

occasion a perceptible error in the determination. The area of the square which forms

the unit of measurement is
1

0

*
0 0 ^

of a square inch, the side of each square being

Too inch.

To find the mean radius of the sun-pictures, we took for each month of the year two

photograms distant from each other by about a fortnight, and found their respective

radii to be of the following lengths, expressed in inches :

—
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January 1*958 May 1-904 September 1*920

1-963 1-903 1-922

February 1-969 June 1-900 October 1-930

1-959 1-897 1-943

March 1-956 July 1-900 November 1-949

1-947 1-907 1-947

April 1-930 August 1-904 December 1-969

1-927 1-911 1-967

The mean of these gave us 1-9326 as the mean radius, which we adopted in the

reduction of the areas measured. The area of each square unit being -0001 of a square

inch, it follows that, if r be the radius of the disk in inches, the area of the visible

hemispherical surface will be 2wr2

,
and in our pictures

=2 XttX (l*9326)2=23-46734;

therefore, at the centre of the visual disk, one of these small squares will represent a

proportional area of the whole hemispherical surface, viz.

•0001 1~
23-46734

—
234673 -4

’

while at an angular distance oc from the visual centre the proportion will be

sec a

234673 -4
'

From this formula Table I. is calculated. It gives in the first column the angular

distances, in the second the corresponding distances in terms of the radius as unity, and

in the following nine columns the number of millionths of the sun’s hemispherical surface

covered in each position by 100, 200 &c. measured squares.

To obtain the required values for a number of squares between 10 and 99, and between

1 and 9, it is, of course, only necessary to cut off from the tabular values one or two

decimals. An example will best illustrate the use of the Table.

Let the measurement of a group, situated at a distance from the centre of 0-483

(radius— 1), show that the whole of it covered 963 squares ; then, since 0*483 corresponds

to an angular distance of 29° from the centre, we should find opposite to this distance

for the area of 900 squares 4383 millionths.

„ „ 600 „ 2922, .-. for 60 . . 292*2 „

„ „ 300 „ 1461, .-. for 3 . . 14-61

consequently for 963 squares . 4690 millionths.

The use of a mean radius of the sun-pictures in the above formula will not sensibly

affect the correctness of the yearly amount of spotted surface ; for in our results the daily

amount will be somewhat too small during the time of aphelion, and again slightly too

great about the perihelion. But if for any special purposes the amount of spotted

surface were to be determined with the greatest precision, the actual radius of each
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picture would, of course, have to be employed in the reductions. The variation with

the radius is as follows:

—

With the smallest radius= 1-897 in., the value of one square at the centre is 0-00000442,

„ mean „ =1*933 „ „ „ 0-00000426,

„ greatest „ =1-969
,, „ „ 0-00000411.

Distortion arising from optical deficiencies of the Photoheliograph.

15. The question how far the trustworthiness of solar photograms is limited by the

effects of distortion, has caused us considerable anxiety. We have for several years past

made various attempts to arrive at a satisfactory solution of this problem, and we have

decided that our final discussion of the positional elements of sun-spots for the deduc-

tion of the sun’s elements shall be preceded by an exhaustive investigation of the matter.

At present we regard our researches and their results as only preliminary ; but, on ac-

count of the importance of the subject for Celestial Photography generally, and in order

to convince our readers that the subject is engaging our most earnest attention, we give

in the following a short account of our latest steps in the matter.

16. It is obvious that if an image of some distant terrestrial object, which may be

supposed to be of constant dimensions, is received through our photoheliograph on a

prepared plate, we shall obtain a negative imprint of the object on a well-defined cir-

cular disk, which has been produced on the plate by the action of the whole diffused

light which enters the object-glass. If the distant object be small, and placed in the

axis of the instrument, it will also appear in the centre of the disk which has been

produced, while if placed more or less out of the axis, it will also occupy a corresponding

position on the photogram. Now in all positions its dimensions ought to be the same,

for we supposed these dimensions to remain constant
;
hence it follows that if a relative

change takes place in these dimensions, as determined by careful measurements of the

same object in different positions, a distortion takes place in that part of the field where

a change is observed.

This principle has been made use of in the following manner. The ornamental pin-

nacle of the Pagoda erected in the Kew Gardens, which is constructed of a number of

rings of metal suspended in a horizontal position by vertical chains fastened to the top

piece, was photographed by means of the photoheliograph in a series of twenty-five pic-

tures, taken so as to bring its several parts into varying distances from the centre. The

pictures were all taken within a few days, in which no considerable changes could possibly

take place in the object itself, and any effect of expansion by changes in the tempera-

ture of the air would not sensibly affect the measurements. The distance of the Pagoda

from the Observatory is 4398-24 feet*. The figure of the pinnacle, as it appears on

the pictures, allows us to measure certain lines, produced photographically by its different

* We take this opportunity to express our great obligation to Colonel Sir Henry James of the Survey Office,

who kindly presented ‘us with a sketch of the relative positions of the Observatory and the Pagoda, from which

the above numbers are taken.

MDCCCLXIX. D
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parts, in directions which are perpendicular to one another. On Plate I., which accom-

panies this paper, all measurements of those lines which have the same direction are

designated W W', i. e. along a radius W W', while those in a direction perpendicular to

the former are designated “ along the radius It R'.”

All measurements were made with the greatest possible care by means of the Kathe-

tometer of the Observatory, which reads to x q Q 0 of an inch.

17. Every line in the preceding figure being thus measured on the average about five

times, so as to reduce errors as far as possible, the means of the measurements were

taken ; and of those lines for which a sufficient number of measurements existed, so as

to trace their behaviour across the field with some degree of certainty, these measure-

ments were represented in the form shown in Plate I. (A), where, however, only six lines

are thus shown, although in reality for the behaviour in the direction W W' ten distinct

lines, and for that in the direction R R/ eight lines gave extensive data for our purpose,

and therefore eighteen lines were finally employed for our mean results.

The mean radius of the disk produced by the whole light falling upon the plates was

found to be 8*267 inches; and this length was subdivided into seven spaces, giving 0*267

inch to the central portion, and drawing concentric circles at distances of half an inch

from each other; the central portion, having a radius of 0*267 inch, was considered as

the centre ; and, from the means of the measurements as above indicated, the behaviour

of every line was determined at the centre and at each intersection of these concentric

circles with the two radii W W', R R'. These means are given in the following two

Tables, which contain also the behaviour of each separate line, which we have called

1, 2, 3, &c., each of these numbers representing in fact a different object.

Behaviour of eighteen lines, photographed at different distances from the centre of the

field in the Kew Photoheliograph.

A. Direction WW'.

Distance

from centre,

in inches.

Absolute length of each line in English inches at the corresponding distance.

1 . 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
j

Means.

+ 3*267 •1500 •1533 •1730 •1655 •1987 •2187 •2017 *1963 •2103 •2103 •1878

+ 3-000 *1494 •1526 •1708 •1647 •1984 •2156 •2009 •1964 •2100 •2100 •1869

+ 2*500 •1482 •1515 •1666 •1634 •1976 •2094 •1992 *1967 •2084 •2084 •1849

+ 2-000 •1469 •1508 •1627 •1623 •1969 •2027 •1985 *1971 •2071 •2071 •1831

+ 1-500 •1457 •1489 •1587 •1610 •1962 •1962 •1955 *1974 •2060 •2060 •1812

+ 1-000 •1446 •1479 •1547 •1598 •1955 •1896 •1938 •1978 •2046 •2046 •1793

+ 0-500 •1408 •1439 •1556 •1586 •1950 •1852 •1920 •1980 •2035 •2035 *1776
Centre. •1370 •1400 •1586 •1575 •1952 •1859 •1955 •1980 •2023 •2017 •17 72
-0-500 •1435 •1424 •1539 •1621 •1952 •1900 •1994 •1980 •2008 *1989 •1784
-1-000 •1446 •1447 •1529 •1623 •1943 •1894 *1936 •1900 •2050 •2058 •1783
-1-500 •1456 •1472 •1564 •1604 *1970 •1928 •1959 •1950 •2074 •2138 •1812
-2-000 •1467 •1495 •1598 •1594 •2000 •1942 •1980 •2010 •2097 •2139 •1832
— 2-500 •1509 •1526 •1630 •1595 •2030 *1967 •2000 •2070 •2120 •2144 •1859
-3-000 •1581 •1566 •1644 •1664 •2060 •1998 •2020 •2128 •2145 •2145 •1895
-3-267 •1615 •1584 •1647 •1723 •2078 •2015 •2033 •2160 •2147 •2156 •1916

!
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B. Direction R R'.

Distance

from centre,

in inches.

Absolute length of each line in English inches at the corresponding distance.

11. 12. 13. 14.
|

15.

|

,, 17. 18. Means.

+ 2-500 •1800 •2008 •2216 •2410 •2630 •2890 •3020 •3250 •2528

+ 2-000 •1735 •1823 •2070 •2285 •2480 •2749 •2925 •3180 •2406

+ 1-500 •1651 •1838 •2026 •2264 •2440 •2688 •2868 •3104 •2348

+ 1-000 •1576 •1850 •2052 •2303 •2466 •2684 •2824 •3025 •2348

+ 0-500 •1660 •1866 •2078 •2249 •2465 •2633 •2774 •2990 •2339

Centre •1672 •1812 •1998 •2194 •2395 •2584 •2767 •2976 •2300
- 0-500 •1702 •1910 •2071 •2314 •2499 •2681 •2882 •3050 •2389
-1-000 •1695 •1922 •2114 •2333 •2520 •2729 •2928 •3112 •2419
-1-500 •1708 •1924 •2135 •2329 •2532 •2748 •2950 •3150 •2434
-2-000 •1760 •1946 •2142 •2351 •2595

1 •2771 •2970 •3177 •2464

-2-500 •1812 •1970 •2149 •2371 •2653 •2794 •2994 •3202 •2493

18. The mean results are graphically represented on Plate I. (B) in three curves,

which have the distance from the centre for their abscissae, while the mean length of the

lines are the ordinates ; both coordinates are given in inches. The curve W W' shows

the behaviour of all lines measured in one direction, the curve EK' that of those

measured in the direction at right angles to the former, and, finally, M M' exhibits the

mean of both. The irregularity of the curve EE' is partly owing to the circum-

stance that the number of observations on which it is founded is considerably less

than those at our disposal for the curve WW '

;

and it is our intention to repeat the

whole investigation under more favourable circumstances. It is particularly our wish

to place the determination on a more correct basis by erecting at a considerable distance

from the photoheliograph a suitable scale of equal parts, which when repeatedly photo-

graphed in different positions, will in our opinion supply us with very correct constants

of distortion. A similar contrivance would be useful in ascertaining the optical distor-

tion of ordinary photographic lenses. In the meantime the following two facts may

be regarded as established:—1st, that the image of any object photographically de-

picted is liable to a distortion, which varies at different distances from the centre of the

field, and the amount of which may be determined for every instrument by methods

similar to that employed by ourselves
; 2nd, that in our case the image of an object is

larger when formed near the edge of the field than at the centre, and that the amount

of elongation of a unit of length at the centre increases with its distance from the centre.

Taking the most trustworthy of our curves,W W', as a preliminary result, we find the

following values for the unit at the centre, when it passes to other positions in the field,

the latter being given in fractions of the radius :

—

Distance in parts of radius.

+ 1-000

+ 0918

+0-765

+0-612

+ 0-459

+0-306

Corresponding length of central unit.

1+6082

1-05474

1-04345

1*03330

1-02257

1*01185
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Distance in parts of radius.

+ 0-153

±0-000

-0-153

-0-306

-0-459

-0-612

-0-765

-0-918

- 1-000

Corresponding length of central unit.

1-00226

1-00000

1-00677

1-00621

1-02257

1-03386

1-04910

1-07041

1-08126

19. The present state of this inquiry is not sufficiently far advanced to justify us in

applying corrections to the calculated positions of sun-spots on account of the effect of

distortion on the angular distances from the centre of the sun. The point will, how-

ever, have our careful attention when finally discussing the positions ; and we hope to be

able to give thoroughly satisfactory constants for the effect of displacement by our Pho-

toheliograph.

With regard to the correctness of the calculated areas, it appears from the above

that the side of our square unit, being -01 of an inch at the centre, will in consequence

of the elongation towards the limb be *0106082 inch at the edge, and the areas mea-

sured there will obviously have to be diminished in the ratio of (-0106082)2
: ('01)

2
,
and

similarly at other distances, as seen in the following Table, which shows the numerical

effect of the elongation on the values which we have assumed in our reduction for the

square unit at different distances from the centre.

Distance from
centre in terms

of radius.

Proportion in which
the areas ought to

be diminished.

Assumed values for the

square unit, without

regard to elongation.

In millionths of

sun’s surface.

Corrected values,

taking into account
elongation.

In millionths of

sun’s surface.

+ 1-000 1-1125339 : 1 00 QO 00 CO

+ 0-918 1-1124764 : 1 •00001050 10 •00000944 9

+ 0-765 1-0887879 : 1 •00000663 7 •00000609 6

+ 0-612 1-0677089 : 1 •00000541 5 •00000507 5

I
+0-459 1-0454294 : 1 •00000478 5 •00000457 5

+ 0-306 1-0238404 : 1 •00000448 4 •00000437 ’

4

+ 0-153 1-0045251 : 1 •00000431 4 •00000431 4

+ 0-000 1-0000000 : 1 •00000426 4 •00000426 4

-0-153 1-0135858 : 1 •00000431 4 •00000425 4

-0-306 1-0124586 : 1 •00000448 4 •00000442 4
-0-459 1-0454294 : 1 •00000478 5 •00000457 5
-0-612 1-0688665: 1 •00000541 5 •00000506 5

-0-765 1-1006108 : 1 •00000663 7 •00000602 6
-0-918 1-1457776: 1 •00001050 10 •00000916 9
-1-000 1-1691232:1 QO CO OO OO

It will be seen from this Table that, our fractional values of the areas being expressed

in millionths, the corrected values differ only from those employed by us in all spots

which are very near the limb, and also in very large spots ; in both these cases, how-

ever, the probable error of the measurements is not inconsiderable
; and to introduce a

correction on account of elongation was therefore considered by us a hardly necessary

refinement in the calculations.
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Table I.—Giving the areas in millionths of the Sun’s visible hemisphere, corre-

sponding to 100, 200, &c. measured unit-squares, for every degree, and also in

terms of the radius=l.

One square at the centre of Sun= ’00000426, the surface of the visible hemisphere being 1.

Distance from centre.

100. 200. 300. 400. 500. 600. 700. 800. 900.

In deg. In terms of radius.

0 0-000 to 0-009 426 852 1278 1704 2130 2556 2982 3408 3834
1 0-009 „ 0 026 426 852 1278 1704 2130 2556 2982 3408 3834
2 0-026 „ 0-044 426 852 1278 1704 2130 2556 2982 3408 3834
3 0-044 „ 0-061 427 854 1281 1708 2135 2562 2989 3416 3843
4 0-061 „ 0-078 427 854 1281 1708 2135 2562 2989 3416 3843
5 0-078 „ 0-096 428 856 1284 1712 2140 2568 2996 3424 3852
6 0-096 „ 0-113 428 856 1284 1712 2140 2568 2996 3424 3852

7 0-113 „ 0-130 429 858 1287 1716 2145 2574 3003 3432 3861

8 0-130 „ 0-148 430 860 1290 1720 2150 2580 3010 3440 3870

9 0-148 „ 0-165 431 862 1293 1724 2155 2586 3017 3448 3879
10 0165 „ 0-182 433 866 1299 1732 2165 2598 3031 3464 3897
11 0-182 „ 0-199 434 868 1302 1736 2170 2604 3038 3472 3906
12 0-199 „ 0-216 436 872 1308 1744 2180 2616 3052 3488 3924
13 0-216 „ 0-233 437 874 1311 1748 2185 2622 3059 3496 3933
14 0-233 „ 0-250 439 878 1317 1756 2195 2634 3073 3512 3951

15 0-250 „ 0-267 441 882 1323 1764 2205 2646 3087 3528 3969
16 0-267 „ 0-284 443 886 1329 1772 2215 2658 3101 3544 3987
17 0-284 „ 0-301 446 892 1338 1784 2230 2676 3122 3568 4014

,

18 0-301 „ 0-317 448 896 1344 1792 2240 2688 3136 3584 4032

19 0-317 „ 0-334 451 902 1353 1804 2255 2706 3157 3608 4059
20 0-334 „ 0-350 453 906 1359 1812 2265 2718 3171 3624 4077
21 0-350 „ 0-367 456 912 1368 1824 2280 2736 3192 3648 4104
22 0-367 ,, 0-383 460 920 1380 1840 2300 2760 3220 3680 4140

|

23 0-383 „ 0-399 463 926 1389 1852 2315 2778 3241 3704 4167
24 0-399 „ 0-415 466 932 1398 1864 2330 2796 3262 3728 4194
25 0-415 „ 0-431 470 940 1410 1880 2350 2820 3290 3760 4230
26 0-431 „ 0-446 474 948 1422 1896 2370 2844 3318 3792 4266

27 0-446 „ 0-462 478 956 1434 1912 2390 2868 3346 3824 4302
28 0-462 „ 0-477 483 966 1449 1932 2415 2898 3381 3864 4347
29 0-477 „ 0-492 487 974 1461 1948 2435 2922 3409 3896 4383
30 0-492 „ 0-508 492 984 1476 1968 2460 2952 3444 3936 4428
31 0-508 „ 0-522 497 994 1491 1988 2485 2982 3479 3976 4473
32 0-522 „ 0-537 502 1004 1506 2008 2510 3012 3514 4016 4518
33 0-537 ,, 0-552 508 1016 1524 2032 2540 3048 3556 4064 4572
34 0-552 „ 0-566 514 1028 1542 2056 2570 3084 3598 4112 4626
35 0-566 „ 0-581 520 1040 1560 2080 2600 3120 3640 4160 4680
36 0-581 „ 0-595 527 1054 1581 2108 2635 3162 3689 4216 4743
37 0-595 „ 0-609 534 1068 1602 2136 2670 3204 3738 4272 4806
38 0-609 „ 0-623 541 1082 1623 2164 2705 3246 3787 4328 4869
39 0-623 „ 0-636 548 1096 1644 2192 2740 3288 3836 4384 4932
40 0-636 „ 0-649 556 1112 1668 2224 2780 3336 3892 4448 5004
41 0-649 „ 0-663 565 1130 1695 2260 2825 3390 3955 4520 5085
42 0-663 „ 0-676 573 1146 1719 2292 2865 3438 4011 4584 5157
43 0-676 „ 0-688 583 1166 1749 2332 2915 3498 4081 4664 5247

1

44 .0-688 „ 0-701 592 1184 1776 2368 2960 3552 4144 4736 5328
j

45 0-701 „ 0-713 603 1206 1809 2412 3015 3618 4221 4824 5427
46 0-713 „ 0-725 613 1226 1839 2452 3065 3678 4291 4904 5517
47 0-725 „ 0-737 625 1250 1875 2500 3125 3750 4375 5000 5625
48 0-737 „ 0-749 637 1274 1911 2548 3185 3822 4459 5096 5733
49 0-749 „ 0-760 650 1300 1950 2600 3250 3900 4550 5200 5850
50 0-760 „ 0-772 663 1326 1989 2652 3315 3978 4641 5304 5967

1

51 0-772 „ 0-783 677 1354 2031 2708 3385 4062 4739 5416 6093
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Table I. (continued).

Distance from centre.

100. 200. 300. 400. 500. 600. 700. 800. 900.

In deg. In terms of radius.

52 0-783 to 0-793 692 1384 2076 2768 3460 4152 4844 5536 6228
53 0-793 „ 0-804 708 1416 2124 2832 3540 4248 4956 5644 6372
54 0-804 „ 0-814 725 1450 2175 2900 3625 4350 5075 5800 6525

55 0-814 „ 0-824 743 1486 2229 2972 3715 4458 5201 5944 6687
56 0-824 „ 0-834 762 1524 2286 3048 3810 4572 5334 6096 6858

57 0-834 „ 0-843 782 1564 2346 3128 3910 4692 5474 6256 7038
58 0-843 „ 0-853 804 1608 2412 3216 4020 4824 5628 6432 7236

59 0-853 „ 0-862 827 1654 2481 3308 4135 4962 5789 6616 7443
60 0-862 „ 0-870 852 1704 2556 3408 4260 5112 5964 6816 7668
61 0-870 „ 0-879 879 1758 2637 3516 4395 5274 6153 7032 7911
62 0-879 „ 0-887 908 1816 2724 3632 4540 5448 6356 7264 8172
63 0-887 „ 0-895 939 1878 2817 3756 4695 5634 6573 7512 8451

64 0-895 „ 0-903 972 1944 2916 3888 4860 5832 6804 7776 8748
65

i

0-903 „ 0-910 1008 2016 3024 4032 5040 6048 7056 8064 9072
66 1 0-910 „ 0-917 1048 2096 3144 4192 5240 6288 7336 8384 9432
67 0-917 „ 0-924 1091 2182 3273 4364 5455 6546 7637 8728 9819
68 0-924 „ 0-930 1138 2276 3414 4452 5690 6828 7966 8904 10242

69 0-930 „ 0-937 1189 2378 3567 4756 5945 7134 8323 9512 10701

70 0.937 „ 0-943 1246 2492 3738 4984 6230 7476 8722 9968 11214

7 1 0-943 „ 0-948 1309 2618 3927 5236 6545 7854 9163 10472 11781

j

72 0-948 0-954 1379 2758 4137 5516 6895 8274 9653 11032 12411
: 73 0-954 „ 0-959 1457 2914 4371 5828 7285 8742 10199 11656 13113
' 74 0-959 0-964 1546 3092 4638 6184 7730 9276 10822 12368 13914

7

5

0-964 „ 0-968 1646 3292 4938 6584 8230 9876 11522 13168 14814

76 0-968 „ 0-972 1761 3522 5283 7144 8805 10566 12327 14288 15849

1

77 0-972 „ 0-976 1894 3788 5682 7576 9470 11364 13258 15152 17046

:

78 0-976 „ 0-980
j

2050 4100 6150 8200 10250 12300 14350 16400 18450

79 0-980 0-983 2233 4466 6699 8932 11165 13398 15631 17864 20097
80 0-983 „ 0-986 2454 4908 7362 9816 12270 14724 17178 19632 22086
81 0-986 „ 0-989

|

2724 5448 8172 10896 13620 16344 19068 21792 24516
! 82 0-989 „ 0-991 3062 6124 9186 12248 15310 18372 21434 24496 27558

1

83 0-991 „ 0-994 3497 6994 10491 13988 17485 20982 24479 27976 31473
84 0-994 „ 0-995

|

4077 8154 12231 16308 20385 24462 28539 32616 36693

!
85 0-995 „ 0-997

j

4889 9778 14667 19556 24445 29334 34223 39112 44001

86 0-997 „ 0-998 6109 12218 18327 24436 30545 36654 42763 48872 54981

87
|

0-998 „ 0-999 1
8142 16284 24426 32568 40710 48852 56994 65136 73278

, 88 ! 0-999 „ 0-999
|

12210 24420 36630 48840 61050 73260 85470 97680 109890
89 0-999 1-000

j

24416 48832 73248 97664 122080 146496 170912 195328 219744
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Table II.—Showing the areas of all Sun-spots observed at the Kew Observatory from

February 7th, 1862 to December 31st, 1863.

The areas are expressed in millionths of the Sun’s visible hemisphere.

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=l.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

Feb. 7- 226 0-850 64 16 80

227 0-793 35 0 35
228 0-705 78 12 90
229 0-525 25 5 30
230 0-524 30 10 40
231 0-345 18 0 18

232 0-890 469 38 507
233 0-905 221 0 221 940 81 1021

8. 226 0-934 71 0 71

227 0-880 9 0 9 |

228 0-825 60 0 60

229 0*655 34 23 56
230 0-634 38 0 38
232 0-770 232 33 265
233 0-865 290 17 307 734 73 806

10. 229 0-911 147 31 178
230 0-810 72 29 101

232 0-485 513 100 613
233 0-586 208 82 290
234 0-949 345 55 400

235
|

0-775 15 12 27
0-775 34 20 54 1334 329 1663

16. 232
L

0-902 486 165 651
233 0-772 169 0 169
234 0-288 71 18 89
236 0-263 26 0 26
237 0-474 53 0 53
238 0-747 274 0 274
239 0-234 53 0 53 1132 183 1315

20. 234 0-902 282 29 311

239 0-857 45 21 66
240 0-910 178 42 220
241 0-304 18 0 18 523 92 615

21. 234 0-971 319 53 372
239 0-936 71 24 95
240 0-807 174 36 210
241 0-710 0 6 6

242 0-690 106 36 142 670 155 825

28. 240 0-686 129 41 170
242 0-852 330 297 627
243 0-652 175 119 294
244 0-252 159 0 159
245 0-345 154 68 222
247 0-730 119 94 212
248 0-947 131 65 196 1197 684

|

1880
Mar. 1. 240 0-822 119 52 171

242 0-940 324 349 673
243 0-537 234 61 295
244 0-062 94 34 128
245 0-160 181 82 263
247 0-619 86 27 114
248 0-870 88 44 132 1126 649 1776

j
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from Area of Area of Area of

Whole for the day.

centre, Penumbra. Umbra. whole Spot.
Penumbra.. Umbra. Whole Spot.radius= 1.

1862.

Mar. 3. 243 0-463 169 53 222
244 0-458 91 14 105
245 0-309 92 34 125
247 0-480 122 24 146
248 0-555 57 10 67
249 0-720 37 18 55 568 153 720

4. 243 0-541 229 61 290
244 0-627 74 25 99
245 0-489 34 34 68
247 0-534 15 10 25
248 0-408 23 19 42
249 0-554 41 15 56 416 164 580

5. 243 0-673 183 34 218
244 0-793 85 21 106
245 0-679 35 12 47
248 0-286 37 0 37
249 0-360 55 0 55
250 0-982 0 290 290 395 357 753

7- 243 0-967 296 82 379
248 0-230 17 0 17
250 0-706 277 48 326
251 0-941 125 0 125 715 130 847

19. 252 0-739 108 25 134
253 0-521 57 0 57
254 0-832 34 11 46 199 36 237

24. 252 0-297 62 18 80 62 18 80

27. 252 0-831 84 0 84 84 0 84
31. 255 0-705 175 30 205

256 0-921 251 76 327 426 106 532

April 3. 255
|

0-204

0-180

50
52

0

0

50
52

256 0-546 239 51 290
257 0-150 420 101 521
258 0-440 47 0 47
259 0-894 192 42 235 1000 194 1195

4. 255 0-456 201 14 215
256 0-403 224 74 298
257 0-175 390 138 528
258 0-278 115 27 142
259 0-777 162 27 190 1092 280 1373

12. 259 0-874 79 53 132
260 0-944 65 0 65 144 53 197

13. 259 0-960 93 62 155
260 0-774 20 14 34
261 0-985 466 0 466
262 0-443 62 0 62 641 76 717

14. 260 0-710 24 0 24
I

261 0-934 297 131 428
262 0-615 38 16 54
263 0-204 17 0 17 376 147 523

j

15. 261 0-777 291 115 406
263 0-369 5 0 5

264 0-869 26 8 34
265 0-960 402 0 402 724 123 847

17- 261 0-485 312 78 390

1

263 0-960 108 0 108
1
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=l.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

Apr. 17- 264 0*621 5 16 21

265 0*790 256 62 318 681' 156 837

20. 261 0*195 282 52 334
265 0*285 111 27 138

266 0*510 50 45 95 443 124 567

21. 261 0*388 278 55 333
265 0*l66 26 4 30
266 0*380 64 50 115

267 0*665 29 29 57 397 138 535

22. 261 0*595 283 48 331

265 0*248 22 18 40

266 0*209 57 17 74
267 0*460 38 0 38 400 83 483

23. 261 0*755 253 65 318
265 0*439 43 19 62
266 0*273 31 9 40

267 0*410 51 0 51

268 0*930 0 12 12 378 105 483
24. 261 0*892 244 66 310

265 0*665 52 0 52
266 0*458 57 0 57

0*185 113 35 148
£07 1 0*220 78 44 122 544 145 689

25. 261
L

0*976 246 61 307
265 0*776 54 0 54
266 0*638 33 6 39
267 0*080 265 55 321

269 0*962 185 0 185 783 122 906
26. 267 0*310 327 45 372

269 0*850 249 96 346 576 141 718

27. 267 0*710 349 36 386
269 0*505 302 89 391
270 0*955 131 29 160

271 0*471 63 0 63 845 154 1000

28. 267 0*690 308 56 364
269 0*540 305 81 386
270 0*877 92 48 140

271 0*102 26 9 34 731 194 924

29. 267 0*850 145 24 169
269 0*385 315 97 414
270 0*754 32 32 65
271 0*160 52 43 95
272 0*873 40 31 70 584 227 813

30. 267 0*955 102 44 146
269 0*185 239 65 304
270 0*587 100 26 126

271 0*390 21 35 56
272 0*958 131 73 204
273 0*928 80 23 102 673 266 938

May 1. 269 0*164 685 194 879
270 0*409 84 37 121

271 0*575 36 10 47
273 0*965 181 49 230
274 0*984 98 270 368 1084 560 1645

2. 269
|

0*350 935 283 1217
0*314 94 40 134

MDCCCLXIX. e
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from
the centre,

radius =1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

May 2. 270 0-311 85 45 130

273 0-698 41 12 53
274 0-915 136 21 157 1291 401 1691

5. 269 0-860 1174 314 1489
270 0-602 43 27 69
273 0-303 45 18 63
274 0-397 56 37 92
275 0-960 371 278 649 1689 674 2362

8. 273 0-673 46 23 69
274 0-682 17 35 52
275 0-562 308 103 411

276 0-654 90 45 136

277 0-941 87 62 149 548 268 817

9. 273 0-813 51 36 87
274 0-775 74 8 81

275 0-396 329 116 444

276 0-476 77 58 135

277 0-844 105 48 153 636 266 900
10. 273 0-930 59 36 95

274 0-910 42 0 42

275 0-262 357 101 459 1

1 276 0-264 40 22 62

j

277 0-683 76 35 111

! 278 0-928 50 40 89 624 234 858

12- 275 0-410 42 9 51

276 0-375 0 14 14

277 0-090 317 103 419

278 0-603 75 37 112

279 0-870 62 53 114

281 0-705 145 36 181 641 252 891
13. 275 0-615 5 5 11

276 0-525 75 0 75

277 0-238 263 88 351

278 0-243 44 26 70

279 0-662 130 56 186

281 0-524 60 0 60 577 175 753
16. 275 0'920 273 425 698

276 0-905 50 40 91

277 0-462 29 14 43

279 0-592 37 16 53

278 0-118 154 39 193

281 0-256 44 26 71

282 0-896 87 49 136

283 0-333 9 14 23 683 623 1308
17. 275 0-986 0 712 712

276 0-763 20 13 33

277 0-608 16 32 48

278 0-223 118 57 175

279 0-567 42 21 62
281 0-148 65 47 112

282 0-807 72 22 94
284 0-522 30 0 30 363

;

904 1266
18. 277 0-781 20 20 41

278 0-425 132 66 197 I

279 0-414 121 0 121

281 0-275 84 27 111
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=l.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

June 16. 305 0-858 99 41 140 1863 565 2426

17. 301 0-405 1313 266 1580
303 0-263 181 48 229
304 0-588 174 63 237
305 0-736 37 31 69
306 0-811 0 7 7 1705 415 2122

18. 301 0-481 1329 292 1622
303 0-208 52 26 78
304 0-392 153 65 218
305 0-464 24 14 39
307 0-546 20 15 36
308 0-789 21 42 62 1599 454 2055

23. 301 0-967 362 132 494
303 0-773 34 14 47
304 0-645 33 44 78
305 0-329 18 9 27
309 0-525 50 30 80

310 0-659 203 62 265
311 0-721 123 43 165

311 0-638 22 22 44

312 0-720 31 18 49
313 0-664 11 23 34

314 0-705 314 90 404
315 0-795 255 113 368
316 0-871 369 70 439
317 0-927 80 45 125 1905 715 2619

24. 311 0-884 45 36 82
312 0-543 61 5 66
313 0-414 28 14 42
314 0-500 261 89 349
315 0-531 351 115 467
316 0-697 444 124 568
317 0-801 99 35 134 1289 418 1708

25. 304 0-892 28 9 38
305 0-741 64 25 89
309 0-878 35 18 53
310 0-938 274 75 349
311 0-986 147 123 270
312 0-353 18 9 27
313 0-243 26 18 44
314 0-263 242 75 317
315 0-404 391 93 485
316 0-526 582 136 718
317 0-665 132 46 178
318 0-909 101 71 172 2040 698 2740

26. 305 0-840 39 31 70
309 0-944 39 0 39
310 0-981 112 156 268
314 0-128 159 51 210
315 0-264 419 44 463
316 0-386 565 97 662
317 0-516 84 50 134
318 0-826 69 46 114 1486 475 I960

27. 305 0-961 46 77 124
314 0-192 161 52 213
315 0115 510 60 570

1
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=l.

Area of
Penumbra.

Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862 .

June 27- 316 0-148 572 95 666

317 0-302 31 13 45

318 0-637 100 22 122

319 0-872 26 44 70
320 0-979 102 164 266 1548 527 2076

28. 314 0-369 161 46 208
315 0-247 601 79 680
316 0-154 539 103 642
317 0-171 9 4 13

318 0-476 82 34 116

319 0-763 40 13 53
320 0-921 164 76 240 1596 355 1952

30. 314 0-735 100 50 150
315 0-622 671 108 779
316 0-523 532 110 642
318 0-156 65 52 116

320 0*668 241 74 315 1609 394 2002
July 1. 314 0-895 58 97 155

315 0-810 457 116 573
316 0-737 503 51 554
318 0-300 62 27 89
320 0-439 256 66 322 1336 357 1693

|

5. 318 0-927 45 34 80 ;

320 0-462 333 87 420
321 0-147 30 34 64
322 0-972 106 194 299
323 0-431 14 14 28
324 0-736 50 19 69 578 382 960

6. 320 0-628 .269 44 312
321 0-348 41 14 54
322 0-900 68 29 97
323 0-565 82 31 113
324 0-786 111 187 297 571 305 873

8. 320 0-914 210 178 388
321 0-841 78 86 164
322 0-612 81 27 108

323 0-912 73 63 136
324 0-939 0 87 87
325 0-900 214 39 253
326 0-859 165 74 239
327 0-760 45 0 45 866 554 1420

11. 322 0-307 152 107 260
325 0-443 204 81 284
326 0-301 85 49 133
327 0-323 32 32 63
328 0-922 65 55 120
329 0-585 84 26 111

331 0-977 76 56 131 698 406 1102
13. 322 0-599 182 27 208

325 0-258 123 48 172
326 0-178 48 17 65

327 0-381 60 0 60

329 0-344 27 23 50
330 0-680 64 29 93
331 0-793 111 35 145 615 179 793

14. 322 0-772 217 34 250
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=l.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

May 18. 282 0-644 50 28 78 407 141 548

19. 278 0-607 160 53 214

279 0-210 65 48 113

281 0-460 14 10 24

282 0-462 77 19 97 316 130 448

22. 278 0-974 265 284 549

279 0-527 40 45 85

281 0-912 10 31 42

282 0-294 58 22 80

285 0-933 226 250 476 599 632 1232

24, 279 0-880 0 18 18

282 0-677 47 23 70

285 0-670 413 246 659
286 0-829 91 69 160

287 0-957 146 117 262

289 0-902 10 0 10 707 473 1179
26. 285 0-262 388 123 512

286 0-497 25 20 44

287 0-704 338 157 494

288 0-892 28 9 38

289 0-542 15 10 25 794 319 1113

29. 285 0-425 183 61 244
286 0-326 27 14 41

287 0-389 171 28 199

288 0-389 218 83 301

289 0-936 452 143 594 1051 329 1379
June 1. 286 0-943 75 12 87

287 0-654 62 17 79
288 0-340 353 91 444

289 0-488 326 73 399
290 0-445 52 38 90
291 0-572 26 5 31

292 0-755 474 110 585

293 0-957 772 248 1020 2140 594 2735
2. 287 0-775 88 47 135

288 0-525 311 95 407

289 0-303 331 76 408

290 0-617 189 76 265

291 0-370 18 0 18

292 0-625 575 131 707
293 0-875 624 255 879 2136 680 2819

3. 287 0-926 158 89 250
288 0-771 239 80 318

289 0-104 312 77 389

290 0-794 255 99 354

291 0-090 73 0 73

f 0-370 630 166 796
292

-j 0-375 37 9 46

293 0-715 570 190 760
294 0-057 60 17 77 2334 727 3063

4. 287 0-971 106 106 211

288 0-863 264 60 324
289 0-204 183 61 244
290 0-891 169 122 291
291 0-155 43 4 47
292 0-260 547 119 666

e 2
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

June 4. 293 0-595 780 211 991

294 0-187 52 13 65

295 0-850 24 16 40 2068 712 2879
7. 289 0-770 199 60 259

292 0-537 442 66 508

293 0-185 642 187 829
294 0-776 115 135 250
295 0-489 112 29 141

296 0-296 18 18 37 1528 495 2024
8. 289 0-902 224 58 282

292 0-700 574 124 699
293 0-328 681 203 884

294 0-911 105 147 251

295 0-332 185 45 230

297 0-321 68 36 104 1837 613 2450
9. 289 0-982 223 201 424

292 0-866 417 136 554

293 0-550 620 122 742
295 0-333 207 54 262

297 0-650 56 56 113 1523 569 2095
10. 292 0-942 299 100 399

293 0-694 574 154 728
295 0-445 218 43 261

297 0-712 115 42 157

298 0-293 22 27 49

299 0-539 25 15 41 1253 381 1635
11. 292 0-990 0 245 245

293 0-836 649 524 1173

295 0*642 161 50 211

297 0-884 200 18 218

298 0-472 58 29 87

299 0-349 5 14 18

300 0-367 2 2 4

301 0-970 176 229 404

302 0-438 57 14 71 1308 1125 2431
13. 295 0-911 31 31 63

298 0-812 7 22 29
300 0-240 9 4 13

301 0-831 831 229 1059
302 0-432 33 33 66

303 0-896 253 87 339 1164 406 1569
14. 295 0-979 20 41 61

300 0-424 14 0 14

301 0-725 1031 212 1244

302 0-633 22 22 44

303 0-779 332 68 399
304 0-980 205 123 328 1624 466 2090

15. 300 0-623 22 0 22
301 0-583 1302 285 1586

302 0-803 21 21 42
303 0-611 416 81 498
304 0-888 141 56 197
305 0-952 151 83 234 2053 526 2579

16. 301 0-463 1377 382 1758
303 0-430 240 85 324

J

304 0-748 147 57 204
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius= 1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

July 14. 325 0-378 143 55 198
326 0-394 28 9 37
327 0-579 187 73 260
330 0-503 34 15 49
331 0-634 49 22 71 658 208 865

15. 322 0-900 136 39 175
326 0-585 21 11 32
327 0-735 431 87 519
325 0-544 132 56 188
330 0-330 18 18 36

' 331 0-443 47 28 76 785 239 1026

16. 322 0-980 89 223 313
325 0-707 96 42 139
326 0-712 121 24 145

327 0-871 431 149 580
330 0-217 26 13 39
331 0-227 65 22 87
332 0-308 22 13 36
333 0-365 32 0 32
334 0-397 19 9 28 901 495 1399

17- 325 0-844 72 24 96
326 0-871 132 132 263
327 0-962 448 170 618
330 0-300 0 18 18

331 0-064 26 0 26
332 0-250 9 4 13

333 0-272 31 4 35
334 0-628 77 93 170
335 0-362 18 41 59

18. 325 0-940 75 25 100

326 0-959 102 29 131

330 0-465 10 10 19
331 0-238 48 18 66
332 0-377 18 23 41

333 0-320 77 41 117
334 0-790 270 103 373
335 0-543 249 81 330
336 0-965 33 132 165
337 0-925 0 397 397 882 859 1739

20. 330 0-738 178 51 229
331 0-657 40 11 51

332 0-649 68 119 186
334 0-989 0 1 63 163
335 0-854 107 132 240
336 0-747 70 32 102
337 0-655 260 79 339
338 0-945 209 0 209 932 587 1519

21. 330 0-868 111 77 187
331 0-811 0 29 29
332 0-791 55 42 97
335 0-947 0 79 79
336 0-592 258 32 290
337 0-496 207 69 276
338 0-982 0 134 134 631 462 1092

25. 336 0-331 81 49 131

337 0-452 163 43 206
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=1.

Area of
Penumbra.

Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862,

July 25. 340 0-722 809 172 981
341 0-524 40 0 40

342 0-823 728 238 966 1821 502 2324
26. 336 0-532 30 30 60

337 0-644 67 22 89
340 0-575 853 172 1024
341 0-360 14 5 18

342 0-693 959 142 1101 1923 371 2292
27. 336 0-710 48 36 84

337 0-801 71 14 85
340 0-386 574 139 713
342 0-525 707 no 818
343 0-923 284 44 327
345 0-969 352 143 495 2036 486 2522

28. 336 0-905 40 181 222
337 0-923 55 44 98
340 0-201 789 209 998
342 0-328 1037 234 1272
343 0-774 427 88 514
344 0*646 67 50 117
345 0-862 392 281 673
346 0-972 0 625 625 2807 1712 4519

29. 337 0-976 0 189 189
340 0-200 767 218 985
342 0-196 998 200 1198
343 0-626 422 88 510
344 0-775 54 61 115

345 0-756 448 253 702
346 0-898 243 204 447 2932 1213 4146

30. 340 0-378 819 230 1049
342 0-240 900 189 1089
343 0-462 328 150 478
344 0-893 0 28 28

345 0-603 507 182 689
346 0-771 292 80 371

347 0-949 14 28 41 2860 887 3745
31. 340 0-564 745 226 971

342 0-400 913 172 1086
343 0-326 230 86 316
345 0-445 664 86 749
346 0-614 130 54 184

347 0-850 16 16 32
348 0-985 368 172 540
349 0-571 83 31 114 3149 843 3992

Aug. 1. 340 0-721 999 202 1201
342 0-575 853 213 1066
343 0-319 266 140 406
345 0-344 381 127 507
346 0 453 234 81 315
347 0-714 6 18 24
348 0-927 57 102 158

349 0-730 25 19 44 2821 902 3721
O 340 0-865 886 460 1346

|

342 0-760 822 172 994
343 0-444 337 104 441

L 345 0-362 342 132 474
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius= 1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

Aug. 2. 346 0-302 202 72 273
347 0-539 10 5 15
348 0-817 22 30 52
350 0-625 38 11 49
351 0-970 71 158 229
352 0-490 29 0 29 2759 1144 3902

3. 340 0-952 924 689 1613
342 0-884 518 245 763
343 0-592 390 95 485
345 0-481 224 49 273
346 0-284 205 71 276
347 0-376 5 9 14
348 0-668 29 17 46
350 0-453 100 19 119
351 0-901 97 58 156
352 0-364 23 27 50
353 0-936 131 95 226
354 0-969 0 282 282 2646 1656 4303

4. 340 0-995 0 1264 1264
342 0-969 282 370 652
343 0-774 305 68 372
345 0-639 128 44 172
346 0-408 126 60 186
348 0-428 28 19 47
350 0-307 85 18 103
351 0-785 90 35 125
353 0-825 320 91 411
354 0-892 206 94 300 1570 2063 3632

5. 343 0-895 347 103 451
345 0-776 81 61 142
346 0-575 203 62 265
348 0-382 18 5 23
350 0-295 18 31 49
351 0-650 40 0 40
353 0-679 291 87 379
354 0-767 232 106 338 1230 455 1687

6. 346 0-735 181 87 269
350 0-431 118 19 137
353 0-488 297 117 414
354 0-605 246 85 331
355 0-797 57 28 85 899 336 1236

7. 346 0-860 174 83 256
350 0-385 37 14 51
351 0-324 49 23 72
353 0-304 269 81 349
354 0-431 171 47 218
355 0-656 73 17 90 773 265 1036

10. 351 0-627 38 27 65
353 0-393 278 88. 366
354 0-291 245 62 308
355 0-216 44 26 71
356 0-557 26 10 36 631 213 846

15. 357 0-669 137 34 172
358 0-934 0 119 119
359 0-662 11 11 23 148 164 314

18. 357 0-086 68 • 26 94

MDCCCLXIX.
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=l.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

I 1862.

Aug. 18.

1

358 0*466 121 24 145

359 0*335 471 136 606
360 0*791 7 14 21 667 200 866

19. 357 0*118 77 26 103
358 0-271 ill 22 133

' ' 359 0*391 463 60 523
360 0*675 46 34 80
361 0*965 477 148 624
362 0*824 15 15 30
363 0*994

1

0 163 163 1189 468 1656
20. 357 0*333 90 18 108

358 0*134 133 73 206
359 0*540 544 127 671
360 0*495 84 0 84
361 0*882 427 100 527
362 0*698 47 18 65
363 0*942 62 25 87 1387 361 1748

21. 357 0*533 85 20 105
358 0*210 87 35 122
359 0*688 592 100 692
360 0*368 74 41 115
361 0*759 318 117 435
362 0*538 30 46 76
363 0*845 72 16 88 1258 375 1633

22. 357 0*730 106 37 144
358 0*430 33 28 61

359 0*843 338 145 482
360 0*320 32 9 41

361 0*578 302 130 432
362 0*356 86 50 137
363 0*680 35 12 47 932 411 1344

23. 357 0*851 56 56 112
358 0*598 59 16 74
359 0*938 149 112 262
360 0*424 56 9 66
361 0*404 294 125 419 1

362 0*279 80 13 93
363 0*513 35 10 45 729 341 1071

24. 357 0*950 152 0 152
358 0*762 33 13 46
360 0*569 26 0 26
361 0*204 296 135 432
362 0*333 50 9 59

| 364 0*969 143 106 248 700 263 963
25. 358 0*882 9 9 18

360 0*686 12 12 23
361 0*130 396 129 525
362 0*486 49 10 58
364 0*894 150 66 216 616 226 840

26. 358 0*960 31 0 31

360 0*801 21 0 21

361 0*285 299 147 446
362 0*693 3 6 9
364 0*767 172 73 245
365 0*651 6 11 17 532 237 769

28. 361 0*669 327 132 458
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=l.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

|

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

Aug. 28. 364 0-442 194 62 256
365 0-265 132 26 159
366 0-785 21 7 28 674 227 901

29. 361 0-825 366 152 518
364 0-301 202 67 269
365 0-160 112 34 146

367 0-969 0 143 143 680 396 1076

30. 361 0-922 338 109 447
364 0-302 188 54 242
365 0-271 62 22 84

367 0-901 87 19 107 675 204 880

Sept. 2. 364 0-777 190 47 237
365 0-824 30 0 30

367 0-632 44 22 66
368 0-673 120 52 172
369 0-854 149 33 182

370 0-420 23 9 33 556 163 720

3. 364 0-895 194 68 262
365 0-952 55 0 55
367 0-483 29 10 39
368 0-501 79 39 118

369 0-729 81 81 162 438 198 636
4. 364 0-963 170 124 294

367 0-277 27 13 40
368 0-371 78 41 120
369 0-610 314 87 400 589 265 854

5. 367 0-173 26 9 35
368 0-390 255 79 333
369 0-484 380 146 526 661 234 894

6. 367 0-236 31 18 48
368 0-423 202 70 273
369 0-355 488 128 615 721 216 936

9. 367 0-799 7 21 28
369 0-676 460 117 577
370 0-731 137 37 175
371 0-900 39 9 49 643 184 829

10. 367 0-924 11 11 23

369 0-861 3] 4 223 539
370 0-578 364 146 510
371 0-771 13 0 13 702 380 1085

11. 369 0-931 83 48 130

370 0-462 507 126 633 590 174 763
12 . 370 0-403 643 144 787 643 144 787
15. 370 0-697 370 163 533

372 0-983 294 123 416 664 286 949
16. 370 0-837 407 125 531

372 0-914 251 84 335

373 0-962 294 62 356
374 0-940 361 149 511 1313 420 1733

18. 370 0-980 313 0 313
372 0-966 658 197 856
373 0-390 157 42 199
374 0-394 241 93 333
375 0-940 50 50 100 1419 382 1801

19. 372 0-488 253 73 326
373 0-560 236 87 324

f 2
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=l.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

Sept. 19- 374 0*530 392 125 517
375 0-872 97 35 132
376 0*160 26 13 39
377 0*977 697 0 697 1701 333 2035

20. 372 0*306 202 49 251

373 0*370 224 28 253
374 0*357 246 68 315
375 0*734 75 19 94
376 0*134 26 13 39
377 0*904 1270 524 1794 2043 701 2746

25. 372 0*782 162 115 277
373 0*825 114 46 160

376 0*972 417 0 417
377 0*390 2005 750 2755 2698 911 3609

30. 377 0*955 1690 612 2302
378 0*377 350 110 460

379 0*446 110 52 162 2150 774 2924
Oct. 1. 377 0*972 284 152 436

378 0*349 430 127 557
379 0*350 150 27 177 864 306 1170

3. 378 0*595 411 128 539
379 0*518 65 20 84
381 0*753 58 19 78 534 167 701

5. 378 0*872
* 228 352 580

379 0*811 14 14 29
382 0*658 51 28 79
383 0*774 20 27 47 313 421 735

8. 382 0*326 415 135 550
383 0*358 14 0 14

384 0-601 112 64 176
385 0*939 50 75 125 591 274 865

11. 382 0*773 602 135 738
384 0*980 67 67 134

(

385 0*542 25 15 41 694 217 913
|

16. 385 0*355 9 5 14

386 0*565 36 10 46

387 0*962 108 139 247 153 154
! 307

17- 386 0*362 22 14 36

387 0*863 111 51 162
388 0-925 68 34 102 201 99 300

21. 387 0*258 159 31 190
388 0*279 18 9 27
389 0*423 61 9 70 238 49 287

23. 387 0*418 381 33 414
388 0*187 17 0 17

389 0-379 28 5 32
390 0*932 296 71 368 722 109 831

24. 387 0*569 338 130 468
388 0*383 5 14 19

389 0*476 58 19 77
390 0*841 281 63 344
391 0*888 263 75 338 945 301 1246

26. 387 0*884 109 45 154

390 0*541 269 86 356
391 0*618 314 59 373
392 0*789 7 14 21

1 1
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=l.

Area of

Penumbra,
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. 1 Umbra. Whole Spot.

1862.

Oct. 26. 393 0-902 39 29 68 738 233 972

Nov. 11. 394 0-113 115 34 150

395 0-204 126 35 161

396 0-535 70 15 85

397 0-428 28 23 52

398 0-446 10 10 19 349 117 467

12. 394 0-310 215 40 255
395 0-419 230 56 287
396 0-687 35 23 58

397 0-251 22 0 22

399 0-616 32 11 43 534 130 665

13. 394 0-519 179 65 244

395 0-612 260 65 325

396 0-826 23 30 53

397 0-101 4 4 8

399 0-505 152 64 216

400 0-825 15 23 38 633 251 884

16. 394 0-941 50 199 249

395 0-970 106 53 158

396 0-919 55 11 65 .

399 0-300 491 111 602

400 0-351 0 14 14

401 0-694 195 59 254 897 447 1342

17- 499 0-472 338 58 396
400 0-273 9 0 9

401 0-516 194 54 248

402 0-903 50 60 111 591 172 764

23. 401 0-778 203 54 257
402 0-244 733 272 1005

403 0-315 18 22 40

404 0-444 9 24 33

405 0-465 29 24 53 992 396 1388

24. 401 0-901 224 49 272
402 0-442 915 171 1085

403 0-371 14 0 14

404 0-317 68 23 90

405 0-318 27 14 41 1248 257 1502

27. 402 0-893 601 103 704

404 0-542 5 10 15

405 0-489 5 10 15 611 123 734

Dec. 12. 406 0-844 169 56 225 169 56 225

25. 407 0-603 267 117 384

408 0-733 50 25 75

409 0-766 40 20 60

410 0-981 201 134 335

411 0-936 143 48 190 701 344 1044

30. 410 0-347 45 14 59

411 0-332 190 41 230

412 0-420 42 19 61

413 0-261 57 13 71

414 0-905 272 91 363 606 178 784
31. 410 0-504 128 20 148

411 0-499 182 54 236
412 0-403 42 23 65

413 0-220 210 79 289
414 0-776 420 318 738 982 494 1476
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1863.

Jan. 2. 410 0*700 0 6 6

411 0-749 136 84 221

412 0-640 11 0 11

413 0-530 449 153 602
414 0-466 807 309 1116 1403 552 r 1956

4. 411 0-948 152 55 207
413 0-840 446 101 547
414 0-256 1107 198 1305 1705 354 2059

7- 414 0-765 1061 324 1386
415 0-905 101 50 151 1162 374 1537

8. 414 0-894 958 319 1277
415 0-778 135 34 169 1093 353 1446

18. 416 0-279 443 93 536
417 0-492 49 25 74
418 0-902 301 68 369 793 186 979

20. 416 0-285 531 147 678
417 0-551 30 0 30

418 0-654 220 73 294
419 0-775 0 41 41 781 261 1043

25. 4l6 0-981 0 335 335
417 0-631 27 5 33
418 0-588 132 63 195

419 0-510 109 20 129
420 0-928 114 80 193
421 0-983 74 74 147

422 0-557 36 0 36 492 577 1068
28. 418 0-949 124 55 179

420 0-492 157 39 197
421 0-626 33 l6 49
422 0-422 155 47 202
423 0-740 38 19 57 507 176 684

29. 420 0-324 185 63 248
421 0-417 61 14 75
422 0-632 153 38 192
423 0-574 42 26 68 441 141 583

Feb. 8. 424 0-163 121 22 142

425 0-392 65 19 83

426 0-907 0 20 20 186 61 245
9. 424 0-068 205 47 252

425 0-568 31 5 36 236 52 288
May 6. 437 0-503 49 15 64

438 0-752 26 6 32

439 0-263 18 9 26

440 0-561 36 26 62
441 0-827 183 46 229 312 102 413

7- 437 0-658 62 40 102
438 0-884 54 36 91

439 0-437 14 9 24
440 0-424 42 28 70
441 0-688 213 59 272 385 172 559

8. 437 0-518 30 30 60
438 0-960 15 108 124

439 0-599 32 21 53
440 0-275 75 27 102
441 0-516 194 40 234
442 0-884 9 18 27 355 244 600
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1863.

May 13. 441 0-583 648 153 801

443 0*585 163 53 216
444 0-579 130 26 156 941 232 1173

14. 441 0-698 781 243 1024
443 0-408 149 61 210
444 0-469 68 39 106 998 343 1340

23. 441 0-768 7 27 33
445 0-969 0 71 71
446 0-987 136 27 163 143 125 267

24, 445 0-869 170 68 239
446 0-901 49 10 58 219 78 297

25. 445 0-739 338 102 440
446 0-809 109 36 145
447 0-882 172 27 200
448 0-914 63 31 94
449 0-591 42 11 53 724 207 932

26. 445 0-660 429 153 582
446 0-631 219 60 279
447 0-801 198 64 262
448 0-838 109 47 156
449 0-417 23 0 23 978 324 1302

27- 445 0-590 464 148 611
446 0-413 224 56 280
447 0-702 181 60 241
448 0-697 77 24 101

449 0-340 59 14 72 1005 302 1305
28. 445 0-411 442 126 568

446 0-189 256 39 295
447 0-547 132 36 168
448 0-505 59 20 79
449 0-270 35 9 44 924 230 1154

29. 445 0-216 454 87 542 •

446 0-208 187 35 222
447 0-340 77 27 104
448 0-337 68 18 86 786 167 954

June 1. 445 0-509 373 88 462
446 0-765 66 14 80
447 0-221 39 17 57
448 0-400 28 14 42
450 0-747 19 19 38
451 0-933 202 36 238 727 188 917

2. 445 0-683 437 93 530
456 0-893 19 9 28
447 0-434 71 14 85
448 0-593 16 16 32
450 0-577 125 10 135
451 0-838 227 47 273 895 189 1083

3. 445 0-836 407 109 516
447 0-602 59 11 69
450 0-382 179 55 235
451 0-672 155 52 206 800 227 1026

4. 445 0-939 374 212 586
447 0-765 40 7 46
450 0-203 279 70 349
451 0-492 207 44 251 900 333 1232

6. 450 0-374 193 64 258
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius= 1

.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra. Whole Spot.

1863.

June 6. 451 0-092 98 26 124
452 0-323 9 45 54
453 0-947 92 52 144 392 187 580

8. 450 0-736 200 25 225
451 0-409 107 23 130
452 0-349 113 45 158
453 0-805 94 22 116 514 115 629

9. 450 0-875 88 35 123
451 0-608 96 32 128
452 0-513 109 30 139
453 0-599 59 21 80 352 118 470

10. 450 0-968 88 35 123
451 0-792 83 28 111
*452 0-713 116 31 147
453 0-387 69 23 93 356 117 474

11. 451 0-911 63 52 115
452 0-850 72 24 96
453 0-198 43 17 60 178 93 271

13. 453 0-398 37 19 56
454 0-451 57 72 129 94 91 185

19- 455 0-646 11 11 22 11 11 22
20. 456 0-963 46 278 325 46 278 325
21. 456 0-891 244 85 329 244 85 329
23. 456 0-591 200 58 258

457 0-680 47 12 58 247 70 316
25. 456 0-146 129 39 168

457 0-299 36 9 45
458 0-741 38 13 51 203 61 264

26. 456 0-112 124 39 163
457 0-249 18 0 18
458 0-864 51 26 77 193 65 258

27. 456 0-343 109 41 149
457 0-288 36 9 45 145 50 194

29. 456 0-715 135 25 159
457 0-742 185 64 248 320 89 407

30. 456 0-866 128 43 170
457 0-835 31 47 78 159 90 248

July 1. 456 0-946 144 39 182
1

459 0-868 «- 0 43 43
460 0-880 27 0 27 171 82 252

2. 456 0-985 49 0 49
459 0-690 47 24 71
460 0-729 19 12 31 115 36 151

3. 459 0-493 10 30 39
460 0-567 10 21 31 20 51 70

4. 459 0-219 4 13 17 4 13 17
5. 459 0-095 9 43 51

461 0-654 73 40 113
462 0-994 408 1345 1753 490 1425 1917

6. 459 0-162 9 52 60
461 0-789 173 62 235
462 0-895 282 78 360
463 0-944 222 118 340 686 310 995

7. 459 0-263 9 4 13
461 0-915 157 63 220
462 0-771 265 73 338 |
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius= 1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra.
I Whole Spot.

1863.

July 7- 463 0*844 249 64 313 680 204 884

9. 459 0*658 6 56 62
462 0*428 249 61 310
463 0*546 142 81 223
464 0*638 11 17 28 408 215 623

10 . 459 0*855 214 116 331
462 0*240 171 61 233
463 0*357 182 46 228
464 0*431 137 38 175 704 261 967

12. 462 0*303 170 67 237
463 0*249 167 48 215
464 0*306 121 72 193 458 187 645

14. 462 0*677 245 82 326
463 0*608 224 75 299
464 0*664 126 34 160

465 0*874 202 79 281 797 270 1066
15. 462 0*807 167 58 225

463 0*747 127 46 172
464 0*799 71 28 99
465 0*767 252 60 312 617 192 808

17. 463 0*956 102 73 175
464 0*981 22 134 156

465 0*510 204 69 273 320 276 604
18. 465 0*411 186 51 238

466 0*286 31 9 40 217 60 278
19- 465 0*417 174 56 230

466 0*474 39 10 48 213 66 278
24. 465 0*888 197 47 244 197 47 244
25. 465 0*931 143 71 214 143 71 214
26. 467 0*989 0 153 153 0 153 153
28. 467 0*835 188 70 258 188 70 258
29. 467 0*693 160 53 213

468 0*913 73 0 73 233 53 286
30. 467 0*509 189 60 248

468 0*790 173 41 214 362 101 462
31. 467 0*305 242 31 273

468 0*634 120 55 175 362 86 448
Aug. 1. 467 0*143 228 52 279

468 0*450 129 29 158 357 81 437
3. 467 0*365 155 36 191

468 0*190 43 17 60
469 0*916 126 42 168 324 95 419

4. 467 0*535 135 45 181

468 0*576 47 16 62
469 0*823 201 59 260 383 120 503

5. 467 0*734 181 44 225
468 0*761 46 26 73
469 0*646 284 50 334
470 0*769 46 0 46 557 120 678

7. 467 0*960 185 93 278
468 0*904 212 71 282
469 0*257 203 31 234
470 0*393 28 9 37 628 204 831

8. 468 0*952 41 14 55
469 0*058 90 26 115
470 0*202 83 17 100 214 57 270

mdccclxix. g
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra.
|

Whole Spot.

1863.

Aug. 10. 469 0-386 60 14 74
470 0-248 22 9 31

471 0-741 146 19 166
472 0-936 107 36 143
473 0-954 248 44 291 583 122 705

11. 469 0-583 37 16 53
470 0-471 14 5 19
471 0 569 130 47 177
472 0-845 201 64 265
473 0-912 251 84 335 633 216 849

12. 471 0-376 101 32 133
472 0-687 163 52 216
473 0-803 227 85 311
474 0-815 37 22 59 528 191 719

14. 470 0-954 335 0 335
471 0-221 17 9 26
472 0-476 43 19 63
473 0-449 177 48 225 572 76 649

15. 471 0-409 14 9 23
472 0-425 75 9 85
473 0-241 197 53 250
474 0-975 114 57 170 400 128 528

17. 473 0-222 109 31 140
474 0-724 no 55 165
475 0-593 47 16 63 266 102 368

18. 473 0-476 106 39 145
474 0-209 148 100 248
475

1

0-484 29 15 44
476a 0-451 43 24 67
476b 0-549 66 20 86 392 198 590

19. 473 0-668 52 29 80
474 0-290 214 89 303
475 0-413 56 28 84
476 0-287 152 45 196 474 191 663

22. 473 0-817 30 22 52
475 0-483 39 10 49 69 32 101

24. 475 0-683 23 12 35 23 12 35

29. 476 0-950 55 14 69 55 14 69
Sept. 7* 477 0-927 23 23 45 23 23 45

10. 477 0-495 59 29 88
478 0-049 21 9 30

j

479 0-122 56 17 73 136 55 191
11. 477 0-274 62 22 84

478 0-240 18 0 18

479 0-349 41 14 54 121 36 156
16. 477 0-553 0 21 21 0 21 21

22. 480 0-936 131 71 202 131 71 202
23. 480 0-844 193 48 241 193 48 241
24. 480 0-689 243 71 314 243 71 314
25. 480 0-541 330 102 432 330 102 432
26. 480 0-357 292 132 424 292 132 424
28. 480 0-192 295 74 369

481 0-927 11 45 57
482 0-551 10 0 10 316 119 436

29. 480 0-363 233 32 264
I 481 0-827 411 99 510
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius =1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Aj-ea of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. 1 Umbra. Whole Spot.

1863.

Sept. 29. 482 0-749 45 19 65 689 150 839

30. 480 0-534 176 40 216
481 0-665 521 160 682
482 0-892 113 28 141 810 228 1039

Oct. 1. 480 0-690 219 30 249
481 0-512 691 144 835
482 0-995 196 98 293 1106 272 1377

5. 481 0-472 478 72 551

483 0-835 117 39 156 595 111 707
6. 481 0-648 406 111 517

483 0-686 117 41 157 523 152 674
13. 483 0-829 137 46 183

484 0-378 41 18 60 178 64 243

14. 483 0-913 73 105 178

484 0-482 53 19 73 126 124 251

16. 485 0-931 119 48 166

486 0-973 19 19 38 138 67 204

17. 485 0-821 141 59 201 141 59 201

22. 487 0-339 109 27 136

488 0-238 26 13 39 135 40 175

23. 487 0-509 60 30 89
488 0-549 36 25 61 96 55 150

31. 489 0-817 193 45 238
490 0-178 160 35 195

491 0-229 131 35 166

492 0-961 46 62 108 530 177 707

Nov. 1. 489 0-922 164 65 229
490 0-247 176 66 241

491 0-148 108 43 151

492 0-867 34 43 77 482 217 698

2. 489 0-982 134 89 223
490 0-444 123 47 171

491 0-301 125 22 148 382 158 542

6. 491 0-974 76 284 360 76 284 360

12. 493 0-943 92 52 144

495 0-972 265 114 379 357 166 523

13. 493 0-864 128 34 162

494 0-916 63 0 63

495 0-905 292 151 443 483 185 668

19. 493 0-466 121 82 203
495 0-305 237 58 295
496 0-615 92 22 114

497 0-869 17 0 17 467 162 629
20. 493 0-634 99 33 132

495 0-479 166 102 268
496 0-431 76 28 104

498 0-462 14 34 48

499 0-901 29 0 29 384 197 581

21. 493 0-753 91 19 110
495 0-660 215 40 254
496 0-214 65 22 87
498 0-267 22 13 36 393 94 487

22. 493 0-826 15 30 46
495 0-805 210 66 275
496 0-089 86 21 107
498 0-130 17 30 47 328 147 475

g 2
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Table II. (continued).

Date. Group.

Mean
distance from

centre,

radius=1.

Area of

Penumbra.
Area of

Umbra.
Area of

whole Spot.

Whole for the day.

Penumbra. Umbra.
|

Whole Spot.

1863.

Nov. 23. 493 0-933 59 0 59
495 0-921 174 76 251

496 0-301 54 13 67
498 0-290 9 18 27 296 107 404

28. 500 0-530 141 35 176 141 35 176
Dec. 3. 501 0-880 245 64 309

502 0-698 83 30 112
503 0-570 104 21 125 432 115 546

4. 501 0-962 155 93 248
502 0-829 84 23 107
503 0-721 92 24 116 331 140 471

10. 504 0-678 6 12 17

505 0-588 279 74 353
506 0-712 241 30 271

507 0-930 24 48 71 550 164 712
12. 504 0-899 19 0 19

505 0-112 385 107 491
506 0-301 89 39 128
507 0-627 38 16 55
508 0-050 9 13 21 540 175 714

14. 505 0-339 313 86 399
506 0-234 26 18 44

507 0-342 32 9 41

508 0-344 18 14 32
509 0-429 19 9 28 . 408 136 544

16. 505 0-600 240 80 320
506 0-309 22 0 22 262 80 342

18. 505 0-953 233 193 427
510 0-708 585 157 741 818 350 1168

19. 510 0-614 866 276 1141 866 276 1141

22. 510 0-284 945 263 1209
511 0-777 61 41 102
512 0-646 189 72 26

1

513 0-889 197 47 244 1392 423 1816

23. 510 0-402 783 270 1053
511 0-611 49 11 59
512 0-545 361 102 462
513 0-633 77 16 93
514 0-330 41 9 49 1311 408 1719

24. 510 0-613 741 200 941
511 0-501 20 10 30
512 0-324 478 113 591
513 0-501 69 30 98
514 0-477 136 29 165
515 0-900 68 49 117 1512 431 1942

25. 510 0-775 602 122 724
511 0-370 78 14 92
512 0-126 292 99 390
513 0-401 65 19 84
514 0-685 151 23 175
515 0-786 159 28 187. 1347 305 1652

30. 512 0-916 409 105 514
513 0-720 147 31 178
515 0-323 171 32 203
516 0-231 52 13 65 779 181 960

Remark .—No spots were observed on the sun’s disk on the following days :—1863, August 28, 31 ;
Septem-

ber 1, 3, 17, 21 ; November 9,
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Table III.—Showing the Heliographical Elements of all Sun-spots observed at the

Kew Observatory from February 7th, 1862 to December 31st, 1863.

Date. No.
Mean Tim
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from
Centre.

Angle of
Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.
0

Feb. 7. 1 37-507 232 0-860 51 23-0 9 13-2 150° 24 + 16 33 P-

2 232 0-890 54 31-5 4 55-2 146 6 + 14 57 Q.
3 233 0-950 55 51-2 355 33-8 136 45 + 15 58 E.
4 228 0*655 288 52-7 98 33-5 239 45 + 15 54 s.

5 228 0-705 285 56-8 103 8-4 244 19 + 16 4 s.
1

6 227 0-793 289 50-3 108 47-5 249 59 + 22 11 T.

7 226 0-850 283 13-5 116 50-7 258 2 + 19 40 U.
8 231 0-345 321 42-2 72 15-2 213 26 + 11 55 V.

9 230 0-524 318 53-7 78 36-4 219 47 + 21 37 w.
10 229 0-525 306 3-7 84 30-1 225 41 + 17 52 X.
11 37-625 232 0-843 51 5-5 11 15-5 150 46 + 16 9 p.

12 232 0-872 54 10-9 7 10-8 146 41 + 14 38 Q.
13 233 0-936 55 37-4 358 11-5 137 42 i +15 36 R.
14 228 0-669 287 48-2 100 2-6 239 32 + 15 51

15 228 0-720 285 9-4 104 39-0 244 8 + 16 8 S.

16 227 0-805 288 59-0 110 22-1 249 52 + 22 8 T.

17 226 0-862 282 43-4 118 24-6 257 55 + 19 46 U.
18 230 0-534 315 27-9 80 42-9 220 13 + 21 15 w.
19 229 0-537 303 39-4 86 8-7 225 39 + 17 35 X.

8. 20 38-448 232 0-754 45 18-6 22 2-5 149 53
|

+16 57 p.

21 232 0-779 49 10-1 18 42-3 146 32
1
+15 8 Q.

22 233 0-865 51 37-5 9 25-2 137 15 + 16 13 R.
23 226 0-934 278 59-8 129 54-8 257 45

!
+19 49 S.

24 228 0-825 279 4-5 116 20-5 244 11 + 15 44 T.

25 229 0-655 291 51-8 98 19-4 226 9 + 17 43 U.
26 230 0-634 294 24-1 95 58-2 223 48 + 18 8 V.

27 38-490 232 0-744 45 13-0 22 51-9 150 6 + 16 39 P.

28 232 0-772 48 55-1 19 23-9 146 38 + 15 4 Q.
29 233 0-860 51 36-3 10 0-9 137 15 + 16 3 R.
30 226 0-938 278 40-6 130 36-4 257 50 + 19 41 S.

31 228 0-830 278 41-8 117 0-1 244 14 + 15 37 T.
32 229 0-663 291 7-8 99 9-4 226 23 + 17 38 u.
33 230 0-642 293 41-6 96 46-4 223 1 1 i + 18 7 V.

10. 34 40-521 232 0-481 18 12-8 50 56-6 149 23 + 16 56 P -

35 232 0-488 24 46-3 48 4-6 146 31 + 15 18 Q.
36 233 0-586 33 14-5 39 49-8 138 16 + 16 30 R.
37 233 0-600 35 20-7 38 14-1 136 40 + 16 6 s.

38 234 0-986 51 42-5 350 29-6 88 56 + 20 34 S.

39 234 0-949 64 12-9 356 2-8 94 29 + 7 4
j

T.

40 235 0-671 253 43-7 109 28-8 207 55
1

- 5 10 V.
41 235 0-700 254 32-6 111 43-0 210 10 :

- 4 25 v.
!

42 229 0-911 278 4-9 128 32-5 226 59
| + 18 40 w.

43 230 0-829 277 58-2 118 555 217 22 I + 15 32 X.
44 230 0-786 281 14-5 113 54-4 212 20 + 16 29 X.

45 230 0-775 273 5-7 115 10-1 213 36 + 10 11 Y,
46 40-534 232 0-480 18 8-3 51 0-6 149 15

|

+ 16 55 I P.

47 232 0-487 24 41-4 48 10-4 146 24 + 15 16 Q.
48 233 0-585 33 18-8 39 51-7 138 6 + 16 26 R.
49 233 0-599 35 16-4 38 19*5 136 34 + 16 6 r.

50 234 0-988 51 47-6 349 37*2 87 51 + 20 39 S.

51 234 0-951 64 12-4 356 42-7 94 57 + 78 T.
52 235a 0-550 221 16-6 97 20-1 195 34 -23 3

j
U.

53 235a 0-582 220 59 9 99 28-2 197 42 -24 7
!

u.

54 235 0-672 253 42-2
! 109 34-3 207 48 - 5 10 V.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-
graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

Feb. 10. 55 40-534 235 0-703 254 28-4 Ill 560 210 10 - 4 27 V.

56 229 0-911 277 55-6 128 31-2 226 45 + 18 31 W.
57 230 0-831 277 41-6 119 11-1 217 25 + 15 23 X.
58 230 0-785 280 51-1 113 58-4 212 12 + 16 11 X.

59 230 0-777 272 45-8 115 27-7 215 15 + 10 0 Y.

60 40-562 232 0-477 17 28-1 51 25-7 149 17 + 16 56 P.

61 232 0-482 24 2-9 48 38-6 146 30 + 15 15 Q.
62 233 0-580 33 0-3 40 19-1 138 10 + 16 19 R.
63 233 0-596 35 1-1 38 39-1 136 30 + 16 4 r.

64 234 0-986 51 42-2 350 25-9 88 17 + 20 35 S.

65 234 0-946 64 12-1 357 40-1 95 31 + 6 58 T.

66 235a 0-554 221 31-4 97 44-4 195 35 -23 3 U.
67 235a 0-588 221 15-3 100 2-1 197 53 -24 10 u.

68 235 0-679 253 38-1 110 5-5 207 57 - 5 10 V.

69 235 0-709 254 22-3 112 26-1 210 17 - 4 28 V.

70 229 0-913 277 52-9 128 54-3 226 45 + 18 35 W.
71 230 0-834 277 28-6 119 40-1 217 31 + 15 21 X.

72 230 0-790 280 40-8 114 29-1 212 20 + 16 14 X.

73 230 0-732 272 39-8 115 56-4 213 47 + 10 4 Y.
16. 74 46-552 238 0-747 45 30-1 29 56-4 42 49 + 14 22 P.

75 238 0-680 44 6-4 35 27-7 48 21 + 13 0 P-

76 236 0-234 211 34-5 84 1-7 96 55 -15 31 Q.

77 232 0-902 272 18-9 134 17-6 147 11 + 14 59 R.
78 232 0-772 277 0-1 119 23-1 132 16 + 14 16 r.

! 79 234 0-288 306 43-4 82 59-6 95 53 + 6 42 S.

80 234 0-263 326 23-4 77 27-9 90 21 + 7 39 s.

81 239 0-474 341 34-7 73 35-5 86 29 +21 15 T.

82 46-572 238 0-738 45 41-8 30 35-5 43 12 + 13 54 P.

83 238 0-668 42 36-8 36 48-6 49 25 + 13 27 P-
84 236 0-240 212 42-4 84 30-9 97 7 -15 30 Q.
85 236 0-197 201 9-7 81 0-0 93 36 -15 38 q-

86 232 0-905 271 56-6 134 49-0 147 25 + 14 47 R.
87 232 0-776 276 29-9 119 57-0 132 33 + 14 3 r.

88 234 0-291 305 54-4 83 17-7 95 54 + 6 41 S.

89 234 0-269 325 30-1 77 48-7 90 25 + 7 56 s.

90 239 0-475 340 56-8 73 55-9 86 32 + 21 29 T.
20 . 91 50-594 240 0-344 356 1-7 72 50-5 28 24 + 9 55 P.

92 242 0-910 60 14-6 13 30-5 329 4 + 6 23 Q.
93 234 0-902 262 20-6 140 13-6 95 47 + 7 19 R.
94 239 0-857 281 4-1 129 53-6 85 27 + 21 27 S.

95 239a 0-288 325 53-4 81 45-4 37 18 + 9 2 T.
21. 96 51-479 240 0-807 56 56-9 26 26-3 329 26 + 6 26 P.

97 242 0-630 78 12-6 39 9*9 342 10 -10 26 Q.
98 242 0*664 76 22-1 36 37-6 339 38 - 9 17 q-

99 242 0-620 74 23-6 39 56-9 342 57 - 8 4 q'-

100 234 0-971 259 38-3 153 8-7 96 9 + 7 10 R.
101 234 0-783 258 40-4 123 16-9 66 17 + l 25 r.

102 234 0-750 260 20-9 125 53-7 68 54 + 2 39 ?•

103 239 0-936 276 31-3 142 37-7 85 38 + 21 22 S.

104 51-500 240 0-811 57 3-5 26 5-4 328 47 + 6 26 P.
105 242 0-636 78 5-0 38 45-2 341 27 -10 22 Q.
106 242 0-670 76 25-5 36 10-3 338 52 - 9 19 q-
107 242 0-626 74 28-5 39 28-2 342 10 - 8 6 q'.

108 234 0-969 259 48-3 152 48-2 95 30 + 7 17 R.
109 234 0-776 258 42-5 128 26-0 71 8 + 1 54 r.

110 234 0-744 260 20-8 125 25-3 68 7 + 2 33 ?•
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-
grapliical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

Feb. 21. Ill 51*500 239 0*932 276 39*6 141 58*5 84 40 + 21° 19 s.

28. 112 58*625 243 0*652 27 58*2 54 11*1 255 49 + 18 46 p.

113 247 0*730 31 59*8 47 7*7 248 46 + 19 59 p*

114 248 0*947 56 12*7 16 17*0 217 55 + 9 2 Q.

115 244 0*251 56 12*7 71 29*0 273 7 — 3 59 R.

116 245 0*343 63 26*7 65 24*8 267 3 - 5 6 r.

117 242 0*855 240 50*8 146 51*8 348 30 -10 11 s.

118 242 0*815 238 23*9 140 42*8 342 21 -12 19 s.

119 240 0*683 265 57*8 126 49*9 328 28 + 6 33 T.

Mar. 1. 120 59*531 244 0*06l 0 59*5 85 12*3 273 59 - 4 0 P.

121 245 0*159 56 36*8 77 13*0 266 0 - 5 15 P*

122 243 0*537 14 41*1 66 54*8 255 42 + 18 41 a
123 247 0*618 21 46*5 59 39*6 248 27 + 20 5 q*

124 248 0*870 53 32*4 28 24*2 217 11 + 8 53 R.

125 242 0*947 240 19*0 158 27*0 347 14 - 9 44 s.

126 242 0*918 237 52*7 153 49*2 342 36 -12 17 s.

127 240 0*822 261 33*4 139 55*7 328 43 + 6 40 T.

3. 128 61*646 248 0*555 40 3*0 59 1*5 217 49 + 8 33 P.

129 249 0*715 83 47*7 43 9*4 201 56 -16 34 Q.

130 249 0*738 79 56*0 40 54*3 199 41 -13 56 q*

131 249 0*456 255 2*8 115 30*8 274 18 - 3 7 R.

132 244 0*395 251 3*0 111 54*5 270 42 - 5 19 ?•

133 • 245 0*309 252 5*3 106 40*2 265 27 - 5 32 r.

134 245 0*992 255 23*2 170 21*4 329 8 + 6 41 S.

135 243 0*461 321 9*7 96 37*4 255 24 + 18 57 T.

136 247 0*466 337 28*3 88 48*9 247 36 + 20 23 t.

137 247 0*496 334 35*2 90 20*3 249 7 + 22 20 r.

138 61*659 248 0*554 40 1*0 59 4*8 217 41 + 8 33 P.

139 249 0*712 83 48*0 43 23*0 201 59 -16 33 Q.
140 249 0*737 79 51*6 41 0*0 199 36 -13 53 q*

141 249 0*458 255 0*0 115 41*0 274 17 - 3 6 R.

142 244 0*397 251 5*8 112 2*1 270 38 - 5 18 ?•

143 245 0*313 251 53*3 106 55*1 265 31 - 5 34 r.

144 245 0*992 255 24*8 170 1*7 328 38 + 6 40 S.

145 243 0*463 320 42*8 96 52*2 255 28 + 18 58 T.

146 247 0*466 337 7*1 88 58*5 247 35 + 20 24 t.

147 247 0*496 334 9*1 90 34*7 249 11 + 22 17 *•

4. 148 62*507 248 0*408 25 46*4 71 41*0 218 15 + 8 47 p -

149 249 0*554 85 46*4 56 31*0 203 5 -16 7 Q.
150 249 0*633 83 1*6 50 28*7 197 3 -15 26 q*

151 244 0*627 251 39*2 128 9*8 274 34 - 3 2 R.
152 245 0*577 249 10*1 124 48*5 271 23 - 4 56 ?
153 245 0*489 248 52*4 118 51*3 265 25 — 5 38 r.

154 243 0*541 301 52*5 108 57*3 255 31 + 19 11 S.

155 247 0*534 313 22*7 103 5*9 249 40 + 22 1 s.

156 62*521 248 0*403 25 34*8 71 58*6 218 22 + 8 39 P.

157 249 0*550 86 28*6 56 53*8 203 17 -16 26 Q.
158 249 0*632 83 23*9 50 36*5 197 0 - 15 39 q*

159 244 0*629 251 13*8 128 23*3 274 46 - 3 17 R.
160 245 0*579 248 51*3 124 56*7 271 20 - 5 6 ?•

|161 245 0*491 248 32*8 119 1*7 265 25 - 5 47 r.

162 243 0*540 301 26*9 109 7*0 255 30 + 18 59 s.

163 247 0*534 312 52*3 103 22*3 249 45 + 21 54 s.

164 62*5,84 248 0*390 24 19*2 72 37*1 218 6 + 8 48 P.

165 249 0*540 86 22*0 57 39*6 203 9 -16 14 Q.
166 249 0*624 83 25*7 51 18*8 196 48 -15 36 q*
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

•Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-
graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1

1862.
/

Mar. 4. 167 62*584 244 0-637 251 26-8 128 58-4 274 27 - 3 4 E.
168 245 0-588 249 5-7 125 36-6 271 6 - 4 54 ?•

169 245 0-503 248 44-7 119 49-8 265 19 - 5 32 r.

170 243 0-552 300 32-6 110 6-9 255 36 + 19 19 S.

171 247 0-542 311 54-4 104 11-5 249 40 + 22 9 s.

5. 172 63-548 250 0-982 50 28-0 14 21-2 146 9 + 14 48 P.

173 249 0-344 95 17-5 72 18-9 204 7 -16 10 Q.
174 249 0-390 84 40-8 68 13-5 200 2 -13 25 q-

175 248 0-793 248 53-5 142 58-2 274 46 - 3 6 R.
176 248 0-679 246 15-8 133 31-1 265 19 — 5 58 r.

177 243 0-673 287 6-9 123 40-5 255 29 + 19 27 S.

178 243 0-649 295 22-2 118 26-6 250 15 + 22 27 s

179 244 0-286 352 9-0 86 21-7 218 10 + 8 45 T.

7. 180 65-479 250 0-706 36 59-6 53 22-7 157 48 + 14 54 P.

181 251 0-941 43 31-1 27 47-6 132 13 + 17 24 Q.
182 248 0-239 213 13-6 104 24-7 208 50 -14 39 R.
183 248 0-223 202 38-0 102 6-5 206 32 -16 2 r.

184 243 0-967 269 0-6 163 54-4 268 19 + 19 16 S.

185 65-500 250 0-702 36 38-9 53 48-8 157 54 + 14 58 P.

186 251 0-941 43 21-0 26 43-8 130 51 + 19 7 Q.
187 248 0-249 213 34-0 104 58-9 209 6 -14 53 R.
188 248 0-232 202 36-2 102 31-0 206 38 -16 23 r.

189 243 0-969 268 54-7 164 19-1 268 26 + 19 16 S.

12. 190 70-639 250a 0-483 0 16-2 85 34-9 116 48 + 18 57 P.
191 2503 0-523 43 4-8 68 52-3 100 5 + 5 20 a.
192 2503 0-499 42 31-0 70 30-5 101 44 + 4 56 q-
193 251a 0-915 233 5-7 164 43-2 195 56 -14 28 R.
194 251a 0-898 229 44-3 162 23-3 193 36 -17 32 r.

195 2513 0-441 303 11-6 111 55-8 143 9 + 14 47 S.

39. 196 77-570 253 0-499 39 53-3 77 45-4 10 4o + 5 48 P.

197 253 0-862 40 28-3 49 44-2 342 39 + 16 44 Q.
198 252 0-739 70 54-4 56 48-4 349 43 - 9 18 R.
199 255 0-521 96 29-3 76 17-7 9 13 -22 3 S.

200 255 0-504 93 45-5 76 48-5 9 44 -20 20 s.

201 254 0-984 266 44-0 180 46-9 113 42 + 20 6 T.
202 254 0-832 275 19-8 154 22-9 87 18 + 20 33 U.
203 77-584 253 0-494 39 57-4 78 2-2 10 45 + 5 38 P.
204 253 0-461 40 25-1 49 53-9 342 37 + 16 44 Q.
205 252 0-734 71 4-6 57 14-3 349 57 - 9 26 R.
206 255 0-519 96 58-4 76 33-5 9 17 -22 14 S.

207 254 0-988 266 35-4 182 6-8 114 50 + 20 12 T.
208 254 0-837 275 1-2 155 0-6 87 44 + 20 32 U.

24. 209 82-510 252 0-297 236 9-1 126 51-1 349 41 - 8 53 R.
210 82-520 252a 0-983 43 51-8 33 30-2 256 12 + 18 24 P.
211 2523 0-938 237 51-4 179 50-2 42 32 - 8 15 Q.
212 252 0-300 235 54-1 127 1-7 349 44 - 8 59 R.

27. 213 85-528 252 0-831 237 51-9 169 5-0 349 7 - 8 44 P.
31. 214 89-521 256 0-921 45 36-4 52 29-4 175 52 + 13 47 P.

215 255 0-702 75 8-0 71 58-7 195 22 -12 39 Q.
216 255 0-705 73 36-7 71 40-0 195 3 -11 36 q-
217 255 0-760 76 1-7 66 58-4 190 21 -13 36 q'-

218 255 0-483 77 41-0 88 2-4 211 25 -12 25 R.
219 255 0-465 80 2-2 89 27-6 212 51 -13 17 r.

220 89-624 256 0-916 45 34-2 53 15-6 175 12 + 13 40 P.
221 255 0-698 75 5-5 72 24-3 194 20 -12 36 a
222 255 0-700 73 37-0 72 8-2 194 4 -11 35 q-
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphieal

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

75 56*7 67 17*7Mar. 31. 223 89*624 255 0*758 189° 14 -13 31 q'*

224 255 0*493 74 31*4 87 18*2 209 44 -10 58 ?•

225 255 0*480 77 46*5 88 20*3 210 16 -12 25 R.
226 255 0*459 80 21*0 89 58*5 211 55 + 15 52 r.

Apr. 3. 227 92*468 256 0*546 26 2*0 93 11*1 174 46 + 13 41 P.

228 259 0*894 42 10*5 59 48*4 141 23 + 15 52 Q.
229 258 0*440 101 25*0 97 40*2 179 15 -21 30 R.
230 ' 258 0*406 104 38*0 100 25*3 182 0 -21 23 r.

231 257 0*109 122 0*5 116 12*4 197 47 -11 36 S.

232 257 0*173 98 2*8 111 10*6 192 46 -11 51 s.

233 257 0*230 98 37*3 108 24*5 190 0 -13 45 <r. 1

234 255 0*204 250 6*8 131 10*3 212 45 - 4 52 T.

235 255 0*150 260 6*5 127 47*4 209 22 - 3 48 t.

236 255 0*092 254 29*2 124 42*8 206 18 - 5 18 7*.

237 92*514 256 0*540 25 48*6 93 36*4 174 32 + 13 34 p. :

238 259 0*888 42 3*5 60 38*1 141 34 + 15 46 Q.
239 258 0*436 102 12*3 98 8*8 179 5 -21 39 R.
240 258 0*404 105 33*1 100 48*7 181 45 -21 36 r.

241 257 0*105 124 46*3 116 36*7 197 33 -11 34 S.

242 257 0*164 99 8*3 111 46*0 192 42 -11 43 s.

243 257 0*220 100 26*1 109 11-1 190 7 -13 45 0*. •

244 255 0*215 250 54*6 131 51*8 212 48 - 4 36 T.
I

245 255 0*158 259 11*5 128 17*1 209 13 - 3 49 t.

246 255 0*099 253 26*5 125 7*9 206 4 - 5 19 r.

4. 247 93*490 256 0*403 7 22*0 107 15*0 174 40 + 13 23 P.

248 259 0*777 37 35*7 74 12*9 141 18 + 15 32 Q.
249 258 0*278 136 31*3 115 32*6 182 38 -21 33 R.
250 258 0*317 123 7*1 110 35*2 177 40 -21 59 i*.

251 257 0*138 165 24*5 122 12*3 189 17 -14 0 S.

252 257 0*135 192 54*5 125 33*0 192 38 -12 13 s.

253 257 0*203 217 28*5 131 10*1 198 15 -11 14 0*.

254 255 0*456 244 11*0 147 41*5 214 47 - 5 16 T.
|

255 255 0*400 249 7*3 143 53*8 210 59 - 3 31 t.

256 255 0*317 245 15*7 139 0*0 206 5 - 5 23 r.

12. 257 101*458 260 0*944 65 26*7 57 39*0 11 43 - 3 36 P.

258 263 0*215 227 5*4 140 20*9 94 25 - 9 4 Q.
259 263 0*201 224 21*7 139 23*8 93 28 - 9 22 q*
260 259 0*874 264 22*6 185 59*9 140 4 + 15 1 R.
26

1

262 0*288 344 1*4 125 21*6 79 26 + 10 40 s.

262 262 0*356 5 55*7 117 12*6 71 17 + 11 51 s.

13. 263 102*500 261 0*774 76 8*2 78 4*2 17 59 + 13 11 p.

264 261 0*732 73 28*6 82 17 21 34 -10 59 p.
265 26

1

0*985 72 11*4 48 46 348 3 - 9 20 Q.
266 263 0*443 234 58*0 155 33 94 50 - 8 52 R.
267 263 0*361 230 22*5 150 12 89 29 -10 0 r.

268 259 0*960 260 58*7 200 37 139 54 + 14 50 S.

269 262 0*344 305 27*0 138 55 78 12 + 12 0 T.
270 262 0*297 327 7*9 131 22 70 39 + 11 28 U.

14. 271 103*393 261 0*934 71 36*3 60 51 347 28 - 9 20 Q.
272 261 0*710 62 50*2 85 9 11 46 - 3 8 q.
273 261 0*682 48 17*7 89 0 15 37 + 6 16 q*
274 263 0*204 150 6*5 129 31 56 8 -14 46 R.
275 262 0*615 237 22*8 168 13 94 50 - 8 16 s.

276 262 0*601 236 33*0 167 13 93 50 - 8 44 S'.

277 262 0*534 233 39*2 162 25 89 2 -10 3 <r.

278 262 0*374 296 13*2 143 39 70 16 + 11 46 T.

MDCCCLXIX. Ii
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Table III. (continued).

1

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the New
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.
Spot.

1862.

Apr. 14. 279 103-406 264 0-971 35 46-4 58 56 345 22 + 25 19 P.

280 261 0-929 71 26-1 61 44 348 10 - 9 12 Q.
281 261 0-705 62 33-6 85 32 11 58 - 3 7 q-

282 262 0-615 237 7-1 168 13 94 39 - 8 25 S.

283 262 0-602 236 11-3 167 16 93 42 - 8 56 S'.

15. 284 104-743 264 0-869 30 52-2 78 11 345 40 + 24 59 P.

285 264 0-914 41 28-3 69 6 336 35 + 17 51 Q.
286 265 0-971 77 14-5 54 44 322 13 -14 23 R.
287 265 0-940 75 58-3 61 2 328 31 -13 16 r.

288 261 0-777 71 55-5 80 25 347 57 - 9 43 S.

289 263 0-369 207 57-5 149 49 57 18 -17 36 T.
17. 290 106-458 264 0-621 16 12-6 106 29 349 38 +22 32 P.

291 261 0-485 73 55-1 104 28 347 37 - 9 27 Q.
292 265 0-814 77 45-7 78 49 321 58 -14 19 R.
293 265 0-747 77 8-9 85 4 328 13 -13 22 r.

294 265 0-747 70 56-4 84 50 327 59 - 8 45 ?•

295 265 0-858 77 30-6 74 7 317 16 -14 21 r'.

296 263 0-579 223 19-6 167 23 50 32 -16 6 S.

297 263 0-960 235 21-4 207 27 90 36 - 9 42 T.
298 106-479 264 0-914 15 14-7 107 5 349 56 + 22 24 jp.

299 261 0-476 74 1-4 105 2 347 53 - 9 26 Q.
300 265 0-809 77 43-9 79 20 322 11 -14 15 R.
301 265 0-741 77 5-9 85 40 328 31 -13 17 r.

302 265 0*741 70 49-9 85 25 328 16 - 8 39
S’

303 265 0-852 77 30-4 74 46 317 37 -14 19 r'.

304 263 0-584 223 40-4 167 52 50 43 -15 59 S.

305 263 0-961 235 30-9 207 37 90 28 - 9 32 T.
20. 306 109-488 266 0-585 45 47-2 102 26 302 36 + 6 26 P.

307 266 0-521 41 14-9 107 27 307 37 + 7 16
P-

308 265 0-287 98 40-7 122 11 322 21 -14 11 Q.
309 265 0-351 94 12-7 117 57 318 7 -14 52 q-
310 265 0-274 88 0-3 121 28 321 38 -11 12 q'.

311 261 0-197 219 59-1 146 42 346 52 ~ 9 34 R.
312 261 0-193 225 11-5 146 49 346 59 - 8 32 R'.

21. 313 110-400 266 0*344 27 56-0 121 0 308 14 + 6 57 P.
314 266 0-409 37 23-5 115 42 302 56 + 6 1

P-
315 267 0-678 76 29-9 94 41 281 55 -11 53 Q.
316 267 0-645 77 ' 0-9 97 18 284 32 -11 57 q-
317 265 0-166 141 4-5 134 53 322 7 -14 13 R.
318 265 0-183 132 36-2 133 8 320 22 -14 40 r.

319 261 0-386 230 56-3 159 24 346 38 - 9 41 S.

320 261 0-388 234 32-2 159 46 347 0 - 8 20 S'.

22. 321 111-428 266 0-209 345 28-5 135 49 308 28 + 6 55 P.
322 266 0-225 8 7-0 130 56 303 35 + 5 55 p.
323 267 0-441 82 43-1 112 51 285 30 -12 20 Q.
324 267 0-499 81 4-6 108 55 281 34 -12 27 q.
325 265 0-248 203 52-9 149 17 321 56 -14 1 R.
326 261 0-599 236 57-7 174 49 347 28 - 8 20 S.

327 261 0-590 234 45-7 174 7 346 46 - 9 36 S'.

328 26l 0-622 233 20-5 176 22 349 1 -10 40 s.

23. 329 112-400 268 0-930 70 42-9 70 28 229 20 - 7 30 p.
330 267 0-380 74 7-9 116 56 275 48 - 8 2 Q.
331 267 0-439 73 34-1 113 10 272 2 - 8 14 q.

-

332 265 0-426 221 27-1 162 48 321 40 -13 57 R.
333 265 0-593 228 38-4 174 45 333 37 -13 11 r.

334 265 0-589 230 48-3 174 40 333 32 -11 53
S’
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

Apr. 23. 335 1 12 e400 261 0-752 235 59-6 187 50 34(? 42 - 9 33 S.

336 261 0-760 237 25-6 188 33 347 25 - 8 29 S'.

337 266 0-273 291 59-6 149 42 308 34 + 6 51 T.
338 112-431 268 0-929 70 46-6 70 38 229 3 - 7 34 P.

339 267 0-376 74 22-4 160 58 319 23 - 8 6 Q.
340 267 0-436 73 44-8 113 26 271 51 - 8 17 q-

341 265 0-431 221 46-6 163 8 321 33 -13 54 R.
342 265 0-599 228 39-6 175 12 333 37 -13 15 r.

343 265 0-597 230 54-4 175 19 333 44 — 11 54 ?•

344 261 0-757 235 52-3 188 16 346 41 - 9 39 S.

345 261 0-764 237 25-1 188 57 347 22 - 8 30 S'.

'

346 266 0-277 291 18-6 150 3 308 28 + 6 56 T.

347 112-488 268 0-921 70 46-9 71 55 229 32 - 7 36 P.

348 267 0-362 75 1-1 118 11 275 48 - 8 12 Q.
349 267 0-422 74 37-3 114 26 272 3 - 8 33 q-

350 265 0-444 222 31-6 164 7 231 44 -13 51 R.
351 265 0-609 228 48-1 176 2 333 39 -13 17 r.

352 265 0-605 231 11-1 175 57 333 34 -11 49 ?•

353 261 0-767 236 4-3 189 16 346 33 - 9 32 s.

354 261 0-776 237 26-6 190 2 347 39 - 8 30 S'.

355 266 0-285 288 43-6 150 57 308 54 + 6 44 T.
24. 356 113-442 267 0-149 84 51-4 132 0 276 1 - 7 34 P.

357 267 0-229 82 14-9 127 23 271 24 - 8 30 P-
358 261 0-888 236 25-9 202 52 346 53 - 9 26 R.
359 261 0-895 237 30-6 203 39 347 40 - 8 28 R'.

360 266 0-458 269 39-4 164 40 308 41 + 6 52 S.

361 113-642 267 0-105 92 47-5 134 55 276 10 - 7 28 P.
362 267 0-188 87 29-8 130 13 271 28 - 8 45 P-
363 267a 0-634 228 49-3 178 57 320 12 -13 35 Q.
364 267a 0-680 228 40-2 182 29 333 44 -14 14 q-
365 26

1

0-910 236 7-0 205 53 347 8 - 9 43 R.
366 261 0-915 237 6-2 206 36 347 51 - 8 48 R'.

367 261 0-903 232 46-2 205 1 346 16 -12 44 r.

368 266 0-492 267 11-5 167 25 308 40 + 6 42 S.

25. 369 114-441 269 0-962 75 16-4 66 40 196 35 -11 20 P.

370 269a 0-740 68 15-1 93 21 223 16 - 5 39 Q.
371 267 0-099 218 38-9 146 8 276 3 - 7 2 R.
372 267 0-074 163 59-6 141 44 271 39 - 8 45 r.

373 265 0-776 232 26-1 191 45 321 40 -12 27 S.

374 265 0-764 230 52-1 190 31 320 26 -13 33 s.

375 261 0-976 236 49-8 218 46 348 41 - 8 45 T.
376 261a 0-884 236 12-6 203 16 333 11 - 9 43 U.
377 266 0-635 26l 31-1 178 52 308 47 + 6 57 V.
378 114-458 269 0-961 75 28-7 66 47 196 27 -11 32 P.

379 269a 0-735 68 39-6 93 46 223 26 - 5 57 Q.
380 267 0-103 218 22*2 146 22 276 2 - 7 10 R.
381 267 0-079 165 29-1 141 54 271 34 - 9 0 r.

382 265 0-776 232 4.4 191 47 321 27 -12 44 S.
' 383 265 0-765 230 39-9 190 41 320 21 -13 43 s.

384 261 0-972 236 31-9 217 44 347 24 - 9 6 T.
385 261a 0-883 233 55-0 203 12 332 52 - 9 53 U.
386 266 0-637 258 53-8 178 54 308 34 + 6 36 V.

26. 387 115-554 269 0-867 75 57-5 82 0 196 7 -11 46 Q.
388 269 0-809 77 51-0 88 16 202 23 -13 3 q-
389 267 0-340 237 26-7 161 53 276 0 - 6 44 R.
390 267 0-276 226 53-7 157 29 271 36 - 9 12 r-

h 2
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862. ,

Apr. 26. 391 115-646 270 0-992 51 12-8 61 9 173 59 + 12 58 P.

392 269 0-855 76 5-0 83 24 196 14 -11 49 Q.
393 269 0-795 78 9*0 89 46 202 36 — 13 10 q-

394 267 0-363 237 35-0 163 24 276 14 - 6 49 R.
395 267 0*299 227 21*5 158 55 271 45 - 9 26 r.

27. 396 116-476 270 0-955 50 2*3 72 7 173 10 + 12 56 P.

397 269 0-743 76 57-1 95 16 196 19 -11 43 Q.
398 269 0*667 79 36-8 101 43 202 46 — 12 54 q-

399 271 0-481 90 46-8 116 21 217 24 — 15 54 R.
400 271 0-441 89 35-9 118 37 219 40 -14 30 r.

401 267 0-535 239 1-6 175 16 276 19 — 6 55 S.

402 267 0*468 232 31-6 170 30 271 33 - 9 42 s.

403 116*538 270 0-950 49 51*7 73 7 173 17 + 12 58 P.

404 269 0-732 77 0*9 96 18 196 28 — 11 41 Q.
405 269 0-655 79 49-2 102 41 202 51 — 12 54 q-

406 271 0-478 92 12*2 116 46 216 56 -16 30 R.
407 271 0-428 90 30-4 119 38 219 48 -14 34 r.

408 267 0-549 239 14-9 176 16 276 26 — 6 51 S.

409 267 0-481 232 42*4 171 26 271 36 - 9 45 s.

410 116-556 270 0-947 49 58-4 73 41 173 36 + 12 47 P.
411 269 0*730 77 14-2 96 30 196 25 — 11 49 Q.
412 269. 0-655 80 16-9 102 45 202 40 -13 12 q-

413 27l 0-476 92 35-7 117 5 217 0 -16 35 ' R.
414 271 0-425 90 39-2 119 52 219 47 -14 33 r.

415 267 0-553 239 11*2 109 35 209 30 — 6 54 S.

416 267 0-485 232 50-7 171 43 271 38 - 9 43 s.

28. 417 117-425 270 0-877 47 49-4 85 0 172 35 + 12 59 P.

418 269 0*588 78 54*0 108 28 196 3 -11 27 Q.
419 269 0-498 84 22-2 115 9 202 44 -13 8 q*
420 271 0-324 105 0*9 128 58 216 33 -16 4 r.

421 271 0-278 106 51*7 131 36 219 11 — 14 46 R.
422 271 0-083 104 10-5 140 13 227 48 - 7 15 S.

423 267 0-707 240 11*7 188 53 276 28 - 6 35 T.
424' 267 0-648 235 7*2 184 5 271 40 - 9 47 t.

425 117-482 270 0*874 47 47*5 85 19 172 6 + 12 58 P.
426 269 0-583 79 42-2 108 51 195 38 -11 29 Q.
427 269 0*495 84 51-0 115 30 202 17 -13 16 q-
428 271 0-273 108 12*2 132 8 218 55 — 14 51 R.
429 271 0-127 96 5*2 137 43 224 30 - 7 57 s.

430 271 0-079 107 19*7 140 36 227 23 - 7 18 s.

431 267 0-711 240 8*5 189 17 276 4 - 6 38 T.
432 267 0-651 235 2-3 184 25 271 12 - 9 52 t.

29. 433 118-411 273 0*990 48 52*8 64 58 138 34 + 15 38 P.
434 270 0-754 44 20*8 98 56 172 32 + 12 46 a.
435 269 0-401 85 2-8 122 18 195 54 -11 36 R.
436 269 0*310 97 13*5 129 14 202 50 — 13 25 r.

437 271 0*127 212 2*1 151 2 224 38 - 8 9 S.

438 271 0*196 229 40-3 155 47 229 23 - 7 8 s.

439 267 0-850 240 18-6 203 9 276 45 - 6 31 T.
440 267 0-808 235 12*1 198 43 272 19 — 10 41 t.

441 272 0-873 258 51*8 204 7 277 43 + 9 35 U.
442 272 0-864 259 56-6 202 55 276 31 +10 19 u.

443 118-484 273 0-986 48 48*5 66 36 137 10 + 15 32 P.
444 270 0-740 43 56*5 100 15 172 49 + 12 42 Q.
445 269 0-386 85 59*0 123 25 195 59 -11 39 R.
446 269 0-296 98 28-0 130 16 202 50 -13 18 r-
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862 .

Apr. 29. 447 118-484 271 0-141 216 1-5 152 4 224 38 — 8 6 s.

448 271 0-200 227 19-5 156 0 228 34 - 7 39 s.

449 267 0-858 240 11-0 204 6 276 40 - 6 37 T.
450 267 0-817 235 8-2 199 42 272 16 -10 47 t.

451 272 0-873 259 42-i 204 1 276 35 +10 18 u.

452 272 0-853 259 46-8 201 43 274 17 + 9 55 u'.

453 272 0-869 257 32-0 203 56 276 30 + 8 22 u".

30. 454 119-482 273 0-928 47 12-8 80 10 138 35 + 15 20 p.

455 270 0-587 37 3-6 114 7 172 32 + 12 46 Q.
456 269 0-200 107 14-1 137 11 195 36 — 11 39 R.
457 269 0-236 112 47-1 136 27 194 52 — 13 58 ?•

458 269 0-164 147 37-9 144 36 203 1 -13 23 r.

459 • 269 0-122 160 21-1 146 31 204 56 -11 3 r'.

460 271 0-450 238 21-6 172 30 230 55 - 6 52 S.

461 271 0-355 233 57-3 166 26 224 51 — 8 58 s.

462 267 0-955 239 55-6 218 48 277 13 - 6 36 T.
463 272 0-945 259 7-6 215 19 273 44 + 11 22 U.
464 272 0-958 257 11-9 217 56 276 21 + 9 53 V.
465 272 0-975 255 17-6 222 2 280 27 + 8 31 w.
466 119*521 273 0-926 46 54-1 80 39 138 31 + 15 33 p.

467 270 0-585 36 36-9 114 24 172 16 + 12 56 Q.
468 269 0-196 108 10-8 137 31 195 23 -11 38 R.
469 269 0-231 113 21-3 136 48 194 40 — 13 50 ?•

470 269 0-161 149 58-6 145 3 202 55 -13 15 r.

471 269 0-123 161 25-6 146 42 204 34 — 11 3 r
1
.

472 269 0-150 179 45-4 149 33 207 25 -11 54 r
2
.

473 269 0-174 166 20-9 147 52 205 44 — 13 51 r
3
.

474 271 0-455 238 37-3 172 53 230 45 - 6 47 S.

475 267 0-954 239 53-6 218 33 276 25 - 6 39 T.
476 272 0-946 259 8-1 215 33 273 25 + 11 24 U.
477 272 0-958 257 15-6 217 58 275 50 + 9 56 V.
478 272 0-974 255 11-4 221 49 279 41 + 8 22 w.

May 1. 479 120-598 270 0-409 21 42-3 129 34 172 9 + 12 40 p.
480 273 0-813 44 34-6 95 38 138 13 + 14 36 Q.
481 273 0-858 41 29 91 39 134 14 + 18 24 q-
482 274 0-965 47 40 74 28 117 3 + 16 16 R.
483 274 0-982 46 25 70 0 112 35 + 18 8 r.

484 269 0-198 176 44 151 12 193 47 -14 35 S.
485 269 0-164 191 20 152 34 195 9 -11 35 T.
486 269 0-230 189 59 154 40 197 15 -14 51 u.
487 269 0-221 203 1 156 33 199 8 -12 30 V.
488 269 0-289 209 17 160 48 203 23 — 13 43 v.

489 271 0-575 238 3 181 56 224 31 - 7 40 w.
490 271 0-651 239 39 187 31 230 6 - 6 59 X.
491 120-632 270 0-405 20 57 130 0 172 6 4-12 43 p.
492 273 0-808 44 8 96 17 138 23 + 14 48 Q.
493 273 0-853 41 18 92 21 134 27 + 18 23 q.
494 274 0-958 47 28 75 51 117 57 + 16 16 R.
495 274 0-977 46 15 71 45 113 51 + 18 4 r.

496 269 0-198 179 28 151 44 193 50 -14 20 S.

497 269 0-172 193 29 153 11 195 17 — 11 43 T.
498 269 0-234 191 43 155 10 197 16 -14 47 U.
499 269 0-229 205 11 157 15 199 21 — 12 26 V.
500 269 0-295 210 35 161 20 203 26 -13 35 V.

501 271 0-579 238 4 182 17 224 23 — 7 41 w.
502 271 0-657 239 38 188 0 230 6 - 7 1 X.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862. o

May 2. 503 121-434 273 0-698 40 6 107 28 138° 11 + 14 43 P.

504 273 0-750 36 52 104 14 135 57 + 18 31 P-

505 274 0-935 44 22 81 33 112 16 + 18 31 Q.
506 274 0-895 45 34 87 8 117 51 + 16 14 q.

507 269 0-320** 210 52 163 25 194 8 — 14 16 R.
508 269 0-314 220 26 164 33 195 16 -11 27 r.

509 269 0-362 214 48 166 18 197 1 -14 34 ?.

510 269 0-292 223 39 169 28 200 11 -12 8 S.

511 269 0-443 223 46 172 39 203 22 -13 7 s.

512 270 0-311 356 55 154 21 185 4 + 12 56 T.
513 270 0-275 348 23 144 22 175 5 + 11 37 t.

4. 514 123-482 274 0-382 14 3 135 55 137 36 + 13 57 P.

515 274 0-494 14 52 130 51 132 32 + 19 10 P-
516 274 0-569 20 38 124 46 126 27 + 20 38 p'.

517 274 0-718 35 21 109 21 111 2 + 18 51 Q.
518 269 0-668 228 40 190 41 192 22 -14 25 R.
519 269 0-693 233 17 193 9 194 50 -11 38 r.

520 269 0-776 233 34 200 21 202 2 -12 11 S.

521 269 0-739 231 57 196 51 198 32 -13 2 s.

522 270 0-436 286 44 169 36 171 17 + 12 54 T.
523 270 0-408 282 54 169 9 170 50 + 10 33 t.

5. 524 124-496 275 0-954 53 36 79 38 66 55 + 11 11 P.
525 275 0-984 58 28 71 43 59 0 + 7 16

P-
526 269 0-820 231 14 204 19 191 36 -14 32 Q.
527 269 0-835 234 38 207 12 194 29 -11 52 q-

528 269 0-903 235 0 215 14 202 31 -11 56 R.
529 270 0-602 274 48 183 41 170 58 + 13 31 s.

530 270 0-578 274 3 182 1 169 18 + 12 55 s.

531 274 0-303 338 57 150 1 137 18 + 13 59 T.
532 274 0-397 346 48 146 29 133 46 + 19 20 U.
533 274 0-487 3 18 137 8 124 25 + 22 12 f.

534 274 0-583 25 46 123 2 110 19 + 19 9 U.
535 124-530 275 0-947 53 37 80 56 67 2 + 11 1 P.

536 275 0-983 58 22 72 10 58 16 + 7 22 p-

537 269 0-835 231 20 206 58 193 4 -14 37 Q.
538 269 0-852 234 39 209 4 195 10 -11 59 q-
539 269 0-912 234 53 216 38 202 44 -12 6 R.
540 270 0-619 273 33 185 13 171 19 + 13 20 s.

541 274 0-300 334 34 151 28 137 34 + 13 49 T.
542 274 0-395 343 26 147 59 134 5 + 19 26 t.

543 274 0-570 24 47 124 13 no 19 + 19 4 U.
8. 544 127-492 275 0-562 41 9 122 51 67 39 + 10 46 P.

545 276 0-654 51 20 114 4 58 52 + 10 26 p-
546 277 0-941 83 50 83 34 28 22 -16 45 Q.
547 277a 0-578 86 56 119 43 64 31 -13 54 R.
548 273 0-673 272 34 192 22 137 10 + 14 12 S.

549 273 0-682 280 33 190 41 135 29 + 19 23 s.

550 274 0-643 284 35 186 32 131 20 + 20 12 O'.

9. 551 128-474 275 0-396 27 33 136 35 67 27 + 11 41 p.
552 276 0-466 36 11 130 45 61 37 + 11 4 p.
553 278 0-476 44 35 128 25 59 17 + 7 48 Q.
554 277 0-844 84 58 97 46 28 38 -16 26 R.
555 274 0-813 267 41 206 18 137 10 + 14 22 S.
556 274 0-820 273 48 205 35 136 27 + 19 22 s.

557 274 0-775 277 28 200 12 131 4 + 20 35 (T.

10. 558 129-614 275 0-262 349 53 152 28 67 10 + 11 48 P.
I L •
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of
Group in

the Eew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-
graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

May 10. 559 129-614 276 0-264 22 45 mJ 52 59 34 + 7 46 P-

560 278 0-988 77 13 74 27 349 9 - 9 51 Q1

561 278 0-980 72 53 77 8 351 50 - 5 40 Q2
.

562 278 0-810 72 51 101 40 16 22 - 5 55 Q4
.

563 278 0-923 79 18 88 27 3 9 -11 51 Q5
.

564 277 0-683 88 48 114 15 28 57 -16 26 R.
565 273 0-930 264 57 222 14 136 56 + 14 49 S.

566 129-640 275 0-265 348 12 152 54 67 14 + 12 1 P.

567 276 0-264 21 15 145 12 59 32 + 8 1 P-
568 278 0-985 77 3 75 25 349 45 - 9 42 Qi-
569 278 0-979 72 36 77 36 351 56 — 5 24 q2-

570 278 0-952 70 12 83 44 358 4 - 3 18 q3
-

571 278 0-805 72 27 102 15 16 35 - 5 36 q4
.

572 278 0-916 78 58 89 27 3 47 -11 31 q
5
-

573 277 0-678 88 33 114 37 28 57 -16 11 R.
574 273 0-931 265 5 222 20 136 40 + 14 56 S.

13. 575 132-511 282 0-524 10 7 141 3 14 39 + 23 49 P.

576 279 0-662 80 29 117 34 351 10 - 9 56 Q.
577 278 0-726 80 53 112 28 346 4 -10 49 q-

578 281 0-211 86 25 146 52 QO
G*OG* - 6 20 R.

579 281 0-268 83 20 143 25 17 1 - 6 31 r.

580 277 0-238 145 51 155 24 29 0 -16 1 S.

581 275 0-615 272 52 193 21 66 57 + 12 30 T.

582 276 0-525 271 54 187 37 61 13 + 9 41 t.

583 132-526 282 0-524 9 30 141 21 14 44 +24 0 P.

584 279 0-664 80 19 117 26 350 49 - 9 50 Q.
585 278 0-724 80 48 113 37 347 0 — 10 45 q-

586 278 0-878 86 16 97 52 331 15 -16 53 q
1
-

587 281 0-202 86 39 147 23 20 46 - 6 14 R.
588 281 0-263 84 29 143 48 17 11 - 6 44 r.

589 277 0-234 146 19 155 34 28 57 — 15 51 S.

590 275 0-620 272 37 193 45 67 8 + 12 29 T.

16. 591 135-683 282 0-896 59 43 98 40 287 16 + 7 32 P.

592 279 0-647 90 51 123 2 311 38 -15 30 Q.
593 279 0-552 91 11 129 47 318 23 -13 48 q-

594 283 0-333 112 49 147 3 535 39 -15 27 r
i-

595 281 0-256 103 10 149 5 337 41 -10 25 L-
596 281 0-212 112 12 152 27 341 3 -10 33 r

3
-

597 278 0-118 171 33 162 57 351 33 - 8 54 R.
598 277 0-462 239 39 188 41 17 17 - 6 29 S.

599 277 0-649 227 28 200 7 28 43 — 1 5 45 s.

600 275 0-940 262 5 230 25 59 1 + 11 9 T.
601 275 0-912 260 56 226 16 54 52 + 9 35 t.

602 275 0-924 263 37 227 42 56 18 + 12 16 r.

603 275 0-981 262 51 239 2 67 38 + 12 46 U.
17. 604 136-420 282 0-807 58 28 109 23 287 32 + 7 33 P.

605 279 0-606 82 26 125 34 303 43 - 9 32 Q.
606 279 0-567 82 56 128 23 306 32 - 9 23 q-

607 279 0-522 95 57 133 20 311 29 — 15 20 q
1

-

608 281 0-159 140 23 159 11 337 20 -10 49 ?•

609 281 0-444 172 8 164 2 342 11 -10 15 r.

610 278 0-223 217 56 173 15 351 24 — 8 52 R.
611 277 0-608 241 14 199 20 17 29 - 6 48 S.
612 277 0-763 230 28 210 36 28 45 — 15 53 s.

613 275 0-986 261 15 241 47 59 56 + 11 10 T.
18. 614 137-442 282 0-644 55 26 124 24 288 4 + 7 32 P.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of
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the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
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Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.
Spot.

1862.

86
/ | / o /

May 18. 615 137-442 279 0-414 42 139 39 303 19 - 8 48 Q.
6l6 279 0-344 92 25 144 30 308 10 - 9 33 q-

617 281 0-233 209 8 173 31 337 11 -10 47
S;

618 281 0-315 223 8 179 46 343 26 -10 8

619 278 0-425 233 18 187 27 351 7 — 8 50 R.

620 277 0-781 242 45 214 20 18 0 - 6 50 S.

621 277 0-891 233 4 225 25 29 5 -15 51 s.

19- 622 138-434 282 0-462 48 44 138 31 288 6 + 8 16 P.

623 279 0-232 104 19 152 58 302 33 - 9 25 Q.
624 279 0-167 113 35 157 8 306 43 - 8 32 q-

625 281 0-421 255 57 187 8 336 43 -11 43 ?•

626 281 0-505 233 3 193 25 343 0 -10 14 r.

627 278 0-607 238 20 200 58 350 33 - 8 42 R.

22. 628 141-427 285 0-933 85 22 98 31 205 39 -13 55 P.

629 285 0-932 87 15 98 49 205 57 -15 39 P-
630 285 0-988 88 16 86 11 193 19 -17 15 it.

631 279 0-745 236 6 214 16 321 24 -12 11 Q.
632 279 0-608 237 54 203 40 310 48 - 9 14 r.

633 279 0-561 236 47 200 18 307 26 - 9 18 ?•

634 279 0-527 236 56 197 59 305 7 - 8 46 R.
635 278 0-974 242 12 243 46 350 54 - 9 0 S.

636 281 0-938 241 48 236 29 343 37 - 9 15 T.
637 281 0-912 239 4 232 21 339 29 -ll 36 t.

638 282 0-294 285 28 181 6 288 14 + 7 55 U.
639 141-445 285 0-933 85 25 98- 34 205 27 -13 57 P.

640 285 0-932 87 16 98 52 205 45 -15 40 P-
641 285 0-990 88 14 85 27 192 20 -17 13' K.

642 279 0-747 236 31 214 27 321 20 -U 54 Q.
643 279 0-611 237 53 203 55 310 48 - 9 18 r.

644 279 0-564 236 51 200 30 307 23 - 9 18 ?•

645 279 0-530 236 53 198 12 305 5 - 8 50 R.
646 278 0-973 242 13 243 36 350 29 - 9 0 S.

647 281 0-939 242 2 236 39 343 32 - 9 2 T.
648 281 0-914 239 17 232 44 339 37 -ll 26 t.

649 282 0-297 286 22 181 7 288 0 + 8 14 U.
24. 650 143-492 287 0-957 48 52 97 59 175 50 + 21 20 P.

651 287 0-941 49 6 99 39 177 30 + 22 8 P-
652 286 0-829 91 44 116 20 194 11 -17 14 Q.
653 286 0-779 90 52 119 17 197 8 -15 39 q-

654 285 0-670 89 54 128 19 206 10 -13 4 R.
655 285 0-661 93 15 129 35 207 26 -15 3 r.

656 285 0-576 91 54 135 27 213 18 — 12 35 ?•

657 282 0-677 266 12 210 18 288 9 + 8 39 S.

26. 658 145-694 287 0-704 40 6 131 37 178 13 + 21 12 P.

659 287 0-778 41 3 125 5 171 41 + 23 5 P-
6(50 288 0-892 60 49 108 53 155 29 + 9 51 Q.
661 289 0-542 52 46 140 4 186 40 + 9 31 R.
662 289 0-497 44 11 144 34 191 10 + 12 33 r.

663 289 0-533 36 37 144 19 190 55 + 17 6 ?•

664 285 0-497 106 27 145 39 192 15 -17 4 S.

665 285 0-335 122 24 158 8 204 44 -15 54 t.

666 285 0-262 124 54 161 39 208 15 -13 3 T.
667 285 0-215 140 5 166 16 212 52 -12 33 U.
668 285 0-190 152 6 169 4 215 40 — 11 53 V.

29. 669 148-456 287 0-339 351 41 170 16 177 42 + 21 44 P.

670
1

287 0-436 4 23 163 59 171 25 + 23 8 P- 1
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of
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Angle of

Position.
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graphical
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Spot.

1862.

5g
t o , „

.

May 29. 671 148-456 288 0-389 27 151 52 159 18 + 5 45 Q.

672 288 0-490 52 8 146 16 153 42 + 9 30 q-

673 289 0-936 79 16 104 38 112 4 - 5 42 e.

674 286 0-326 193 52 183 35 191 1 -17 2 s.

675 285 0-419 228 40 196 23 203 49 -10 49 T.

676 285 0-519 230 13 202 48 210 14 -12 29 t.

June 1. 677 151-485 293 0-960 65 59 103 14 67 42 + 8 7 p-

678 293 0-954 62 18 104 48 69 16 + 11 33 P-

679 292 0-755 61 0 128 34 93 2 + 9 54 Q.

680 292 0-784 60 46 126 2 90 30 + 10 29 q-

681 289 0-488 86 25 148 0 112 28 - 6 6 R.

682 291 0-572 82 53 142 6 106 34 - 5 5 r.

683 286 0-943 242 26 246 35 211 3 -11 35 S.

684 288 0-340 270 5 195 39 160 7 + 4 46 T.

685 290 0-282 292 28 189 32 154 0 + 9 30 t.

686 287 0-445 283 30 199 55 164 23 + 11 58 U.

687 287 0-411 288 21 197 0 161 28 + 12 44 u.

688 287 0-654 289 2 2ll 49 176 17 + 21 17 V.

2* 689 152*382 293 0-882 65 3 116 9 67 54 + 8 32 P.

690 293 0-872 61 33 117 42 69 27 + 11 27 P-

691 293 0-940 63 10 108 7 59 52 + 10 54 its

692 292 0-608 57 36 141 28 93 13 + 10 7 Q.

693 292 0-645 57 42 138 47 90 32 + 10 43 q-

694 289 0-303 94 11 160 46 112 31 - 6 2 R.
695 288 0-525 264 33 208 35 160 20 + 4 44 S.

696 288 0-448 277 10 202 9 153 54 + 9 25 s.

697 290 0-617 275 49 213 25 165 10 + 12 33 T.

698 290 0-563 278 59 209 9 160 54 + 12 57 t.

699 287 0-775 283 4 224 21 176 6 + 21 9 u.

3. 700 153-734 293 0-352 43 59 161 1 93 35 +10 23 P.

701 293 0-398 46 25 158 1 90 35 + 10 57 P-

702 292 0 699 62 50 135 15 67 49 + 8 38 Q.
703 292 0-737 62 31 132 13 64 47 + 9 21 q-

704 292 0-786 1 60 41 128 6 60 40 + U 25 q
1
-

705 289 0-104 177 10 179 55 112 29 - 6 0 R.

706 294 0-057 283 37 181 34 114 8 + 1 22 r.

707 294 0-058 12 51 177 10 109 44 + 2 48 ?•

708 288 0-771 262 0 228 44 161 18 + 4 55 S.

709 290 0-782 272 44 228 36 161 10 + 13 17 s.

710 290 0-801 270 1 230 46 163 20 + 11 29 <r.

7H 287 0-926 278 58 244 27 177 1 +21 35 T-

4. 712 154-438 293 0-577 59 54 145 19 67 54 + 8 57 P.

713 293 0-608 57 11 143 35 66 10 + 11 2 P-
714 293 0-662 59 59 139 13 61 48 + 10 14 7r.

715 292 0-235 23 36 170 59 93 34 + 10 33 Q.
i

716 292 0-279 30 37 167 51 90 26 + 11 15 q-
|

717 289 0-204 227 4 189 42 112 17 - 5 41 R.
718 294 0-230 263 2 192 32 115 7 + 1 36

719 294 0-144 276 10 187 5 109 40 + 2 47 ?•

720 288 0-863 261 27 238 42 161 17 + 4 53 T.
721 290 0-891 268 36 241 28 164 3 + 11 23 U.
722 287 0-971 277 56 254 6 176 41 + 21 29 V.
723 154-666 293 0-536 58 59 148 26 67 47 + 8 51 p.

724 293 0-572 56 23 146 26 65 47 + 10 53 p.
725 293 0-568 61 18 146 1 65 22 + 8 6 p

1

.

726 293 0-625 59 15 142 14 61 35 + 10 11 7T.

MDCCCLXIX.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Eew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862 ,

June 4. 727 154*666 292 0*206 13 51 173 57 93 18 + :10 24 Q.

728 292 0*245 23 30 170 52 90 13 + 11 4 q*

729 289 0*250 232 5 192 49 112 10 — 5 48 R.
730 294 0*285 260 47 196 1 115 22 + 1 22 r.

731 294 0*190 269 19 190 12 109 33 + 2 29 ?•

732 288 0*886 261 26 241 38 160 59 + 4 56 T.

733 290 0*912 268 24 244 34 163 55 + :11 25 u.
734 287 0*975 277 55 255 22 174 43 +21 29 V.

7. 735 157*417 296 0*943 87 7 112 15 352 35 — 9 31 P.

736 295 0*641 63 7 143 17 23 37 + 8 59 Q.
737 295 0*489 114 28 158 24 38 44 17 0 R.
738 294a 0*666 180 4 184 23 64 43 — 8 59 S.

739 294a 0*152 173 31 183 13 63 33 _ 8 23 s.

740 289 0*770 249 5 232 4 112 24 — 5 49 T.
741 294 0*823 257 59 237 25 117 45 + 1 2 t.

742 294 0*748 259 53 230 24 110 44 + 2 24 r.

743 292 0*537 277 4 212 59 93 19 + 10 52 u.
744 292 0*491 281 26 209 14 89 34 + 11 58 u.

745 293 0*175 318 22 187 2 67 22 + 9 5 V.
746 293 0*195 333 45 184 47 65 7 + 11 10 w.
747 293 0*148 331 40 184 27 64 47 + 8 28 X.
748 157*447 296 0*941 87 7 112 35 352 29 9 29 p
749 295 0*508 72 20 151 53 31 47 4* 2 34 Q'.

750 295 0*480 114 56 159 3 38 57 — 16 52 H.
751 295 0*428 121 33 163 43 43 37 _ 17 10 r.

752 294a 0*166 182 27 184 48 64 42 _ 8 54 S.

753 294a 0*150 175 54 183 35 63 29 _ 8 11 s.

754 289 0*772 249 4 232 14 112 8 _ 5 51 T.
755 294 0*825 258 6 237 36 117 30 + 1 8 t.

756 294 0*751 259 49 230 39 110 33 + 2 21 r.

757 292 0*541 277 8 213 13 93 7 + 10 58 u.
758 292 0*497 281 32 209 39 89 33 + 12 10 u.

759 293 0*178 316 1 187 32 67 26 + 9 3 V.
760 293 0*195 332 'l7 185 6 65 0 + 11 7 w.
76l 293 0*151 329 54 184 47 64 41 + 8 32 X.

8. 762 158*447 296 0*489 58 7 155 22 21 5 + 9 35 p.

763 296 0*440 58 37 158 22 24 5 + 8 27 p*
764 296 0*842 88 54 126 37 352 20 9 29 Q.
765 295 0*342 137 16 172 55 38 38 _ 16 44 R.
766 295 0*310 152 47 178 32 44 15 __ 16 58 r.

767 295 0*321 230 15 199 52 65 35 _ 7 59 S.

768 289 0*902 250 33 247 10 112 53 _ 5 55 T.
769 294 0*939 258 10 252 46 118 29 + 0 55 t.

770 294 0*880 259 58 244 38 110 21 + 2 31 T.

771 292 0*716 272 19 227 48 93 31 + 10 56 u.
772 292 0*675 274 57 224 8 89 51 + 12 4 u.

773 293 0*353 283 2 201 53 67 36 + 9 9 V.

774 293 0*336 292 6 199 26 65 9 11 23 w.
773 293 0*306 285 25 198 56 64 39 + 8 38 X.
776 158*466 296 0*482 58 3 155 49 21 16 + 9 30 p.

777 296 0*436 58 17 158 41 24 8 + 8 31 p*

778 296 0*837 89 24 127 16 352 43 9 49 Q
779 295 0*341 138 13 173 16 38 43 _ 16 50 R.
780 295 0*311 153 49 178 51 44 18 _ 17 8 r.

781 295 0*326 230 26 200 10 65 37 _ 8 3 S.

782 295 0*359 228 37 201 44 67 11 - 9 30 S.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

June 8. 783 158-466 295 0-308 222 59 198 3 63 30 - 9 34 <7.

784 289 0-902 250 24 247 12 112 39 - 6 4 T.

785 294 0-938 258 16 252 38 118 5 + 1 1 t.

786 294 0-884 259 51 245 4 110 31 + 2 25 r.

787 292 0-901 239 23 243 11 108 38 - 8 52 8.

788 292 0-719 272 17 228 0 93 27 + 10 56 u.
789 292 0-677 274 51 224 21 89 48 + 12 1 u.

790 293 0-356 282 40 202 9 67 36 + 9 7 V.

791 293 0-339 291 40 199 43 65 10 + 11 22 w.
792 293 0-309 284 44 199 15 64 42 + 8 32 X.

9- 793 159-594 296 0-220 35 2 174 54 24 21 + 9 5 p.

794 296 0-272 42 49 171 18 20 45 + 9 27 p-

795 296 0-678 93 0 142 48 352 15 - 9 49 Q-
796 295 0-308 182 32 188 57 38 24 -16 43 R.
797 295 0-358 198 59 195 24 44 51 -17 12 r.

798 297 0-518 237 35 213 41 63 8 - 9 48 S.

799 297 0-604 240 19 219 53 69 20 - 9 58 s.

800 289 0-982 251 22 263 3 112 30 - 6 12 T.
80l 292 0-871 269 38 244 9 93 36 +10 32 U.
802 292 0-845 271 47 241 1 90 28 + 12 3 u.

803 292 0-863 275 45 242 31 91 58 + 15 41 u'.

804 293 0-575 272 58 218 17 67 44 + 9 4 V.
8 O 5 293 0-547 277 54 215 45 65 12 + 11 16 w.
806 293 0-526 272 56 215 2 64 29 + 8 20 X.
8O7 293 0-675 280 15 224 23 73 50 + 15 18 Y.
808 293 0-656 282 9 222 34 72 1 + 16 4 Z.

10. 80g 160-431 299 0-837 44 11 133 18 330 52 + 28 11 P.

810 299« 0-539 97 7 154 3 351 37 - 9 30 Q-
811 295 0-320 173 16 186 47 24 21 -17 51 r.

812 295 0-293 196 l 193 10 30 44 -14 19 R.
813 295 0-389 208 49 200 19 37 53 -16 27 S.

814 295 0-471 217 52 207 3 44 37 -17 3 T.
815 297 0-737 244 20 231 24 68 58 - 9 39 U.
816 297 0-658 242 31 224 53 62 27 - 9 41 u.

817 293 0-711 270 12 229 37 67 11 + 8 58 V.
818 293 0-685 274 11 227 6 64 40 + 11 22 W.
819 293 0-667 269 59 227 12 64 46 + 8 20 X.
820 293 0-569 272 27 218 48 56 22 + 8 35 Y.
821 293 0-529 273 57 215 57 53 31 + 8 49 V.

822 292 0-942 269 16 254 59 92 33 + 10 41 Z.
11. 823 161-410 301 0-970 100 43 111 44 295 25 -21 14 P.

824 299 0-349 108 26 168 12 351 53 - 9 15 Q.
825 298 0-438 220 8 206 44 30 25 — 15 2 r.

826 298 0-472 224 15 209 40 33 21 -14 40 R.
827 295 0-546 225 13 214 18 37 59 -16 43 s.

828 295 0-642 229 19 221 50 45 31 -17 35 S.

829 302 0-430 264 22 211 13 34 54 + 3 10 T.
830 302 0-387 264 37 208 33 32 14 + 3 2 t.

831 297 0-884 247 14 247 19 71 0 - 9 36 U.
832 297 0-816 246 11 239 41 63 22 - 9 35 u.

833 293 0-857 268 39 244 25 68 6 + 9 1 V.
834 293 0-835 272 6 240 51 64 32 + 8 18 w.
835 293 0-821 268 8 240 39 64 20 + 8 17 X.
836 293 0-766 270 35 235 17 58 58 + 9 40 Y.
837 293 0-697 275 20 228 50 52 31 + 12 8 Z.

13. 838 163-482 303 0-910 90 37 123 21 277 39 - 9 39 P.

i
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

40
;

June 13. 839 163-482 303 0-875 89 57 127 281 58 — 8 41 P-
840 301 0-862 108 27 132 32 286 50 -24 4 Q.
841 301 0-800 108 24 139 5 293 23 22 4 q-

842 301 0-773 106 48 141 9 295 27 -20 5 q'-

843 300 0-240 214 51 197 52 352 10 - 8 40 R.
844 302 0-812 240 19 240 17 34 35 -14 46 s..

845 302 0-911 239 31 251 41 45 59 -17 35 s.

846 295 0-991 267 H ,270 7 64 25 + 7 53 T.

847 298 0-406 276 14 210 55 5 13 + 7 38 U.
848 298 0-469 269 51 215 26 9 44 + 5 44 u.

14. 849 164-454 304 0-980 89 25 110 52 251 23 - 9 9 p.

850 303 0-798 93 0 137 4 277 35 - 9 45 Q.
851 303 0-761 93 16 140 28 280 59 - 9 24 q-

852 301 0-764 113 45 144 56 285 27 —24 20 R.
853 301 0-668 115 10 153 6 293 37 — 21 44 r.

854 301 0-629 113 55 155 25 295 56 -19 38 ?•

855 302 0-424 236 41 212 0 352 31 — 8 32 S.

856 302 0-999 241 52 265 50 46 21 -17 19 T.
857 298 0-601 272 45 255 3 5 34 + 8 36 U.
858 298 0-668 267 42 230 23 10 54 + 6 4 u.

15. 859 165-490 304 0-888 90 37 127 59 253 48 — 8 34 P.
860 305 0-952 90 25 H8 26 244 15 - 9 14

P-
861 303 0-632 98 4 152 21 278 10 -10 6 Q.
862 303 0-585 98 43 155 46 281 35 - 9 35 q.

863 301 0-631 12.3 38 159 41 285 30 —24 30 R.
864 301 0-528 128 7 167 31 293 20 -21 46 r.

865 301 0-491 128 18 169 29 295 18 -20 8 ?•

866 300 0-623 244 5 229 59 355 48 - 8 59 S.

867 302 0-831 266 38 245 49 11 38 + 5 57 T.
868 302 0-776 271 18 240 12 6 1 + 9 19 t.

16. 869 166-507 306 0-278 8 33 185 45 297 8 + 16 38 P.
870 305 0-748 94 2 143 34 254 57 - 8 57 Q.
871 304 0-858 92 7 132 39 244 2 - 9 1 q.
872 303 0-448 107 7 214 45 326 8 -10 11 R.
873 303 0-398 109 48 170 14 281 37 - 9 50 r.

874 303 0-399 101 33 168 50 280 13 - 6 52
f-

875 301 0-513 138 6 173 15 284 38 -24 11 S.

876 301 0-425 148 59 181 6 292 29 -21 47 T.
877 301 0-382 152 43 183 37 295 0 -19 52 u.
878 301 0-945 266 51 261 28 12 51 + 6 14 V.

17- 879 167-417 306 0-736 94 47 145 30 243 59 - 8 57 P-
880 305 0-588 98 52 157 16 255 45 - 9 4 P.
881 304 0-321 124 14 177 54 276 23 -11 12 q-
882 303 0-282 127 31 180 20 278 49 -10 17 Q.
883 303 0-248 135 5 183 12 281 41 -10 3 q'-

884 301 0-444 158 44 185 43 284 12 -24 6 R.
885 301 0-403 170 1 191 12 289 41 -22 10 S.
886 301 0-379 183 46 196 44 295 13 -20 9 T.

18. 887 168-424 307^ 0-789 92 45 141 30 225 42 — 7 47 P-
888 307a 0-817 95 23 139 6 223 18 -10 17 K.

889 307 0-546 87 44 159 51 244 3 2 1 P.
890 305 0-566 100 4 159 51 244 3 - 8 58 q-
891 304 0-464 105 26 167 18 251 30 - 9 20 q'-

892 304 0-392 108 12 171 59 256 11 - 8 35 Q.
893 303 0-221 168 24 191 55 276 7 — 11 4 ?•
894 303 0-208 179 58 194 24 278 36 -10 14 r.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-
graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

June 18. 895 168*424 303 0-218 193° 29 197 21 281 33 -10° 2' R.

896 301 0-486 184 1 199 20 283 32 -26 37 S.

897 301 0-451 184 4 198 45 282 57 -24 25 S'.

898 301 0-459 194 8 205 25 289 37 — 22 34 T.

899 301 0-476 209 50 210 53 295 5 —20 21 U.
23. 900 173-470 317 0-927 70 27 129 52 142 29 + 13 11 P-

901 316 0-871 74 47 137 3 149 40 + 8 55 P.

902 315 0-795 72 57 145 10 157 47 + 9 55 Px-

903 314 0-705 77 12 152 48 165 25 + 6 11 p
2
.

904 314 0-612 71 54 160 17 172 54 + 8 58 It.

905 313 0-664 97 10 156 56 169 33 - 7 8 Q.

906 313 0-720 102 44 153 26 166 3 -11 55 Qr
907 313 0-761 98 18 149 15 161 52 - 9 30 q-

908 304 0-341 232 56 214 30 227 7 — 7 37 H.

909 305 0-268 218 56 208 28 221 5 — 8 44 r

910 301 0-967 234 45 269 15 281 52 -27 19 S.

911 303 0-773 253 5 247 5 259 42 _ 6 50 T.

912 303 0-645 247 17 236 0 .248 .37 _ 8 50 t.

913 311 0-659 260 48 238 23 251 0 _ 0 19 U.
914 311 0-525 257 45 228 44 241 21 — 1 18 u.

915 309 0-388 304 44 215 8 227 45 + 16 44 V.
25. 916 175-718 317 0-692 65 30 157 8 137 32 + 15 1 P-

917 317 0-640 65 28 161 13 141 57 + 14 7 it.

918 316 0-526 70 43 168 30 149 14 + 9 26 P.

919 315 0-404 66 56 176 42 157 26 + 9 21 Pi-

920 314 0-275 67 57 184 14 164 58 + 6 55 P
2
.

921 314 0-173 42 10 192 10 172 54 + 9 2 P
3
-

922 313 0-903 93 24 135 42 116 26 - 6 39 Q.
923 318 0-243 124 22 188 42 169 26 - 6 29 R.
924 318 0-353 127 49 184 21 165 5 -11 30 r.

j

925 305 0-741 251 50 246 9 226 53 - 7 54 S.

926 311 0-906 251 19 263 13 243 57 -11 8 t.

927 311 0-986 257 5 279 18 260 2 - 7 12 T.

928 310 0-938 262 55 269 0 249 44 - 0 56 U.
929 310 0-878 262 20 260 39 241 28 — 1 0 U.

|

26. 930 176-422 317 0-576 61 49 167 6 137 51 + 15 15 P-
931 317 0-516 60 58 171 15 142 0 + 14 22 u.

932 316 0-386 66 25 178 24 149 19 + 9 26 p.

933 315 0-264 58 26 186 27 157 12 + 9 14 Px-

934 314 0-131 47 34 194 12 164 57 + 7 5 P
2

.

935 313 0-118 336 25 202 24 173 9 + 8 54 P3-

936 318 0-826 94 43 145 24 116 9 - 6 26 Q.
937 309 0-159 166 47 198 53 169 38 - 6 29 R.
938 309 0-266 152 0 194 7 164 52 -11 34 r.

939 305 0-840 253 47 256 11 227 1 - 8 6 S.

940 310 0-981 263 32 278 35 249 20 — 1 4 T.
941 310 0-944 263 10 270 33 241 18 — 1 1 t.

27. 942 177-650 320 0-979 75 57 123 2 76 22 + 10 5 P.
943 319 0-872 73 10 140 59 94 19 + 12 13 P-
944 318 0-637 98 50 162 56 116 16 - 6 13 Q.
945 317 0-375 54 1 182 17 135 37 + 13 49 r.

946 317 0-302 40 59 188 36 141 56 + 14 48 ?•

947 316 0-148 33 56 196 5 149 25 + 9 17 R.
948 315 0-115 337 48 203 25 156 45 + 8 55 R

l
.

949 314 0-192 290 13 211 29 164 49 + 7 10 r
2
.

950 314 0-334 286 4 219 48 173 8 + 9 10 r
3
-
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time

of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude,

from Node.

Helio-

grapical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

June 27- 951 177-650 305 0-299 209 46 211 11 164 31 -11 40 S.

952 310 0-961 255 58 274 21 227 41 — 8 35 T.

28. 953 178-537 320 0-921 76 5 135 13 75 58 + 10 18 P.

954 319 0-763 71 59 153 8 93 53 + 12 30 P-

955 318 0-476 103 55 175 15 116 0 - 5 53 Q.
956 316 0-154 316 8 207 56 148 41 + 9 28 R.

957 315 0-247 292 45 215 6 155 51 + 9 2 S.

958 314 0-369 278 44 223 24 164 9 + 7 10 T.

959 314 0-506 280 2 231 56 172 41 + 9 22 t.

30. 960 180-430 320 0-668 74 36 162 37 76 31 + 10 26 P.

961 319 0-623 128 57 174 10 88 4 -21 58 Q.
962 319 0-550 129 16 178 39 92 33 -18 57 9-

963 318 0-156 168 54 202 45 116 39 — 5 54 R.

964 318 0-142 142 51 199 27 113 21 - 3 47 r.

965 318 0-096 179 29 209 30 123 24 + 2 43 ?•

966 316 0-523 280 6 234 58 148 52 + 9 20 S.

967 315 0-622 277 26 242 6 156 0 + 8 48 T.

968 314 0-735 273 28 251 9 165 3 + 6 46 U.
July 1. 969 181-656 320 0-439 69 12 180 10 76 41 + 10 43 P.

970 320 0-775 72 15 155 3 51 34 + 13 44 P-
971 320 0-809 69 41 152 2 48 33 + 16 12

P'-

972 319 0-395 161 14 198 28 94 59 -19 6 Q-
973 318 0-300 237 29 220 14 116 45 — 5 37 R.

.
974 316 0-737 277 55 252 22 148 53 + 9 44 S.

975 315 0-810 276 28 259 7 155 38 + 9 3 T.

976 314 0-895 274 3 268 36 165 7 + 7 13 U.
5. 977 185-618 322 0-972 102 18 133 56 334 15 -ll 40 P.

978 323 0-341 235 7 225 23 65 42 - 7 38 Q-

979 323 0-520 225 28 232 3 72 22 -17 49 R.
980 321 0-736 241 22 251 47 92 6 -17 35 S.

981 321 0-717 235 34 248 22 88 41 -20 43 s.

982 318 0-927 261 59 276 5 116 24 — 5 27 T.
983 320 0-462 287 18 235 27 75 46 + 11 19 U.
984 324 0-173 285 15 218 30 58 49 + 6 10 V.
985 324 0-122 287 41 215 36 55 55 + 5 42 W.

6. 986 186-509 322 0-900 104 44 147 24 335 4 - 11 46 P.

987 323 0-565 251 45 242 26 70 6 - 6 59 Q.
988 323 0-504 247 32 237 47 65 27 - 7 46 q-

989 324 0-647 235 58 244 6 71 46 -18 3 R.
990 324 0-724 244 0 252 16 79 56 -15 38 r.

991 324 0-805 244 37 259 26 87 6 -17 37 s.

992 324 0-833 246 8 262 39 90 19 -17 17 s.

993 318 0-985 263 44 289 17 116 57 — 5 16 T.
994 320 0-628 283 15 248 6 75 46 + 11 15 U.
995 321 0-385 277 37 232 14 59 54 + 6 21 V.
996 321 0-311 278 2 227 42 55 22 + 5 59 W.
997 186-545 322 0-899 104 52 147 33 334 43 — 11 51 P.

998 323 0-573 252 3 243 0 70 10 - 6 59 Q-
999 323 0-512 247 52 238 19 65 29 - 7 47 q-
1000 324 0-652 236 25 244 37 71 47 -17 58 R.
1001 324 0-729 244 23 252 48 79 50 — 15 32 r.

1002 324 0-811 244 56 260 7 87 17 -17 33 S.

1003 320 0-634 282 55 248 37 75 47 + 11 6 u.
1004 321 0-321 277 13 228 21 55 31 + 5 48 w.

8. 1005 188-632 326 0-827 83 20 156 1 313 35 + 8 16 p.

1006 326 0-845 83 17 154 8 311 42 + 8 20 p-
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphieal

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862. ,

July 8. 1007 188-632 325 0-878 103 10 151 49 309 23 - 8 59 Q.

1008 325 0-925 103 4 145 26 303 0 - 9 53 q'-

1009 325 0-927 106 30 145 48 303 22 -13 2 q"-

1010 325 0-576 115 57 179 51 337 25 -10 55 q-

1011 321 0-845 259 42 268 16 65 50 — 7 10 R.

1012 321 0-892 261 44 273 57 71 31 - 6 13 r.

1013 323 0-928 251 26 277 21 74 55 -16 15 S.

1014 323 0-952 251 53 281 36 79 10 -16 34 s.

1015 320 0-914 280 59 277 58 75 32 + 10 56 T.

11. 1016 191-600 326 0-283 75 46 198 46 314 14 + 8 30 P.

1017 326 0-318 77 30 196 33 312 1 + 8 30 P-
1018 331 0-977 92 12 137 12 252 40 + o 47 Q.
1019 328 0-922 102 43 143 36 264 4 - 8 8 q-

1020 329 0-473 126 51 191 20 306 48 -11 40 R.

1021 329 0-412 124 6 194 1 309 29 - 8 42 r.

1022 329 0-585 123 16 183 42 299 10 -14 2 ?•

1023 322 0-323 173 9 211 40 327 8 -14 25 S.

1024 322 0-315 190 45 217 25 332 53 -13 55 T.

1025 322 0-292 210 20 222 40 338 8 -10 40 U.

13. 1026 193-472 331 0-793 95 5 163 12 252 7 + 9 14 P.

1027 330 0-680 109 37 257 19 346 14 - 7 59 P-
1028 325 0-277 189 45 218 19 307 14 -11 33 Q.
1029 325 0-239 201 7 219 49 308 44 - 8 45 q-

1030 325 0-344 174 29 213 25 302 20 -15 29 q'-

1031 332 0-599 249 36 250 15 339 10 -10 6 R.
1032 327 0-551 239 22 244 31 333 26 -13 52 r.

1033 327 0-492 231 41 238 50 327 45 -14 53 rf
.

1034 327 0-381 224 39 236 22 325 17 -17 22 ?•

1035 326 0-178 296 12 225 51 314 46 + 8 16 S.

1036 326 0-137 305 8 223 6 312 1 + 8 27 s.

14. 1037 194-465 331 0-634 97 14 178 17 253 7 + o 59 P. !

1038 330 0-503 117 49 189 54 264 44 - 8 4 Q.
1039 325 0-378 227 14 233 23 308 13 -10 54 R.
1040 325 0-376 236 6 234 52 309 42 - 8 53 r.

1041 325 0-386 209 3 227 19 302 9 -15 55
f.

1042 327 0-614 247 36 251 37 326 27 -11 48 S.

1043 327 0-544 243 39 246 2 320 52 -11 48 s.

1044 322 0-772 256 27 265 46 340 36 -10 1 T.
1045 322 0-736 251 17 261 35 336 25 -12 52 t.

1046 326 0-394 283 55 240 15 315 5 + 8 11 U.
15. 1047 195-437 331 0-443 100 34 192 17 253 19 + 1 4 P.

1048 330 0-330 134 28 203 43 264 45 — 8 0 Q.
1049 325 0-541 243 55 246 45 307 47 -11 37 R.
1050 325 0-547 249 34 248 28 309 30 - 9 2 r.

1051 327 0-699 251 53 259 33 320 35 -11 42 S.

1052 327 0-771 253 43 265 52 326 54 -12 16 T.
1053 322 0-900 260 5 280 45 341 47 -10 14 U.
1054 326 0-585 281 17 253 58 315 0 + 8 2 V.

16. 1055 196-444 331 0-227 108 49 206 30 253 15 + 7 45 P.
1056 331 0-308 147 3 208 22 255 7 - 9 39 Q.
1057 331 0-365 139 45 204 12 250 57 -10 35 q-
1058 332 0-217 179 24 218 10 264 55 - 7 49 R.
1059 330 0-382 246 1 238 55 285 40 - 6 2 s.

1060 330 0-412 245 35 240 28 287 13 - 7 3 s.

1061 334 0-707 252 50 261 16 308 1 -11 31 T.
1062 334 0-718 257 5 263 3 309 48 - 8 53 t.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

July 16. 1063 196*444 325 0-846 256 37 274 35 321 20 — 12 7 U.
1064 327 0-897 258 17 280 51 327 36 -12 5 V.
1065 327 0-980 262 25 296 28 343 13 — 10 35 w.
1066 326 0-712 278 58 264 36 311 21 + 6 36 X.
1067 326 0-724 280 50 265 35 312 20 + 7 57 X.

1068 326 0-760 281 20 268 40 315 25 + 8 22 Y.

17. 1069 197-432 336 0-986 86 26 139 18 172 2 + 8 54 P.

1070 336 0-988 84 32 138 31 171 15 +10 44 P-
1071 331 0-064 193 22 220 43 253 27 + 11 6 Q.
1072 332 0-272 177 15 218 5 250 49 -15 31 R.
1073 332 0-250 199 53 223 58 256 42 - 9 14 r.

1074 330 0-300 228 9 232 9 264 53 - 7 57 S.

1075 334 0-551 258 59 252 12 284 56 — 4 34 t.

1076 334 0-589 254 25 253 56 286 40 - 7 51 r.

1077 334 0-628 257 59 257 15 289 59 - 6 37 T.
1078 325 0-844 257 12 275 19 308 3 -12 0 U.
1079 327 0-939 259 17 288 9 320 53 — 12 42 V.

1080 327 0-972 260 47 294 53 327 37 — 12 17 V.
1081 326 0-871 279 38 280 50 313 34 + 6 38 w.
1082 326 0-859 281 10 279 25 312 9 + 7 59 w.

1083 335 0-384 304 31 240 15 272 59 + 15 22 X.
1084 335 0-351 303 34 238 33 271 17 + 14 10 X.

18. 1085 198-417 336 0-965 83 19 145 51 164 37 + 12 38 P.

1086 337 0-925 87 47 153 19 172 5 + 8 36 P-
1087 331 0-238 261 3 234 12 252 58 + 1 24 Q.
1088 332 0-377 237 32 238 38 257 24 — 8 41 R.
1089 333 0-320 219 44 231 43 250 29 — 10 30 r.

1090 330 0-465 248 38 245 50 264 36 - 7 36 S.

1091 334 0-801 262 38 272 55 291 41 - 7 0 T.
1092 334 0-734 262 35 267 2 285 48 — 5 49 t.

1093 325 0-940 260 37 289 15 308 1 — 11 50 r.

1094 326 0-959 280 44 294 43 313 29 + 6 45 U.
1095 326 0-953 282 41 293 40 312 26 + 8 39 u.

1096 335 0-512 297 36 250 22 269 8 + 15 26 V.
1097 335 0-575 294 13 255 11 273 57 + 14 47 W.

20. 1098 200-490 336 0-827 88 12 167 11 156 33 + 9 15 P-
1099 336 0-747 83 25 174 55 164 17 + 12 41 P.
1100 337 0-685 86 12 179 55 169 17 + 10 19 Q.
1101 337 0-625 87 9 184 29 173 51 + 9 25 q-
1102 331 0-657 272 24 263 53 253 15 + 1 24 R.
1103 332 0-649 254 48 260 45 250 7 - 9 37 s.

1104 330 0-738 260 28 268 44 258 6 - 7 55 T.
1105 330 0-768 265 50 272 13 261 35 — 4 33 t.

1106 334 0-989 268 42 303 33 292 55 - 6 26 U.
1107 335 0-835 290 59 279 32 268 54 + 15 12 V.
1108 335 0-876 289 36 284 22 273 44 + 14 16 w.
1109 338 0-945 294 32 294 21 283 43 + 19 6 X.

21. 1110 201-458 336 0-686 88 21 180 43 156 21 + 9 13 p.
1111 336 0-581 81 52 188 57 164 35 + 12 32 p.
1112 337 0-506 85 10 193 52 I69 30 + 10 2 Q.
1113 337 0-435 84 55 198 29 174 7 + 9 32 q-
1114 332 0-791 259 22 273 49 249 27 — 10 10 R.
1115 330 0-868 264 4 282 39 258 17 — 8 5 s.
1116 331 0-811 274 41 277 58 253 36 + 1 33 T.
1117 335 0-963 289 35 298 46 274 24 + 14 0 U.
1118 335 0-932 290 44 293 3 268 41 + 15 8 u.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Xew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.

July 21. 1119 201-458 338 0-982 294° 52 303 55 279° 33 + 19 1 V.

1120 339 0-638 306 34 260 37 236 15 + 22 43 w.
1121 339 0-635 303 32 261 2 236 40 + 20 48 X.

25. 1122 205-447 340 0-748 81 27 179 47 98 50 + 16 1 p.

1123 342 0-820 86 6 172 41 91 44 + 12 57 Q.
1124 342 0-826 80 24 172 23 91 26 + 17 39 R.
1125 341 0-524 77 0 172 7 91 10 + 20 31 S.

1126 337 0-452 282 29 254 43 173 46 + 6 45 T.

1127 336 0-416 294 5 251 46 170 49 + 11 27 U.
1128 337 0-383 285 18 250 14 169 17 + 7 42 V.

1129 336 0-331 298 52 246 11 165 14 + 11 49 W.
1130 205-608 340 0-721 81 44 182 18 99 4 + 15 35 P.

1131 340 0-724 83 45 181 53 98 39 + 14 10
1132 342 0-801 86 23 174 41 91 27 + 12 41 Q.
1133 342 0-803 80 36 174 51 91 37 + 17 19 R.

1134 341 0-495 76 46 199 35 116 21 + 15 9 S.

1135 337 0-483 282 8 256 54 173 40 + 6 37 T.

1136 336 0-446 293 11 253 55 170 41 + 11 26 U.
1137 337 0-414 284 23 252 22 169 8 + 7 27 V.

1138 336 0-364 296 27 248 32 165 18 + 11 34 w.
26. 1139 206-446 340 0-578 78 28 194 35 99 28 + 15 57 p.

1140 340 0-572 80 20 194 42 99 35 + 14 50 p
x
.

1141 342 0-680 85 41 186 7 91 0 + 12 44 Q.
1142 342 0-704 82 24 184 29 89 22 + 15 13 R.
1143 342 0-673 78 23 187 25 92 18 + 17 32 S.

1144 343 0-972 112 22 154 9 59 2 -12 0 T.

1145 337 0-644 282 24 268 55 173 48 + 6 38 U.
1146 336 0-605 290 22 265 46 170 39 + 11 27 V.

1147 336 0-532 291 26 260 35 165 28 + 11 26 w.
1148 206-625 340 0-544 77 52 197 9 99 30 + 15 46 p.

1149 340 0-540 79 40 197 14 99 35 + 14 45 Pp
1150 342 0-652 86 0 188 27 90 48 + 12 22 Q.
1151 342 0-677 82 34 186 52 89 13 + 14 52 R.
1152 342 0-643 78 1 190 0 92 21 + 17 21 S.

1153 343 0-966 113 8 155 47 58 8 -12 26 T.

1154 337 0-679 282 27 271 44 174 5 + 6 36 U.
1155 336 0-638 289 57 268 27 170 48 + 11 24 V.

1156 336 0-565 290 35 263 7 165 28 + 11 14 W.
27. 1157 207-430 340 0-386 71 25 209 0 99 55 + 15 27 P.

1158 342 0-512 83 37 199 29 90 24 + 12 34 Q.
1159 342 0-538 79 35 198 8 89 3 + 15 0 R.
1160 342 0-501 72 38 201 43 92 38 + 17 43 S.

ll6l 343 0-899 115 3 167 57 58 52 -11 48 T.
1162 343 0-946 115 51 161 7 52 2 -13 56 t.

1163 345 0-969 112 50 155 56 46 51 -11 54 T.

1164 337 0-801 282 49 283 3 173 58 + 6 23 u.
1165 336 0-770 289 11 280 8 171 3 + 11 22 V.
1 166 336 0-710 289 8 274 56 165 51 + 11 5 w.

28. 1167 208-458 340 0-201 41 39 224 21 100 42 + 15 19 p.
1168 342 0-304 79 39 213 49 90 10 + 11 15 Q.
1169 342 0-343 69 45 212 49 89 10 + 15 5 R.
1170 342 0-320 56 0 216 35 92 56 + 18 7 s.

1171 346 0-972 111 31 220 22 96 43 -10 20 T.
1172 343 0-774 119 0 182 51 59 12 -11 16 U.
1173 345 0-862 117 4 173 47 50 8 -12 5 V.
1174 344 0-667 254 0 268 37 144 58 -12 10 W.

mdccclxix. K
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Table III. (continued).

Date.

|

No.
Mean Time

of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

grapliieal

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

|

1862. t , ,

July 28. 1175 208*458 344 0-625 252 9 265 10 141 31 -11° 58 X.
1176 336 0-923 283 51 298 16 174 37 + 6 15 Y.

H77 337 0-905 289 12 295 55 172 16 + 11 14 Z.

29. 1178 209-444 340 0-200 332 59 238 44 101 6 + 14 48 P.

1179 342 0-120 4:4 20 227 40 90 2 + 11 21 Q.
1180 342 0-184 37 40 226 35 88 57 + 14 59 E.
1181 342 0-218 16 19 230 10 92 32 + 18 8 S.

1182 346 0-898 114 15 169 48 52 10 -10 15 T.
1183 343 0-626 124 54 196 32 58 54 - 10 42 U.
1184 345 0-736 124 58 188 27 50 49 -14 3 V.

1185 345 0-776 120 37 183 57 46 19 -12 8 V.
1186 344 0-775 257 58 279 3 141 25 -12 54 W.
1187 344 0-805 260 42 282 24 144 46 -11 40 X.
1188 337 0-976 289 31 309 36 171 58 -10 41 z.

30. 1189 210-470 347 0-949 111 27 162 27 10 15 _ 8 43 p.

1190 346 0-771 118 0 184 39 32 27 - 9 44 Q.
1191 345 0-584 133 57 202 45 50 33 -13 51 E.
1192 345 0-622 128 17 198 38 46 26 -12 10 r.

1193 343 0-484 140 7 210 21 58 9 _12 41 S.

1194 343 0-441 138 7 212 2 59 50 _10 14 s.

1195 344 0-893 262 30 293 15 141 3 _12 59 T.
1196 340 0-378 305 18 253 16 101 4 + 14 36 U.
1197 342 0-196 311 36 242 26 90 14 + 11 32 V.
1198 342 0-217 330 31 240 52 88 40 + 15 17 w.
1199 342 0-295 328 36 244 29 92 17 + 18 19 X.
1200 210-661 347 0-936 112 16 165 4 10 9 - 9 0 p.
1201 346 0-747 119 18 187 11 32 16 _10 0 Q.
1202 345 0-557 136 36 205 22 50 27 _14 2 R.
1203 345 0-592 130 40 201 25 46 30 _12 25 r.

1204 343 0-458 143 56 213 1 58 6 _12 54 S.

1205 343 0-410 142 32 214 54 59 59 _10 26 s.

1206 344 0-915 263 24 296 30 141 35 _ 12 54 T.
1207 344a 0-523 226 9 255 40 100 45 _ 15 57 T\.

1208 340 0-413 303 18 255 50 100 55 — 14 34 U.
1209 342 0-234 306 27 245 8 90 13 + 11 32 V.
1210 342 0-244 323 2g 243 24 88 29 + 15 16 W.
1211 342 0-324 323 2 247 15 92 20 - 8 14 X.

31. 1212 211-495 348 0-985 114 4 155 20 348 36 -12 3 p.
1213 347 0-850 114 57 177 21 10 37 - 8 53 p.
1214 346 0-614 124 40 199 4 32 20 - 9 38 Q.
1215 345 0-456 144 14 213 54 47 10 -12 45 R.
1216 345 0-420 145 18 215 56 49 12 _11 31 r.

1217 345 0-431 150 9 216 57 50 13 -11 28
f.

1218 343 0-354 166 39 225 6 58 22 -12 58 S.
1219 343 0-298 170 56 227 46 61 O _10 26 s.

1220 349 0-571 236 41 259 6 92 22 -18 0 T.
1221 340 0-564 297 56 267 17 100 33 + 14 30 u.
1222 342 0-484 301 26 261 26 94 42 + 15 1 V.
1223 342 0-408 296 27 257 6 90 22 + 11 43 W.
1224 342 0-391 306 8 254 57 88 13 + 15 6 X.

Aug. 1. 1225 212-455 348 0-927 116 36 168 48 348 27 — 12 0 p.
1226 347 0-714 119 41 191 30 11 9 _ 8 51 Q.
1227 346 0-453 136 5 212 33 32 12 - 9 32 R.
1228 345 0-345 169 54 227 14 46 53 — 12 19 S.
1229 345 0-311 175 54 229 48 49 27 _11 29 s.

1230 345 0-344 178 10 230 2 49 41 -13 38 <r.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
VTean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862. , 0 t

Aug. 1. 1231 212-455 343 0-329 203 50 238 48 58 27 — 12 44 T.

1232 343 0-260 203 39 237 49 57 28 — 8 43 t.

1233 343 0-309 215 2 241 50 61 29 -10 26 r.

1234 349 0-730 247 49 274 37 94 16 -19 1 U.

1235 340 0-721 295 19 280 28 100 7 + 14 21 V.

1236 342 0-674 297 6 276 30 96 9 + 15 9 w.
1237 342 0-591 294 36 270 29 90 8 + 12 45 X.

1238 342 0-569 299 18 268 27 88 6 + 15 10 Y.

2. 1239 213-517 351 0-975 114 41 160 13 324 48 -11 25 P.

1240 351 0-945 1 1

6

27 166 50 331 25 -12 1 P-

1241 350 0-817 121 1 183 50 348 25 -12 9 Q.

1242 348 0-625 124 10 199 59 4 34 - 9 4 R.

1243 348 0-539 129 15 206 49 11 24 - 9 15 r.

1244 346 0-302 163 51 227 25 32 0 - 9 32 S.

1245 345 0-346 210 41 242 15 46 50 -13 4 T.

1246 345 0-338 217 30 244 14 48 49 -11 42 t.

1247 345 0-378 216 1 244 50 48 25 -14 7 f.

1248 343 0-470 243 50 257 44 62 19 -11 3 u.
1249 343 0-444 236 20 254 11 58 46 — 12 35 u.

1250 343 0-387 237 32 251 56 56 31 - 9 47 u'.

1251 340 0-865 294 29 295 43 100 18 + 14 15 V.
1

1252 342 0-768 293 21 285 49 90 24 + 12 57 W.
1253 342 0-752 296 40 284 9 88 44 + 15 21 X.

3. 1254 214-514 354 0-969 90 22 160 10 310 36 + 12 36 P*

1255 353 0-936 93 82 166 43 317 9 + 9 55 P.

1256 352 0-909 117 32 173 31 323 57 -11 30 Q.

1257 352 0-865 119 14 179 14 329 40 -11 43 q-

1258 348 0-681 127 3 197 37 348 3 -12 7 R.
1259 348 0-655 129 37 200 12 350 38 -12 50 r.

1260 350 0-453 138 40 215 1 5 27 -10 2 S.

1261 350 0-376 146 47 220 55 11 21 - 9 30 s.

1262 346 0-284 208 13 241 9 31 35 - 9 44 T.

1263 345 0-463 236 53 256 6 46 32 -13 21 u.
1264 345 0-469 242 17 258 4 48 30 -11 41 u.

1265 345 0-498 238 26 258 19 48 45 -14 18 u f

.

1266 343 0-635 255 45 271 54 62 20 -11 14 V.

1267 343 0-600 251 25 268 23 58 49 -12 31 V.

1268 343 0-550 252 58 265 40 56 6 -10 4 v ,
.

1269 340 0-952 294 57 309 22 99 48 + 14 18 W.
1270 342 0-890 293 15 299 49 90 15 + 12 53 X.
1271 342 0-878 296 6 298 10 88 36 + 15 23 Y.

1272 214-524 351a 0-370 11 52 236 31 26 49 + 27 41 O.
1273 351a 0-359 7 2 238 27 28 45 + 26 54 0.

1274 354 0-971 90 27 159 57 309 55 + 12 30 P-
1275 353 0-939 93 18 166 15 316 33 + 10 7 P.

1276 352 0-912 117 23 173 2 323 20 -11 27 Q.

1277 352 0-867 119 13 179 3 329 21 — 11 45 q-

1278 348 0-679 127 15 197 48 348 6 -12 10 R.

1279 348 0-653 129 30 200 16 350 34 -12 44 r.

1280 350 0-450 138 44 215 9 5 27 -10 0 S.

1281 350 0-374 146 55 221 4 11 22 - 9 27 s.

1282 346 0-282 208 49 241 17 31 35 - 9 33 T.

1283 345 0-463 237 8 256 12 46 30 -13 14 U.
1284 345 0-471 242 21 258 12 48 30 — 11 45 u.

1285 345 0-500 238 50 258 36 48 54 -14 17 u'.

1286 343 0-635 255 59 271 59 62 17 -11 8 V.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.'

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

1862. o t

Aug. 3. 1287 214-524 343 0-603 251 42 268 40 58 ' 58 -12 28

1288 343 0-552 253 24 265 53 56 11 - 9 55

1289 340 0-957 294 48 310 21 100 39 + 14 7

1290 342 0-895 293 30 300 23 90 41 + 13 6

1291 342 0-879 296 18 298 25 88 43 + 15 33

4. 1292 215-536 354 0-418 344 50 249 59 25 56 + 27 39
1293 354 0-439 338 22 253 23 29 20 + 27 11

1294 353 0-825 94 18 181 36 317 33 + 10 1

1295 353 0-892 90 30 173 54 309 51 + 13 14

1296 355 0-981 109 30 159 45 295 42 - 5 50

1297 351 0-793 121 52 188 2 323 59 -11 27
1298 351 0-724 124 6 194 24 330 21 -11 9

1299 348 0-518 138 7 212 9 348 6 -12 5

1300 348 0-481 138 39 214 22 350 19 -10 54

1301 350 0-307 267 4 229 54 5 51 -10 0

1302 346 0-408 241 20 255 38 31 35 - 9 37
1303 345 0-652 251 39 272 43 48 40 -14 20

1304 345 0-616 252 11 270 28 46 25 -12 47
1305 345 0-639 255 32 272 58 48 55 -11 40

1306 343 0-758 259 51 283 10 59 7 -12 30

1307 343 0-720 261 41 280 33 56 30 -10 10

1308 343 0-790 262 38 286 39 62 36 -11 22

1309 340 0-995 295 44 322 41 98 38 + 14 0

1310 342 0-970 294 4 313 53 89 50 + 12 56
1311 342 0-962 296 32 312 30 88 27 + 15 23

5. 1312 216-519 354 0-675 95 2 195 53 317 53 + 9 41

1313 354 0-684 91 52 195 14 317 14 + 11 51

1314 353 0-770 89 49 188 2 310 2 + 13 47
1315 353 0-763 91 45 188 35 310 35 + 12 17

1316 356 0-912 111 56 173 54 295 54 - 5 50

1317 351 0-654 128 58 201 46 323 46 -11 53

1318 348 0-384 157 55 225 33 347 33 -12 18

1319 348 0-345 163 33 228 38 350 38 — 11 24
1320 350 0-298 197 59 240 3 2 3 -11 1

1321 350 0-293 212 0 244 4 6 4 - 9 48

1322 346 0-575 255 55 269 44 31 44 - 9 40

1323 346 0-528 256 40 266 58 28 58 - 7 54
1324 345 0-767 259 34 284 44 46 44 -13 13

1325 345 0-784 262 20 286 54 48 54 — 11 41

1326 345 0-790 258 51 286 35 48 35 -14 28
1327 343 0-884 264 39 297 42 59 42 — 12 42

1328 343 0-907 266 48 301 8 63 8 — 11 31

6. 1329 217*519 353 0-431 93 57 210 31 318 20 + 9 50

1330 353 0-498 89 14 209 50 317 39 + 12 15

1331 354 0-607 87 48 202 23 310 12 + 14 9

1332 354 0-603 90 36 202 28 310 17 + 12 26
1333 355 0-797 114 53 188 0 295 49 — 5 32
1334 350 0-412 148 42 222 25 330 14 -11 6

1335 350 0-449 145 44 219 48 327 37 -11 46

1336 350 0-435 139 55 216 52 324 41 — 11 13

1337 351 0-320 193 2 239 24 347 13 -12 18

1338 351 0-313 203 31 242 43 350 32 -11 37
1339 347 0-382 232 54 253 48 1 37 -10 56

1340 346 0-735 263 2 283 46 31 35 -10 4

1341 346 0-897 264 37 300 14 48 3 -13 26
1342 346 0-902 266 16 301 12 49 1 -12 8

Spot.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphieal

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862. , o ,

Aug. 6. 1343 217-519 345 0-964 267 37 311 41 59° 30 -12 59 X.

1344 343 0-974 269 17 314 25 62 14 -11 48 X.

1345 217-692 353 0-448 94 45 212 59 318 21 + 9 19 p.

1346 353 0-461 89 46 212 25 317 47 + 11 39 p-

1347 354 0-576 88 14 204 46 310 8 + 13 37 Q.
1348 354 0-571 91 16 204 55 310 17 + 11 51 q-

1349 355 0-774 116 21 190 31 295 53 - 6 8 R.
1350 350 0-389 154 39 225 19 330 41 -11 38 S.

1351 350 0-429 150 11 222 16 327 38 -12 16 s.

1352 350 0-466 143 40 218 27 323 49 -11 46 <r.

1353 347 0-449 244 51 260 28 5 50 -10 13 u.
1354 346 0-762 264 6 286 24 31 46 -10 4 V.

1355 346 0-917 265 26 303 20 48 42 -13 25 w.
1356 346 0-920 267 15 304 10 49 32 -11 54 w.

j

1357 345 0-977 268 4 315 11 60 33 -13 11 X.
1358 343 0-986 269 40 318 0 63 22 -12 2 X.

7. 1359 218-440 353 0-293 91 58 223 28 318 13 + 9 20 p. i

1360 353 0-315 85 42 222 31 317 16 + 11 28 p-

1361 354 0-436 84 8 215 17 310 2 + 13 57 Q.
1362 354 0-427 86 57 215 35 310 20 + 12 38 q-

1363 355 0-656 119 56 201 16 296 1 - 5 52 R.
1364 351 0-308 181 43 236 40 331 25 -11 12 s.

1365 351 0*340 171 29 232 53 327 38 -12 4 s.

1366 351 0-359 160 17 228 49 323 34 -11 15 (T.

1367 350 0-385 226 18 252 38 347 23 -12 38 T.

1368 350 0-454 232 7 257 18 352 3 -14 38 t.

1369 346 0-860 267 33 297 18 32 3 -10 8 U.
10. 1370 221-515 356 0-547 109 35 210 19 261 27 + 2 40 P.

1371 356 0-568 106 7 208 40 259 48 + 4 26 P-

1372 355 0-216 203 7 245 6 296 14 - 5 47 Q.
1373 351 0-646 257 29 279 8 330 16 -11 48 R.
1374 351 0-608 256 39 276 21 327 29 -11 3 r.

1375 351 0-543 250 53 270 36 321 44 -11 40
f-

1376 353 0-398 292 58 266 41 317 49 + 9 18 S.

1377 353 0-387 300 3 265 34 316 42 + 11 56 s.

1378 354 0-295 309 3 259 12 310 20 + 13 15 T.

1379 354 0-284 300 4 259 22 310 30 + 10 35 t.

15. 1380 226-710 358 0-968 97 15 172 9 149 36 + 10 27 P-
1381 358 0-896 95 56 184 3 161 30 + 12 17 P.

1382 357 0-678 99 30 205 23 182 50 + 9 35 Q.
1383 357 0-625 91 57 209 49 187 16 + 14 12 q-

1384 359 0-662 136 13 212 12 189 39 -13 46 R.
18. 1385 229-655 360 0-994 93 39 166 1 101 41 + 14 16 P.

1386 358 0-427 92 49 226 12 161 52 + 12 20 Q.
1387 358 0-535 92 46 219 6 154 46 + 13 32 q-

1388 358 0-586 87 54 216 0 151 40 + 16 50 q'-

1389 358 0-791 126 48 201 54 137 34 -10 50 R.
1390 357 0-086 70 15 247 8 182 48 + 9 49 s.

1391 359 0-335 193 47 249 54 185 34 -12 35 T.
1392 359 0-336 215 10 257 8 192 48 -11 44 u.

19. 1393 230-438 361 0-965 94 42 176 11 100 45 + 14 11 p.
1394 363 0-994 97 15 167 31 921 5 + 11 0 p-

1395 362 0-839 83 58 195 10 119 44 + 23 28 Q.
1396 362 0-809 83 57 198 26 123 0 + 23 4 q-

1397 358 0-271 85 32 237 2 161 36 + 12 29 R.
1398 358 0-389 89 49 229 36 154 10 + 13 10 F

*
1
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-
graphioal

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.
i ,

Aug. 19. 1399 230*438 360 0*671 131 27 213 27 138 1 — 10 21 S.

1400 360 0*680 134 1 213 29 138 3 — 12 13 s.

1401 360 0*642 134 40 216 21 140 55 — 11 22 0*.

1402 359 0*361 220 48 260 14 184 48 — 12 28 T.
1403 359 0*363 231 9 263 36 188 10 — 10 46 t.

1404 359 0*426 239 32 268 43 193 17 — 11 47 U.
1405 359 0*118 313 45 258 0 182 34 + 9 49 Y.
1406 359 0*087 338 41 255 2 179 36 + 10 44 V.

20. 1407 231*459 361 0*882 95 37 190 23 100 28 + 14 4 P.

1408 363 0*942 98 44 181 52 91 57 + 10 56
P*

1409 362 0*698 81 28 210 12 120 17 + 23 13 Q.
1410 358 0*094 34 7 251 20 161 25 + 12 5 E.
1411 358 0*174 67 0 245 7 155 12 + 13 23 r.

1412 360 0*520 142 3 227 0 137 5 -10 41 S.

1413 360 0*477 149 40 231 36 141 41 — 12 1 s.

1414 359 0*484 245 28 274 14 184 19 — 12 32 T.
1415 359 0*594 256 5 283 50 193 55 — 12 15 U.
1416 357 0*333 296 20 272 16 182 21 + 9 20 V.

21. 1417 232*425 361 0*759 95 25 204 14 100 38 +H 12 P.
1418 363 0*845 99 4 195 44 92 8 + 11 26

P*
1419 362 0*549 75 16 223 49 120 13 +23 22 Q.
1420 362 0*507 72 41 227 13 123 37 + 23 18 q*
1421 360 0*360 160 0 240 48 137 12 - 9 36 E.
1422 360 0*351 175 14 245 47 112 11 — 11 53 r.

1423 360 0*399 168 28 242 6 138 30 — 13 23 p.

1424 359 0*631 258 48 287 52 184 16 — 12 13 s.
1425 359 0*746 264 34 298 3 194 27 -12 24 T.
1426 358 0*210 314 33 264 51 161 15 + 12 10 U.
1427 357 0*533 295 25 286 8 182 32 + 9 44 V.

22. 1428 233*551 361 0*578 94 1 219 51 100 16 + 14 4 P.
1429 363 0*680 99 31 211 52 92 17 + 11 15

P*
1430 362 0*376 60 21 239 10 119 35 + 22 58 Q.
1431 362 0*340 55 45 242 7 122 32 + 22 28 q*
1432 360 0*321 204 31 256 50 137 15 — 11 32 E.
1433 360 0*318 210 58 258 52 139 17 -11 1 r.

1434 359 0*792 267 9 303 39 184 4 — 12 11 S.
1435 359 0*891 270 14 314 50 195 15 -12 47 T.
1436 358 0*430 302 24 280 5 160 30 + 12 14 U.
1437 358 0*371 307 35 275 56 156 21 + 13 28 u.
1438 357 0*730 295 41 302 1 182 26 + 9 59 V.

23. 1439 234*447 361 0*404 89 31 232 43 100 25 + 14 8 P.
1440 363 0*513 98 18 224 56 92 38 + 11 24 p.
1441 362 0*289 31 26 251 50 119 32 + 23 19 Q.
1442 362 0*268 19 28 255 35 123 17 + 22 30

q.
1443 360 0*404 240 21 271 31 139 13 -10 46 E.
1444 360 0*445 245 13 274 51 142 33 — 11 9 r.

1445 359 0*893 271 13 316 11 183 53 -12 14 S.
1446 359 0*959 273 19 326 53 194 35 — 12 39 T.
1447 358 0*598 299 47 292 33 160 15 + 12 10 U.
1448 358 0*569 304 5 290 7 157 49 + 14 25 u.
1449 357 0*851 296 30 314 32 182 14 + 10 13 V.

24. 1450 235*472 361 0*204 72 6 247 8 100 18 + 14 0 P.
1451 364 0*969 121 13 182 57 36 7 - 9 48 Q.
1452 360 0*569 257 11 286 10 139 20 — 11 20 E.
1453 362 0*333 343 39 268 46 121 56 +22 23 S.
1454 358 0*762 298 47 306 42 159 52 + 11 55 T.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Vlean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862. t , ,

u.Aug. 24. 1455 235*472 357 0*950 297 19 329 13 182 23 + 9 58
25. 1456 236*442 364 0*894 124 9 196 35 35 59 - 9 46 p.

1457 358 0*882 299 23 320 10 159 34 + 12 6 Q.
1458 361 0*130 355 56 260 45 100 9 + 13 53 R.

1459 362 0*486 324 16 283 11 122 35 +22 30 S.

1460 362 0*461 332 39 279 20 118 44 + 24 56 s.

1461 236*468 364 0*889 124 5 197 15 36 17 - 9 33 P.

1462 358 0*883 299 24 320 19 159 21 + 12 7 Q.
1463 361 0*131 355 27 260 52 99 54 + 13 56 R.
1464 362 0*488 324 15 283 19 122 21 +22 31 S.

1465 362 0*461 302 41 ' 284 56 123 58 + 12 22 s.

26. 1466 237*461 364 0*767 128 44 211 34 36 31 - 9 39 P.

1467 365 0*693 121 51 216 8 41 5 - 3 8 Q.
1468 361 0*296 314 11 274 45 99 42 + 13 52 R.

1469 361 0*240 321 30 270 47 95 44 + 14 11 r.

1470 360 0*651 316 37 297 31 122 28 + 22 41 S.

28. 1471 239*460 364 0*442 148 28 240 7 36 43 - 9 7 P.

1472 365 0*265 146 52 248 24 45 0 , 2 3 Q.
1473 365 0*317 141 43 245 0 41 36 - 2 36 q*

1474 361 0*669 303 33 302 40 99 16 + 14 10 R.
1475 361 0*785 306 37 312 30 109 6 + 17 13 r.

29. 1476 240*518 367 0*971 101 8 184 45 326 20 + 10 50 P.

1477 364 0*303 178 58 255 12 36 47 - 9 11 Q.
1478 365 0*162 206 25 262 37 44 12 - 2 5 R.
1479 365 0*182 189 23 259 39 41 14 - 3 5 r.

1480 361 0*822 302 51 317 22 98 57 + 14 10 S.

30. 1481 241*451 367 0*901 102 35 197 42 326 4 + 10 31 P.

1482 364 0*302 220 54 268 35 36 57 - 9 14 Q.
1483 365 0*271 256 0 275 24 43 46 - 1 51 R.
1484 361 0*922 303 13 330 38 99 0 + 14 11 S.

Sept. 2. 1485 244*597 367 0*612 97 38 228 1 311 45 + 14 14 P.

1486 367 0*665 95 55 224 7 307 51 + 15 48 P*
1487 370 0*468 93 22 238 25 322 9 + 14 50 q-
1488 370 0*384 104 38 243 2 326 46 + 9 21 Q.
1489 369 0*869 128 48 208 3 291 47 -11 3 R.
1490 369 0*809 131 50 215 0 298 44 -11 41 r.

1491 368 0*709 138 10 225 14 308 58 -12 57 S.

1492 368 0*638 141 21 231 12 314 56 -12 28 s.

1493 364 0*777 273 38 313 54 37 38 - 9 4 T*

1494 365 0*824 283 39 320 14 43 58 2 22 U.
4. 1495 246*428 369 0*247 81 33 254 50 312 36 + 14 14 P.

1496 369 0*320 83 19 250 34 308 20 + 15 45 P*
1497 368 0*650 145 35 233 28 291 14 -15 0 Q.
1498 368 0*632 140 9 232 55 290 41 -11 20 q*

1499 368 0*529 148 31 241 47 299 33 -11 46 R.
1500 367 0*371 177 15 258 19 316 5 -12 27 S.

1501 367 0*440 162 42 250 53 308 39 -12 52 s.

1502 364 0*963 280 24 339 58 37 44 - 9 6 T.
6. 1503 248*465 369 0*404 182 59 261 25 290 17 -15 7 P.

1504 369 0*350 202 7 269 18 298 10 -13 8 IT.

1505 369 0*323 211 50 272 29 301 21 -11 17 P*
1506 368 0*402 235 49 282 26 311 18 -12 29 Q.
1507 368 0*443 244 50 287 8 316 0 -12 9 q*
1508 367 0*270 321 14 283 32 312 24 + 14 27 R.
1509 367 0*202 333 57 278 24 307 16 + 14 48 r.

9. 1510 251*488 370 0*743 141 28 229 50 215 49 -15 17 P.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean. Tim
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot

1862. o

Sept. 9. 1511 251*488 370 0-721 144 57 232 45 218 44 — 16 43 P-
1512 369 0*622 256 8 303 18 289 17 -15 44 Q.
1513 369 0*653 266 24 308 45 294 44 — 11 16 R.
1514 369 0-710 266 30 312 53 298 52 — 13 4 r.

1515 369 0-730 270 10 315 28 301 27 -11 17 S.

1516 369 0-837 273 20 325 52 311 51 — 12 13 T.

1517 367 0-799 305 57 325 50 311 49 + 14 32 U.
10. 1518 252*582 370 0-599 152 9 244 35 215 3 -15 37 p.

1519 370 0*556 159 6 249 40 220 8 -16 44 p.
1520 371 0-771 265 44 318 30 288 58 — 15 52 Q.
1521 369 0-800 275 1 323 44 294 12 -10 1 R.
1522 369 0-853 273 22 328 33 299 1 -12 53 r.

1523 369 0-871 275 52 331 7 301 35 — 11 22 S.

1524 369 0-924 306 16 341 47 312 15 + 14 37 T.
11. 1525 253*473 370 0-476 167 17 257 24 215 14 -15 34 P.

1526 370 0-448 178 47 263 4 220 54 -16 49 P-
1527 370 0-6 1

6

281 13 311 13 269 3 - 1 47 Q.
1528 369 0-910 276 14 336 54 294 44 — 12 27 R.
1529 369 0-953 279 26 344 31 302 21 -11 5 S.

12. 1530 254*525 370 0-397 194 58 271 46 214 41 -15 49 P.
1531 370 0-406 209 55 277 58 220 53 -16 31 P-

15. 1532 257*445 372 0-983 99 52 197 26 98 55 + 15 27 P.
1533 373 0-994 122 54 195 43 97 12 — 7 40 Q.
1534 373a 0-659 113 29 236 57 138 26 + 5 57 R.
1535 370 0-662 260 3 312 50 214 19 — 15 55 S.
1536 370 0-735 263 50 319 27 220 56 — 16 30 T.

16. 1537 258*525 372 0-914 100 32 212 32 98 42 + 15 37 P.
1538 374 0-940 125 32 210 56 97 6 - 7 47 Q.
1539 373 0-962 121 10 206 13 92 23 — 4 22 q-
1540 373a 0-449 116 8 252 36 138 46 + 5 39 R.
1541 370 0-807 268 35 328 11 214 21 — 15 58 s.
1542 370 0-866 270 42 334 46 220 56 -16 25 T.

18. 1543 260*478 372 0-668 98 51 239 29 97 57 + 15 54 P.
1544 377 0-400 98 25 258 10 116 38 + 13 0 Q.
1545 377 0-463 95 22 254 26 112 54 + 15 12 q.
1546 375 0-966 111 17 205 58 64 26 + 5 13 R.
1547 374 0-707 133 14 238 50 97 18 — 7 40 S.
1548 373 0-744 127 1 234 38 93 6 - 4 10 s.

1549 376 0-278 231 14 288 23 146 51 - 7 19 T.
1550 376a 0-629 262 13 314 12 172 40 — 13 48 U.
1551 370 0-980 276 59 356 53 215 21 -15 47 V.
1552 369 0-487 303 52 310 23 168 51 + 10 37 w.
1553 369 0*532 304 28 313 24 171 52 + 11 9 w.

19. 1554 261*505 372 0-488 94 17 254 1 97 55 + 16 8 P.
1555 375 0-160 77 0 274 49 118 43 + 12 40 Q.
1556 376 0-872 112 40 221 23 65 17 + 5 28 R.
1557 377 0-960 126 34 210 18 54 12 - 9 0 S.
1558 377 0-984 129 54 204 42 48 36 -13 17 s.

1559 374 0-530 141 1 253 41 97 35 - 7 13 T.
1560 373 0-560 132 30 250 0 93 54 — 3 43 t.

1561 373 0-490 147 58 257 47 101 41 - 8 59 t.

1562 369 0-642 302 9 322 22 166 16 + 10 3 U.
1563 369 0-680 303 31 325 16 169 10 + 11 0 V.
1564 369 0-720 303 35 328 34 172 28 + 11 7 w.

20. 1565 262-495 378 0-668 65 16 250 53 80 45 + 36 36 p.
1566 372 0*306 82 20 267 45 97 37 + 16 17 Q.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Tim
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-
graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.
, ,

Sept. 20. 1567 262'495 372 0*134 32 27 282 12 112 4 + 14 39 q*
1568 375 0*734 114 14 235 53 65 45 + 5 25 E.
1569 377 0*870 130 9 225 0 54 52 - 9 23 s.

1570 377 0*904 131 19 221 8 51 0 -11 22 T.
1571 377 0*951 128 44 213 26 43 18 -10 35 U.
1572 377 0*966 133 15 211 11 41 3 -15 27 V.
1573 374 0*357 157 29 267 52 97 44 - 7 5 w.
1574 373 0*370 144 29 264 28 94 20 — 3 44 W.
1575 374 0*331 171 12 272 30 102 22 - 8 57 w'.

1576 374 0*832 303 37 339 57 169 49 + 11 0 X.
1577 262*639 372 0*276 79 41 269 54 97 43 + 16 1 Q.
1578 372 0*131 17 30 284 23 112 12 + 14 28 q.

1579 372 0*192 326 18 293 2 120 51 + 12 39 q'-

1580 375 0*712 115 10 237 57 65 45 + 4 55 R.
1581 377 0*853 130 55 227 17 55 6 - 9 31 s.

1582 377 0*891 131 59 223 3 50 52 — 11 33 T.
1582 377 0*940 129 22 215 28 43 17 — 10 48 U.
1583 377 0*959 133 48 212 56 40 45 -15 37 V.
1584 374 0*340 162 6 269 54 97 43 - 7 29 w.
1585 374 0*345 148 12 266 35 94 24 — 4 4 \v.

1586 374 0*320 176 56 274 36 102 25 - 9 19 w'.

25. 1587 267*682 375 0*338 63 21 275 30 31 47 +22 11 P.
1588 375 0*194 61 45 281 34 37 51 + 15 49 P*
1589 378 0*977 133 27 213 30 329 47 — 15 36 Q.
1590 377 0*405 193 42 283 20 39 37 -16 23 R.
1591 377 0*304 197 2 285 40 41 57 — 10 33 r.

1592 377 0*315 210 47 289 58 46 15 -11 19
f* 1

1593 377 0*375 235 15 299 11 55 28 — 12 11 &
1594 377 0*341 240 38 299 41 55 58 - 9 24 s.

1595 377 0*726 231 58 311 6 67 23 —34 11 T.
1596 377 0*364 292 13 309 38 65 55 + 59 W.
1597 373 0*825 282 1 342 1 98 18 - 7 12 U.
1598 372 0*782 311 9 339 56 96 13 + 16 20 w.
1599 376 0*972 306 38 5 29 121 46 + 12 12 X.
1600 376 0*942 305 52 359 27 115 44 + 11 51 X.

30. 1601 272*425 378 0*377 181 2 282 36 332 36 — 13 18 P.
1602 379 0*446 168 48 276 53 325 53 -14 17 p.
1603 379 0*644 157 36 262 22 311 22 -19 27 p

r
.

1604 379 0*142 325 48 300 12 349 12 + 10 38 Q.
1605 379 0*185 311 18 303 24 352 24 + 9 20 q.
1 606 380 0*384 327 35 313 5 2 5 + 17 48 R.
1607 380 0*633 293 45 332 12 21 12 + 3 41 S.
1608 377 0*955 281 40 3 28 52 28 -11 37 T.
1609 377 0*878 273 17 350 18 39 18 -16 22 U.
1610 377 0*888 280 57 353 19 42 19 -10 10 V.
1611 377 0*970 286 13 7 29 56 29 - 7 52 w.
1612 272*444 378 0*377 181 37 283 50 332 34 — 13 22 p.
1613 379 0*446 3 69 25 277 8 325 52 — 14 26 p.
1614 379 0*645 158 11 262 34 311 18 -19 47 p'.
1615 379 0*143 324 47 300 22 349 6 + 10 33 Q.
1616 379 0*162 310 7 302 9 351 53 + 8 50 q'.
1617 380 0*385 326 37 313 19 2 3 + 17 29 R.
1618 380 0*635 293 18 332 19 21 3 + 3 23 S.
1619 377 0*957 281 42 3 52 52 36 — 11 39 T.
1620 377 0*881 273 24 350 45 39 29 — 16 23 W.
1621

1

377 0*890 280 58 353 37 42 21 — 10 13 Y.

mdccclxix.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of
Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.
Spot.

1862.

Sept. 30. 1622 272-444 377 0-971 286 20 7 45 5() 29 - 7° 48 W.
Oct. 1. 1623 273-511 380 0-384 104 1 271 43 305 19 +10 46 P.

1624 380 0-675 136 17 254 24 288 0 — 8 17 Q.

1625 378 0-349 220 37 299 11 332 47 — 13 3 E.

1626 379 0-350 200 33 292 4 325 40 — 13 40 r.

1627 381 0-373 308 9 315 46 349 22 + 10 34 S.

1628 381 0-429 304 31 319 30 353 6 + 9 32 s.

1629 381a 0-584 317 4.9 328 44 2 20 + 17 51 T.

1630 377 0-964 277 3 5 34 39 10 -16 25 U.
1631 377 0-972 284 10 8 49 42 25 -10 1 V.

3. 1632 275-446 378 0-595 262 47 326 32 332 41 -13 30 p.

1633 379 0-518 254 9 319 17 325 26 — 14 19 p-

1634 381 0-780 302 10 347 30 353 39 + 9 25 Q.
1635 381 0-725 304 9 342 42 348 51 + 10 10 fl-

1636 381 0-944 297 29 6 43 12 52 + 3 16 it.

1637 275-644 378 0-624 264 59 329 20 332 41 - 13 27 P.

1638 378 0-549 256 34 321 58 325 19 — 14 38 Pi.

1639 378 0-552 258 56 322 54 326 15 — 13 42 p2 .

1640 378 0-702 272 42 337 4 340 25 — 11 24 P3
-

1641 381 0-814 303 23 351 1 354 22 + 9 31 Q.

1642 381 0-761 304 28 345 57 349 18 + 10 24 q-

5. 1643 277-500 382 0-717 80 46 256 12 233 13 + 29 27 p.

1644 382 0-629 82 24 262 49 239 50 + 25 48 p-

1645 383 0-771 91 24 248 46 225' 47 + 23 13 Q.
1646 383 0-776 97 16 247 32 224 33 + 18 50 q-

1647 378 0-872 276 57 355 31 332 32 -13 27 E.
1648 379 0-811 272 35 348 5 325 6. -15 2 r.

8. 1649 280-587 385 0-939 101 35 230 30 163 44 + 16 6 P.

1650 382 0-359 34 47 297 48 231 2 + 26 53 Q.
1651 382 0-326 14 6 305 30 238 44 + 24 41 E.

1652 384 0-635 309 31 340 22 273 36 + 13 3 S.

1653 384 0-567 310 2 335 24 268 38 + 12 46 T.

9. 1654 281-453 385 0-855 101 5 243 3 164 0 + 16 20 P.

1655 382 0-387 8 56 309 31 230 28 + 27 41 Q.
1656 382 0-410 348 49 317 56 238 53 + 24 48 E.

1657 384 0-773 308 12 352 45 273 42 + 12 57 S.

1658 384 0-715 308 48 34.7 38 268 35 + 13 5 T.

10. 1659 282-640 385 0-699 99 41 259 13 163 20 + 16 2 P.

1660 382 0-503 344 50 325 13 230 20 +27 38 Q.
1661 382 0-579 331 2 334 32 238 39 + 24 18 R.
1662 384 0-918 307 51 10 14 274 21 + 12 49 S.

11. 1663 283-870 385 0-542 95 52 272 22 163 17 + 16 6 P.

1664 382 0-627 334 35 337 47 228 42 +27 43 Q,
1665 382 0-720 324 31 348 2 238 57 +24 6 R.
1666 384 0-980 308 24 23 21 274 16 + 12 51 S.

16. 1667 284-440 388 0-992 116 24 226 37 • 48 28 + 0 42 P.

1668 387 0-962 127 27 236 15 58 6 + 9 2 Q.
1669 386 0-539 93 27 277 47 99 38 + 16 55 R.
1670 386 0-594 95 7 273 40 95 31 + 17 1 r.

1671 385 0-355 308 38 329 26 151 17 + 9 37 S.

17. 1672 289-604 388 0-925 117 58 242 38 47 58 + 0 35 P.

1673 387 0-863 130 9 252 18 57 38 + 8 58 Q.
1674 386 0-319 79 31 294 41 100 1 + 16 21 R.

1675 386 0-405 85 52 288 46 94 6 + 16 58 r.

21. 1676 293-531 387 0-258 184 18 308 28 58 6 — 8 27 P.

1677 388 0-279 130 2 298 22 48 0 + 1 11 P-
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

grapkical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862.
,

Oct. gl. 1678 293-531 389 0*398 170 23 300 13 49 49 -13 44 Q.
1679 389 0-447 161 2 295 8 44 46 -13 24 q-

1680 389a 0-794 299 0 6 28 116 6 + 5 34 R,

23. 1681 295*483 390 0-932 133 17 249 35 331 32 -14 14 p.

1682 387 0*418 261 34 336 17 58 14 - 8 49 Q.
1683 387 0-446 253 52 335 43 57 40 -12 32 q*

1684 387 0-373 267 2 335 1 56 58 - 5 32 q'-

1685 388 0-187 275 2 325 56 47 53 + 1 12 R.
1686 389 0-394 239 23 328 52 50 49 -14 11 s.

1687 389 0*365 237 2 327 4 49 1 -13 8 s.

24. 1688 296*427 391 0*878 92 12 256 10 324 43 + 22 58 P.

1689 391 0*909 91 23 252 1 320 34 +24 8 P*
1690 390 0*841 136 15 262 41 331 14 -14 14 Q.
1691 387 0-579 272 52 349 26 57 59 - 8 47 R.

1692 387 0*608 267 9 349 56 58 29 -12 42 r.

1693 387 0*560 278 13 349 10 57 43 — 5 28 S’
1694 387 0*535 270 33 346 6 54 39 - 8 47
1695 388 0-383 287 57 339 7 47 40 + 1 38 s’.

1696 389 0-529 258 41 342 34 51 7 -14 3 T.
I 697 389 0-436 249 38 334 54 43 27 -13 30 t.

26. I 698 298*559 391 0-589 81 19 287 6 325 25 + 23 18 P.

1699 391 0-648 83 17 282 15 320 34 + 23 59 P-
1700 392 0-789 97 20 267 31 305 50 + 17 11 Q.
1701 393 0*902 141 35 258 58 297 17 -21 1 R.
1702 390 0*541 152 4 292 28 330 47 -14 '28 S.

1703 387 0-884 283 11 19 39 57 58 - 8 -31 T.

Nov. 11. 1704 314*470 397 0*427 79 18 312 9 125 46 + 16 20 P.

1705 398 0-373 196 11 332 25 145 2 -18 36 Q.
1706 396 0-535 253 21 0 30 173 7 -16 53 R.
1707 394 0*113 333 31 339 48 152 28 + 7 19 S.

1708 395 0*204 315 43 345 43 158 20 + 7 37 T.
1709 314-605 397 • 0-405 77 32 314 52 125 34 + 16 15 P.

1710 397 0-451 78 58 311 58 122 40 + 17 11 P*
1711 398 0-373 200 49 334 23 145 5 -18 42 Q.
1712 398 0-416 192 9 330 29 141 11 -20 58 q-

1713 396 0-555 255 4 2 22. 173 4 -16 54 R.
1714 396 0-446 232 39 348 44 159 26 -19 35 r.

1715 394 0-136 323 43 341 44 152 26 + 7 5 S.

1716 395 0-236 311 57 347 55 158 37 + 7 29 T.
12. 1717 315-500 399 0*675 89 31 295 22 93 23 + 17 20 P.

1718 399 0*556 89 28 304 2 102 3 + 14 54 P-
1719 397 0*700 125 32 292 45 90 46 - 7 5 Q.
1720 397 0-678 127 44 294 48 92 49 - 8 10 q.
1721 397 0-413 232 40 348 35 146 36 -17 54 R.
1722 396 0-687 263 33 14 47 172 48 -16 53 S.

1723 394 0-310 306 12 353 31 151 32 + 7 6 T.
1724 395 0-419 304 26 0 13 158 14 + 7 46 ; H.

13. 1725 316*528 399 0-533 84 6 307 36 91 2 + 16 52 P.
1726 399 0-477 81 1 311 47 95 13 + 16 43 P-
1727 401 0-992 120 40 254 59 38 25 - 8 14 Q.
1728 400 0-825 130 43 283 40 • 67 6 -13 38 R.
1729 396 0-826 269 13 29 30 ' 172 56 -16 51 S.

1730 396 0-567 254 26 4 58 148 24 -17 36 s.

1731 394 0-519 299 27 8 2 150 28 + 6 18 T.

16.

1732 395 0-611 301 7 14 22 157 48 + 7 50 U.
1733 319-489 400 0-694 125 19 297 18 38 44 - 7 55 P.

l 2
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time

of Sun-
picture.

No. of
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the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical
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Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1862. , ,

JS'ov. 16. 1734 319*489 400a 0-351 162 44 327 0 68 26 -13 29 Q,
1735 396 0-919 270 18 44 14 145 40 -17 59 E.

1736 394 0*941 296 32 50 2 151 28 + 5 55 S.

1737 395 0*970 298 43 55 51 157 17 + 7 58 s.

1738 399 0*269 340 11 350 22 91 48 + 14 8 T.

1739 399 0*332 335 57 354 4 95 30 + 15 55 U.

17. 1740 320*468 402 0*889 101 29 278 24 5 57 + 9 25 P.

1741 402 0*914 100 34 275 5 2 38 + 10 22 P*
1742 401 0*516 129 17 311 30 39 3 - 7 16 Q.
1743 400 0*273 202 38 341 25 68 58 -13 24 E.
1744 396 0*991 296 55 63 12 150 45 + 6 19 S.

1745 399 0*440 317 55 4 35 92 8 + 13 40 T.

1746 399 0*504 319 35 8 12 95 45 + 16 6 U.
23. 1747 326*500 405 0*465 146 11 324 35 326 34 -14 44 P.

1748 404 0*444 158 15 329 21 331 20 -18 0 P*
1749 403 0*315 195 32 345 51 347 50 -16 37 Q.
1750 403 0*335 188 31 343 20 345 19 -17 31 q.

1751 401 0*778 278 28 37 13 39 12 - 7 4 E.
1752 402 0*194 345 50 353 8 5 7 + 10 56 S,

1753 402 0*244 325 49 358 22 0 21 + 10 0 T.

1754 402 0*389 310 56 8 22 10 21 + 9 55 U.
24. 1755 327*525 404 0*317 168 21 338 34 326 1 -14 18 P.

1756 404 0*318 154 38 335 2 322 29 -11 41 P*
1757 404 0*330 186 27 343 51 331 18 -17 12 tf.

1758 403 0*371 231 13 0 1 347 28 -16 40 Q.
1759 401 0*901 280 10 51 41 39 8 - 6 54 E.
1760 402 0*369 317 26 7 12 354 39 + 11 39 S.

1761 402 0*442 309 16 12 46 0 13 + 10 20 T.

1762 402 0*591 305 5 23 5 10 28 + 10 52 U.
27- 1763 330*505 404 0*542 257 50 19 59 325 10 -14 31 P.

1764 405 0*489 262 41 17 42 322 53 -16 47 Q.
1765 402 0*858 300 52 49 • 23 354 34 +11 59 E.
1766 402 0*911 298 49 56 10 1 21 + 10 44 S.

1767 402 0*968 299 26 66 11 11 22 +11 48 T.

Dec. 12. 1768 345*530 406 0*855 111 27 307 52 39 55 - 8 59 P.

1769 406 0*834 109 56 310 1 42 4 - 7 32 P*
1770 406a 0*911 127 37 302 47 34 50 -24 3 Q.
1771 Am 0*442 144 39 346 23 78 26 -18 18 E.

25. 1772 358*538 411 0*936 75 4 312 8 219 41 + 17 56 P.

1773 410 0*981 77 37 302 8 209 41 + 16 47 P*
1774 410 0*590 130 55 348 13 255 46 -22 6 Q.
1775 410 0*627 129 0 345 9 252 42 — 22 15 q*

1776 407 0*603 250 0 53 52 321 25 -16 52 E.
1777 408 0*733 252 10 64 21 331 54 -18 23 s.

1778 409 0*766 257 55 68 10 335 43 -14 46 T.

1779 409a 0*996 289 2 102 52 10 25 + 13 24 U.
30. 1780 363*538 414 0*926 84 56 317 21 153 58 + 6 9 P.

1781 414 0*861 85 4 325 39 162 16 + 5 9 P-
1782 414 0*891 82 34 322 20 158 57 + 7 45 7r.

1783 413 0*261 140 53 14 1 210 38 -14 6 Q.
1784 413 0*548 232 3 51 8 247 45 -23 35 E.
1785 412 0*420 32 57 11 36 208 13 + 18 17 S.

1786 410 0*347 12 35 20 52 217 29 + 16 53 T.

1787 411 0*332 355 36 26 51 223 28 + 16 10 U.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No. ,

Mean Time
of Sun-
pieture.

No. of
Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphieal

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

Jan. 2. 1788 1-600 414 0-511 66 43 359 51 152 43 + 9 17 P.

1789 414 0-285 59 58 13 22 166 34 + 5 15 Q.
1790 414 0-396 62 58 6 57 160 9 + 7 41 It.

1791 412a 0-558 255 19 60 31 213 43 -11 40 S.

1792 412a 0-454 243 19 51 54 205 6 -15 21 s.

1793 411 0-741 296 45 71 25 244 37 + 16 3 T.
1794 410 0-688 299 27 66 30 219 42 + 16 14 t.

4. 1795 3-538 414 0-244 15 18 25 44 151 26 + 10 1 P.

1796 414 0-268 308 31 41 34 167 16 + ' 5 59 Q.
1797 414 0-219 344 18 32 53 158 35 + 8 30 R.
1798 413 0-847 259 4 87 7 212 49 -11 31 S.

1799 413 0-763 253 47 78 20 204 2 -14 57 ,

1800 411 0-948 289 17 98 30 224 12 + 16 33 T.

7- 1801 6-525 415 0-905 96 9 327 33 50 53 - 8 9 P.

1802 414 0-630 291 45 68 32 151 52 + 10 55 Q.
1

1803 414 0-830 278 59 87 32 170 52 + 6 4 R.
1

1804 414 0-673 281 39 73 33 156 53 + 5 32 S.

8. 1805 7-541 415 0-778 95 28 342 26 51 21 - 7 57 P.
1806 414 0-762 283 52 81 21 150 16 + 8 58 Q.
1807 414 0-936 276 39 102 1 170 56 + 6 11 R.
1808 414 0-820 278 20 87 32 156 27 + 5 32 S.

18. 1809 17-491 418 0-902 63 18 342 20 270 7 + 15 57 P.
1810 418 0-857 70 38 347 11 274 55 + 8 31 P-
1811 417 0-4#8 103 0 14 46 302 33 -13 49 Q.
] 812 417 0-484 96 17 15 2 302 49 -10 25 q-
1813 416 0-279 126 8 31 18 319 5 -15 41 R.
1814 416 0-298 117 21 28 51 316 38 -14 17 r.

1815 415 0-984 257 16 123 29 51 16 — 7 16 S.

1816 17-527 418 0-897 62 43 343 3 270 19 + 16 19 P.
1817 418 0-854 70 10 346 40 273 56 + 8 49 P-
1818 417 0-489 102 59 15 23 302 39 -13 40 Q.
1819 417 0-472 95 37 15 46 303 2 -10 0 q-
1820 416 0-269 126 29 31 51 319 7 -15 24 R.
1821 416 0-285 117 14 29 32 316 48 -13 53 r.

20. 1822 19-497 418 0-654 50 35 10 38 269 58 + 16 6 P.
1823 419 0-775 52 46 0 36 259 56 + 19 8 P-
1824 418 0-551 57 11 15 35 274 55 + 9 14 it.

1825 416 0-285 224 37 59 0 318 20 -15 11 Q-
1826 416 0-244 220 25 56 17 315 37 -14 31 q-
1827 416 0-329 235 57 63 7 322 27 -13 29 q-

25. 1828 24-505 420 0-928
. 71 12 343 49 172 7 + 6 30 p.

1829 421 0-983 84 6 331 4 159 22 - 4 29 p-
1830 422 0-557 125 29 24 16 212 34 -28 7 Q.
1831 422 0-631 249 10 89 41 277 59 -11 32 It.

1832 416 0-981 246 27 130 20 318 38 -14 56 S.
1833 417 0-882 269 15 111 31 299 49 + 4 54 T.
1834 418 0-588 298 29 79 28 267 46 + 16 10 U.
1835 419 0-510 309 56 71 0 259 18 + 17 24 V.

28. 1836 27-530 423 0-740 56 59 9 35 154 58 + 12 4 P.
1837 420 0-492 54 19 27 16 172 39 + 6 41 Q.
1838 420 0-567 58 44 21 40 167 3 + 6 28 q.
1839 421 0-626 77 46 15 8 160 31 - 3 38 R.
1840 422 0-452 254 16 80 43 226 6 — 7 29 S.
1841 422 0-392 251 22 76 47 QOO 10 - 8 28 1’.

|

1842 418 0-949 279 16 122 20 267 43 + 16 61 U.
29. 1843 28-527 423 0-574 47 51 24 46 156 1 + 12 0 P.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

36Jan. 29. 1844 28-527 420 0-304 33 39 42 25 153 40 + 6 Q.
1845 420 0-380 46 15 36 7 167 22 + 6 8 q-

1846 421 0-417 74 15 30 21 161 36 - 3 30 R.
1847 422 0-657 254 51 96 1 227 16 - 7 5 S.

1848 422 0-607 252 18 92 15 223 30 - 8 41 T.

Feb. 8. 1849 38-524 423 0-198 96 22 54 14 43 41 -10 37 P.

1850 423 0-128 111 28 59 1 48 28 -10 54 p.

1851 421 0-256 112 15 52 53 42 20 -15 20 Q.
1852 4Q5 0-392 247 57 88 6 77 33 - 8 44 R.
1853 425 0-445 250 44 91 28 80 55 - 7 43 r.

1854 425 0-448 234 14 90 36 80 3 -14 58 S.

1855 426 0-907 243 52 130 38 120 5 -12 42 T.

9- 1856 39*458 427 0-960 50 22 356 31 332 42 + 20 53 P.

1857 427 0-989 89 20 343 24 319 35 -15 37 Q.
1858 424 0-068 179 43 66 58 43 9 -10 21 R.
1859 424 0-152 225 39 73 43 49 54 -10 46 r.

1860 424 0-147 162 45 65 41 41 52 -15 3 P-

1861 425 0-568 248 28 100 41 76 52 - 8 52 S.

1862 425 0-625 240 8 104 32 80 43 -14 7 s.

1863 425 0-586 240 23 101 34 77 45 -13 36 <r.

1864 426 0-978 243 15 144 39 120 50 -12 21 T.
May 6. 1865 125-646 441 0-827 71 24-9 95 55 289 37 - 5 49 P.

1866 441 0-888 72 8-2 89 3 282 45 - 6 24 p.
1867 440 0-561 40 54-6 120 48 314 30 + 11 7 Q.
1868 440 0-636 42 21-4 115 24 309 6 + 12 23 q.
1869 440 0-709 44 59-2 109 19 303 1 + 12 38 R.
1870 440 0-624 42 16-2 116 17 309 59 + 12 5 r.

1871 437 0-486 237 4-3 180 31 14 13 - 7 42 S.

1872 437 0-547 238 7-7 184 29 18 11 - 7 34 s.

1873 438 0-763 240 18-4 201 15 34 57 — 7 8 T.
1874 438 0-752 230 43-2 199 42 33 24 -14 16 t.

1875 438 0-758 233 10-2 200 24 34 6 -12 29 u.

7. 1876 126-562 441 0-691 71 38-3 108 53 289 34 - 5 41 P.
1877 440 0-408 28 10-2 133 40 314 21 + 11 32 Q.
1878 440 0-478 32 23-3 128 49 309 30 + 12 35 q.
1879 440 0-561 39 6-0 122 10 302 51 + 12 13 R.
1880 440 0-444 31 6-2 131 1 311 42 + 11 53 f.

1881 437 0-652 239 45-9 193 26 14 7 - 7 14 S.
1882 437 0-717 239 57-1 198 12 18 53 - 7 20 s.

1883 438 0-887 254 3-1 214 20 35 1 + 4 43 T.
1884 438 0-885 241 29-1 214 39 35 20 - 6 23 t.

1885 439 0-436 270 3-3 176 12 356 53 + 6 44 V.

1886 439 0-463 271 57-3 177 28 358 9 + 8 12 X.
1887 439 0-461 268 50-5 177 56 358 37 + 6 50 IX.

1888 439 0-463 267 37-9 178 14 358 55 + 6 21 w.
1889 439 0-597 259 4-1 188 12 8 53 + 4 28 y.
1890 126-625 441 0-688 71 41-5 109 11 288 58 - 5 42 P.
1891 440 0-405 28 6-8 133 53 313 40 + 11 28 Q.
1892 440 0-478 32 13-1 128 55 308 42 + 12 41 q.
1893 440 0-557 39 4-3 122 29 302 16 + 12 8 R.
1894 440 0-441 30 57-2 131 18 311 5 + 11 49 r.

1895 437 0-658 239 37-7 193 35 13 22 - 7 20 S.
1896 437 0-723 239 48-0 198 42 18 29 - 7 28 s.

1897 438 0-887 253 45-3 214 25 34 12 + 4 27 T.
1898 438 0-884 241 21-3 214 36 34 23 - 6 30 t.

1899 439 0-437 269 33-3 176 26 356 13 + 6 34 V.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. Wo.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-
graphical

Latitude.
. Spot.

1863.

May 7- 1900 126-625 439 0-466 271 28-8 177 48' 357 35 + 84 X.

1901 439 0-465 268 26-8 178 18 358 5 + 6 46 u.

1902 439 0-465 267 7-9 178 31 358 18 + 6 11 w.
1903 439 0-547 258 43-2 188 24 8 11 + 3 35 y-

8. 1904 127-554 441 0-516 72 34-6 122 30 289 7 — 5 35 p.

1905 I 441 0-463 70 59-7 125 58 292 35 — 4 40 p-

1906 441 0-608 75 8-7 116 12 282 -19 — 7 26 ii.

1907 441 0-639 75 17-6 113 59 280 36 - 7 41 Tt.

1908 441 0-884 79 30-7 91 29 258 6 — 12 26 <p.

1909 440 0-275 358 40-3 147 35 314 12 + 11 31 Q.
1910 440 0-338 14 46-3 141 19 307 56 + 12 18 q-
19H 440 0-397 23 13-4 136 30 303 7 + 12 48 r.

1912 440 0-395 25 48-4 135 53 302 30 + 11 58 R.
1913 437 0-972 258 43-4 228 41 35 18 + 10 25 T.
1914 437 0-805 245 40-7 206 57 13 34 - 3 7 t.

1915 437 0-926 251 37-1 220 45 27 22 + 2 53 0.

1916 437 0-860 246 45-5 212 36 19 13 1—20 r.

1917 439 0-643 267 4-7 191 12 357 49 + 10 3 q-

1918 439 0-599 271 50-9 187 4 353 41 + 11 43 u.
1919 438a 0-508 214 23-4 180 11 346 48 — 18 48 s.

1920 438a 0-528 214 25-5 181 28 348 5 -19 25 s.

13. 1921 132-494 443 0-585 48 17-7 124 32 221 4 + 9 17 P.
1922 443 0-630 49 8-2 121 16 217 48 + 9 46 P-
1923 443 0-626 44 50-7 122 26 218 58 + 12 13 IL
1924 444 0-592 24 19-2 131 57 228 29 + 16 42 Q.
1925 444 0-579 25 58-1 131 8 227 40 + 20 31 q-

1926 444 0-626 24 39-2 128 51 225 23 + 23 11

1927 444 0-589 28 44-4 129 31 226 3 + 19 38 K.
1928 441 0-450 244 24-1 184 50 281 22 - 4 12 ?•

1929 441 0-492 246 53-2 187 36 284 8 - 3 5 r
1

.

1930 441 0-481 245 45-7 186 52 283 24 - 3 37 r
2
.

1931 441 0-471 246 3-1 186 12 282 44 — 3 29 r
3
.

1932 441 0-468 242 52-9 185 58 282 30 — 4 57 r
4
.

1933 441 0-506 247 4-1 188 30 285 2 - 3 0 R„.
1

1934 441 0-506 242 9-7 188 25 284 57 - 5 28 B*.
1935 441 0-485 242 0-6 187 4 283 36 - 5 26 R

c.

1936 441 0-583 243 58-7 193 43 290 15 — 4 45 S.

1937 441 0-631 247 26-0 197 14 293 46 — 2 42 Sa .

1938 441 0-612 245 19-7 195 52 292 24 - 4 0 y
1939 441 0-643 246 1-5 198 5 294 37 — 3 35 S'.

1940 441 0-610 244 6-9 195 39 292 11 — 4 44 S".
1941 441 0-608 242 43-3 195 28 292 0 - 5 34 0"'.

1942 441 0-593 240 ] 0-9 194 17 290 49 — 7 1 <r".

14. 1943 133-492 443 0-408 38 32-1 138 16 220 40 + 9 21 P.
1944 444 0-469 7 43-8 145 6 227 30 + 21 3 Q.
1945 441 0-698 247 8-3 203 19 285 43 — 2 54 R a.

1946 441 0-686 246 30-6 202 20 284 44 — 3 21 Rs •

1947 441 0-638 245 37-6 198 39 281 3 - 3 55
f-

1948 441 0-664 246 48-7 200 40 283 4 - 3 9 r
1
.

1949 441 0-664 243 41-9 200 36 283 0 — 5 13 r.
1950 441 0-672 243 21-5 201 14 283 38 - 5 28 r

3
.

1951 441 0-680 243 43*1 201 51 284 15 — 5 14 Tj.
1952 441 0-691 243 44-4 202 43 285 7 - 5 15 T2-

1953 441 0-800 246 36-5 212 7 294 31 - 3 11 sr
1954 441 0-774 245 57*7 209 45 292 9 — 3 43 s,.

1955 441 0-755 244 22-8 208 4 290 28 - 4 55 si
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time

of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.
Spot.

1863.

May 14. 1956 133-492 441 0-766 242 51-9 208 59" 291 23 - 6 5 s\
1957 441 0-775 244 11-4 209 50 292 14 - 5 5 S2

.

23. 1958 142-508 446 0-986 84 40-1 87 25 41 55 —13 24 p,.

1959 446 0-986 85 56-0 87 15 41 45 -14 39 p
2

.

I960 446 0-995 84 6-7 83 44 38 14 -12 52 p-'

1961 445 0-959 61 37-6 95 3 49 33 + 8 50 Q.
1962 445 0-979 60 21-5 90 18 44 48 + 10 24 q'.

1963 441 0-797 240 1-6 220 5 174 35 — 9 55 T.
1964 441 0-795 240 54-7 220 0 174 30 — 9 12 t.

1965 441 0-781 240 20-0 218 37 173 7 — 9 31 t.

1966 441 0-800 241 30-3 220 27 174 57 - 8 46 u.

1967 441 0-732 239 16-7 214 14 168 44 - 9 50 S.

1968 441 0+58 240 19-0 216 32 171 2 - 9 19 s .

1969 142-608 446 0-992 84 52-7 85 26 38 31 '— 13 35 P
x
.

1970 446 0-990 86 15-9 86 19 39 24
' — 14 58 P2-

1971 445 0-965 62 31-4 93 46 46 51 + 86 q:
1972 445 0-962 62 29-0 111 14 64 19 + 86 q

1
-

1973 445 0-981 6l 44-7 89 42 42 47 + 97 q
2
.

1974 445 0-577 60 56-4 133 25 86 30 + 4 47 K.
1975 441 0-783 241 5-1 218 58 172 3 - 8 59 T.
1976 441 0-783 242 8-6 218 59 172 4 - 8 9 t.

1977 441 0-768 241 28-0 217 36 170 41 - 8 33 t.

1978 441 0-788 242 41-5 219 30 172 35 - 7 45 u.

1979 441 0-717 240 25-1 213 9 166 14 — 8 53 S.

24. 1980 143-515 445 0-976 62 58-3 91 49 32 1 + 8 10 P.
1981 446 0-869 61 15-7 109 26 49 38 + 8 16 P-
1982 447 0-969 56 50-2 94 7 34 19 + 13 58 Q.
19S3 447 0-953 53 26-8 97 58 38 10 + 16 51 q-
1984 449 0-980 82 47-1 90 34 30 46 -11 10 K.
1985 449 0-929 86 11-9 101 1 41 13 — 14 0 r.

1986 449 0-929 87 10-9 101 11 41 23 -14 54
f

1
-

1987 449 0-919 86 3-0 102 32 42 44 — 13 45 f'

1988 441a 0-178 190 36-9 173 45 113 57 — 10 20 S.
1989 441 0-912 241 44-9 234 14 174 26 - 9 37 T.
1990 441 0-910 242 27-4 233 58 174 10 — 8 58 f.

25. 1991 144-653 447 0-955 63 23-5 97 43 21 47 + 7 52 P.
1992 447 0-946 61 24-3 99 31 23 35 + 9 37 P-
1993 445 0-887 61 43-8 108 9 32 13 + 8 31 Qr
1994 445 0-877 60 59-6 109 21 33 25 + 99 q9 .

1995 446 0-704 56 23-6 126 29 50 33 + 9 59 E.
1996 446 0-693 57 47‘4 127 9 51 13 + 8 51 r.

1997 446 0-739 57 38-4 123 28 47 32 + 9 41
f-

1998 448 0-938 78 57-8 100 20 24 24 — 6 55 S.

1999 449 0-884 83 47-5 108 13 32 17 —10 57 s.

2000 449 0-809 87 17-9 116 47 40 51 — 13 2 T.
2001 449 0-801 89 0-1 117 49 41 53 — 14 15 7-.

2002 449 0-591 76 29-4 133 49 57 53 — 3 39 u.
26. 2003 145-629 447 0-866 63 5-5 111 28 21 41 + 7 25 P,

2004 447 0-858 * 60 38-8 112 39 22 52 + 9 24 p.
2005 447 0-844 60 48-3 114 7 24 20 + 95 IT.

2006 447 0-830 61 40-9 115 28 25 41 + 8 11 7r.

2007 "447 0-826 63 36-8 115 42 25 55 + 6 33 0.

2008 445 0*765 60 23-6 121 47 32 0 + 8 21 Qr
2009 445 0-755 59 33-1 122 46 32 59 + 8 51 Qo-

2010 446 0-589 53 47-7 136 22 46 35 + 9 49 K-

2011 446 0-581 53 30-2 136 58 47 11 + 9 50 e
2
.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-
graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863. /

May 26. 2012 145-629 446 0-569 53 1-8 137 53 48 6 + 9 51 r.

2013 446 0-534 51 39-9 140 27 50 40 + 9 50 Si-

2014 446 0-518 52 27-6 141 20 51 33 + 9 7 s2
.

2015 448 0-838 80 8-4 114 13 24 26 — 7 7 T.

2016 449 0-753 86 10-8 122 45 32 58 — 11 6 t.

2017 449 0-712 90 11-3 126 47 37 0 — 13 23 U.

2018 449 0-702 89 36-4 127 30 37 43 — 12 49 u.

2019 449 0-655 92 23-9 131 34 41 47 — 13 49 V.

2020 449 0-096 5 42-5 168 35 78 48 + 3 52 V.

2021 145-636 447 0-866 63 9-5 111 27 21 34 + 7 22 P.

2022 447 0-857 60 43-0 112 46 00 53 + 9 20 P-

2023 447 0-842 61 2-9 114 16 24 23 + 8 52 n.

2024 447 0-829 61 40-2 130 20 40 27 + 6 8 71.

2025 445 0-766 60 40-6 121 44 31 51 + 8 9 Qr
2026 445 0-754 59 46-4 122 51 32 58 + 8 40 q2 .

2027 446 0-586 53 41-7 136 36 46 43 + 9 50 Ri.

2028 446 0-581 54 26-0 136 50 46 57 + 9 19 r
2

.

2029 446 0-567 53 1-5 138 2 48 9 + 9 49 r.

2030 446 0-533 51 43-8 140 30 50 37 + 9 47 S,.

2031 446 0-517 52 37-8 141 25 51 32 + 9 0 S,.

2032 448 0-838 80 21-5 114 11 24 18 — 7 18 T.

2033 449 0-754 86 11-6 122 42 32 49 — 11 7 t.

2034 449 0-655 92 37-4 131 39 41 46 — 13 57 V.

2035 449 0-094 70 3-7 168 38 78 45 + 3 29 V.

27. 2036 146-562 447 0-735 63 55-7 124 57 21 57 + 5 42 P.

2037 447 0-796 61 37-7 119 43 16 43 + 8 7 P-

2038 447 0-727 60 15-7 126 0 23 0 + 8 15 n.
2039 447 0-735 60 34-8 125 15 00 15 + 8 8 it.

2040 447 0-688 6l 31-2 128 59 25 59 + 6 52 0.
2041 447 0-716 60 10-0 126 55 23 55 + 8 10 0.

2042 445 0-612 59 15-2 134 55 31 55 + 7 18 Qr
2043 445 0-600 57 57-6 135 54 32 54 + 7 54 Q,.

2044 446 0-413 49 40-6 149 8 46 8 + 8 17 r:
2045 446 0-401 44 55-7 150 39 47 39 + 9 44 r.

2046 446 0-353 46 51-8 153 1 50 1 + 7 49 ?
2047 446 0-357 41 54-4 153 36 50 36 + 9 29 sr
2048 446 0-345 43 43-5 153 56 50 56 + 8 34 s

2
.

2049 446a 0-204 274 52-2 182 29 79 29 + 3 21 w.
2050 446a 0-205 264 39-8 183 10 80 10 + 1 23 w.
20& 446a 0-158 280 9-6 179 40 76 40 + 3 6 tv.

2052 448 0-697 84 10-5 128 4 25 4 8 43 T.
2053 448 0-592 91 15-4 136 49 33 49 11 41 t.

2054 449 0-484 99 51-0 145 27 42 27 13 39 U.
2055 449 0-481 97 58-3 145 17 42 17 12 44 u.

2056
146-578

449 0*556 98 23-2 140 32 ' 37 32 14 48 V.

2057 447 0-730 63 52-0 125 20 00 6 + 5 43 R
2058 447 0-785 59 2-8 121 32 18 18 + 7 47 p.
2059 447 0-725 60 4-7 126 14 23 0 -t- 8 21 n.
2060 447 0-733 61 23-7 125 21 22 7 + 7 31
2061 447 0-683 61 19-4 129 25 26 11 + 6 57 0 .

2062 447 0-712 60 0-1 127 17 24 3 + 8 14 0.

2063 445 0-609 59 10-4 135 9 31 55 + 7 19 Qy
2064 445 0-599 57 51-5 136 2 32 48 + 7 57 Q.,
2065 446 0-409 48 49-5 149 34 46 20 + 8 31 r:
2066 446 0-399 44 28-2 150 50 47 36 + 9 51 r.

2067 446 0-354 41 18-0 153 55 50 41 + 9 34 Sr

MMDCCCLXIX.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
VTean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of
Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

ILelio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

May 27- 2068 146-578 446 0-342 43 5-9 154° 14 51° 6 + 8 41 s
2
-

2069 448 0-695 83 58-8 128 18 25 4 — 8 33 T.

2070 448 0-589 91 8-4 137 1 33 47 -11 34 t.

2071 449 0-481 100 0-4 145 42 42 28 -13 38 u.
2072 449 0-476 98 0-3 145 37 42 23 — 12 38 u.

2073 446a 0-208 274 56-1 182 45 79 31 + 3 28 W.
- 2074 4-46a 0-164 279 37-8 180 2 76 48 + 3 11 w.

28. 2075 147*458 447 0-547 60 34-2 140 11 24 28 + 5 56 P.

2076 447 0-559 58 38-4 139 33 23 50 + 79 P-
2077 447 0-546 54 54 0 140 57 25 14 + 8 56 n.
2078 447 0-562 57 29-0 139 31 23 48 + 7 50 7r.

2079 447 0-525 55 23-5 142 15 26 32 + 8 18 O.
2080 447 0-532 54 12-6 141 57 26 14 + 9 2 0.

2081 447 0-539 56 6-3 141 15 25 32 + 8 10 V.

2082 445 0-411 51 2-1 149 57 34 14 + 83 Qr
2083 446 0-203 8 5-7 167 31 51 48 + 9 37 Sr
2084 446 0-184 9 33-0 167 45 52 2 + 8 30 S2

.

2085 446 0-173 9 40-8 168 1 52 18 + 7 55 S3-

2086 446 0-203 359 40-5 169 8 53 25 + 10 12 Z'x-

2087 446 0-189 358 47-4 169 32 53 49 + 9 27 Z'
2

.

2088 446 0-177 2 33-8 169 5 53 22 + 8 36 Z'

2089 446 0-186 3 14-2 168 47 53 4 + 92 Z'
4-

2090 446 0-250 23 39-0 163 2 47 19 + 9 57
2091 446 0-219 24 36-7 164 5 48 22 + 8 26 -

2
-

2092 446 0-205 23 21-3 164 49 49 6 + 8 1 •r
2093 446 0-218 20 17-8 164 50 49 7 + 9 1

'Li-

2094 449a 0-461 263 11-7 199 26 83 43 + 3 48 lt.

2095 449 0-395 112 21-0 154 5 38 22 1
-15 21 0 .

2096 449 0-370 110 9-1 154 55 39 12 -13 45 ?•

2097 448 0-505 87 54-3 143 6 27 23 — 8 15 T.

2098 448 0-515 87 21-2 142 23 26 40 - 8 7 t.

2099 448 0-336 115 0-8 157 39 41 56 -13 51 V
2100 448 0-275 118 24-2 161 11 45 28 — 12 8 t 9 .

2101 147-630 447 0-581 61 21-4 137 55 19 46 + 60 p.

2102 447 0-591 59 43-5 137 26 19 17 + 73 p.

2103 447 0-580 55 58-2 138 42 20 33 + 9 1 n.
2104 447 0-591 57 49-6 137 40 19 31 + 89 7T.

2105 447 0-552 56 24-0 140 29 22 20 + 8 18 0.
2106 447 0-566 55 26-3 139 42 21 33 + 94 O.

2107 445 0-571 57 8-0 139 8 20 59 + 8 13 V .

2108 445 0-446 52 58-1 147 47 29 38 + 7 56 Qr
2109 446 0-435 51 10-3 148 41 30 32 + 8 27 q2

.

2110 446 0-225 17 20-7 165 18 47 9 + 9 46 Si*

2111 446 0-199 21 45-1 165 29 47 20 + 7 59 s2
.

2112 446 0-190 19 18-2 166 12 48 3 + 7 50 S3
-

2113 446 0-216 10 7-9 166 58 48 49 + 10 7 2+
2114 446 0-204 9 55-9 167 20 49 11 + 9 30 2+

I 2115 446 0-194 14 18-1 166 51 48 42 + 8 34 2g.

2116 446 0-202 14 17-2 166 37 48 28 + 8 58 2*4*

2117 446 0-280 29 52-9 160 46 42 37 + 10 4 0-1.

2118 446 0-248 31 23-1 l6l 55 43 46 + 8 32 cr9 .

2119 446 0-231 30 13-4 162 52 44 43 + 84
2120 446 0-246 27 41-8 162 38 44 29 + 97 °V
2121 449 0-421 264 8-8 197 57 79 48 + 15 19 R.

2122 449 0-433 107 50-2 151 8 32 59 — 15 6 0.

2123 449 0-394 107 40-1 153 16
1

35 7 — 13 44 d.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean. Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-
graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

to 00 2124 147*630 448 0-539 87 6-4 140 53 22 44 — 8 13 T.
2125 448 0-548 86 25-6 140 13 22 4 — 8 1 *

1
-

2126 448 0-365 no 58-3 155 30 37 21 — ] 3 46 r2*
2127 448 0-306 112 58-3 158 50 40 41 — ] 10 t.

29. 2128 148-455 447 0-383 55 12-2 152 3 22 11 + 6 3 P.
2129 447 0-389 55 12'2 152 30 22 38 + 8 18 P-
2130 447 0-378 49 21-4 153 19 23 27 + 8 29 n.
2131 447 0-374 46 7-6 153 52 24 0 ~r 9 2 it.

2132 447 0-370 47 29-1 153 51 23 59 + 8 29 <r.

2133 445 0-252 35 53-9 161 52 32 0 + 7 57 Qr
2134 445 0-248 31 53-7 162 40 32 48 + 8 36 Q„.
2135 445 0'222 46 7-6 162 5 32 13 + 4 59 q-
2136 446 0-196 337 16-2 174 39 44 47 + :10 20 ct-j.

2137 446 0-163 328 9-0 175 54 46 2 + 8 9 <r2 .

2138 446 0-173 324 47.4 176 37 46 45 + 8 32 <rr
2139 448 0-337 96 6-9 155 13 25 21 — 8 15 T.
2140 448 0-350 95 10-3 154 23 24 31 _ 8 13 t.

2141 446 0-240 308 8-6 181 31 51 39 + 10 26 Sr
2142 446 0-209 308 11-4 180 24 50 32 + 8 57 S2 .

2143 446 0*189 304 30-4 180 18 50 26 + 7 37 S3.

2144 446 0-232 304 46-5 181 50 51 58 + 9 34 ^r
2145 446 0-208 303 43-7 181 8 51 16 + 8 21 2S .

2146 446 0-633 261 30-3 212 16 82 24 “T 4 28 E.
2147 148-663 447 0’340 53 35*6 154 59 22 11 + 5 50 P.
2148 447 0-351 46 16"5 155 20 22 32 + 8 25 p-
2149 447 0-336 44 27-0 156 26 23 38 + 8 34 n.
2150 447 0-336 42 31-7 156 46 23 58 + 9 7 k.

2151 447 0-329 43 57’3 156 52 24 4 + 8 31 0.

2152 445 0-216 28 38-7 164 46 31 58 + 7 56 Qr
2153 445 0-215 24 9-2 165 43 32 55 8 20 q2

.

2154 445 0-185 40 36-4 164 44 31 56 + 4 56 q.
2155 446 0-208 323 54-8 177 41 44 53 + 10 26 OV
2156 446 0-181 313 14-5 17-8 55 46 7 + 8 11 °V
2157 446 0-190 312 42-1 179 15 46 27 + 8 33 crv
2158 448 0-297 99 42-2 158 5 25 17 8 18 T.
2159 448 0-310 98 26-5 157 12 24 24 8 17 t.

2160 446 0-269 299 57-9 184 28 51 40
;

10 26 Sr
2161 446 0-242 298 44-3 183 32 50 44 ~T 9 4 S„.
2162 446 0-223 294 47-7 183 18 50 30 + 7 37 sr
2163 446 0-261 297 25-3 184 35 51 47 + 9 36 S'l-
2164 446 0-241 295 17-5 184 3 51 15 + 8 25

June 1.

2165 446 0-674 261 13-8 215 31 82 43 4 37 e!’
2166 151-500 451 0-931 79 20-6 108 7 295 4 _ 4 40 p.
2167 451 0-946 78 57-5 105 33 292 30 _ 4 21 p.
2168 451 0-942 81 49-9 106 21 293 18 _ 7 3 7r.

2169 450 0-752 86 5-3 128 17 315 14 _ 8 59 T,.
2170 450 0-747 85 49-5 128 45 315 42 _ 8 43 T„.
2171 450 0-740 86 27-9 129 24 316 21 _ 9 7 /
2172 450 0-784 85 46-6 125 22 312 19 _ 9 6 T*j-

2173 450 0-768 85 38-7 126 50 313 47 _ 8 49 r2 .

2174 450 0-756 85 22-6 127 56 314 53 _ 8 29 7g.
2175 447 0-231 300 52-9 185 35 12 32 + 9 7 0*1

.

2176 447 0-221 298 27*8 185 32 11 29 + 8 19 <r
2

.

2177 447 0-248 289 56-5 188 2 14 9 + 7 46 £T
3 .

2178 447 0-344 274 10-6 195 17 22 14 + 6 11
1

2,.
2179 447 0*314 271 55-4 206 42 33 39 + 8 37 S

2
.

m 2
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Table III. (continued).

Bate. No.
Mean Tim

of Sun^
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from
Centre!

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

June 1. 2180 151-500 445 0-504 271 17-8 205 23 32 20 + 7 56 Q,.
2181 445 0-515 271 56-7 205 58 32 55 + 8 26 q2 .

2182 445 0-475 267 58-9 203 54 30 51 + 5 55 q-

2183 448 0-400 234 48-8 198 35 25 32 — 8 8 R.
2184 446 0-716 266 25-2 221 13 48 10 + 8 9 s.

2185 446 0-755 266 4-5 224 32 51 29 + 8 23 u.
2186 446 0-771 268 1*1 225 45 52 42 + 10 3 V.

2 , 2187 152-487 451 0-828 80 29-1 121 43 294 40 — 4 49 p.

2188 451 0-853 80 0-4 119 5 292 2 — 4 43 p-

2189 451 0-846 82 34-8 119 57 292 54 — 6 41 If.

2190 451 0-885 76 56-7 115 14 288 11 — 1 59 V.

2191 451 0-925 60 4-5 110 35 283 32 + 13 31 w.
2192 450 0-577 90 26-0 143 8 316 5 — 9 10 Tr
2193 450 0-580 89 32-0 142 51 315 48 — 8 42 Tr
2194 450 0-591 89 3-i 142 1 314 58 — 8 34 t.

2195 450 0-625 88 39 3 139 32 312 29 — 8 48 t,.

2196 450 0-626 89 27-8 139 33 312 30 9 19 L-
2197 445 0-683 266 51-1 219 32 32 29 + 7 52 Qr
2198 445 0-692 267 30-9 220 10 33 7 + 8 26 q2

.

2199 445 0-635 265 15-6 216 4 29 1 + 6 17 qi-
2200 445 0-655 264 9-9 217 37 30 34 + 5 47 q 2

-

2201 447 0-411 280 26-6 199 18 12 15 + 9 51 s.

2202 447 0-434 273 4-5 201 46 14 43 + 7 27 «r,.

2203 447 0-453 271 6-0 201 54 14 51 + 6 36 O'2 *

2204 448 0-593 241 30-4 212 45 25 42 — 8 8 It.

2205 446 0-893 266 0-6 239 45 52 42 + 9 44 V.
’

3. 2206 153-487 451 0-672 81 58-8 136 24 295 10 — 4 40 P.

2207 451 0-702 81 40-1 134 2 292 48 - 4 38 P-
2208 451 0-705 82 48-7 133 53 292 39 — 4 22 7r.

2209 451 0-805 58 7-1 126 7 284 53 + 13 33 w.
2210 450 0-372 99 48-7 158 16 317 2 - 9 4 T.
2211 450 0-392 96 15-1 156 36 315 2® — 8 15 ti-

2212 450 0-386 96 59-2 157 5 315 51 — 8 23 t
2
.

2213 450 0-432 94 3-1 153 55 312 41 — 8 10 T
i-

2214 450 0-441 95 7-6 153 31 312 17 — 8 47 T2-

2215 450 0*453 96 4-6 152 57 311 43 _ 9 25 t3 .

2216 447 0-600 272 50-5 213 39 12 25 + •10 13 s.

2217 447 0-605 273 2-6 213 55 12 41 + •10 25 O'.

' 2218 447 0-668 266 10-8 219 23 18 9 + 7 4 s.

2219 445 0-836 264 52-6 234 18 33 4 + 7 53 Qr
2220 445 0-841 265 29-2 234 51 33 37 + 8 26 q2

.

2221 445 0-846 262 50-9 235 30 34 16 + 6 16 q.

4. 2222 154-517 451 0-484 84 50-3 150 42 294 51 4 30 Pi-

2223 451 0-492 85 20-1 150 13 294 22 _ 4 49 P2 .

2224 451 0-522 84 397 148 12 292 21 — 4 45 Pi-
2225 451 0-518 84 1-7 148 26 292 35 _ 4 23 p2

-

22°6 451 0-572 90 50-5 145 25 289 34 — 8 40 II.

2227 451 0-518 87 47-6 148 42 292 51 - 6 19 7+
2228 451 0-516 89 19-5 148 59 293 8 - 7 4 Ky
2229 451 0-506 88 28-7 149 34 293 43 — 6 31 Tty

2230 451 0-471 89 17-0 151 53 296 2 — 6 26
f*

2231 450 0-254 112 32-6 167 24 311 33 — 8 50 s
t
.

2232 450 0-264 113 46-7 167 7 312 6 — 9 26 s2 .

2233 450 0-259 117 29-6 167 59 312 8 — 9 59 O'.

2234 450 0-280 116 57*3 166 55 311 4 -10 41 s.

2235 450 0-237 111 13-6 168 2 312 11 - 7 59 0,.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Tim
of Sun-
picture.

No. of
Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of
Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphieal

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863. 0

June 4. 2236 154-517 450 0-228 113 56-0 168 51 313 6 - 8 11 v2 .

2237 450 0-215 116 35-0 169 48 313 57 - 8 9 u3.

2238 450 0-193 127 56-1 172 23 316 2 — 8 50
°i-

2239 450 0-194 132 26-1 173 3 317 12 - 9 24 o2 .

2240 445 0-939 265 47-9 248 27 32 36 + 9 27 Qr
2241 445 0-944 266 31-2 249 19 33 28 + 10 12 CL.

2242 447 0-765 271 55-4 227 45 11 54 + 12 16 Tr
2243 447 0-761 271 26-2 227 29 11 38 + 11 51 t

2 .

2244 154-769 451 0-430 85 52*0 154 24 294 59 - 4 23 Pr
2245 451 0-439 86 17-1 153 52 294 27 - 4 39 P2 .

2246 451 0-467 84 39-7 151 59 292 34 - 4 12 P-
2247 451 0-492 88 51-9 150 46 291 11 - 6 26 7+
2248 451 0-463 90 29-2 152 45 293 20 - 6 48 7t

2 .

2249 451 0-421 90 40-5 155 24 295 59 - 6 16 7T
3 .

2250 451 0-524 92 17-3 . 149 4 289 39 - 8 36 n.
2251 450 0-213 121 22-2 170 48 311 23 - 8 48 s.

2252 450 0-191 120 40-7 171 37 312 12 - 7 48 s.

2253 450 0-160 143 8-2 175 53 316 28 - 8 32 o,
2254 450 0-165 147 34-7 176 28 317 3 - 9 3 o

2
.

2255 445 0-962 264 15-3 253 4 33 39 + 88 Q x
.

2256 445 0-962 265 4-1 253 2 33 37 + 8 55 Qo.
6. 2257 156-471 451 0-090 132 16-2 178 11 294 37 - 4 6 I\.

2258 451 0-094 133 45-8 178 10 294 36 - 4 17 P„.

2259 452 0-358 23 43-0 168 3 284 29 + 16 35 R.
2260 452 0-339 25 28-6 168 19 284 45 + 15 20 r.

2261 452 0-326 27 16-4 168 24 284 50 + 14 21 U.
2262 452 0-319 30 1-9 168 3 284 29 + 13 25 u.
2263 452 0-345 26 22-5 167 50 284 16 + 15 24 V.

2264 450 0-273 221 55-8 194 8 310 34 - 8 43 S.
2265 450 0-287 219 15-7 194 25 310 51 - 9 48 s.

2266 450 0-374 232 38-8 201 15 317 41 - 8 31 Q,.

2267 450 0-370 230 5-3 200 35 317 1 - 9 16 Qs
.

8. 2268 158-492 453 0-767 65 53-0 133 38 221 24 + 8 48 P.
2269 453 0-913 66 26-1 117 34 205 20 + 10 0 p.
2270 452 0-349 310 16-4 195 34 283 20 + 16 30 Sj.
2271 452 0-351 308 47-3 196 3 283 49 + 16 15 So.

2272 452 0-341 304 29-2 196 47 284 33 + 14 49 T.
2273 452 0-357 304 15-5 197 31 285 17 + 15 25 t.

2274 452 0-374 303 41-5 198 27 286 13 + 16 1 s.
2275 452 0-351 299 23-3 198 27 286 13 + 13 37 11.

2276 451 0-409 246 25-2 206 36 294 22 — 4 2 R.
2277 450 0-736 244 29-6 229 9 316 55 - 7 8 O.
2278 450 0-757 244 47-3 231 14 319 0 - 7 7 0.

2279 158-522 453 0-759 65 43-3 134 22 221 43 + 8 57 P.
2280 453 0-910 66 10-6 118 8 205 29 + 10 13

P-
2281 452 0-356 309 20-3 196 10 283 31 + 16 38 S,.
2282 452 0-357 307 59-8 196 35 283 56 + 16 22 s.,.

2283 452 0-350 303 38-8 197 25 284 46 + 15 0 T.
2284 452 0-364 303 24-1 198 7 285 28 + 15 32 t.

2285 452 0-381 303 18-8 198 55 286 16 + 16 14 s.

2286 452 0-361 298 40-5 199 9 286 30 + 14 8 u.
2287 451 0-416 246 43-1 207 7 294 28 - 4 0 R.
2288 450 0-744 244 46-4 230 8 317 29 - 8 58 Q.
2289 450 0-763 244 58-1 231 51 319 12 - 9 4 0 .

9. 2290 159-489 453 0-599 63 27-3 148 4 221 42 + 8 49 P.
2291 453 0-788 65 55-5 132 38 206 16 + 9 30

P-
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

June 9. 2292 159*489 452 0-503 290 6-7 210 0 283 38 + 16° 2 sL.

2293 452 0-506 290 42-0 208 54 282 32 + 16 24 S
2

.

2294 452 0-513 289 42-1 210 44 284 22 + 16 11 s.

2295 452 0-525 285 56-5 212 23 286 1 + 14 48 T.

2296 452 0-522 287 38-8 211 47 285 25 + 15 31 t.

2297 452 0-529 283 45-1 213 5 286 43 + 13 50 U.
2298 452 0-538 '287 53-0 212 43 286 21 + 16 5 u.

2299 452 0-242 286 2-5 213 25 287 3 + 15 19 V.

2300 451 0-608 250 8-4 220 55 294 33 - 4 8 R.
2301 451 0-582 241 47-3 218 18 291 56 - 8 43 r.

2302 451 0-602 241 5-3 219 36 292 14 - 9 27 §
2303 450 0-875 247 0-7 244 15 317 53 - 9 2 Q.
2304 450 0-889 246 51-8 245 54 319 32 - 9 19 q-

2305 450 0-876 248 21-5 244 25 318 3 - 7 52 0.

2306 159-615 453 0-576 63 16-1 149 50 221 41 + 8 39 P.

2307 453 0-770 65 48-0 134 28 206 19 + 9 26
P-

2308 452 0-522 288 40-3 211 40 283 31 + 15 59 S
x
.

2309 452 0-524 289 13-5 211 38 283 29 + 16 17 sr
2310 452 0-531 288 13-5 212 20 284 11 + 16 2 s.

2311 452 0-545 284 36-2 214 3 285 54 + 14 39 T.
2312 452 0-542 286 11-0 213 31 285 22 + 15 22 t.

2313 452 0-547 282 44-4 214 36 286 27 + 13 47 U.
2314 452 0-556 286 15-0 214 25 286 16 + 15 48 u.

2315 452 0-557 284 58-4 214 45 286 36 + 15 10 V.

2316 451 0-627 250 31-1 222 30 294 21 - 4 5 R.
2317 451 0-600 242 32-3 219 45 291 36 - 8 35 r.

2318 451 0-622 241 26-9 221 10 293 1 - 9 35
?•

2319 450 0-888 247 4-1 245 55 317 46 - 9 10 Q.

1

2320 450 0-901 246 56-0 247 35 319 26 - 9 26 q-
2321 450 0-886 248 24-6 245 45 317 36 - 7 57 0 .

10. 2322 160-604 483 0-387 56 21-4 163 45 221 34 + 8 48 p.

2323 452 0-688 281 8-6 226 2 283 51 + 16 3 s.

2324 452 0-698 280 27-1 226 57 284 46 + 15 48 s.
!

2325 452 0-692 279 15-0 226 44 284 33 + 14 53 T.
2326 452 0-700 279 10-8 227 20 285 9 + 14 59 t.

2327 452 0-716 277 6-5 229 1 286 50 + 13 53 U
x
.

2328 452 0-713 277 45-2 228 39 286 28 + 14 17 u
2

.

2329 452 0-708 279 55-0 227 50 285 39 + 15 39 u.

2330 452 0-713 279 14-9 228 25 286 14 + 15 19 u.

2331 451 0-792 252 33-8 236 57 294 46 _ 3 59 R.
2332 450 0-968 248 14-4 259 49 317 38 - 9 22 Q.

11. 2333 161-586 452 0-840 277 231 241 32 285 25 + 16 9 S.

2334 452 0-828 277 43-2 240 12 284 5 + 16 12 s.

2335 452 0-856 276 22-3 243 28 287 21 + 15 35 T.
2336 452 0-850 274 38-4 242 59 286 52 + 14 1 U.
2337 451 0-911 254 3-0 251 14 295 7 _ 3 45 R.
2338 161-608 453 0-198 33 37-6 177 48 221 22 + 8 45 P.

2339 452 0-838 277 18-0 241 22 284 56 + 16 2 S.

2340 452 0-830 277 35-9 240 29 284 3 + 16 8 s.

2341 452 0-857 276 12-7 243 36 287 10 + 15 27 T.
2342 452 0-851 274 27-2 243 11 286 45 + 13 53 U.
2343 451 0-912 254 10-9 251 23 294 57 _ 3 39 R.

13. 2344 163-484 453 0-323 283 37-2 204 59 221 57 + 8 33 P.
2345 454 0-398 231 18-4 208 31 225 29 - 9 49 S.

2346 454 0-423 233 30-9 210 21 227 19 - 9 40 T
i-

2347 454 0-415 233 53-5 209 56 226 54 - 9 19 t2
.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

June 13. 2348 163-484 454 0-451 237 8-1 212 35 229 33'
- 8 52 O.

2349 454 0-461 237 42-7 213 19 230 17 — 8 52 0.

2350 163-668 453 0-345 281 53-8 206 35 220 57 + 8 30 P.

2351 454 0-415 232 31-2 209 52 224 14 - 9 51 s.

2352 454 0-442 233 55-5 211 43 226 5 — 10 0 t’.

2353 454 0-453 235 22-1 212 37 226 59 - 9 41 Ty
2354 454 0-474 238 6-8 214 20 282 42 - 8 58 0.
2355 454 0-483 238 43-0 215 1 229 23 — 8 54 0.

19. 2356 169-677 455a* 0-846 22 55-9 153 24 82 31 + 47 44 P.

2357 455a* 0-832 31 40-8 149 5 78 12 + 40 55 P-
2358 455 0'66g 100 17-0 153 26 82 33 -10 46 s.

2359 455 0-646 100 52-4 155 16 84 23 -10 40 s.

2360 455 0-625 101 20-9 156 54 86 1 -10 31 T.
2361 485 0-641 101 2-1 155 38 84 45 -10 41 t.

2362 483a 0-620 285 17-1 229 39 158 46 + 15 31 O.
20. 2363 170-595 456 0-963 75 10-6 120 16 36 25 + 7 27 P.

2364 455 0-450 109 40-3 170 33 86 39 -10 11 s.

2365 455 0-434 104 21-4 170 36 86 42 - 7 38 s.

2366 455 0-351 149 30-9 186 16 102 22 -17 0 H.
2367 455 0-955 262 33-1 266 55 183 1 + 0 41 O.
2368 455 0-769 281 20-3 243 16 159 25 + 15 36 T.

21. 2369 171-501 456 ,0-891 75 39-8 132 35 35 50 + 7 14 P.
2370 171-512 456 0-887 75 43-6 132 59 36 4 + 7 11 P.

23. 2371 173-472 456 0-591 74 39-2 161 18 36 35 + 7 3 P.

2372 456 0-564 72 44-6 163 19 38 36 + 7 55 P-
2373 457 0-680 61 29.4 156 21 31 38 + 16 28 S.

2374 457 0-660 61 29-2 157 53 33 10 + 16 3 s.

2375 457 ‘0-597 60 32-5 162 36 37 53 + 15 19 T.
2376 457 0-658 63 33-6 157 39 32 56 + 14 43 t.

2377 173-725 456 0-547 73 56-4 164 41 36 23 + 7 12 P.
2378 456 0-518 71 28-9 166 47 38 29 + 8 12 P-
2379 457 0-646 60 15-1 159 23 31 + 16 38 S.

2380 457 0-621 59 52-2 161 19 33 1 + 16 18 s.

2381 457 0-548 58 54-3 166 34 38 16 + 15 10 T.
2382 457 . 0*6l

l

61 51-1 161 38 33 20 + 14 57 t.

25. 2383 175-665 457 0-924 58 20-1 133 21 337 32 + 25 10 O.
2384 457 0-508 57 48-0 171 23 15 34 + 15 23 Q.
2385 456 0-146 50 4-1 192 20 36 31 + 7 8 P.
2386 456 0-166 52 43-2 191 8 35 19 + 7 24 P-
2387 457 0-220 8 49-6 196 5 40 16 + 14 41 T.
2388 457 0-255 23 47.7 191 54 36 5 + 15 12 t.

2389 457 0-299 30 19-2 188 50 33 1 + 16 23 R
2390 457 0-232 12 5-8 195 3 39 14 + 15 9 ?•
2391 455 0-741 287 14-9 245 10 89 21 + 18 9 V.
2392 455 0-744 285 41-9 245 40 89 51 + 17 5 u.
2393 455 0-792 286 23-2 249 57 93 8 + 18 31 V .

26. 2394 176-539 456 0-112 312 32-6 204 25 36 12 + 7 9 p.
2395 456 o-ioo 325 28-6 202 55 34 42 + 7 26 p.
2396 457a 0-864 243 23-1 257 2 88 49 -17 15 T.
2397 457

a

0-902 243 52-6 261 56 93 43 -17 52 t.

2398 457a 0-878 242 13-7 258 28 90 15 -18 37 t.

2399 457a 0-234 330 8-2 205 55 37 42 + 14 40 S.
2400 457a 0-249 335 21-7 205 4 36 51 + 15 56 s.

2401 457b 0-240 336 36-5 204 35 36 22 + 15 32 <r.

2402 4576 0-735 63 47-1 154 29 86 16 + 17 10 O.
2403 4576 0-890 284 50-9 261 58 93 45 + 18 39 Q.

455a* }
are koth doubtful spots.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of
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the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-
graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

June 27. 2404 177*524 456 0-343 279 15-8 220 31 38 20 + 7 6 P.

2405 456 0-314 282 27-7 218 35 36 24 + 7 43 P-

2406 456 0-294 275 43-2 217 51 35 40 + 5 28 Tt.

2407 457 0-956 246 38-7 271 57 89 46 -17 10 T.

2408 457 0-989 246 45-6 281 7 98 56 — 18 8 t.

2409 458 0-318 164 56-1 297 32 15 21 — 15 33 Q.
2410 458 0-274 357 55-1 200 20 18 9 + 18 25 S.

2411 458 0-288 6 59-8 197 33 15 2?> + 18 57 s.

2412 458 0-288 8 52-8 197 0 16 49 + 18 48 <r.

29. 2413 179-576 458 0-709 60 37-3 160 22 315 5 + 20 3 O.

2414 458 0-681 60 52-9 162 31 311 14 + 19 14 °r
2415 458 0-682 60 11-5 162 35 310 18 + 19 42 o

2
.

2416 458 0-620 109 13-5 167 23 316 6 -11 32 Q.

2417 456 0-715 273 1-3 248 26 37 9 + 6 40 P.

2418 456 0-681 274 55-2 245 39 34 2<? + 7 49 P-

2419 456 0-680 271 54-3 245 38 34 21 + 5 46 7T.

2420 457« 0-690 287 45-3 244 57 33 40 + 16 35 T
l-

2421 457« 0-699 287 11-5 245 46 34 29 + 16 22 T
2
.

2422 457a 0-719 287 28-8 247 19 36 + 16 56 t.

2423 457a 0-742 284 37-7 249 44 38 27 + 15 17 u.
2424 457a 0-750 285 47-4 250 24 39 7 + 15 31 u.

2425 457a 0*755 283 34-0 2.50 59 39 42 + 14 41 V.

2426 457a 0-767 283 17-0 252 6 40 49 + 14 39 V.

2427 457a 0-675 288 46-3 243 34 32 17 + 16 58 t.

2428 179-585 458 0-709 60 39-9 160 20 308 55 + 20 1 O.
2429 458 0-680 61 2*2 162 35 311 10 + 19 6

°i"
2430 458 0-681 60 21-6 162 42 311 17 + 19 33 o9 .

2431 458a 0-622 109 12-7 167 18 315 53 -11 33 Q.
2432 456 0-715 272 49-2 248 26 37 1 + 6 31 P.

2433 456 0-680 275 3-3 245 33 34 8 + 7 54 P-
2434 456 0-659 272 0-3 244 3 32 38 + 5 47 7r.

2435 457a 0-690 287 36-3 244 58 33 33 + 16 29 Tr
2436 457a 0-699 287 8-9 245 46 34 21 + 16 20 t

2
.

2437 457a 0-712 287 11-3 246 48 35 23 + 16 36 t.

2438 457a 0-740 284 30-0 238 15 26 50 + 15 10 u.
2439 457a 0-749 285 49-8 250 9 38 44 + 16 16 u.

2440 457a 0-753 283 14-2 250 56 39 31 + 14 26 V.
2441 457a 0-766 283 7-8 252 1 40 36 + 14 31 V.

2442 457a 0-676 288 40-6 243 39 32 14 + 16 55 t.

30. 2443 180-651 458 0-522 52 54-9 176 48 310 16 + 19 33 Q.
2444 458 0-549 53 7-3 175 2 308 30 + 20 19 q-

2445 458 0-726 68 47-6 158 32 292 0 + 15 8 0.
2446 458 0-748 69 38-4 156 33 290 1 + 14 50 0.

2447 457a 0-661 278 38-3 244 56 18 24 + 9 59 R.
2448 457a 0-678 276 19-9 246 23 19 51 + 8 31 r.

2449 457a 0-636 276 49-7 243 6 16 34 + 8 32
f-

2450 456 0-866 272 31-6 263 49 37 17 + 6 18 P.
2451 456 0-835 274 18-3 260 30 33 58 + 7 46 P-
2452 457a 0-835 285 44-3 259 41 33 9 + 16 50 u.
2453 457a 0-844 284 S0-2 260 48 34 16 + 16 21 u.

2454 457a 0-889 281 49-4 266 18 39 46 + 14 33 V.
2455 457a 0-853 284 34-8 261 48 35 16 + 16 32 V.

2456 180-661 458 0-521 52 32-3 176 55 310 14 + 19 43 Q.
2457 458 0-548 52 52-4 175 9 308 28 + 20 25 q-

2458 458 0-726 68 43-7 158 36 291 55 + 15 10 0.
2459 458 0-748 69 32-8 156 35 289 54 + 14 54 0.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863. /

June 30. 2460 180-661 457a 0-663 278 43-9 245 4 18° 23 + 9 59 R .

2461 457a 0-681 276 18-9 246 36 19 55 + 8 31 r.

2462 457a 0-643 276 55-3 243 41 17 0 + 8 39 §
2463 456 0-867 272 48-9 236 59 10 18 + 5 40 p.

2464 456 0-836 274 36-2 260 33 33 52 + 80 P-

2465 457a 0-837 285 34-4 259 53 33 12 + 17 8 u.
2466 457

a

0-846 284 42-5 261 1 34 20 + 16 33 u.

2467 457a 0-891 282 0-9 266 34 39 53 + 14 44 V.
2468 457a 0-855 284 42-9 261 58 35 17 + 16 40 V.

July 1. 2469 181-522 459 0-468 96 43-9 177 26 298 32 - 1 38 O.
2470 459 0-486 92 53-6 176 2 297 8 + 00 0.

2471 457 0-820 275 57-3 259 42 20 48 + 8 47 r.

2472 457 0-775 276 10-0 255 22 16 28 + 8 44 §
2473 456 0-946 273 24-4 275 47 36 53 + 6 43 P.

2474 457 0-961 281 24-3 278 43 39 49 + 14 20 V.
2475 457 0-919 284 55-2 271 13 32 19 + 17 19 V.

2476 457 0-920 285 28-2 271 20 32 26 + 17 50 u.

2 . 2477 182-501 460 0-729 63 5-5 161 9 268 22 + 19 56 O.
2478 460 0-713 62 44-8 162 33 269 46 + 19 50 0.

2479 459 0-690 87 54-3 162 13 269 26 + 2 13 Q
2480 459 0-737 86 18-5 158 22 265 35 + 3 14 q-
2481 458 0-273 96 56-2 190 8 297 21 + 0 34 R.
2482 182-513 460 0-719 62 45-5 162 2 269 5 + 19 58 O.
2483 460 0-700 62 26-2 163 40 270 43 + 19 46 0.

2484 459 0-677 87 55-8 163 16 270 19 + 2 15 Q.
2485 459 0-727 86 12-5 159 16 266 19 + 3 20 q-
2486 458 0-254 97 35-8 191 17 298 20 + 0 35 R.

3. 2487 183-517 460 0-570 57 13-6 175 34 268 23 + 19 49 0 .

2488 460 0-567 56 17-0 175 59 268 48 + 20 13 0.

2489 460 0-550 55 56-2 177 11 270 0 + 19 54 0.

2490 459 0-493 88 59-5 173 41 266 30 + 25 45 Q.
2491 459 0-557 86 21-1 172 56 265 45 + 3 47 qi-
2492 459 0-562 86 47-2 172 36 265 25 + 3 32 q 2

-

2493 183-683 460 0-540 55 35-5 178 6 269 59 + 19 49 0 .

2494 460 0-536 54 37-2 178 37 270 30 + 20 9 0.

2495 460 0-518 54 5-0 179 56 271 49 + 19 48 0.

2496 459 0-455 89 25-3 179 52 271 45 + 2 27 Q.
2497 459 0-520 86 19-8 175 35 267 28 + 3 51 qr
2498 459 0-526 86 47-6 175 12 267 5 + 3 36 q 2

-

4. 2499 184-466 460 0-286 91 46-9 391 2 270 23 + 2 21 Q.
2500 460 0-643 82 24-5 167 45 247 6 + 6 37 q-
2501 460 0-223 342 22-5 211 18 290 39 + 15 39 0 .

2502 460 0-219 335 24-9 212 42 292 3 + 14 54 0.

2503 459 0-411 296 46-0 229 26 308 47 + 14 13 s.

2504 459 0-407 297 42-4 229 3 308 24 + 14 28 s.

2505 459 0-429 293 14-6 230 8 309 29 + 13 19 T.
2506 459 0-435 293 25-6 231 27 310 48 + 13 31 t.

2507 184-478 460 0-287 91 26-5 191 13 270 24 + 2 30 Q.
2508 460 0-555 80 36-1 174 19 253 30 + 7 21 q-
2509 460 0-222 343 19-4 211 18 290 29 + 15 43 0 .

2510 460 0-219 336 52*1 212 39 291 50 + 15 4 0.

2511 459 0-408 297 21-9 229 25 308 36 + 14 22 s.
2512 459 0-402 298 8-0 228 56 308 7 + 14 29 s.

2513 459 0-424 293 36-8 230 59 310 10 + 13 20 T.
2514 459 0-431 293 36-1 231 24 310 35 + 13 29 t.

5. 2515 185-517 462 0-994 73 9-4 124 7 188 33 + 16 18 P.

nMDCCCLXIX.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude,

from Node.

Helio-
grapical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

July 5. 2516 185-817 462 0-987 74 24-2 127 31 191 57 + 15 8 R.

2517 462 0-971 76 4-5 132 20 196 46 + 13 33 Q.
2518 459a 0-395 75 33-0 185 52 250 18 + 8 32 O.

2519 459a 0-307 76 37-8 191 7 255 33 + 78 0.

2520 4596 0-505 120 57-6 182 38 247 4 -12 15 U.
2521 4596 0-460 120 42-5 185 10 249 36 — 10 41 u.

2522 461 0-581 289 1-9 242 47 307 13 + 14 14 S.

2523 461 0-599 287 11-8 244 17 308 43 + 13 28 s.

2524 461 0-634 285 40-4 247 3 311 29 + 13 4 T.

2525 461 0-674 285 57-4 250 4 314 30 + 13 48 t.

6. 2526 186-486 463 0-944 74 9-3 138 52 189 34 + 15 46 P.

2527 463 0-928 75 32-5 141 24 192 6 + 14 23 R.
2528 462 0-895 76 24-2 146 8 196 50 + 13 25 Q.
2529 459 0-338 56 23-1 192 40 243 22 + 14 3 U.
2530 459 0-194 62 14-8 199 31 250 13 + 8 38 O.
2531 459 0-188 60 40-7 199 59 250 41 + 8 44 0.

2532 459 0-179 58 58-5 200 34 251 16 + 8 46 V.

2533 459 0-151 60 43-3 201 52 252 34 + 7 44 W.
2534 459 0-162 64 55-4 201 0 251 42 + 7 25 w.
2535 459 0-081 47 54-5 206 3 256 45 + 6 39 u.
2536 459 0-099 50 37-3 205 5 255 47 + 78 u.

2537 461 0-730 285 6-0 255 43 306 25 + 13 42 s,.

2538 461 0-725 285 40-6 255 15 305 57 + 14 3 S,.

2539 461 0-754 284 0-7 257 56 308 38 + 13 10 s.

2540 461 0-789 282 53-7 261 13 311 55 + 12 39 T.
2541 461 0-783 283 8-3 260 39 311 21 + 12 47 t.

7. 2542 187*495 463 0-844 73 28-3 153 26 189 5 + 15 57 P.
2543 462 0-771 75 36-8 160 33 196 57 + 13 28 Q.
2544 459 0-215 283 34-5 222 34 258 58 + 6 28 U.
2545 459 0-195 284 49-3 221 20 257 44 + 6 27 u.

2546 459 0-136 296 36-2 217 29 253 53 + 78 V.

2547 461 0-865 283 48-4 270 3 306 27 + 13 42 S.

2548 461 0-915 282 11-5 276 36 313 0 + 12 33 T.
2549 187*503 463 0-842 73 40-4 153 41 189 57 + 15 55 P.
2550 462 0-770 75 34-0 160 30 196 46 + 13 29 Q.
2551 459 0-217 282 29'6 222 16 258 32 + 6 24 U.
2552 459 0-195 283 42-2 221 15 257 31 + 6 27 u.

2553 459 0-137 295 8-1 217 19 253 35 + 77 V

1

2554 461 0-866 283 39-6 270 0 306 16 + 13 40 s.

2555 461 0-916 282 5-7 276 28 312 44 + 12 37 T.
9. 2556 189-458 463 0-546 68 7-4 181 1 189 33 + 15 31 Pi-

2557 463 0-551 67 13-1 180 49 189 21 + 16 6 P
2
.

2558 463 0-525 71 33-1 181 55 190 27 + 12 48 P-
2559 462 0-428 69 8-0 188 25 196 57 + 12 41 Qr
2560 462 0-439 68 14-3 187 50 196 22 + 13 17 q2

.

2561 462 0-447 66 15-6 187 39 196 11 + 14 17 Qs-
2562 464 0-638 116 44-0 176 20 184 52 -12 54 U.
2563 464 0-634 116 14-0 176 32 185 4 -12 29 u.

2564 464 0-664 116 21-4 174 23 182 55 — 13 25 V.

2565 464 0-671 113 35-9 173 12 181 44 -11 54 w.
2566 459 0-692 278 9-1 256 2 264 34 + 7 46 T.
2567 459 0-656 275 51-8 253 15 261 47 + 68 t.

2568 459 0-637 280 49-8 251 38 260 10 + 8 50 t.

2569 459 0-658 279 19-7 253 18 261 50 + 8 25 O.
2570 459 0-645 279 6-5 252 21 260 53 + 8 12 0.

I_
2571 189-467 463 0-548 66 51-7 180 57 189 22 + 15 29 Pi-
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-
graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863. , / /

July 9. 2572 189-467 463 0-553 65 56-8 179 59 188 24 + 15 54 p
2
-

2573 463 0-527 70 21-0 181 40 190 5 + 12 32 P- I

2574 462 0-429 67 49-7 188 13 196 38 + 12 37 Qi-
2575 462 0-440 66 50-6 187 41 196 6 + 13 10 Q.>.

2576 462 0-451 64 52-1 186 52 195 17 + 14 16 q;.

2577 464 0-634 116 27-6 176 15 184 40 -12 52 u'.

2578 464 0-628 115 50-9 176 19 184 44 — 12 26 u.

2579 464 0-661 116 1-8 174 15 182 40 — 13 20 V.

2580 464 0-666 113 14-2 173 10 181 35 -11 51 u-

2581 459 0-690 279 4-8 256 20 264 45 + 7 41 T.

2582 459 0-650 276 46-2 253 43 262 8 + 69 t.

2583 459 0-655 280 16-7 252 55 261 20 + 8 32 O.

2584 459 0-643 280 7-5 252 0 260 25 + 8 16 0 .

10. 2585 190-496 463 0-257 57 57-0 195 26 189 15 + 15 6 p
i-

2586 463 0-356 56 14-7 195 51 189 40 + 15 33 P2*

2587 463 0-361 55 36-7 195 39 189 28 + 15 57 P3"

2588 463 0-370 56 23-6 195 1 188 50 + 16 0 P4"

2589 463 0-364 57 23-8 195 12 189 1 + 15 28 P5"

2590 463 0-348 52 11-3 197 6 190 55 + 16 28 Pi-

2591 463 0-340 51 58-2 197 31 191 20 + 16 16 P2
"

2592 463 0-325 51 28-1 198 23 192 12 + 15 50 *1-

2593 463 0-336 54 46-6 197 11 191 0 + 15 19 +r
2594 462 0-240 52 28-2 202 22 196 11 + 12 31 Qr
2595 462 0-251 51 0-2 202 3 195 52 + 13 14 Or
2596 462 0-267 48 47-4 201 41 195 30 + 14 16 q3

.

2597 462 0-294 54 32-8 199 22 193 11 + 13 58 q-

2598 464 0-505 123 57-1 187 55 181 44 -11 56 v
x
.

2599 464 0-511 125 15-3 187 36 181 25 — 12 53 v
2

.

2600 464 0-510 127 10-6 188 12 182 1 — 13 40 V.

2601 464 0-468 125 2-7 189 59 183 48 -11 19 W.

2602 464 0-431 131 23-6 194 6 187 55 — 12 16 U.
2603 464 0-447 128 41-8 192 6 185 55 -11 56 u.

2604 459 0-789 278 12-3 265 20 259 9 + 7 45 sr
2605 459 0-796 278 24-8 265 59 259 48 + 7 56 s

2
.

2606 459 0-810 277 56-5 267 21 261 10 + 7 27 s.

2607 459 0-855 277 58-9 272 2 265 51 + 7 38 T.

2608 459 0-840 277 1-9 270 29 264 18 + 6 50 t.

2609 459 0-820 275 38-0 268 24 262 13 + 5 41 O.
2610 459 0-778 276 5-8 264 20 258 9 + 66 0 .

2611 190-512 463 0-352 57 1-8 195 48 189 23 + 15 3 pr
2612 463 0-351 55 9-4 195 50 189 25 + 15 29 P2-

2613 463 0-358 54 28-2 195 28 189 3 + 15 55 P3"

2614 463 0-367 55 31-8 195 5 188 40 + 15 58 P4"

2615 463 0-360 56 21-7 194 59 188 34 + 15 30 P5-

2616 463 0-342 51 20-6 197 16 190 51 + 16 26 Pi-
2617 463 0-336 50 58-6 197 38 191 13 + 16 21 P2"

2618 463 0-322 50 29-3 198 25 192 0 + 15 48
2619 463 0-332 53 53-0 197 29 191 4 + 15 18 7tos

2620 462 0-238 51 1-6 202 43 196 18 + 12 25 Qr
2621 462 0-248 49 32-2 202 25 196 0 + 13 4 q2

.

2622 462 0-265 47 19-5 201 51 195 26 + 14 15 q3.

2623 462 0-292 53 17-6 199 32 193 7 + 13 57 q-

2624 464 0-499 123 54-9 188 6 181 41 -11 59 Vr
2625 464 0-505 125 12-1 187 35 181 10 -12 51 v

2
.

2626 464 0-505 127 15-3 188 25 182 0 — 13 30 V.

2627 464 0-465 128 4-0 190 45 184 20 -11 15 w.

n 2
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

July 10. 2628 190*512 464 0*428 131° 16*7 194 14 187 49 — 12° 15 V.
2629 464 0*440 128 52*4 192 10 185 45 — 11 42 u.

2630 459 0*795 278 14*2 265 43 259 18 + 7 42 s
x
.

2631 459 0*800 278 33*0 266 8 259 43 + 7 52 s2.

2632 459 0*815 278 2*7 267 33 261 8 + 7 27 s.

2633 459 0*858 278 9*9 273 12 265 47 + 7 36 T.
2634 459 0*845 277 12*4 270 41 264 16 + 6 49 t.

2635 459 0*823 275 38*9 268 36 262 11 + 5 50 O.
2636 459 0*782 276 12*7 264 32 258 7 + 5 59 0.

12. 2637 192*502 463 0*265 349 16*8 218 51 184 13 + 19 4 0.
2638 463 0*288 3 12-3 214 58 180 20 + 20 50 0 .

2639 463 0*272 3 51*9 214 48 180 10 + 19 55 v
i*

2640 463 0*269 2 55-2 215 10 180 32 + 19 44 Vq*

2641 463 0*246 324 53*2 224 8 189 30 + 15 22 Pj.

2642 463 0*254 323 4*3 224 48 190 10 + 15 26 P2*

2643 462 0*303 307 19*5 230 1 195 23 + 14 2 Qj.
2644 462 0*296 305 6*9 229 58 195 20 + 13 14 q2

,

2645 462 0*311 312 22*6 229 28 194 50 + 15 32 q.

2646 462 0*253 312 6*1 226 42 192 4 + 13 22 R.
2647 464 0*306 215 50*5 225 5 190 27 -10 37 U.
2648 464 0*283 204 26*1 221 25 186 47 -10 57 u.

2649 464 0*282 188 7-2 216 53 182 15 -12 0 V.
2650 464 0*276 185 44-0 216 11 181 33 — 11 49 V.

2651 459 0*983 279 28*6 294 83 260 15 + 7 46 T.
2652 192*511 463 0*263 350 8*0 218 53 184 7 + 19 5 O.
2653 463 0*286 3 53*7 214 36 179 50 + 20 47 0 .

2654 463 0*272 4 40*3 214 49 180 3 + 19 49 vr
2655 463 0*269 3 29*5 215 26 180 40 + 19 46 V2*

2656 463 0*244 325 35*2 224 17 189 31 + 15 20 P“.

2657 463 0*250 323 28*9 224 44 189 58 + 13 21 P2*

2658 463 0*197 319 38*1 224 24 199 38 + 10 58
P*

2659 462 0*299 307 37*1 229 46 195 0 + 13 57 Qj.
2660 462 0*291 305 34*1 230 3 195 17 + 13 15 q2

.

2661 464 0*304 215 11*2 225 8 190 22 -10 36 u!
2662 464 0*279 303 37-3 221 16 186 30 — 10 54 u.

2663 464 0*278 187 42*9 216 57 182 11 -11 59 V.
2664 464 0*275 185 8*2 216 0 181 14 -11 50 V.

2665 459 0*981 279 38*0 294 53 260 7 + 7 42 T.
14. 2666 194*500 465 0*874 117 37*1 160 4 97 5 -18 45 T.

2667 462 0*608 292 54*1 253 21 190 22 + 15 18 P.

2668 462 0*590 289 43*9 252 29 189 30 + 13 10
P*

2669 462 0*677 290 20*3 258 58 195 59 + 14 43 Q.
2670 464 0*642 289 13*6 256 21 193 22 + 13 33 R.
2671 463 0*555 298 38*6 248 42 185 43 + 17 28 Or
2672 463 0*565 297 6*1 249 40 186 41 + 16 52 o

2
.

2673 463 0*536 303 58*4 246 20 183 21 + 19 41 0 .

2674 463 0*515 302 18*6 245 21 182 22 + 18 18 v
i*

2675 463 0*519 301 6*2 245 50 182 51 + 17 50 v2*

2676 463a 0*664 251 52*1 255 56 192 57 — 10 33 u.
2677 463a 0*548 242 47*4 245 54 182 55 -12 14 V.

15. 2678
[
195*510 465 0*767 122 51*8 173 16 96 6 -18 43 T.

2679 463 0*747 290 5*1 265 52 188 42 + 15 10 P.

2680 463 0*749 285 22*6 266 26 189 16 + 11 41
P*

2681 462 0*807 288 58*4 271 32 194 22 T 14 56 Q.
2682 462 0*783 287 33*6 269 18 192 8 + 13 36 R.
2683 463 0*728 294 9*2 263 40 186 30 + 17 51 O! .
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

Latitude.

1863. o
34-3July 15. 2684 195-510 463 0-725 293 263 31 186 21 + 17 24

2685 463 0-680 297 27-0 259 9 181 59 + 19 14

2686 463 0-668 295 23-5 258 33 181 23 + 17 40

2687 463 0-676 294 35-7 259 20 182 10 + 17 17

2688 464 0-799 256 46-2 268 59 191 49 — 10 37
2689 195-519 465 0-771 122 37-3 173 26 96 0 -18 45
2690 463 0-745 290 5-3 266 3 188 37 + 15 13

2691 463 0-736 287 1-1 266 19 188 53 + 11 29
2692 462 0-806 288 59-3 271 45 194 19 + 14 56
2693 462 0-782 287 12-9 269 43 112 17 + 13 34
2694 463 0-719 293 10-8 263 45 186 19 + 17 50
2695 463 0-717 292 23-9 263 33 186 7 + 17 17

2696 463 0-679 297 31-0 259 20 181 54 + 19 16

2697 463 0-666 295 34-9 258 46 181 20 + 17 36

2698 463 0-675 294 28-3 259 34 182 8 + 17 18

2699 464 0-801 255 51-1 269 19 191 53 -10 34
17. 2700 197-474 465 0-510 145 10-9 200 2 94 52 -18 45

2701 463 0-956 289 14-1 293 19 188 9 + 15 22
2702 463 0-960 288 43-4 294 5 188 55 + 14 52
2703 463 0-980 289 25-5 299 12 194 2 + 15 27
2704 463 0-951 292 6-6 292 22 187 12 + 18 6

2705 464 0-981 263 19-2 297 28 192 18 -10 4

2706 464 0-967 262 23-1 293 48 188 38 -10 31

2707 464a 0-134 351 28-6 221 45 116 35 + 12 12
2708 464a 0-281 101 28-5 203 47 98 37 + 2 37
2709 464a 0-262 97 59-0 204 50 99 40 + 3 37
2710 197-483 465 0-509 145 25-3 200 5 94 48 -18 41

2711 463 0-960 289 16-1 293 28 188 11 + 15 20
2712 463 0-964 288 36-7 294 4 188 47 + 14 54
2713 463 0-984 289 24-2 299 17 194 0 + 15 19
2714 463 0-955 291 57-0 292 31 187 14 + 18 6

2715 462 0-984 263 16-0 297 34 192 17 -10 3

2716 462 0-970 261 29-8 293 46 188 29 -10 29
2717 464a 0-134 349 2-7 221 26 116 9 + 12 10

2718 464a 0-279 101 1-8 203 57 98 40 + 2 43
2719 465 0-177 168 29-7 217 9 111 52 — 5 6

18. 2720 198-601 465 0-411 172 49.7 215 47 94 38 -18 48
2721 465 0-337 169 54-5 215 51 94 42 -14 8

2722 466 0-286 299 53-6 236 19 115 10 + 11 28
2723 466 0-291 298 58-1 236 41 115 32 + 11 20
2724 466 0-323 297 9'5 238 45 117 36 + 11 30

19- 2725 199-469 465 0-417 200 23-1 228 21 94 53 — 18 52
2726 465 0-412 217 11-2 234 48 101 20 — 15 41

2727 467a 0-932 78 18-2 153 0 19 32 + 19 35
2728 466 0-468 291 11-3 249 7 115 39 + 11 35
2729 466 0-474 293 2-8 249 18 115 50 + 12 31

2730 466 0-503 290 30-8 251 29 118 1 + 11 42
2731 466 0-509 289 58-2 251 56 118 8 + 11 30
2732 466 0-521 289 56-3 253 45 120 17 + 11 38
2733 199-503 465 0-414 200 7-7 228 46 94 49 -18 49
2734 465 0-488 204 48-9 231 55 97 58 — 22 33
2735 466 0-467 291 44.7 249 38 115 41 + 11 36
2736 466 0-472 293 25-6 249 36 115 39 + 12 29
2737 466 0-499 291 5-8 251 46 117 49 + 11 44
2738 466 0-506 290 32-6 251 54 117 57 + 11 35
2739 466 0-519 290 33-4 254 7

1

120 10 + 11 36

Spot.

V.

V.

s.

s.

r2'

Q.
O.
U.
V.

s.

T.

Si.

s
2

.

b
PL
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.
,
Spot.

1863.

July 24. 2740 204*474 465 0-888 252 48-0 285 2 80 35 -19 9 P.

2741 465 0-908 261 15-8 289 32 85 5 -12 27 P-

2742 467a 0-273 276 9-8 242 28 38 1 + 4 41 0.

2743 204-623 465 0-904 253 14-8 287 1 80 27 -19 11 P.

2744 465 0-922 261 50-4 291 37 85 3 — 12 25 P-

2745 46‘7a 0-305 276 30-6 244 31 37 57 + 4 41

25. 2746 205-458 465 0-964 256 19-2 298 59 80 34 -19 16 P.

2747 467 0-909 87 29-7 161 52 303 27 + 11 49 0.

2748 205-489 465 0-968 256 20-5 299 30 80 39 -19 11 p.

2749 467 0-908 87 45-3 162 12 303 21 + 11 33 0.

26. 2750 206-500 467 0-989 90 21-2 146 39 273 28 + 8 50 R.

2751 4676 0-949 283 57-2 300 26 67 15 + 6 54 s.

2752 4676 0-946 283 21-9 299 50 66 39 + 6 23 s.

2753 4676 0-964 283 15-2 303 24 70 13 + 6 2 0.

2754 467 0-760 57 38-0 184 59 311 48 + 33 45 K.

2755 467 0-753 57 1*7 185 56 312 45 + 33 53 §
28. 2756 208-460 467 0-845 92 25-6 172 36 271 37 + 8 48 R.

2757 467 0-889 98 0-7 167 47 266 48 + 3 44 P.

2758 467 0-985 86 15-5 149 36 248 37 + 13 48 O.

2759 467 0-968 88 25-8 154 25 253 26 + 11 55 (T.

2760 208-501 467 0-835 92 29-6 173 8 271 34 + 8 46 R.

2761 467 0-878 98 14-8 168 25 266 51 + 3 40 P.

2762 467 0-978 86 58-4 150 14 248 40 + 13 44 O.

2763 467 0-960 88 45-3 155 1 253 27 + 12 0 0.

29. 2764 209-460 467 0-693 92 54-7 187 26 272 16 + 8 49 R.
2765 467 0-749 99 59-5 182 58 267 48 + 3 34 P.

2766 468 0-913 87 44-6 165 4 249 54 + 13 14 O.

2767 468 0-865 89 0-4 171 14 256 4 + 12 6 0.

2768 209-507 467 0-691 93 8-5 188 12 272 21 + 8 48 R.

2769 467 0-746 100 6-7 183 42 267 51 + 3 33 P.

2770 468 0-913 87 45-5 165 48 249 55 + 13 14 O.

2771 468 0-863 89 50-0 171 57 256 6 + 12 0 0.

30. 2772 210-460 467 0-509 92 18-0 201 50 272 28 + 8 55 R.

2773 467 0-571 102 10-1 197 38 268 16 + 3 34 P.

2774 468 0-790 88 27-9 180 6 250 44 + 12 43 0-
2775 468 0-796 89 50-9 179 29 250 7 + 11 39 0,
2776 468 0-784 89 45-9 180 39 251 17 + 11 41 0

3
.

2777 468 0-773 91 12-6 181 35 252 13 + 10 32 0.

2778 468 0-755 89 2-1 183 19 253 57 + 12 8 Qi-
2779 468 0-752 89 30-0 183 32 254 10 + 11 46 Q2

-

2780 468 0-744 89 56-6 184 15 254 53 + 11 24 q-

2781 468 0-722 90 0-8 186 6 256 44 + 11 16 T.

2782 468 0-737 89 55-5 184 51 255 29 + 11 24 t.

2783 210-465 467 0-516 92 24-2 202 1 272 35 + 8 54 R.
2784 467 0-580 102 12-7 197 46 268 20 + 3 34 P.

2785 468 0-793 88 29-0 180 17 250 51 + 12 41 °i-
2786 468 0-800 89 55-1 179 41 250 15 + 11 40 Or
2787 468 0-787 89 49-2 180 48 251 22 + 11 43 0

3
.

2788 468 0-777 91 23-6 181 50 252 24 +10 34 0.

2789 468 0-760 89 3-5 183 28 254 O + 12 9 Qr
2790 468 0-757 89 36-5 183 40 254 14 + 11 49 q2

.

2791 468 0-747 90 4-8 184 23 254 57 + 11 27 q-

2792 468 0-726 90 11-7 186 12 256 46 + 11 18 T.

2793 468 0-741 90 6-1 184 59 255 33 + 11 27 t-!

31. 2794 211-469 467 0-305 89 20-3 215 47 272 7 + 8 56 E.

1

2793 467 0-370 105 47-8 211 45 268 5 + 3 29 P.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphieal

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863. ,

July 31. 2796 211*469 468 0-640 88 6*2 193 43 250 3 + 12 28 O,.

2797 468 0*654 88 41*5 192 36 248 56 + 12 7 o
2 . I

2798 468 0*630 89 25*9 194 21 250 41 + 11 30 03.

2799 468 0*594 89 56*8 196 59 253 19 +10 57 0 .

2800 468 0*629 87 29-6 194 35 250 55 + 12 41 P*
2801 468 0*581 89 5*9 197 59 254 19 + 11 21 Q.
2802 468 0*549 89 44*5 200 9 256 29 +10 46 Tj.

2803 468 0*548 89 3*5 200 16 256 36 + 11 8 t2 .

2804 468 0*555 89 11*4 199 45 256 5 + 11 7 t.

2805 468 0*563 89 16*3 199 13 255 33 + 11 8 q*
2806 211*505 467 0*299 89 23*6 216 25 272 14 + 8 59 R.
2807 467 0*365 105 55*1 212 22 268 11 + 3 31 P.

2808 468 0*634 88 9-4 194 22 250 11 + 12 27 O
t
.

2809 468 0*650 89 43*6 193 6 248 55 + 12 13 0„.
2810 468 0*625 89 18*5 195 1 250 50 + 11 29 03 .

2811 468 0*586 91 3*7 197 45 253 34 + 10 58 <r.

2812 468 0*623 87 27*0 195 0 250 49 + 12 40 p.
2813 468 0*575 89 7*5 198 41 254 30 + 11 24 Q.
2814 468 0*544 89 53*4 200 51 256 40 + 10 47 T*
2815 468 0*542 80 0*2 200 20 256 9 + 11 3 t

2 .

2816 468 0*549 89 25*1 200 11 256 0 + 11 1 t.

2817 468 0*556 89 25*5 199 41 255 30 + 11 12 q.
Aug. 1. 2818 212*493 467 0*086 64 59*0 230 19 272 7 + 8 47 R.

2819 467 0*143 116 46*2 226 27 268 5 + 3 37 P.
2820 468 0*335 85 38*5 215 14 257 2 + 10 38 TV
2821 468 0*341 84 46*5 214 55 256 43 + 11 0 t

2
.

2822 468 0*371 87 41*1 212 52 254 40 + 10 22 t.

2823 468 0*399 87 40*2 211 8 252 56 + 10 40 n*.

2824 468 0*450 85 17-9 208 7 249 55 + 12 15 Q.
2825 468 0*433 87 6*8 208 58 250 46 + 11 51 <r.

2826 468 0*390 85 30*7 211 43 253 31 + 11 24 q.
2827 212-503 467 0*080 63 4*8 231 31 272 11 + 8 45 R.
2828 467 0*134 116 35*8 226 29 268 9 + 3 39 P.
2829 468 0*332 85 23*7 215 20 257 0 + 10 37 TV
2830 468 0*333 84 12*3 215 19 256 59 + 11 1 t2

.

2831 468 0*365 87 24*5 212 55 254 35 + 10 17 t.

2832 468 0*391 87 26*8 210 59 252 39 + 10 35 r.

2833 468 0*443 85 4*9 208 12 249 52 + 12 18 O.
2834 468 0*428 86 41*3 209 1 250 41 + 11 52
2835 468 0*385 84 56*6 211 57 253 37 + 11 28 q.

3. 2836 214*669 467 0*416 290 11*2 260 56 271 52 + 8 58 R.
2837 467 0*365 275 10*6 257 36 268 32 + 3 14 P.
2838 468 0*190 310 11*3 246 12 257 8 + 11 8 T.
2839 468 0*168 307 31*4 245 14 256 10 + 10 9 t.

2840 468 0*142 359 59*7 238 7 249 3 + 14 1 O.
2841 469 0*916 97 13*2 169 53 180 49 + 6 38 s.
2842 469 0*904 96 53*6 171 32 182 28 + 7 2 s.

2843 469 0*938 94 20*2 208 31 219 27 + 5 36 V
2844 469 0*922 94 43*5 168 50 179 46 + 8 52 <r.

2845 469 0*935 95 13*1 166 49 177 45 + 8 18 it.

2846 469 0*977 93 51*6 158 19 169 15 + 9 3 V.
2847 469 0*968 93 18*9 160 21 171 17 + 9 46 V.
2848 469 0*967 92 23*4 160 34 171 30 + 10 38 U.

4. 2849 215*465 467 0*576 288 45*0 272 26 272 5 + 8. 48 R.
2850 467 0*535 277 39*8 269 19 268 58 + 2 47 P.
2851 468 0*368 298 21*8 258 15 257 54 + 11 35 T.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time

of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-
graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

1

Spot.

1863.

Aug. 4. 2852 215*465 468 0-513 280 5-7 267 59 267 38 + 4 18 Pi-

2853 468 0-506 279 29-3 267 30 267 9 + 3 57 Ps-

2854 469 0-823 98 35-1 181 36 181 15 + 6 22 S.

2855 469 0-805 97 44-6 183 27 183 6 + 7 9 s.

2856 469 0-852 96 7-2 178 30 178 9 + 8 18 a.

2857 469 0-832 95 45-7 180 39 180 18 + 8 40 cr.

2858 469 0-903 93 20-5 172 18 171 57 + 10 32 u.
2859 469 0-897 94 2-0 173 1 172 40 + 9 56 u.

2860 469 0-897 96 12-6 173 10 172 49 + 8 0 V.
2861 469 0-902 95 8-2 172 25 172 4 + 8 55 V.

5. 2862 216-576 467 0-761 289 15*5 287 58 271 51 + 9 6 R.
2863 467 0-734 281 5-9 285 21 269 14 + 3 9 P.

2864 467 0-713 282 53-4 283 41 267 34 + 4 35 P-

2865 468 0-590 294 47-3 274 12 258 5 + 12 10 T.

2866 468 0-572 296 10-5 272 52 256 45 + 12 49 t.

2867 468 0-572 290 28-4 273 6 256 59 + 9 17 r.

2868 468 0-574 292 20-7 273 13 257 6 + 10 39 if.

2869 468 0-552 293 33-0 271 38 255 31 + 11 12 t.

2870 468 0-545 292 14-4 271 12 255 5 + 10 26 ti.

2871 469 0-766 95 31-4 188 4 171 57 + 9 21 u
t
.

2872 469 0-769 94 57-5 187 46 171 39 + 9 47 u2
.

2873 469 0-768 93 55-6 187 50 171 43 + 10 34 u.

2874 469 0-753 93 22-7 189 15 173 8 + 10 58 V.
2875 470 0-674 96 21-8 195. 42 179 35 + 8 44 a.

2876 470 0*664 96 21-1 196 29 180 22 + 8 44 <7 .

2877 470 0-674 98 14-1 195 43 179 36 + 7 28 X.

2878 470 0-667 98 12-2 196 17 180 10 + 7 30 y.

2879 469 0-646 99 11-0 197 54 181 47 + 6 53 S,.

2880 469 0-658 99 40-1 197 2 180 55 + 6 33 s
2

.

2881 469 0-624 98 25-7 199 30 183 23 + 7 24 s.

2882 216-583 467 0-764 289 17-4 287 58 271 45 + 9 3 R.
2883 467 0-735 281 5-8 285 30 269 17 + 3 11 P.

2884 467 0-714 282 49-5 283 43 267 30 + 4 38 P-
2885 468 0-591 294 43-0 274 25 258 12 + 12 11 T.
2886 468 0-572 296 4-1 272 47 256 34 + 12 47 t.

2887 468 0-573 292 42-7 273 8 256 55 + 9 20 r.

2888 468 0-574 290 8-9 273 15 257 2 + 10 35 if.

2889 468 0-554 293 24-8 271 49 255 36 + 11 11 t .

2890 468 0-548 291 46-8 271 12 254 59 +10 25 6.

2891 469 0-767 95 25-9 188 9 171 56 + 9 22 it?
2892 469 0-769 94 3-8 187 53 171 40 + 9 50 u2

.

2893 470 0*675 96 28-3 195 46 179 33 + 8 43 a.

2894 470 0*665 96 28-5 196 37 180 24 + 8 45 cr.

2895 470 0-674 97 51-0 195 48 179 35 + 7 25 X.

2896 470 0-669 97 43-4 196 25 180 12 + 7 31 y.
2897 469 0-646 99 12-2 197 59 181 46 + 6 53 S,.

2898 469 0-658 99 47-6 197 10 180 57 + 6 31 s
2

.

2899 469 0-624 98 35-7 199 35 183 22 + 7 22 s.

2900 469 0-739 95 22-0 190 25 174 12 + 9 28 V.
2901 469 0-546 85 3-0 205 48 189 35 + 14 40 Q.
2902 469 0-589 80 13-7 206 56 190 43 + 17 5 q-

7. 2903 218-458 467 0-967 291 1-3 315 53 273 5 + 9 4 R.
2904 467 0-962 284 7-9 314 4 271 16 + 2 34 P.
2905 468 0-901 292 18-2 304 44 261 56 + 10 51 T.
2906 468 0-882 292 56-8 302 19 259 31 + 11 28 t.

2907 468 0-872 293 50-1 301 10 258 22 + 12 16 r.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphieal

Longitude.

Helio-

Latitude.

Spot.

1863. ,

Aug. 7- 2908 218-458 468 0-884 295 49-3 302 40 259° 52 + 14°
1 t.

2909 468 0-856 293 1-2 299 14 256 26 + 11 35 0.

2910 469 0-412 91 51-7 215 55 173 7 + 10 24 u;.

2911 469 0-404 91 6-7 216 27 173 39 + 10 38 u2
.

2912 469 0-389 89 51-1 217 29 174 41 + 10 58 u.

2913 469 0-402 93 47-9 216 27 173 39 + 9 33 V.

2914 470 0-280 92 50-1 223 58 181 10 + 8 56 2f
2915 470 0-272 92 19-9 224 26 181 38 + 9 1 2,-

2916 470 0-241 95 18-9 226 10 183 22 + 8 1 Xj.

2917 470 0-247 94 11-0 225 51 183 3 + 8 20 x
2
.

2918 470 0-234 94 38-8 226 35 183 47 + 8 7 JY
2919 470 0-241 93 4-6 226 14 183 26 + 8 33 JY
2920 469 0-250 95 52-0 225 37 182 49 + 7 56 ?•

2921 469 0-260 96 35-7 225 1 182 13 + 7 48 ?•

2922 469 0-272 97 29-6 224 19 181 31 + 7 37 P-
2923 469 0-245 98 33-1 225 53 183 5 + 7 15

2924 469 0-230 97 8-3 226 48 184 0 + 7 31 s2
.

2925 469 0-350 106 2-9 219 35 176 47 + 4 56 s.

2926 469 0-241 75 45-1 227 30 184 42 + 12 30 Q.
2927 218-479 467 0-970 290 58-7 316 7 273 1 + 9 6 R.
2928 467 0-964 284 6-7 314 21 271 15 + 2 37 P.

2929 468 0-909 292 12-3 304 55 261 49 4-10 49 T.
2930 468 0-890 292 49-0 302 36 259 30 + 11 25 t.

2931 468 0-880 293 44-2 301 26 258 20 + 12 13 r.

2932 468 0-890 295 47-9 303 0 259 54 + 13 59 t.

2933 468 0-861 292 53-7 299 35 256 29 + 11 33 0.

2934 469 0-398 91 48-6 216 6 173 0 + 10 22 Uj.
2935 469 0-393 90 57*5 216 38 173 32 + 10 37 U2.

2936 469 0-381 89 24-3 217 45 174 39 + 10 57 Uj.

2937 469 0-374 89 43-3 217 .28 174 22 + 10 49 u
2
.

2938 469 0-387 93 49-2 216 47 173 41 + 9 31 v.

2939 470 0-265 92 2-1 224 5 180 59 + 8 53 2r
2940 470 0-257 91 48-7 224 40 181 34 + 8 58 x

2
.

2941 470 0-237 95 41-2 226 23 183 17 + 8 0 xr
2942 470 0-234 94 7-8 226 8 183 2 + 8 16 x

2
.

2943 470 0-228 95 8-7 226 51 183 45 + 8 10 y,.
2944 470 0-227 92 43-6 226 36 183 30 + 8 30 y2

-

2945 469 0-223 98 14-7 226 15 183 9 + 7 11 Sr
2946 469 0-214 97 49-0 227 4 183 58 + 7 33 S„.

2947 469 0-243 96 51-9 225 50 182 44 + 7 53 1
2948 469 0-256 97 30-4 225 15 182 9 + 7 49 t.

2949 469 0-266 98 52-0 224 50 181 44 + 7 33 u ..

2950 469 0-269 97 41-8 224 37 181 31 + 7 40
r 1

JU0.

2951 469 0-333 106 45-2 219 46 176 40 + 4 50
2952 469 0-348 107 53-1 219 17 176 11 + 3 51

1

2953 469 0-470 51 20-5 221 4 177 58 + 27 36 V.
2954 469 0-227 73 46-9 228 26 1 85 20 + 12 28 Q.

8. 2955 219-583 470 0-199 82 35*8 230 20 171 34 + 10 19 Ui-
2956 470 0-202 77 51-9 230 30 171 44 + 11 17 U

22957 470 0-192 85 6-8 230 33 171 47 + 9 44 V,.
2958 470 0-197 86 24-7 230 12 171 26 + 9 35

1

v„.

2959 470 0-174 73 16-8 <?32 21 173 35 + n 20 u,.
2960 470 0-150 74 22-9 233 33 174 47 + 10 29

1

2961 469 0-065 55 29-9 238 38 179 52 + 9 7 2 .

2962 469 0-058 53 52-6 238 58 180 12 + 8 54 Z r

2963 469 0-041 28 56-8 240 31 181 45 + 8 37 X.

MDCCCLXIX.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude,

from Node.

Helio-

grapical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.
,

Aug. 8. 2964 219-583 469 0-034 12 52-3 241 10 182 24 + 8 18 y-

2965 469 0 027 327 5 4-7 242 16 183 30 + 7 37 s
i-

2966 469 0-028 313 29-2 242 33 183 47 + 79 s2 .

2967 468 0-952 293 42-3 313 58 255 12 + 11 27 9.

2968 468 0-976 292 46-5 319 9 260 23 + 10 13 T.

2969 471 0-958 1]2 15-5 168 54 110 8 — 6 18 Oi-

2970 471 0-959 1 1 2 38-4 168 52 110 6 — 6 40 0
2

.

2971 219-614 470 0-194 82 47-2 230 42 171 30 + 10 17 L\.

2972 470 0-187 84 58-1 231 1 171 49 + 9 45 v
i-

2973 470 0-192 86 4-8 230 32 171 20 + 9 32 V2-

2974 470 0-172 73 46-8 232 39 173 27 + 11 24 U
l"

2975 470 0-145 75 3-5 233 58 174 46 + 10 36 u
2

.

2976 469 0-060 52 46-9 238 53 179 41 + 9 13 Sf
2977 469 0-054 50 26-7 239 31 180 19 + 8 59 2„.

2978 468 0-951 294 10-3 314 23 255 11 + 11 25 9.

2979 468 0-984 293 43-1 319 17 260 5 + 10 21 T.

2980 471 0-956 112 1-9 169 25 110 13 - 6 20 Of
j

2981 471 0-956 112 38-5 169 19 no 7 - 6 39 0 9 .

10. 2982 221-482 473 0-983 100 39-3 163 28 77 46 + 4 53 p.

2983 472 0-930 117 31*4 176 26 90 44 - 9 39 Q. '

2984 472 0-922 118 51-3 177 57 92 15 -10 36 q.

2985 472 0-926 120 3-5 177 28 91 46 -11 51 K.

2986 472 0-957 118 1-2 171 45 86 3 -11 0 r
1
.

2987 472 0-957 118 40-7 172 0 86 18 -11 36 r2-
i

2988 472 0-936 127 28-3 177 39 91 57 — 18 53 R. 1

2989 471 0-731 118 44-6 196 48 111 6 — 6 57 O.

2990 471 0-790 119 3-4 195 5 109 23 — 7 23 Of
2991 471 0-793 117 37-7 194 52 109 10 - 7 ll °2*

2992 470 0-248 298 26-9 257 26 171 44 + 10 33 Of
2993 470 0-258 295 30-7 257 6 171 24 + 10 58 U 2

.

2994 470 0-328 283 59-6 257 36 171 54 + 9 58 V. I

2995 469 0-385 293 18-1 265 30 179 48 + 9 17 Xf
2996 469 0-386 291 26-9 266 23 180 41 + 8 54 x

2
.

2997 469 0-374 292 15-4 265 13 179 31 + 8 12 cr.

2998 469 0-392 288 15-7 272 11 186 29 + 6 11 s.
1

2999 469 0-449 287 40-8 283 45 198 3 + 6 48 s.

3000 221-597 473 0-978 101 4-9 165 13 77 53 + 4 47 P.

3001 472 0-918 117 57-7 178 11 90 51 - 9 44 Q.
;

3002 472 0-906 119 5-6 179 37 92 17 -10 40 q-

3003 472 0-914 120 33-3 179 6 91 46 — 11 47 K.

3004 472 0-949 110 37-7 173 35 86 15 -11 3 r.

3005 472 0-925 128 7-2 179 1 91 41 -18 56 R.

3006 471 0-707 119 31-9 198 37 111 17 — 6 55 O.

3007 471 0-769 119 40-3 196 45 109 25 - 7 27 °f 1

3008 471 0-777 118 14-7 196 31 109 11 - 7 16 °2- '

3009 470 0-291 294 45-9 258 59 171 39 + 10 35 Uf
3010 470 0-284 296 57-0 258 41 171 21 + 11 0 u2

.

3011 470 0-359 283 59-1 259 18 171 58 + 10 5 V.

3012 469 0-415 292 59-2 266 53 179 33 + 9 14 2,.

3013 469 0-416 291 19-3 268 4 180 44 + 8 55
3014 469 0-406 292 1-3 266 46 179 26 + 8 11

3015 469 0-421 288 10-0 273 54 186 34 + 5 59 s'.

11. 3016 222-479 473 0-930 86 28-3 174 51 75 0 + 19 24 n.

3017 473 0-920 102 7-4 176 47 76 56 + 5 1 P,.

3018 473 0-912 102 47*7 178 6 78 15 + 4 31 p
2

.

L
3019 472 0-827 121 22-2 190 35 90 44 - 9 39 Q.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.
, , t

Aug. 1 1. 3020 222-479 472 0-811 122 37-7 192 10 92 19 -10 33 q-

3021 472 0-813 124 0-4 191 41 91 50 -11 40 K.
3022 472 0-873 122 4-2 186 2 86 11 -11 14 r.

3023 472 0-845 131 54-0 191 50 91 59 — 18 46 R.
3024 471 0-569 125 15-0 212 2 112 11 _ 7 0 °i-
3025 471 0-584 125 28-6 211 45 111 54 - 7 11 o„.

3026 471 0-642 124 36-8 209 28 109 37 - 7 32 0.

3027 470 0-622 125 49-9 271 19 171 28 + 10 39 u,.

3028 470 0-471 291 11-9 271 4 171 13 + 10 57 u
2

.

3029 469 0-583 290 36-6 279 38 179 47 + 9 18
S

3030 469 0-580 291 26-2 280 22 180 31 + 8 59 S
2-

|3031 469 0-561 284 19-4 279 47 179 56 + 2 21

3032 222-492 473 0-931 86 30-7 174 48 74 46 + 19 28 n.
j

3033 473 0-921 101 51-4 176 33 76 51 + 52 pr
3034 473 0-912 102 44-1 178 21 78 19 + 4 36 P

2-

3035 472 0-827 121 20-6 190 58 90 56 - 9 40 Q.
3036 472 0-812 122 38-7 192 19 92 17 — 10 38 q-

3037 472 0-811 123 56-1 191 50 91 48 — 11 43 k.
3038 472 0-875 122 38-1 186 14 86 12 -11 17 r.

3039 472 0-843 132 7-8 192 5 92 3 -18 47 R.
3040 471 0-559 125 21-4 212 12 112 10 — 6 59 Oy
3041 471 0-579 125 44-7 212 1 111 59 - 7 7 0

2
.

3042 471 0-638 124 43-3 209 41 109 39 - 7 39
3043 471 0-619 125 48-1 209 52 109 50 — 7 42 °2-

3044 470 0-471 291 27'8 271 35 171 33 + 10 44 ur
3045 470 0-466 292 28-8 271 16 171 14 + 10 59 u

2
.

3046 469 0-589 290 35"5 279 46 179 44 + 9 18

3047 469 0-583 291 37-1 280 29 180 27 + 92 s
2

.

3048 469 0-564 284 24-5 280 5 180 3 + 2 11 V.

3049 469a 0-230 41 20-8 237 46 137 44 + 18 16 N.
3050 469a 0-197 38 84-1 239 9 139 7 + 16 49 n.

12. 3051 223-494 473 0-815 86 34-9 189 27 75 13 + 19 23 n.
3052 473 0-864 85 29-5 185 3 70 49 + 20 13 it.

3053 473 0-808 103 1-9 191 13 76 59 + 5 59 Pr
3054 473 0-803 103 47-8 191 16 77 2 + 5 10 p;,
3055 473 0-794 104 36-1 191 25 77 11 + 4 58 P3-

3056 472 0-687 127 9-0 205 21 91 7 - 9 42 Q.
3057 472 0-657 128 57-9 207 5 92 51 -10 39 q-
3058 472 0-656 131 3-3 205 58 91 44 — 11 50 K.
3059 472 0-738 127 13-3 200 33 86 19 -11 11 V.

3060 471 0-376 139 24-6 227 1

5

113 1 - 7 1 O.
3061 472 0-724 139 20-6 208 31 94 17 -18 44 R.
3062 471 0-46g 134 31-6 223 54 109 40 — 7 38 0 ,.

3063 471 0-441 135 37*6 224 1 109 47 - 7 49 °2-

3064 469 0-670 290 58-2 286 36 172 22 + 10 43 u.
3065 469 0-713 292 0-8 294 33 180 19 + 9 33 r.
3066 470 0-243 344 31-0 252 16 138 9 + 18 27 N.
3067 470 0-250 331 3-8 254 3 i3S 49 + 16 59 n.

1

3068 223-510 473 0-814 86 45-1 189 42 75 21 + 19 29 n.
3069 473 0-863 85 28-5 185 4 70 43 + 20 17 it.

3070 473 0-804 103 0-3 191 19 76 58 + 5 54 p
i-

. 3071 473 0-800 103 51-9 191 34 77 13 + 59
3072 473 0-791 104 41-1 191 40 77 19 + 4 52 p3-
3073 472 0-683 127 20-8 205 23 91 2 - 9 51 Q.

j3074 472 0-655 129 13-7 207 16 92 55 — 10 42 9*

-
3075 472 0-654 131 19-5 206 4 91 43 — 11 5£ K.

o 2
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-
'

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

Aug. 12. 3076 223-510 472 0-737 127 16-4 200 33 86 12 -if 19 r.

3077 471 0-374 139 34-5 227 30 113 9 - 7 2 O.

3078 472 0-722 139 34-9 208 36 94 15 -18 45 R.

3079 471 0-467 134 44-4 224 10 109 49 — 7 35 Oj.

3080 471 0-438 135 45-0 224 12 109 51 - 7 46 °2‘

3081 471 0-671 290 54-5 286 52 172 31 + 10 40 (J.

3082 469 0-714 292 1-6 294 45 180 24 + 9 39 2.

3083 470 0-241 344 2-0 252 30 138 9 + 18 22 N.

3084 470 0-249 330 42*2 254 18 139 57 + 17 4 n.

14. 3085 225-590 473 0-482 79 34-4 219 28 75 30 + 19 28 n.

3086 473 0-589 79 35-6 214 30 70 32 + 20 22 71.

3087 473 0-453 107 7-1 220 57 76 59 + 5 39 Pi-

3088 473 0-449 108 33-3 221 17 77 19 + 4 53 P
2
.

3089 473 0-418 110 3-2 221 23 77 25 + 4 22 P„.

3090 473 0-387 156 14-4 235 11 91 13 -10 0 Q.

3091 473 0-345 160 6-8 236 48 92 50 -10 52 q-

3092 473 0-342 164 16-2 235 46 91 48 — 12 1 K.

3093 472 0-388 160 19-1 230 11 86 13 -11 36 r.

3094 472 0-476 168 8-4 239 0 95 2 -18 49 R.

3095 471 0-221 204 26-5 253 51 109 53 - 7 46 °r
!

3096 471 0-235 203 1-3 253 57 109 59 - 7 59 °2-

3097 471 0-637 303 20-0 284 5 140 7 + 17 11 n.

3098 470 0-954 293 0-5 318 5 174 7 + 10 51 u.
3099 470 0-945 292 2-5 317 39 173 41 + 10 31 u.

15. 3100 226-458 473 0-307 63 38-9 232 36 76 19 + 19 24 n.
3101 473 0-427 69 40-7 227 17 71 0 + 20 25 m.

3102 473 0-241 111 23-9 233 52 77 35 + 5 17 Pr
3103 473 0-241 114 59-0 234 2 77 45 + 4 25 P

2
.

3104 473 0-232 117 1-5 234 37 78 20 + 4 3 P
3
-

3105 474 0-952 123 5-8 178 21 22 4 -13 48 S.

3106 474 0985 124 2-9 170 34 14 17 — 16 13 s.

3107 474 0-606 138 25-0 216 10 59 53 _13 8 2.

3108 474 0-324 201 14-4 261 58 105 41 -12 0 Q.
3109 474 0-364 210 51-6 253 13 96 56 -13 52 K.
3110 472 0-425 194 0-0 246 49 90 32 -18 19 R.
3111 471 0-409 254 20-7 268 9 111 52 _ 6 7 O.
3112 471 0-339 247 41-0 266 19 110 2 - 7 0 0.

3113 226-507 473 0-306 63 41-1 233 12 76 13 + 19 28 ri.

^ 3114 473 0-425 69 28-3 228 3 71 4 + 20 17 7T-

3115 473 0-241 111 49-7 234 27 77 28 + 3 19 Pj.
3116 473 0-240 114 53-4 234 54 77 55 + 4 23 P2

-

3117 473 0-230 117 5-2 235 22 78 23 + 4 0 P
3

3118 474 0-952 123 12-0 179 7 22 8 — 13 44 g.

3119 474 0-979 123 39-5 171 18 14 19 -16 15 s.

3120 474 0-605 138 26-0 216 18 59 19 — 13 20 2.
3121 474 0-326 201 4-1 262 36 105 37 -12 4 Q.
3122 474 0-327 210 2-9 262 29 105 30 - 9 2 q-
3123 474 0-364 210 58-3 253 59 97 0 -13 54 K.
3124 472 0-426 194 16-7 247 34 90 35 -18 21 R.
3125 471 0-411 254 19-3 268 54 111 55 _ 6 9 0.
3126 471 0-340 247 45-2 267 12 110 13 - 7 1 o.

17- 3127 228-481 475 0-593 87 56-4 214 4 29 5 + 16 36 Q.
3128 475 0-544 87 16-2 217 37 32 38 + 16 15 q.
3129 475 0-522 77 12-8 220 47 35 48 + 20 54 K.
3130 474 0-724 133 23-3 208 6 23 7 — 13 47 S.

1

l 3131 474 0-320 146 9-3 234 25 49 26 — 5 3 2.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

grapliical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

Aug. 17. 3132 228-481 474 0-387 140 35-2 216 13 31 14 -11 17 °V
3133 474 0-381 141 43-3 217 12 32 13 -10 58 <r

2
.

3134 474 0-350 142 44-3 218 26 33 27 - 9 43 X.

3135 474 0-370 136 46-9 216 3 31 4 - 6 17 V.

3136 473 0-220 281 20-3 263 10 78 11 + 5 23 K
3137 473 0-225 276 24-5 263 29 78 30 + 4 39 p

2
.

3138 473 0-243 275 13-4 263 58 78 59 + 47 p
3

.

3139 472 0-571 242 3-9 275 32 90 33 — 18 24 R. I

18. 3140 229-677 476a 0-484 90 29-5 222 29 20 32 + 14 2 Q.
3141 476a 0-421 90 53-0 226 30 24 33 + 13 2

9i- !

3142 476a 0-451 93 26-3 225 16 23 19 + 12 29 9 2
-

3143 475 0-349 77 13-3 237 24 35 27 + 20 51 K. 1

3144 475 0-377 78 29-8 235 8 33 11 + 19 4 r-

3145 475 0-382 76 31-2 234 59 33 2 + 21 1

3146 475 0-342 72 53-5 238 50 36 53 + 20 2 t.

3147 474 0-549 146 27-3 225 16 23 19 -13 49 S.

3148 474 0-209 207 44-3 251 25 49 28 - 5 19 2i-
3149 474 0-208 201 38-1 251 27 49 30 — 5 3 S

2
.

3150 474 0-226 182 19-4 233 25 31 28 — 11 10
°T-

I3151 474 0-222 187 19-6 234 47 32 50 -10 54 <r2"

'

3152 474 0-210 181 21-5 232 40 30 43 -10 49 °>
i

3153 473 0-476 285 34-4 280 57 79 0 + 5 29 P
l-

3154 473 0-480 282 54-0 281 10 79 13 + 4 48 P
2
.

3155 473 0-496 282 23-0 281 12 79 15 + 4 13 P
3

-

3156 472 0-735 255 38-3 292 8 90 ll — 18 22 R.
19. 3157 230-690 476a 0-292 81 53-4 236 ll 19 52 + 13 54 Qr 1

3158 476a 0-287 83 58-9 236 15 19 56 + 13 13 q2
.

3159 476a 0-210 76 52-3 241 16 24 57 + 12 53
Mi-

3160 476a 0-215 79 15-8 240 45 24 26 + 12 35 92 -

3161 476a 0-225 84 49-1 239 4l 23 22 + 11 43 0.

3162 475 0-197 52 6-8 251 20 35 1 + 20 50 K.
3163 475 0-244 46 4.7 249 19 33 0 + 19 2 r.

3164 475 0-234 38 25-7 249 4 32 45 + 21 7 s.

3165 475 0-193 81 32-6 252 17 35 58 +20 9 t.

3166 475 0-216 50 56-8 251 33 35 14 + 20 9 1.

3167 474 0-419 166 1 6-4 239 23 23 4 -13 46 Sr I

3168 474 0-413 167 38-8 239 30 23 11 -13 37 s2
.

3169 474 0-420 167 28-7 239 26 23 7 -13 41 S3.

3170 474 0-339 251 44-8 265 38 49 19 - 5 11 2
3171 474 0-323 248 31-1 265 43 49 24 - 4 59 2*.

3172 474 0-290 237 10-0 247 39 31 20 -11 9 °V
3173 474 0-271 237 0-6 248 34 32 15 — 10 59 °+
3174 474 0-261 238 54-3 246 59 30 40 — 10 44 0+
3175 473 0-665 287 35-4 295 8 78 49 + 5 31 Pi-

!

3176 473 0-673 285 50-2 295 18 78 59 + 4 57 p
3177 473 0-683 285 27-9 295 17 78 58 + 4 11 Pl
3178 472 0-856 262 15-3 306 23 90 4 — 18 20 K.

22. 3179
1

233-557 474a 0-696 212 34-7 266 37 9 38 — 35 28 S.
3180 476a 0-459 303 10-9 281 36 24 37 + 12 55 Q,.
3181 476a 0-483 302 26-7 283 13 26 14 + 12 50 Q2
3182 476a 0-540 301 0-6 287 11 30 12 + 12 37

9i-
3183 476a 0-521 299 59-5 285 57 28 38 + 11 57 q,.
3184 473a 0-817 300 1-7 309 51 52 52 + 13 28 2.
3185 473a 0-765 298 31-8 304 53 47 54 -r 12 11 cr.

3186 473a 0-908 303 32-8 320 35 63 36 + 16 35 0 .

24. 3187 235-680 475a 0-555 102 49-0 222 52 295 47 + 9 21 N.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

Aug. 24. 3188 235*680 4765 0*612 300 48*3 294° 27 7 22 + 12 42 Qr
3189 4766 0*627 300 38*9 295 34 8 29 + 12 42 q2

.

3190 4766 0*695 300 25*2 300 55 13 50 + 12 54 9i*

3191 4766 0*677 299 15*6 299 31 12 26 + 12 2 q 2
*

3192 476a 0*906 300 33*3 322 18 35 13 + 13 19

3193 476a 0*958 303 6*0 330 57 43 52 + 15 22 p.

28. 3194 239*456 476 0*567 300 28*9 295 0 314 21 + 11 42 N..

31y5 476 0*582 300 1*8 296 3 315 24 + 11 31 n;
3196 476 0*572 299 43*2 295 22 314 43 + 11 17 n

3
.

3197 476 0*484 288 15*3 289 18 308 39 + 5 20 0 .

3198 476 0*440 275 8*2 285 27 304 48 - 0 4 p.

29. 3199 240*444 477a 0*950 125 39*6 330 38 335 58 — 11 56 s.

3200 476 0*976 294 37*3 339 0 344 20 + 5 37 Q.

3201 476 0*689 291 34*5 305 0 310 20 + 6 4 Nr
3202 476 0*695 291 28*6 305 21 310 41 + 5 52 Nr
3203 476 0*692 290 59*5 305 12 310 32 + 5 33 n

3
.

3204 476 0*722 289 11*3 307 29 312 49 + 4 3 O.

3205 476 0*191 273 25*5 271 49 277 9 + 3 52 n.

3206 476 0*447 281 43*7 287 28 292 48 + 2 34 p*

31. 3207 242*479 477 0*743 108 41*4 215 13 191 41 + 6 33 p.

3208 477 0*746 107 46*3 214 55 191 23 + 7 13 it.

3209 477 0*739 103 44*8 215 21 191 49 + 10 12 p*

3210 478a 0*585 144 38*7 233 32 210 0 — 12 36 s.

Sept. 1. 3211 243*437 477b 0*731 135 31*4 221 26 184 19 — 12 12 M.
3. 3212 245*451 477 0*086 59 7*9 262 15 196 34 + 10 13 O.

7. 3213 249*510 477c 0*927 109 49*5 202 2 78 46 + 5 24 M.
10. 3214 252*424 477

e

0-773 101 50*1 222 7 57 31 + 13 27 O.

3215 477

c

0*495 115 28*2 243 25 78 49 + 5 14 M.
3216 478 0*049 167 9*7 272 46 118 10 + 4 27 Q.

3217 478 0*068 200 11*8 272 52 108 16 + 3 33 q*

3218 479 0-122 249 35*0 278 7 113 31 + 2 23 P.

3219 479 0*115 248 15*9 277 42 113 6 + 2 34
P*

3220 479 0*108 243 17*1 277 2 112 26 + 2 29 71*1

3221 479 0*104 243 50*3 276 55 111 19 + 2 43 7T
2

.

11. 3222 253*434 477c 0*607 100 30*8 235 14 56 59 + 13 28 0.

3223 477c 0*274 119 51*0 256 57 78 2 + 5 21 M.
3224 478 0-240 283 20*9 286 59 108 4 + 4 21 Q.

3225 478 0*242 279 9*1 287 18 108 23 + 3 37 q*

3226 479 0*349 280 15*7 292 34 113 39 + 2 28 p.

3227 479 0*342 280 32*1 291 56 113 1 + 2 29 p*

3228 479 0*334 280 35*4 291 23 112 28 + 2 28 7+
3229 479 0*332 279 52*8 290 2 111 7 + 2 46 71+

16. 3230 258*436 479a 0*528 119 30*8 247 21 357 28 + 3 26 Q.

3231 4796 0*586 185 38*5 245 15 355 22 - 5 1 N.

17- 3232 259*507 479a 0*303 126 37*6 262 50 357 46 + 3 13 Q.

3233 479c 0*687 112 14*9 236 27 331 23 + 6 39 X.

3234 479c 0*678 115 3*7 237 19 332 15 + 4 17 y*

18. 3235 260*479 479« 0*101 157 40*0 233 21 314 30 + 3 10 Q.

3236 479c 0*525 105 1*2 249 17 330 26 + 11 9 X.

3237 479c 0*522 103 5*6 249 35 330 44 + 12 8 y*

19. 3238 261*440 479a 0*169 272 49*2 290 54 358 25 + 3 21 Q.
21. 3239 263*583 479c 0*259 344 17*5 294 16 331 23 + 18 9 M.
22 . 3240 264*524 480a 0*376 120 28*9 263 1 286 47 + 4 34 N.

3241 4806 0*936 101 32*5 274 26 298 12 + 9 26 P.

23. 3242 265*453 480 0*844 101 9*8 227 52 238 28 + 15 46 P.

3243 480 0*868 101 46*4 225 11 235 47 + 15 18 P*
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphieal

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

Sept. 23. 3244 265*453 480 0*897 102 20*6 221 31 232 7 + 14 48 it.

3245 480 0*888 103 29*2 222 30 233 6 + 13 47 0.

3246 480 0*877 104 4*0 224 3 234 39 + 13 18 w.

3247 480 0*641 100 21*9 246 13 256 49 + 14 58 X.

3248 480 0*593 101 6*8 249 42 260 18 + 14 4 y*

3249 480 0*487 103 35*3 256 54 267 30 + 11 50 z.

3250 480c 0*342 280 34*1 305 8 315 44 + 1 34 M.
3251 480c 0*362 282 43*6 306 29 317 5 + 1 59 m.

3252 480c 0*412 281 26*5 309 22 319 58 + 0 42 N.
24. 3253 266*653 480 0*689 99 18*8 244 24 237 58 + 15 43 P.

3254 480 0*707 100 2*0 241 46 235 20 + 15 16 P-

3255 480 0*742 102 47*1 238 3 231 37 + 14 51 71.

3256 480 0*752 103 36*6 239 17 232 51 + 13 50 °.

3257 480 0*744 104 10*2 240 43 234 17 + 13 11 w.

3258 480 0*423 96 54*7 262 25 255 59 + 14 57 X.

3259 480 0*362 92 20*3 266 5 259 39 + 14 1 y.
|

3260 480 0*274 97 24*0 273 19 266 53 + 11 47 z.

3261 480c 0*892 287 50*7 349 4 342 3*8 — 1 50 W.
3262 480 0*719 100 24*9 241 13 234 47 + 15 4 a.

3263 480 0*706 101 23*8 241 41 235 15 + 14 56 b.

25. 3264 267*455 480 0*541 96 26*6 253 4 237 41 + 15 40 P.

3265 480 0*560 97 25*4 255 30 235 0 + 15 15 p.

3266 480 0*608 101 51*4 252 49 231 39 + 13 57 0.

3267 480 0*190 68 56*8 249 28 258 47 + 13 59 y-

3268 480 0*097 46 26*7 283 46 265 57 + 13 58 z.

3269 267*622 480 0*516 95 48*0 257 45 237 35 -|- 15 30 p.

3270 480 0*534 96 58*2 255 21 235 11 + 15 7 p*

3271 480 0*582 101 42*2 251 50 231 40 + 14 1 0.

3272 480 0*170 60 43*4 278 53 258 43 + 14 4 y-

3273 480 0*104 18 33*6 276 14 256 4 + 14 55 X.

26. 3274 268*464 480 0*360 88 32*3 269 18 237 11 + 15 37 pr
3275 480 0*353 86 44*4 269 47 237 40 + 15 28 p2

.

3276 480 0*370 89 43*2 267 13 235 6 H" 13 p*

3277 480 0*418 97 22*9 263 1 230 54 + 13 55 o,
3278 480 0*414 95 54*2 263 24 231 17 + 14 4 o

2
*

3279 480 0*170 350 56*9 290 57 258 50 + 14 2 y-

3280 268*594 480 0*340 87 27*9 271 12 237 14 + 15 35 Pr
3281 480 0*334 85 29*1 271 46 237 38 + 15 27 P-2*

3282 480 0*352 89 10*6 269 9 235 11 + 15 14 P*
3283 480 0*398 96 55*6 264 49 230 51 + 13 56
3284 480 0*404 95 24*9 265 19 231 21 + 14 4 °2*

3285 480 0*128 10 55*2 293 9 259 11 + 11 2 q*
28. 3286 270*546 481 0*917 123 11*2 235 21 173 43 - 8 50 S.

3287 481 0*945 122 4*6 220 49 159 11 - 3 29 s.

3288 481 0*939 123 33*2 222 9 160 31 — 5 10 tr.

3289 480 0-161 85 50*2 282 22 220 44 + 11 27 rl
i*

3290 480 0*150 81 32*1 283 40 222 2 + 11 30 ri„.

3291 480 0*111 62 34*9 287 0 226 22 + 11 50 it.

3292 480 0*192 349 29*4 298 33 236 55 + 15 38 p
i*

'

3293 480 0*212 343 12*3 298 41 237 3 + 15 21 p„.
3294 480 0*192 353 1*4 296 16 234 48 + 15 7 Pr
3295 480 0*179 347 12*4 295 50 234 12 + 14 33 P2*
3296 480 0*162 358 47*7 292 25 230 47 + 13 50 °r
3297 480 0*156 352 10*3 292 53 231 15 + 14 6 o

2 .

3298 480 0*146 357 18*8 290 57 229 19 + 13 42 o
3

.

3299
}

4806 0*551 299 10*4 324 18 262 + 7 6 y*
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time

of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863. ,

Sept. 28. 3300 270*546 480c 0-553 271 3-7 320 57 259 19 - 7 45 w.

3301 270-612 481 0-910 123 33-4 236 14 173 39 - 3 48 s.

3302 481 0-940 122 29-1 221 41 159 6 - 3 25 S.

3303 481 0-932 124 5-0 222 59 160 24 - 5- 11 <r.

3304 480 0-146 83 31-2 282 51 220 16 + 11 28 n r
3305 480 0140 79 16-1 284 29 221 54 + 11 33 11 r
3306 480 0-100 56 32-0 288 38 226 3 + 11 45 K.

3307 480 0-199 345 48-6 299 28 236 53 + 15 35 pr
3308 480 0-219 339 51-6 299 35 237 0 + 15 20 p

2
-

3309 480 0-198 349 50-5 297 15 234 40 + 15 2 Pi-

3310 480 0-187 343 28-1 296 45 234 10 + 14 39 Pa-

3311 480 0-168 354 13-6 293 20 230 45 + 13 40
°i-

3312 480 0-162 347 8-9 293 33 230 58 + 14 7 o
2

.

3313 480 0-149 352 16-7 291 59 229 24 + 13 45 °3-

3314 480b 0-562 298 49-1 325 16 262 41 + 7 6 y.

3315 480c 0-562 271 4-9 321 10 259 15 - 7 50 w.

3316 480a 0-812 80 16-1 239 44 177 9 + 32 34 X.

29. 3317 271-437 481 0-806 125 23-6 247 37 173 20 - 3 45 s.

3318 481 0-868 123 13-3 233 10 158 53 - 3 28 S
l-

3319 481 0-827 124 7-1 233 36 159 19 - 3 21 S2"

3320 481 0-851 126 10-9 234 14 159 57 - 5 5 °Y
3321 481 0-846 125 57-5 234 20 l60 3 - 5 19 0*2-

3322 481 0-&75 126 27-5 233 38 159 21 - 6 31 t.

3323 480 0-340 323 57-7 310 34 236 17 + 15 37 P.
3324 480 0-371 320 28*7 311 15 236 58 + 15 19 P

2
-

3325 480 0-335 325 35-3 308 38 234 21 + 15 5 Pr
3326 480 0-336 321 13-8 308 22 234 5 + 14 41

Pa-

3327 480 0-315 324 12-7 308 48 234 31 + 14 58 ct.

3328 480 0-174 325 47-0 300 37 226 20 + 11 35 K.

3329 480 0-195 113 59-5 280 31 206 14 + 7 0 X.

3330 480 0-156 114 23-0 282 49 208 32 + 6 55 z.

3331 482 0-759 297 12-8 341 15 266 58 + 5 17 Yr
3332 482 0-721 297 35-0 340 50 266 33 + 5 14 JV
3333 482 0-727 299 33-8 340 58 266 41 + 5 29 y3 .

3334 482 0-692 302 59-1 340 15 265 58 + 5 19 y 4
-

3335 271-596 481 0-787 125 55-1 249 47 173 15 — 3 41 s.

3336 481 0-855 123 34-4 235 16 158 44 — 3 32 s .

3337 481 0-810 124 28-7 236 5 159 33 - 3 20 g,

.

3338 481 0-835 126 36-2 236 15 159 43 — 5 7 °+
3339 481 0-818 126 2-7 236 22 159 50 - 5 20 tr

2
.

3340 481 0-859 127 0-4 235 44 159 12 - 6 28 t.

3341 480 0-368 321 52-5 312 32 236 0 + 15 33 P.
3342 480 0-362 323 21-4 310 39 234 7 + 14 59 " Pr
3343 480 0-356 322 8-2 310 21 233 49 + 14 38

Pa-
3344 480 0-166 112 15-0 282 42 206 10 + 6 57 X.

3345 480 0-116 112 59-1 284 43 208 11 + 6 59 z.

3346 482 0-787 297 37-6 343 25 266 53 + 5 19 JV
3347 482 ' 0-744 297 58-4 343 1 266 29 + 5 15 y2

.

3348 • 482 0-754 299 51-0 343 9 266 37 + 5 31 ys
.

3349 482 0-719 303 18-1 342 32 266 0 + 5 17 y4
.

30. 3350 272-486 481 0-64 0 129 55-9 262 10 173 0 - 3 46 S.
3351 481 0-741 126 5-0 247 19 158 9 — 3 27 s .

3352 481 0-665 127 46-1 248 7 158 57 - 3 18 s .

3353 481 0-712 130 23-5 248 27 159 17 - 5 11 <r..

3354 481 0-679 129 31-6 248 58 159 48 - 5 19
i

<r2‘

L 3355 481 0 750 130 13-5 247 57 158 47 - 6 20 t.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Tim
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

Sept. 30. 3356 272*486 480 0*023 297 44*9 294 37 205 27 + 6 47 X.
3357 480 0*534 315 16*5 325 1 235 51 + 15 40 p.

1

3358 480 0*529 316 12*5 322 51 233 41 + 14 47 Pi-

3359 480 0*524 315 11*4 322 2 232 52 + 14 21 Pa*
3360 480 0*511 314 43*9 321 27 232 17 + 13 33 O.

3361 480 0*498 317 35*6 319 54 230 44 + 13 40 O.
3362 482 0*916 299 6*9 355 9 265 59 + 5 17 Jv
3363 482 0*864 299 15*3 355 14 266 4 + 5 14 y2

*

3364 482 0*887 301 3*9 354 38 265 28 + 5 37 y3
.

3365 482 0*831 295 51*9 354 23 265 13 + 3 11 m.
3366 482 0*857 295 3*8 353 57 264 47 + 3 38 n.

Oct. 1. 3367 273*397 481 0*469 136 47*6 274 38 172 33 - 3 40 S.

3368 481 0*585 130 7*6 259 55 157 50 - 3 29 Sj.

3369 481 0*477 131 46*2 260 45 158 40 - 3 16 S
2
.

3370 481 0*543 135 42*4 261 26 159 21 - 5 15 0*1*

3371 481 0*511 136 4*7 262 4 159 59 - 5 24 °Y I

3372 481 0*566 136 17*2 261 8 159 3 - 6 25 t.

3373 480 0*690 312 11*1 338 7 236 2 + 15 37 p.

3374 480 0*686 313 4*2 335 54 233 49 + 14 50
Pi*

3375 480 0*691 310 51*1 334 39 232 34 + 14 19 ' IV
3376 480 0*669 311 11*4 334 0 231 55 + 13 28 0 .

3377 482 0*983 300 26*6 8 14 266 9 + 5 23 y.
3378 482 0*916 297 40*5 8 42 266 37 + 4 29 m.
3379 482 0*960 298 33*0 0 16 258 11 + 49 n.

3380 273*635 481 0*426 139 11*4 277 59 172 31 - 3 38 S.

3381 481 0*545 131 44*4 263 24 157 56 - 3 34 s
i* 1

3382 481 0*429 133 31*6 264 11 158 43 - 3 18 so .

3383 481 0*501 137 42*5 264 45 159 17 - 5 16 0+
3384 481 0*470 138 20*8 265 32 160 4 - 5 25 tr„.

3385 481 0*528 138 17*1 265 43 160 15 - 6 17 t~.

3386 481 0*560 136 11*7 264 30 159 2 _ 6 28
3387 480 0*728 311 52*7 341 40 236 12 + 15 40 P.
3388 480 0*724 312 40*2 339 3 233 35 + 14 52

Pi*
3389 480 0*729 310 40*1 338 7 232 39 + 14 20 p„.

3390 480 0*708 311 2*0 337 18 231 50 + 13 29 0 .

3391 482 0*995 300 53*5 11 22 265 54 + 5 20 y.
3392 482 0*979 299 23*9 12 17 266 49 + 4 30 in.

3393 482 0*939 298 7*0 3 53 258 25 + 46 n.

3394 482a 0*354 299 57*4 314 46 209 18 + 7 32 X.

3395 482a 0*338 299 37*5 313 45 208 17 + 7 24 V.

5. 3396 277*423 481 0*472 275 12*2 323 48 164 37 - 4 1 S0.

3397 481 0*473 273 27*1 323 30 164 19 - 4 47 S.
3398 481 0*445 272 6*5 321 36 162 25 - 4 37 u.
3399 481 0*469 271 49*4 322 24 163 13 — 5 8 V.

3400 481 0*358 269 8*9 316 14 157 3 - 3 21 S,.

3401 483 0*835 130 58*2 243 7 83 56 - 8 26 M.
6. 3402 278*422 481 0*648 282 58*2 337 51 164 29 - 3 59 S

0
*

3403 481 0*648 281 25*5 337 32 164 10 - 4 50 S.
3404 481 0*624 280 38*1 335 39 162 17 - 4 41 u.
3405 481 0*639 280 4*4 336 40 163 18 r- 5 7 V.
3406 481 0*550 280 29*4 330 43 157 21 - 3 19 s,.
3407 483 0*686 136 16*2 256 36 83 14 - 8 47 M.
3408 278*498 481 0*668 283 6*5 338 51 164 25 - 4 1 S

0
.

3409 481 0*668 281 49*0 338 37 164 11 — 4 56 s.
3410 481 0*645 281 6*5 336 38 162 12 — 4 40 '

11.

1 1

3411 481 0*669 280 26*7 337 45 163 19 - 5 9
|

y.

MDCCCLXIX.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. 35To.

Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

JSo. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

]

Distance

from
Centre.

Angle of
Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphieal

Latitude.

Spot.

1863. , ,

Oct. 6. 3412 278-498 481 0-570 280 48-6 331 34 157 8 - 3 22 S*
3413 483 0-681 136 48-2 257 25 82 59 - 8 49 M.

13. 3414 285-587 483 0-829 280 16-0 359 30 84 31 - 9 52 M.
3415 484 0-378 232: 35-8 315 40 40 41 -13 59 N.
3416 484 0-320 219 23-2 310 0 35 1 -12 15 O.

14. 3417 286-405 484 0-487 251 34-4 327 28- 40 52 -14 1 N.
3418 484 0-478 251 28-3 327 17 40 41 -13 54 N ;

3419 483 0-913 282 39-3 11 5 84 29 - 9 50 - M.

|

3420 484 0-429 245 2-7 322 36 36 0 -13 55 q -

3421 484 0-443 248 42-0 324 24 37 48 -13 30 p -

3422 484 0-406 246 13-8 321 59 35 23 — 12 28 0.

!

3423 484 0-413 245 31-3 321 45 35 9 -13 17 o.

16. 3424 288-412 485 0-931 126 26-6 242 31 287 27 - 7 13 W.
3425 486 0-973 112 44-1 231 49 276 45 + 4 50 Y.

3426 288-587 .485 0-917 126 51-3 245 2 287 29 - 7 11 W.
3427 486 0-964 112 57-0 234 12 276 39 + 4 53 V.

17. 3428 289-412 485 0-821 128 59-4 256 17 287 2 - 7 16 w.

3429 486 0-886 114 23-7 245 33 276 18 + 4 57 V.
3430 486 0-918 114 21-8 245 8 275 53 + 4 50 v

0
.

3431 289-599 485 0-797 129 44-0 259 2 287 8 - 7 18 w.

3432 486 0-865 114 39*4 248 9 276 15 + 4 58 V.

22. 3433 294-633 487 0-339 256 49-0 330 8 286 50 - 7 20 w .

3434 487 0-335 254 23-2 329 27 286 9 - 7 49 w
0
.

3435 488 0-312 292 40-4 332 57 289 39 + 3 53 Y.

3436 488 0-326 290 11-1 333 40 290 22 + 3 1 V.

3437 488 0-238 294 28-3 328 33 285 15 + 4 40 q.

3438 488 0-258 294 4-6 329 46 286 28 + 4 30 P-
3439 488 0-240 297 26-6 328 43 285 25 + 5 22 o.

23. 3440 295-428 487 0-480 270 40-4 341 15 286 40 - 7 18 W.
3441 487 0-471 268 52*8 340 39 286 4 - 7 45 W

0
.

3442 488 0-510 293 40-4 343 52 289 17 + 3 51 V.

3443 488 0-421 296 10-6 339 46 285 li + 5 19 o.

3444 295-591 487 0-514 272 15-9 343 31 286 37- - 7 17 W.
3445 487 0-503 270 30-4 342 54 286 0 - 7 47 w„
3446 488 0-549 293 51-2 346 7 289 13 + 3 53 V.

3447 488 0-457 296 12-1 342 1 285 7 + 5 20 o.

31. 3448 303-414 489 0-817 271 9-1 14 40 206 48 -16 25 M.
3449 489 0-761 268 19-7 8 44 200 52 — 16 46 m.
3450 489 0-779 268 56-8 10 28 202 36 -16 53 n.

3451 489 0-759 267 12-4 8 16 200 24 -17 30 q-

3452 490 0-178 43 46-1 320 11 152 19 + 13 58 E.
3453 490 0-183 48 38-7. 319 14 151 22 + 13 55 E

0
.

3454 490 0-228 73 55-7 313 29 145 37 + 12 48 S.

3455 490 0-231 77 35-8 312 47 144 55 + 12 14 s„
3456 491 0-961 127 32-8 251 1 83 9 -10 57 s.

3457 303-591 489- 0-837 271 58-0 17 25 207 3 -16 31 M.
3458 489 : 0-799 269 45-7 10 36 200 14 -16 41 m.
3459 489 0-781 269 12-9 12 41 202 19 -16 57 n.

3460 489- 0-779 268 12-2 10 22 200 0 -17 31 q -

3461 490 0-170 29 43-4 322 29. 152 7 + 13 54 K.
3462 490 0-168 35 16-8 321 41 151 19 + 13 50 E

0
.

3463 490 0-198 70 58-6 315 33 145 11 + 12 49 S.

3464 490 0-200 67 7-2 315 21 144 59 + 12 18 So-

3465 491 0-952 127 50-7 253 12 82 50 -10 52 s.

Nov,. 1. 3466 304-398 489 0-922 274 40-5 29 40 207 51 -16 40 M.
3467 490 0-247 340 1-1 335 0 153 11 + 13 58 E.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the New
Catalogue.

Distance

from
Centre.-

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-
graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863. 1 |

Nov. 1. 3468 304-398 490 0-148 10 40-0 328 6 146 17 + 12 50 s.

3469 490 0-177 2 51-0 329 4 147 15 + 13 11 a.

3470 490 0-196 356 55-0 330 52 149 3 + 13 42 b.

3471 490 0-222 347 13-2 332 13 150 24 + 13 51 c.

3472 491 0-867 129 51-6 263 40 81 51 -10 54 s.

2. 3473 305-452 489 0-982 277 53-7 44 46 208 0 -16 43 M.
3474 490 0-444 319 55-9 350 52 154 6 + 13 51 R.
3475 490 0-418 321 17-9 349 48 153 2 + 13 50 m.
3476 490 0-301 323 49-3 342 43 145 57 + 12 53 S.

3477 490 0-289 325 19-7 340 17 143 31 + 12 28 Si-

3478 490 0-276 327 36-0 338 58 142 12 + 12 38 ri.

6. 3479 309-427 490 0-974 307 41-9 46 41 153 32 + 14 27 So-

9. 3480 312-510 492 0-521 91 35-4 302 53 6 0 + 13 50 Pi-
3481 492 0-515 91 35-4 303 13 6 20 + 13 44 p

2
.

12. 3482 315-572 494 0-972 102 10-1 259 12 278 53 + 10 32 A".

3483 493 0-943 124 12-3 266 19 286 0 -10 11 B.
13. 3484 316-492 494 0-916 101 9'8 271 43 278 21 + 10 25 A.

3485 493 0-864 125 50-4 278 59 285 37 -10 17 B.

19. 3486 322-549 495 0-300 323 17-7 357 36 278 19 + 11 31 A
0
.

3487 495 0-310 322 37-8 358 11 278 54 +11 39 A,.
3488 493 0-466 265 32-7 8 1 288 44 - 9 12 B.
3489 493 0-330 254 40-2 358 26 279 9 — 8 54 b0

.

3490 493 0-339 256 9-4 359 10 279 53 ~ 8 47 \.
3491 493 0-224 243 58-0 351 40 272 23 - 7 5 c

0
-

3492 493 0-232 238 6-3 350 57 271 40 - 8 18 c
L
.

3493 496 0-615 101 40-9 305 6 225 49 + 7 2 D.
3494 497 0-869 129 9*3 284 33 205 16 -15 6 E.

20. 3495 323-477 495 0-475 310 34-1 10 37 278 11 + 11 29 A
0

.

3496 495 0-484 310 9-5 11 29 279 3 + 11 42 Ar
3497 493 0-634 272 13-1 20 32 288 6 - 9 4 B.
3498 493 0-496 267 32-2 10 55 278 29 - 8 59 b0

.

3499 493 0-510 267 6-6 12 6 279 40 - 8 42 b
i-

3500 498 0-395 266 52-1 4 25 271 59 - 7 6 e0 .

3501 498 0-408 261 34-4 3 36 271 10 - 8 23 c
i-

3502 496 0-431 97 45-1 318 30 226 4 + 7 5 D.
3503 497 0-462 125 52-3 317 16 224 50 - 5 23 E.
3504 497 0-506 124 42-S 314 20 221 54 — 5 34 e.

3505 497 0-403 209 46-3 347 52 255 26 -21 16 G.
3506 499 0-872 98 2-1 283 27 191 1 + 11 25 PI.

3507 499 0-901 95 42-6 279 40 187 14 + 14 4 h.
21. 3508 324-477 495 0-664 304 32-2 25 28 278 51 + 11 53 Ar

3509 495 0-658 306 58-7 24 17 277 40 + 11 40 A
0

.

3510 493 0-686 274 17-3 25 42 279 5 — 8 40 b
i-

3511 493 0-666 274 3-4 24 53 278 16 - 9 0 b
0

.

3512 498 0-487 238 20-7 2 51 256 14 -20 43 G
i

3513 498 0-463 233 36-7 1 8 254 31 -21 9 G

.

3514 497 0-267 138 39-1 331 56 225 19 - 5 28 E.
3515 497 0-599 138 41-3 327 41 221 4 - 5 40 e.
3516 497 0-267 163 20-8 335 54 229 17 -10 37 m.
3517 497 0-243 173 14-4 339 17 232 40 -10 51 n.
3518 496 0-214 86 40-7 332 10 225 33 + 7 14 D.
3519 499 0-723 96 2-o 297 25 190 48 + 11 21 H.

22. 3520 325-430 495 0-810 301 37-8 38 49 278 41 + 11 57 Av3521 495 0-805 302 18-9 38 277 54 + 11 33 A
0
.

3522 493 0-826 277 20-5 38 57 278 49 - 8 41 b
i-3523 496 0-089 356 59-2 345 25 225 17 + 7 18 D.

p 2
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Kew
Catalogue.

Distance
from
Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-

grapbical

Longitude.

Helio-
graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.

'

Nov. 22. 3524 325*430 497 0*130 190 6*3 34! 56' 224 48 — 5 23 E.

3525 497 0*224 215 13*9 349 11 629 3 — 10 33 m.
3526 497 0*247 228 29*1 352 37 232 29 — 10 35 n.

23. 3527 326*420 495 0*922 300 19*9 52 46 278 35 + 11 58 Aj.

3528 495 0*920 300 44*1 52 0 277 49 + 11 29 A
0

.

3529 493 0*933 278 50*1 52 30 278 19 — 8 49 b
i.

3530 496 0*301 305 56*5 3 24 229 13 + 6 36 D.
3531 496 '0*266 308 36*4 1 11 227 0 + 6 43 d.

3532 497 0*247 255 55*4 359 12 225 1 — 5 26 E.

3533 497 0*368 251 59*1 3 17 229 6 — 10 40 m.
3534 497 0*408 257 4*2 6 52 232 41 -10 44 n.

28. 3535 331*477 500 0*580 125 49*8 317 57 112 2 - 9 44 a.

3536 500 0*530 128 45*7 321 47 115 52 — 10 14 b.

3537 506 0*493 133 36*9 325 0 119 5 -11 39 c.

3538 500 0*565 129 10*6 319 32 113 37 — 11 14 d.

Dec. 3. 3539 336*51

7

503 0*570 261 39*7 28 59 111 35 — 12 49 a.

3540 503 0*611 261 17*4 31 44 114 20 — 14 1 b.

3541 502 0*698 267 59*3 39 26 122 2 -11 39 c.

3542 501 0*880 297 19*4 57 40 140 16 + 10 43 F.

3543 501 0*820 296 57*1 51 12 133 48 + 9 44 f.

4. 3544 337*449 501 0*962 296 9*6 71 12 140 35 + 10 39 F.

3545 501 0*927 295 16*5 63 54 133 17 + 9 48 f.

3546 503 0*721 266 17*4 42 44 112 7 -12 55 a.

3547 503 0*766 269 45*7 45 25 114 48 — 14 9 b.

3548 502 0*829 270 38*9 53 24 122 47 — 11 33 c
0

.

3549 502 0*836 270 34*4 53 48 123 11 -11 38 <+
10. 3550 343*467 504 0*698 273 25*4 47 32 41 33 - 6 35 a 1

.

3551 504 0*668 273 55*3 45 16 39 17 - 6 0 b'.

3552 505 0*588 108 21*4 328 5 312 6 — 3 52 A.
3553 506 0*712 108 11*5 318 42 302 43 — 4 26 Br
3554 506 0*723 109 4*6 317 50 301 51 — 5 8 Ba-
3oo5 506 0*614 109 50*9 326 17 310 18 — 4 56 rn.

3556 506 0*645 108 34*7 323 54 307 55 — 4 20 n.

3557 506 0*655 109 28*3 323 14 307 15 4 58 0.

3558 507 0*930 88 57*2 296 17 280 18 + 12 18 C.

14. 3559 347*492 505 0*339 271 35*5 27 18 314 13 - 3 58 A.
3560 506 0*234 265 31*1 20 47 307 42 — 4 27 a.

3561 509 0*277 334 34*9 17 18 304 13 + 11 54 S.

3562 508 0*320 324 57*4 21 14 308 13 + 11 55 t.

3563 507 0*444 81 16*4 342 53 269 48 + 7 30 c.

3564 507 0*342 56 35*0 353 12 280 7 + 12 44 c.

18. 3565 351*446 505 0*953 274 28*7 84 6 314 56 _ 4 34 A.
3566 510 0*700 79 5*4 329 35 200 25 + 12 30 B.

3567 510 0*750 78 32*7 325 35 196 25 + 13 58 b.

3568 510 0*767 78 26*9 324 6 194 56 + 14 25 c.

3569 510 0*815 78 8*4 319 38 190 28 + 15 45 d.

3570 510 0*866 80 23*0 313 45 184 35 + 15 3 e.

3571 510 0*768 82 17*4 313 16 184 6 + 11 35 f.

3572 510 0*753 81 9*7 324 51 195 41 + 12 7 g.

3573 510 0*730 80 43*5 326 51 197 41 + 11 59 h.

19. 3574 352*531 505 0*997 274 4*6 99 42 315 9 - 4 38 A.
3575 510 0*521 71 1*8 345 6 200 33 + 12 36 B.

3576 510 0*578 71 49*4 341 21 196 48 + 14 3 b.

3577 510 0*614 73 17*8 339 42 195 9 + 14 31 c.

3578 510 0*657 71 38*7 335 12 190 39 + 15 46 d.

3579 510
j

0*683 75 4*7 329 28 184 55 + 15 9 e.
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Table III. (continued).

Date. No.
Mean Time
of Sun-
picture.

No. of

Group in

the Eew
Catalogue.

Distance
from

Centre.

Angle of

Position.

Longitude
from Node.

Helio-
graphical

Longitude.

Helio-

graphical

Latitude.

Spot.

1863.
,

Dec. 19- 3580 352-531 510 0-725 76 21-4 328 20 183 47 + 15° 4 s .

22. 3581 355-513 510 0-291 328 57-8 27 51 201 0 + 12 43 B.

3582 510 0-284 352 10-0 20 12 193 21 + 13 53 C.

3583 510 0-297 20 48-4 11 44 184 53 + 14 41 £.

3584 510 0-305 28 13-0 9 28 182 37 + 14 26 e.

3585 510 0-305 4 32-1 16 42 189 51 + 15 38 dr
3586 510 0-306 0 46-3 17 53 191 2 + 15 39 d

2
.

3587 511 0-777 81 15-9 326 34 139 43 + 10 43 M.
3588 512 0-646 109 17-9 336 23 149 32 - 9 30 Nj.

3589 512 0-642 110 11-8 336 44 149 53 -10 2 N.
3590 512 0-655 110 35-6 335 51 149 0 — 10 26 Nj.

3591 512 0-711 109 27-7 331 16 144 25 — 10 19 0.

3592 512 0-737 109 50-8 329 9 142 18 -50 52 m.
3593 513 0-883 107 20-7 314 18 127 27 — 10 10 P.

3594 513 0-901 105 44.4 311 56 125 5 — 8 51 P-
23. 3595 356-555 510 0-402 318 36-5 35 27 193 50 + 13 57 C.

3596 510 0-381 328 24-9 31 4 189 27 + 15 39 dj.

3597 510 0-394 325 20-1 32 51 191 14 + 15 43 d2 .

3598 510 0-324 339 9-2 26 48 185 11 + 14 47 +
3599 510 0-330 337 58-9 26 55 185 18 + 14 39
3600 514 0-299 344 31-5 24 34 182 ->7 + 14 28 e

l-

3601 514 0-290 344 29-8 24 7 182 30 + 14 27 e2'
3602 511 0-611 76 32-8 341 25 139 48 + 10 12 M.
3603 512 0-545 114 19-3 346 14 144 37 — 11 26 N.
3604 512 0-502 116 21-1 349 20 148 43 -11 43 0.

3605 512 0-445 115 20-2 352 49 151 12 -10 13 m.
3606 51 la 0-633 71 51-4 341 50 140 13 + 13 28 r.

3607 511a 0-587 70 43-5 344 5 142 28 + 12 4 S.

25. 3608 358-420 510 0-775 292 18-1 70 6 202 11 + 12 46 b’.

3609 510 0-719 298 33-7 61 59 193 54 + 13 57 c.
3610 510 0-682 302 3-0 58 22 190 17 + 15 40 dr
3611 510 0-691 300 57-2 59 53 191 48 + 15 45 d

2.

3612 514 0-572 303 52-4 51 19 183 14 + 14 29 e
i-

3613 514 0*568 303 18-2 51 5 183 0 + 14 23 e2.

3614 512 0-126 180 54-0 18 54 150 49 -10 33 ' N.
3615 513 0-199 148 2-8 10 18 142 13 -10 49 m.
3616 513 0-401 117 33-8 356 11 128 6 -10 19 P.
3617 515 0-786 91 10-9 327 26 99 21 + 1 54 O.

30. 3618 363-471 512 0-916 264 46-3 90 15 150 31 — 8 45 N.
3619 513 0-675 258 13-9 65 42 125 58 — 12 6 a.

3620 513 0-720 261 32-2 69 39 129 55 -10 18 b.

3621 513 0-763 261 59-3 73 23 133 39 -10 19 c.

3622 516 0-231 301 39-4 35 42 95 58 + 3 26 S.

3623 515 0-323 288 51-8 42 3 102 19 + 3 37 0.
|
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Explanation op the Plates.

PLATE I.

A. Represents the absolute length, in inches, of six lines, photographed in different parts

of the field of the object-glass. The abscissee are the distances of the lines from

the centre of the object-glass, the ordinates the corresponding lengths in inches.

B. RR' represents the mean length of all observed lines in one direction, WW' the

mean length of the lines measured in a direction perpendicular to the former.

MM' is the mean length of all measured lines. The coordinates are the same

as before.

PLATE II.

Represents the pinnacle of the Kew Pagoda as it appears on the photographs in different

parts of the field. The measurement of the distances ab
,
a'b', cd, c'd' gave the

length of the same lines in different parts of the field, while the distances aaJ,

a'c
,
cd, W, Vd, dd! supplied the material for measurements in a direction perpen-

dicular to the former.
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II. A Third Memoir on Skew Surfaces,
otherwise Scrolls. By Professor Cayley, F.B.S.

Received May 30,—Read June 18, 1868.

The present Memoir is supplementary to my “ Second Memoir on Skew Surfaces, other-

wise Scrolls,” Phil. Trans, vol. cliv. (1864), pp. 559-577, and relates also to the theory

of skew surfaces of the fourth order, or quartic scrolls. It was pointed out to me by

Herr Schwarz*, in a letter dated Halle, June 1, 1867, that in the enumeration contained

in my Second Memoir I have given only a particular case of the quartic scrolls which

have a directrix skew cubic; viz. my eighth species, S(l, 3
2

), where there is also a direc-

trix line. And this led me to observe that I had in like manner mentioned only a par-

ticular case of the quartic scrolls with a triple directrix line ; viz. my third species,

S(l 3, 1, 4), where there is also a simple directrix line. The omitted species, say, ninth

species
,
S(l 3), with a triple directrix line

,
and tenth species

, S(3 2

), with a directrix skew

cubic, are considered in the present Memoir; and in reference to them I develope a

theory of the reciprocal relations of these scrolls, which has some very interesting

analytical features.

The paragraphs of the present Memoir are numbered consecutively with those of my
Second Memoir above referred to.

Quartic Scroll, Ninth Species
,
S(l 3), with a triple directrix line.

54. Consider a line the intersection of two planes, and let the equation of the one

plane contain in the order 3, that of the second plane contain linearly, a variable para-

meter Q ; the equations of the two planes may be taken to be

(p, q, r, sX$, 1 )

3=0, (u, vfd, 1)= 0,

where (p, q, r, s, u, v

)

are any linear functions whatever of the coordinates (x, y, z, w).

Hence eliminating 6 we have as the equation of the scroll generated by the line in

question

(p 2, r, sfv, —u)3=0,

viz. this is a quartic scroll having the line u= 0, v=0 for a triple line; that is, the line

in question is a triple directrix line.

55. Taking x=0, y— 0 for the equations of the directrix line, or writing u—x
,
v=y,

and moreover expressing
(

p

, q, r, s) as linear functions of the coordinates (x, y, z, w),

the equation of the scroll takes the form

(*X#> #)
4+z(*30, 3/)

3+w(*'X^ 30
3=0

;

* I take the opportunity of referring to his paper on Qnintic Scrolls, Schavarz, “ Ueber die geradlinigen

Flachen fiinften Grades,” Crelle, t. lxvii. (1867), pp. 23-57.

MDCCCLXIX. Q
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and we may, by changing the values of z and w, make the term in (x, y) to be

(*30» y)
4
+(<*%+Py)(*Xv> y)

3
+(yx+ty)(*'30, y)\

where the arbitrary constants a, (3, <y, l may be so determined as to reduce this to a

monomial kx\ kx3

y, or Jca?y*.

56. The coefficient k may vanish, and the equation of the scroll then is

2(*X^ y)
3
+w(*'X>, #)

3=o,

or, what is the same thing, it is

OXtf, y)\z, w)= 0,

viz. the scroll has in this particular case the simple directrix line 2=0, w=0, thus

reducing itself to the third species
,
S(l 3 , 1, 4), with a triple directrix line and a single

directrix line. It is proper to exclude this, and consider the ninth species, S(l 3), as

having a triple directrix line, but no simple directrix line.

57. The scroll S(l 3)
maybe considered as a scroll S(m,n,p) generated by a line

which meets each of three given directrices ; viz. these may be taken to be the directrix

line, and any two plane sections of the scroll. The section by any plane is a quartic

curve having a triple point at the intersection with the directrix line
;
moreover the

sections by any two planes meet in four points the intersections of the scroll by the line

of intersection of the two planes. Conversely, taking any line and two quartics related

as above (that is, each quartic has a triple point at its intersection with the line, and

the two quartics meet in four points lying in a line), the lines which meet the three

curves generate a quartic scroll S(l 3). This appears from the formula

S(ra, n, p)=2mnp—ot,m—fin—yp (Second Memoir, No. 5);

we have in the present case

m— 1, n= 4, p— 4, a=4, /3=3, y=3,

and the order of the scroll is 32— 4—12— 12, =4, that is, the scroll is a quartic scroll;

there is no difficulty in seeing that through each point of the line there pass three

generating lines, but through each point of either of the plane quartics only a single

generating line
;
that is, that the line is a triple directrix line, but each of the plane

quartics a simple directrix curve.

58. We may instead of the section by any plane, consider the section by a plane

through a generating line, or by a plane through two of the three generating lines

which meet at any point of the directrix line ;
if (to consider only the most simple case)

each of the planes be thus a plane through two generating lines, the section by either

of these planes is made up of the two generating lines, and of a conic passing through

the directrix line
;
the directrices are thus the line and two conics each of them meeting

the line
; we have therefore in the foregoing formula

m=l, n— 2, p— 2, a=0, /3=1, y=l,

and the order of the scroll is 8—2— 2, =4 as before.
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Quartic Scroll
,
Tenth Species, (3

2

), with a directrix skew cubic met twice by each

generating line *.

59. Consider a line the intersection of two planes; and let the equation of each

plane contain in the order 2 a variable parameter d ; the equations of the two planes

may be taken to be

(p, q, rjO, 1)
2=0, (p', q', r'X#, 1)

2=0,

where
(p , q, r, p, q', r') are linear functions of the coordinates [x, y, z, w) ;

hence eli-

minating $, we have as the equation of the scroll generated by the line in question,

=0, where is the resultant of the two quadric functions. The equation may he

written

4(pq'—p'q)(rq'— r'q)—

(

pr'—p'rf= 0

;

and the scroll has thus as a nodal (double) line the skew cubic determined by the

equations
" p, q, r

p\ i, r1

1=0.

It is easy to see (and indeed it will be shown presently) that this curve is met twice by

each generating line of the scroll, and that the scroll is consequently a quartic scroll as

described above.

60. The coordinates
(x , y, z, w) may be fixed in such manner that the equations of

the skew cubic shall be

or, what is the same thing,

x, V> z

y, z
,
w

yw—z2=0, zy—xw= 0, xz—y2= 0;

each of the equations pql —p'q=0, rq'—r'q—0,pr'—p'r=0 is then the equation of a

quadric surface passing through the skew cubic, or, what is the same thing, each of the

functions pq'—p'q, r<l
— r'q, pr1—p'r is a linear function of yw— z

2

,
zy—xw, xz—y

2
;
and

the equation of the scroll is given as a quadric equation in the last-mentioned quantities.

It will be convenient to represent the equation in the form

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GXyw-z2
,
zy—xw, xz-y2

)

2^ 0,

or, writing for shortness

yw—z2
, zy—xw, xz—y2

—p, q, r,

which letters
(p , q, r) are used henceforward in this signification only, the equation

* I Have worded this heading in accordance with that of the eighth species, Second Memoir, No. 47, but the

two headings might be expressed more completely thus

:

Eighth Species, S(l, 3jj), with a directrix line and a double directrix slcew cubic met twice by each generating line

;

Tenth Species, S(3|), with a double directrix shew cubic met twice by each generating line ;

viz. the subscript 2 would indicate that the skew cubic is a nodal (double) line on the scroll, the exponent 2

indicating that it is met twice by each generating line.

Q2
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will be

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GJp, q, r)*= 0,

viz. this is a quadric equation in (p, q, r), with arbitrary coefficients.

61. Comparing with the result, Second Memoir, Nos. 47 to 50, we see that in the

particular case where the coefficients (A, B, C, F, G, H) satisfy the relation

AF+BG+CH=0, we have the eighth species
,
S(l, 3

2

), with a directrix line and a

directrix skew cubic met twice by each generating line. We exclude this particular case,

and in the tenth species consider the relation AF+BG+CH=0 as not satisfied, and

therefore the scroll as not having a directrix line.

62. I consider how the scroll may be obtained as a scroll S(m2

,
ri) generated by a line

meeting a curve of the order m twice and a curve of the order n once. The first curve

will be the skew cubic, that ism=3; the second curve may be any plane section of the

scroll
;
such a section will be a quartic curve having three nodes, one at each intersection

of its plane with the skew cubic. Conversely, if we have a skew cubic, and a plane

quartic meeting the skew cubic in three points, each of them a node on the quartic, then

the scroll generated by the lines which meet the skew cubic twice and the quartic once

will be a quartic scroll. In fact (see First Memoir, No. 10, and Second Memoir, No. 5)

the order of the scroll is given by the formula S(m2
,
n)=n{[m]

2+M )— reduction,

=16—reduction. And in the present case the reduction arises (Second Memoir, No. 4)

from the cones having their vertices at the intersections of the skew cubic and the

quartic, and passing through the skew cubic. Each cone is of the order 2, and each

intersection qua, double point on the quartic gives a reduction 2 X order of cone, =4;
that is, the reduction arising from the three intersections is = 12 ; or the order of the

scroll is 16-12, =4.

63. We may, instead of the section by a plane in general, consider the section by a

plane through a generating line ; the section is here made up of the generating line and

of a plane cubic passing through each of the two points of intersection of the generating

line with the skew cubic, and having a node at the remaining intersection of its plane

with the skew cubic. Or we may consider the section by a plane through the two

generating lines at any point of the skew cubic
;
the section is here made up of the two

generating lines and of a conic passing through the second intersections of the two gene-

rating lines with the skew cubic ; that is, meeting the skew cubic twice.

64. Conversely, consider a skew cubic, and a conic meeting it twice ; the lines which

meet the skew cubic twice, and also the conic, generate a quartic scroll
;

this appears

by the before-mentioned formula S(m2
, n)=n{[mf-\-M.)—reduction; viz. we have m= 3,

n=2, and the order is =8— reduction; the reduction arises from the cones having their

vertices at the intersections of the skew cubic and the conic. Each cone is of the order 2,

and
(
qua simple point on the conic) each intersection gives a reduction= order of the cone

;

that is, the total reduction is =4, and the order of the scroll is 8— 4, =4 as above.

65. But a more elegant mode of generation of the scroll may be obtained by means

of the skew cubic alone ; viz. considering the system of lines which are in involution
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with five given lines, or say simply the lines which belong to an involution*, I say that

the locus of a line belonging to the involution, and meeting the skew cubic twice is the

quartic scroll, tenth species, S(32
). In the particular case where the line (instead of

belonging to a proper involution) meets a given line, the locus is a quartic scroll, eighth

species, S(l, 3
2
).

66. The analysis is almost identical with that given (Second Memoir, Nos. 47 to 50)

in regard to the scroll S(l, 3 2
). Considering a line defined by its “ six coordinates

”

(a, b, c, f, g,
h), the condition which expresses that the line shall belong to an involu-

tion is

(A, B, C, F, G, H){a, b, c,f; g, h)= 0,

where (A, B, C, F, G, H) are arbitrary coefficients
;

if they are the coordinates of a line,

that is, if AF+BG+CH=0, then the condition expresses that the line (a, b, c,f, g, h),

instead of belonging to a proper involution, meets the line (F, G, H, A, B, C).

We have to determine the locus of the line
(
a

,
b, c,f, g, h) the coordinates whereof

satisfy the relation

(A, B, C, F, G, HX«, b, c,f, g, h)= 0,

and which besides meets the skew cubic yw—z2= 0, yz—xw— 0, xz—y
2= 0.

The equations of the skew cubic are satisfied by writing therein

x : y : z : w= 1 : t : f : f;

and hence taking 6, <p for the parameters of the points of intersection of the line

(a, b, c,f, g, h) with the skew cubic, we have

1, 0, 0
2

,
Q
3

l, <P, <P\ f
as the coordinates of two points on the line in question

; whence forming the expressions

of the six coordinates of the line, and omitting the common factor <p— Q, these are

(a,b, c,f, g,h)=bq>, — (^-j-<p), 1, 0
2
-\-0<p-\-<p

2

, Q(f>(0-|-<p), 0
2
<p

2

,

and hence the condition of involution gives between the parameters Q, <p the equation

(A, B, C, F, G, — 0— <p, 1, b
2
-\-Q<p-\-<p

2

, Q$(0-\-<p), 0
2
<p

2
).

* The theory is explained in my memoir “ On the Six Coordinates of a Line,” Camb. Phil. Trans, t. xi. 1868.

In explanation of the subsequent analytical investigations of the present memoir, it is convenient to remark

that if on a given line we have the two points (a, /3, y, 8) and (a', /3', y ,
8'), and through the given line two

planes Aa;+Ih/+Cz+I)w= 0 and A'x+IS'y+C'z+D'w—0 • then we have

@y' —
/3V : ya! —y'a, : a/3' — a'/3 : a.8' —a'S : /3

8' —(Z'8 :
y8' —y'8

=AD'—A'D : BD'-B'D : CD'-C'D : BC'-B'C : CA'-CA : AB'-A'B

;

and denoting either of these sets of equal ratios by

a : b : c ; f : g : h,

then (a, b, c,f, g, h) satisfy identically the relation af-{-bg-\-ch—0, and are said to be the six coordinates of

the line.
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Moreover the coordinates of any point on the line in question are given by

x : y : z : w=l-\-m : l0-\-m<p : l0
2
-\-m<p

2
: W-\-m<p3

;

and writing as above p, q, r=yw—z2

,
yz—xw, xz—y2

,
we thence find, omitting the

common factor (3— <p)
2

,

p : q : r=0<p : — (0+<p) : 1

;

and eliminating Q<p, 0-f<p, we at once obtain

(A, B, C, F, G, HXW’ ir ->
r*

> f—Rr-> —

i

>2)=0,

or, what is the same thing,

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GXp, q, r)
2=

0

as the equation of the scroll generated by the line in involution which meets the given

skew cubic twice.

Reciprocal of the Quartic Scroll S(32
).

67. I propose to reciprocate in regard to the quadric surface x2
-\-y

2
-\-z

2
-\-t

2=- 0 the

foregoing scroll

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GXp, q, rf= 0.

If the coordinates (a, b
,

c, f, g, h) of a line satisfy the condition of involution

(A, B, C, F, G, H£«, b, c,f, g, A)= 0,

then the coordinates (a, b, c, f, g, h) of the reciprocal curve will satisfy the condition of

involution

(F, G, H, A, B, Cfa, b, c,f, g, h)= 0.

The reciprocal of the before-mentioned skew cubic x
: y : z : w=l

:

t : tf : f is the quartic

torse having for its edge of regression the skew cubic 3XZ—

Y

2=0, YZ—9XW=0,
3YW—

Z

2=0 ; or, what is the same thing, the skew cubic X : Y : Z : W=1 : 3£ : 3£
2

: f;

see my paper “ On the Reciprocation of a Quartic Developable,” Quart. Math. Journ.

t. vii. (1866) pp. 87-92.

68. Hence the reciprocal of the quartic scroll is the scroll generated by a line

(a, b
,
c,f g ,

h) the coordinates of which satisfy the condition of involution

(F, G, H, A, B, CX®, b, c,f g, h)= 0,

and which is moreover the intersection of two osculating planes of the skew cubic

X : Y : Z : W=1 : 2>t : 3£
2

: f. For the point the parameter whereof is t, the equation

of the osculating plane is

X, Y, Z , W
1, St, St

2
,

t
3

= 0
,

1 ,
21, t

2

1 ,
t

or, what is the same thing, the equation is

(t
3
, -t2

, t, -1XX, Y, Z, W)= 0.
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Hence for the line which is the intersection of the two osculating planes

(*, -1XX,Y, Z, W)=0,

(f, -<p\ P, -1JX, Y, Z, W)=0,

forming the expressions of the six coordinates, but omitting the common factor <p— 0,

these are

a, b, c,f, g, h=Q2+d<p+<p2
, 1, dip, dip(d+p), ;

we have thus between the parameters Q, <p the relation

(F, G, H, A, B, CX&2

+fy+f, -8-<P, 1, &<P(G+<P), 5
2
<p

2)=0;

and the equation of the scroll is obtained by eliminating 0, <p between this equation and

the last-mentioned two equations satisfied by S, <p respectively.

69. We see that 6, cp are two of the roots of the equation

(X, -Y, Z, -WJw, 1)
3=0;

let
g
be the third root, then we have

=x’

and thence

«+?>=s(Y-gX),

(X, -Y, Z, -Wft, 1)’=0.

Substituting for S-j-ip and Q<p their values in terms of g, we find

F
?
{Y2-ZX-^XY}-G^X(Y-

?
X)+H

f
X2

+W{(AX+BY+CZ)-
§
(BX+CY)+ f

2CX}=0,

or, what is the same thing,

g>

2X(GX—•FY -fCW)

— g> {F(Y2—ZX)—GXY -fHX2—BXW—CYW

}

+W(AX+BY+CZ)=0;

from which and the equation

(X, -Y, Z, -Wig, 1)*=0,

we have to eliminate g.
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70. Writing for shortness

(
H, -G, A£X, Y,Z, W)=a,

(-H, F,BX „ )=/3,

( G, -F, . , CX „ )=y,

(—A, — B, — C, . X „ )=&,
and therefore

aX+j3Y+yZ+5W=0:
the two equations are

?
2Xy+£(-yY-/3X)-SW=0,

g>

3X- ?Y+^Z-W =0.

Writing the first equation in the form

y(f
2X- fY+Z)—/3(?

X—Y)+«X=0,
mutiplying by — g, and reducing by the other equation,

j3(g
2X-fY) - gaX—yW=0,

or, as this may be written,

j3(g
2X— gY-f-Z)— a(gX—Y)—aY— j3Z—yW=0.

From this and the preceding equation we deduce the values of f
2X—gY+Z and gX—

Y

viz. writing for shortness

/&— Py—c3, ay— /3
2
=p, q, r,

we find

f*X- fY+ Z : fX-Y : l=-rZ+qW : rY-pW : -r,

or, what is the same thing,

fX-gY+Z= Z-^W,

fX-Y =-Y+2W;
whence also

g
3X-g 2Y+ ?

Z-W= 0,

8
’X-

g
Y =->,

§x = £w,
and thence

s
(z-iw)= w,

g
(Y-Evv)=3w,

* X =|W,
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and we have therefore

or omitting the first equation, we have (independent of §) a system which is clear must

be equivalent to a single equation.

71. I take any one of these equations, for instance the equation

or, what is the same thing,

qrZ-r2Y+(pr-q2)W=0,

and I proceed to reduce it so as to obtain the result in a symmetrical form. For this

purpose I observe that from the values of a, (3, y, £, if only AF-J-BG+CH=|=0, we

have

X : Y : Z : W=
( .

,

-c, B, -F*
:( C, .

,

-A, -GX
:(-B, A, • 5 -HI
:( F, G, H, •I

and substituting these values, the equation in question becomes

qr(—Bes+A/3—H§)

—

r

2

( Ca—Ay— )

+(pr-q2

)( F«+Gj3+Hy)=0.
This becomes

Ar(q/3+ry)

—Bqm
— Cr2a

+F(pr—

q

2
)«

+G{r$+(pr—

q

2

)/3

+H{—qr^+(pr-q2

)7 }

=Ar(— pa) =0
— Bqra

— Cr2«

+F(pr-q>

-}- Gpqcs

—Hp2
a,

viz. the whole equation divides by a

;

and, omitting this factor, the equation is

Apr+Bqr+ Cr2+ F(q2- pr)- Gpq+Hp2= 0,

or, what is the same thing, it is

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -G5Cp, q, r)*=0,

where I recall that we have

P> q, r=/3^— y\ Py—och, ay— /3
2

,

MDCCCLXIX. E
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cc, (3, y, $ being linear functions of the current coordinates (X, Y, Z, W), viz. we have

«=( . , H, -G, A£X, y, Z, W),

i3=(-H, ,, F,BX „ ),

y=( G, -F, • , CJ „ ),

&=(—A, — B, — C, . X „ )•

72.

It thus appears that when AF+BG+CH is not =0, the reciprocal of the

scroll

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GXjp, & rf=

0

has an equation of the very same form,

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GXp, q, r)
2=0 ; . . . .

(Rec. I.)

so that in fact the scroll, tenth species, S(32

), defined as the scroll generated by a line

in involution which passes through two points of a skew cubic, may be reciprocally defined

as the scroll generated by a line in involution which lies in two osculating planes of a

skew cubic.

73. If for (a, (3, y, b) we substitute their values in terms of (X, Y, Z, W), the fore-

going equation of the reciprocal scroll is obtained as an equation of the fourth order in

the coordinates (X, Y, Z, W), and (in the first instance) of the fifth degree in the coeffi-

cients (A, B, C, F, G, H). It is a remarkable circumstance that the whole equation

contains the constant factor AF+BG+CH, so that throwing this out, the reduced

equation will be only of the third degree in the coefficients.

74. The transformation is a very troublesome one, but I will indicate the steps by

which I succeeded in accomplishing it. Each of the functions (p, q, r) is a quadric

function of (X, Y, Z, W), say,

we have to form the value of

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GXp, q, r)
2
,

viz. representing this for shortness by

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GX

the coefficient ofX4
is

that of X3Y is
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and so on, the successive terms a2
,
a!

2
,
&c., 2af\ 2af, Sec. being derived by an obvious

law from the first terms a2
, 2af, See . ;

and these first terms are merely the coefficients of

the terms X4
,
X3

,
Y, See. in the development of

f , = {(a,b,e,d,f,g,h,l,m,oiJX,Y,Z,W)2

}
2

;

viz. this is

X4 X3Y X3Z X3W X2Y2 X2YZ X2YW X2Z2

,
X2ZW, X2W2

,
XY3

,
XY2Z, XY2W, XYZ 2

a2 2af ‘lag 2al 2ab 2af 2am 2ac 2an 2ad 2bh 2bg 2Yl 2ch

-\-h
2 +2gh +2M +g2 +2gl +l2 +2fh +2hm +2fg

XYZW, XYW2

,
XZ3

,
XZ 2W, XZW2

,
XW3

,
Y4

,
Y3Z, Y3W, Y2Z2

,
Y2ZW, Y2W2

,
YZ 3

,

2 If 2dh 2cg 2cl 2dg 2dl, b
2
, 2bf, 2bm, 2bc

, 2^ 26d, 2cf

-\-2mg +2Im -\~2>gn -J-2 In +/2 +2fm -j-m2

-]-2wA

YZ 2W, YZW2

,
YW3

,
Z 4

,
Z 3W, Z2W2

,
ZW3

,
W4

2cm H-2^f 2dm, c
2
,

2cw, 2cd, 2dw, d2

+2/% -\-2mn -\-n
2

and the values of the coefficients a, b, . . . which enter into the formulae are given by

means of the following values of p, q, r ; viz. these are

X2 Y2 Z2 W2 YZ ZX XY XW YW ZW
p=/ AH, -F2,-CF, -C2

,
-BF, -AF, BH, -AB, - B2

, -BCJX, Y,Z,W)2

,

V-G2 +CH +2FG —2CG +2CF

q= ( —GH, BH, -CG, BC, -BG, -AG, AH, A2
,

AB, AC
+CH +FG +FH +BG -BF +CFA ” h
- F2 -CH

r= ( —

H

2

,
-FH, -F2

,
AC, FG, 2FH, GH, 2AG, -AF, -2BF
—

B

2 -G2 +BH +CH - CG^ ”

75. As an instance of the calculation of a single term, the coefficient of X4
is

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -G^AH-G2
,
-GH, -H2

)

2
;

viz. this is

H(AH—

G

2

)
2 = A2H3— 2AG2H 2+

G

4H2

+FH2G2 = FG2H2

+CH4 = CH4

-fBGH3 = BGH3

+ (A-F)(-AH3+

G

2H2)=-A2H3+AG2H2

+AFH3—FG2H2

— G(—AGH2+G3H) = AG2H2—

G

4H2

whole term is = (AF+BG-J-CH)H3

,

viz. there is the factor AF-j-BG-fCH as mentioned above.

R 2
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76. Throwing out the factor in question, AF+BG+CH, the equation of the reci-

procal scroll is found to be

0= X4.H3
(Rec. II.)

+X3Y . —2GH2

+X3Z . AIT2— 3FIT2+

G

2H
+X3W . —3AGH— 3BH2+G3

+X2Y2
. 2FH2+G2H

+X2YZ . —AGH+BH2+2FGH—

G

3

+X2YW. A2H+ 3AFH+AG2+BGH—2CH2— 3FG 2

+X2Z2
. — 2AFH+AG2

-fCH2—FG 2+ 3F2H
+X2ZW . - 2

A

2G- 2ABH+ 3AFG+6BFH-BG2-CGH
+X2W2

. A3+3ABG-3ACH+ 3B2H+3CG 2

-fXY3 -2FGH
-fXY2Z AFH-BGH- 3F2H+2FG2

+XY2W 2ABH- 2AFG-BFH+ 2CGH+ 3F2G
+XYZ2 —AFG— 2BFH+BG2—CGH
+XYZW A2F-3AF2-3ABG+ACH-2B2H+BFG+5CFH-2CG2

+XYW2 2A2B-3ABF-F2ACG+B2G+BCH-6CFG
+XZ3

i\.F
2— 2CFH -FCG2—

F

3

-FXZ2W 2ABF- 2ACG-2BCH-3BF2+CFG
+XZW2 A2C+AB2+ 3ACF— 3B2F+BCG— 2C2H
+XW 3

3ABC—

B

s+ 3C2G
-FY4 F2H
+Y 3Z BFH—

F

2G
+

Y

3W AF2+

B

2
IT— 2CFH-F3

+Y2Z2 -BFG+CFH+F3

+Y2ZW ABF—

B

2G+BCH+ 2CFG
+Y2W2 AB2— 2ACF—

B

2F+C2H+ 3CF2

+YZ3 BF2—CFG
+YZ2W ACF+ 2B2F—BCG— 3CF2

+YZW2 ABC+B3—2BCF—

C

2G
+YW3 AC2+B2C-3C2F
+Z4 CF2

+ Z 3W 2BCF
+Z2W2 B2C+ 2C2F
+ZW3 2BC2

+W4 C 3

,

where, in regard to the symmetry of this equation, it is to be observed that we may

interchange X and W, and Y and Z, leaving A, F unaltered but interchanging B and

— G, and also C and H ; thus the coefficient of X3Z being AH2— 3FH2+G2
IT, that of
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YW3
is AC2- 3FC2+B2C, =AC2+B2C- 3C2F. Or, again, the coefficient of Y 3Z being

BFH—

F

2G, that of YZ 3
is —GFC+F2B, =BF2-CFG.

77. But the equation may be written in the much more simple form

X(-«2
S + 3«/3y-2/3 3

) (Kec. III.)

+Y (
— a/3^+ 2ay2 — /3

2

y)

H-Z (
ay<$ — 2/3

2
S + /3y

2

)

+W( «S2 -3/3yS+2y3
)=0,

or, what is the same thing,

-i(3Xd s-Yd7+ Zd
fi
-3Wda)(ocT-6a/3y^~l-4ay

3+4j3^-3j3y)=0, . (Bee. III.)

as may be verified by actual substitution of the values of the coordinates.

78. By what precedes, substituting for p, q, r their values in terms of a, /3, y, S, it

appears that we have the remarkable identity

(H, F, C, B, A-F, — GHQ3&

—

y
2

, /3y-a&, ccy-f3
2

)
2

=(AF+BG+CH)X
< X(-«2

S + 3«/3y-2/3
3

)
]

I

+Y (— «j3^+ 2ay
2 — /3

2

y) I

H

+ m k

+W( ah2 -3j3yS+2y3

)

79. In the case above considered of the tenth species, S(3 2

), for which

AF+BG+CH=|=0, the three forms of the reciprocal equation are of course absolutely

equivalent to each other. The first form has the advantage of putting in evidence the

fact that the reciprocal scroll is also of the tenth species ;
the other two forms do not,

at least obviously, put in evidence any special property of the reciprocal scroll.

Reciprocals of Eighth Species
,
S(l, 3 2

), and Ninth Species
,
S(l 3

).

80. If AF+BG+CH= 0, then the equation

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GJp, q, rf=

0

is a scroll of the eighth species, S(l, 3s ). The first form of the reciprocal equation

becomes identically 0=0, on account of the evanescent factor AF+BG+CH, but the

second and third forms continue to subsist, and either of them may be taken as the

equation of the reciprocal scroll. Taking the third form, and calling to mind the sig-

nifications of (a, (5 , y, l), viz.

a=(
. ,

H, -G, A£X, Y, Z, W),

/3=(-H, ., F,BJ „ ),

y-( G, -F, .,cx
a=(-A, -B, -C, .£

),

),
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it is to be observed that a= 0, (3=0, y=0, o=0 are the equations of four planes passing

through a common line, viz. the line whose coordinates are (A, B, C, F, G, H), and the

equation thus puts in evidence that this line is a triple line on the reciprocal scroll

;

that is, the reciprocal scroll is a scroll of the ninth species, S(l 3
). Or stating the theorem

more completely: For the scroll, eighth species, S(l, 32

),

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -GXp, q, r)
2=0,

generated by a line meeting the line (F, G, H, A, B, C), and the skew cubic p— 0,

q=0, r=0 twice, the reciprocal scroll is of the ninth species, S(l 3

),

X
(
— a2

& +3aj3y— 2/3
3

)

-J-Y (— e4/3§-j-2ay
2 — /3

2

y)

+Z
(

ay&-2/3«& + (3y
2

)

+W( a§2 -3/3y>+2/ ),

having for its triple line the reciprocal line (A, B, C, F, G, H).

81. It should of course be possible, starting from the equation

(*XX, Y) 4+Z(*£X, Y)3+W(#'XX, Y) 3=Q

of a scroll S(l 3

), to obtain the equation of the reciprocal scroll S(l, 32
). But I content

myself with a very particular case. I consider the equation

Y2Z2—

Y

3W—

Z

3X= 0

,

which belongs to a scroll S(l 3

)
having the line Y=0, Z=0 for its triple line. To find

the equation of the reciprocal scroll, write

— ’Zi
1

-\-'kX'= 0,

2YZ2— 3Y*W+ty=0,

2Y2Z— 3Z2X+ta=:0,

—

Y

3+Aw,

we find without difficulty, reducing by means of the equation of the scroll,

7,
2(yw-z2)=- 3Z2{Y4+3XZ(XZ-Y2

)},

X\xw-yz)= 3Y2Z2

{YZ- 3WX},

\\xz —y
2

)
= — 3Y2

{

Z

4+ 3YW(YW—

Z

2

) }

.

Hence writing for a moment

{Y4-f3XZ(XZ—

Y

2

)} {Z
4+3YW(YW—

Z

2

)} —Y2Z2
.
(YZ—3WX) 2

,

we have

G=

Y

4Z4+3Y5W(YW—

Z

2

)
-j- 3Z 5X(XZ—

Y

2

)
+9XYZW(Y2Z2—

Y

3W—

Z

3X+XYZW)
—

Y

4Z 4+6Y3Z3PW- 9Y2Z2X2W2
,
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that is,

1Q= Y5W(YW-Z2

)+X5X(XZ
—

'

Y

2

)+ 2Y3Z3XW
= —Y2Z2(XZ—

Y

2

)
(YW—

Z

2
)—

Y

2Z2

(
YW—

Z

2)(XZ—

Y

2

)
-j- 2Y3Z 3XW

=- 2Y2Z2

{(XZ-Y2)(YW—

Z

2

)
-XYZW}

=— 2Y2Z2
{

Y

2Z2—

Y

3W—

Z

3X }

=0, by the equation of the scroll ;

and we thus see that the equation of the reciprocal scroll is

(yw—

z

2

)
(xz—y2

)—{yz—xw)
2— 0,

or say

q
2—pr=0,

viz. it is a scroll S(l, 32

)
generated by a line meeting the line #=0, w— 0, and the cubic

curve p=0, q=Q, r=0 twice. The equation is obviously included in the general equa-

tion

(H, F, C, B, A-F, -G^p, q, r)
2=0,

whereAF+BG+CH=0; viz. writingA=B=C=G=H=0, this becomes F(q2—pr)=0

82. Beturning to the general case of the scroll, eighth species, S(l, 3 2

), it is proper

to show geometrically how it is that the reciprocal is a scroll, ninth species
,
S(l 3

).

Consider in the scroll S(l, 3 2

)
any plane through the directrix line ; this contains three

generating lines of the scroll, viz. these are the sides of the triangle formed by the three

points of intersection of the plane with the skew cubic : hence in the reciprocal figure

we have a directrix line such that at each point of it there are three generating lines

;

that is, we have a scroll S(l3

)
with a triple directrix line. Conversely, starting with the

scroll S(l 3

), each plane through the triple directrix line meets the scroll in this line

three times, and in a single generating line ; whence there is in the reciprocal scroll a

simple directrix line
;
but in order to show that it is a scroll, S(l, 32

), we have yet to

show that there is, as a nodal directrix, a skew cubic met twice by each generating line

;

this implies that, reciprocally, in the scroll 8(1
3

)
each generating line is the intersection

of two osculating planes of a skew cubic (tangent planes of a quartic torse), each such

plane containing two generating lines of the scroll—a geometrical property which is far

from obvious; and similarly in the scroll, ninth species, S(3 2

), where the reciprocal scroll

is of the same form, the property that each generating line is a line joining two points

of a skew cubic leads to the property that each line is also the intersection of two oscu-

lating planes of a skew cubic (or, what is the same thing, two tangent,, planes of a quartic

torse).

Addition, May 18, 1869.

Since the foregoing Memoir was written I received from Professor Cremona a letter

dated Milan, November 20, 1868, in which (besides the ninth and tenth species consi-

dered above) he refers to two other species of quartic scrolls. He remarks that there is
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a bitangent torse which should in the classification be considered along with the nodal

curve ;
and he enumerates in all 12 species as follows :

—

Deficiency.
No. of

species.
Nodal curve. Bitangent torse.

Corresponding
to my species

i r3 s3 10

2 H2+Ki Ko+ Ej 7

3 Ef k2+ex -(say, 12)

4 R+iq Ef — (say, 11)

5 E 1+Ei+ S1 Ex+Ef+ S! 2
P=0

6 Ef+Sx Ef+Si 5

7 r3 Ef 8

8 E

f

^3 9

9 Ef Ef
3 3

10 E,3 Ef 6

JP=1
11 Ej+'EJ Ej+Ei 1

12 Ef Ef 4

where T3 denotes a skew cubic, a torse of the 3rd class (or quartic torse), H2 a conic,

K2 a quadric cone, R,, R', Sj different right lines, Rf, Rf a line counted twice or three

times &c. I have in the last column added the references to my species 9 and 10 ;

Professor Cremona notices (what I knew, but did not recollect) that the species 10 had

been considered by M. Chasles, Comptes Rendus, June 3, 1861.

I have not yet examined the two new species mentioned in this enumeration ; viz.

these are (Cremona 3), say twelfth species
,
a scroll having a triple line, but a bitangent

torse made up of a quadric cone and a line; and (Cremona 4), say eleventh species, a

scroll having a nodal conic and line, but for its bitangent torse a triple line : the two

species are, it is clear, reciprocal to each other
;
although properly treated as distinct,

species 11 may be considered as a subform of 8, and species 12 as a subform of 9.
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III. Description of the Great Melbourne Telescope.

By T. R. Robinson, D.D., F.B.S., &c., and Thomas Grubb, Esrp, F.B.S., &c.

deceived June 11,—Read June 11, 1868.

In 1862 the authorities of the Colony of Victoria formed the design of adding to the

Observatory, which they were then establishing at Melbourne, a powerful telescope

which should be applied in reviewing the Nebulae of the Southern Hemisphere. They

applied through the Duke of Newcastle, then Foreign Secretary, to the President and

Council of the Royal Society, for encouragement in this undertaking, and advice as to

the best means of carrying it into execution. The subject was not new to that Body.

They had been, conjointly with the British Association, engaged, though ineffectually,

for several years in trying to induce the British Government to adopt a similar plan*.

With this object they had appointed a Committee, including several of the brightest

names of British Science f, to examine the subject thoroughly and recommend the

plan which they considered most desirable to be adopted. Subsequent to their report,

Mr. Lassell had actually constructed a 4-feet Newtonian, which he was using most

successfully at Malta, M. L. Foucault, whose recent death all lament, had invented the

silvered glass speculum which bears his name, and Mr. Warren De La Rue had changed

Celestial Photography from a toy into a potent instrument of astronomical research.

These new facts required new discussion, which was carefully made, but resulted in

adopting the former report with little change.

In consequence the legislature of Victoria, acting on the recommendation of our Pre-

sident and Council, voted in 1865 the requisite sum ; and Mr. Grubb undertook the con-

struction of this gigantic equatorial, under the direction of a Committee consisting of

the late Lord Rosse, Mr. Warren De La Rue, and myself. After Lord Rosse’s death,

his son, the present Earl, was nominated to succeed him by the President. The instru-

ment has been very successfully completed; and we hope that a detailed account of its

construction will be acceptable, both from the interest which belongs to the accomplish-

ment of a great undertaking, and because, though the late Lord Rosse and Mr. Lassell

have published their methods of making large specula, the subject is by no means ex-

hausted, and anything which lessens the difficulties which still beset it, and makes the

* For some account of this see Reports of British Association, 1850, p. xvii
; 1851, p. xxiv

; 1853, p. xxv ;

and the printed correspondence of the Committee.

f It consisted of Lord Rosse and General Sabixe, Presidents of the Royal Society and British Association,

Lord Wrotteseey, Sir D. Brewster, Sir J. IIerschee, Sir J. Lubbock, the Dean of Ely (Peacock), Messrs. Adams,

Airy, E. J . Cooper, Lasseie, Nasmyth, Phielips, and myself. It is sad to think how many of these we have

lost.

MDCCCLXIX. S
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use of large reflectors more attainable, cannot but tend to the progress of some of the

most interesting branches of astronomy.

Before entering on this description, it may be well to make some remarks on the most

important recommendations of the Committee, which may be found in the printed

“ Melbourne Telescope Correspondence.”

I. The Committee recommend a 4-feet reflector. No doubt a 6-feet would be prefer-

able
;
but it would be five times as expensive, and the execution of it thrice as difficult

:

on the other hand, two of them were familiar with what Lord Bosse’s 3-feet performed,

and were thus able to say with confidence that an instrument of nearly twice its power

would be amply sufficient for the work proposed. Two of the Committee wished for a

5-feet, but some fears were entertained that it might be difficult to mount it on a

thoroughly effective equatorial, and they decided on the safer course : it has, however,

turned out that this caution was not necessary, for the actual mounting is strong enough

to carry a 5-feet, should it ever be required.

II. They preferred the reflector to the achromatic ; and with good reason. It is not

probable that an achromatic can ever be made which shall have as much light as a 4-feet

reflector; and if it could, the cost of it would be tremendous. The late M. Merz, when

consulted by one of the Committee about a 30-inch achromatic, expressed much doubt

as to the possibility of making one ; but added that if it were practicable, the cost of the

object-glass alone would be from £8500 to £9000, and that the equatorial complete

would not be less than £20,000. What would the equivalent of a 4-feet cost
1

? Erro-

neous, I may even say absurd opinions are often expressed as to the relative power of

these two sorts of telescopes. Thus Fraunhofer says specula reflect “ an exceedingly

small quantity of light.” Even the elder Struve seems to think that the Dorpat achro-

matic, 9‘58 inches diameter, “ may rank with the most celebrated of all reflectors, namely,

Herschel’s.” He cannot mean the “ most celebrated one,” that known as the 40-feet ;

bat if we even suppose him to speak of the 18-inch front view, the statement is prepos-

terous*. A speculum reflects 0‘64 of the incident light after being many years in use,

and even the Newtonian with its double reflection gives 0401, allowing for that inter-

cepted by the small speculum. And the achromatic does not by any means transmit all

the light that falls on it. Light is lost in it from two causes : first, from the reflection

at the four surfaces of the lenses. This can be calculated accurately from Fresnel’s

formula, which gives that for two surfaces of crown ((t=L521) the transmitted light

g>

2=0-9164; for two of flint (^=1-662) g
f2=0 ,8842; and for the four f

.

g>'
2=0 ,

8122f.

Hence it is easily inferred that even if its glasses were perfectly transparent, the aperture

of an achromatic would be to that of its equivalent Newtonian as 1 : 1*42 ; or in other

words, one equivalent to the 4-feet Newtonian cannot be less than 33 - 73 inches. But

it must be much more
;

for, secondly, all glass absorbs a portion of the light which passes

* See on this Herschel and South, Quarterly Journal of Science, vol. xx. pp. 286, 293.

t The loss must he more than this
;
for except at the very centre of the object-glass the incidence is a little

oblique.
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The law of this transmission is

J p-nt

I being the intensity of the emergent light, t the thickness of the medium, and n a con-

stant depending on the nature of the medium and the colour of the light. In optical

glass it may be supposed the same for each ray. The form of the equation shows that

the intensity diminishes very rapidly as the thickness increases ; and since this last is as

the diameter of the object-glass, we shall soon come to a size which will not have more

light than a Newtonian of equal aperture. This size could be easily determined if we

knew n; but I have found no information on the subject except what I have got from

some measures made by the late Lord Rosse and Mr. Grubb, several years ago, for a

different purpose. Lord Rqsse’s specimen was a reflecting prism of English crown;

Mr. Grubb’s were two London plate, one French plate ; and the fourth he described as

a reflecting prism, but with no note of the quality of its glass. I assume it to have

been crown, as flint of such size was then rare in England. The intensity of the trans-

mitted light was measured by Bunsen’s photometer, and the loss by reflection is com-

puted, assuming p to be that given above for crown. The expression of n is

log: e
2— log’

I

ry^ —? <2—

.

t x modulus

The data are

—

Lord Rosse .... . . 1-0-746; t= 1-125; hence n— 0-1829

French . . 0-805

;

0-750; 0-1728

London . . 0-860; 0-300; 0-2142

London 0-600; 0-1446

Reflecting prism . . . 0-810; 2-000; 0-0617

0-1552"

This last is undoubtedly too small
;
and possibly some false light was present in the ex-

periment. I, however, retain it not to overstate my case. The error in I should not

exceed ^ of the whole
: f is in some degree doubtful, from p not having been specially

determined for each specimen. All but the last, however, are known to be very near

what I have assumed, and the error of
g
2
is but of that of the assumed p. We will

take 0T5 for n. As to the t of an achromatic, it will be sufficient in this discussion to

take its mean thickness. For this Mr. Grubb measured for me the mean thickness of a

fine 12-inch object-glass of 18 feet focus, which he made some years ago. It is L75 inch,

whence that of a similar lens of aperture A is—* * ^5
,
and the expression of its intensity

i= log-^G-goge^xe-^^^0®- 1^'3399^.

If in this we put A=33 -73 inches, we find that I will be only 0-3883, and that such an

object-glass, instead of being equiluminous with the 4-feet reflector, will be equal to one

of 3 7if inches. For an achromatic of 48 inches, if such a one could be made, I would be
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only 0‘2842, and therefore even this would not equal the reflector. These conclusions

may seem startling to many ;
but they can only be avoided by supposing an error in n very

much greater than can be admitted. It is, however, my purpose, in cooperation with

Mr. Grubb, to institute a series of experiments on the subject which will set the question

at rest*.

If we seek any comparison of the light of the two kinds of telescope based on actual

measures, little is to be found but vague conjectures. Thus :—1st. M. Otto Struve thinks

that Mr. Lassell’s 2-feet Newtonian “is nearly equal in light to the Pulkova 16-inch

object-glass:” this seems to refer to stars only. 2nd. I have examined faint objects

with Mr. Cooper’s achromatic of 13'6, and with Sir J. Herschel’s front view of 18, and

have no doubt of the superiority of the latter: the ratio here is T32. 3rd. 72 circular

inches of the central part of the Armagh Cassegrain showed the fifth star of Orion’s tra-

pezium as well as a good Cauchoix object-glass of 6 -5 inch ; this gives T31 for the ratio.

The only two definite measures which I know are ; 4th. Mr. Potter found that a 4-inch

object-glass by Dollond transmitted only 0’66 of the incident lightf. Lastly, Amici

ascertained that an object-glass of 2'5 aperture was as bright as a Newtonian of
-f

the

aperture ; this would give 36 inches for the equivalent of the 4-feet reflector
;
but what

has been already stated will show that it would be far short of this J.

As to defining power, it is certain that specula can be finished to possess this in the

highest degree, while their great angle of aperture with the absence of the secondary

spectrum and of diffraction-rings adds greatly to their distinctness. The champions of

the achromatic rely entirely on its power of showing small stars, which they assert are

not visible in the reflector. This, however, is not proved ; for it is no proof that because

a star does not appear in the drawing of a nebula it was therefore invisible, the fact

being that the observer’s attention was directed to a different object. The effect of this

is shown, among other examples, by the fifth star of the trapezium, and the dark ring

of Saturn, which were long overlooked in telescopes which showed them easily when

they were looked for. Besides, minute points of intrinsic brightness are brought out

by high powers, but are quite invisible with the low ones which are used for nebulae

;

but the case is very different with faint objects of sensible diameter. That any com-

parison may tell the truth, it should be made with the same power, at the same time

(for many small stars are believed to be variable), and by the same eye. The only real

advantage of the achromatic is that, from its smaller aperture, it is less disturbed by the

air’s unsteadiness. But long before it reached a size equivalent to the 4-feet this differ-

ence would disappear, and a part of it is removed by the arrangement described in the

next section.

* The results of these are given in an Appendix.

t The focal length is not mentioned : I found that the old object-glass of the Armagh circle, 3-8 and 6-2-inch

focus, transmitted only 0-60. It is a very good one, but the crown is rather strongly greenish. Many of the

glasses of the elder. Dolloxd have this tint.

X.
A 3-feet object-glass would have 54 feet focal length and would weigh about 5 cwt. As it could be sup-

ported only at the circumference, it would be difficult to prevent flexure in it.
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III. The Committee recommended that the tube of the telescope should be of metal

lattice-work, with a view to lessen the disturbing influence of currents in its interior.

The speculum after sunset is in general warmer than the air which is in contact with it,

and therefore heats it. It of course rises, and in an ordinary tube escapes along its

upper side, while a cold stream descends along the lower side to replace the ascending

one. The two form eddies at their common surface
; and the result is a medium of

irregular density very unfavourable to good vision. As the night advances the external

air cools faster than the speculum, and the evil increases so as in extreme cases to de-

stroy all sharp definition. In the proposed construction the warm air escapes through

the openings almost as soon as it leaves the speculum, and the counter-current enters

similarly, so that the disturbance is very much diminished. This plan was proposed by

Sir J. Herschel in the Preface to his Cape Observations, but was neglected till revived

in 1852. Lord Posse then applied it to his 3-feet, and Mr. Lassell and Mr. DeLaPue
to their telescopes—in every case with marked advantage. It is also strong, light, gives

very little hold to the wind, and from the arrangement of its framing is unfavourable to

the propagation of tremors.

IV. It Avas decided that the great speculum should be of metal, not silvered glass.

The Committee were unwilling to risk the success of the noble work entrusted to them

by venturing on an experiment whose success on so large a scale Avas very uncertain.

All the telescopes Avhich have been made on this latter plan are, they believe, with one

exception, of which little is known, not larger than 12 or 15 inches. When it is a

question of 48 inches, several difficulties present themselves which at present cannot be

solved. Such a speculum must be of considerable thickness to keep its shape
; it Avould

be no easy matter to manufacture so large a block of glass, which must be homogeneous

in structure and well annealed
; the latter to prevent its breaking in Avorking ; the first

because otherwise it will expand unequally and change its figure. Nor is it known

Avhether a silver film of uniform thickness (which according to Foucault is essential)

can be deposited over so large a surface. And there are two still more decided objec-

tions. Glass, though rather less than half the specific gravity of speculum metal,

somehow seems more liable to abnormal flexure. One of these silvered specula, appa-

rently of uniform thickness and consistence, has been found to give a good image with

one diameter vertical and not with another ; and they all require the utmost precaution

in supporting them. This doubt has recently been confirmed ;
for one of the small spe-

cula of the Melbourne Telescope, Avhich Avill be described hereafter, is glass 8 inches in

diameter
;
yet even though so small it gave bad images while it was mounted as the metal

ones were which acted perfectly, until its edge pressure Avas uniformly distributed.

Secondly, there is not the great increase of light Avhich was expected from the high

reflective power of polished silver. By Jamin’s experiments, solid silver reflects at per-

pendicular incidence 0 -93 of red light and 087 of indigo, Avhile speculum metal gives

0’69 and 0-60. But the silver film which is deposited on the glass is much inferior.

Lord Bosse, who expected considerable gain from using it as the small speculum of his
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6-feet, found that it only gave 0 # 67. Part of this deficiency may arise from its mole-

cular condition, but more arises from its being partly transparent to the more refran-

gible rays of the spectrum, which it transmits so freely that Foucault proposed and

used this silvered glass as a shade in solar observations
;
for this reason also the images

will be tinged with red. The silver film would tarnish faster than the speculum metal

;

and though on a small scale it is easily renewed, the manipulation of a speculum of

such size, and probably of 5 cwt., would present considerable difficulty. Nor is it

impossible that the film might break up under considerable changes of temperature,

such as occur at Melbourne, or he spotted by rain or dew.

Y. The last matter which requires explanation is the Committee’s decision that the

telescope should be of the Cassegrain construction. This was not made without con-

siderable discussion
; for very few have ever been made on this plan, and only two of

the Committee had any practical acquaintance with them. Lord Posse made one of

18 inches aperture; but the specula were not properly proportioned, and he used it but

little. I had a good deal of experience with a 15-inch one, and was perfectly satisfied

with its performance on such stars as s Arietes, r\ Coronse, and £ Herculis when closest

;

but still the step from 15 to 48 inches was an adventurous one. The hostility of Newton

to this telescope has probably created a prejudice against it; and it has objectionable

points, which, however, are, I think, more than compensated by certain advantages which

belong to it. Its greatest defect is the difficulty of obtaining a low magnifying-power.

As the image formed by the great speculum is magnified by the small one, from five to

six times, the eyepiece must be as much weaker than in the Newtonian; and as the

lowest power must be such, to obtain the whole effect, that the eye can take in the whole

pencil, which according to Sir W. Herschel may not exceed two-tenths of an inch

diameter, we come to rather formidable dimensions for it. With a 4-feet speculum this

lowest power =240, and the Huyglienian eyepiece which gives it is nearly 9 inches

diameter and 12 long. The glass for its lenses, though it need not be so faultless as for

an object-glass, must be of good quality, and therefore costly. This is not of so much

importance as the thickness of the glass in the lenses, which, as I have already shown,

diminishes the light, and this thickness cannot be diminished without a corresponding

decrease of the field of view *. In a telescope of this size it might perhaps be desirable

to employ a triple eyepiece, possessing the Huyghenian properties of achromatism and

equal flexure of the pencils
;
such a one, in which the distance of the second and third

lenses =-§ the focal length of the third, would have only 0 - 6 the thickness of glass, and

this difference might probably be more than equivalent to the extra pair of reflections.

This eyepiece has a much flatter field and is as sharp as the Huyghenian.

Secondly, the small mirror is something larger than its rival’s, and therefore inter-

cepts more light; the difference is only a fiftieth of the whole, and it must be re-

membered that the central rays are not those which give the best vision.

Thirdly, the rays traverse the tube thrice, but in the other a little more than twice

;

* But as to this, see Appendix.
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as, however, the Cassegrain is shorter, the space actually traversed, and therefore the

chance of disturbance from this cause are as 1*12:1. Even this difference is nearly

obviated by the lattice-tube.

Fourthly, Newton advanced an objection which is often urged. When light is re-

flected very obliquely from a body even of feeble reflecting power like glass, the reflection

is almost total, its intensity decreases with the incidence, and when that is perpendicular,

becomes very feeble. Now in the Cassegrain the incidence is nearly perpendicular, in

the Newtonian at 45°
;
and hence he inferred that the latter has most light. But we now

know that metals reflect differently from glass, and that the intensity of their reflected

light follows a more complicated law. It decreases down from the perpendicular inci-

dence to one depending on the incidence of maximum polarization (which is different

for different rays), and then increases till at 90° the reflection is total. In the researches

to which I have' already referred, M. Jamin has given the intensity of red light from

speculum metal, which when perpendicular =0*692, but for 45° is only 0*646
;
for the

other rays the intensities are less, but follow the same law; so that the advantage is

nearly ^ infavour of the Cassegrain.

The other advantages are, first, the tube is shorter, therefore lighter, and less acted

on by the wind ; second, the magnitude of the second image gives facility for micro-

meter measures ; it is also flatter than in any other telescope ;
third, the errors of the

small speculum tend to correct those of the large ; and this is of some importance when

they have to be repolished by persons not so skilful as the original maker. It is easier

to figure the small mirror properly than the plane one of the Newtonian. Fourth, the

greatest of all is the facility which it offers to the observer. The eyepiece is near the

ground, and travels in a spherical surface of some 7-feet radius while the telescope

sweeps the whole sky; the observer has to move but little, and the observing chair is

light and easily managed. But with the Newtonian he must be at the upper end of the

tube, which with a 4-feet looking to the zenith would be at least 37 feet above the

ground ; and he must have an adequate apparatus to support him, the use of which re-

quires much labour and is not altogether exempt from danger. This had most weight in

deciding the Committee in favour of the Cassegrain, and the trials which have been

made of the instrument since its completion fully justify their preference.

In determining the relative powers of the specula and the lowest eyepiece, special

formulae were in this case required, and those found in ordinary treatises of optics have

the defect of assuming the distance of distinct vision infinite in respect of the focal

lengths of the lenses. The conditions of the problem are three. 1. The opening in the

large speculum should be as large as the aperture of the small one : no light is lost by

this. 2. The opening of the field-lens of the lowest power should be of the same size

to obtain the largest possible field of view. 3. The lowest power must be such that

the eye can take in the whole emergent pencil. Call F,f f, andf" the focal lengths

of the specula and the lenses of the Huyghenian, A and a the apertures of the specula,

d and d' the distances of the first and second images from the small speculum, <p and n
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those of the second and third images from the first lens, and z that of the fourth (a

virtual one) from the second lens, then the fourth image is seen directly by the eye

placed at the eyestop : this stop must be at the image of the small speculum formed by

the second lens, and of the same diameter as that image, to exclude all light except

what comes from the specula. The distance of the stop from the lens r being

a small quantity, this distance + 2—V the distance of distinct vision. Hence we obtain

in succession

and hence

2V— 2r -f" /"(2V-2r+ 3/") ^ ,/"(2V— 2r + 3/")

2 ; u— 2V-2t +/" ; Q— * V-r ’

magnifying-power M=^X F_2Fd'Y t\

r/4 v
As the small speculum should receive all the light from the large one, and as

in these eyepiecesf bears a given ratio to a'— a, we have a=nf ; and substituting these

in M,

M= 2Ad'w Mnf*

But we have a second value of d',

d!=F— cZ — ^ —
f-

1 being the distance of the great speculum from the first lens ; and equating the two,

which, when A, F, n and V are known, gives f\ and thence the other elements of the

telescope. In this case F=366 inches, 5=11, A=48 ; opticians generally make n— 0’5.

About Y there is doubt ; it has been estimated from 10 to 5 inches, but I will take 8

inches, that adopted by Sir W. ITerschel, and several others. M=240*, hence

1-21675 N

-vj
As r is small, omitting it, we get an approximate value off', and thence of d', from

~\~f
1 X 3 '3125— 3/7.

* M is nearly inversely as f ;
for though

^
changes with the adjustment of focus, the change is trifling.

It may also he remarked that the common mode of getting M, dividing A by x, the diameter of the image of

the large speculum at the stop is not correct unless/' is small; the expression is

x ^4
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which r is found =02051, and thence finallyf

.

Omitting the effect of r,

the field of view is in general 5=
COt*^ 1

; hence the constants of the telescope are

Large speculum E=366 inches

A= 48 „

Small speculum /= 74-71

a= 8-05

d= 61

d'= 332-31

-
d
= 5-4477

Lowest powerf'= 16-10

Distance of eyestop from 2nd lens 2*89

M=240

Q= 14'-32

Equivalent focus 1994

As soon as these were decided on, the contract (which, beside the telescope and a

duplicate large speculum, included an apparatus for polishing and a steam-engine for

working it) was signed at the close of February 1866, and the preparations for casting

the specula were urged rapidly forward. All had been so carefully considered by Mr.

Grubb, that scarcely in any instance was there any necessity to change what he had

planned. While these were going on, much progress was made with the more massive

parts of the equatorial, and the polishing-machine was got ready. The alloy for the

specula was also prepared. It is that of Lord Rosse, four equivalents of copper to one

of tin ; it possesses more power of resisting tarnish than those which deviate a little on

either side of this proportion, and is probably as reflective as any. The liability of good

speculum metal to tarnish has been much exaggerated. I have elsewhere given some

proofs of this, and may add that there is at the Armagh Observatory a six-inch Gregorian

by Short, bearing the date of 1745, which is nearly as bright as at first. As to this

Mr. Lassell and Mr. W. De La Rue are good witnesses, especially the latter ; for his

13-inch showed no signs of tarnish, though it was for several years exposed to the influ-

ence of photographic chemicals, some of which are very bad neighbours for polished

metals. Like most other brilliant metals, riot excepting silver, it reflects the less

refrangible rays in greater proportion than the others, which gives stars a tendency

towards red or orange in reflecting-telescopes. This, perhaps, may not be the case with

an alloy proposed by Rev. William T. Kingsley, who adds to the above compound

one-fourth of an equivalent of zinc. A small piece of this, with which that gentleman

MDCCCLXIX. t
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favoured me, is so white* that, though in uncertainty as to its permanence, I did

not venture to propose casting a large speculum of it, Mr. Grubb thought so well of

it that he has tried it in a duplicate small speculum of 8 inches, which will test its

endurance.

From the great difference between the melting-points of copper and tin, and the great

liability of the latter to oxidation, the alloy is generally formed by pouring the tin into

the melted copper, stirring them, and rapidly casting into ingots. The alloy fuses at a

far less heat than the copper, and the castings made from the second melting are sup-

posed to be less porous. Pores, I believe, are never totally absent ; it seems that the

alloy absorbs gases at a high temperature, as is notably the case with silver and copper,

and as has lately been shown in some remarkable instances by Graham for some other

metals. Copper when so charged with oxygen is brittle, and it is made marketable by

“ poling,” stirring it while fluid with a pole of dry wood, the carbon and hydrogen of

which combine with this oxygen as they bubble through it ; and the same process has

been found to lessen considerably the porousness of speculum metal. All these pre-

cautions were taken here.

f[Plate III. fig. 1 is a plan of the casting- and annealing-room, 36 feet long by 16|

wide. A is the hot hearth for heating the bed of hoops which (as described by Lord Posse)

forms the bottom of the mould. It consists of four low pillars of brick with intermediate

grates for coke fires. B is the melting-furnace (which replaced two smaller ones used in

mixing the alloy) ; it is similar to the common brass-founder’s one. Its internal dimen-

sions are 42 inches square by 69 from top to the fire bars, with a central pillar rising 15

inches above them to support the crucible. C is the mould as laid for a casting ; and

at D is a crane which commands A, B, and C. It also commands E, the open cradle,

seen in section (Plate IV. fig. 8), in which is placed the crucible full of fused metal

previous to pouring. F is an inclined causeway leading to the mouth of the annealing-

* The experiments of James, already referred to, give the coefficients of perpendicular reflection for each ray

from several metals. I give those for speculum metal and zinc.

Speculum. Zinc.

Eed 0-692 0-576

Orange 0-654 0-594

Yellow 0-632 0-602

Green 0-625 0-616

Blue 0-606 0-628

Indigo 0-599 0-635

Yiolet 0-593 0-636

It appears from this that while the reflective power of the speculum metal decreases as the refrangibility

increases, that of zinc increases. It is therefore possible that a proper mixture of the two might act equally on

all the rays.

t The matter enclosed in brackets is contributed by Mr. Gkubb ; and I am sure that the scientific world will

duly appreciate the valuable information which he has so liberally communicated.
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oven G. This oven was constructed with great care ; it is circular, to ensure uniformity

in the cooling of the enclosed speculum, and is strongly bound with a massive band of

iron to prevent cracking. Upon a thick foundation of rubble work were laid several

courses of brick with a layer of sheet iron interposed to prevent moisture rising from the

ground, and on this were constructed the fire-place and flues for heating the bed of the

oven. This bed is formed, first, of several courses of fire-bricks, on which are laid fire-

tiles 12 inches square previously ground separately to the required curve, and then set so

as to form a continuous bed of the radius required for the under side of the speculum.

The circular wall of the oven is 27 inches thick, and the details of its construction are

fully shown in Plates III. & IV. figs. 2 to 8. The system of flues below the bed, of which

one or more can be readily stopped if required, gives great facility for heating it equably;

and the wall and arched roof of the oven (which was covered with ten tons of sand) are

heated by a mixed fire of coke and turf, burning in the oven itself, the combustion being

regulated by its independent air-hole, damper, and chimney.

For the quick opening and closing of the mouth of the oven, a series of cast-iron

stoppers were provided, coated internally with loam, and with removable handles outside.

These, when in situ
,
complete the circle of the wall, and give great facilities for opening

and closing the oven when the speculum is introduced.

A single crucible of cast iron holds enough of metal for a casting
;

it was cast with

the precautions indicated by Lord Rosse; its internal dimensions are 25 inches dia-

meter, 32 inches deep ; the bottom is rounded, and its thickness is from 2 inches

there to 1| at top. It easily holds 30 cwt. of the alloy, 27 being required for a 4-feet

speculum.

The operations of casting and annealing were conducted essentially as described by

Lord Posse, with such modifications as the case required, or were indicated by experience.

In constructing that part of the mould which forms the edge of the speculum, a different

plan was followed from the beginning, for two reasons. First, Lord Rosse had expe-

rienced a difficulty in “ timing ” the operation, because the wet sand-ring which was the

edge of the mould was quickly dried when placed in contact with the hot bed of hoops,

and consequently was liable to crumble down. Second, the plan for lateral support of

the speculum proposed by Mr. Grubb (G. M. T. Correspondence, p. 25) makes it desirable

that the speculum should be cast with a central band about ^ inch thick, and one-third

of the speculum thickness in breadth ; and to have effected this with a mould of damp
sand would have been nearly impracticable. The edge of the mould was therefore

formed as follows. A strong sheet-iron hoop, 8 inches deep, and of the same diameter as

the bed of hoops, strengthened internally with rings of angle-iron, and its lower edge

turned true, was lined with loam moulded to the required shape. This being fully dried,

the ring was attached by clamps to the bed of hoops previously heated, where it remained

while other matters connected with the casting were preparing. It may be remarked

that this ring was not withdrawn from the speculum when it was removed to the oven

;

this was convenient for the manipulation, and Mr. Grubb thought it would probably

t 2
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assist in the annealing. It has been used thus three times, and has sustained no injury,

nor even oxidation of its surface.

To provide the hole required in the centre of the Cassegrain speculum, a core prepared

in the usual manner, 7 inches diameter, was attached to a stout bar of iron extending

across the hoop-ring, and clamped to it before pouring.]

On July 2, 1866, the casting of the first speculum was commenced. At 1 p.m. the

crucible was set in its place, and the furnace filled with fuel was lighted at the top, and

cautiously heated. At 2 a.m. on the 3rd the crucible was at a full red heat, and the

charging of it commenced. The alloy, broken into small pieces, was supplied slowly, so

as not to risk cracking the cast iron by sudden cooling of it. By noon about 7 cwt. was

fused
;
but the furnace, which up to this time was partly fed with compressed peat,

became choked, and the heat was much lowered. By energetic poking, feeding with

large coke, and adding an extempore couple of feet to the chimney-shaft, the whole 27

cwt. was fused by 8h 30m p.m. During the last hour the mould, which had been heated

on the hearth A till blue, was transported by the crane to its place and carefully levelled

;

its surface was washed with kaolin to prevent the alloy from adhering to it.

The oven, which had been for three weeks fired with a mixture of coke and peat both

in its flues and chamber, so that its interior was at a full red heat, was raked out in the

chamber, and the flues were closed.

All being ready, and the mould covered with a disk of sheet iron to keep out any dirt

that might fall into it, the crucible was lifted by the crane from the furnace and trans-

ferred to the cradle. The tackle of the crane was now shifted from the crucible to the

cradle, and the former tilted until the metal reached its lip
;
the metal was once more

stirred with a birch pole and skimmed, the cover, which during these operations had

protected the mould, was removed, and by rapidly turning the winches of the crane the

pouring was effected in six seconds—too quickly as it seemed, for from 15 to 20 lbs. of

the metal splashed over the opposite wall of the mould. When sufficiently cool (which

was tested in Lord Rosse’s manner by tapping with an iron rod), the central core was

removed, and the speculum still on the bed of hoops was drawn to the oven’s mouth.

This was effected by a powerful crab, placed outside the building, acting on a chain and

bar passed through the opposite side of the oven, and hooked into a large stirrup attached

to the trunnions of the bed of hoops. The latter was now close to a step formed at the

oven’s mouth, and the bottom of the speculum was on a level with the oven’s bed. The

stirrup being now removed from the trunnions of the bed to those of the loam-ring,

this, with the included speculum still red-hot, was drawn to the centre of the oven,

leaving the bed of hoops behind. There was great difficulty in effecting this ; and all

the appliances provided failed at first to separate them, though a pull of at least two

tons was exerted, aided by blows given to the mould with a large piece of wood. At

last they were started by one of the party jumping on the chain while it was so tightly

strained. The cause of this difficulty, which had well nigh prevented the speculum from

being drawn into the oven in time, was soon discovered. The loam-lining of the hoop
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was not in sufficiently close contact with the bed of hoops, and a film of fluid metal

found its way here and there, and sunk partially into the small hollows where the ends

of the hoop iron abutted on the ring which confined it. The remedy was obvious—to

lute the joint with a little wet loam, which dries instantly
;
and it proved quite success-

ful in subsequent casting. The iron stoppers of the oven, already described, were set

in their places, hot bricks were placed outside them, and the whole luted up ;
all other

apertures, including the entries to the chimneys, were carefully stopped. In doing this

a thermo-couple of platinum and iron wire was inserted, so that its joint was nearly over

the centre of the speculum ; and its elements were connected by copper wires with a gal-

vanometer in Mr. Howard Grubb’s office, where it kept watch over the cooling. Next

morning the galvanometer deflected 69°, which in twenty-four days decreased to 0°,

showing that the cooling was complete. See Appendix No. I.

The whole was effected without any accident, though the workmen in some parts of

the room suffered a good deal from the heat. Gas had not yet been introduced, and

the candles melted so quickly that they were of little use.

On removing the casting from the oven it proved to be sound, but its surface was
“ in winding ” about \ inch

; beside these were some of the imperfections which Lord

Rosse has called “ crowsfeet.” Had these been at the highest part of the surface, they

would have disappeared in the grinding ; but this was not the case, and Mr. Grubb pre-

ferred recasting it.

[Advantage was taken of breaking up the cast to try its strength. It was placed

horizontally on four short blocks of wood under an iron ram weighing 70 lbs., which

could fall on it from a height of 4 feet. A strong wooden bar, about 30 inches long, was

laid across the speculum and received the blows of the ram without effect ; but when a

metal bar was substituted for the wooden one, the disk broke into four very equal

portions. These, on being brought together, showed no sign of unequal tension, which,

along with the considerable force required for fracture, shows how perfect the annealing

had been.

The breaking up of this casting revealed an unexpected defect—a cavity about 9 inches

long, its cross section being a flattened oval large enough to admit three fingers
; it lay

in the middle thickness of the metal, and was lined with oxide studded with brilliant

metallic crystals. Probably it was caused by air entangled in the rapid pouring, and

had the speculum been polished, its figure might have changed with any considerable

variation of temperature.

Before a second trial the following changes were made :

—

1. To guard against flexure of the bed of hoops, it was strengthened by additional

underlying bars, and also placed for the casting on a strong cast-iron frame*.

2. Mr. Grubb observed in the first pouring that the fluid metal was separated by the

central core into two waves meeting at the opposite side of the mould, returning and

* The importance of this is obvious
;
for as the bed of hoops becomes red-hot when the fluid metal is poured

on it, it is liable to “ sag ” under the great pressure, and thus warp the surface of the casting.
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again meeting where the metal first touched the mould, which part till then was kept

exposed by the impetus of the pour ;
and he remarked that the surface-lines of imperfect

union (“ crowsfeet ”) occurred chiefly where these waves met. To provide for a more

regular diffusion of the melted metal over the mould, the cast-iron frame supporting it

was made to turn at the end next the crucible, on an axis parallel to that of the cradle.

The other end was raised or lowered by a wedge, driven by a rack and pinion under the

floor, which again was actuated by a vertical shaft worked at a convenient distance from

the casting.

3. As the central core interfered with the free flow of the metal, it was raised 1^ inch

above the surface of the mould, and in part supported there by a pin of the same dia-

meter.

4. Instead of kaolin, the heated bed of hoops was washed with two parts animal char-

coal and one of plumbago in fine powder, mixed with ale.

These preparations being made, the second speculum was cast September 22, 1866.

The oven had been fired for eight days and nights previous, the melting-furnace was

lighted the evening before, and the charging the crucible commenced at 2 a.m. and was

finished at 11. Up to this time coke was mostly used, and the melting took place earlier

than was expected. Peat now was used and the draught greatly reduced ; the pouring

took place at 12b 20m .

The mould was set by the apparatus already described at an angle of 18° with the

horizon, so that when a third of the metal was poured it would cover only half the mould

on one side, and on the other rise to the edge of the loam-ring at its lowest part. At

this instant the mould was rapidly lowered to be horizontal, the pouring being continued

without interruption, and the fluid covering the entire surface with a nearly unbroken

wave. The time was sixteen seconds. Instead of the bar and stirrup used to draw the

cast off the bed, a simple bight of chain was found sufficient, and it was removed into

the oven without any difficulty. The thermoscope marked 73*.

The third casting was made November 24, at 12h 10m
,
without any change of the

plan which has been described, and both these disks turned out exceedingly perfect.

In these the centre was closed by a piece of metal 1^ inch thick. This piece was

removed by grinding with emery and a ring of soft iron (like a trepan saw) ; it was

attached to a double handle and worked backwards and forwards by two men, its entry

being at first guided by a board with a hole of the same size. The cutting each disk

required three days.]

Difficult as it is to obtain a sound disk of good speculum metal, it is even more so to

give it the figure required to form a perfect image combined with a fine polish. The

accuracy of the finest cutting-tool that ever was devised falls almost infinitely short of

what is wanted here
;
which can only be obtained by the mutual abrasion of two surfaces

working in contact. Yet it is not at first evident how such abrasion can produce any-

* The details of the pouring, and the removal of the speculum into the oven are shown in Plate IY. fig. 8.

The dotted lines show the position of the mould at the commencement of the pouring.
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thing but a spherical figure, which is quite unfit for a speculum
;
for one might expect

that the acting surfaces would wear into uniform contact, and therefore uniform curva-

ture. But both the speculum and its polisher are elastic, and allow the contact to con-

tinue, notwithstanding a minute difference of curvature ; how minute appears from this,

that even at the edge of one of these 4-feet specula the distance of its parabola from the

circle is only 0-000106.

This being possible, we can increase the abrasion at various parts of the surface till

the desired figure is attained. For a long time it was believed that this could only be

successfully done by the hand feeling the action, but Lord Rosse found that it could

be performed as well, and with more certainty, by machinery. In this he has been fol-

lowed by others, and though their methods differ, the general principle is the same.

The speculum revolves slowly on its axis, while the polisher traverses it more rapidly,

describing a track which is some continuous curve, and crosses it in every possible direc-

tion, not returning to the same place till after a great number of revolutions. In Lord

Rosse’s machine the motion is the resultant of two nearly rectilinear and at right angles,

one less and of much slower period than the other. Latterly he reverted to an earlier

plan of his own, and used a motion which is nearly elliptic. He also surrounded the

speculum with water of a given temperature. Mr. Lassell and Mr. W. De La Rue use

an epicycloidal motion, given by a mechanism like that of Suakdi’s pen, which is very

effective. Mr. Gkubb many years ago made one which combines the power of both

these*, but gave it up for the simpler one described here, which is remarkable for the

precision and smoothness of its action.

[Plate IY. fig. 9 is an isometrical view of the grinding- and polishing-machine. A, A
are strong A-shaped castings connected by three collared stay-bolts and nuts, and having

Y-shaped bearings at top, in which turn the circular ends, or trunnions, of the hollow

prism-shaped casting B. This casting is bored through its centre, and a circle on its

upper side truly faced ; to it is fitted a spindle with a large face-plate, whose under

surface applies to the trued surface of the hollow beam for steadiness, and which serves

to carry the speculum. The lower end of the spindle carries the wheel C, by which

circular motion is given to the speculum, C being driven by the wheel and pulley D, by

means of a belt driven from the shaft.

To the principal framing are attached the brackets E, E, which carry the plate F F

;

this plate can be raised or lowered to suit different heights, and it carries the horizontal

shaft G, which, by means of two pairs of bevil wheels of equal numbers, drives the two

vertical shafts with their cranks H, H.

These cranks are adjustable to any desired length of stroke from zero, and give motion

to the connecting-rods I, I, which rods are adjustable as to length.

The rods I, I act conjointly upon the lower end of the vertical bar K, and this bar

entering a central hole in the grinder (or polisher), produces the requisite horizontal

movements in either process. It may be seen that by the adjustment of the strokes of

* See for descriptions of these the Art. “ Speculum” in Nichoi’s Cyclopaedia.
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the cranks H, and of the length of the rods I, a motion can he produced varying from

nearly a straight line through a series of ovals to a circle of any extent, and either con-

centric with, or excentric to, the underlying speculum.

The vertical bar K passes at its upper end through a hole in a bar attached to the

roof of the building, and besides producing the horizontal motion mentioned, performs

another important office.

To the lower end of the bar attaches, by a cross-key, a flanged socket which supports

the triangular piece I, and at its upper end the bar is attached to a lever with adjustable

weights, so that a pull upwards in the direction of the bar to any desired amount is pro-

vided, and thus any portion of the weight of the grinding- or polishing-tool in excess of

that desired is relieved.

The figure shows the details of the system of support as applied to the grinding-tool.

The central piece L being upheld by the bar K, supports the three straight bars M, and

these again support the six triangular pieces N.

Thus any portion of the entire weight of the tool is supported equally from eighteen

points. The following arrangement was provided for the quick and convenient trial of

the speculum while undergoing the process of polishing. To the hollow beam B is

attached the apparatus O, P, Q, O being a massive toothed sector, P an endless screw

working in same, and Q a wheel and pinion, with a hand-winch. This part of the

apparatus serves either to retain the speculum in an horizontal position for polishing

&c., or for quickly bringing it to the vertical, when by the opening of those doors, pur-

posely provided in the building, the speculum can be tested upon a day object sufficiently

distant ; and again by a reverse motion of the winch the speculum is as quickly restored

to the horizontal position for continuing the process if required: this facility of testing

the figure is of the highest importance to the ease and certainty of the polishing
; with-

out it one would be working in the dark.

As it was deemed necessary to grind both back and face of each speculum, two grinders

were provided
; the form of the back of these is shown in the figure

;
both grinders were

cast with grooved surfaces, forming projecting squares of 3-inch with ^-inch spaces, and

prepared in the lathe, one of them flat for grinding the back, the other to the required

curvature by a slide-rest actuated by a guide to the intended radius ; each speculum was

treated as follows.

First, the face was ground to a good surface and approximately to the required curva-

ture, then reversed and ground flat on the back ;
in both cases the speculum rested in

the face-plate of the grinding-machine with felt interposed, and thus free access was

obtained to the edge of the speculum for the accurate trueing by grinders of the pro-

jecting band. Next, the speculum was once more reversed and placed in its box upon

its ultimate supports, from whence it was not disturbed during the subsequent operations

of fine grinding and polishing. Before commencing the fine grinding of the face, the

grinding-tool was, by cross-cutting the squares on the face, formed into squares of about

If inch each, and by a little contrivance and some care the system of supporting-levers,
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balls, &c., was preserved from the intrusion of either grinding matter or water during

the subsequent processes of both fine grinding and polishing*.

The polisher is constructed similarly to that previously used by Mr. Grubb for smaller

specula. It is formed of a great number of strips of fine deal, 1^ inch wide and 1J

inch apart, laid in layers and crossed, each layer being firmly glued and nailed to the

next. The pieces, in the middle of its thickness, are thicker in the centre than at the

ends, being formed as if they were cut out of a lenticular disk of 4 feet diameter, 1 J;
inch

thick at centre, and f- inch at edge ; on either side of their centre were built, by crossing,

parallel slips in layers, the outer course at both sides being without intervals. The

apertures occurring round the edge were stopped up, and the whole turned to the required

curvature on the face, and strongly varnished. The entire presents the qualities of great

stiffness, lightness, and freedom from change of figure from either heat or moisture.

The pitch used for coating the polisher, after being adjusted to the desired hardness,

was rolled into parallel thickness, cut by pressure into squares while still soft, and these

applied to the surface of the polishers, using a spirit- or gas-lamp for momentarily sof-

tening one side of the patch before laying it ;
the patches were f-inch squares with

f-inch intervals, and only one hardness of pitch was used.

This method of coating a polisher is (for a large-sized one) necessarily tedious, but

can be done by inexperienced hands, and assuming the proper degree of hardness to

have been obtained, involves no other uncertainty ; it will also serve for several opera-

tions. The focus of the first speculum polished was purposely kept within that specified

;

it turned out to be 30^ feet instead of 32 feet. It was desirable that both large specula

should be approximately of the same focal length, and this has been accomplished by

the use of a large spherometer, the difference of focus being about IT inch only, or

part of the entire.]

In the process of grinding the pressure is considerable, on an average 112 lbs., and

the strokes 32 in the minute and of considerable extent ; but for polishing all these are

much diminished ; the pressure is from 30 to 20 lbs., the strokes are 24 in the minute,

and a fifth of their former length. The speculum revolves once for 14 strokes
;
the

polisher more slowly, according to the nature of the action. In Mr. W. De La Eue’s

machine and mine this last motion is effected mechanically, but Mr. Grubb has not

found this to be essential.

The small speculum is polished on a similar machine but much smaller ; it is rather

too large for hand-work, and requires to be specially figured to match the great one, as

that must be parabolic to be available for photography
;
but in this there is no difficulty,

as the tendency to error is in the direction which the small speculum requires.

The uncertainty of the polishing process arises from the pitch not being of a proper

hardness (which depends on the temperature), and the hygrometric state of the air. It

must always be a very delicate operation, but Mr. Grubb seems to have reduced the

* Eor some numerical data respecting these operations, see Appendix No. II.
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difficulties to a minimum ; and it is quite manageable by any one who has a good head

and a good eye, with a little training.

[In addition to the ordinary (metallic) small speculum of the Cassegrain there is

supplied one of silvered glass, of a construction originally proposed aud described by

Mr. Grubb in 1857 (see Report of British Association for that year).

It consists essentially of an achromatized combination of crown and flint glass, the

outer surface, or that which receives the rays coming from the large speculum, being

of a curvature which will sufficiently disperse any light reflected from same, its fourth

surface being made highly reflective by a thick deposit of silver. The inner surfaces of

the compound are made coincident in curvature so as to admit of being cemented, and

the refractive and reflective powers of the compound are so adjusted that their sums

(taking into account that the rays are twice refracted) shall be equal to that of an ordi-

nary or metallic speculum of the required focus.

In the supporting of this silvered glass speculum the increased difficulty experienced

by others of supporting glass as compared with speculum metal has presented itself.

It has not, however, been found that any particular diameter of the lenses being vertical

caused a difference in this respect
;
perhaps this may be attributed to the glass used,

having been prepared in the form of disks as generally used in the constructing of object-

glasses, whereas it has probably occurred in other cases that, as the quality of the glass

suited to the reflectors of M. Foucault is understood to be by no means material, rolled

glass has been used, and that therefrom arises a difference in different directions to the

power of resisting flexure.]

But it is not enough to have a fine speculum unless it is supported in the telescope so

that it may be exposed to no stress which can change its figure. A local pressure of a

very few pounds at the back or even the edge of one of these massive 4-feet specula would

entirely deform its image ; and such pressure is not easily avoided in the varying posi-

tions of the instrument. In the first reflecting telescopes, the specula were held by three

front stops, against which they were kept by three or more screws behind. The screws

were afterwards replaced by three springs, and this defective system remained till the

Herschels substituted one unobjectionable in principle. They placed the speculum in

a strong metal box resting on several folds of soft and elastic cloth. This diffuses the

pressure uniformly over the back of the speculum, while the box can rest on adjusting

screws ; if there were as good a lateral support, which could be easily applied, this

system is (except for very large instruments) excellent. M. Foucault supported his

specula on air-cushions which were inflated as required ; this would also give very uni-

form support, but would be affected by changes of temperature, and would, it seems to

me, be inconsistent with that permanence of index corrections which is essential to the

purpose of this telescope. It has not only to show nebulae and faint stars, but to deter-

mine their places to the accuracy of a very few seconds ;
and therefore at every hour-

angle and polar distance, the position of the optic axis of the great speculum with
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respect to the tube must be almost invariable. This should also be the case with the

small mirror
;
but there the difficulty is trifling. For the other, nothing has been devised

more efficient than the arrangement of equilibrated lever and hoop lateral support.

[The first is illustrated by Plate V. figs. 10, 11, & 12. The speculum-box consists

mainly of three parts, A, B, and C, fig. 10. A being a strong-ribbed casting, the left-

hand side of the figure showing a section through one of the three main ribs ; B is a

wrought-iron hoop fitting to A, the contact parts being trued in the lathe, and connected

by a number of screws ; and C is a trued casting fitting the upper part of B, and attached

to it also by screws. This construction has the advantages (in addition to that of great

stiffness), 1st, of admitting of the grinding and polishing processes being performed

without disturbing the speculum, or raising it in its box, the removal of the upper part C
being sufficient ; 2nd, by the removal of the hoop B, of permitting free access to be

obtained to the system of levers &c., forming the vertical support of the speculum.

This system of vertical support is in principle the same as that applied by Mr. Grubb

in 1834 to a 15-inch speculum constructed for the Armagh Observatory, and subsequently

used by Lord Bosse, Mr. Lassell, &c., for larger specula ; but in the present instance it

has probably been carried out more perfectly in its details, and these therefore appear to

deserve a particular description. In applying this system to 6-feet specula by Lord

Eosse, and to 4-feet specula by Mr. Lassell, it was considered necessary, partly from

the considerable weight of the levers, and partly from the distance between the plane

of the upper ends of the three mam adjusting screws, and that of the back of the spe-

culum (this distance being in the case of the 6-feet specula 14 inches), to apply a secon-

dary system of supports to the levers themselves* ; and whatever amount of inconvenience

arises from this cause, where one diameter of the speculum is always retained nearly

vertical, a much greater amount would arise where that condition is no longer to be

retained.

The whole lever-apparatus has therefore in the present instance been constructed of

steel, by which its necessary weight is reduced to a minimum ; and secondly, by an inge-

nious construction which at first presented much difficulty, and which was ultimately

worked out by Mr. Howard Grubb; the secondary levers of the system, instead of

being as usual placed between the primary and tertiary, are placed above the latter, or

nearly touching the under side of the speculum, the balls of the tertiary levers acting

(where necessary) through holes in the secondary. The result of this is that the distance

between the back of the speculum and the bottom of the box is only 3-| inches, and any

necessity for counterpoising the weight of the supporting levers is removed.

In carrying out in detail this system of support no sacrifice of principle has been

admitted. The speculum has been supposed to be divided vertically into forty-eight

portions of equal weights contained in three annuli, viz. two outer of eighteen pieces

each and one inner of twelve, each single portion being supported under its own centre

of gravity. Plate V. fig. 11 is a diagram of this supposed division, and fig. 12 shows

* Mr. Lasseel’s elegant arrangement is described in British. Association Reports, 1850, p. 180.

u 2
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in that third marked A its primary lever, in that marked B its two secondaries, and in

that of C its six tertiary, in which the four triangular are triple and the two straight are

double. These tertiary levers support the speculum by intervening balls, as originally

adopted by Lord Rosse ; but it has not been attempted to keep these balls in their place

by a wire and spring, which has been found occasionally to fail, but by being surrounded

by a metallic ring allowing of a slight rolling movement, but affording no chance of

displacement. The balls, 1^ inch diameter, are of hard cast iron, made approximately

true by grinding.

In Plate Y. fig. 10, 1 is a vertical section of a primary lever, 2 a secondary, and 3 a

tertiary with its balls and rings. Figs. 13 & 14, taken from photographs, further illustrate

the system of vertical support ;
fig. 13 shows the supports as described ; fig. 14 the same,

but with the addition of two rings of sheet iron which are necessary for keeping the

levers in their proper position laterally.

The lateral support of the specula is that originally described in a paper by Mr. Grubb

already referred to. It is shown in section in Plate Y. fig. 10, where D is a ring of

wrought iron trued after being attached to the inner side of the speculum-box, and E
is apother ring of same material which fits with a slight looseness on D, and also fits

loosely the trued edge of the speculum. It may be seen that, except when the speculum

is quite horizontal, its weight pressing against the lowest part of the ring E must bring

its opposite or highest part into close contact with the ring D, while that part of the

ring E, which the speculum is pro tempore bearing against, is thereby removed out of

contact with the ring D, and consequently free to move up and down a small but suffi-

cient quantity, which virtually places the speculum under equal advantages as respects

lateral supports as if it were held in a flexible band, of the form of the letter U, supported

at its upper ends.

This method of lateral support was applied long since by Mr. Grubb to smaller spe-

cula, including one of 20 inches diameter at the Glasgow Observatory, and with entire

success ;
but as grave doubts were expressed recently as to its efficacy in the case of a

4-feet speculum, it is desirable to mention that its efficiency is as decided in this latter

case as in that of the 20-inch
; no appearance of flexure being perceptible in either

instance on placing the telescope in various positions, by which different parts of the

speculum, including opposite sides of same, were brought successively into the lowest

position.]

The tube consists of two parts
;
the lower, which is made of strong sheet iron, is firmly

secured above in the cradle of the declination-axis, and below to the speculum-box by

three strong holts. Between two of these is a slit, through which, by means of guides

passing through two openings above it, a cover which fits closely in the ring C (Plate Y.

fig. 10) can be introduced to protect the speculum when not in use. Then also the

large eyepiece is replaced by a vessel containing quicklime to absorb moisture. This

part of the tube is T feet long, of which only 17 inches are below the cradle ;
so the

speculum is not quite 40 inches below the centre of the declination-axis. The upper
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part is lattice-work made of slips of steel ^ inch thick, 3 inches broad at bottom, and

tapering to 1-J at top. These were bent round a cylinder of the proper diameter, as

shown in Plate XII. fig. 15, and each crossing was secured by a rivet, forming a series of

lozenges about 9 by 17 inches. Strong iron rings were rivetted to each end, the lower

of which was secured to the close part; and four strong diaphragms were similarly

attached at equal distances in its interior. The open part is 21 feet long. As a proof

of its exceeding stiffness, may be mentioned that a weight of 112 lbs. hung at its extre-

mity only caused a deflection of inch. The small speculum is carried by a steel arm

of considerable depth attached to the second diaphragm, which is of steel, and supported

by struts from the first and third. Provision was made for transverse support, but this

has not been found necessary.

[Plate VI. fig. 16 is an end elevation, and Plate V. fig. 17 a side elevation of the small

speculum in its box, and apparatus for carrying and adjusting it ; scale 1^ inch to the foot.

A cast-iron plate a, 18 inches long, is attached to the inside of the tube, at one end

by a small cross girder b, and at the other by a lunette steel ring c (fig. 16). To this is

attached, by two thumb-screws, the plate d (fig. 17), forming the base of the hollow arm

A, which is made of steel plate -j
3

^ inch thick, and filled with wood to deaden the vibra-

tion. This carries at its upper end a V-shaped gun-metal slide B, in which works the

arm e, to which the speculum-box is attached by three screws,/
1

,
/’. Between the plate

which forms the end of the arm and the speculum-box are two rings, g, g, of a greater

thickness at one side than the other, by the relative revolutions of which the speculum

is adjusted at right angles to the axis of the large speculum. For focusing the arm e

is acted upon from behind by a screw, to which motion is given by the wire cords h.

These cords are carried over the pulleys b and down the side of the tube to its lower

end, where they are wound round a hand-wheel concentric with the eyepiece, to which

motion can be given by the observer for the purpose of focusing (see next fig.).

Plate VI. fig. 18 is apian of the bottom of the speculum-box, which forms the lower

end of the telescope, showing the arrangements for hand motions, &c. ; scale 1^ inch to

the foot.

a, a are two of the three bolts by which the speculum-box is attached to the end of the

tube
; b, b, b the three screws for levelling the speculum : these screws form the support

of the three primary levers already described
;

their heads are countersunk in the bosses,

and are covered when not in use by brass caps. A is the lowest eyepiece, power 220

;

field-lens 8 inches diameter ; c is the hand-wheel for focusing ;
the cords h, h from this

are carried up the side of the tube to the apparatus already described (Plate VI. fig. 16

& Plate V. fig. 17). B is the hand-wheel for quick motion in declination. The motion is

obtained by a pinion on the upper end of the shaft of the wheel d, gearing into a toothed

wheel 4 feet 6 inches diameter, attached to the cube of the polar axis, as seen at S in fig. 15.

C is the wheel for slow motion in declination. This is obtained by a clamp (S, fig. 15)

4 feet 6 inches diameter, with a tangent screw and parallel motion similar to that after-

wards to be described for Al, and D is the HooK’s-joint handles for the apparatus as
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there described for slow motion in Al. E is the finder, 4 inches aperture, fitted with

eyepieces of large field.]

The equatorial which carries this huge telescope is not less remarkable. It will be

seen in Plate XII. fig. 15 that the polar axis is inverted, so that the declination-axis,

and of course the centre of gravity of all the moving parts, is near the ground. So also

are the circles ; which gives extreme facility in setting or reading the instrument. The

axes are exceedingly massive; but from the beautiful arrangement of counterpoises

which is adapted to them, their motion is very easy. One of these is seen at K (fig. 15);

it relieves the upper pivot of the polar axis from its lateral friction to any required

amount. Another, F, does the same thing for the lower pivot, and the peculiar one, L*,

takes off the end pressure on the lower pivot. The result of their combined action is,

that the instrument is turned round this axis by a force of 5 lbs. at a leverage of 20 feet.

[Plate VI. fig. 19 is an end elevation, and fig. 20 is a cross section of the upper end

of the polar axis resting on its bearing
; scale 1^ inch to the foot.

The axis in this part, 12 inches diameter, rests on two blocks of gun-metal inserted in

cast-iron wedge-shaped pieces, b
,
b', sliding in a horizontal groove, and acted upon by the

screws a, a', by the combined action of which the axis is adjusted in the direction of the

plane of the meridian, or at right angles to it. At c (Plate VI. fig. 19) is seen the roller,

8 inches diameter, by which the Y supports are relieved of any desired portion of the

weight of the axis, & c. This roller is acted upon by a pair of steel levers of the propor-

tion of 3 to 1, to which weights are attached hanging down the eastern side of the polar

pier. The fulcra of these levers are capable of adjustment, so that the roller may be

brought exactly under the centre of the axis, as it is adjusted by the screws and wedges

a a!, b b'. At d (Plate VI. fig. 19) is seen a sector acted upon in like manner as the roller

by a lever and weights hanging down the western side of pier. This exerts an upward

pressure on the bar e, which is connected with the relief of the friction of the declination-

axis (see fig. 25, where this apparatus is described).

Plate VI. fig. 21 is a side elevation of the lower bearing of the polar axis, showing

the plummer block in section
; scale 1^ inch to the foot.

a is the lower pivot of the polar axis terminated by a piece of chilled cast iron, b,

polished flat on its lower face. This under face revolves in contact with a piece of bell-

metal c, fiat on its upper side, and partially spherical on its lower, bearing in a corre-

spondingly shaped spherical annulus formed to receive it in the bottom of the plummer

block. This arrangement enables the bell-metal cushion to take its own position, as the

axis is adjusted by the screws and wedges in the upper bearing (see a a!, b V ,
Plate VI.

figs. 19 & 20), and so ensures an equable bearing throughout the whole of the surfaces

in contact of the pieces b and c. Although the component of the weight of the telescope

* Tlie chain connected with the crank arm L is peculiar. It is made of circular iron disks connected hy

semicircular links of steel. Each link can twist a little on its partner with very little friction. They are

hardened at their point of action
; their ends pass through holes in the disks where they are secured hy nuts,

and can easily he removed for repair. No chain of the common construction would answer here.
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acting upon this face is about five tons, any portion, or all of this, is relieved by the

lever-apparatus on polar pier as seen in general drawing (Plate XII. fig. 15). The sector

for relieving the lateral pressure of this bearing with its slide-box, springs, and adjusting-

screw is seen at A. This sector is 27 inches radius, and works on a 1-inch hardened

steel pin held in a cast-iron frame sliding in an outer box. This frame is forced up by

the screw d, acting through the lamina of steel springs e. This sector relieves any

desired position of the six-tons pressure in this direction, the friction due to this being

reduced in the proportion of 54 to 1. At H are seen the fixed and differential hour-

circles, 34 inches diameter, the lower (fixed
;
one) reading sidereal time—At by its two

fixed verniers, and the upper being set to sidereal time by its fixed verniers, two differ-

ential verniers read true Hts. They are divided on an alloy of palladium and silver to

lm
,
and the verniers read to I s

. For the purpose of setting this differential circle, pins

f,f\f are inserted in it, by which it may be turned to its approximate position when the

final adjustment is made by a delicate tangent motion.

Plate VII. fig. 22 is a plane of the At clamp and clock sector removed from the axis

;

scale 1-| inch to 1 foot.

The sector driven from the clock by an endless screw is strung on a portion of the

polar axis 7-| inches diameter, immediately above the hour-circles by the cast-iron piece

A bored accurately to fit it ; to this are attached two steel tubular arms which carry on

their extremity the gun-metal sector B, 5 feet radius
;
these are strongly braced with

cast-iron lattice trussings, which carry at 3-feet radius a square-threaded tangent screw

a, communicating with the clamp C by the nut-and-link motion b, shown in larger scale

and described in Plate VII. figs. 23 and 24. The clamp C, 20 inches diameter, is

clamped or unclamped to the axis by half a turn of either of the screws c or c'
. When

unclamped the instrument is free for motion in At by the quick-motion gearing, driven by

the hand-wheel G (Plate XII. fig. 15). When clamped, the clockwork being in motion,

the telescope follows the object. The final adjustment in At for bringing the object into

the centre of the field of the telescope is effected by the differential screw a, actuated

through the shafts e, by Hoos’s-joint handles attached to either d or d'.

Plate VII. fig. 23 is a plan, and fig. 24 a vertical section of the parallel-motion

arrangement for the tangent screw referred to above ; scale ^ size.

Owing to the great sizes and weights of the masses to be moved, the ordinary con-

structions extant were considered insufficient. In the arrangement as adopted the screw

is supported in bearings at both ends. This involves the necessity of the nut moving in

a straight line, while the arm which carries it describes an arc of a circle. This is pro-

vided for by the arrangement shown in the figures, a a is a portion of the screw (which

is purposely made of considerable length) working in the nut b b. This nut has a pair

of trunnions towards one end, A A, working in the inner frame c c, which has itself a pair

of trunnions, B B, working in the outer frame d d, which is attached to the arm of the

clamp. At e is seen a counter-nut to take away any loss that may be occasioned by the

wearing of the screw. This nut is cut into teeth on its edge, and is kept in its place by
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a small brass cap f\ with a pair of feathers on the inside which slide into two of the

teeth of the nut.]

The declination-axis has also its three sets of counterpoises
; but their function is of

a more complicated character. The weight of itself, with the telescope and counterpoises,

acts in the vertical passing through their centre of gravity, and may be conceived as the

resultant of three rectangular components, one parallel to the polar axis, one parallel to

the declination-axis, and one perpendicular to both. The first of these is constant in

magnitude and direction, the others vary from 0 to a maximum at an inverse rate. The

two first tend to make the axis shift in its Y’s transversely and leave its bearings, the

third to jam it against the cube of the polar axis.

[The second and third components are relieved by the mechanism shown in Plates VII.

& VIII. figs. 25, 26, 27, and 28. It consists of two nearly semicircular cast-steel rings of a

strong section. These surround the declination-axis at the point where its axis intersects

that of the polar axis, and where it is shaped as in Plate VIII. fig. 26. Between the jaws

of these rings are bolted the gun-metal blocks c, carrying each three rollers, two of which,

d, d, roll on the trued rings/', f of the declination-axis, while the third, e, acts at right

angles to the other two in a groove formed for the purpose in the declination-axis. The

lower semiring has a steel stud g, which enters into a cavity prepared for it at the bottom

of the polar axis, and forms the fulcrum of the lever. The upper ring is prolonged into

a steel bar stiffened with a cast-iron jacket. This bar passes up through the polar axis,

and projects at the upper end, where it is acted upon by a small sector and lever which

produce a sufficient upward thrust (see Plate VI. fig. 19 e). By this means any desirable

portion of the resultant of the second and third component can be relieved.

Plate VII. fig. 25 is an end view of this apparatus in its position embracing the decli-

nation-axis.

N.B. A portion of the axis is broken away to show the roller e working in the groove.

Plate VIII. fig. 26 is a plan of the rollers and declination-axis,

Plate VII. fig. 27 is a vertical section of the steel ring and rollers.

Plate VII. fig. 28 a side elevation of the same. It should be mentioned that, for the

efficient working of this apparatus, it is necessary that both polar and declination-axis

should be balanced “ inter se ” round their point of intersection. This is not the case

in some instruments which have the counterpoise of the telescope hanging from the

opposite side of the polar and not the declination-axis.

When this adjustment has been completed, then, and not till then
,
the first component

may be relieved by the apparatus which is partly seen at O, Plate XII. fig. 15, and more

fully in Plate VIII. figs. 29 & 30. Fig. 29 is an elevation of the larger, and fig. 30

half elevation, half section of the lesser roller-frames, scale 1*5 inch to 1 foot. That

represented in fig. 29 is applied to the larger or telescope-end of the axis, immediately

outside the larger bearing, between it and the cradle. The smaller, fig. 30, is applied

immediately outside the smaller bearing, and can be seen at P in Plate XII. fig. 15.

At a, a' are seen the ends of the two steel levers which bear up the roller-frames. The
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fulcra of these levers are attached to the sides of the cube of the polar axis ; one end of

each bears up the larger frame (Plate VIII. fig. 29), as at a, a'; the other is attached

to the end of a cross lever dropped on the stud h (Plate VIII. fig. 30), and fastened by a

nut which is tightened till the elasticity of the levers acts with sufficient power to give

the required relief of the friction. This is seen in Plate XII. fig. 15.]

As the size of the rollers is limited by the dimensions of the cube C (Plate XII. fig. 15),

they are not quite as effectual as the antifriction apparatus of the polar axis ; for it re-

quires 12^ lbs. acting at the leverage of 20 feet to turn the telescope round this axis.

Still one man can raise the telescope from the horizon to the zenith in twenty seconds.

In reversing it from the east of the pier to west, or vice versa, two men are necessary for

quick work, as it must be moved in P.D. as well as At ; they do it in forty-five seconds.

The tangent movement in declination is so smooth that a star can be nicely bisected

by it. The polar-distance circle P (Plate XII. fig 15), divided like the others on the

alloy of palladium and silver, is 30 inches diameter, and has two verniers which read

to 10".

[The clock is lodged very compactly in a hollow in the pier ; a shaft passes from it gear-

ing with a vertical one which drives the screw of the sector. It is regulated by a conical

governor, shown in Plate VIII. fig. 31 (scale 3 inches to 1 foot), a is a double fork-shaped

frame of gun-metal, in which hang the two T-shaped pieces V, V carrying the balls A,

A', 5 inches diameter, of hollow brass filled with lead. These, when not in action, are

retained near their working angle 45° by the piece c. Attached to the steel bars are

small brackets, d
,
d1

,
carrying screws with divided heads, e, e', the extremities of which

terminate in small cups to contain pieces of hard leather. These, when the balls attain-

ing their speed fly out, rub on the disk B, the plane of which is set at right angles to

the governor’s axis of rotation, and by their friction prevent any increase of speed. The

lower bearing of the governor’s spindle is attached to a sliding-piece C : this slide is

worked by a cam, f, actuated by the wheel and sector, g. The spindle of this sector

projects in front of the clock-frame, where it carries an arm playing round a gradu-

ated arc, and kept in any required position by a pin and a circle of holes. The initial

adjustment of this clock is made by the nuts h, h1

, which alter the working length of

the conical pendulum, and the screws e, e', which alter its working angle. When
the clock is adjusted to sidereal time, these require no alteration; for small differences,

as in the case of planets, are corrected by the cam apparatus without stopping the

clock. For the moon, the change to mean lunar time is made by a set of differential

wheels, which are brought into play by the simple movement of a lever in an instant,

and the final adjustment for the lunar rate at the time of observation is made by

the cam.]

Mr. Grubb had intended to supplement the action of this governor by an elegant

contrivance controlled by an ordinary seconds’ pendulum, which was to add or subtract

motive power as the clock lost or gained, but on trial we did not consider it neces-

sary. The clock has a great excess of power over any probable resistance that may
mdccclxix. x
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come into play, and we found that the doubling its actual driving-weight (200 pounds

on a single line) accelerated its rate only It rings seconds.

But the excellent action of the clock would be marred unless it were matched by a

corresponding accuracy of the screw and sector through which it drives the telescope.

These were finished with extreme care, and are believed to be as exact as many dividing

engines. The means of obtaining an accurate screw are well known ;
but it may be

useful to describe the process of cutting the sector.

[The arc of this, which is of gun-metal and 5-feet radius, after being duly fitted to the

frame of the sector, had several faint arcs described near its edge concentric with the

polar axis. It was then detached and transferred to a large wheel-cutting engine, where

it was carefully centred by means of the faint arcs just mentioned, using a micrometer-

microscope. The proposed run of the sector was two hours, or sixty teeth (the screw

being intended to revolve once in two minutes). It was, however, purposely made long

enough for seventy teeth, and so many radial lines were drawn on it, using the wheel-

cutting engine as a dividing one. Subject to its errors, these divisions represent two

minutes of time.

The second step in the work was to take sixty-four of these divisions, and to determine

their relative errors by the process of continual bisection, using a pair of micrometer-

microscopes. The third step was to cut from the erroneous divisions, using the table of

errors and a micrometer-microscope, a set of corrected divisions.

The fourth step was to cut the teeth from these last divisions ; the cutting part of the

engine being provided with a clamp and tangent-screw, and also a micrometer-micro-

scope ; the last cutter bringing the teeth as nearly as possible to the shape required for the

application of the endless screw. The gun-metal arc was then restored to its place in

the instrument, and a racked screw of the calculated pitch being passed a few times

through the whole extent of the teeth, they were brought to the precise shape required

for working with the screw of the clock. The quantity of metal removed in this last

process was barely perceptible.

The telescope has nine Huyghenian eyepieces, ranging from 220 up to 1000. It has

also a micrometer, whose wires are illuminated in a dark field, and which is also provided

with fine steel bars as more fit for faint nebulas than wires. It is similar to a pair made

many years ago by Mr. Grubb for the Armagh Cassegrain, and for the late Lord Posse.

Plate VIII. fig. 32 is a down view of it; fig. 33 is mostly sectional, and fig. 34 shows the

sliding-pieces or forks which slide in V-grooves planed in the under side of the micro-

meter-box. The figures are half size. The micrometer-screws have twenty-five threads

to the inch, and the number of their revolutions is read offfrom scales through A, A,

glazed openings in the covering plate, fig. 32.

In fig. 33, C is a section of the part which screws into the telescope ; to this the mi-

crometer is attached by the ring D, so as to admit of being turned in any direction.

E and F are rings connected by the bars G ;
outside and around the lantern part formed

by these bars, revolves a short tube H, to which is attached a conical tube I carrying the
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illuminating lamp ;
and inside the lantern, but without touching its bars, stands the

concave illuminating reflector K, supported by two studs, L, which are attached to the

ring M. This is on its upper edge cut into contrate teeth, which are acted on by the

pinion and milled head O.

The nozzle of the lamp being made to turn in the conical tube I, and this latter being

(by means of the tube H) revolvable on the lantern part, it follows that the lamp can be

set vertical in any position of the telescope, while the reflector K can be revolved by

the milled head O till it throws the lamp’s light on the micrometer-wires. Thus one lamp

is, by very simple management, in every case sufficient. In the Cassegrain telescope there

is an eyehole so adjusted that it excludes all light except what comes from the object-

speculum : now if the central opening of K be no larger than what will pass that light,

it is evident the field will be dark, while the rays of the lamp intersecting in the focus of

K will illuminate any object placed there, and of course the wires in whose plane that

focus is. The same can be arranged, though not so easily, for a Newtonian. N in

fig. 32 is a large milled head, by turning which, Q, the box of the micrometer is made

to revolve. It works a pinion which acts on the wheel R, fig. 33. S in both figures is

the position-circle reading to a minute by the verniers T, T\ The optical part is peculiar,

and such as had been long since applied by Dr. Robinson to the micrometer of the

Armagh Cassegrain to obtain a larger field than was given by the usual positive eye-

pieces. A field glass P, common to all the eyepieces, is placed at a proper distance

before the wires, and the eyepieces are single lenses placed behind them. This greatly

enlarges the field of view without producing any sensible distortion of the image in a

Cassegrain*. The micrometer is provided with powers from 300 to 600.]

In using it the small speculum must be fixed in the position which brings the third

image into the plane of the wires, and focusing must be effected by sliding the eye-lens.

What we have described comprises all which was included in the contract, but it

seemed to the Committee that the instrument would be incomplete without a photo-

graphic apparatus and a spectroscope, and they ventured to add these on their own re-

sponsibility, sanctioned by the opinion of the President and Council. Some photograms

of the moon and stars taken with a temporary apparatus, were considered by the highest

authority in this matter, Mr. Warren De La Rue, to be of such good promise that they

directed a very complete one to be provided similar to the one used by that astronomer,

with only such modifications as the great bulk of the telescope makes necessary.

[The most important details are shown in figures 35 to 38, of which the first two are

on a scale of 1 inch to the foot. Fig. 35 is a plan, and fig. 36 half section, half eleva-

vation of it. AAA is the angle-iron forming the upper end of the telescope, to which

is attached the steel tripod frame B B B, by the thumb-screws x, x, x. This tripod

supports the pair of brass tubes e,f; the steel arms being connected with the outer tube

* In the Armagh instrument the values of a revolution of the screws, deduced from ten, twenty, and thirty

revolutions of them by transits of circumpolar stars, differ from the mean, — 0 ,,,028; +0' ,-054; and—

0

,,-026,

which are quite unimportant.—E.

X 2
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e by the gun-metal rings C and D (tig. 36). The frame carrying the prepared plate is

attached by a convenient arrangement to the upper end of the tube/' and the exposing-

shutter at the lower end, D, is worked by the lever and shaft, K, shown more fully in

the two next figures (figs. 37 & 38). The adjustment for focus is made by the milled

head cj (fig. 26), working the rack and pinion h, while a scale of divisions, s, is used to

register the exact position of the focus. Fig. 37 is a plan, and fig. 38 an elevation of

the exposing-shutter, each one-fourth of the full size. B, B, B (fig. 37) are, as before,

the three arms of the tripod frame. C is the lower of the two gun-metal rings to which

these are bolted. To this ring is attached, by two milled-headed screws E, E, the gun-

metal frame D (shown hatched in the figure) which carries the shaft c in a pair of bear-

ings f, f, to which is attached the thin sheet brass shutter F ; a is the shaft lettered K
in fig. 36, which is acted upon from below by the lever K', fig. 36, and a pair of parallel

cords passing down the side of the tube. This shaft, in turning through 90°, communi-

cates a similar motion to the shaft c, which carries the shutter by the pair of cranks b, b

and the connecting-rod d. As it is desirable to be enabled to open the shutter from

either the right or left side to give a greater or less exposure to a particular side of the

moon, this shutter is so arranged that, by taking out the two screws E, E, the frame

D, which carries the shutter F, can be turned round 180° and fixed in that position;

while the connecting-rod d
,
being disconnected by taking out the stud x, is thrown to

the other side and attached to the spare crank V at the other end of the shaft c. At the

same time the edge of the shutter can be adjusted parallel to the terminator of the moon

by the rocking-piece G. The necessity, or at least the advantage of this arrangement,

was shown in the experimental trials already mentioned
;
for it was found that to obtain

a tolerably uniform picture of the whole moon, many times more exposure was required

for the parts near the terminator than for the bright edge. The apparatus includes a

photographic micrometer similar to that described by Mr. W. De La Rue in his “ Ac-

count of the Solar Eclipse of July 18, 1860,” Philosophical Transactions, vol. clii. page

373, for tabulating the Photograms.

The spectroscope has some modifications of the common construction, which are in-

tended to make its adjustments more permanent. This is specially important in the

present instance, because, as the telescope’s equivalent-focal length is very great, a minute

shift of the collimator, the prisms, or the observing-telescope would make it extremely

difficult to find the object’s spectrum. It is also desirable that the reading off the places

of lines should not be embarrassed by continual changes of index error or prism adjust-

ment, and that the instrument should be able to bear free handling, especially in the

dark. Figures 39, 40, and 41 explain the construction, especially those parts which are

new. Fig. 39 is half size, figs. 40 and 41 full size. In fig. 39, the part from A to B
(shown in section), being of the usual construction, requires no description : the cylindric

lens, of 6-inch focus, is of course achromatic and aplanatic. C is a strong cylindric box

which holds the prism, and also serves to connect firmly the collimator and observing

parts of the instrument. It effectually excludes false light, and protects the prism from
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dust or moisture. D is one of the prisms in situ. E is the observing-telescope, l'l inch

aperture and 4 - 5 inches focus (the collimator is the same). The manner in which it is

mounted is more fully shown in figs. 40 & 41. The first of these shows in section the

prism-box C; L is a steel centre firmly fitting the bottom of C; on it turn the arms F
and G ; F being outside the box and capable of being turned into any position, G turn-

ing only through a limited arc, equal to the dispersion of the most powerful prism, by a

slotting aperture in the side of the box, and carrying the telescope E. K is a circular

plate, serving to retain the arm G in its place, and also to support the prism. The manner

in which G and E are connected is shown in fig. 41. A portion of G is ratched, in which

works the endless screw H, having a micrometer-head to measure fractions of a

revolution. The teeth were cut upon an accurate engine, each being fifteen minutes

of arc, and the micrometer-head is divided into sixty parts, each of which is therefore

fifteen seconds. The revolutions are read on the divided arc seen in fig. 39. It will be

obvious from the firmness with which these parts are put together that very little vari-

ation of the readings is to be expected. Three prisms are provided, of which two are

constructed as shown in fig. 39. The central prisms are of Chance’s extra dense flint, to

which are cemented outer prisms of light crown. The first of these has the angle of the

flint =100°, those of the crown 28°; its deviation for D=48° 3', and its dispersion

from B to G'=5° 5'. The angles of the second are 90° and 29° 15', its deviation for

D= 34° 40', and its dispersion =3° 23'.

The third prism is an ordinary one of dense flint, its angle being 59° 50', its deviation

=48° 15', and its dispersion=2° 59'. Each prism is permanently fixed to a disk of

brass, which by means of steady pins can always be attached to the table K in the

same position, and retained there by the milled-head screw F, fig. 39. This method of

mounting permits the prisms once adjusted (to minimum deviation for the line D), to be

readily placed, even in the dark, at a definite position with respect to the line of colli-

mation. The compound prisms have nearly the same deviation as the simple one,

which is very convenient for the observer : they might have been made exactly the same,

but it was not thought necessary to fulfil this condition, as the difference is easily pro-

vided for. As F and G (fig. 40) turn on the same centre, a removeable steady pin, with

as many holes in the former as there are required positions, connecting it with a hole

in C, will be quite sufficient.]

As to the performance of this great telescope, it is unnecessary to add anything to the

report which the Committee has presented to the Royal Society*, and Mr. Lassell’s

letter to the President. Its light is fully proportioned to its aperture ;
and in defini-

tion on a fine night it is not surpassed by any telescope with Ahich I am acquainted.

The movements on its axes are effected with a facility and precision which, when one

considers its enormous weightf, seem almost incredible; and it appears to keep its

adjustments with admirable steadiness. If, as I trust, it arrives safe at its destination,

it will fully repay the magnificent liberality and public spirit of those who ordered its

* Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. xvi. page 313. t See Appendix, No. III.
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construction. It is impossible to contemplate without enthusiasm the treasures of dis-

covery which are opening before the accomplished astronomer who is about to sweep,

with an instrument that has but one superior in the world, a sky whose wonders only

one has yet explored, in a climate such as British astronomers can only dream of.

What strange nebular forms it may reveal, what new configurations of stars, what new

cosmical laws it may unfold, what new elements it may disclose, we soon shall know

;

and the fulfilment of these high anticipations will I am sure be the best compensation

to the maker of this noble telescope for all the thought and toil which were required

to make it what it is j and also, may I be permitted to say, to the three whom the

Society associated with him in this great work, and who, though in a far inferior mea-

sure, shared with him the intellectual labour and the anxieties connected with the

task. Even the practical experience which has been gained in its construction is a

precious addition to our knowledge: and in this belief we have thought it right to

put on record its leading facts. They who, as I hope, will hereafter try to equal or

surpass the Great Melbourne Telescope will not think these details tedious. Even they

who have no special interest in optical or mechanical science may be reminded that every

well-established fact, everything which extends man’s control over the inert masses or

the energetic forces which surround him, is an element of power, is an agent whose po-

tency may extend far beyond his ken, is an everlasting possession of the human race.

Appendix No. I.

Bate of Cooling of the Specula.

[Eig. 42. A represents the temperature-curve of the first speculum, B ofthe second, and

C the mean of the two. The abscissas are the number of days from the casting to the

removal of the specula from the oven ; the ordinates are the degrees of the galvano-

meter. The temperature of A when removed was 7 0°, about 5° above the air, that of B
wras 72°, about 20° above the air. The oven, when they were introduced, was believed

to be between 900° and 1000°.]

The irregularities in these curves are probably due to changes in the masses of iron

which were in the vicinity of the galvanometer. The equatorial was about 200 feet

distant, and underwent little change at this time
;
but other parts were in process of

construction at about 60 or 70 feet distance.

No. II.

[Some facts as to the time of grinding the speculum A may be useful. It was com-

menced October 27. In four hours two-thirds of the surface was in action; in fourteen

the whole surface was working, a proof how truly it had been cast. On October 29 a

small hollow, Q‘25 inch diameter and 0*048 inch deep, was made by a copper drill and

emery. When measured next morning the amount ground off was known. This was

repeated daily, and it was found that
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The quantity ground otf in twelve hours

Total number of hours at this surface

Total quantities ground off . O401 inch.

The total number of hours grinding was

—

Rough grinding face - - 250

Ditto back and edge 400

650

Pine grinding 200

Removing a scratch ...120
Altering focus 9 inches 200

520

Total rough and fine 1170

This is equivalent to 2050000 strokes of the machine at thirty-three per minute for

rough, and twenty-four for fine grinding. ]

No. III.

Approximate weight of the principal moving parts of the Telescope.

lbs.

[Speculum and box

Tube boiler-plate .

Lattice . . . .

Polar axis . . .

Declination-axis .

Cradle ....
Counterpoises .

Smaller portions .

Total . .

3500

1300

.1370

3200

1500

1100

4700

1500

18170

This is -very near the original estimate.]

Appendix to the Description of the Great Melbourne Telescope. No. IV.

By T. R. Robinson, D.D . ,
F.B.S. &c .

Received February 10, 1869.

Since this Paper was read I have made several observations of the quantity of light

transmitted by object-glasses, and determined the index of absorption in various speci-

mens of glass. The results of some of these are in accordance with the opinion which I

expressed there
; but others present a difference which is very satisfactory as indicating

a surprising progress in the manufacture of optical glass.

The photometer which I used is that of Zollnee, respecting the arrangement of

which a few words may be useful. On looking into it, the observer sees a luminous
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circle divided by a vertical diameter into two semicircles, one of which is illuminated

by plain, the other by polarized light. Supposing them equally bright, if a piece of

glass be interposed in the plain beam, its semicircle becomes fainter, and the brightness

of the other must be reduced so as to equal it by turning the eyepiece, in which is a

Nicol’s prism. The ratio of the intensities is known from the position
(
6
)
into which it

is turned. Or the equalization may be effected by changing the distance of one of the

lights
; and the intensities are as the inverse squares of the distances. I used this

occasionally as a check, but do not consider it as accurate as the other. The circle of

the eyepiece has two verniers reading to five minutes : this is sufficient ; for an error of

2 ,- 5 in the angle will in its maximum effect produce one in the measure of intensity of

only 7 in the fourth place of decimals, while the uncertainty of the eye in estimating

the equality of the illuminations is thirty-five times as great. I shall return to this im-

mediately.

The photometer is fixed on a board furnished with parallel guides in which the base

of the moveable light slides. A block for supporting glasses is also fitted to these

guides, and its upper surface is ruled with lines parallel to them, so that any object can

be surely placed on it in a given position. The lights were petroleum lamps with the

edge of the flame turned towards the photometer : when the wick is not too high, and

they have been burning for about twenty minutes, they give an intense and tolerably

constant light. The verniers are adjusted to read 0 when the polarized semicircle dis-

appears entirely, and are set to 90° when the lights are adjusted to equality. This

equality is verified for each observation
;
then for any azimuth

(
0
)
the intensity of the

light transmitted by the glass = sin
2
6. If the lights be of the same colour, the bounding

diameter disappears completely and the process is comparatively easy ; but if there be

any notable difference of tint, it is much less satisfactory. In such cases I found, as

Frauxhofer had done long since, that one must make this diameter as faint as possible

—a fact which implies that the two beams, whether equal in intensity or not, make

nearly the same impression on the eye.

I must add that within the last few months my eyes have ceased to be fit for such

delicate work, and that most of these comparisons have been made under my inspection

by my Assistant, Mr. Charles Faris, and occasionally by Mr. Howard Grubb, both

practised and good observers.

In examining object-glasses, they were placed in contact with the emeried disk of the

photometer, so that no correction is required for any convergence of the light due to

them. The results for them are given in the following Table I.

Description. Aperture. Eocus. Intensity. Obs.

in. in.

a. Triple object-glass 2-75 48 0-5497 15

b. Double. 3-80 63 0-5962 5
c. Double 3-25 48 0-6567

d. Double 6-50 96 0-6772 12

e. Double 5-50 0-7928 24

f. Double, inner surface cemented... 5-0 0-8739 24

g. Double, cemented 12-0 222 0-8408 24
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I regret that I had not access to any object-glasses by Fraunhofer * or Merz. Of the

above, a belongs to the Armagh Observatory
;

it is by one of the Dollonds, older than

1790, and from its small proportional aperture, it is probably one of their first attempts

at a triple combination. It is deficient in light, but defines very sharply, b. is the ori-

ginal object-glass of the Armagh circle, extremely sharp ; but as it could not in this

climate be depended on for observing stars below the 8-inch magnitude, it was replaced

in 1861 by a remarkable one made by Mr. Grubb, of the same focus, but 7 inches aper-

ture; it was made by Tulley about 1828; the crown is greenish, and I suppose

English
; the flint was, I believe, from Daguet. I was much surprised at the great

absorption of this glass, and therefore took several sets of measures
;
but they all told

the same story, c was made for me by Tulley in 1838 ; its glass is French, the crown is

greenish, d is by Cauchoix. It came into my possession in 1837, but I have no infor-

mation as to the maker of its glass ; the crown is greenish, and has probably a high n, but

its mean thickness is only only 0*39. e is by Messrs. Cooke ; it had belonged to the late

Judge Berwick, an excellent and accomplished man, who perished in the Abergele col-

lision ; I do not know its date, but believe it recent ; the glass is Chance’s, f is by

Grubb, the glass Chance’s : the very high transmission of this lens is in part due to

the cementing of the adjacent surfaces, which, while it makes more difficult the correc-

tion of spherical aberration, removes almost entirely the reflection at a surface of crown

and one of flint: the factor for this = 0*9036
;
and if the I be multiplied by this, we

obtain 0*7896, nearly that of e, the difference being due to the reflection at the film of

cement, g is also by Grubb, and cemented ; its glass is by Chance.

On examining this Table, the progressive increase in the .light of the object-glasses is

evident.
.
The first two, which may be considered good specimens of the early achromatics

have less illuminating-power than the Herschelian reflector. A great advance was made

by Guinand and those who followed in his steps ;
and a still greater one by Chance,

whose glass is nearly perfect as to colour and transparency.

The same inference follows from my measures of the index of absorption n
,
which,

though not as numerous as I wish, are sufficiently significant. The specimens which I

examined were, with two exceptions, prisms ;
and this form is very convenient. If a ray

is incident on an isosceles prism parallel to its base, it emerges parallel to itself after

reflection at the base. If A be the angle of the prism and B, the refraction in this case,

t the course of the ray in the prism = base X p can be found by one of the

angles, and from it
g
2 computed for an incidence = ^ A. I assume as the mean reflec-

tion that due to the ^ of E
; it really is near b, but the greater illuminating-power of

the yellow rays compensates for this. The due position of the prism is ensured by

adjusting its base to the lines on the block already described.

I give the results in Table II., in which are introduced those given in the paper that

* March 9.—The President sent me his Fraunhofer, 3-2 aperture and about 45 focus. By 16 observations

agreeing well, its coefficient =0*7393.

MDCCCLXIX. Y
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they may be referred to at once ; and I add to them one which I found in Bouguer’s

“ Traite d’Optique,” which seems trustworthy.

Description. e
2

- t. I. n . Obs.

1. Prism, originally Captain Kater's...
1 r 1-125 0-746 0-1829 5

2. French plate, Mr. Grubb 0-75 0-805 0-1728

3. London plate, Mr. Grubb >0-9164 > 0-30 0-86 0-2140

4. Two of same, Mr. Grubb f 1

0-60 0-77 0-1446

5. Prism, Mr. Grubb J l 2-00 0-81 0-0617

6. Bouguer’s glass 0-9109 3-200 0-500 0-1895

7. Gassiot’s prisms
f 0-8380 1

1 0-9763 j

1-915 0-2490 0-6209 5

3. Prism by Dubosq, flint 0-8878 1-730 0-6844 0-1504 12

9. Prism by Merz, flint 0-8647 1-580 0-7549 01089 5

10. Prism by Merz, crown 0-8935 2-431 0-7253 0-0858 5

11. Prism by Merz, flint 0-8854 1-500 0-7550 0-1065 24

12. Prism by Grubb 0-8696 2-721 0-8196 0-0218 6

13. Cylinder of crown 0-9166 4-300 0-8155 0-0272 12

14. Cylinder of flint 0-8907 4-400 0-8563 0-0090 6

No. 1 was shown to me in 1830 by Captain Kater, as the chef-d'oeuvre of the Glass-

Committee ; he used it as the small speculum of his Newtonian. Afterwards it came

into the possession of the late Lord Rosse, who made the above measures with Bunsen’s

photometer in 1848. It is English plate, greenish. It is curious that its n should be

so near No. 6, a century before.

Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 were measured by Mr. Grubb in 1857. No. 5 was a prism of 90°. He
does not remember its history

;
but evidently it was of Chance’s glass.

No. 6 is described by Bouguer as “ glace,” 3 Paris inches thick. It was probably that

of St. Gobain, which I suppose has not varied in composition, and I have used its p in

computing f.

No. 7 is two prisms of 60°, which Mr. Gassiot, with his wonted kindness, entrusted

to me for some inquiries about the improvement of the spectroscope. They are by Merz,

of glass which seems nearly identical with Faraday’s dense glass, having a specific gravity

of 5L, and a mean ^=1-7664. It is very pellucid, but, like its prototype, has a yellowish

tinge, which I suppose is given by the large proportion of lead. As Merz does not

polish the base or ends of his prisms, I could not use my usual method, but I put them

together with the angles opposed, and a drop of olive-oil between*. The incidence could

not be perpendicular, as there was a partial reflection at the oil, but a full beam passed

at an incidence of 30°. The great absorption is remarkable, and cannot, I think, be

explained by the colour of the glass. The side of the largest of these prisms=2 , 60.

No. 8 is of 60°; its side=l'90, and its p for E=l ,6200. It is free from colour, and

an evident improvement on the earlier ones.

No. 9, a prism of 90°, was given to me by Dr. Lloyd for a small mirror in the New-

tonian form of the Armagh 15-inch reflector. I was surprised that it had so little supe-

riority over the metal one ; but the I explains this. A prism of No. 14 would have

told a different storyf. Its base= 2-01, and its ^ for E= l - 6188.

* The second f given is that of the film of oil.

t With such a prism the coefficient of the Newtonian would he 0-548.
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No. 10, of 90°, was obtained by the late Lord Rosse to be similarly used in his 3-feet

Newtonian. Like me, however, he was disappointed. Its base— 3*05, and its p for

E=l-5321.

No. 11, of 60°, obtained by me at Munich in 1837. For these measures I had the

ends polished flat; its for E=l -6405.

These three show considerable progress, and an object-glass made of such materials

would have a great power of transmission, though much behind the following.

No. 12 is of 90°. Its glass is from Chance; its base=2-65, and its p for E=l-6216.

No. 13 is a cylinder 2*2 inches in diameter and 4'3 long, which Mr. Grubb obtained

from Messrs. Chance for these measures; its p for E=l-5200.

No. 14 is a cylinder got at the same time, 2T inches in diameter and 4*4 long; its g.

for E= 1 -6126 ; the ends of both are polished flat, and they are of wonderful transparency.

I was nearly as much surprised at the very low value of n in these three last speci-

mens, as I was at the great absorption of the object-glasses a and b in Table I. But

the following considerations will show that these measures, especially in the two last,

must be very near the truth. I find from 110 observations, in which 6 ranged from

29° 23' to 75° 27', that the probable error of a single determination of I by the

Zollner=+ 0'0251. As dl=db X sin 23, it may be inferred that the probable error of

the single observations for the I of No. 14= 0-0157. Again, dn= ; and the pro-

bable error of this n~+ 0-0019, only a fifth of its actual value, so that its correctness

has a high probability. This is confirmed by the values of I in the object-glasses e,f,

and g, which would not be possible if n was much larger. For instance, if it were=0T,
the I of g would be 0-7585 instead of 0-8408.

If, as I see good ground for hoping, Messrs. Chance shall succeed in manufacturing

large disks of the same perfection as these two cylinders, my comparison of the achro-

matic and the reflector must be considerably modified. I think we may assume n= 0-02

as the highest excellence likely to be attained on such a scale ; and if this be intro-

duced into the expression given in the paper for the intensity of the achromatic, it

becomes
I=log_1

(9-90964)xe-AxloB_1(7 '46482)
.

If this be multiplied by A2 and equated to 0-401 X482

,
the quantity of light trans-

mitted by a 4-feet Newtonian, we have an equation which when solved gives 35 -435 for

the aperture of an equivalent achromatic. This aperture would be diminished if the

process of cementing were found applicable to lenses of such magnitude ; but if such an

object-glass were ever attempted, its focus would probably be much shorter than eighteen

times its aperture, and therefore its increased thickness would produce a contrary effect.

I shall conclude with suggesting that, as very slight variations in the manufacture of

glass seem to make great changes in its absorptive power, it would be prudent to exa-

mine the value of n in the disks intended for lenses of any importance. This could

be done by polishing a couple of facets on their edges, and need not involve the sacrifice

of many minutes.
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IV. The Formation and Early Growth of the Bones of the Human Face. By George

W. Callender, Lecturer on Anatomy at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. Communicated

by J. Paget, F.B.S.

Received June 2,—Read June 18, 1868.

I propose in the following notes to relate some observations respecting the formation

and growth of the bones of the human face. It is not my purpose to consider minutely

the process of ossification, but simply to mention such of my experiences as differ from

the commonly received statements, or which seem to supply information regarding some

few points with which we are as yet imperfectly acquainted, such as the growth of the

maxillae, and the formation and eventual obliteration of the intermaxillary bones.

Of the cartilaginous and membranous structures of the cranium, before ossification

has commenced, two processes of cartilage, trabeculae cranii of Rathke, extend into the

anterior division of the skull, forming by their union the frontal nasal process, and from

between which the internasal cartilage is derived. Lateral masses, inflected lateral

cartilages, represent the future ethmoid and inferior turbinate bones.

The internasal cartilage bending or arching over on either side forms plates on which

the nasal bones are developed, and is connected in front with the cartilages of the

nose. In a foetus nine-tenths of an inch long* it is joined to the lateral cartilages by

* This and all the specimens subsequently referred to are in the Museum of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital.

The figures, 3-5 for example, are used to indicate the length of a foetus in inches and tenths of an inch. It

seems best to distinguish each foetus by its length
; the following Table gives, as nearly as it is possible to

determine it, the corresponding age in days and weeks in twenty cases.

Length of foetus, in inches. Age, in weeks. Age, in days.

•12 3 7 to 14
•4 6 35 to 42
•5 7 42 to 49
•7 8 49 to 56

}

9 56 to 63
J

1-5 . 10 63 to 70
2-3

"
1

3
1

3-5

3-7
;

!>
12 to 16 84 to 112

3-8

4 j
1

4-3 'j

4-7

6-5 > 16 to 20 112 to 140
6-7

1

7
J

9
1

10 j

22 to 24 154 to 168
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membrane, which extends from the lower edge of the internasal plate, with the peri-

chondrium of which it is continuous, to the inner side of either lateral mass over which

it is prolonged. By such membrane the passage of either nostril is completed, the

anterior orifice being bounded by the cartilage of the nose above, by the extremity of

the internasal cartilage in the middle line, and between these structures by the con-

necting membrane. Where the latter passes off from the septum, there is an elevation

of tissue on either side of a central depression.

In a human foetus four-tenths of an inch long the frontal-nasal process is still distinct

;

the lateral-nasal and the maxillary lobe, united, approach it on either side, most nearly

above, and the maxillary lobe can be traced back as a slight elevation, the palate,

towards the middle line (Plate XIII. fig. 1). On raising the frontal-nasal process the

central part of its under surface is found to form two thickened masses, and represents

the nasal cartilages, and from either side of this central part a narrow ridge curves down-

wards, the cartilage for the future ethmoid and turbinate bones (Plate XIII. fig. 2).

These central parts growing forward are joined, beginning from above, to the maxillary

lobes in a foetus nine-tenths of an inch long, the union of opposite sides to form the

palate taking place gradually from before backwards. In a foetus P5 the union of the

maxillary lobes is not yet complete, a fissure still extending through the soft palate.

If in a foetus nine-tenths of an inch long the superficial parts are removed, that

portion which forms the superior maxilla is seen to occupy the position, and to have

the shape of the future bone, the orbital, palatal, and alveolar parts being defined, whilst

two considerable projections indicate the position of the nasal and of the incisor pro-

cesses, the last named lying immediately above the elevation, or thickening, at the

anterior extremity of the internasal cartilage. The mass of the superior maxilla consists

of cells crowded together, having well-defined outlines, and being filled with granular

matter. After the development of the. bone its subsequent growth is effected in the

membrane which covers its various surfaces, and in the membranous part of the nasal

wall.

Ossification and Growth of the Superior Maxilla.

No ossification has taken place in the superior maxilla of a foetus nine-tenths of an

inch long, but in a foetus IT numerous bony deposits are visible. These independent

bone formations appear in that portion of the maxillary lobe which has been described

as moulded to the shape of the upper jaw. The most conspicuous are ranged below

the infraorbital plate, and stud the alveolar border and the nasal process ; but although

ossification commences at many distinct points in these parts of the bone, the rapidity

with which the separate ossifications are fused makes it undesirable to name each as a

distinct centre. In a foetal pig 2 inches long (Plate XIII. fig. 3) the superior maxilla,

besides a well-formed palatal portion, consists of osseous deposits which seem to radiate

from a line corresponding with the base of the alveoli, and from a centre situated imme-

diately below the infraorbital notch. A somewhat similar condition is observable in the

mammary foetus, nine-tenths of an inch long, of a Kangaroo.
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There is no evidence in the human foetus that the palatal-alveolar is ever a distinct

process, although its ossification occurs a little less early than that of the other por-

tions. In a foetus T5 bone-granules are seen ranged along the edges of the alveolar

plate, which they surrounded like a ring, and extend into the back part of the palatal

process ; but whilst the nasal and orbital portions of the bone are comparatively well

shaped, the palate is but a ridge standing in towards the middle line, and is separated

by a wide angular notch, the base of which is towards the middle line, from the incisor

process.

In a foetus 2’3 the bone presents the following appearances. Taking a point below

the infraorbital notch as a centre, three processes are traced from it :—(1) The nasal forms

a thin plate having the permanent shape of the process, but the ridge for the turbinate

bone, the vertical thickening of its lower nasal surface, and the nasal groove are wanting.

From its base a smooth plate of bone passes forward, the centrebit, as it were, of the

incisor portion, chief part of the roof of which it ultimately forms, and to this hitherto,

I believe, unrecognized portion the name of incisor process may be rightly given (Plate

XIV. figs. 5 & 7). A channel or groove ascends from, and is continuous with, the fissure

between the incisor process and the front edge of the palatal, and ends about halfway

up the inner surface of the nasal process. (2) The palatal-alveolar extends with a

slight slope inwards and backwards. Its nasal surface has no distinguishing mark, but

on that of the palate a slight ridge indicates the situation of the base of the inner alve-

olar wall. (3) The orbital, divided on the upper surface from the palatal-alveolar pro-

cess by a deep groove (narrow in front, where it forms the infraorbital fissure, and com-

paratively wide posteriorly), and continued backwards above the alveolar plate to end in

an articular surface for the malar bone.

Below and anterior to the infraorbital fissure the maxilla is deeply notched to form

the roof of the canine socket
; but there is no such notch, the lower border being uni-

formly level in the maxilla of a foetus 1-5.

A foetus 4*7, a second 6*7, and a third 9 inches long may be selected as illustrating

the changes which occur during the early growth of the bone (Plate XIV. figs. 5 to 11).

The outer surface of the nasal process becomes thickened and strengthened by bone

deposits, which spread out above and laterally, forming in a foetus 4*3 the anterior wall

of the sockets for the incisors, covering the canine notch, and reaching posteriorly be-

yond the margins of the infraorbital fissure. In a foetus 6*7 they constitute a ridge

below the facial portion of the orbital plate for the outer wall of the alveoli of the mo-

lars, which gradually deepens hut only reaches the posterior part of the alveolar plate

in a foetus 9 inches long. In the same order the inner wall of all the sockets is formed,

but the inner and outer walls have not quite united posteriorly in a foetus 9 inches long.

These plates of bone, excepting the inner and median walls of the incisor sockets, are

produced in membrane continuous with that in which the gums are formed.

The canine socket is isolated by lateral partitions of hone in a foetus 4
'3, the incisors

begin to be separated in a foetus 6*7, but the division between the lateral and middle

z 2
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sockets is far from perfect in a foetus 9 inches long, although the plate forming the

inner wall of the middle incisor is complete in a foetus 6 '7. In the latter, too, the divi-

sion between the bicuspids and molars begins to be apparent.

The canine socket is formed in the body of the bone, the incisor sockets grow down

below the incisor process, those of the bicuspid and molar teeth are alone connected

with the distinct aveolar plate.

The palatal-alveolar process in a foetus 4-3 has lost its uniform appearance on the

nasal side. Plates of bone in waving lines have thickened the upper surface of the

palate, and ascend the posterior margin of the groove on the inner side of the nasal

process, and assist in forming the nasal duct. By the turning up of some of these bone

plates, which are formed in the membrane extending from the ethmoid and inferior

turbinate cartilage to the septum, that portion of the maxilla which is the inner wall of

the antrum is now formed. A second plate, constituting the outer wTall of the antrum

and part of the floor of the orbit, rises with an inward slope from the inner edge of

the orbital process, whilst deposits of bone are accumulating on the orbit, chiefly on

either side of the infraorbital fissure. The growing down of the alveolar walls alone

marks the increase of this part of the bone on its palatal surface. The infraorbital

fissure is still open in its entire length in a foetus 9 inches long, but in the anterior half

of the orbital plate it forms a deep canal in consequence of the deposits of bone on its

either side.

The antrum is at first of large comparative size. In a foetus 4 - 3 its greatest width is

nearly one-tenth of an inch, the palate being at this period just over one-tenth of an

inch wide. In the adult, owing to the rising of the orbital plate and the hollowing out

of the zygomatic process, the antrum is T2 inch wide to *7 for the palate. In a foetus

nine inches long, in consequence of the rapid increase in the width of the palate, the

antrum is only as T to
-

2, but a deep fissure (Plate XIV. fig. 8) shows where the orbital

plate is to be lifted up to allow of the lateral and vertical expansion of the cavity of the

antrum.

Of the Vomer and Intermaxillary Bones.

These bones are developed in the membrane which covers the internasal cartilage, and

forms part of the boundaries of the sides of the nostrils, Ossification is commonly said

to commence in the posterior part of the vomer. This is not the case. In a foetus P5

this bone consists of a keel from which spicula bud like ribs on either side of the carti-

lage of the septum. Those in front are most advanced in their development, those

behind diverge from each other as they pass backward, as is shown in fig. 4, Plate XIII.,

which represents the vomer of a foetus 2 '3.

At the anterior extremity of the vomer the process of ossification extends to form the

intermaxillary bones.

These bones, though their appearances vary in different mammals, have amongst

these animals certain common features. (1) The line of articulation with the superior
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maxilla is in front of the canine socket when the latter is present, when absent the

relation of the suture to the maxilla virtually remains unaltered. (2) The prsemaxilla,

as it is more correctly named for these animals, is prolonged superiorly to a point which

ascends to a varying distance, or is cut short abruptly. In any case, whatever be the length

of the posterior margin, a groove is found in the anterior edge of the superior maxilla ;

and into this the wedge-shaped margin, broad or narrow (sometimes almost incisive,

as in the sheep), of the prsemaxilla is inserted, and is thus embraced, as it were, by the

front border of the upper jaw. (3) The praemaxillse carry the incisor teeth, when pre-

sent. (4) They articulate in the middle line, sometimes leaving a notch in front for a

continuation forward of the septum. (5) They form more or less of the front of the

palate, of the boundaries of the incisive foramina, and of the complete or partial septum

which separates them (see Plate XIII. figs. 9 & 10, Plate XIV. figs. 1, 2, 3, 4).

On the superior maxilla during foetal life there may be seen in many animals, in front

of the canine socket, a slight projection which appears to be analogous to the incisor

process of the corresponding human bone. This may be observed in a foetal Pig (Plate

XIII. fig. 3). In the mammary foetus of a Kangaroo also there is a short thick process

which projects considerably forwards and downwards in remarkable contrast with the

corresponding but elongated portion of the adult bone (Plate XIII. fig. 5).

Passing to an examination of the human foetus, it is evident, from the shape and direc-

tion of the incisor process (which is best examined in a foetus 4 -

3, being then easily de-

tached from the intermaxilla), that it passes across the anterior boundary of the nostril

as the latter is continued forwaxd to the middle of the lip (Plate XIV. figs. 5 & 7). This

boundary above is partly covered by the nasal process, below the palatal portion of the

superior maxilla ends abruptly behind it, and between the two it is that the incisor

process crosses, and indents the orifice of the nostril.

The membrane inflected by the incisor process extends from the middle line (where it

is continued forward to be connected with the process of the maxillary lobe which joins

it on either side to complete the upper lip), partly below and then behind the incisor

process, fills the fissure between that and the palatal, and is continued up behind the

nasal process
; the groove on the inner surface of this process corresponds with the edge

formed by the bending in of the anterior membranous boundary of the nostril, and in

the membrane continued back from the angle thus formed there is developed the plate

of bone which constitutes the anterior inner or nasal wall of the antrum and the

channel for the nasal duct, whilst in the membrane which lies anterior to the groove the

intermaxilla of either side originates.

In a foetus 2'3 the intermaxilla consists of deposits of bone about the posterior edge of

the incisor process, which subsequently grow down to form the plate of bone on the

inner side of the middle incisor socket, and the posterior wall of the incisor sockets be-

low and internal to the course of the incisor branches of the dental nerve. The front
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wall of the middle and lateral incisor sockets is continuous, as previously stated, with

the plate of bone which covers in the canine notch.

In a foetus 4-3 the intermaxilla is completely formed and may be traced as a distinct

bone (Plate XIV. fig. 6). It consists of the parts already described, which are continued

backwards to form the front of the palate, filling up the notch between the incisor and

palatal processes (Plate XIY. figs. 5 & 7), and of a narrow portion which ascends and fits

by a convex surface into the groove of the nasal process, ending above at the ridge for

the turbinate bone, part of which ridge it forms. In a foetus 2 -

3, and also in one

3 inches long, two sets of bone-deposits are seen immediately in front of the vomer, one

consisting of a fine process which projects in the middle line, the other formed of blocks,

one above the other, which lie over the incisor process and add to its depth and strength.

In a foetus 9 inches long these bone-formations have made but little progress, and may

easily escape detection.

In a foetus 9 inches long, either intermaxillary bone is in great part fused with its

corresponding upper maxilla. The anterior edge of its nasal process has united to the

nasal process of the maxilla, and its horizontal portion is inseparably attached to the

upper surface of the incisor process, but the outline of the bone is preserved by a fissure

(Plate XIV. figs. 9 & 10), which is traced along its posterior margin from the middle of the

nasal process of the maxilla, and which deepens as it reaches the palate through which

it extends, often permanently. At its upper extremity this line, widening into a groove,

contains the remains of the bent edge of the anterior boundary of the nostril, which can

be traced downwards for some distance along a kind of canal, and which in a foetus 6-5

retains its connexion with the soft structures lying beneath the nasal process, reaching

up towards the nasal bone.

Lastly, in a foetus 9 inches long, the boundary of the intermaxilla is still distinctly

marked on the under surface of the palate, extending outwards to the posterior half of

the outer wall of the lateral incisor, which it forms as far as the margin of the foramen

for the nerve, thence it extends, as a fissure occupied by the nerve for the middle incisor,

and crossing the septum between the incisors is lost in the plates of bone which have

joined the incisor process.

The preceding observations account for the absence of all trace of the human inter-

maxillary bone on the facial aspect of the upper jaw in the adult, whilst the permanent

fissure through the palate and on the inner side of the nasal process are equally explained.

The bone, in fact, is shut off from the face by the nasal and incisor processes of the supe-

rior maxilla. Distinctly outlined (Plate XIY. fig. 6) at the close of the fourth month, it

is joined to the superior maxilla during the latter part of the fifth or beginning of the

sixth month ; its nasal process, as it may conveniently be termed, is buried in that of

the upper jaw, the apex assisting to form a permanent ridge for articulation with the

inferior turbinate bone. In a foetus L5 I notice a slight cleft in the nasal process of

the superior maxilla corresponding with the top of the groove on its inner surface, but
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I have never seen anything like an approach to the formation of a distinct anterior

plate of bone, such as forms part of the preemaxillse of mammals.

Yet, despite the peculiarity which results from the formation of the incisor process

and the shutting in of the intermaxillaries in Man, these bones closely resemble those

corresponding with them in mammalia. They have a similar wedge-shaped articular

surface, fitting a groove in either superior maxilla ; they extend towards the middle line

and articulate there ; they form the anterior extremity of the palate
;
they bound and

divide the incisive foramina; they assist in forming no inconsiderable portion of the

sockets for the incisor teeth ; that they do not completely form them is a fact occasionally

confirmed by the imperfect character of the sockets which lodge these teeth in those cases

of cleft palate which have the intermaxillary bones isolated from the superior maxillae.

Another interesting point may be noticed. In some mammals having a slight upper

jaw, a Sheep for example, the outer wall of the nostril is smooth, there is no vertical

ridge, such as that which in Man rises to the turbinate bone. In other mammals with

strong upper jaws the praemaxillae thicken towards their articulation with the superior

maxillae, and here is the most prominent vertical line on the nasal surface
;
beyond this the

superior maxillae recede somewhat. There is no such distinct ridge on the upper jaw

itself. In Man the corresponding ridge is placed about the middle of the inner surface

of the ascending process of the upper maxilla, but it results from, and marks none the

less the junction of the nasal process of the intermaxilla with that groove on the inner

surface of the upper jaw with which it originally articulated.

A few words may dispose of several of the bones of the face, as there is little that is

new to be said respecting them. In a foetus 1*5 ossification has commenced in the nasal

bones; in a foetus 2'3, and still better in one 3 -

7, the outer lower angle is seen to be

prolonged downwards, and is in connexion with the fold of membrane continued up

from the apex of the intermaxilla. The lachrymal bones are incompletely ossified in a

foetus 2-3 They are formed in membrane, covering a prolongation of cartilage from that

which eventually forms the ethmoidal plate of the orbit. One of these bones is seen in

position in a specimen from a foetus 4*7. The ossification of the malar and of the palate-

bones progresses with that of the upper jaw. That of the palate-bones takes place in

the inner and back part of the maxillary lobe. In a foetus 1*5 the palatal portion is

represented by a slightly incurved ridge, the vertical is proportionately much larger.

The bones are in the earliest stage remarkable for the large size of the posterior nasal

foramen, around which ossification appears to commence. The remarkable size of the

opening for the malar nerve and the early bone-deposits around it, the formation of the

nasal bones over branches from the ophthalmic nerves, the building-up of the superior

maxilla about the infraorbital and its branches, and of the inferior maxilla about the

dental nerve, are points worth noticing with reference to the formation of these bones

of the face. In a foetus 9 inches long the palate-bone is completely outlined, with the

exception of the surfaces which mark its upper processes.
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The Inferior Maxilla.

This bone is developed partly in Meckel’s cartilages, partly in membrane which covers

them. In the human foetus the cartilages are prolonged to the middle line in the first

visceral arch, where the two are loosely connected by membrane. These outgrowths

of cartilage taper as they pass forward, but expand behind the incisor portion of the jaw

into a lobed extremity (Plate XIII. fig. 6 (2)), the front lower surface of which, unlike

in this respect the remainder of the cartilage, is not covered by bone in a foetus 1*5

(Plate XIII. fig- 6 (1)). Ossification commences in a foetus - 9 by deposits along the lower

middle border of the maxilla on either side, and extends thence in all directions in the

membrane which covers Meckel’s cartilage, so that the bone is well defined in a foetus

IT, and is then one-tenth of an inch long.

Each half of the maxilla may be said to grow from four centres, formed (1) by the

cartilage which tips the condyloid extremity, (2) by the layer of membrane in front of

Meckel’s cartilage, (3) by the ossification of the anterior extremity of Meckel’s cartilage,

(4) by deposits of bone in the perichondrium of the anterior and middle thirds of the

same cartilage from which is derived the plate of bone which forms the base of the

dental canal.

In a foetus 2'3 the outer surface of the bone has a uniformly smooth appearance,

marked only by the opening for the mental nerve. The ascending ramus rises from the

horizontal at an obtuse angle. The angle formed by the anterior (coronoid) border

jmeasures 169° in a foetus 2-3, 156° in a foetus 3-5, 129° in a foetus 8 inches long. The

angle formed by the posterior (condyloid) border measures 165° in a foetus 2*3, 153° in

one 3'5, and 144° in a foetus 8 inches long. In a foetus 1'5 the angles formed between

the rami are scarcely appreciable (Plate XIII. fig. 6 (1)).

The alveoli are deepened by deposits in the membrane from which the gums are also

formed ;
the canine socket, which is open on its outer side in a foetus 9 inches long, is

separated by a posterior septum in a foetus 2’3, and from the lateral incisor in one 3‘5,

and the last-named from the middle incisor in a foetus 3*7, in which also a partition is

beginning to form between the sets of teeth behind the canine socket.

Whilst little is to be observed in the growth of the outer surface of either half of the

inferior maxilla, the inner surface presents for examination, (1) the formation of the

floor of the dental canal, (2) the changes in the anterior extremity of Meckel’s cartilage.

In the immediate covering of the anterior half, or thereabouts, of the cartilage of

Meckel a plate of bone begins to be formed at a very early period. It stands out, in a

foetus 1-5, from the inner surface of the horizontal ramus, and at first, as it grows, it

follows the curve of the cartilage beneath, and is consequently convex on its upper

surface, upon which the dental nerve is situated. This plate, or ridge, extends from the

future position of the dental foramen, and, in front, turns up to between the canine and

incisor sockets. Gradually this ridge becomes concave on its outer surface, grows up

to constitute the boundary of the dental canal and part of the posterior or inner wall

of the sockets for the teeth, and in a foetus 8 inches long its lower border is recog-
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nized as the mylo-hyoidean ridge, the posterior extremity of which is turned upwards

and outwards to join the inner surface of the ascending ramus, and thus forms the inferior

dental foramen, whilst the shallow groove beneath this ridge is occupied by the remains

of the cartilage of Meckel (Plate XIII. fig. 8, d and b).

The extremity of Meckel’s cartilage is ossifying in a foetus 2‘3 to form the inner tri-

angular block of bone (below the anterior part of the ridge) which determines the size

and shape of the lower anterior portion of each half of the jaw, beneath, that is to

say, the incisor sockets (Plate XIII. figs. 6 (3), 7, & 8). To the twist acquired in this

portion of the bone the prominence of the front of the maxilla, known as the mentum,

or chin, appears to be due. In a foetus 3'5 the cartilage is ossified as far back as the

junction of the middle with the anterior third of the body of the bone ; behind this

point it gradually shrinks during the subsequent growth of the ramus. In a foetus 4‘7

the block of bone formed in the anterior extremity of the cartilage of Meckel is still

clearly defined.

Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE XIII.

Pig. 1. Part of human foetus (four-tenths of an inch long): a
,
plates for ethmoid and

turbinate cartilages ; b
,
maxillary lobe prolonged towards the middle line to

form the palate (3 linear).

Eig. 2. The same as the preceding : «, plates for ethmoid and turbinate cartilages

;

b
,
maxillary lobe showing its irregular inner surface ; c, frontal-nasal process

turned back to expose the nodules on its under surface and the continuation

of the ethmoid plates.

Eig. 3. Part of superior maxilla from foetal Pig (2 inches long) : a, process in the situa-

tion of the human incisor portion (5 .linear).

Fig. 4. Vomer of human foetus (2-3 inches long): a, anterior extremity of the bone

(15 linear).

Fig. 5. Part of skull of mammary foetus of Kangaroo (2 inches long) : a, process in the

situation of the human incisor portion (3'5 linear).

Fig. 6. (1) Outer surface of left inferior maxilla from human foetus (1 inch and five-

tenths long) : the mental extremity is sharply bevelled off below ; the situa-

tion of the mental foramen is indicated. (2) Anterior extremity of Meckel’s

cartilage and a layer of membrane lying beneath it, from the same foetus.

(3) Eight inferior maxilla, inner surface, from human foetus (2‘3 inches long) :

a, ossified anterior extremity of Meckel’s cartilage ; b, plate of bone overlying

the groove for the cartilage and separating it from that for the dental nerve

(3’5 linear).

Fig. 7. Left inferior maxilla, inner surface, from human foetus (3
-5 inches long) : a and

b refer to the same structures as in the last figure ; c points to the convex

upper surface of the plate of bone bounding the dental canal (3-5 linear).

MDCCCLXIX. 2 A
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Fig. 8. Right inferior maxilla from human foetus (8 inches long), inner surface : a and c

as before
; b, groove for the remains of Meckel’s cartilage

; d, mylohyoidean

ridge (3 '5 linear).

Fig. 9. Front of palate from the skull of a Monkey, showing the relations of the pree-

maxillary bones (natural size).

Fig. 10. The same parts of the skull of a Dog (half natural size).

PLATE XIV.

Fig. 1. Front of palate from the skull of a Hare, showing the relations of the prae-

maxillary bones (natural size).

Fig. 2. The same parts of the skull of a Sow (one-quarter natural size).

Fig. 3. The same parts of the skull of a Sheep (one-third natural size).

Fig. 4. The same parts of the skull of a Kangaroo (natural size).

Fig. 5. Right superior maxilla from human foetus (4
-7 inches long) : a, inner wall of

antrum ; b, incisor process ; c, fissure for intermaxillary bone (3-5 linear).

Fig. 6. Left superior maxilla from human foetus (4‘7 inches long) : a, inner wall of

antrum, continuous with the palate ; b, incisor process ; c, intermaxillary

bone (3
-5 linear).

Fig. 7. Incisor process (b) and fissure for intermaxillary from the same specimen as

fig. 1, viewed from the front ; e, infraorbital notch (3’5 linear).

Fig. 8. Right superior maxilla from human foetus (9 inches long) : d, fissure extending

into the orbital portion of the bone, and indicating the line of extension of

the cavity of the antrum (3 ’5 linear).

Fig. 9. Left superior maxilla from human foetus (6 '7 inches long): c, intermaxillary

bone joined, with the exception of its apex, by its front border to the maxilla

the posterior margin is free (3-5 linear).

Fig. 10. Left superior maxilla from human foetus (9 inches long) : c, intermaxillary bone

completely united in front to maxilla
; g, canal which extends for a short

distance beneath the intermaxilla
;

A, plates of bone belonging to the inter-

maxilla, which assist in bounding the incisor sockets (3‘5 linear).

Fig. 11. Front view of right superior maxilla of human foetus (9 inches long), showing

the plates of bone which form the front wall of the incisor and canine sockets

and which extend to the alveolar plate
; f, canine notch ; e, infraorbital notch

or fissure (3
-5 linear).
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V. On Hydrofluoric Acid. By G. Gore, F.R.S.

Received November 14, 1868,—Read January 28, 1869.

A. Anhydrous Hydrofluoric Acid.

The method I have adopted to obtain this compound is the same as that employed by

Fremy*, viz. to heat to redness dry double fluoride of hydrogen and potassium in a

suitable platinum apparatus.

As the results I have obtained differ somewhat from those described by Fremy, and

as the anhydrous acid has been considered to be a gas by him and by several other able

investigators f, it will be necessary for me to state with a sufficient degree of minuteness

the conditions of my experiments.

Pure aqueous hydrofluoric acid, prepared by the method described in this paper

(page 196), and free from sulphuric, sulphurous, hydrosulphuric, hydrochloric, and

hydrofluosilicic acid, also from sulphur, arsenic (except minute traces), and all fixed

substances, was added to carbonate of potassium (free from chlorides, sulphates, and

silica) in a large platinum dish, until the liquid on evaporation evolved a distinct

acid odour, and the vapour reddened litmus-paper. The clear solution was evaporated

to perfect dryness, and the residue gently heated until it fused to a clear thin liquid,

free from films upon its surface ; it evolved a trace of acid vapour during the process,

and did not corrode the platinum vessel. The salt when cooled formed a rather hard,

white, non-deliquescent mass ; but if the acid was in much excess the fused salt had

tough films upon its surface, and formed on cooling a less hard, less white, and more

transparent mass.

To obtain the acid from this salt, about 2800 grains Kg- 1-

weight of fragments of the substance was put into a platinum
1

I

retort of the annexed form (fig. 1), about 6 inches
(
= 15 ’3 J 1

centimetres) deep and 1^ inch (=3 -8 centimetres) diameter,

and gently heated to complete fusion to expel any traces of

water. The vessel was then fitted air-tight (by means of

melted sulphur mixed with lampblack) to a closely fitting

platinum tube, about 36 inches (=91-5 centimetres) long, of

a Liebig’s condenser, A (fig. 3), the condenser being supplied

with a freezing-mixture, composed of 1 part of pounded ice

* Ann. de Chimie (3), vol. xlvii. p. 5 ;
Comptes Rendus, No. 9, Feb. 27th, 1854.

f Vide Fremt, Comptes Rendus, No. 9, Feb. 27th, 1854; Louvet, Comptes Rendus, vol. xxii. p. 960; also

Miller, Elements of Chemistry, part 2, 4th edition, p. 161.

MDCCCLXIX. 2 B
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and 1^ part of crystallized chloride of calcium, through the open tube B. A platinum

bottle, C, immersed in a similar freezing-mixture, was employed to receive the distil-

late. The bottle was provided with a three-necked angle-tube of platinum (see fig. 2),

through the narrow opening, D, of which the condensing-tuhe passed into the bottle,

and the angle-tube had a long exit-tube of platinum, F, fixed upon its larger open-

ing, E. The exit-tube had upon its upper end a short angle-tube of platinum, G, turned

downwards to prevent attracted moisture running down into the bottle (see fig. 3)*.

The tubes all fitted tightly, and the cold junctions were made gas-tight by means of a

mixture of melted paraffin and lampblack f.

Heat was now gradually ap- p. 3

plied and the acid rapidly dis-

tilled until (in about twenty

minutes) the bottom of the re-

tort became red-hot, indicating

a completion of the process.

The materials bumped consi-

derably towards the end of the

process (this may be dimi-

nished by applying the heat to

the side of the retort), and a

small quantity of the salt was

carried mechanically over. The freezing-mixture is indispensable, and careful manage-

ment of the heat is required. Care must be taken to have all parts of the apparatus

quite free from moisture, and also from traces of fluoride of potassium, which is

highly deliquescent, and is acted upon with dangerous violence by the acid. The acid

was redistilled without exposing it to the air, the retort being immersed in a bath of

slightly warm water, kept at a temperature not exceeding 100° Fahr. ; under these

circumstances any traces of water contained by the acid was retained in the retort by

the small quantity of saline matter. 2800 grains of the acid usually carried over

mechanically about 5 or 10 grains of saline matter in the first distillation.

The acid thus obtained is a highly dangerous substance, and requires the most extreme

care in its manipulationJ : it left no fixed residue on evaporation; it was a perfectly

* All the platinum apparatus used in this investigation was constructed for me with great care by Messrs.

Matthey and Co., and without such apparatus the experiments could not possibly have been made.

t Paraffin answers admirably for resisting hydrofluoric acid where heat is not applied ;
it may easily be

formed into stoppers, cups, plates, rods, and almost any desired shape ;
it is, however, liable to become full of

cracks when suddenly immersed in a freezing-mixture. Temporary stoppers were conveniently made by melting

paraffin in a test-tube, and then breaking the tube.

+ The highly dangerous nature of the anhydrous acid has received further confirmation in the recent sudden

death of Professor Nickles of Nancy, which, according to the ‘ Moniteur Beige’ of April 14th, 1869, was occa-

sioned by accidentally inhaling the vapour of the concentrated acid whilst engaged in making experiments to

isolate fluorine.
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colourless and transparent liquid at 60° Fahr., very thin and mobile, extremely volatile,

densely fuming in the air at ordinary temperatures, and attracted water

greedily from the atmosphere. It was perfectly retained in platinum

bottles, the bottles having a flanged mouth, a platinum plate coated on its

lower side with the paraffin mixture (see page 174) being tightly secured

to the flanged mouth by eight clamp screws (see figure 4). The acid must

be kept in a cool place, not above a temperature of 60° Fahr., otherwise

it is very likely to burst the bottle
;
and a freezing-mixture should always

be at hand whilst experimenting with it.

According to Louyet'* anhydrous hydrofluoric acid, obtained by distilling

oil of vitriol and fluor-spar, and redistilling the condensed product with

anhydrous phosphoric acid, is a gaseous substance and does not liquefy at

— 12° C. (=+10o,
4Fahr.) under ordinary atmospheric pressure ; it fumes

very strongly in the air, is rapidly condensed by water, has scarcely any action upon glass,

and might probably be collected in glass vessels over mercury. According to FREMYf
(who states that he assisted at the performance of M. Louyet’s experiments, and did

not consider the results satisfactory), the dehydration effected by means of anhydrous

phosphoric acid is not complete. He states that anhydrous hydrofluoric acid obtained

by the distillation of dry double fluoride of hydrogen and potassium is gaseous at the

ordinary temperature, but may be condensed at —20° C. by a mixture of ice and salt ; it

is then a very fluid liquid, volatilizing when removed from the cooling mixture, acting

very powerfully upon water, diffusing white fumes in the air with an intensity like that

of fluoride of boron, and, contrary to M. Louyet’s assertion, attacks glass rapidly J.

To ascertain, therefore, whether the liquid I had thus obtained was really anhydrous

or not, I made the following analytical experiments:—1st. I took 100 grains of the

recently and well-dried double fluoride (which soon attracts a little moisture from the

air), and heated it gently with constant motion in a platinum dish until it was all fused

;

it evolved an acid odour, and lost 08 grain in weight. I now again slowly fused it,

gradually increasing the heat until at an incipient red heat it was quite solid and evolved

no more acid odour, then cooled it under a cover and weighed quickly ; its loss was

now increased to 25 ’5 7 grains, the calculated theoretic loss of anhydrous hydrofluoric

acid being 25 ‘59 grains, assuming the salt to be KF, HF.

K =39-1

F =19-0

HF=2(M)

KF, HF=78T
* Comptes Bendus, yol. xxii. p. 960 ; also Gmelin’s Handbook of Chemistry, vol. ii. p. 361.

f Comptes Bendus, No. 9, Eeb. 27th, 1854; also * The Chemist,’ June 1854.

t Fremy also obtained the anhydrous acid by heating fluoride of lead (contained in a charcoal boat within a

platinum tube) in a current of dry hydrogen, and Deyllle obtained the dry acid by passing hydrochloric-acid

gas oyer highly heated fluor-spar (Comptes Bendus
;
also Chemist, New Series, yol. iy. p. 330, and yol. ix. p. 556).

2 b 2

Fig. 4.
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Berzelius found 25*1 per cent, of volatile matter in this salt, and also obtained 11-6 per

cent, of water by heating the salt with six times its weight of protoxide of lead=T288

per cent, of hydrogen in it; theory requires 1 ‘280 per cent.* In a second trial 800

grains of the salt, which had been previously fused, was gradually heated to redness
; it

lost 204-6 grains (=25-575 per cent.), the theoretic quantity of HF being 204*78 grains.

In a third experiment 2063-6 grains of the salt, which had not been sufficiently heated,

lost 547 grains (including a little saline matter) in the process of distillation (it should

have lost only 528 grains) ; for the analysis of the acid obtained from it see page 179.

2nd. I took another 100 grains of the same salt, dissolved it in water in a capacious

platinum dish, added 1^ ounce of pure and strong hydrochloric acid, and evaporated

nearly to dryness, then added more of the acid and slowly heated to perfect dryness, and

finally to low redness ; the weight of the residue was 95-45 grains, theory requiring 95*47

grains of chloride of potassium.

3rd. I now made several attempts to determine the amount of fluorine in the salt by

means of silica. I took 78-2 grains of the perfectly dry salt, reduced it to fine powder,

added 50 grains of pure precipitated silica (which was previously found to lose no weight

by being boiled in strong sulphuric acid), and mixed them together in a platinum bottle

;

then added in small portions at a time a quarter of an ounce by measure of strong sul-

phuric acid, and after awhile applied heat gradually until the sulphuric acid was con-

siderably expelled. The residue was then thoroughly washed in a filter, dried, heated to

redness, and weighed; it amounted to 19-3 grains=30’7 grains dissolved= 38-56 grains

of fluorine, theory requiring 38-05 grains. In a second similar experiment 29 -

8 grains

of silica was dissolved
;
in a third, with 40-7 grains of silica, 29‘6 grains was dissolved;

in a fourth experiment, with 100 grains of silica and half an ounce of the acid, 30T

grains was dissolved ; and in a fifth experiment, with 50 grains of silica, and a quarter

of an ounce of water added before addition of the acid, 31-3 grains was dissolved: this

addition of water appeared to facilitate the action by rendering the mixture more fluid,

and also by retaining the liberated hydrofluoric-acid gas in solution until it had time to

act upon the silica. The average quantity of silica dissolved in these five experiments

was 30-30 grains, theory requiring 30-277 grains. The silica being highly hygroscopic

was the chief cause of the variation in the numbers obtained ; it was (in some of the

experiments) cooled and weighed in a stoppered bottle, or in a platinum box (with

closely fitting lid) in which it had been heated. In similar experiments, with 100 and

200 grains of purified fine white sand substituted for the precipitated silica, only 6-05

and 8*5 grains respectively were dissolved
; these results, compared with those obtained

with the precipitated silica, show that unless the silica is very finely divided, much

hydrofluoric acid is apt to escape without acting upon it.

From the results obtained with the precipitated silica I conclude (1st) that the whole

of the fluorine contained in the salt is evolved as tetrafluoride of silicon, Si F
4 ,

and not

any as hydrofluosilicic acid, notwithstanding the presence ofwater formed by the reaction,

* Gmelin’s Handbook of Chemistry, vol. iii. p. 65.
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or even of a limited amount of water added, as in the fifth experiment, and (2nd) that

an equivalent, or 78 ‘13 parts, of the dry salt contains two equivalents, or 38 parts, of

fluorine ;
and therefore from these results, combined with the amount of potassium found

as chloride in the foregoing determination, I conclude that the salt cannot contain more

than a very minute amount, if any, of oxygen or water.

I also checked the foregoing results by neutralizing a known weight of the distilled

acid with carbonate of calcium. The first approximate and reliable result was obtained

as follows. Into a weighed platinum bottle was poured 33T8 grains of the acid; the

stopper was reinserted, and the vessel and contents reweighed. The stopper was now

taken out and replaced by a tightly fitting and open vertical tube of platinum about

22 inches (=55-9 centimetres) high, with a stopper at its upper end, the junction of the

tube with the bottle being made gas-tight by means of melted paraffin. The bottle was

then immersed in ice, and about one-eighth of an ounce of distilled water added drop by

drop through the tube. After awhile 102*7 grains of white marble in very fine powder

was very gradually added ; the mixture stood about fifteen hours with occasional shaking,

and was then heated. The mixture was now washed out into a large platinum dish (it

was neutral to test-paper), and evaporated to dryness and weighed. The weight found

was 84*92 grains=a loss of 17*78 grains=32*327 grains HF present. In this experiment

a small quantity of the acid vapour escaped during the weighing, which would probably

account for the amount missing, viz. 0*853 grain; it was almost impossible to prevent a

slight loss by this method on account of the great volatility of the acid, the carbonic

anhydride carrying hydrofluoric acid with it.

I made several attempts to analyze the anhydrous acid by other means : thus, I gra-

dually diluted the highly chilled acid, added to it an excess of a solution of acetate of

lead, boiled the mixture, and filtered and washed the precipitate ; the result was a failure

owing to the fluoride of lead being sparingly soluble in water and in spirits of wine.

In a second experiment a portion of the diluted acid was added to an excess and known

weight of nitrate of lead in solution, and the mixture containing the precipitated fluoride

was evaporated to perfect dryness and weighed : in this case, on evaporating the mixture,

a reverse decomposition occurred ; the whole of the fluoride of lead was reconverted into

nitrate, and the hydrofluoric acid escaped ; indeed I found by a subsequent experiment

that fluoride of lead was wholly converted into nitrate by evaporation to dryness with

nitric acid.

Another method I employed for analyzing the anhydrous acid was as follows. A six-

ounce platinum bottle had a vertical open platinum tube about 4 inches (=10*2 centime-

tres) high cemented into its mouth, the tube being perfectly closed by a well-fitting plug

of paraffin. The bottle was placed for a short time in a thin tin case immersed in a

freezing-mixture, then taken out and weighed, ^ and returned to the chilling-case; a

small quantity of the acid, not exceeding 50 grains, was then poured into it through a

long-necked platinum funnel, and the plug fixed securely and the whole reweighed. The

bottle was now placed in the freezing-mixture itself at a temperature not above zero,
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and distilled water added to it in minute drops at long intervals at first, until about a

quarter or half an ounce had been added, taking great care not to cause an escape of

vapour. A quantity of hydrate of potash, more than sufficient to convert all the acid into

fluoride of potassium, was now dissolved in a separate vessel, and the solution chilled

;

some of this liquid, more highly diluted, was added in drops to the dilute acid, at inter-

vals at first, and gradually the whole, taking care to cause no escape of vapour. The

mixture (of strong alkaline reaction) was washed into a platinum beaker, and gradually

evaporated until a film formed upon it. Precipitated silica, quite dry and perfectly pure,

and especially free from matters soluble in hot concentrated sulphuric acid, was weighed

in a stoppered bottle in more than sufficient quantity to convert the whole of the fluorine

of the acid into tetrafluoride, the contents of the bottle added to the alkaline pasty liquid,

and the bottle at once closed and reweighed. The mixture of silica and alkaline fluoride

was incorporated by stirring, and an excess of concentrated sulphuric acid added gra-

dually to it, and the mixture then heated until it was a thin liquid, and the sulphuric

acid freely volatilized. The residuary mixture was then dissolved, transferred to a filter,

and the silica washed, dried, ignited, transferred to a stoppered bottle and weighed.

This method gave nearly accurate results.

The best method of analysis, however, consists in diluting the chilled acid with extreme

care, and adding to it very gradually a known weight of pure caustic lime, and weighing

the dried and ignited product ; the following are the particulars of the process. A six-

ounce platinum bottle provided with a neck about 2-| inches (=6A centimetres) high

and \ an inch (=l - 8 centimetre) in diameter, with a flanged mouth, plate with paraffin

layer (see page 175) and clamp screws, and previously weighed, was placed in a closely

fitting tin case immersed in the freezing-mixture of ice and chloride of calcium (see

page 173), and about 30 to 50 grains of the acid from a chilled and similar platinum

bottle transferred to it. The bottle was then securely closed, removed from its case, and

allowed to return to the atmospheric temperature and reweighed; it was now reim-

mersed in the freezing-mixture, and when quite cold the plate and screws were removed

and minute portions of distilled water were allowed to drip down the inner side of the

tube until the^acid was sufficiently diluted to be able to add gradually in thewhole about

If an ounce of water. Pure caustic lime (which had been repeatedly heated to whiteness

until it ceased to lose weight), more than sufficient in quantity to neutralize all the

hydrofluoric acid present, was now intensely heated in a small platinum box, and cooled

with the lid (a closely fitting one) upon it, and weighed ; the whole of the lime was

then very gradually added to the dilute acid with shaking, and the mixture digested

with shaking and heating until the liquid became alkaline to test-paper. On first

heating, much heat spontaneously developed itself in the mixture, and required to be

moderated by immersing the bottle in cold water, and after this development of heat

the liquid was alkaline. The mixture was now evaporated and dried in the platinum

bottle, then repeatedly ignited to redness and cooled until it ceased to lose weight, and

finally weighed, every 22 grains increase of weight being estimated to represent 40
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grains of HF present. By these means the loss of acid vapour did not exceed 005

grain ; the residue was alkaline to test-paper, and the gain of weight found was 55 parts

for every 100 parts of liquid acid taken. The following are the numbers experimentally

found:—in the first reliable experiment 31-61 grains of the acid and 54-56 grains of

lime were taken, and the weight of ignited residue found was 71-93 grains= a gain of

17*37 grains= 31-58 grains of HF present=99-90 per cent, of HF in the acid. In

another experiment 50-26 grains of the acid and 77-54 grains of lime were taken, and

the weight of ignited residue was 105-18 grains=a gain of 27"64 grains=50-27 grains

of HF= 100-01 per cent, of HF.

In an analysis by the above process of a portion of non-rectified acid obtained from

some double fluoride of hydrogen and potassium which had not been sufficiently fused,

and which from the weight of acid obtained from a given quantity of the salt was sus-

pected to contain traces of the double salt and a small quantity of water not exceeding

at the utmost 3-47 per cent, (see page 176), 39-39 grains of the acid-1-66-74 grains of

lime gave 87-78 grains of ignited residue=a gain of 21-04 grains= 38-25 grains of HF
= 97-09 per cent, of HF present. These results confirm all the former ones, and further

support the conclusion that the liquid obtained by distilling properly prepared fluoride

of hydrogen and potassium, and rectifying the product at a temperature not exceeding

100° Fahr., is anhydrous hydrofluoric acid. The lime for the above process was pre-

pared as follows :—an excess of clear lime-water was added to a solution of nitrate of

calcium, the filtered solution precipitated by a mixture of solution of ammonia and ses-

quicarbonate of ammonium
; the precipitate was washed and dried, and repeatedly ignited

to an incipient white heat in an open platinum crucible in a small gas-furnace. The

presence of magnesia in the lime does not affect the numerical relation of the gain of

weight to the amount of acid present. Various attempts were made to employ pure

oxide of magnesium in place of the lime, but its power of neutralizing the acid was

found to be too slow.

Molecular Volume of the Anhydrous Acid in the gaseous state.

I have made fourteen separate attempts to ascertain the volume of gaseous product

formed by the chemical union of one volume of hydrogen with fluorine. The method I

have adopted has been to heat pure anhydrous fluoride of silver to fusion in a platinum

vessel containing an equivalent quantity of pure and dry hydrogen. The experiments

were extremely difficult owing to the destructive nature of the substances, and the con-

sequent difficulty of eliminating the numerous interferences which presented themselves.

The following are the particulars of the method finally employed. Fragments of the

purest magnesium were introduced into the neck of an inverted bottle full of previously

boiled and partly cooled dilute sulphuric acid, consisting of one measure of the purest

acid, and about forty or fifty of distilled water. The mixture was stirred with a rod of

magnesium immediately before use. When the bottle was quite full of hydrogen, the

gas was transferred to a dry bottle filled with mercury and inverted over mercury
; sticks
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of hydrate of potash were then agitated occasionally with the gas at intervals during

several hours, and the gas transferred to a graduated tube over mercury, and allowed to

remain in contact with sticks of dry phosphorus during twelve hours, the phosphorus

being used to remove oxygen introduced by traces of air adhering to the vessel, &c.

About 15‘3 grains of fluoride of silver of a very high degree of purity (made from

pure materials, viz. hydrofluoric acid, and carbonate of silver) was placed in the previ-

ously heated and weighed platinum tube A (fig. 5), which was open at the top and closed

at the bottom, and constructed without solder by the process of melting. The tube ^ 5

was 6-| inches
(
= 16‘6 centims.) long and jf- of an inch (=2T centims.) diameter,

and had a capacity of 3’4 cubic inches (=55’716 cubic centimetres); in some of

the experiments, where accurate weighing was not required, it was coated exter-

nally for about 2 inches (=5'0 centims.) in length at its closed end with a thick

layer of copper by the electrolytic process : the object of coating it thus was to a
prevent traces of hydrogen passing through the platinum at a red heat; this

may, however, be dispensed with by not applying more than a barely visible red

heat in the subsequent reduction part of the process. The fluoride was now

melted in it at a visible red heat until it formed a tranquil liquid, and the upper ^
part of the tube also heated to redness to expel all moisture*. The tube was then

either at once affixed to the platinum receiver (see fig. 6), or as soon as possible corked,

cooled, and reweighed ; the loss of weight upon the above quantity of salt was usually

about 0T grain, arising from moisture expelled from the fluoride (which is a very hygro-

scopic and deliquescent substance), and partly from the moisture of the air decomposing

a little of the fluoride during the fusion. The tube A was

now fixed tightly upon the open bent platinum neck-tube

B of the graduated platinum receiver C, and the junction

made perfectly gas-tight by a small quantity of the melted

mixture of sulphur and lampblack, bound over tightly by a

stretched ribbon of the thinnest vulcanized india-rubber

secured by string. The platinum receiver, C, was 6 inches

(
= 15 - 3 centims.) long and 1-^inch (=3'8 centims.) diameter,

open and flanged at the bottom end, and formed in one piece

with the bent neck B without solder. Glass receivers were

found to be corroded even when thickly and carefully coated

with paraffin. (N.B. They were used before I succeeded in obtaining the hydrofluoric

acid in a perfectly anhydrous state.) They might perhaps be used provided moisture is

perfectly excluded and the acid is not allowed to assume the liquid state. The entire

apparatus, including A, B, and C, when put together had a capacity of about 15 cubic

inches (=245 ’805 cubic centims.).

The tubes A and B were now filled as quickly as possible with dry mercury, and

* Oxide of silver was found to be decomposed at a temperature much below that of visible redness. H. Eose

states that Ag
2
0 begins to evolve oxygen at 250° C. (Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry, vol. i. p. 792).

Fig. 6.
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tapped persistently to remove any adhering bubbles of air ; the receiver C was then also

similarly filled and tapped, and inverted over mercury in a large mercurial trough.

5‘5 cubic inches (—90128 cubic centims.) of the prepared hydrogen which had lain many

hours in the measuring-tube in contact with the phosphorus was now transferred to the

platinum apparatus, and the tube A inclined and persistently tapped, so as to shake out of

it as perfectly as possible all the mercury. A stick of dry phosphorus was again placed

in the gas for one hour to remove any oxygen introduced by adhering air-bubbles, or

by air lodging in the crevice at the junction of the two tubes.

The apparatus and its contents were next removed from the mercurial

trough by means of the glass vessel D, which was about 8 inches high

(=20 -4 centims) and 2 inches (=5T centims.) in diameter, and were sup-

ported within this vessel by mercury at such a height that the figure “ 5 -5 Cl”

of the graduation upon the platinum-receiver coincided in horizontal posi-

tion with the mark — (shown at E, fig. 7) near the top of the outer vessel.

Additional mercury was now poured into the outer vessel until it attained

this same indicated level at the atmospheric temperature, and was there

fore at the same level inside and outside the platinum-receiver. The tube

A being supported horizontally, a wet rag was now laid upon it near the

sealed junction and heat applied gently to the outer end by means of a

spirit-lamp until a barely visible redness was attained, this being quite sufficient to melt

the enclosed fluoride of silver. This degree of heat was maintained about one hour,

and near the termination of the heating-process a much higher and variable temperature

was applied for a short time, but not sufficiently high to melt the reduced silver. The

mercury in the outer vessel was kept at the original level during the heating-process &c.,

by raising or lowering the platinum apparatus as occasion required. The whole appa-

ratus was then placed in a suitable air-bath, and gradually heated to a uniform and con-

stant temperature of about 212°Fahr.
(
= 100° C.), a thermometer being placed in the

vessel of mercury D, and another near it in the air-bath. The platinum apparatus was

raised gradually as the gas expanded, to keep the mercury at the original level, and the

volume of enclosed gas was noted at the various temperatures.

In each instance, during the decomposition of the silver-salt by the hydrogen,

after the first expansion (produced by the heat) a very large reduction of volume oc-

curred; for instance, 3 0*0 cubic inches (=163-87 cub. centims.) were reduced to 6 -5

(
= 106-5 cub. centims.); and on removing the lamp and allowing the whole apparatus

to cool to 50 or 60° Fahr. (=10° to 15 0-5 C.), a still further and very large contraction

invariably occurred; for instance, 6'5 cubic inches (=106-5 cub. centims.) became

3-0 cubic inches (=49-161 cub. centims.), even while under a rarefaction of 5 niches

(
= 12-75 centims.) height of mercury. Similar contractions [to very small volumes at

the atmospheric temperature took place in all the experiments. These reductions of

volume were in the earlier trials somewhat due to small quantities of air present, the

oxygen of which formed water with some of the heated hydrogen and condensed a little

mdccclxix. 2 c
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of the acid vapour. In all cases, however, the contraction of volume was evidently

nearly wholly due to the partial condensation of the hydrofluoric-acid vapour within the

vessel to a liquid state. This liquid could not of course be seen on account of the opa-

city of the apparatus, and being very minute in amount (probably less than half a drop

for each cubic inch (=16-387 cub. centims.) of hydrogen employed) and very volatile, it

was in all cases instantly converted into a dense fume on opening the vessel. The mere

warmth of the hand was sufficient to make the partly liquefied acid expand very greatly.

These results of contraction agree with and confirm the results already found in my ex-

periments, viz. that anhydrous hydrofluoric acid is a very volatile liquid at 60° Fahr.

The following are the actual results obtained in one of the first reliable approximate

experiments. Six cubic inches (
= 98-322 cub. centims.) of prepared hydrogen at 50°

Fahr. and 16-4 grains of fused fluoride were employed. During the first three minutes

of heating, the gas expanded to 7'8 cubic inches (=127‘8 cub. centims.). Contraction

then commenced and continued during about twenty-five minutes, the volume being

gradually reduced to about 4^ cubic inches (=73-74 cub. centims.). The heat was con-

tinued about half an hour longer, and the apparatus then, whilst still warm, placed in the

air-bath, and heated gradually to a fixed temperature of 200° Fahr. ; the volume of gas

was then 14-5 cubic inches (=237-61 cub. centims.) =11-2 cubic inches (=183-53 cub.

centims.) at 50° Fahr. The rate of expansion was somewhat greater at the higher de-

grees of temperature than at the lower ones; for instance, at 139° Fahr. the volume

was 12-1 cubic inches, at 160° Fahr. 12-85, at 186° Fahr. 14-0. Only a minute

quantity of undecomposed silver fluoride was found after the experiment.

In another experiment, with 5-5 cubic inches (=90-128 cub. centims.) of hydrogen

at 50° Fahr. and standard pressure, and 15 "3 grains of fluoride, on applying heat the

gas expanded to 7 -3 cubic inches (
= 119-625 cub. centims.) at the end of three minutes;

it then gradually contracted during the next twenty minutes to about 4*2 cubic inches

(
= 68-825 cub. centims.); the heat was continued about twenty minutes longer with

occasional heating to full redness (but not sufficient to fuse the enclosed reduced silver).

The apparatus was then at once transferred to the hot air-bath, and heated gradually to

212° Fahr., and kept at that temperature some time. The volume of gas thus ,found

was 12-8 cubic inches (=209-75 cub. centims.) at 176°Fahr., 13-0 (=213*03 cub. cen-

tims.) at 184° Fahr., and 14-0 (=229-418 cub. centims.) at 212° Fahr. ; the latter number,

after correction for the amount of displacement of the level of the mercury by the thick-

ness of the sides of the platinum vessel between “ 5-5,” the original depth of immersion,

and “14” the final one, was 14-3 (=234-33 cub. centims); this is equal to 10-84

cubic inches (=177-635 cub. centims.) at 50° Fahr., the theoretic quantity required

being 11-0 inches (=180-257 cub. centims.). On cooling the apparatus to 50aFAHR., the

mercury rose and filled the platinum tube to within about 0-7 cubic inch (=1T77 cub.

centims.) of its capacity, even whilst under rarefaction by a column of mercury about

3-5 inches (=8-9 centims.) in height. Minute traces only of undecomposed fluoride of

silver were found in the tube after the experiment.
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From the results obtained, it appears that one volume of hydrogen in uniting with

fluorine, produces not simply one volume of gaseous product as it does when uniting

with oxygen, but two volumes, as in the case of its union with chlorine.

According to M. Peat * anhydrous fluoride of silver contains oxygen, its constitution

being 1 equiv. of fluorine = 29-6, 1 equiv. of oxygen =8, and 2 equivs. of silver =216.

The results obtained in these experiments contradict this view ; for according to it the

volume of gases obtained should have been less, as 1 volume of hydrogen in uniting with

oxygen produces only 1 volume of gaseous product.

To obtain a numerical result more nearly approaching theoretical accuracy than in the

foregoing experiments, various minute corrections would have to be applied :—1st, for

the increased capacity of the platinum apparatus caused by its expansion by heat;

2nd, for the rise of level of the mercury caused by its expansion by rise of temperature

;

3rd, for the lowering of the said level by expansion of the glass containing-vessel

;

4th, for the rise of the said level caused by the immersed bulb of the thermometer

;

5th, for the variation of atmospheric pressure during the experiment; and 6th, for

the meniscus, &c.

To ascertain the loss of weight by the fluoride of silver in the preceding experiments,

12 ’8 grains were put into a platinum boat enclosed in a roll of platinum-foil, and heated

to tranquil fusion at a gentle red heat in a platinum tube-retort (similar to the tube A
in fig. 5), then cooled and weighed ; the loss was 0T0 grain. The boat and foil were now

put into a long horizontal platinum tube and gently heated in a slow current of hydrogen

(which had been generated by magnesium and pure dilute sulphuric acid, and dried by

two wash-bottles of strong sulphuric acid), the current of gas and the heat being main-

tained until acid fumes entirely ceased; the loss of weight was T80 grain. This is

less than the theoretic quantity' by 0T0 grain, which is partly (if not wholly) accounted

for by the fact that fluoride of silver, even when carefully prepared from pure materials,

is liable to contain a variable amount of metallic silver, which is left as an insoluble

black powder on dissolving the salt in water. This free silver is caused in the process

of drying the salt, by the aqueous vapour from the imperfectly dried portions and from

the surrounding air decomposing the dry and hotter portions ; it is increased in quan-

tity every time the salt is fused in contact with atmospheric air.

[To determine the amount of silver in the fluoride, 15 -

89 grains of perfectly anhydrous

fluoride was dissolved in water, the solution filtered, the separated black precipitate

washed, and the silver in the filtrate determined by addition of chloride of potassium ; it

gave 18-00 grains of chloride =13-55 grains of silver. The black matter weighed 0-1

grain after ignition; deducting this amount, the 15-79 grains of fluoride contained 13-55

grains of silver: theory requires 13-437 grains. On several occasions I have had reason

to suspect a slight degree of solubility of the separated and finely divided metallic silver

in a strong aqueous solution of silver fluoride, similar to that of lead and silver in strong

aqueous solutions of their respective nitrates
; and if this be correct it may account for

* Comptes Eendus, No. 9, August 1867.
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the slight excess of silver found in this determination. The amount of fluorine in the

flltrate was determined by means of a solution of calcium salt in the usual manner
; it

gave 4-40 grains of fluoride of calcium =2T436 grains of fluorine, the quantity required

to complete the weight being 2’24 grains. In my hands this process of determining the

amount of fluorine has not hitherto yielded very accurate results.—Received January 9,

1869.]*

These results, combined with the foregoing experiments on molecular volume, agree

with the conclusion that a volume of hydrogen weighing 1 unites with 19 parts by

weight of fluorine to form 2 volumes of hydrofluoric acid, and that the specific gravity

of gaseous anhydrous hydrofluoric acid is ten times the amount of that of hydrogen.

The acid vapour obtained by heating fluoride of silver in the closed vessel of hydrogen

over mercury, as already described, was transferred to glass vessels over mercury ; it was

colourless, and quite transparent ; it did not corrode the glass vessels or render them

dim in the slightest degree during several weeks, provided moisture was entirely absent,

but if there was the slightest trace of damp present the surface of the glass soon lost its

brightness. A fragment of ice introduced into the gas instantly caused the surface of the

glass near it to become corroded and opaque white. The vapour of hydrofluoric acid

escaping at any minute orifice from a vessel of the dry acid, condenses moisture rapidly

upon the contiguous parts of the vessel.

Fremy sought for oxygen in the anhydrous acid, but was unable to find anyf. Sir

H. Davy also, who prepared his acid by distilling fluor-spar with sulphuric acid contain-

ing not more than 1 equivalent of water, could find no oxygen in it, either by electro

lysis, or by neutralizing it with gaseous ammonia; but when the sulphuric acid he

employed contained more than 1 equivalent of water, he found water in the hydro-

fluoric acid. The acid obtained in my experiments also I consider to be destitute of

oxygen, not only from the results obtained in the various analyses and experiments

already described, but also, 1st, because the double fluoride of hydrogen and potassium

from which the acid was prepared, when fused and electrolyzed with platinum electrodes,

evolved abundance of inflammable gas at the cathode, but yielded no gas at the anode,

although oxides are by electrolysis decomposed before fluorides
;
2nd, the electrolysis

of the anhydrous acid with platinum electrodes 'yielded no odour of ozone, whereas

hydrofluoric acid containing various percentages of water evolved that odour strongly

(see page 199) ; 3rd, the properties of hydrofluoric acid prepared by heating pure

fluoride of silver in pure hydrogen (see pages 181 & 182) agreed in properties, as far as

those properties were ascertained, with the acid obtained from the double salt
;
and

4th, because two volumes of gaseous anhydrous hydrofluoric acid were produced by the

reaction of one volume of hydrogen upon its equivalent of fluoride of silver, whereas if

* Note, added May 25, 1869. I have since, by repeated and more accurate analyses, confirmed the compo-

sition of the recently fused salt to be wholly silver and fluorine, with a small quantity of enclosed metallic

silver.—G. G.

t Comptes Eendus, February 27th, 1854.
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oxygen had been present, less than two volumes of acid gas would have been produced.

All the results also support the conclusion that the acid obtained by heat from the double

fluoride, and that from pure fluor-spar and mono-hydrated sulphuric acid heated together

in a platinum retort, is free from oxygen and water. The complete synthesis of the acid

can only of course be performed by means of hydrogen and free fluorine.

To determine the specific gravity of the anhydrous acid, I employed a thin platinum

bottle of the form and size of the annexed sketch (fig. 8) ; with the stopper in its

place the bottle contained 1000 grains of distilled water at 60° Fahr. The stopper had

a minute tube up its centre, and also two funnel-shaped cavities, one at each end, as shown

in the sketch. A thin platinum wire was also soldered round the stopper to form a

Fig. 10.

shoulder, which rested upon the neck of the bottle when the stopper was tightly down

in its place. A specific-gravity bottle made of gutta percha wTould not resist the action

of the acid. Sponge was employed to absorb the excess of acid around the stopper. The

specific gravity found of the pure rectified acid in two separate experiments was 0-9885 at

56°-5 Fahr., that of water being =1000
;
whilst that of a less pure sample was 1-036 at

60° Fahr. (Sir H. Davy found 1-0609). These results are not perfectly accurate, owing

to the unavoidable escape of acid vapour, but the amount of error is probably not more

than 1 part in 1000. The specific gravity of the pure rectified acid was also found by

weighing a platinum tube (which had been previously filled with paraffin by fusion)

separately in the acid and in distilled water, both at 52° Fahr. ; the number found was

0-9922, assuming that of Avater to be =1000 at 52° Fahr. By weighing a closed plati-

num vessel of the annexed size and form (fig. 9) separately in the acid and in distilled

water, both at 55° Fahr., the specific gravity found was as 0-9879 is to T0000
;
this

result is the most accurate one obtained : the pure acid is therefore a little lighter than

water. The vessel containing the acid was covered by a thin plate of paraffin of the

annexed form (fig. 10) during the weighing.
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The acid obtained in my experiments was much more volatile than sulphuric ether. I

ascertained its boiling-point as follows. A platinum bottle, A (fig. 11), ofabout 2^ ounces

capacity, had a platinum angle-tube, B, which fitted tightly into its neck ;
the angle-tube

had a short open tube, C, within which a platinum tube, D, was tightly fitted and luted

with the melted sulphur mixture (see page 173) ; this tube was open at its upper end and

closed at its lower end, and was for the purpose of receiving a thermometer. About

two ounces of the perfectly pure and previously chilled acid was poured into the chilled

bottle A, the angle-tube inserted and luted securely with paraffin, the smaller end of the

angle-tube fixed within the platinum tube ofa Liebig’s condenser

(with freezing-mixture, see page 173) and luted with the paraffin

mixture. A platinum bottle was affixed to the condenser to

receive the distillate. The bottle was now immersed in a small

water-bath, a thermometer placed in the water, another within

the tube in the acid, and heat very gradually applied to the

water. The acid boiled at 67° Fahr., the mercury of the inner

thermometer remaining stationary at that point, and that of the

outer one at about 77° Fahr., until nearly all the acid had

passed over. By applying a stethoscope to the end of the inner

tube D, the boiling could be feebly but distinctly heard ; a slight

escape of fume at the exit-tube of the receiving-bottle (see page

174) commenced with the boiling, continued with it, and ceased when the boiling ceased.

At —30° Faiir. (= — 34^-° C.) the acid is still a perfectly mobile liquid, fuming but

little in a narrow-necked bottle, and its solidifying point is probably very many degrees

below this (see also page 198).

The vapour-tension of the acid at 60° Fahr. is very considerable, and an experiment

was made in the following manner to approximately determine the degree of pressure

to which the bottles containing the acid were subjected at ordinary temperatures. A six-

ounce platinum bottle containing between four and five ounces of the anhydrous and pure

acid in a chilled state was connected air-tight, by means of the plati-

num angle-tube A (fig. 12), with an inclined platinum tube B, about

16 inches
(
= 41 ‘7 centims.) long and f- of an inch (=095 centim.)

diameter, and a vertical bent and open glass tube C, about 30 inches

(
= 76 ‘25 centims.) high and of an inch (=0 -32 centim.) bore,

the bent portion of the tubes being filled to about 6 inches (=15*3

centims.) in height with mercury. The bottle was now gradually

allowed to attain a temperature of 60° Fai-ir. At that temperature

the difference of level of the mercury in the two tubes was 15-^

inches (=39*4 centims.), and therefore the pressure upon the

interior of the bottle was =7*58 pounds per square inch. No
leakage occurred at the cemented joints. The results of this

experiment, together with those of the previous ones, show the necessity of keeping the

Pig. 11.
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aeicl in a cool place. On loosening the lid of a bottle of the acid at 60° Fahr., the acid

vapour is expelled in a jet like steam from a boiler.

The low boiling-point, the extremely dangerous and corrosive nature of the acid, and

ts great affinity for water, illustrate the very great difficulty of manipulating with it and

retaining it in a pure state; nevertheless by the contrivance described (see page 175),

and placing the bottles containing it in a cool cellar (never above a temperature of 60°

Fahr.), the author has succeeded in keeping the liquid acid perfectly, without loss, and

unaltered through the' whole qf the recent hot summer.

The following is the order of electrical relation found with different metals &c. in

the pure anhydrous acid at 0° Fahr. :—zinc, tin, lead, cadmium, indium, magnesium,

cobalt, aluminium, iron, nickel, bismuth, thallium, copper, iridium, silver, gas-carbon,

gold, platinum, palladium. The acid in these experiments was contained in a covered

deep and narrow" platinum cup placed in a tin chilling case immersed deeply in the

freezing-mixture.

Sir H. Davy electrolyzed the liquid acid prepared by distilling fluor-spar with strong

sulphuric acid. lie cemented a platinum wire by fusion into a cup of horn silver, and

inverted the cup in the acid in a tray of platinum. He used a very weak voltaic current,

and kept the apparatus cool by a freezing-mixture. The platinum wire rapidly corroded

and became covered with a chocolate-coloured powder. Inflammable gas like hydrogen

was evolved from the cathode. He also tried a plumbago anode, but it was quickly

destroyed and the liquid became turbid and black; also a charcoal anode upon the end

of a platinum wire ; the charcoal absorbed the acid and made the platinum wire the pole*.

G. J. Khroxf also electrolyzed hydrofluoric acid with a charcoal anode attached to a

platinum wire, and a platinum wire cathode, in a vessel of fluor-spar half filled with the

acid, and having a perforated stopper of the same spar dipping into the acid. It is not

stated in the above paper how the acid was prepared or its purity determined, nor by

what means charcoal capable of resisting the acid was obtained.

I have made numerous experiments of electrolyzing the pure anhydrous acid with

various electrodes. The method adopted in many of the experiments was to place a

platinum cup about inches
(
= 9 centims.) deep and If inch

(
= 4’5 centims.) wide

in a tin case (weighted with lead) in the freezing-mixture ; the cup was about half filled

with the acid, and was closed by a well-fitting stopper of paraffin, through the centre

of which a long rod or plate of the substance constituting the anode was closely fixed,

the cup itself being the cathode ; a loosely fitting cup of paraffin about half an inch

deep, and provided with a handle, was immersed in the acid beneath the anode to collect

particles which fell from the anode, and to prevent hydrogen ascending from the bottom

of the platinum vessel and coming into contact with the positive electrode. The follow-

ing are some of the results obtained. The liquid acid conducted with a platinum anode

much more readily than pure water ; with four Smee’s elements it began to visibly

* Works of Sir 3L Davy, vol. v. p. 416.

t Philosophical Magazine, 3rd series, vol. xvi. p. 192.
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conduct, and with ten elements it conducted readily. No odour of ozone was evolved,

and the platinum anode gradually acquired a thick red-brown crust. By employing

forty Smee’s elements the conduction was copious; the anode rapidly corroded, and

much finely divided platinum as a greyish-black powder collected in and beneath

the paraffin cup ; this powder appeared to be due to detached particles of the red-

brown crust becoming reduced by the diffused bubbles of free hydrogen from the

cathode, or was composed of particles of metal mechanically detached from the anode

by the current. Portions of the soft earthy crust were scraped off at intervals into a

platinum dish upon a heated slab of iron ; it dried to a dark-brown earthy salt (doubt-

less fluoride of platinum), which rapidly deliquesced in the air to a tenacious sticky

mass, similar to damp fluoride of silver : the anhydrous platinum compound was perfectly

insoluble in the acid, but formed a blood-red liquid (like a solution of tetrachloride of

platinum) with cold water, and the dilute aqueous solution, when heated, became full of

flocks by separation of an insoluble basic, salt. By far the greater portion of the pla-

tinum compound detached itself from the anode and became reduced to the metallic

state, and only a small amount was left upon the anode as a soluble salt. The whole of

the powder in the paraffin cup was found by appropriate tests to be metallic platinum.

With an anode of very close-grained gas-carbon and six Smee’s elements, conduction

occurred freely, and in less than half an hour nearly half the thickness of the carbon rod

was disintegrated and fell as a loose powder to the bottom of the vessel. Numerous

attempts were made to electrolyze the acid with a charcoal anode ; fifteen different kinds

of wood, including some of the densest kinds, were converted into charcoal by very

gradual drying and equally gradual heating to full redness in a copper tube retort until

all evolution of gas ceased. Some of the resulting rods were exceedingly hard and dense,

and emitted a clear metallic ringing sound when struck ; the denser kinds, especially

those free from cracks, conducted freely even with ten Smee’s elements. The best kinds

were those made from kingwood, beech, ebony, lignum-vitse, and boxwood ; that from

lignum-vitee was nearly as hard as baked earthenware *. On immersing either of the

rods in the acid, even without passing an electric current, it soon began to crack and fly

to pieces, and on passing the current the rods commenced breaking immediately, and in

some instances with dangerous violence, projecting fragments to a considerable distance

;

even the hardest and densest kinds of charcoal behaved thus and became brittle through-

out the immersed parts ; the most resisting kind was that made from beechwood. The

number of Smee’s elements employed varied from ten to fifty-six, and the kind of electro-

lysis-cell used was that represented by figure 13 (see page 189). The cracking of the

charcoal was attended by evolution of numerous bubbles of gas (probably air previously

absorbed by the carbon)
; on this account, and also in consequence of the fume developed

by the heat of conduction-resistance in the charcoal, it was difficult to ascertain ifthe anode

evolved gas due to electrolysis ; nevertheless, with the aid of a strong light and watching

* For the preparation of articles and vessels of charcoal for these experiments, see Philosophical Magazine,

September 1868.
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for opportunities, it was found that the passage of the current was not attended by any

distinct increase of gas from the anode. No special odour could be detected above the

anodes, but on removing the charcoal from the liquid it evolved a feeble odour some-

what like that of chlorine, in addition to the intense one of the acid. The kinds of

wood employed for making the charcoal were beech, kingwood, ebony, lignum-vitae,

box, mahogany, zebra, Memel oak, English oak, rosewood, maple, lancewood, walnut,

Norwegian pine, and ironwood. The fracture of the carbons was not caused by the low-

ness of the temperature of the acid.

With an anode of pure sheet gold the acid scarcely conducted at all, except for a short

time, even with forty Smee’s elements ; by continuing the action about 1|- hour, the

anode acquired a dark reddish-brown film and a few crystals upon its edges, which were

at first of a green colour, but became red by exposure to the air. With a palladium

anode the acid conducted somewhat less freely than with one of platinum or gas-carbon ;

and by employing forty Smee’s elements the palladium anode was also corroded. The

salts which fall off the anodes appear to be wholly converted into metal by the dissemi-

nated minute bubbles of hydrogen, and even some of the coating of the anode itself is

partly so converted if the hydrogen is allowed to come into contact with it. The action

in the electrolysis-cell was sometimes watched by the aid of a magnesium light, as the

fume was usually too dense to admit of inspection by ordinary light.

The most effective form of electrolytic apparatus employed is represented by the

annexed figure. AA is a circular and deep platinum cup ;
B B

is a shallow and loosely fitting cup of paraffin provided with a

handle (not shown)
; C C is a wide tube of platinum open at both

ends, and fixed at its upper end within an equally wide circular

perforation in the annular paraffin stopper, DD; E E is an inner

stopper of paraffin fitting within the other, and supporting a sheet

of platinum or other metal, F F, which passes through it and con-

stitutes the anode. The use of the tube C C is to prevent the

hydrogen evolved at the inner surface of the cathode, A A, coming

into contact with the anode, F. The tube C C is coated on its

outer side at its lower end and up to a short distance above the

level of the liquid with a thin layer of paraffin, to prevent the ten-

dency of electrolytic action upon the tube C C. Electrolysis tends

to first decompose any traces of water the acid may contain, and
thus maintain the acid in an anhydrous state.

Two ounces of strong sulphuric acid was added to a mixture of 336 grains of pure
fluoride of sodium and 472'5 grains of nitrate of potassium, both in fine powder, in a
platinum retort, the mixture distilled, and the product received in a platinum bottle.

The distillate weighed 678-2 grains, it should have weighed only 664 grains; the excess
was probably water, from the sulphuric acid not being ofmaximum strength. In apply-
ing the heat, the retort was immersed in a bath of linseed-oil, the temperature of which

MDCCCLXIX. 2 D

Fig. 13.
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was not raised above 450°Fahe. No permanent gas was evolved during the process.

The product was a colourless fuming liquid, much less fuming than anhydrous hydro-

fluoric acid, and did not corrode paraffin or platinum, but corroded vulcanized india-

rubber rapidly. This liquid was electrolyzed by means of six Smee’s elements and two

large platinum electrodes, during five hours, the liquid being in a covered narrow and

deep platinum cup immersed in a freezing-mixture
;
conduction occurred freely, and an

odourless gas (doubtless ordinary oxygen) was freely evolved from the anode
; the anode

was not corroded, and both electrodes were unaltered in weight.

520 grains of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid was distilled from about 2000 grains of

KF, HF in a platinum retort through a platinum tube surrounded by the freezing-mix-

ture into a platinum bottle (surrounded by the same mixture) containing 334T 7 grains

of fibrous sulphuric anhydride ; the first contact of the two substances was attended by

a hissing sound and evolution of great heat, and the resulting compound was a colourless

liquid, of a less fuming character than either of the two substances alone. In this

experiment it was necessary to cement the junctions near the receiver with the melted

sulphur mixture (see p. 173), as paraffin is rapidly blackened by the vapours of sulphuric

anhydride *. The compound formed in this case was probably analogous in some respects

to partially hydrated sulphuric acid, 2HF taking the place of H20, and corresponds to the

third hydrate of sulphuric acid, or H
2
S04 ,

2H
2
O. This liquid was also electrolyzed by

means of platinum electrodes and ten Smee’s elements ; the conduction was moderate

(less than with HF alone), and the anode was corroded. Sulphuric anhydride added to

the mixture produced heat.

To obtain an idea of the general chemical behaviour of the pure anhydrous acid,

numerous substances (generally anhydrous) were immersed in separate portions of it in

platinum cups, contained in a tin chilling-ease sunk deep in the freezing-mixture (see

p. 173), and sometimes covered with plates of transparent fluor-sparf
;
the temperature

of the acid varied from 20° to 0° Fahr. It slightly dissolved bromine to a liquid of an

orange colour
; iodine, carbon, boron, silicon, sulphur, selenium, tellurium (in powder),

and phosphorus were unchanged. The noble and base metals were unaffected ; and even

magnesium, aluminium, zinc, cadmium, tin, lead, reduced iron, arsenic, antimony, and

bismuth in a state of fine powder did not cause any evolution of hydrogen. Sodium

and potassium behaved much the same as with water, the latter producing vivid com-

bustion. Nearly all the salts of the alkali and alkaline-earth metals produced strong

chemical action. The acid produced violent chemical action with the following anhy-

drides :—fused boracic, silicic (only when in fine precipitated powder, not with small gra-

nules of quartz or even with fine white sand), sulphuric, phosphoric, molybdic, vanadic,

and niobic anhydrides ; selenious and arsenious anhydrides dissolved freely ;
antimonious,

tungstic, and titanic anhydrides were either but little or not at all affected nor dissolved

;

* Gun-cotton inflamed by contact with sulphuric anhydride.

f I have obtained suitable vessels, plates, and stoppers of fluor-spar of Mr. J. Ttm, Speedwell Mine, Cas-

tleton, Derbyshire,
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chlorochromic acid would not mix with the acid. With concentrated nitric and sul-

phuric acids the acid mixed quietly, but with strong hydrochloric acid it produced active

effervescence. With lime, baryta, strontia, and the hydrates of soda and potash it united

powerfully, and with magnesia less strongly. No effect occurred with the peroxides of

silver, iron, lead, thallium, or manganese ; nor with the suboxide or protoxide of copper,

the oxides of nickel, cobalt, tin (both oxides), or cerium. Teroxide of antimony, bis-

muth, and the oxides of silver, glucinum, and lanthanum produced strong chemical

action, but did not dissolve. The oxides of mercury (both) and lead (both) were

changed to fluorides, and apparently also were oxide of zinc and peroxide of barium, the

latter with most violent action (probably water was present). Binoxide of platinum was

slightly dissolved, and the oxides of uranium and chromium freely
;
chemical changes also

occurred with the lower oxides of vanadium and titanium, and with alumina. The

nitrates of lead, uranium, strontium, and barium exhibited no strong chemical action,

and did not dissolve, but signs of free nitric acid appeared
;
nitrate of silver was unaf-

fected ( 1 ), nitrate of potassium dissolved freely with a hissing sound
;
nitric acid was found,

by suitable tests, to be set free with the nitrates of lead, barium, and potassium. The

fluorides of antimony, bismuth, mercury, copper, nickel, cobalt, iron, lead, tin (both),

cadmium, zinc, manganese, cerium, aluminium, magnesium, and calcium were either

slightly or not at all affected, and did not dissolve ; the fluorides of uranium and chromium

exhibited chemical change and dissolved. Alkaline fluorides were strongly affected;

the fluorides of silver, barium, and lithium, also cryolite, hissed strongly but did not

dissolve
; and those of thallium, strontium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, and ammonium

produced different degrees of violent chemical action and solution ; the acid fluoride of

potassium also produced strong action and solution : the behaviour of the alkaline fluo-

rides with the anhydrous acid may be compared to that of the alkaline oxides and

hydrates with water. Solid terchloride of carbon, and the chlorides of silver, mercury

(both), copper, nickel, cobalt, lead, cadmium, manganese, and the violet sesquichloride

of chromium were undissolved and unaffected ;
the liquid tetrachloride of carbon, and the

liquid chlorides of sulphur, phosphorus, arsenic, and tin would not mix with the acid,

whilst the liquid perchloride of antimony and tetrachloride of titanium were decomposed

with violent action and formation of deliquescent solid residues, as when water is added

to them ; the solid perchloride of phosphorus was also violently decomposed and a white

powder formed; the chlorides of calcium, barium, lithium, sodium, potassium, and am-

monium were decomposed with strong action and effervescence, the latter four with

solution and especially strong action. The chlorates of sodium and potassium were

rapidly decomposed with evolution of yellow fumes of peroxide of chlorine
;
no visible

effect occurred with the chlorate of barium or perchlorate of potassium. Terbromide of

antimony turned white, as on addition of water, and did not dissolve ; the bromides of zinc

and cadmium were but little affected
;
the bromides of calcium, barium, and potassium

were decomposed with strong effervescence, and the latter bromide dissolved ; bromate

of potassium was also rapidly decomposed with copious liberation of bromine. The ter-
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iodides of arsenic and antimony, the tetraiodide of platinum, iodide of silver, biniodide of

mercury, subiodide of copper, and the iodides of lead, cadmium, and zinc were unaffected,

whilst the iodides of calcium, barium, sodium, and potassium were strongly decomposed,

and iodine freely liberated in the first three instances. Iodate of potassium also exhi-

bited some.chemical action, but no iodine was set free. The acid decomposes all carbo-

nates ; the anhydrous carbonates of silver, copper, cobalt, lead, cadmium, zinc, manganese,

calcium, strontium, barium, lithium, sodium, potassium, and ammonium were all decom-

posed with effervescence
;
those of the alkali and alkaline-earth metals exhibited violent

action. Fused borax and the borate of ammonium produced powerful chemical action.

The boro-fluorides of sodium and potassium were unaffected. Glass was rapidly corroded.

(N.B. It was not corroded in the gaseous acid: see page 184.) The silico-fluorides of

sodium and potassium dissolved with effervescence
;

titano-fluoride of potassium also dis-

solved with strong action. Carbonic bisulphide would not mix with the acid ; the acid had

also no chemical or solvent effect upon the sulphides of arsenic (both), antimony (the black

sulphide), palladium, mercury (vermilion), copper (subsulphide), iron (both), lead, tin (the

bisulphide), cadmium, zinc, and molybdenum
; the sulphides of calcium, barium, sodium,

and potassium were violently decomposed with evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen, and

in the latter instance with separation of liquid sulphur. Bisulphite of sodium dissolved

with effervescence. Sulphate of cobalt was unaffected ; the sulphates of calcium, stron-

tium, and barium partly dissolved with a hissing sound; sulphate of sodium and acid sul-

phate of potassium exhibited strong action and dissolved. Chrome-alum dissolved quietly

to a purple liquid, and sulphate of ammonium to a colourless liquid. Phosphide of copper

was unaffected
;
phosphide of calcium was powerfully decomposed

;
phosphate of copper

was also decomposed
;
phosphate of uranium produced action

;
phosphate of calcium

was partly dissolved, and phosphate of ammonium completely. Arsenite of copper was

decomposed
; arsenite and arseniate of ammonium, and the arseniate of magnesium and

ammonium, produced violent action
;
the first and third were dissolved. Damp crystals of

permanganate of potassium hissed and dissolved to a deep-green liquid. Bed chromate of

lead became yellow and partly dissolved
;
yellow chromate of lead dissolved to a yellow

liquid
;
the mono-chromates of sodium and potassium, and the acid chromates of sodium,

potassium, and ammonium dissolved with violent action to blood-red liquids, with evolu-

tion of vapour of fluoride of chromium
;
vanadate and metavanadate of ammonium pro-

duced powerful action, the former partly, and the latter wholly dissolving to yellow liquids.

Native molybdate of lead was unaffected
;
molybdate of ammonium produced strong

action but did not dissolve. The tungstates of sodium and ammonium were violently

decomposed, the former dissolved, and the latter remained insoluble. Cyanide of mer-

cury was partly dissolved
;
cyanide of potassium was violently decomposed with libera-

tion of hydrocyanic acid ; anhydrous ferrocyanide of potassium dissolved with violent

action, and the solution became milky on addition of water ; ferricyanide of potassium

dissolved to a yellow liquid, and nitrocyanide of titanium was unaffected.

The acid mixed with pyroxylic spirit with strong action, and with ether and alcohol.
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Oxalic acid, oxalate, and benzoate of ammonium were but little affected. Paraffin was

unaffected. Benzole would not mix with the acid. Spirit of turpentine exploded and

produced a blood-red liquid. Gutta percha, india-rubber, ebonite, parkesine, white wax,

sealing-wax, gum-arabic, amber, copal, dammar, gamboge, juniper, kino, kowrie, shellac,

and ordinary resin were rapidly disintegrated, and in nearly all cases quickly dissolved

to red liquids. Spermaceti, stearic acid, and myrtle wax were but little affected. Caf-

feine, indigo, sugar of milk, and cane-sugar dissolved freely and rapidly. Gun-cotton

dissolved instantly to a colourless liquid, which left an inflammable film on evaporation.

Silk also instantly dissolved to a glutinous colourless liquid. Paper, cotton-wool, calico,

gelatine, and parchment were instantly converted into glutinous substances and dissolved.

Horn instantly expanded to a bulky white mass. Irish moss, German-tinder, and flannel

were less rapidly affected, and sponge was less affected than any other porous organic

substance. Pine-wood instantly blackened.

The chemical behaviour of such of these numerous substances with the anhydrous

liquid acid as have been further examined will be more fully described in their respective

places.

The gaseous acid carbonized cork, and acted upon wood, paper, gutta percha, india-

rubber, vulcanized india-rubber, andbees-wax more slowly, but in much the same manner

as the liquid acid
; sealing-wax absorbed the gas and became soft and disintegrated. It

did not act upon carbon, sulphur, or selenium, nor, if perfectly dry, did it act upon glass,

as has been already stated (see pages 184 & 192).

From the various experiments already described, we may conclude that hydrofluoric

acid is by its properties placed between hydrochloric acid and water, but is much more

closely allied to the former than to the latter. It is more readily liquefied than hydro-

chloric acid, but less readily than steam : like hydrochloric acid it decomposes all car-

bonates
;
like water it unites powerfully with sulphuric and phosphoric anhydrides, with

great evolution of heat. The fluorides of the alkali metals unite violently with anhydrous

hydrofluoric acid, like the oxides of those metals unite with water ; the hydrated fluo-

rides of the alkali metals also, like the hydrated fixed alkalies, have a strongly alkaline

reaction, and are capable of expelling ammonia from its salts. It may be further re-

marked that the atomic number of fluorine lies between that of oxygen and chlorine

;

and the atomic number of oxygen, added to that of fluorine, very nearly equals that of

chlorine.

B. Aqueous Hydrofluoric Acid.

Ordinary hydrofluoric acid is very impure
; it usually contains large quantities of sul-

phuric acid (distilled over by excess of heat), much sulphurous acid (from action of the

oil of vitriol upon the iron retort), some hydrofluosilicic acid (from silica in the spar),

arsenic (from the sulphuric acid), and small amounts of hydrochloric acid, iron, lime,

and other fixed matters. A sample manufactured in Birmingham, of specific gravity

1-399, was found by analysis to contain 29-58 per cent, of H2 S04 ,
and 0-5 per cent, of

ignited fixed matter which had been previously precipitated by excess of ammonia
; it
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also gave 4-08 per cent, of yellow sulphur (containing arsenic) by decomposing the sul-

phurous acid in it by an excess of sulphuretted hydrogen. A second sample, sent to

me by the same makers, had a specific gravity of 1-8.10, and contained 4- 8 per cent, of

H2 S04 . A third sample, made near Birmingham, of specific gravity 1-217, contained

3‘27 per cent, of H2
S04

and .2-16 per cent, of ignited fixed matter precipitated by

ammonia, including 0-76 per cent, of silica= 1-824 per cent, of 2HF, SiF
4 , A fourth

sample, obtained from Wolverhampton, of specific gravity 1-1097, contained 0-55 per-

cent. of H2 S04 . A fifth, obtained from London, of specific gravity 1-1894, contained

10-54 per cent, of H
2
S04 . A sixth, from Gorlitz, in Prussia, of specific gravity 1-1741,

contained only traces of sulphuric acid. A seventh, from Mr. Hornby, of Sheffield, of

specific gravity 1-188, contained traces only of sulphuric, hydrochloric, or hydrofluosilicic

acids, or of fixed matter. And an eighth sample, from Mr. William Collier, Sheffield,

of specific gravity 1'248, contained no sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, and left only a

trace of solid residue on evaporation to dryness: by neutralization with ammonia, 1*70

per cent, of fixed matter was obtained after washing and ignition ; this fixed matter

contained 1'46 part of Si 02
=3-5 per cent, of 2HF, SiF

4
in the acid; the fixed matter

also contained iron, &c. A second sample, weighing twelve pounds, from the same

maker gave 723 grains of sulphur by treatment with excess of sulphuretted hydrogen.

All the samples contained large but variable amounts of sulphurous acid, and gave

copious deposits of sulphur &c. by treatment with excess of sulphuretted hydrogen

;

they also contained very variable percentages of HF, varying from about 10 to 70. Oil

of vitriol is sometimes added to weak hydrofluoric acid to enable it to etch glass in a

suitable manner ; it imparts to it a fictitious strength, probably by abstraction of. water,

A sixty per cent, acid requires dilution before it can be used for etching glass; too

strong an acid etches glass roughly. An acid of 70 per cent., and containing 5-76 per

cent, of H
2 S04 ,

instantly converted filtering-paper into a jelly at 60° Fahr. ;
it was too

strong for retention in gutta-percha bottles.

A small gutta-percha jug of the annexed form was sometimes employed for Fig- 14-

taking the specific gravities of samples of weak acid. The neck of the vessel was

less than half an inch internal diameter, and was closed by placing a gutta-percha

ball with a handle loosely in it. Any excess of liquid above the ball was absorbed

by application of sponge previous to weighing.

Sulphurous acid is frequently present in commercial hydrofluoric acid to such an

extent as to be readily detected by the odour
;

it may be easily found by adding shavings

of metallic tin to the acid. Tin was found to be much better than zinc ;
it produced a

cloud of sulphur at once, and evolved sulphuretted hydrogen readily. Bifluoride of tin

also evolved sulphuretted hydrogen easily. Sulphuretted hydrogen gas in excess was

passed through commercial hydrofluoric acid ; some time after the commencement of its

passage free sulphur appeared, and then accumulated quickly. No increase of sulphuric

acid was found in the liquid after this reaction. If the reaction is correctly represented

by the following equation, 2FI
2
S-{-S02

=2H
2
0-{- 3S, then 96 parts by weight of sulphur
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separated, equal 64 parts of sulphurous acid present. One gallon of a mixture of dif-

ferent samples of commercial hydrofluoric acid of specific gravity U25 yielded by the

above treatment 3^- avoirdupoise ounces of dry sulphur=1T45 per cent, of S02 . Another

sample yielded sulphur equal to 2-72 per cent, of S0
2
thus. I have not determined the

amount of hydrochloric acid in commercial hydrofluoric acid; it is, however, quite

small ;
nor have I ascertained the quantity of arsenic, which is also small.

The total amount of all the free acids present in a sample was roughly determined by

adding a known weight of pure precipitated dry carbonate of calcium to it, until the

liquid exhibited a neutral reaction to test-paper after expulsion of the liberated carbonic

acid by heat. A standard solution of carbonate of sodium is inapplicable for the purpose,

because the fluoride of sodium produced has an alkaline reaction.

To find the amount of free sulphuric acid, 100 grains of the acid was carefully evapo-

rated in a platinum dish at a gentle heat until all sulphurous, hydrofluoric, hydrochloric,

and hydrofluosilicic acid was expelled ; the residue was then exactly neutralized by a

standard solution of carbonate of sodium in the usual manner, and the amount of sul-

phuric acid calculated therefrom. The residuary acid liquid was in some cases diluted

with water, filtered, acidified with a little hydrochloric acid, and the total amount of

sulphuric acid in it determined by the ordinary gravimetric process with solution of

chloride of barium.

To determine the amount of hydrofluosilicic acid, an excess of dilute aqueous ammonia

was added to 100 grains of the acid previously diluted in a large platinum dish, and the

silica separated from the washed precipitate (which usually contains iron and sometimes

lime) in the usual manner and weighed. 30 parts of Si 02
equal 72 parts of HF, SiF

4
.

The most feasible method of determining the amount of HF in the impure acid con-

sists in neutralizing it with hydrate of potash, evaporating the liquid to a small bulk,

adding an excess of precipitated silica, heating the mixture with sulphuric acid, and

ascertaining the amount of silica dissolved, and calculating it as fluoride of silicon (see

pages 176, 177, & 178). Numerous attempts were made to determine the amount of HF
by diluting the acid, digesting it with pure precipitated silica, and calculating from the

amount of silica dissolved the amount of HF present
;
but the results were not even

approximately accurate, they were calculated too highly, apparently owing to the forma-

tion of a variable mixture of Si F
2
and HF, Si F

2 .

The sulphate-of-calcium residue from the manufacture of hydrofluoric acid is liable

to contain minute amounts of potassium, sodium, lithium, thallium, and copper
;
also

iron freely (derived from the action of the ingredients upon the iron retort), and some

free sulphuric acid. Upwards of fifty-six pounds weight of the residue was digested and

washed with eight or ten gallons of distilled water, the clear liquid evaporated to small

bulk in a leaden pan, and the greater portion of the free sulphuric acid expelled by

heating in a platinum dish, the residue diluted, filtered, and precipitated by sulphuretted

hydrogen (the yellowish-brown precipitate contained copper and thallium) ; most of the

iron was then separated as sulphate by crystallization, and nearly all the remainder pre-
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cipitated by ammonia ;
the filtrate was evaporated and ignited in a platinum dish to

expel the sulphate of ammonium ;
the ignited residue was dissolved in water and pre-

cipitated by carbonate of ammonium ; the precipitate contained thallium distinctly, and

the filtrate contained thallium, sodium, lithium, and potassium salts.

The following is the process employed by me for purifying ordinary hydrofluoric acid.

Pass sulphuretted hydrogen through it until it contains the gas in excess ; this separates

the sulphurous acid (and also the arsenic if the acid is not too strong). Stir thoroughly.

Find the amounts of free sulphuric and hydrofluosilicic acids present by the means

already described (see page 195), and add a little more than sufficient carbonate of potas-

sium to neutralize them, i. e. 138 parts of anhydrous carbonate to 98 parts of H
2
S0

4 ,

or 60 parts of Si 0
2
*. Subside until quite clear and cold, and decant the clear

liquid. The effervescence, stirring, and exposure to the air expels nearly all the excess

of sulphuretted hydrogen ; careful addition of carbonate, oxide (or fluoride) of silver will

remove the remainder. Distil the clear liquid in a leaden retort immersed in a bath of

linseed-oil at a temperature varying from about 320° Fahr. to about 460° Fahr., using

a Liebig’s condenser, containing a platinum tube to condense the vapourf. The acid

requires to be redistilled once to render it quite pure. If the liquid product contains

more than about 40 per cent, of anhydrous acid it will probably contain arsenic
; this

may be precipitated by diluting the liquid and passing a prolonged current of sulphu-

retted hydrogen gas through it. Avoid contact of the pure acid with leaden vessels.

(Or the following modification of the process might probably be employed:—Find

amounts of sulphuric and hydrofluosilicic acids present ;
add more than sufficient car-

bonate or sulphide of potassium to neutralize them. Subside, decant the liquid, and

dilute it with water until it contains not more than about 40 per cent, of anhydrous

acid. Pass an excess of sulphuretted hydrogen through it, filter, and distil.) I have

made several gallons of the pure acid on various occasions by the first of these processes.

Hot junctions in the distillatory apparatus are best made gas-tight by vulcanized india-

rubber washers, or by binding them round with ribbon of the thinnest and best quality

of vulcanized rubber secured by tarred string. Strong hydrofluoric acid containing

traces of lead yielded no precipitate on addition of sulphuretted hydrogen water ; nor

did I succeed in removing the lead by electrolysis ; it was partly precipitated by hydro-

chloric acid and by sulphuric acid.

The acid prepared by the foregoing process was very pure ; it yielded only a trace

of fixed matter (probably derived from the gutta-percha bottle, see pages 193 & 194)

on evaporation to dryness in a bright platinum dish ; it evolved no sulphuretted hydrogen

or sulphur by addition of zinc or tin
; it gave no precipitate or coloration by addition of

the following substances :—excess of aqueous ammonia or of pure anhydrous carbonate

* One gallon of mixed samples of ordinary hydrofluoric acid required 22| ounces of carbonate of potassium

of 92 per cent, to neutralize its sulphuric and hydrofluosilicic acids.

t The tube employed by me was 6 feet long and | inch diameter, and was kindly lent to me by Messrs.

Matthey and Co.
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of potassium, strong solution of fluoride of potassium, excess of sulphuretted hydrogen

gas (either before or after neutralization of the acid by ammonia), dilute hydrochloric

acid, solution of nitrate of silver, nor by adding a single drop of solution of nitrate of

barium acidulated with nitric acid; it was therefore free from all impurities at all

likely to be present. Additional tests were employed which need not be enumerated.

This aqueous acid was employed in making the various fluorides described in this paper.

I have found a plentiful supply of the pure aqueous acid of considerable service for

removing (by digestion and evaporation) the silica in minerals, especially in searching

for minute ingredients in those containing much silica.

The amount of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid contained in the pure aqueous acid of

various degrees of strength was ascertained both by the silica-process (see pages 176,

177, 178, and 195) and also by the lime-process (see page 178).

Aqueous hydrofluoric acid of a high percentage was also on two occasions prepared by

heating dry fluoride of chromium in a suitable platinum apparatus, and condensing the

vapour by immersing the condensing-tube in a mixture of snow and salt. The chromium
salt was prepared by precipitating a solution of chrome-alum by aqueous ammonia, and

boiling with excess of the ammonia, washing the precipitate with boiling water, dis-

solving it whilst still wet in pure dilute hydrofluoric acid, and evaporating the solution

to perfect dryness in a platinum dish. The residue was a pale green earthy powder, non-

deliquescent, and very slowly soluble in water or dilute hydrofluoric acid
; it lost upwards

of 40 per cent, in weight of acid vapour when heated to redness in platinum vessels,

without contact of the substance with the products of combustion from the gas-burner.

The following apparatus was employed:—A (fig. 15) is a

retort-tube 7 inches (=17*8 centimetres) long and of an

inch
(
= T6 centim.) diameter; B is an angle-tube, and C is

a curved tube about 5 inches (
= 12*8 centims.) high and an

inch (=1*2 centim.) diameter. Each tube was formed of

platinum without the use of solder. The tubes fitted tightly

upon each other, and the junctions were made gas-tight by

means of the melted mixture of sulphur and lampblack.

The outer end of the tube C was closed by a paraffin stopper containing a small platinum

escape-tube.

50 grains weight of the dry chromium salt was placed in the tube A at its closed end,

and the whole tube heated somewhat above the boiling-point of water ;
no perceptible

loss of weight occurred : the tubes were then joined together, the curved tube C
immersed in snow, a wet rag laid upon A near its junction with B, and heat very gra-

dually applied to the outer end of A during about twenty minutes until about 3 inches

in length of the tube was red-hot
;
the tube A was then taken off, the adhering cement

removed, and the tube weighed; the loss of weight was 2210 grains=44'20 per cent,

(this number, however, is a little too high because traces of the solid substance were

carried forward mechanically into the angle-tube) ;
only a trace of vapour escaped con-

mdccclxix. 2 E

Fie. 15.
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densation. Various other fluorides besides that of chromium evolve much hydrofluoric

acid when heated.

A very weak acid became concentrated to a large extent by desiccation over strong

sulphuric acid in a closed leaden chamber at 60° Fahr. ; but as the concentration pro-

ceeded the acid itself began to volatilize along with the water, until finally the vessel

became empty. The sulphuric acid acquired an acid odour as if it had absorbed some

of the hydrofluoric acid.

Pure aqueous hydrofluoric acid of about 40 per cent, in strength did not show any

signs of solidifying by prolonged immersion in a freezing-mixture at —24° Fahr.
;
nor

did a mixture of two measures of that acid with one of water freeze at that temperature

;

but with 1^ measure it froze imperfectly, and with 2 measures became nearly solid : no

vapour of hydrofluoric acid appeared to escape during the solidification. It is evident

from these experiments that a comparatively small quantity of hydrofluoric acid lowers

the freezing-point of water very considerably.

The chemico-electric series of metals &c. in pure dilute hydrofluoric acid at 60° Fahr.

containing about 10 per cent, of anhydrous acid was determined. The order obtained

was as follows, the most positive substance being named first :—Aluminium, zinc, mag-

nesium, thallium, cadmium, tin, lead, silicon, iron, nickel, cobalt, antimony, bismuth,

copper, silver, gold, gas-carbon, and platinum. The aluminium evolved gas rapidly.

The following series was obtained with pure hydrofluoric acid containing about 30 per

cent, of anhydrous acid :—Zinc, magnesium, aluminium, thallium, indium, cadmium, tin,

lead, silicon, iron, nickel, cobalt, antimony, bismuth, mercury, silver, copper, arsenic,

osmium, ruthenium, gas-carbon, platinum, fused rhodium, palladium, tellurium, fused

osmi-iridium, gold, iridium*. Magnesium was remarkably unacted upon by aqueous

hydrofluoric acid.

The chemico-electric position of aqueous hydrofluoric acid to that of other acids was

ascertained as follows :—A diaphragm of parchment-paper was fixed upon the end of a

short piece of platinum tube, about ^ an inch wide and 1 inch long, by means of a ring

of gutta percha sealed at its edge with paraffin. The acid to be compared with it was

put into this porous vessel, and the vessel immersed in aqueous hydrofluoric acid con-

tained in an outer cup of platinum. With the outer vessel connected with one pole of a

galvanometer and a sheet of platinum immersed in the inner liquid and connected with

the other pole, and with acid of 28^ per cent, in the outer vessel, the following electrical

order of acids was found, the first-named being the most electro-positive:—Strong

aqueous phosphoric acid, aqueous hydrofluoric acid, concentrated sulphuric acid, strong

hydrochloric acid, strong nitric acid. The current in each case passed from the positive

acid through the diaphragm to the other acid.

According to Faraday (Gmelin’s Handbook, vol. i. p. 455) hydrated hydrofluoric acid

is not decomposed by electrolysis, only the water in it is decomposed. I electrolyzed

* I am indebted to the kindness of Messrs. Maithey and Co. for the specimens of osmium, ruthenium,

rhodium, and iridium.
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dilute pure hydrofluoric acid of about 10 per cent, by means of six Smee’s cells, a platinum-

foil anode, and a platinum crucible cathode. Gas was liberated freely from each electrode,

and a very strong odour like that of ozone was evolved. No corrosion of either electrode

took place during twelve hours’ action. I also electrolyzed the same acid by six Grove’s

cells and platinum electrodes, the anode being enclosed air-tight within a gutta-percha

funnel inverted in the acid, an exit-tube with a tap being in the side of the neck of the

funnel for regulating the escape of the gas. Free conduction occurred. Plenty of gas

was evolved. The gas from the anode smelt powerfully of ozone, and inflamed a red-hot

charcoal splint vividly. Paper wet with spirits of turpentine was not blackened in the

strongly issuing stream of gas, nor was bright silver affected in it. No corrosive action

occurred upon the anode. I prepared some pure hydrofluoric acid containing about 80

per cent, of anhydrous acid, by taking one part by weight of 40 per cent, pure hydro-

fluoric acid in a bent tube C (of the apparatus, page 197) immersed in a stream of cold

water, and passing through it about two parts by weight of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid

vapour, obtained by very gradually fusing and heating to redness eight parts of anhydrous

double fluoride of hydrogen and potassium contained in the platinum tube-retort A, to

which the bent platinum tube was fixed. The acid thus obtained was electrolyzed by

ten Smee’s cells with platinum electrodes in a narrow and deep platinum cup, the cup

being the negative pole. Copious conduction occurred ; a powerful odour of ozone was

evolved, indicating decomposition of the water and evolution of oxygen gas at the anode

;

much gas was liberated, and doubtless consisted chiefly of hydrogen. Heat was evolved

in the liquid by the conduction-resistance. The anode dissolved, but not very rapidly

;

in three hours it lost T58 grain, and indicated the simultaneous decomposition of the

acid with that of the water, the latter being the greatest in amount. The smell of ozone

disappeared if the battery was weak, and reappeared on first contact. In a further

eleven hours the anode lost 5‘05 grains, and was covered with a blackish crust; this

crust was partly soluble in water to a brownish solution. In a further twenty-two hours

the loss had increased from 5‘05 to 15'00 grains without any signs of an electro-deposit

of platinum upon the platinum cathode tube. The total loss of the anode was

l'58+15'OO grains=16‘58 grains. Found 15-5 grains of black-brown powder which

showed some metal by pressure between surfaces of agate. I also electrolyzed pure 30

per cent, hydrofluoric acid by platinum electrodes and ten Smee’s cells, the liquid being

mixed with other pure acids. With equal volumes of hydrofluoric acid and concentrated

nitric acid, gas was evolved freely from the anode ; it had no odour of ozone, and was

probably ordinary oxygen. No gas was visible at the cathode; the liberated hydrogen

was doubtless absorbed by the nitric acid. Only a trace of platinum was dissolved during

sixteen hours’ action
; the liquid was then pale yellow, but became dark green, evolved

abundance of red-brown fumes, and became hot on addition of water. With equal

volumes of aqueous hydrofluoric and strong hydrochloric acids, much chlorine was

evolved from the anode and hydrogen from the cathode
;
this agrees with the usual

results, that chlorides (as well as oxides) are decomposed before fluorides, and hydro-
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chloric acid before water in electrolysis. Only a trace of chloride of platinum was

formed at the anode in four hours, and the anode was not visibly corroded. With equal

volumes of aqueous hydrofluoric and strong sulphuric acids much gas and a strong odour

of ozone was evolved from the anode ;
hydrogen also from the cathode. The anode

corroded very slowly, without being covered with an insoluble film, and the liquid

became cloudy with suspended particles, which were light brown at first, then brown,

and after many hours’ action nearly black. The fumes from this mixture rapidly black-

ened gutta percha. With hydrofluoric acid containing much selenious acid dissolved in

it, gas was evolved from both electrodes, and a liberal deposit of red selenium formed

at the cathode. No odour of ozone occurred until a large quantity of red and black

selenium (probably nearly all) was deposited upon the sides and bottom of the platinum

cup, then ozone occurred strongly. The anode was not visibly corroded in twenty-eight

hours’ active electrolysis. The solution was filtered and evaporated to a small bulk
;

it

then fumed densely : the odour was like that of hydrofluoric acid, and when cold the

liquid was odourless and of a somewhat oily consistence. The final liquid evolved a

little heat on adding water to it. I found traces of platinum in the deposited selenium.

With aqueous hydrofluoric acid, to which some phosphoric anhydride had been freely

added, ozone was evolved from the anode, and hydrogen from the cathode ; the anode

was slowly corroded, and a small quantity of black precipitate formed ; the liquid

remained nearly colourless.
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YI . A Memoir on the Theory of Reciprocal Surfaces. By Professor Cayley, F.B.S.

Received November 12, 1868,—Read January 14, 1869.

The present Memoir contains some extensions of Dr. Salmon’s theory of Keciprocal

Surfaces. I wish to put the formulae on record, in order to be able to refer to them in

a “ Memoir on Cubic Surfaces,” but without at present attempting to completely deve-

lope the theory.

Extension of Salmon’s Fundamental Equations. Article Nos. 1 to 5.

1. The notation made use of is that of Salmon’s ‘ Geometry,’ pp. 450-459, with the

additions presently referred to ; the significations of all the symbols are explained by

way of recapitulation at the end of the Memoir. I remark that my chief addition to

Salmon’s theory consists in a modification of his fundamental formulae (A) and (B)
;

these in their original form are

a(n—2)= z-\-

50-2)= *+2j3+ 3y+3$,

cO—2)=2ff-f4
(
6+ y,

a(n-2)0— 3)=25 +3[«c]+2[«5],

h(n— 2)0— 3)=4£+ [aQ+3[5c],

c(n—2)0— 3)=6A+ [m?]+ 2[5c],

where

[«5]=«5— 2^,

[ac\=ac— 3<r,

[5c]=5c— 3/3— 2y— «.

2. I take account of conical and biplanar nodes, or, as I call them, cnicnodes, and

binodes; of pinch-points* on the nodal curve; and of close-points and off-points on the

cuspidal curve : viz. I assume that there are

C, cnicnodes,

B, binodes,

j,
pinch-points,

X, close points,

&
,
off-points,

* This addition to the theory is in fact indicated in Salmon', see the note, p. 445 ;
the i there employed,

which is of course different from the i of his text, is the j of the present Memoir.

MHCCCLXIX. 2 P
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deferring for the present the explanation of these singularities. The same letters,

accented, refer to the reciprocal singularities. Or using “ trope ” as the reciprocal term

to node, these will be
C', cnictropes,

B', bitropes,

j'

,
pinch-planes,

close-planes,

&
,
off-planes

;

but these present themselves, not in the equations above referred to, but in the reciprocal

equations.

3. The resulting alterations are that we must in the formulee write x— B, §—C in

place of x, § respectively; and change the formulae for c(n— 2), [ah], \bc], into

c(n-2)=2<r+4p+V+Q,

[ab]=ab— 2g —j,

[ac] =ac— 3<r—X
respectively.

4. Making these changes, and substituting ior[ab], [etc], \hc] their values, the formulae

become
a(n— 2)= x— B+ g>-}-2fr,

6(n-2)= g+2(3+ 3y+3t,

c(n-2)=2<r+4{3+ y+ 6,

a(n-2)(n-3)=2(b-C)+ 3(ac-3 (r-x)+ 2(ab-2 s-j),

b(n—2)(n—3)= 4 {ab— 2g— j)-\-3(jbc— 3/3— 2y— i),

c(n-2)(n-3)= 6A+ (ac-3 (r-x)+ 2(bc-3(3-2y-i),

which replace the original formulae (A) and (B).

5. For convenience I annex the remaining equations ; viz. these are

a!= n(n— 1)— 2b— 3c,

z!=3n(n— 2)— 3b— 8c,

l'=\n(n-2)(n2-3)-{n2-n-3)(2b+ 3c)+ 2b(b-l)+3bc+%c(c-l);

the equations

q=,b2-b-2Jc-3y—3t,

r—c2—c— 2h— 3j3,

(q, r in place of Salmon’s R, S respectively) ; the equation

a—d
;

and the corresponding equations, interchanging the accented and unaccented letters, in
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all 23 equations between the 42 quantities

n,a,l,x; b
,

Jc
,
t

, q, q,j ; c, A, r, tr, 0, %;

b\ h\ t', q',

P,Y,f; B,C,

PWW; B'C'

Developments. Article Nos. 6 to 12
6 . We have

(a-b-c ){n- 2) =(*-B-0)-6/3-4y-8#,

(a-2b-3c)(n-2)(n-3)=2(l>-C)

—8&— 18/i— 6(5c— 3/3—2y—

;

and substituting these values of tc in the formula

v!=a(a— 1)— 2cS— 3«,

and for a its value, =n(n— 1)— 2b— Sc, we find

n'=n(n— l)
2— ot{7b-\- 12c)+ 452+ 85+ 9c2

-f 15c

- 8Je- 187?,+ 18/3+ 12y+ 12i- 9t

—2C— 3B— 30,

where the foregoing equations for a—b— c and a— 2b— 3c show clearly the origin of

the new terms —2C— 3B— 30; these express that there is in the value of n1 a reduction

= 2 for each cnicnode, =3 for each binode, and =3 for each off-point.

7. We have (n— 2){n— 8)—n2— in-\-8)—a-\-2b-\-8c-\-{— 4^+6); and making

this substitution in the equations which contain (n— 2)(n— 3), these become

«(— 4%+6)=2(£— C)— a2— 4^> — 9o- — 2j— 3%,

5(— 4w-j-6)= 4k— 2b 2— 9/3— 6y— 3i—f— 2g> — j,

c(— 4w-f-6)= 6/i— 3c 2— 6/3— 4y— 2«‘— 3<r —

(Salmon’s equations (C))
;
and adding to each equation 4 times the corresponding equa-

tion with the factor (n— 2), these become

a2-2a=2(l~C)+ 4(*-B)-<r-2;-3&

2b2-2b= M- p+6y+12t-Si+2g-j,

3c2—2c= 6A+ 10j3+4^-2^+5 ff-^.

Writing in the first of these a2— 2a—a{a— 1)— a, =w'+ 2S+3«— a, and reducing the

other two by means of the values of r, the equations become

n'—a=—2C— 4B+/S—a— 2j— 3%,

2«Z +/3+ 3;+
e
/=2§ ,

3r+c4-2z+x=5<r+/3+40,

(Salmon’s equations (D)).

2 f 2
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I attend in particular to the first of these, or rather to the reciprocal equation, which

will be
<r'=a-n+x'-2/-3/-2C'-4B',

which, writing therein a=n(n—l)—2b— 3c, and x,—3n{n— 2)— 65— 8c, becomes

a'=4n(n—2)—8b— 11c— 2/— 3^'—20— 4B0

The singularity a' is not explicitly defined in Salmon ; o' is the reciprocal of a, and (as

such) it denotes the. number of common tangent planes of the spinode torse and of the

torse generated by the tangent planes along a plane section of the surface ; or, what is

the same thing, it is the number of the spinode planes which touch the plane section

;

that is, it is equal to the number of points of intersection of the spinode curve and the

plane section ; or, finally, o' is the order of the spinode curve. The spinode curve is in

fact for a surface of the order n without singularities the intersection of the surface by

the Hessian surface of the order 4(^—2), and is thus a curve of fhe order 4n(n— 2),

which agrees with the formula.

8. But the formula shows that there is in the order a reduction 8Z>+11<? arising from

the nodal and cuspidal curves of the surface, or, what is the same thing, that the

Hessian surface meets the surface in the nodal curve taken 8 times, and in the cuspidal

curve taken 11 times—a result which I had arrived at by other means, and also as appears

post. No. 44. The formula shows further that there is a reduction 2/ +3)2 + 2(7+417,

or say there are reductions =2, 3, 2, 4, for the reciprocals of a pinch-point, a close-point,

a cnicnode, and a binode respectively. Geometrically this must signify that the surface

and its Hessian partially intersect in certain curves which are not regarded as belonging

to the spinode curve. It will at once suggest itself that for the reciprocal of a cnicnode

this curve is a conic, and for the reciprocal of a binode it is a line counting 4 times

;

while for the reciprocal of a pinch-point it is a line counting 2 times, and for the reci-

procal of a close-point, a line counting 3 times.

9. It is clear that §' will in like manner denote the order of the node-couple curve.

10. I express in terms of

7i, b, c, h, 7c, (3, 7, j, 0, x, C, B

such quantities and combinations of quantities as can be so expressed. We have

a—d— n(n—l)—2b— 3c,

%'=3n(n-2)-6b-8c,

B'=Xw-2)(«f-9)-(^-w-6)(25+3c)+25(5-l)+ 6^+fc(e-l),

4i

—

12h+ c(5n

—

6)— 6c2— 5y+ 30— 2%,

24t— (— 8rc+ 8)5+(17m— 18)c+ 852— 18c2 —2{87c—18h)

+ 20
/
3 ^- 157+ 4/+ 95+ 6Z,

q=^b2—b—27c—3y—3t, (

t

supra),

r=c2—c—2h— 3/3,

2(t=c(*-2)-(4/5+7)-0,
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8g=(16M— 24)3+(— 15m+18)c

—

83 2+18c
2

+2(8*- 1 8h)- 9(4/3+ y)- 4;- 93- 6&
8*= 8m(m- 1 )(m- 2)+ 1{- 32m+ 5 6)+ c(

-

1

7n+ 46)+ 832- 1 8c2

—2(8*— 18A) +17(4/3+ y)+ 4;+173+6%+ 8B,

.2&=w(m-1)(m-2)(m-3)+5(-4#+20w-24)+c(-6m2+15m-18)+ 123c+184j

+(8*—18A)— 9(4/3+ y)
— 93+2C,

8m'=8m(m-1)2+(-32m+40)3+(-21m+30>+84j-184j

—2(8*—18A)+ 21(4/3+y)—12/+210—18%—16C—24B,

4='4m(m— 1)(m—2)+(—16m+28)3+(—10m+26)<?+452— 94*

—(8*—18A)+10(4/3+y)—4/+1O0—6%—6C— 8B,

25'=— a-$-n'(n'— 1)— 3c', (n’, 4 supra),

4+2/+3%'+2C'+ 4B'= 4m(m-2)-83-11c,

g>'— 4/— 6%'—40— 9B'=— lln(n— 2)+<z(m'— 2)+223+30c (?4, a supra),

24+ 4/3'+ y' +4=4(4— 2), (4, 4 supra)

4*'— 3(4+ 3/3'+2^)— 2g>'—/= (_44+6)4+242

, (4, 4 supra),

67i — 2(4+ 3/3'+ 2y')— 34—%'= (— 44+ 6)4+ 342

, (4, 4 supra)

;

[or in place of either of these,

8*'— 1 8/4— 4§'+ 94— 2/+ 3%'= (24— 34) {
(4— 2)(4— 3)— a}

, (4, 4, 4, a supra)],

g'+ 2/3'+ 3y'+3/'=4(4— 2), (4, 4 supra),

2£'+/3'+34+/-24=0,

34+24+%!+54— /3'— 43'= 4, (4 supra),

(twenty-three equations, being a transformation of the original system of twenty-three

equations).

11. Forming the combinations 4/+6r, 24/— 8y + 18r (the last of which introduces on

the opposite side the term +48/), we obtain

4/+6r= c(5n— 12)— 5y— 18/3+ 34— 2%,

— 24/— 8^+18r= — (8m— 16)3+ (15m

—

36)c— 34/3+ 9y+++ 9$+ 6%,

equations which are used post, No. 53.

12. I remark that if there be on a surface a right line which is such that the tangent

plane is different at different points of the line, the line is said to be scrolar : the section

of the surface by any plane through the line contains the line once. But if there is at

each point of the line one and the same tangent plane, then the section of the surface

by the tangent plane contains the line at least twice ; if it contain it twice only, the line

is torsal ; if three times the line is oscular ;
and the tangent plane containing the torsal

or oscular line may in like manner be termed a torsal or an oscular tangent plane.

These epithets, scrolar, torsal and oscular, will be convenient in the sequel.
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Explanation of the New Singularities. Article Nos. 13 to 39.

I proceed to the explanation of the new singularities.

13. The cnicnode, or singularity C=l, is an ordinary conical point; instead of the

tangent plane we have a proper qnadricone.

14. The cnictrope, or reciprocal singularity C'=l, is also a well known one; it is in

fact the conic of plane contact, or say rather the plane of conic contact, viz. the cnictrope

is a plane touching a surface, not at a single point, but along a conic.

15. Consider a surface having the cnicnode C=l, and the reciprocal surface having

the cnictrope C'=l. There are on the quadricone of the cnicnode six directions of

closest contact*, and reciprocal thereto we have six tangents of the cnictrope conic,

touching it at six points. The plane of the cnictrope meets the surface in the conic

twice, and in a residual curve which touches the conic at each of the six points. It

would appear that these six contacts are part of the notion of the cnictrope.

16. We may of course have a surface with a conic of plane contact, but such that the

residual curve of intersection in the plane of the conic does not touch the conic six times

or at all ; for instance the general equation of a surface with a conic of plane contact is-

PM+V2N=0, where P= 0 is a plane, V=0 a quadric surface; and here the conic

P=0, V=0 does not touch the residual curve P=0, N=0. The reciprocal surface

will in this case have a cnicnode, but there is some special circumstance doing away

with the six directions of closest contact which in general belong thereto. I do not

further pursue this inquiry.

17. For a surface having the cnictrope C'=l, the Hessian surface passes through the

conic, which is thus thrown off from the spinode curve; or there is a reduction =2 in

the order of the curve, which agrees with a foregoing result.

18. The binode, or singularity B=l, is a biplanar node, where instead of the proper

quadricone we have two planes
; these may be called the biplanes, and their line of

intersection, the edge of the binode. The biplanes form a plane-pair.

19. The bitrope, or reciprocal singularity B'=l, is the plane of point-pair contact;

but this needs explanation.

20. Consider a surface having a binode, and the reciprocal surface having a bitrope.

We have the bitrope, a plane the reciprocal of the binode; in this plane a line, the

reciprocal of the edge ; in the line two points, or say a point-pair, the reciprocal of the

biplanes : these points may be called the bipoints. There are in each biplane three

directions of closest contact ; the reciprocals of these are in the bitrope three directions

through each of the two points. The section of the reciprocal surface by the bitrope

is made up of the line counting three times (or the line is oscular), and of a curve

passing in the three directions (having therefore a triple point) through each of the two

bipoints. The bitrope contains thus an oscular line; but it is part of the notion that

* Taking for greater simplicity coordinates x, y, z, 1, then for a surface having a cnicnode at the origin, the

equation is U
2
+U

3+ &c. =0, the suffixes showing the degree in the coordinates
;
the equation of the quadri-

cone is U
2=0, and the six directions are given as the lines of intersection of the two cones U

2=0, U3
=0.
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there are on this line two points each a triple point on the residual curve of inter-

section.

21. We may however have on a surface an oscular line without upon it two or any triple

points of the residual curve of intersection. Such a surface is M^r+Ny3=0 ;
the inter-

sections of the line #=0, y= 0 with the curve #=0, N=0 will be all of them ordinary

points. The reciprocal surface will have a binode, but there will be some special cir-

cumstance doing away with the existence of the directions of closest contact in the two

biplanes respectively. I do not at present pursue the question.

22. For a surface having a bitrope B'=l, it appears from what precedes, that the

oscular line must count 4 times in the intersection of the surface with the Hessian ; for

only in this way can the reduction 4 in the order of the spinode curve arise.

23. The pinch-point, or singularity^^ 1, is in fact mentioned in Salmon ; it is a point

on the nodal curve such that the two tangent planes coincide, or say it is a cuspidal

point on the nodal curve. If, to fix the ideas, we take the nodal curve to be a complete

intersection P=0, Q=0, then the equation of the surface is (A, B, CT£T, Q)
2=0

(A, B, C functions of the coordinates)
;
we have a surface AC—

B

2=0, which may be

called the critic surface, intersecting the nodal curve in the points P= 0, Q=0,
AC—

B

2=0, which are the pinch-points thereof; or if there be a cuspidal curve, then

such of these points as are not situate on the cuspidal curve are the pinch-points : see my
paper “ On a Singularity of Surfaces,” Quart. Math. Journ. vol. ix. (1868) pp. 332-338.

The single tangent plane at the pinch-point meets the surface (see p. 338) in a curve

having at the pinch-point a triple point, = cusp+ 2 nodes, viz. there is a cuspidal branch

the tangent to which coincides with that of the nodal curve ; and there is a simple

branch the tangent to which may be called the cotangent at the pinch-point. In the

particular case where the nodal curve is a right line the section is the line twice (repre-

senting the cuspidal branch), and a residual curve of the order n— 2, the tangent to

which is the cotangent.

24. The pinch-plane, or reciprocal singularity/=1, is in fact a torsal plane touching

the surface along a line, or meeting it in the line twice and in a residual curve. Let

the line and curve meet in a point P ; for the reason that the section by the plane is

the line twice and the residual curve, the section has at P two coincident nodes ; that is,

the plane is a node-couple plane with two coincident nodes. The plane meets the con-

secutive node-couple plane in a line ^ passing through P and touching at this point the

residual curve. Considering now the reciprocal figure, the reciprocal of the pinch-plane

is thus a point of the nodal curve, and is a pinch-point
;
the tangent plane at the pinch-

point is the reciprocal of the point P ; the tangent to the nodal curve is the reciprocal

of the line that is, of the tangent at P to the residual curve
;
and the cotangent at the

pinch-point is the reciprocal of the torsal line.

25. There is in this theory the difficulty that for a surface of the order n
,
the torsal

plane meets the residual curve of intersection in(w— 2) points P, and if each of these be

a point on the node-couple curve, then in the reciprocal figure the pinch-point would be
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a multiple point on the nodal curve. I apprehend that starting with a pinch-point, a

simple point on the nodal curve, we have in the reciprocal figure a pinch-plane or torsal

plane as above, but with some specialty in virtue of which only one of the (n— 2) points

of intersection of the torsal line with the residual plane curve is a point of the node-

couple curve of the reciprocal surface. In the case of a pinch-plane or torsal plane of a

cubic surface, n— 2 is =1, and the question of multiplicity does not arise.

26. For a surface with a pinch-plane or torsal plane as above (/— 1), the Hessian

surface not only passes through the torsal line, but it touches the surface along

this line, causing, as already mentioned, a reduction =2 in the order of the spinode

curve. That the surfaces touch along the line is an important theorem*, and I annex

a proof.

27. Let x=0, y— 0 be the torsal line, a?=0 being the torsal plane; the equation of

the surface therefore is x(p+y2-^=0

;

and if A, B, C, D be the first derived functions of

<p, (

a

,
d, c, d, f, g ,

h
,

l, m, n) the second derived functions, and if (A', B', C', D'),

(«', b\ c\ d',f, g', h', l', m', n') refer in like manner to 4s then the equation of the

Hessian is

0= 2A+xa+y2
a!

,
B -\-xh +2yA! -\-y

2
h!

,

C -fxg -\-y
2

g'
,
D -\-xl

B+xh+2yA!+y2
ti, xb +2^ +4?/B'+fV , xf+2yC+y2

f', xm+2yD'+tfm'

C+xg+fg' , xf -\-2yC +y
2f , xc+fd ,

xn +fri

D+xl+yH1

, xm-\-y*n' -\-2yjy
,
xn-\-y

2
n’

,
xd ~ty

2
d'

;

and representing this for a moment by

A, H, G, L = 0
,

IL, B, F, M
G, F, C, N
L, M, N, D

then in the developed equation

D(ABC-AF3-BG2-CPF+2FGH)
-(BC-F2

,
CA-G2

,
AB-H2

,
GH-AF, HF-BG, FG—CH^L, M, N)2=0,

observing that C, F, M, N, D are of the first order in x, y, the only terms of the first

order are contained in B(—DG2—CL2

-f2NGL) ;
and since C, D, N are of the first order,

we obtain all the terms of the first order by reducing B, G, L to the values 2\p, C, D

;

viz. the terms of the first order are

2$(-C2dx—D2cx-\-2CDnx), =-2^(C2d+B2c-2CDn)x.

Flence the complete equation is of the form

-2^(C2d+D2c-2CDn)x+(x
: y)

2= 0,

See Salmon, p. 218, wlicre it is only stated tliat the Hessian passes through the line.
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or, what is the same thing, xQ-\-y2l{=Q ; the Hessian has therefore along the line x— 0,

y= 0 the same tangent plane x=Q as the surface; or it touches the surface along this

line ; that is, the line counts twice in the intersection of the two surfaces.

28.

If instead of the right line we have a plane curve, say if the equation be

x<p+ PkJ/=0, then the value of the Hessian is tf^-l-PT^O (viz. the second term divides

by P only, not by P2

), so that, as before mentioned in regard to a conic of contact, the

surface and the Hessian merely cut but do not touch along the curve x—^), P=0. To

show this in the most simple manner take the equation to be x<p-\-^P2=0
;
let A', B', C', I)'

be the first derived functions of <p, and (A, B, C, D),
(a , A, c, d, /* y, A, l, m, n

)
the first

and second derived functions of P
;
then if in the equation of the Hessian we write for

greater simplicity x=0, the equation is

2A'+P«+A2
,

B'+PA +AB, C'+P^+AC,

B'+PA+AB, Pb +

B

2

,
P/+BC,

C'+Py+AC, P/+BC, P<? + C2

,

D'+PZ+AD, Pm+BD, Pw+CD,

The equation contains for example the term

D'+PZ +AD
Pm+BD
Pn +CD
PfZ+ D2

= 0 .

- (D f+ PZ+AD) 2
{

P

\bc-/ 2

) + P(AC2+ cB2- 2/BC) }

,

dividing as it should do by P, but not dividing by P2
; and considering the portion

hereof —D ,2P(AC2+cB2— 2/BC), there are no other terms in D,2P which can destroy

this, and to make the whole equation divide by P 2
; which proves the required negative.

29. For the off-point or singularity 0—1; this is a point on the cuspidal curve at

which the second derived functions all of them vanish. In further explanation hereof

consider a surface U=0, and the second polar of an arbitrary point (a, /3, y, b)

;

viz.

this is (aB
a
.+j3d

2/
+yB*+^dM,)

2U=0, or say for shortness A2U=0, where the coefficients

of the powers and products of (a, /3, y, c>) are of course the second derived functions of U

;

this equation, when reduced by means of the equations of the cuspidal curve, may acquire

a factor A, thus assuming the form A(«P+/3Q-j-yE -)-SS)
2=0, and if so the intersections

of the cuspidal curve with the second polar
(
= 2o-+ fl, if, as for simplicity is supposed,

there is no nodal curve) will be made up of the intersections of the cuspidal curve with

the surface A= 0, and of those with the surface aP+ |3Q+yIt+ c$S= 0 each twice; the

latter of these, depending on the coordinates (a, /3, y, ci) of the arbitrary points, are the

points a each twice
;
the former of them, or intersections of the cuspidal curve with the

surface A=0, are the points 0, or off-points of the cuspidal curve. If there is a nodal

curve, the only difference is that the off-points are such of the above points as do not lie

on the nodal curve.

30. As the most simple instance of the manner in which this singularity may present

itself, consider a surface FP 2+GQ3=0, where the degrees of the functions are/*, p, g, g,

and therefore n=/+ 2p=g Jr oq, if n be the order of the surface. This has a cuspidal

curve P=0, Q=0 of the order pq ; the equation A 2(FP2+GQ3

)
= 0 of the second polar,

mdccclxix. 2 Gr
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when reduced by the equations P— 0, Q= 0 of the cuspidal curve, becomes simply

F(AP)2=0; and we have thus the off-points F= 0, P=0, Q=0, consequently

31. But suppose, as before, the case of a surface (A, B, CT£T, Q)
2=0 having a cuspidal

curve P=0, Q=0, and therefore AC—

B

2 being =0 for P=0, Q=0. The equation of

the second polar, writing therein P=0, Q=0, becomes (A, B, C)[AP, AQ)2=0, and if

for any given surface this assumes the form A(MAP+NAQ)2=0 (observe that M, N
may be fractional provided only the MAP+NAQ is integral), then there will be on the

cuspidal curve the off-points A=0, P=0, Q=0.

32. An interesting example is afforded by a surface which presents itself in the Me-

moir on Cubic Surfaces : the surface

4/

— 4y
3x(x2

-f 3zw)

+ zw(3x?+ zw)
2=

0

has the cuspidal conic y=0, 3#2
-f-2W=0, and (as coming under the form FP2-fGQ3=0)

has the off-points zw= 0, y=0, 3#2
-|-zw= 0; that is, the points (#=0, y=0, z= 0),

(#=0, y=0, w=0) each twice; 3=4.

But writing the same equation in the form

(4, 6#, 8x2 -\-zw\y3—2x3
, x

2—zw)2= 0,

where
4

.
(8#

2
-f- zw)— (6#)

2= —
- 4(#

2— zw),

it appears that there are also the three cuspidal conics y
3— 2#3=0, x2—ztv= 0. Reducing

by means of these two equations, the equation of the second polar is at first obtained in

the form

(4, Qx, 8x2
-{-zwX3y

2Ay— Go?Ax, 2xAx—zAco—uAz) 2=0;

hut further reducing by the same equations and writing for this purpose y=ax{a3
=2),

the equation becomes

(4, 6#, 9#2

X#
2
(3*

2Ay-6A#), 2xAx—zAw—wAz2

)
2=Q,

that is

x2\2x(2>a
2Ay— QAx)+ 3(2#A#—zAw—wAzJ]

2=0,

and we have thus the off-points #2=0, y
3— 2#3=0, x2—zw=0, in fact the before-men-

tioned two points each 6 times; and the complete value of 6 is 0=(4+12=)16 ; viz.

the off-points are the points (#=0, y= 0, z— 0), (#=0, y= 0, w— 0) each 8 times. On
account of this union of points the singularity is really one of a higher order, but equi-

valent to 3=16.

I am not at present able to explain the off-plane or reciprocal singularity 3'=1.

33. As to the close-point or singularity %=1. I remark that at an ordinary point of

the cuspidal curve the section by the tangent plane touches, at the point of contact, the

cuspidal curve : the point of contact is on the curve of section a singular point [in the

nature of a triple point, viz. taking the point of contact as origin, the form of the branch

in the vicinity thereof is y
3—#4=0, where y= 0 is the equation of the tangent to the
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cuspidal curve], such that the point of contact counts 4 times in the intersection of the

cuspidal curve with the curve of section. At a close-point the form of the curve of

section is altered ; viz. the point of contact is here in the nature of a quadruple point

with two distinct branches, one of them a triple branch of the form y
3=x*, but such

that the tangent thereof, y— 0, is not the tangent of the cuspidal curve; the other

of them a simple branch, the tangent of which is also distinct from the tangent of the

cuspidal branch: the point of contact counts 3+ 1 times, that is 4 times, as before, in

the intersection of the cuspidal curve and the curve of section. The tangent to the

simple branch may conveniently be termed the cotangent at the close-point
;
that of the

other branch the cotriple tangent.

34. We may look at the question differently thus : to fix the ideas, let the cus-

pidal curve be a complete intersection P= 0, Q=0; the equation of the surface is

(A, B, CX?, Q)
2=0, where AC—

B

2=0, in virtue of the equations P=0, Q=0 of the

cuspidal curve, that is, AC—

B

2
is =MP+NQ suppose. We have (as in the investiga-

tion regarding the pinch-point) a critic surface AC—

B

2=0, this meets the surface in the

cuspidal curve and in a residual curve of intersection
; the residual curve by its intersec-

tion with the cuspidal curve determines the close-points
; the tangent at the close-point

is I believe the tangent of the residual curve. Analytically the close-points are given

by the equations P— 0, Q=0, (A, B, CJN, —M) 2=0. It is proper to remark that if

besides the cuspidal curve there be a nodal curve, only such of the points so determined

as do not lie on the nodal curve are the close-points.

35. I take as an example a surface which is substantially the same as one which pre-

sents itself in the Memoir on Cubic Curves, viz. the surface (1, w, xy$w2 —xy, z)
2= 0,

having the cuspidal conic w2—xy~ 0, 2=0. Since in the present case AC—

B

2=P, we

have M=l, N=0, and the close-points are given by P=0, Q=0, C=0; that is, they

are the points (2= 0, w= 0, #=0) and
(2
= 0

,
w= 0, y= 0).

36. I first however consider an ordinary point on the cuspidal curve, or conic w2—xy=0,
2= 0; the coordinates of any point on the conic are given by x: y: z: w=l : Q

2
: 0 : 0,

where 0 is an arbitrary parameter
; we at once find 0

2
x-\-y—0(z-\-'2w)= O for the equation

of the tangent plane of the surface or cuspidal tangent plane at the point (1, 0
2

, 0, 0).

Proceeding to find the intersection of this plane with the surface, the elimination of z

gives

(0
2

,
0w, xyjw2—xy, 0

2
x-\-y

,
— 24w)2=0,

which is of course the cone, vertex (a?=0, y= 0, w= 0), which passes through the required

curve of intersection. In place of the coordinates x, y take the new coordinates

8
2x—y=2jq, and 0

2x-j-y—2Qw=2q; we have

6
2x= Qw-\-jp—q,

—y=—Qw+p—q,

— (jrxy=p2— (q+ kv)
2=p2—q2—2Qqw—

Q

2w2
,

6
2{w2—xy) =])2—q2 —2Qqiv,

2 g 2

and thence
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and the equation thus is

(9
4

,
Qhv, —p2

-\-q
2
-{-2Qqiv-\-d

2w2

X2>
2—

q

2— 2Qqw, 23
2
^)=0,

or, what is the same thing,

(1, dtp, -f+f+Mqw+QWXf-tf-2Qgw, 2qf=0;
viz. this is

il
)2 ~~

Q

2—2Qqw)2-\-iQqw{p2—

q

2— 2Qqw)-{-iq2(—jq
2
-{-q

2-\-2Qqw+Q2w2

)
= 0 ;

.

or reducing, it is

(q>
2—

<f)(qf
— 5q

2

)+ 8Qq
3w— 0,

the equation of the section in terms of the coordinates q>, q ,
w. The equation is satis-

fied by the values q>=0, ^=0 which belong to the assumed point (1, O
2

, 0, 9) of the

conic, and in the vicinity of this point we have y>
4+89y3w=0, which is a triple branch of

the form y
z=xi

,
the tangent ^=0 being, it will be observed, the tangent of the conic.

But at the close-points, or when 9= 0 or 0=co
,
the transformation fails

; and these points

must be considered separately.

37. At the first of these, viz. the point 2=0, w= 0, x=0, the tangent plane of the

surface or cuspidal tangent plane is x=0, and this meets the surface in the curve #=0,

w3(w+2;z)=0, that is in the line x=0, w=0 three times, and in the line x=0, w-{-2z=0

(that the section consists of right lines is of course a speciality, and it is clear that con-

sidering in a more general surface the section as defined by an equation in
(w ,

z, y), the

line w=0 represents the tangent to a triple branch w3=2
4+&c., and the line w+22=0

the tangent to a simple branch)
; these lines are each of them, it will be observed,

distinct from the tangent to the cuspidal conic, which is x=0, 2= 0. And similarly

the tangent plane at the other of the two points is y= 0, meeting the surface in the

curve y— 0, zt?
3(w -f- 2^)= 0 ,

that is in the line y= 0, w=0 three times, and in the line

y— 0, w-\-2z=0.

38. The close-plane or reciprocal singularity ^=1 is (like the pinch-plane) a torsal

plane, meeting the surface in a line twice and in a residual curve ; the distinction is that

the line and curve have an intersection P lying on the spinode curve ;
the close-plane is

thus a spinode plane ; it meets the consecutive spinode plane in a line passing through

P, and which is not the tangent of the residual curve. In the reciprocal figure, the

reciprocal of the close-plane is on the cuspidal curve, and is a close-point
;
the reciprocal

of the point P is the cuspidal tangent plane
;
that of the line u> the tangent of the cus-

pidal curve ; that of the tangent of the residual curve the cotriple tangent ; that of the

torsal line the cotangent.

39. The torsal line of a close-plane is not a mere torsal line ; in fact by what precedes

it appears that the surface and the Hessian intersect in this line, counting not twice

but three times, and it is thus that the reduction in the order of the spinode curve

caused by the close-plane is =3.
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Application to a Class of Surfaces. Article Nos. 40 & 41.

40. Consider the surface FP2+GR2Q3= Q, where/, p, g, r, q being the degrees of the

several functions, and n the order of the surface, we have of course n=f-\-2p=g+ 2r

+

3q.

There is here a nodal curve, the complete intersection of the two surfaces P=0, R=0

;

hence b=pr, 1c=^pr(p—V){r—l), =\b(b-p—r-\- 1); whence (q)*=pr{p-\-r— 2).

There is also a cuspidal curve the complete intersection of the two surfaces P=0, Q=0 ;

hence c=pq
,
h=^pq(p—l)(q—\)= \c(c-p—q-\-l) ; whence (r)*=pq(p-\-q— 2).

The two curves intersect in the pqr points P=0, Q=0, R=0, which are not stationary-

points on either curve; that is, j3= 0, <y= 0, i=pqr.

There are on the nodal curve the j=(f-\-ff)W pinch-points F=0, P= 0, R=0, and

G=0, P= 0, R=0. There are on the cuspidal cuxveb=fpq off-points F=0, P=0, Q=0

;

and there the gpq singular points G=0, P= 0, Q=0. I find that these last, and also

the 6 points each three times, must be considered as close-points, that is, that we have

X={(jAof)pq.

41. We ought then to have
b{n- 2) =*,

c{n— 2) =2a-\-6;

2{q)+ 3i+j =2g,

3(r)+ c +2«+%=5<r-f 43

;

the first two of which give §, <r, and then, substituting their values, the other two

equations should become identities. In fact, attending to the values pr=b, pq=c, the

equations become

2b(p+r-2)+Sbg+b(f+g)=2b(n-2),

3c(p-\-q-2)-\-c+2cr-jrb(g+3f)=%{c(n-2)—cf} +4(f.

The first of these is

2n=2p+2r+Sq+f+g, =(2p+f)+(2r+3q+g),
and the second is

ln=3p+3q+2r-\-g+%f, =%{2p+f)+{2r-\-3q+g),

so that the equations are satisfied.

The Flecnodal Curve. Article No. 42.

42. A point on a surface may be flecnodal, viz. the tangent plane may meet the

surface in a curve having at the point a flecnode, that is, a node with an inflexion on one

of the branches. Salmon has shown that, for a surface of the order n without singu-

larities, the locus of the flecnodal points, or flecnodal curve, is the complete intersection

of the surface by a surface of the order 11n— 24, which may be called the flecnodal

surface, the order of the curve being thus =n{Y\.n— 24). I have succeeded in showing,

in a somewhat peculiar way by consideration of a surface of revolution, that if the surface

of the order n has a nodal curve of the order b, and a cuspidal curve of the order c, then

* I have written for distinction (q), (»•), to denote the q, r of the fundamental equations.
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that the order of the flecnodal curve is —n(lln—24)— 22£— 27c ; before giving this

investigation, I will by the like principles demonstrate the above-mentioned theorem

that the order of the spinode curve is =4n(n—2)— 8Z>— 11c.

Surfaces of Revolution, in connexion with the Spinode Curve and the Flecnodal Curve.

Article Nos. 43 to 47.

43. Consider a plane curve of the order m with & nodes and z cusps, and let this he

made to revolve about an axis in its own plane, so as to generate a surface of revolution.

The complete meridian section is made up of the given curve and of an equal curve

situate symmetrically therewith on the other side of the axis ; the order of the surface

is thus =2m. The two curves intersect in m points on the axis and in m2—m points,

forming -|(m
2—m) pairs of points, situate symmetrically on opposite sides of the axes;

these last generate \{rrd—m) circles, nodal curves on the surface; the nodes generate

<5 circles, which are nodal curves on the surface, and the cusps generate z circles, cus-

pidal curves on the surface. There are m2—m— 2o— 3z circles of plane contact corre-

sponding in the plane curve to the tangents perpendicular to the axis. Each of the m
points on the axis gives in the surface a pair of (imaginary) lines ; and we have thus two

sets each of m lines, such that along the lines of each set the surface is touched by an

(imaginary) meridian plane ; yiz. these are the circular planes x-\-iy= 0, x—iy= 0 passing

through the axis. I assume without stopping to show it that these 2m lines are lines

not/ but that is, that they each reduce the order of the spinode curve by 3*'. The

inflexions generate 3m2—6m— 65— 8z circles which constitute the spinode curve on the

surface.

44. And we can thus verify that the complete intersection of the surface with the

Hessian is made up in accordance with the foregoing theory ; viz.

Order of surface =2m.

Order of TIessian=4(2m— 2),

whence order of intersection = 16m2— 16m

Nodal curve, \{nd‘—m)+S circles, 8 times 8m2— 8m+16£

Cuspidal curve, z circles, 11 times ~\-22z

Circles .of contact m2—m—2£— 3z, 2m2— 2m— 4£— 6«

Lines 2m
,
3 times + 6m

Spinode curve, 3m2—6m— 6^— 8^ circles, 6m2—12m— 12&— IQz

16m2— 16m

45. We may by a similar reasoning show that the surface and the flecnode surface

intersect in the nodal curve taken 22 times, and in the cuspidal curve taken 27 times;

* Observe that the terms in m cannot he got rid of in a different manner, by any alteration of the numbers

8 & 11 to which the present investigation relates.
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and consequently that the order of the residual intersection or fieenodal curve is

=»(llw-24)—225— 27c.

To effect this, observe that at any point whatever of a quadric surface the tangent plane

meets the surface in a pair of lines, that is, in a curve having at the point of contact a

node with an inflexion on each branch, or say, a flefleenode. Imagine in the plane figure

a conic having its centre on the axis of rotation and its axis coincident therewith, and

the conic having with the curve of the order m a 4-pointic intersection at any point P

;

the point P generates a circle, such that along this circle the surface is osculated by a

quadric surface of revolution in such wise that the meridian sections have a four-pointic

contact ; the circle in question is thus on the surface a flefleenode circle ; and I assume

that it counts twice as a flecnode circle. Hence if the number of the points P be =Q,

we have on the surface 0 flefleenode circles, = 20 flecnode circles, that is, a flecnode curve

of the order 40. I wish to show that we have 4=5m2—9m— 10&— 12z.

46. The problem is as follows
:
given a curve of the order m with § nodes and z cusps

;

it is required to find the number of the conics, centre on a given line, and an axis coin-

cident in direction with this line, which have with the given curve a 4-pointic intersec-

tion, or contact of the third order. This may be solved by means of formulae contained

in my “Memoir on the Curves which satisfy given Conditions”*.

Taking #=Q for the given line, the conic
(a ,

b
, c,f, g ,

lijx, y , 1)
2=0 will have its

centre on the given line and an axis coincident therewith, if only 7i=0, g=0 ;
and denoting

these two conditions by 2X, it is easy to see that we have

(2X.-.)=1, (2X:/)=2, (2X-//)=2, (2X///)=1.

But in general if the conic satisfy any other three conditions 3Z, then the number of the

conics (2X, 3Z) is

= K\ — 47+-P)

+/3
/

(~ta+i^3+Ay~^-p)

+r'( i» ),

where a, (3, y, & denote (2X.\), (2X:/), (2X • //), (2X///), viz. in the present case the

values are 1, 2, 2, 1 respectively, and where a', (3','y' denote (3Z :), (3Z • /), (3Z//)

respectively.

47. Substituting for a, (3 , y, c5 their values, the number of the conics in question is

=jz(3', that is =^(SZ • /). Suppose that 3Z, or say 3, denotes the condition of a contact

of the third order with a given curve (

m

, £>, z), or say with a given curve (m, n, a) (

m

the

order, n the class =m2—m— 2&— 3z, u=3n-\-z), then we have

(3: )= —4m— 3%+3«,

(3 ;'/)= —

8

m— 8re-f-6a,

(3// )= — 3m— 4?i+3a;

and from the second of these the number of the conics in question is = — 4m— 4«-j-3ct,

that is, it is = — 4m+5?i-|-3;f, or finally it is =5m2—9m— 10&— 12z.

* Philosophical Transactions, t. 158 (1868), pp. 75-144: see p. 88.
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Hence, assuming that the 2m lines each counts 6 times*,

Order of surface =2m
Order of tiecnode surface=ll(2m— 24) or 22m —24

Order of intersection

Nodal curve, i^(m2—-m)+$ circles, 11 times

Cuspidal curve * circles, 27 times

Circles of contact m2—m— 2^— 3*,

Lines of contact 2m ,
6 times

Elecnodal curve, 5m2—9m— 10<5— 12* circles each twice

= 44m2—48m

22m2—22m+44S

+54*

2m2— 2m— 4S— 6*

+12m

20m2— 36m— 40S— 48*

44m2— 48m

The Flecnodal Torse. Article Nos. 48 & 49.

48. Starting from

22V+ 2Id

=

6 (65'

+

8d)— 7(25'+ 3c')

= 6(3n12— 6n'— *)— 7 (n’
2— n'— ei)

=lW2— 29»'+ 7-6*,
that is

llw'2—24w'—225'— 27c'=5w'— 7S+6*,
I find

%'(lL*'-24)-226'-27c'

=?t(w— l)(lLt— 24) +6(—59?a+ 96)+c(— 94^+156)+ 26&2+87e2

— 52#— 114#+ 141/3+ 94y+ 77«’+ 3j+ 4%

— 150—45^—10C— 9B.

49. For a surface of the order n without singularities this equation is

ri(lln'-24:)-22V-27c'=n(n-l)(ll7i-2i);

to explain the meaning of it, I say that the reciprocal of a flecnode is a flecnodal plane,

and vice versa : the reciprocal of the flecnodal torse of the surface n (viz. the torse gene-

rated by the flecnodal planes of the surface) is thus the flecnodal curve of the reciprocal

surface n'
;
and the class of the torse must therefore be equal to the order of the curve.

The flecnodal torse is generated by the tangents of the surface n along the curve

of intersection with a surface of the order Yin— 24 ; the number of tangent planes

which pass through an arbitrary point, or class of the torse, is at once found to be

n{n—l)(Yln— 24) ; for the reciprocal surface the order of the flecnodal curve is by what

precedes n'(lln'~24)—225'— 27c'; and the equation thus expresses that the order of

the curve is equal to the class of the torse.

* See last foot note : the same remark applies to the present terms in m, which cannot be got rid. of by an

alteration of the numbers 22 and 27 to which the investigation relates.
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The general surface of the Order n without Singularities. Article No. 50.

50. In the general surface of the order n without singularities, we have

n =n,

a =n2— n,

l =±n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3),

z = n(n— l)(n— 2),

h =0,

k =0,

t =0,

q =0,

% = 0
,

j =
c =0,

h =0,

r =0,

a =0,

6 =0
,

36=0,

c =0,

B=0,

P =o,

7=0,

i =0,

n' = n{n—Vf,

a! ~ n{n— 1),

d =%n(n—2)(n2—9),

z =3n(n—2),

V V)(n— 2){n2—

n

2 -\-n— 12),

k' =^(w-2)^ lo-6w9+16w8-54^+164ri6-288w5+547w4-1058?i3+1008^-1214w+1464),

t
1 =%n(n— 2){n

7— 4n6+ 7nh— 45n4+ 1 14nz— 1 1 1n2+ 54Sn

—

96 0)

,

q
1 = n(n—2){n— 3)(n

2-\-2n— 4),

§’ = n(n-2)(nz—n2-\-n—\2),

/ = 0
,

c' =4n(n— l)(n— 2),

MDCCCLXIX. 2 II
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h' =\n{n- 2)(16w4- 64w3+ 80^2- 108»+156.),

r' =2n(n— 2){3n—4),

d —4n{n— 2),

5' =0,

x'=o,

0= 0
,

B'=0,

ft'
=2n(n-2)(lln-24),

y' =4n(n-2)(n—3)(n3 —3n-j-16),

i! = 0.

Investigation of Formula for ft'. Article Nos. 51 to 64.

51. The value ft'=2n(n— 2)(lln— 24) for a surface without singularities was obtained

by Salmon by independent geometrical considerations, viz. he obtains

2ft'=4n(n-2)(lln-24)

as the number of intersections of the spinode curve (order =4n(n— 2)) by the flecnode

surface of the order 11n— 24.

52. The value of
ft

1 must be obtainable in the case of a surface with singularities,

and I have been led to conclude that we have

ft'= 2n(n-2)(lln-24)

— (110^—272)5+ 44^

-(116?i-303)c+^r

+£f+3+ 2487+1985

+ linear function (i, j, 0, %, C, B, i',j', C', B'),

but I have not yet completely determined the coefficients of the linear function. The

reciprocal formula in the case of a surface ofthe order n without singularities, i,j, 6, %, C, B,

O, B' then all vanishing, is the identity

0= 2n'(n'-2)(lln'-24)

— (11 —

2

72)5'+ 44c[

-(116^-303)c'+^

+ “f
i
/^

,+ 248y'+198^ *

(n', 5', (f c', r',
ft', y, t' having the values in the foregoing Table). It was by assuming

for ft an expression of the above form but with indeterminate coefficients, and then de-

termining these in such wise that the reciprocal equation should be an identity, that

the foregoing formula for
ft'

was arrived at.
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53. I assume

j3'= 2n(n— 2)(llra— 24)

—

b

(
A.n—B)

-(- Cq

—c(Dn—E)+Fr

-G/3-Hy-It

+ linear function (i, j, 0, C, B, 0, %j, C, B'),

where it is to be remarked that, in virtue of the equations obtained No. 11, two of the

coefficients of this form are really arbitrary : I cannot recall the considerations which led

me to write D=116, E=303.

54. Forming the reciprocal equation

(3= 2ra'(ra
,-2)(llra'-24)

— b'(An'— B)

+

C'qr

-c'(Dn'-R)+Wr

-G/3'-Hy'-It'

+ linear function (i\ f, 0, C', B', i,j, 0, %, C, B),

and substituting herein the values which belong to the surface of the order n without

singularities, we should have identically

0= 2ra(ra- l)\n- 2)(n
2+ l)(lln3- 22n2+ lira- 24)

— \n(n- 1 )(ra- 2)(ra
3-n2+n- 12)[Ara(ra- 1)

2-B]

+ n(n—2)(n— 3)(w2+2ra— 4)C

— 4n(n— l)(ra— 2)\J)n(n— l)
2— E]

+ 2n(n-2)(3n-4:)F

— 2ra(ra— 2)(llra—24)G

— 4ra(ra— 2)(ra— 3)(ra
3+3ra— 16)H

—&i(n—2)(n7— 4n6+ 7n5— 45w,
4+ 114n3— 1 1 1n2+ 548w— 960)1

;

or dividing the whole by n{n— 2), this is

0= 2(%—1)2
(m

2+1)(11+!—22%2+ 11^—24)

-i(ra-l)(w3-ra2+ra- 12)[Ara(ra-l) 2-B]

+ (n-3)(n2+2n-4:) C

— 4(ra— l)[Dra(w— l)
2—E]

+2(3ra-4)F

—2(llra-24)G

-4(w-3)(rc3+3w-16)H
—
-K^

7— 4ra
6+ 7w5— 45w4+ 1 14w3— 1 1 1 ra

2+.54 8ra— 9 60)1.

2 h 2
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55.

And then, expanding in powers of n and equating to zero the coefficients of the

several powers n7
, . . . n°, we obtain

22 -88 + 154 — 224 + 250 -184 + 118 -48

AA +2A —|A +i
2
£A —20A +¥A — 6A

-B +B + 6B

+c -C -100 +12C

-4D +12D — 12D +4D
+4E — 4E

+ 6F — 8F

—22G +48G
—4H +12H — 12H +100H -192H

+|I |-3i +¥i -191 +¥i -HAi +1601

II II 11 II II II ll II

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

viz. the equations are read vertically downwards. The first, second, and third equations,

and the sum of the fourth and fifth, all give the same relation, 132— 3A— 1=0; there

are consequently, inclusive of this, five independent relations. By combining the equa-

tions so as to simplify the numbers, I find these to be

3A+I -132=0,

4A-B-2C -80=0,

7A-B+ 2E + 2F+ 2G- 476=0,

26A-B+8D + 8H —1532= 0,

6A-E-2F +12G-48H+40I— 132= 0.

56. I found, as presently mentioned, A=110, B= 272, C=44; values which satisfy

(as they should do) the second equation ; and then assuming D= 116 and E=3Q3, we

have E=-2-, G=— H=-248, I=—198 ;
and the formula is

/3'=2m(m— 2)(11m— 24)

-(110*1-272)5+ 44?

— (116w— 303)c+^r

+-e-|i/3+248y+1985

+ linear function (i, j, 6, %, C, B, i\ /, 5', yj, C', B'),

the process not enabling the determination of the coefficients of the linear function.

57. The values of A, B, C were found from the general theorem that if three surfaces

of the orders v, g respectively intersect in a curve of the order m and class r which is

a-tuple on uj, /3-tuple on v, and y-tuple on g, then the number of the points of inter-
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section of the three surfaces is

=q,vg—m(flyqj+ yuv+ a(3g—2a(3y)+ ccftyr.

Apply this to the case of a surface of the order n with a nodal curve of the order 5 and

class ?, intersecting the Hessian and flecnodal surfaces, we have

Order. Passing through
(
b

, ?), times

Surface n 2

Hessian 4n— 8 4

Flecnodal lln— 24 11

whence number of intersections is

= 4n(n-2){lln- 24)- b {n . 4 . 1 1 + (4n- 8)11 . 2

+

(lln- 24)2 .
4- 2 . 2 . 4 . 11

}

+2.4.11?,
that is

=4n(n- 2)(lln- 24)- (220n- 544)5- 88?;

and the value of
ft'

is one half of this,

==2?2(w—2)(llw—24)—(llOw— 272)5+44?.

I have not succeeded in applying the like considerations to the cuspidal curve.

58. As regards the general theorem, we know (Salmon, p. 274) that if two surfaces

of the orders p, v partially intersect in a curve of the order m and class r, and

besides in a curve of the order m', then the curves m
,
m' meet in —

2

)—

r

points.

Suppose that the curve m is a-tuple on the surface p ;
then to find the number I of

the intersections of the curves m and m\ we may imagine through m a surface of the

order g ; the surfaces v intersect in the curve m a. times, and in a residual curve of the

order [iv—mu, this last meets the surface f in %([Lv—ma) points, and thence the three

surfaces meet in pyg—mug— I points. But since m is a simple curve on each of the

surfaces v, g>, the three surfaces meet in — m)— a\qn(v-\-p—2)— r] points, whence

equating the two values
— 2a)— ax.

Next, let the curve m be a-tuple on the surface [Jj, /3-tuple on the surface Considering

the new surface § through m, then p, v intersect in the curve m a/3 times, and in a resi-

dual curve of the order (mv— mufi; this last meets the surface g in gfav—ma/3) points;

whence the three surfaces meet in g(p— ??za/3)— I points. But the curve m being a

/3-tuple curve on v, and a simple curve on these meet in the curve m /3 times and in a

residual curve of the order vg— /3m, whence the three surfaces meet in

qj(yg—pm)— a[m(v+/3?— 2/3)—/3r]

points
;
and equating the two values, we have

I=m((3qj+ ay— 2 a/3)— 2a/3r.

Lastly, if the curve m be y-tuple on g, then the surfaces q,, g meet in m ay times and

in a residual curve of the order qg—may ; this last meets v in

y(qg
— aym)— (3\m(ya+ac— 2ay)— ayr]
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points, that is, the number of points of intersection of the three surfaces is

=iW/j'£—

+

yocv+ ufig— 2a/3y)

+

ufiyr.

59. I represent the complete value of /3' by

(3'= 2n(lln—24)

-(110n-272)Z>+Mg
— (116w— 303)c+-2%
+^f^+ 248y+1985

—/iC—gB —xi —Xj —g>x ~~ v®

-h'C'-g’B'-x'i'-x'j'-M-M',

and (observing that the Table of Singularities in my Memoir on Cubic Surfaces was

obtained without the aid of the formula now in question) I endeavour by means of the

results therein contained to find the values of the unknown coefficients 5
, g, x, X, p, v,

h1

, g\ x\ X', gJ

60. For a cubic surface n= 3, and for a cubic surface without singular lines (in fact

for all the cases except the cubic scrolls XXII and XXIII), the formula is

fl=54:-hC-gB-x!f-(*'x!-v'0-h'C,-g'B';

and applying this to the several cases of cubic surfaces as grouped together in the Table,

and referred to by the affixed roman numbers, the resulting equations are

54=54, (I)

30=54— 5, (II)

18=54- g- 16i/, (III)

13=54— 25—/.', (IV)

OS II cn 1 r 1 1 OO (VI)

3= 54-35-3?,', (VIII)

0=54-2^-16/-/, (IX)

1=54—25—
<7
— X'— 2jh/, (XIII)

0= 54-45-6?,', (XVI)

0=54- h—2g—2g}—g\ (XVII)

0=54—3(7—3/, (XXI)

which are all satisfied if only

5 =24,

(7+16/=36,

g+ 2^=12
,

9+ 9’= 18,

?,'= — 7.

61.

If w7e apply to the same surfaces the reciprocal equation for /3, or, what is the same
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thing, apply the original equation to the reciprocal surfaces, as given by interchanging

the upper and lower halves of the Table of Singularities, we have another series of equa-

tions, viz. this is

0=54432-54432, (I)

0=27851-27846- hi. 7/=5, (H)

0=18180-18318- g'- 16*, y+16*=— 138, (III)

0=11765—11756— 2//— a, 27/ -(- A = 9, (IV)

0= 6917- 6584- h'-g'-p- 8*/ hi+g*+ y>~\- 8*=45, (VI)

0= 3534- 3522— 37/— 3a, 37/+ 3A =12, (VIII)

0= 3024- 3144—2/—16*— 2#'+16*+y=-120, (IX)

0= 1433- 1386-2h'-g'-X-2[x, 2A'+^,+A+2
i

M/=47, (XIII)

0= 518- 504— 47/— 6A, 47/+ 6a =14, (XVI)

0= 383- 322- h'-2g'-g-2(*, 7/ +%'+</+ 2g,=61, (XVII)

0= 54 —3g—3g', 3^+3/ =54, (XXI)

satisfied if only

7/ = 5,

</+ 16*= -138,

g'+ 2y, = 38,

9+9' = 18,

A = - 1.

62. I remark however that the cubic scroll XXII or XXIII gives

0=54-(330-272)-2(a+a'),

that is, A+A'=— 2, instead of A+A'= — 8. The investigation is in fact really inappli-

cable to a scroll, for every point of a scroll has the property of a flecnode ;
whence if

U— 0 be the equation of the scroll, that of the flecnodal surface is M . U=0, containing

U as a factor, and there is not any definite curve of intersection constituting the flecnodal

curve ;
but I am nevertheless surprised at the numerical contradiction.

63. Combining the two sets of results, we find

h =24,

9 =ff>

x —x,

A =— 1,

t*= 10+&,
' =-¥+T^,
7/ = 5,
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y=18— </,

at=xl

,

x' = -7,

p'=e-to,
»' =1

and the formula thus is

j3'= 2n(n-2)(lln-24)

-(110^-272)5+44^

—(116w— 303)c+-2%
+£f+3+248y+1985
-24C+y-10^+^—50—18B'— 6tf- |5'

—xi—tfi!+ T$g(— 16B— 8%— 0+16B'— 8y,'— 5'),

where x, x', g are constants which remain to be determined. The cubic surfaces fail

to determine them, for the reason that in all of them we have i= 0, i’= 0 ; and

16B+8%+$— 16B'+ 8%'+ ^: this last is a very remarkable relation, for the existence

of which I do not perceive any a 'priori reason.

Substituting herein for q, r their values from No. 11, this may be written in the form

/3'=2w^—2)(ll«— 24)+5(— 66^+184)+c(—^f%+240)

+141/3+^y+665

-x’ i’+ 7/_ 6^- f^- 5C'— 18B'

-(a?+87)t-21/-V% +¥? -24C

+ iV(-16B— 8*;—4+16B'+ 8%'+(3').

64. We have of course by interchanging the unaccented and accented letters, the

reciprocal equation giving the value of /3.

Recapitulation. Article Nos. 65 to 68.

65. In recapitulation, I say that we have between the 42 quantities

n, a, &, * ; 5, 7c, t, q, %,j ; c, Ti
,
r, <r, 5, %; /3, y, i ;

B, C,

v!, ai, 5', yJ

;

5', +, t\ q', c', h', r\ u', Q', /3', y', i! ; B', 0,

in all 25 equations, viz. these are

a = a',

«'= ^-l)_25-3c,

jc'=3w(m—2)—65— 8c,

5' =Aw(«_2)(rcs-9)-(ws w— 6)(25+ 3c)+ 25(5— l)+ 65c+-fc(c— 1),
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a{n—2)= a—B +
b{n-2)= §

+2/3+3y+3f,

c(w—2)=2ff+4/3+ y+3,

a(w— 2)(w— 3)-=2(S— C)+3(ac— 3'<r—%)+2(a5— 2g
—

i(w— 2)(w— 3)=4& + (afl—2g—j)+3(bc— 3/3—27— i),

c(n—2)(n—3)=6h + (ac— 3c— %)+ 2(fo— 3/3— 27— i),

q== b
2-b-2Ic-3y-6t,

r=c2—c—2h—3(3,

a= n'(n'-l)-2b'-3c',

x= 3n'(n'—2)— 6b' — 8c',

l=ln'(n'-2)(n'
2-9)-(n'2-n'-6)(2b'+3c')+2b'{b'-l)+6b'c'+^c’(c'-l),

a!(n'-2)= x'—B' + g +2a>,

b'(n'~2)= g'+2j3'+3y+3^

c>'-2)=2</+4/3'+ y+ 3',

«'(+- 2)(w
f- 3)= 2(y- O')+

3

(a'c'- 3c'- yj)+ 2(a'V- 2g' -/),

J'(^-2Xw'-3)=4^ + {dV—24S j+3(b'c'-3($'-2y>-i'),

d(n'-2)(n'-3)=6h' + (aV— 3c'— yl)+ 2(b' c'—3(3'—2y' —i'),

q'=V*-b'-2V-3y'-6t',

r'—c' 2— c'

—

2h!— 3(3',

together with the equations for [3 and (3'

.

66. The symbols signify as follows; viz.

n

,

order of the surface.

a

,

order of the tangent cone drawn from any point to the surface.

h
,
number of nodal edges of the cone.

x

,

number of its cuspidal edges.

b
,
order of nodal curve.

Jc

,

number of its apparent double points.

t
,
number of its triple points.

c[ ,
its class.

q ,
number of points where nodal curve is met by curve of contact of tangent cone.

j ,
number of pinch-points.

c
,
order of cuspidal curve.

h
,
number of its apparent double points.

r

,

its class.

c
,
number of points where cuspidal curve is met by curve of contact of tangent cone.

mdccclxix. 2 1
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Q ,
number of off- points.

X, number of close-points.

/3, number of intersections of nodal and cuspidal curves, stationary points on cuspidal

curve.

y ,
number of intersections, stationary points on nodal curve.

i number of intersections, not stationary on either curve.

B, number of binodes of surface.

C, number of cnicnodes.

67. And the accented letters have the like significations in regard to the reciprocal

surface ; or, referring them to the original surface, we have

n! ,
class of the surface.

a! ,
class of curve of intersection by any plane.

y
,
number of double tangents of curve of intersection.

,
number of its inflexions.

V ,
class of node-couple torse.

W
,
number of its apparent double planes.

t' ,
number of its triple planes.

q'
,

its order.

g' ,
order of node-couple curve.

j number of pinch-planes.

c' ,
class of spinode torse.

h! ,
number of its apparent double planes,

r' ,
its order.

o’
,
order of spinode curve.

§
,
number of off-planes.

yj ,
number of close-planes.

f3
'
,
number of common planes of node-couple and spinode torses, stationary planes of

the spinode torse.

y'
,
number of common planes, stationary planes of node-couple torse.

i'
,
number of common planes, not stationary planes of either torse.

B', number of bitropes of surface.

C', number of its cnictropes.

68. It is hardly necessary to recall that a spinode plane is a tangent plane meeting

the surface in a curve having at the point of contact a spinode or cusp ; the envelope

of the spinode planes is the spinode torse, and the locus of their points of contact the

spinode curve. And similarly a node-couple plane is a double tangent plane, or plane

meeting the surface in a curve having two nodes ; the envelope of the planes is the

node-couple torse, and the locus of the points of contact the node-couple curve ; the

other terms made use of are all explained in the present Memoir.
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Addition, August 3, 1869.

As in the theory of Curves, so in that of Surfaces, there are certain functions of the

order, class, &c. and singularities which have the same values in the original and the reci-

procal figures respectively ;
for convenience I represent any such identity by means of the

symbol 2, viz. $(n, a, b, . . .)=2 denotes that the function <p(n, a
,
b, . .

.)
is equal to the

same function <p(n', a', b\ . .
.)

of the accented letters. By what precedes we have a=%;
and it is moreover clear that any function of the unaccented letters which is =0, or which

is equal to a symmetrical function of any of the accented and unaccented letters, or to

a function of a, is =2 : for instance, from the equations of No. 5 we have 3a! —x'= 3n—c,

and thence 3n—c—x=?>a!— x— that is, 3n— c—£=2 ; and from one of the equations

of No. 11 we have n—'2C— <r—2j— 3x=zn-\-n'— a, =2; we have thus the

system of eight equations,

a

3n—c—x
a(n—2)— x-\- B— §— 2a

b{n-2)- §-2/3-3y-31

c(n— 2)— 2a— 4/3— y— 6

n + *- <r-2C-4B-2/-3x=2,

2q-2g+ (3+3i + j =2,

3r+ c— 5a — /3 — 45 +2\i-\- %=%.

Or if from these we eliminate x
, g>, <r, then the system of five equations,

a =2,

w(c— 8)— 4/3—y— fl+ 4C+ 8B+

6

X+ 4/ =2,

(a-J)(»-2)-llw+3c+40+9B+2/3+3y+3#+6x+4;=2,

3r-20w+6c-j3+2i+10C+20B+165C+lQ;-4fl =2,

2i-2&(»-2j+6^+ 6y+6«+3i-h? =2.

By means of a theorem of Dr. Clebsch’s I was led to the following expression for the

“ deficiency ” of a surface of the order n having the singularities considered in the fore-

going Memoir

:

Deficiency=i(n-- l)(n-— 2)(n— 3)— (n- 3)(6+ c)+£(?+*)+.2#+ 1/3+fy+?'—£0

;

This should be equal to the deficiency of the reciprocal surface, viz. we must have

2(w-l)(w— 2)(w— 3)— 12(n-3)(5+c)+6^+6r+24#+42]3+30y-fl2e-i|fl= 2;

but from a combination of the last mentioned five equations we have

— 2n3+ 6n2
-f in -+- [12n— 36)5 -f- (12n— 48)c

—

Qq— 6r— 2 it

— 41/3— 30y—13^—7/—

8

x+20— 40—10B=2

;

2 i 2
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and adding to the last preceding equation we have

26w-12c+/3-«-7/-8%+i0-4C-lOB=2.

Substituting for % its value in terms of the accented letters, we obtain for /3' the value

We have

and thence

{3'=f3+26n -12c +a'+7/+8%'—|0'+4C'+1OB'

-2Qn'+12J-i-7j-8x+±Q -4C-10B.

c,==— 3 cl-\-/c-\- 3

12c'—26w'=— 36#+12/k+10%';
writing herein

n!=a-\-K— <r—2C—4B—2j— 3%— <r,

the value is

= _26a+22*-20C-40B-20;-30x-10<r.

Or substituting for z its value —a(n—2)+B—g— 2<r, we have

12c'— 26w'=a(22ra— 70)—20C—18B— 20/— 30%— 22g>— 44<r

;

or substituting for a, g, a their values, this is

= {?*(>— 1)
—25— 3c}(22%— 70)— 20C—18B— 20/— 30*;

— 225(w— 2)+ 44/3+667+66£

-27c(rc-2)+108j3+277 +27 Q,

and adding hereto the remaining terms,

|3+ 26w— 12c+ £'+ 7/+ 8%'—10'+4C'+ 1€B'

-i-7j- 8% +^9 - 4C - 10B,

we have

/3'=2n(»-2)(llra-24)+5(--66»+184)+c(-93n+252)+153|3+937+66$

+»'+ 7/'+ 8%'- ^'+ 4C'+ 10B'

-z-27/-38% +-^9 — 24C — 28B.

Comparing this with the value of /3', No, 63 of the foregoing Memoir, we should have

0=^cn-12c— 12/3—
-(#'+ 1 )i' -14%-'10'-9C'-28B'

-(* + 86>-+6/+%- 29 +28B

++6-£(-16B-8%-5+16B'+ 8%'+5'),

or, what is the same thing,

0=13cm— 48c— 48/3— 1

3

7+ <P,

if for shortness

0>=-(4o/+ 4)i' — 56%'— 75'— 36C'— 112B'

-(4.r+344>'+24/+70%-85 +112B

+M-16B-8%-5+16B'+8x'+5').
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I do not attempt to verify this equation, but I will partially verify a result deducible

from it ; viz. if <£' is the like function of the accented letters, then we have

$-$'=n-rr,
where

n=(4tf'—4#— 340>>24y+126x+224B+36C—

0

-fc(16B+8x+0);

and IT is the like function of the accented letters. And this being so, we should have

13cw-48c-48B-13y+n=13cW-48c'-48/3'-13y'+IT,

or, as this may be written,

13crc— 48c— 48/3— 13y-t-ri=2.
We have

26»-12e+j3-i-7y-8*+$fl-4C-10B=2;

and multiplying by —4 and adding, the equation to be verified is

13w(c-8)-13(4/3+y)+n+4z+28;
,

+32%-2T+16C+40B=2.

But we have from the Memoir

— 1 3w(c— 8)+ 1 3(4/3

+

y) -52/-78x+130-52C-lO4B=2,

which reduces the equation to

n+4f— 24/-46X+110— 36C—64B=2;

or substituting for IT its value, this is

(4^_4r_336>-+8Ox+ lO0+16OB-2A(16B+8x+0)=^,
that is

4(^-^_84>-(^-1O)(16B+8x+ 0)= 2,

an equation which is satisfied if

and

<7=20, or else 16B+ 8X+0= 16B'-f-8X'+ 4.
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VII. A Memoir on Cubic Surfaces. By Professor Cayley, F.B.S.

Received November 12, 1868,—Read January 14, 1869.

The present Memoir is based upon, and is in a measure supplementary to that by Pro-

fessor Schlafli, “ On the Distribution of Surfaces of the Third Order into Species, in

reference to the presence or absence of Singular Points, and the reality of their Lines,”

Phil. Trans, vol. cliii. (1863) pp. 193-241. But the object of the Memoir is different.

I disregard altogether the ultimate division depending on the reality of the lines, attend-

ing only to the division into (twenty-two, or as I prefer to reckon it) twenty-three cases

depending on the nature of the singularities. And I attend to the question very much

on account of the light to be obtained in reference to the theory of Reciprocal Surfaces.

The memoir referred to furnishes in fact a store of materials for this purpose, inasmuch

as it gives (partially or completely developed) the equations in plane-coordinates of the

several cases of cubic surfaces, or, what is the same thing, the equations in point-coor-

dinates of the several surfaces (orders 12 to 3) reciprocal to these repectively. I found

by examination of the several cases, that an extension was required of Dr. Salmon’s

theory of Reciprocal Surfaces in order to make it applicable to the present subject; and

the preceding “ Memoir on the Theory of Reciprocal Surfaces ” was written in connexion

with these investigations on Cubic Surfaces. The latter part of the Memoir is divided

into sections headed thus:—“ Section 1=12, equation (X, Y, Z, W) 3=0” &c. referring

to the several cases of the cubic surface
; but the paragraphs are numbered continuously

through the Memoir.

The twenty-three Cases of Cubic Surfaces—Explanations and Table of Singularities.

Article Nos. 1 to 13.

1. I designate as follows the twenty-three cases of cubic surfaces, adding to each of

them its equation

:

I —12,

II =12—

C

2 ,

III =12—

B

3 ,

IV =12—2C„
V =12—

B

4 ,

VI =12—

B

3—

C

2 ,

VII=12—

B

5 ,

(X, Y, Z, W)3=0,

W(a, b, c,f g, hJX, Y, Z)2+2£XYZ=0,

2W(X+Y+Z)(ZX+mY+nZ)+2£XYZ=0,

WXZ+Y2(yZ+SW)+(«, b
,
c, dJX, Y) 3=0,

WXZ+(X+Z)(Y2-aX2-6Z 2)=0,

WXZ+Y2Z+(«, b, c, dJX, Y) 3=0,

WXZ+Y2Z+YX2—

Z

3=0,
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VIII =12-3Ca ,
Y3+Y2(X+Z+W)+4aXZW=0,

IX =12— 2B3 ,
WXZ+(a, b, c, dJX, Y)3=0,

X =12—

B

4—

C

2 ,
WXZ+(X-fZ)(Y2-X2)=0,

XI =12—

B

6 ,
WXZ+Y2Z+X3-Z 3=0,

XII =12 -U6 ,
W(X+Y+Z)2+XYZ= 0,

XIII =12—

B

3
— 2C2 ,

WXZ+Y2(X+Y+Z)=0,

XIV =12—

B

5—

C

2 ,
WXZ+Y2Z+YX2=0,

XV =12—

U

7 ,
WX2+XZ2+Y2Z=0,

XVI =12— 4C2 ,
W(XY+XZ+YZ)+XYZ=0,

XVII =12— 2B3—

C

2, WXZ+XY2+Y3 =0,

XVIII =12-B4-2Ca ,
WXZ+(X+Z)Y2=0,

XIX =12—

B

6—

C

2 ,

XX =12—

U

8 ,

XXI =12— 3B3 ,

XXII = 3, S(l, 1),

XXIII= 3, S(I7T),

WXZ+Y2Z+X3 =0,

WX2+XZ 2+Y3 =0,

WXZ+Y3=0,

WX2+ZY2=0,

X(WX+YZ)+Y3=0;

2. Where C2 denotes a conic-node diminishing the class by 2 ; B3 ,
B4 ,

B5 ,
B6 a biplanar

node diminishing (as the case may be) the class by 3, 4, 5, or 6 ; and U6 ,
U

7,
U8 a uni-

planar node diminishing (as the case may be) the class by 6, 7, or 8. The affixed expla-

nation, which I shall usually retain in connexion with the Roman number, shows there-

fore in each case what the class is, and also the singularities which cause the reduction

:

thus XIIX= 12—B3
—2C2 indicates that there is a biplanar node, B3 ,

diminishing the

class by 3, and two conic-nodes, C2 ,
each diminishing the class by 2 ;

and thus that the

class is 12—3— 2.2, =5. As regards the cases XXII and XXIII, these are surfaces

having a nodal right line, and are consequently scrolls, each of the class 3, viz. XXII is

the scroll S(l, 1) having a simple directrix right line distinct from the nodal line, and

XXIII is the scroll S(l, 1) having a simple directrix right line coincident with the nodal

line : see as to this my “ Second Memoir on Skew Surfaces, otherwise Scrolls,” Phil.

Trans, vol. cliv. (1864) pp. 559-577.

3. The nature of the points C2 ,
B3 ,

B4, B5 ,
B6 ,

U6 ,
U

7 ,
U8 requires to be explained.

C(=C2) is a conic-node, where, instead of the tangent plane, we have a proper quadric

cone.

B(=B3 ,
B4 ,

B 5 or B6)
is a biplanar-node, where the quadric cone becomes a plane-pair

(two distinct planes) : the two planes are called the biplanes, and their line of intersec-

tion is the edge

:

In B3 ,
the edge is not a line on the surface—in the other cases it is ; this implies that

the surface is touched along the edge by a plane, viz. in B4 ,
B5 the edge is torsal, in Bs

it is oscular

:
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In B4 ,
the tangent plane is distinct from each of the biplanes

:

In B5 ,
the tangent plane coincides with one of the biplanes

; we have thus an ordinary

biplane, and a torsal biplane

:

In B6 ,
the tangent plane coinciding with one of the biplanes becomes oscular ; we

have thus an ordinary biplane, and an oscular biplane.

U(=U6 ,
U

7
or U8 )

is a uniplanar-node, where the quadric cone becomes a coincident

plane-pair ; say, the plane is the uniplane. It is to be observed that there is not in this

case any edge. The uniplane meets the cubic surface in three lines, or say “ rays,”

passing through the uniplanar-node, viz.

In U6 ,
the rays are three distinct lines

:

In U
7,
two of them coincide :

In U8 ,
they all three coincide.

4. To connect these singular points with the theory of the preceding Memoir, it is to

be observed that they are respectively equivalent to a certain number of the cnicnodes

C(=C2)
and binodes B(=B3), viz. we have

C2= C,

b3
= b,

B4 =2C,

B5
= C+ B,

JBg= 3C,

\Ug=3C,

U
7
=2C+ B,

U8
= C+ 2B.

5. I take the opportunity of remarking that although the expressions cnicnode and

binode properly refer to the simple singularities C and B, yet as C2=C, C2 is properly

spoken of as a cnicnode, and we may (using the term binode as an abbreviation for

biplanar-node) speak of any of the singularities B.„ B4 , Bs ,
B6 as a binode. Thus the

surface X=12—

B

4—

C

2 has a binode B4 and a cnicnode C2 ; although theoretically the

binode B4 is equivalent to two cnicnodes, and the surface belongs to those with three

cnicnodes, or for which C= 3. I use also the expression unode for shortness, instead

of uniplanar-node, to denote any of the singularities U6 ,
U

7 ,
U8 .

6. The foregoing equations (substantially the same as Schlafli’s) are Canonicalforms

;

the reduction of the equation of any case of surface to the above form is not always

obvious. It would appear that each equation is from its simplicity in the form best

adapted to the separate discussion of the surface to which it belongs ;
there is the disad-

vantage that the equations do not always (when from the geometrical connexion ofthe sur-

faces they ought to do so) lead the one to the other; for instance, Y=12—

B

4 includes

VII=12— Bs ,
but we cannot from the equation WXZ-f(X+Z)(Y2-aX2-&Z 2)=0 of

the former pass to the equation WXZ-J-Y2Z+YX2—

X

3=0 of the latter. This would

be a serious imperfection if the object were to form a theory of the quaternary function

mdccclxix. 2 E
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(X, Y, Z, W)3
; but the equations are in the present Memoir used only as means to an

end, the establishment of the geometrical theory of the surfaces to which they respec-

tively belong, and the imperfection is not material.

7. I have used the capital letters (X, Y, Z, W) in place of Schlafli’s (zc, y, z, w),

reserving these in place of his (p, q, r, s) for plane-coordinates of the cubic surfaces, or

(what is the same thing) point-coordinates of the reciprocal surfaces ; but I have in

several cases interchanged the coordinates (X, Y, Z, W) so that they do not in this order

correspond to Schlafli’s (cc, y, z
, w) : this has been done so as to obtain a greater uni-

formity in the representation of the surfaces. To explain this, let A, B, C, D be the

vertices of the tetrahedron formed by the coordinate planes A=YZW, B=ZWX,
C=WXY, D=XYZ; the coordinate planes have been chosen so that determinate

vertices of the tetrahedron shall correspond to determinate singularities of the surface.

8. Consider first the surfaces which have no nodes B or U. It is clear that the nodes

C2 might have been taken at any vertices whatever of the tetrahedron ; they are taken

thus : there is always a node C2 at I) ; when there is a second node C2 ,
this is at C, the

third one is at A, and the fourth at B.

9. Consider next the surfaces which have a binode B3 ,
B4 ,

B
5 , or B6 ; this is taken to

be at D, and the biplanes, to be X=0, Z=0* (the edge being therefore DB), viz. in

Bs or B6, where the distinction arises, X=0 is the ordinary biplane, Z=0 the torsal or

(as the case may be) oscular biplane. If there is a second node, this of necessity lies in

an ordinary biplane ; it may be and is taken to be in the biplane X=0, at C. I suppose

for a moment that this is a node C2 . It is only when the binode is B3 or B4 that there

can be a third node, for it is only in these cases that there is a second ordinary biplane

Z=0 ; but in these cases respectively the third node, a C2 ,
maybe and is taken to be in

the biplane Z= 0, at A.

10. The only case of two binodes is when each is a B3 . Here the first is as above at

X), its biplanes being X=0, Z=0 ; and the second is as above in the biplane X=0,
at C; the biplanes thereof are then X=0 (which is thus a biplane common to the

two binodes, or say a common biplane), and a remaining biplane which may be and is

taken to be W=0. If there is a third node, this may be either C2 or B3 ,
but it will in

either case lie in the biplane Z= 0 of the first binode, and also in the biplane W=0 of

the second binode, that is, in the line BA ;
and it may be and is taken to be at A ; if a

binode, then its biplanes are of necessity Z=0, W=0 ; and the plane Y=0 will be the

plane through the three binodes D, C, A.

11. If there is a unode, then this may be and is taken to be at D, and its uniplane

may be taken to be X=0 ;
in the surface XII=12—U6 the uniplane is, however,

taken to be X+Y+Z=0. There is never, besides the unode, any other node.

12. The result is that the nodes, in the order of their speciality, are in the equations

taken to be at D, C, A, B respectively ; and that (except in the case 111=12—

B

3)
the

biplanes of the first binode are X=0, Z=0 (for a binode B5 or B6 ,
X=0 being the

ordinary biplane, Z=0 the special biplane), those of the second binode X=0, W=0,

* In the case, however, of a single B
3 ,
111=12—

B

3 ,
the biplanes are taken to he X+Y+Z=0,

2X+mY+nZ=0.
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those of the third binode Z= 0, W=0, and that (except in the case XII=12—U6) the

uniplane is X=0. For example, in the surface XVII=12—2B3—

C

2 ,
as represented

by its equationWXZ+Y2Z+X3=0, we have a B3 at D, the biplanes being X=0, Z=0,
a B3 at C, the biplanes being X=0, W=0 (therefore X=0 the common biplane), and

a C2 at A.

13. It will be convenient (anticipating the results of the investigations contained in

the present Memoir) to give at once the following Table of Singularities ; the several

symbols have of course the significations explained in the former Memoir.

o d* O
cq cf

d*
cq pf o

1

1 1 1 1

cf
1

pf gpf
1 1

pf pf CO ffl pf
1 1

p
1

pf
i

pf
1

p
1

o
rtl pf

1

pf
pf
cq

1

p”

i

p
CO

1 Eoi Cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq cq
§5

"

II II ii ii ii ii ii ii ti ii ii ii 'll' 7i il 'll "ii Tl 1 ll II

i—

i

M
M M M

VIII M w K h > £ X P X 3 & X
M M HH M f> > > M M M M X X X X M X X

n 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
~3

a 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4

8 0 1 0 2 1 3 0 2 4 1 0 0
K 6 6 7 6 7 6 8 7 6 8 9 3

b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

lc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 y 0 0 1

i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
r 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 y
y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C 0 1 0 2 1 3 0 2 4 1 y 0
B 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 3 0

I II in IV v VI VII VIII X XI XII IX XIII XIV XV XVI XVIII XIX xvn xx XXI XX3I XXIII

n' 12 10 9 8 7 6 6 5 4 4 3 3
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8' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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(
f 45 15 6 3 0 1 0 1 0 y 0
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6

'
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y\
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Explanation in regard to the determination of the number of certain singularities.

Article Nos. 14 to 19.

14. In the several cases I to XXI, we have a cubic surface (n= 3), with singular

points C and B but without singular lines. The section by an arbitrary plane is thus

a curve, order n— 3, that is, a cubic curve, without nodes or cusps, and therefore of the

class a!= 6, having &'= 0 double tangents and z'= 9 inflexions. The tangent cone

with an arbitrary point as vertex is a cone of the order a=6, having in the case

1=12, c$=0 nodal lines and z=6 cuspidal lines, but with (in the several other cases) C
nodal lines and B cuspidal lines (or rather singular lines tantamount to C double lines

and B cuspidal lines) : the class of the cone, or order of the reciprocal surface, is thus

w'=6.5-2(0+C)-3(6+B)=12-2B-3C.
15. In the general case 1=12, there are on the cubic surface 27 lines, lying by 3’s in

45 planes; these 27 lines constitute the node-couple curve of the order g'=27, and the

node-couple torse consists of the pencils of planes through these lines respectively, being

thus of the class %'=b'= 27; the 45 planes are triple tangent planes of the node-couple

torse, which has thus t’=45 triple tangent planes. But in the other cases it is only certain

of the 27 lines, say the “facultative lines” (as will be explained), which constitute the

node-couple curve of the order £ : the pencils of planes through these lines constitute the

node-couple torse of the class b'=g'

;

the t' planes, each containing three facultative lines,

are the triple tangent planes of the node-couple torse. Or if (as is somewhat more con-

venient) we refer the numbers b', t
1

to the reciprocal surface, then the lines, reciprocals

of the facultative lines, constitute the nodal curve of the order V

;

and the points t', each

containing three of these lines, are the triple points of the nodal curve. Inasmuch as

the nodal curve consists of right lines, the number k' of its apparent double points

is given by the formula 2Jd=b’2—V— Qt'
; and comparing with the formula

q'=b'2—V— 2k'— 3y'— Qt', we have £'-f-3y'=0, that is, ^'=0
(
g

'

the class of the nodal

curve), and also y'=0.

16. In the general case 1=12, the spinode curve is the complete intersection of the

cubic surface by the Hessian surface of the order 4, and it is thus of the order o’=12;

but in the other cases the complete intersection consists of the spinode curve together

with certain right lines not belonging to the curve, and the spinode curve is of an order

o' less than 12 : this will be further explained, and the reduction accounted for (see

post. Nos. 24 et seg.).

17. Again, in the general case 1=12, each of the 27 lines is a double tangent of the
*

spinode curve, and the tangent planes of the surface at the points of contact are common

tangent planes of the spinode torse and the node-couple torse, stationary planes of the

spinode torse ; or we have j3'=2g>'=54. In the other cases, however, instead of the 27

lines we must take only the facultative lines, each of which is or is not a double or a

single tangent of the spinode curve ; and the tangent planes of the surface at the points

of contact are the common tangent planes as above—that is, the number of contacts

gives j3', not in general=2/.
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18. There are not, except as above, any common tangent planes of the two torses,

that is, not only y'=0 as already mentioned, but also i'—0. I do not at present account

a priori for the values 0'=16, 8, and 16, which present themselves in the Table. The

cubic surface cannot have a plane of conic contact, and we have thus in every case

C'=0; but the value of B' is not in every case =0.

19. In what precedes we see how a discussion of the equation of the cubic surface

should in the several cases respectively lead to the values b if, f j3 yj, B', and

how in the reciprocal surface the nodal curve of the order V is known by means of the

facultative lines of the original cubic surface. The cuspidal curve c' might also be

obtained as the reciprocal of the spinode-torse ; but this would in general be a laborious

process, and it is the less necessary, inasmuch as the equation of the reciprocal surface

is in each case obtained in a form putting in evidence the cuspidal curve.

The Lines and Planes of a Cubic Surface ; Facultative Lines ; Explanation of Diagrams.

Article Nos. 20 to 23.

20. In the general surface 1=12, we have 27 lines and 45 triple-tangent planes, or

say simply, planes: through each line pass 5 planes, in each plane lie 3 lines. For the

surfaces II to XXI (the present considerations do not of course apply to the Scrolls)

several of the lines come to coincide with each other, and several of the planes also

come to coincide with each other ;
but the number of the lines is always reckoned as 27,

and that of the planes as 45. If we attend to the distinct lines and the distinct planes,

each line has a multiplicity, and the sum of these is=27 ; and so each plane has a mul-

tiplicity, and the sum of these is=45. Again, attending to a particular line in a par-

ticular plane, the line has a frequency 1, 2, or 3, that is, it represents 1, 2, or 3 of the 3

lines in the plane (this is in fact the distinction of a scrolar, torsal, or oscular line)
; and

similarly, the plane has a frequency 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, according to the number which it

represents of the 5 planes through the line. It requires only a little consideration to

perceive that the multiplicity of the plane into its frequency in regard to the line is equal

to the multiplicity of the line into its frequency in regard to the plane. Observe, further,

that if M be the multiplicity of the plane, then, considering it in regard to the lines con-

tained therein, we get the products (M, M, M), (2M, M), or 3M, according as the three

lines are or are not distinct, but that the sum of the products is always=3M, and that in

regard to all the planes the total sum is 3x 45, =135. And so if M' be the multipli-

city of the line, then, considering it in regard to the planes which pass through it, we. get

the products (M', M', M', M7
,
M'), (2M7

,
M', M', M') . . .

(5M7), as the case may be, but

that the sum of the products is =5M', and that in regard to all the lines the sum is

5x27, =135, as before.

21. The mode of coincidence of the lines and planes, and the several distinct lines and

planes which are situate in or pass through the several distinct planes and lines respec-

tively, are shown in the annexed diagrams I to XXI *
: the multiplicity of each line

* See the commencements of the several sections.
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appears by the upper marginal line, and that of each plane by the left-hand marginal

column (thus in diagram I, 27 X 1=27 and 45 X 1=45, 1 is the multiplicity of each line,

and it is also the multiplicity of each plane); the frequencies of a line and plane in regard

to each other appear by the dots in the square opposite to the line and plane in question,

these being read, for the frequency of the line vertically, and for the frequency of the

plane horizontally ;
thus • indicates that the frequency of the line is = 3, and the

frequency of the plane is =2. There should be and are in every line of the diagram

3 dots, and in every column of the diagram 5 dots (a symbol • being read as just

explained, 2 dots in the line, 3 dots in the column).

22. For the surface 1=12, there is of course no distinction between the lines,

but these form only a single class, and the like for the planes ; but for the other sur-

faces the lines and planes form separate classes, as shown in the diagrams by the lower

marginal explanation of the lines, and the right-hand marginal explanation of the

planes. I use here and elsewhere “ ray” to denote a line passing through a single node

;

“ axis” to denote a line joining two nodes; “ edge” (as above) to denote the edge of a

binode ; any other line is a “ mere line.” An axis is always torsal or oscular
; when it

is torsal, the plane touching along the axis contains a third line which is the “ trans-

versal” of such axis ; but a transversal may be a mere line, a ray, or an axis ; in the case

XVI=12— 4C2 ,
each transversal is a transversal in regard to two axes.

23. In the general case 1=12, each of the 27 lines is, as already mentioned, part of

the node-couple curve ; and the node-couple curve is made up of the 27 lines, and is

thus a curve of the order 27. In fact each plane through a line meets the cubic surface

in this line, and in a conic ; the line and conic meet in two points, and the plane (that

is in any plane) through the line is thus a double tangent plane touching the surface at

the two points in question
; the locus of the points of contact, that is the line itself, is

thus part of the node-couple curve. But in the other cases, II to XXI, certain of the

lines do not belong to the node-couple curve (this will be examined in detail in the

several cases respectively) ; but I wish to show here how in a general way a line passing

through a node, say a nodal ray, is not part of the node-couple curve. To fix the ideas,

consider the surface 11=12—

C

2 ; there are here through C2 six lines, or say rays;

attending to any one of these, a plane through the ray meets the surface in the ray itself

and in a conic ; the ray and the conic meet as before in two points, one of them being

the point C2 : the plane touches the surface at the other point, but it does not touch the

surface at C2 .
(I am not sure, and I leave it an open question, whether we ought to say

that at a node C2 there is no tangent plane, or to say that only the tangent planes of the

nodal cone are tangent planes of the surface
;
but, at any rate, an arbitrary plane through

C2 is not a tangent plane.) The plane through the ray is only a single tangent plane,

not a double tangent plane ; and the ray is not part of the node-couple curve. We say

that a line of the surface is or is not “facultative” according as it does or does not

form part of the node-couple curve.
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Axis; the different kinds thereof. Article Nos. 24 to 26.

24. A line joining two nodes is an axis ; such a line is always a line, and it is a torsal

or oscular line, of the surface. But some further distinctions are requisite ; using the

expressions in their strict sense, cnicnode =C, binode =B, an axis is a CC-axis joining

two cnicnodes, or it is a CB-axis joining a cnicnode and a binode, or it is a BB-axis

joining two binodes. A CC-axis is torsal, the transversal being a mere line, not a ray

through either of the cnicnodes ; a CB-axis is torsal, the transversal being a ray of the

binode; a BB-axis is oscular. The distinction is of course carried through as regards

the higher biplanar nodes B4 ,
B5 ,

B6 ,
and the uniplanar nodes Ue,

U
7 ,
U8 : thus (B3

=B)
the edge of a binode B3 is not an axis at all, but (B4=2C) the edge of a binode B4 is a

CC-axis; (B5=B+ C) the edge of a binode B5 is a CB-axis; (B6=3C) the edge of a

binode B6 is a thrice-taken CC-axis
;
(U6= 3C) each of the rays is regarded as a CC-axis

;

(U
7
=B+ 2C) the double ray is regarded as a twice-taken CB-axis, and the single ray as

a CC-axis; (U8=2B-j-C) the ray is regarded as a BB-axis -j- a twice-taken CB-axis.

25. It has been mentioned that the intersection of the surface with the Hessian con-

sists of the spinode curve, together with certain right lines ; these lines are in fact the

axes—viz. the examination of the several cases shows that in the complete intersection

each CC-axis presents itself twice, each CB-axis 3 times, and each BB-axis 4 times. We
thus see that a CC-axis, or rather the torsal plane along such axis, is the pinch-plane or

singularity j'—l ; the CB-axis, or rather the torsal plane along such axis, the close-

plane or singularity %'=1
; and the BB-axis, or oscular plane along such axis, the bitrope

or singularity B'=l ; for a cubic surface with singular lines the expression of a' being

in fact ff
r=12—2/— -4B'. There are, however, some cases requiring explanation;

thus for the case VIII=12—B„ where the edge is by what precedes a CB-axis, the

complete intersection is made up of the edge 4 times and of an octic curve ; the con-

sideration of the reciprocal surface shows, however, that the edge taken once is really part

of the spinode curve (viz. that this curve is made up of the edge taken once and of the

octic curve, its order being thus <r
,=9) ; and the interpretation then of course is that the

intersection is made up of the edge taken 3 times (as for a CB-axis it should be) and of

the spinode curve.

26. I remark in further explanation, that in the several sections, in showing how the

complete intersection of the cubic surface with the Hessian is made up, I have not

referred to the axes in the above precise significations; thus XIV=12—

B

s—

C

2 ,
the

binode Bs is C+ B, and the edge is thus a CB-axis, while the axis B
5C2 is a CB-axis

+ a CC-axis (%f=l+l, =2, j'=1). The complete intersection should therefore con-

sist of the spinode curve, + edge (as a CB-axis) 3 times -{- axis (as a CB-axis + a

CC-axis) 2-J-3, =5 times: it is in the section stated (in perfect consistency herewith,

but without the full explanation) that the intersection is made up of the axis 5 times,

the edge 4 times, and a cubic curve—which cubic curve together with the edge once

constitutes the spinode curve
; and so in other cases : this explanation will, I think,

remove all difficulty.
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On the Determination of the Reciprocal Equation. Article Nos. 27 to 32.

27. Consider in general the cubic surface (*^X, Y, Z, W)3=0, and in connexion

therewith the equation Xx-\-Yy-\-Zz-\-Yifw=^, which regarding therein X, Y, Z, W as

current coordinates, and x, y, z
,
w as constants, is the equation of a plane. If from the

two equations we eliminate one of the coordinates, for instance W, we obtain

(*£Xw, Yw, Zw, -(Xx+Yy+Zz)) 3=0,

which, (X, Y, Z) being current coordinates, fis obviously the equation of the cone, vertex

(X=:0, Y=0, Z=0), which stands on the section of the cubic surface by the plane.

Equating to zero the discriminant of this function in regard to (X, Y, Z), we express

that the cone has a nodal line ; that is, that the section has a node, or, what is the same

thing, that the plane ^X-f^Y-(-zZ-fwW=0 is a tangent plane of the cubic surface;

and we thus by the process in fact obtain the equation of the cubic surface in the reci-

procal or plane coordinates (x, y, z
,
w). Consider in the same equation x, y, z, w as

current coordinates, (X, Y, Z) as given parameters, the equation represents a system of

three planes, viz. these are the planes xX-\-yY -\-zZ-\-wW'=0 ,
where W' has the three

values given by the equation (#)£X, Y, Z, W') 3= 0, or, what is the same thing, X, Y, Z, W'
are the coordinates of any one of the three points of intersection of the cubic surface

by the line ^=y=^; (X, Y, Z, W') belongs to a point on the surface, and

xX+yY+zZ+wW=0
is the polar plane of this point in regard to a quadric surface X2-{-Y2+Z2-J-W2=0
the equation

(*fXw, Yw, Zw, -(Xx+Yy+ Zz)f=0
is thus the equation of a system of 3 planes, the polar planes of three points of the cubic

surface (which three points lie on an arbitrary line through the point x=0, y=0, z= 0).

In equating to zero the discriminant in regard to (X, Y, Z), we find the envelope of the

system of three planes, or say of a plane, the polar plane of an arbitrary point on the

cubic surface,—or we have the equation of the reciprocal surface, being, as is known, the

same thing as the equation of the cubic surface in the reciprocal or plane coordinates

(
x

, y, z, tv). In what precedes we have the explanation of an ordinary process of finding

the equation of the reciprocal surface, this equation being thereby given by equating to

zero the discriminant of a function (ffX, Y, Z)3

,
that is, of a ternary cubic function.

28. The process, as last explained, is a special one, viz. the position of a point on the

surface is determined by means of certain two parameters, the ratios X : Y : Z which fix

the position of the line joining this point with the point (^=0, y= 0, z— 0). More

generally we may consider the position of the point as determined by means of any two

parameters
; the equation of the polar plane then contams the two parameters, and by

taking the envelope in regard to the two parameters considered as variable, we have the

equation of the reciprocal surface.

29. But let the parameters, say 6, <p, be regarded as varying successively; if <p alone
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vary, we have on the surface a curve 0, the equation whereof contains the parameter 0,

and when Q varies this curve sweeps over the surface. The envelope in regard to p of

the polar plane of a point of the surface is a torse, the reciprocal of the curve 0, and the

envelope of the torse is the reciprocal surface. In particular the curve 0 may be the

plane section by any plane through a fixed line, say, by the plane P— 6 Q=0 ; the section

is a cubic curve, the reciprocal is a sextic cone having its vertex in a fixed line (the reci-

procal of the line P= 0, Q=0), and the reciprocal surface is thus obtained as the enve-

lope of this cone
;
assuming that the equation of the sextic cone has been obtained, this

is an equation of a certain order in the parameter 0; or writing 0=P : Q, we obtain the

equation of the reciprocal surface by equating to zero the discriminant of a Unary

function of (P, Q).

30. With a variation, this process is a convenient one for obtaining the reciprocal of a

cubic surface : we take the fixed line to be one of the lines on the cubic surface ; the

curve 0 is then a conic, its reciprocal is a quadricone, and the envelope of this quadri-

cone is the required reciprocal surface. This is really what Schlafli does (but the

process is not explained) in the several instances in which he obtains the equation of

the reciprocal surface by means of a binary function. I remark that it would be very

instructive, for each case of surface, to take the variable plane successively through the

several kinds of lines on the particular surface ; the equation of the reciprocal surface

would thus be obtained under different forms, putting in evidence the relation to the

reciprocal surface of the fixed line made use of. But this is an investigation which I do

not enter upon : I adopt in each case Schlafli’s process, without explanation, and merely

write down the ternary or (as the case may be) binary function by means of which the

equation of the reciprocal surface is obtained.

31. It is to be mentioned that there is a reciprocal process of obtaining the equation

of the reciprocal surface
; we may imagine, touching the cubic surface along any curve, a

series ofplanes ; that is, a torse circumscribed about the surface, and the equation whereof

contains a variable parameter 6

;

the reciprocal figure is a curve, the equations whereof

contain the parameter 0 ; the locus of this curve is the reciprocal surface ; that is, the

equation of the reciprocal surface is obtained by eliminating 6 from the equations of the

curve. In particular let the torse be the circumscribed cone having its vertex at any

point of a fixed line ; the reciprocal figure is then a plane curve, the plane of which

passes through the line which is the reciprocal of the fixed line
;

it is moreover clear

that if the position of the vertex on the fixed line be determined by the parameter 6

linearly (for instance if the vertex be given as the intersection of the fixed line by a

plane P— 0Q=O), then the equation of the plane of the curve will be of the form

P'=$Q', containing the parameter 6 linearly ; the other equation of the plane curve will

contain Q rationally, and the elimination will be at once effected by substituting in this

other equation for 6 its value, =P'-t-Q\ And observe moreover that if the fixed line

be a line on the cubic surface, then the cone is a quadricone having for its reciprocal a

conic
; the reciprocal surface is thus given as the locus of a variable conic, the plane of

mdccclxix. 2 L
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which always passes through a fixed line ; there are thus on the reciprocal surface series

of such conics. It would be very instructive and interesting to carry out the investigation

in detail.

32. The equation of the reciprocal surface is found by equating to zero the discrimi-

nant of a ternary or a binary function*, viz. this is a ternary cubic, or a binary quartic,

cubic, or quadric. The equation as given in the form disct. =0, contains a factor

which for the adopted forms of equations is always a power or product of powers of

w, z, xf known apriori, and which is thrown out without difficulty, the equation being

thereby reduced to the proper order. There is the singular advantage that the process

puts in evidence the cuspidal curve of the resulting reciprocal surface, viz. for a ternary

cubic, the form obtained is S3—

T

2=0, and for a binary quartic it is the equivalent form

Is— 27J2=0; but for the factor thrown out as just mentioned, we should have simply

(S= 0, T=0), or, as the case may be, (1=0, J= 0) for equations of the cuspidal curve;

the existence of the factor occasions however a modification, viz. the intersection of the

two surfaces is not an indecomposable curve, and the cuspidal curve is in most cases, not

the complete intersection, but a partial intersection of the two surfaces. In several cases

it thus happens that the cuspidal curve is obtained as a curve =0, without

or with further speciality. Similarly when the equation of the reciprocal surface is

obtained by means of a binary cubic ; if the coefficients hereof (functions of course of

the coordinates x, y ,
z, w) be A, B, C, D, then the surface is

(AD-BC)2— 4(AC- B2)(BD-C2

)
= 0,

having the cuspidal curve

of a thrown out factor.

A, B, C
B, C, D

= 0, subject however to modification in the case

Explanation as to the Sections of the Memoir . .
Article Nos. 33 & 34.

33. As regards the following Sections I to XXIII, it is to be observed that for the

general surface 1=12, I do not attempt to form the equation of the reciprocal surface,

and in some of the other cases, 11=12—C2 &c., the equation of the reciprocal surface is

either not obtained in a completely developed form, or it is too complicated to allow of its

being dealt with, for instance so as to put in evidence the nodal curve of the surface.

Portions of the theory given in the latter sections are consequently omitted in the earlier

ones, and in particular in the Section I there is given only the diagram of the 27 lines and

the 45 planes (with however developments as to notation and otherwise which have no

place in the subsequent sections), and with the analytical expressions for the several lines

* In some easy cases, for instance XYI=12—4C
2,

tlie equation of the reciprocal surface is obtained other-

wise by a direct elimination.

t The factor is in general a power or product of powers of the linear functions which, equated to zero, give

the equations of the planes reciprocal to the several nodes of the surface.
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and planes, although from the want of the equation of the reciprocal surface these ana-

lytical expressions have no present application. And so in some of the next following

sections, no application is made of the analytical expressions of the lines and planes.

34. I call to mind that if a line be given as the intersection of the two planes

AX+BY+CZ+DW=0, A'X+B'Y+C'Z+D'W=0,

then the six coordinates of the line are

a, b, c
, /, g, h

=AD'-A'D, BD'-B'D, CD'-C'D, BC-B'C, CA'-C'A, AB'-A'B,

and that in terms of its six coordinates the line is given as the common intersection of

the four planes

(
. h, -g, a JX, Y,Z, W)= 0,

—h,
. /, b

9> -/> • p
—

<

2
,
— b, —c,

and that (reciprocating as usual, in regard to X2
-j-Y2+

Z

2
-f-

W

2= 0) the coordinates .of

the reciprocal line are (f, g, h
,
a, b

,
c)

;

that is, this is the common intersection of the

four planes

(
• c, -b, /

— c a, 9

b, —a
->

h

-9> -h,

w)=0.

It is in some cases more convenient to consider a line as determined as the intersection

of two planes rather than by means of its six coordinates ; thus, for instance, to speak of

the line X=0, Y=0 rather than of the line (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) ; and in some of the sec-

tions I have preferred not to give the expressions of the six coordinates of the several

lines.

§ 1=12, Equation (X, Y, Z, W)3=0. Article Nos. 35 to 46.

35. There is in the system of the 27 lines and the 45 planes a complicated and many-

sided symmetry which precludes the existence of any unique notation : the notation can

only be obtained by starting from some arrangement which is not unique, but one of a

system of several like arrangements. The notation employed in my original paper

“ On the Simple Tangent Planes of Surfaces of the Third Order,” Camb. and Dub. Math.

Journ. vol. iv. 1849, pp. 118-132, and which is shown in the right hand and lower margins

of the diagram, starts from such an arrangement
; but it is so complicated that it can

hardly be considered as at all putting in evidence the relations of the lines and planes

;

that of Dr. Hart (Salmon “ On the Triple Tangent Planes ofa Surface of the Third Order,”

same volume, pp. 252-260), depending on an arrangement of the 27 lines according to

a cube of 3 each way, is a singularly elegant one, and will be presently reproduced.
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36. But the most convenient one is Schlafli’s, starting from a double-sixer; viz. we

can (and that in 36 different ways) select out of the 27 lines two systems each of six lines,

such that no two lines of the same system intersect, but that each line of the one system

intersects all but the corresponding line of the other system ; or, say, if the lines are

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

r, 2', 3', 4', 5', 6',

then these have the thirty intersections

1', 2', 3', 4', 5', 6'

1 r~: : r~7

2 . ....
3 . ...

4
5
6

Any two lines such as 1, 2' lie in a plane which may be called 12'
; similarly the lines

1', 2 lie in a plane which may be called 1'2
; these two planes meet in a line 12 ;

and

any three lines such as 12, 34, 56 meet in pairs, lying in a plane 12.34. 56. We have

thus the entire system of the 27 lines and 45 planes, as in effect completely explained

by what has been stated, but which is exhibited in full in the diagram.

37. The diagram of the lines and planes is
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64'

65'

12.34.56

12.35. 46

12.36.45

13.24.56

13 . 25 . 46

13.26.45

14.23.56

14.25.36

14.26.35

15 . 23 . 46

15 . 24 . 36

15 . 26 . 34

16.23.45

16.24.35

16.25.34

45x1=45

S a fe S S ^

Lines.

Cn ^ CO tS - O tl CJ N) M

i$i

iSI

iS

X

if
U>

. . •

• •

• •

•

• •

• •

•

• •

• •

• •

•

. • •

• •

• •

• •

•

. , ,

• •

• •

• •

•

. , ,

• •

• •

•

•
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38. It has been mentioned that the number of double-sixers was =36, these are as

follows :

—

1, 2" ,
3

, 4, 5, 6 Assumed primitive . 1

r, 2', S', 4', 5', 6'

i, 1', 23, 24, 25, 26 Like arrangements . 15

2, 2', 13, 14, 15, 16

i, 9U
5 3, 56, 46, 45 Like arrangements . 20

23, 13, 12, 4, 5, 6 36

where, if we take any column of two lines, we have the complete number 216 of pairs

of non-intersecting lines (each line meets 10 lines, there are therefore 27— 1— 10, =16,

which it does not meet, and the number of non-intersecting pairs is thus -^27 . 16=216).

39. We can out of the 45 planes select, and that in 120 ways, a trihedral-pair, that

is, two triads of planes, such that the planes of the one triad, intersecting those of the

other triad, give 9 of the 27 lines. Analytically if X=0, Y=0, Z=0 and U=0, V=0,
W=0 are the equations of the six planes, then the equation of the cubic surface is

XYZ +MJVW=0. See as to this post, No. 44.

The trihedral plane pairs are

—

12', 23', 31'

1'2, 2'3, 3'1 No. is =20

12', 34', 14.23.56

2'3, 4'1, 12.34.56 = 90

14.25.36, 35,16.24, 26.34.15

14.35.26, 25.16.34, 36.24.15 =10

120

The construction of the last set is most easily effected by the diagram

1 2 3 x 4 5 6

3 1 2 5 6 4

2 3 1 6 4 5

v
'

II

14 25 36

35 16 24

26 34 15

It is immaterial how the two component triads 123 and 456 are arranged, we obtain

always the same trihedral pair.
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40.

Dr. Hart arranges the 27 lines, cubically, thus

:

Aj Bj C,

A2 B2 C2

a3 b3 c3

dx
b

x
Cj

^2 ^2 ^2

«3 ^3 <?3

«1 Pi Yl

a2 P2 Y2

KZ P3 Yz

where letters of the same alphabet denote lines in the same plane, if only the letters are

the same or the suffixes the same ; thus A 15 A2 ,
A3 lie in a plane AjAgAg

;
An B 1; C,

lie in a plane AiB^. Letters of different alphabets denote lines which meet accord-

ing to the Table

a
x
b2 c3 b

x
c2 a3 Gy a2 b3

A, By Cy

K
1 P2 Y3 Pi Y2 «3 Yl a2 Pz

c2 a3 b
x

a2 b3 Gy b2 C3 dy

a2 b2 C2

Pz Yl «2 Yz «1 P2 «3 Pi Ya

63 Cy a2 C3 dy b2 a3 by c2

a3 b3 C3

Y2 a
3 Pi «2 Pz Yl P2 y3 ccy

where the letter in the centre of the square denotes a line lying in the same plane with

the lb .as denoted by the letters of each vertical pair in the same square. Thus Aj lies

in the planes A A,§2/32 ,
A3c3y3 (and in the before-mentioned 'two planes A,A2A3 ,

AjBjCj).

41.

I find that one way in which this may be identified with the double-sixer nota-

tion is to represent the above arrangement by

1
,

2', 12

14, 25, 36

4', 5, 45

3', 4, 34

2, 6', 26

23, 46, 15

13, 24, 56

1', 16, 6

3 , 35, 5'

and then the identification may apparently be effected in (720x36= )
25920 ways, viz,

we may first in any way permute the {,, §,, £,, f ,, by this means not altering the

double-sixer \, |, 5
and then upon the arrangements so obtained make any of the

substitutions which permute inter se the 36 double-sixers.

42.

The equations of the 45 planes are obtained in my paper last referred to, viz.

taking the equation of the surface to be

W(l, 1, 1, 1, mn+~< nl+r, lm+1-, l+), »+L rc+^X, Y, Z, W)’+*XZY=0,
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where

#= P
,
az=lmn+^-, (3=to— —

,

—
2{p— «)’ /wm’ r «n»

then the equations of the planes are :

—

w=o, [12'=w]

ZX+mY+MZ+w[l+i(j-4) (m-h) (-!)]=», [23'=4]

t+I+!+w [
1-Kz_

^) (
w_«)

x=o,

Y= 0,

Z = 0,

;)]-»• [3V=fl

[12 . 34 . 56=#]

[42' =y]

[14' = 2]

X+i(»-s)(-5)W=°* [2i'=g

y+IH)H)w=0 ’

[32'=*,]

z+i(z-i)(m-i)w=o, [13'=?]

®+I+!+w=o, [41'=f]

7+*»Y+§+W=0, [34'=g]

f+^+z+w=o. [13 . 24 . 56=h]

y-H^Y-fnZ-fW=0,
[24'=f]

ZX+I+mZ+W=0, [14.25.36=g]

K+mY+;+W=0, [43'=h]

x+ l{p~

PTr
nW=°’ [12. 35. 46 =x]

Y+^^W=0, [52'=y]

r,
,

»(?-«) + 2?n*W_
f)Z + ^ W U

’

[15'=z]

1 2
~j(p— a) H

x+' "”w=o,
P + l

3

[12.36. 45=x]

1 2
— (p— «) 3—

i

Y+“ „
W-0,

P + P

[62'=y]
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-(p-«)+^
n

\V— 0,
P + /3

[16'=z]

- t^-tX+-Y -J-?iZ -j-W= 0,m(p—u.) 1 m '

[56'—
1]

!

®-
(
;i a)

Y+>z+w_°, [45'=m]

7
X+“Y-^Z+W= 0

’
[64'=n]

^.jX+wY+jZ+W-O, [15 . 26 . 34=1]

7X-^Y +11Z+W=0, [16.24.35=m]

ZX-f-
1Y— ,

2Z
>Z+W=0,

1 m myp— a.
j

[14.25. 36=n]

x+-+wZ+W=0,
2m ' TO 1 1

[65'=lj]

'(C“’y+-z+w
2?z 1 n 1 3 [46'=mj]

yX+rnY-

'

Z+W=0, [54
,=n 1]

m(
Y“) X+mY+' Z+W=0, [16.25.34=1,]

* X __
n (p-«) Y+,zZ+W=0, [15.24. 36=m,]

ZX+
1 Y- Z(^“ a)

z+ W=0,1 m 2m 1 ’ [14.26.35=1^]

oY W
+^Y+mZ -f (mw( ])

— a )
— 2 Z( 1— to

2—n2

) )
= 0

,

[51'=p]

oY W
«X-^+7Z+M7>-a)-2m(l-»=-7’))^=0, [35'=q]

mX+ IY—~ra+(lm(p—a)-2n(l—F-m
1
)) ^rjg= 0, [13. 25.46=r]

[26'=P]

S
x+pr;+7 z+(s(2,~“)_s(1_?_?))^=0 ’ [16.23.45=5]

ix+iY--^+ (4(7,- K)-
2fl-i-4))^1=0,m / p— a J n\ i m~J )p—p

’
[36'=r]

MDCCCLX1X. 2 M
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(1(1-^-^-*)-^ -^=0, [25'=p,]

[15.23.46= qi]

1+7-*? z-*"“(;(1 -i-s>)(J’-“J-a),wi= 0
*

[53'=rj]

—

'

^-^X+wY+mZ—j;bWl—m2— *)— 2j»«)”p=0, [61'=pj]

«x-£T!Y+®-A.(ffl(l-»>-P)(^-K)-2«0^?=0. [36'=q,]

[13.26.45=5]

43. The coordinates of the 27 lines are then found to be as follows :

—

1

(a) m (c)

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

i-B(-=>K)
-uH)H) -JH)H

-u
1

'

J-7)("-=)

1-il
V

JV \ ”7 -s*(m-s)(n-s)

-bR)H
-bH)K) -i(Z-7) (

m-s)

l 0 0

0 1 0

0
1

0 i
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if) iff)
(h)

0 0 0 (12 =*0
0 0 0 .( 2'=5j)

0 0 0 ( l=o»)

1

0 —

n

m (
2=«2)

n 0 -l (23 =»0

—m l 0
( 3'=cs)

0
l

n

l

m ( l'= «s)

l

n
0

1

~l (
3=5

3 )

i

m
1

l
0 (13 ==f3 )

0 _i
n

m (34 =«4)

n 0
1

(24 =5 4 )

l

m l 0 (14 =c4
)

|

2 m 2
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(a) W W

2 1+
^(P-

1

7 / \ / l ,
277777

2
(
1+m^))

»(*-;

2
(
1+^))

-»(i»-«)(i+i(^)

,, . /„ 277777

-^-«)(l+/(^
T)

21 m-

1 +
2/m

n{p— ct)

1 +

2 1+ -77
\

1 ml v— ci

p-c

l[p

1+lm(p—oi)

p_-
l ~^~mn(p—

-2(l+ *

2 1
21

mn(p—ci)

p-c
1+nl{p-a)

lm(p • mV n)

p— ct(~ 2m
m ym y 'nl(p-u)

. 9 / 1 + 2ra -
' lm{p—u

(^"^"mTZ^— «)y

+-i)
7i y mJ

/1+ *!_
lm\p— 7

21^(1+-^-
L y

1 mn{p—

2
(
1+^)

?H)
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(/) (h)

0 —n
1

m (56 =0
1

n
0

-l (
4=&

5 )

—m l

l 0 ( *=*.)
|

0 |(>+/3)
2(^ + /3)

Ap-«)
(35 =«6)

2(/> + |8)

m(p— «)
0 -0+ /3) (25 =56 )

-0+/3
)

2(i?+ /3)

»(j>— “)
0 (15 =*)

0
2(jo+ /3)

*(*>-*) P-1-/3 (46 =«7)

.0
2(p+ /3)

m(p-*) (
5=5

7 )

N̂i
+

a

[to

i?+/3 0 (
5'= .;)

0 _2 /8)

p— a.
-0-/3) (36 =Os)

-O-P) 0
2m(p-p)

p— a (26 =58)

2'n.(p—0)

p— a -0-0) 0 (16 =*)

0 2j-(3
2l(p-)/3

p-cc (45 =a9)

2m{p-(3
)

p—

a

0 JP-/3 (
6 =5

9)

J>-0
2n(p-fi)

P- «
0

( 6'=cb)
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44.

We have X=0, Y=0, Z=0, W=0 for the equations of the planes

(12.34.56=®); (42'=?/), (14'=z), (12'=w);

ancl representing by f=£X+^Y+^Z-j-W=0 the equation of any other plane (41'=f),

the equation of* the cubic surface may be presented in the several forms

:

0=U=Wff +k£YZ

=Wgg -fksjZX

=Whh +1<XY

=WM +k|?j^

=WlT
1

+kyzx

=Wmm, -j-kzxy

=Wmq +kxyz

=WlJ +kyzx

=Wm,m +kzxy

=Wn,n +kxyz

=WPP i
+k|yz

=wqqi -j-k^zx

=Wir
1

+k^xy

=Wpp"j +kfyz

II
1
tP| -j-k;?zx

=Wrr
x

+k&y,

which are the 16 forms containing W, out of the complete system of 120 trihedral-pair

forms.

45. The 27 lines are each of them facultative ; we have therefore V—^=27 ;
£'=45

;

moreover each of the lines is a double tangent of the spinode curve, and therefore

0'(=2?
')=54.

46. The equation of the reciprocal surface is not here investigated; its form is

S3—

T

2=0,

where S=(#]£r, y ,
z, w)4

,
T =(#]£#, y,

z, w)6
; wherefore n'= 12.

The nodal curve is composed of the lines which are the reciprocals of the original 27

lines (b
1=27, £'=45 ut supra). It may be remarked that the reciprocal of a double-

sixer is a double-sixer. Hence the 27 lines of the reciprocal surface may be (and that

in 36 different ways) represented by
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1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

1', 2', 3', 4', 5', 6'

12, 13, .... 56,

where 12 is now the line joining the points 12' and 1'2
; and so for. the other lines.

The lines 12, 34, 56 meet in a point 12.34.56; the 30 points 12', 1'2. . . 56', 5'6, and

the fifteen points 12.34.56 make up the 45 points t'

.

The above equation, S3—

T

2=0, shows that the cuspidal curve is a complete intersec-

tion 6x4; c'=24.

Section 11=12-C2 .

Equation W(«, b
,

c, f, g, 7i]£X, Y, Z)3 -j-2/cXYZ=Q. Article Nos. 47 to 59.

47. It may be remarked that the system of lines and planes is at once deduced from

that belonging to 1=12, by supposing that in the double-sixer the corresponding lines

1 and 1', &c. severally coincide ; the line 12, instead of being given as the intersection

of the planes 12', 1'2, is given as the third line in the plane 12, which in fact represents

the coincident planes 12' and 1'2.
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48. The diagram is

Lines.

oacnacw^QOii^watoiucaia cj ^ w u» h
11= 12—

C

2 bOI cl

X

i
^1 C7«

OJ

X

1^

12
* • •

•

s . .

•

14
• •

15
* •

ie
• •

23
#

• •

24
* •

. . Biradial planes, through
• each pair of rays.

§ 26
15x2=30 * •

Pi
*

34
* • •

•

• •

•

36
* •

*

45
* • •

46
• •

*

56
* • •

12.34.56 . 1

)

12.35. 46 •

12.36.45 . .

13.24.56 .

13.25.46 .

13.26.45 .

14.23.56
15x1= 15

.
Planes each containing

14.25.36 o three mere lines.

14.26.35 .

15.23.46 •

15.24.36 .

15.26.34 . .

16.23.45 . .

16.24.35 •

16.25.34 30 45 .

g i

g
«'2 p g 43

^ o>
®

§ ° t?

ggrS

Bi °
® p OQ

O o' ^p* £

49. Putting the equation of the surface in the form

W(l, 1, 1, l+], m+-, n+±JX, Y, Y)2

-f^XYZ=0,
y L 17Z Tfl

J)
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where for shortness

a— mn—l,

j3= nl—m
,

y= lin—n,

't—lmn— 1,

then taking X=0 as the equation of the plane [12], Y— 0 as that of the plane [34],

:0 as that of the plane [56], tlfe equations of the 30 distinct planes are found to be

X=0, [12]

Y=0, [34]

z=o, [56]

m X+Z Y+Z=0, [23]

m-'X+l Y+Z=0, [24]

m X+Z-T+Z=0, [13]

m- 1X+Z- 1Y+Z=0, [14]

X+w Y+m Z=0, [45]

X+n- lY+m Z=0, [46]

X-fw Y+m-1Z=0, [35]

o'IIS3T++ [36]

n X+Y+1 Z=0, [16]

ra^X+Y+Z Z=0, [15]

w X+Y+Z-‘Z=0, [26]

w_IX+Y+Z_1Z=0, [25]

w=o, [12 . 34 . 56]

X+/3yW=0, [12.36.45]

X-«SW=0, [12 . 35 . 46]

Y -f-ayW= 0, [16 . 25 . 34]

©IICQ.1 [15 . 26 . 34]

Z+«/3AV=0, [14.23.56]

S3 1 *§, II o [13.24.56]

WWiX -J“ wZY -j- Zi?2-Z -J- ctj3y()W— 0, [16 . 23 . 45]

jpX+ raY+ mZ+ )3yW= 0, [13.26.45]

wX+ jpY+ ZZ-f- yc/jfW

—

0, [16.24.35]

mX+ £Y+ pZ+ ufSfiW=0, [15 . 2 3 .'46]

X+ lmY+ InZ— /3ydW=0, [15.24.36]

ZmX+ Y+mwZ— ya£W=0, [13.25.46]

w/X -j
- WjTiY. -|- Z— e&^3cf\Y=0, [14.26.35]

ZX+ ??iY+ wZ— a/3yW= 0, [14.25.36]

2 NMDCCCLXIX.
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50. And the coordinates of the 21 distinct lines are

0) m (/) is) (70 whence equations may be taken to be

l 0 0 0 -1 1 (1) X=0, Y+ 7Z==0

0 m 0 1 0 -1 (3) Y= 0, Z +mX=0
0 0 n -1 1 0 (5) Z =0, X+ nY=0

i-
1 0 0 0 -1 1 (2) X=0, Y+ l-

]z= 0

0 0 1 0 -1 (4) Y= 0, Z+m“ 1X=0
0 0 n~ l -1 1 0 (6) Z=0, X+ n~ lY=0

1 n m 0
m
Py

n

Py
(45) X+ wY+»nZ=0, X+j3yW=0

n 1 l
l

ytx
0

n

ya (16) Y+ lZ+nK=0, Y+y«W=0

m l 1
i

•*

m
~^P

0 (23) Z +mX+ ZY=0, Z -(- a|3W=

0

1
l

n m 0
m
aS

1

no.8
(46) X+ w" 1Y+mZ=0, X-«W=0

n 1
i

l

1

p 0
n

(26) Y+ 7- IZ+wX=0, Y— /3£W=

0

l

m l 1
l

y8

1

my8
0 (24) Z +m- 1X+ IY=0, Z -y&W=0

1 n
l

m 0
1

mo. 8

n

a8
(35) X+wY+m- IZ=0, X-«W=0

1

n
1 l

l

/38
0

1

n \38
(15) Y+ZZ+r‘X=0, Y—(3^W=0

m l

l
1

1

Zy8

m
y8

0 (13) Z A-mX+7- 1 Y= 0, Z -y&W=0

1
l

n

1

m 0
1

m/3<y

1

nPy
(36) X+ w-'Y+m-'Z =0, X+/3yW=0

1

n 1
1

l

1

Zya
0

1

ny'A
(25) Y+ 7- 1Z + w- 1X=0, Y -f-yaW= 0

1

m
1

l
1

1

Za/3

1

mycn
0 (14) Z+m- !X+ 7

_1Y =0, Z+«j3W=0

1 0 0 0 0 0 (12) 0II£o'IIX
0 1 0 0 0 0 (34) Y= 0, W=0
0 0 1 0 0 0 (56) Z =0, W=0
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51. The six nodal rays are not, the fifteen mere lines are facultative. Hence

b'=tf= 15; £'=15.

52. Resuming the equation W(a, b
, c,f g, Aj^X, Y, Z)24-2EXYZ=0, the equation

of the Hessian surface is found to be

KW2
0, b, c,f, g, hJX, Y, Z)2

+27cW{(a, b
, c,f, g, hJX, Y, Z)2(FX+GY+HZ)-3KXYZ}

~/F{«2X 4+

&

2Y4+

c

2Z 4- 2hcY2Z2- 2caZ2X2- 2«5X2Y2

-4XYZ[(^+?4)X+.(5?.+A/)T+(«&+/y)Z] }
= 0,

where

(A, B, C, F, G, H)= (fo-/2
,
m-#2

, gh-af hf-bg , fg-ch),

K=abc-af2—bg2—ch2
-\- 2fgh.

The Hessian and the cubic intersect in an indecomposable curve, which is the spinode

curve; that is, spinode curve is a complete intersection 3x1; <f=12.

The equations of the spinode curve may be written in the simplified form

W(a, b, c,f; g, hJX, Y, Z)2+2/rXYZ=0,

-8KXYZW

+SJcXYZ(afX+bgY+ chZ)

—
~k

2
{ a

2X4+ Z»
2Y4+

c

2Z4— 25cY2Z2— 2mZ2X2— 2«5X2Y2
}= 0

;

and it appears hereby that the node C2 is a sixfold point on the curve, the tangents of

the curve in fact coinciding with the six rays.

Each of the 15 lines touches the spinode curve twice ; in fact, for the line 12 we

have X=0, W=0; and substituting in the equations of the spinode curve, we have

(bY2— <?Z
2

)
= 0 ; that is, we have the two points of contact X=0, W=Q, Y\Z6=±Z/y/c.

Hence /3'=3Q.

Reciprocal Surface.

53.

The equation is found by equating to zero the discriminant of the ternary cubic

function

(K.xJrYy-\- Zz)(a, b, c,f g, hJX, Y, Zf-2JcwXYZ,

viz. the discriminant contains the factor w2 which is to be thrown out, thus reducing

the order to w'=10.

The ternary cubic, multiplying by 3 to avoid fractions, is

X3

,
Y3

,
Z3

, 3Y2Z
,
3Z2X

,
3X2Y

,
3YZ2

,
3ZX2

,
3XY2

,
6XYZ,

3ax, 3by, 3cz, bz-\-2fy,
cx-{-2gz, ay-\-2hx, cy-\-2fz ,

az-\-2gx, bx-\-2hy, fx-\-gy-\-hz—Jcw.

Write as before (A, B, C, F, G, H) for the inverse coefficients (A—bc—f 2

,
&c.),

and K

=

abc— af
2— bg2— ch2+

2

fgh ; and moreover

*=(A, B, C, F, G, H**, y, z)\

P =A^+ H?/+Gr2,

2n2
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Q=FLr-j-B?/+F;z,

R

—

Gx—Fy -f- Cz,

t =fa+gy+hz,

U= afyz+bgzx+ clixy,

V= 2Kxyz— a?yz— bQzx— cRxy

——aRy2
z— hFz^x—cGx2

y

-aGyz2- bRzx2- cYxy2

+ (

—

abc— af
2—bg2— ch2

-f- 4fgh)xyz,

W=(A, B, C, F, G, ET$'ayz, bzx
,
cxy)

2
,

L =Jc2w2— 2Jdw— <b,

M=M>U+V,
N —%\dbc xyzw+^N :

54. Then the invariants of the ternary cubic are

S=L2-12£wM,

T=L3—18&WLM-54&VN

;

and the required equation of the reciprocal surface is

^{(F— 12feM)
3-(L3- 18m-54M)2

}=:0,

viz. this is

0= L3N = (yfcV*- 2to- <b)\Uabc xyzw+W)
+L2M2 +{Jc2w2-mw-®)\kivG+V)2

— 18&wLMN — 1 8kw{k2w2— 2ktw— <&)(kwVi+V)(2kabc xyzw+W)
-16feM3 —V$kw{kwTJ+V)3

—27&WN2 -27k2w2(2kabcxyzw+Wf,

which, arranged in powers of lew, is as follows
; viz. we have

Coeff. (lew)7= ‘Labe xyz,

(,kwf= Zabc xyz{-§t)+Yf

+U2
,

(kw) 5= 2abcxyz(-3®+12f)+W(-6t)

+U2(-4^)+2UY

— oGabcxyzTJ,
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(Jew)
4= 2dbc xyz(l2t$>- Sf)+W(-30+12f)
+U2(-20+4f)+2UY(-4£)+Y2

- 3<6abc xyzV— 18UW+ 72abc xyztU

— 16U3

-108aWatyV ,

(Jcw)
z= 2afo^3O2-12f0)+W(12£0-8f)

+

U

2
4tfO+2UY(-20+ 4f)+

Y

2

(
- 41)

-18YW+ 72ahc xyztV+36£UW- 36afo tfyzOU

— 48U2V
-108«fo^W,

„ (Jewf= 2abcxyz(-6t®2)+W(3&-12f<!>)

+U20 2+2UY(4^O)+Y2(-2O+4f)

+36#YW- 36«5c xyz®Y-180UW
-48UY2

—27W2
,

„ (£w)'= 2afo^(-03)+W(-6£0)2

+2UY0 2+Y2(4£O)

-180YW
—16Y3

,

„ (*w)°= W(-03

)

+V20 2
;

but I have not carried the ultimate reduction further than in Schlafli, viz. I give only

the terms in (lew)7
,
(Jew)

6
,
(Jew)

5

,
and (Jew)

0
.

55. I present the result as follows ; the coefficients deducible from those which pre-

cede, by mere cyclical permutations of the letters a, Jj, c and f, g, Ji, are indicated by („).

)=(Jew)7.2abc xyz

fz2 Z2X2 x2yz xy~z xyz2

-y(Jew)
6

.

j

aibc+1 ” 33 abef — 1 4

gebh+ 4

fz2
y

2z6
z;

3ar z2x3 xhj1 x~y3 xhyz xifz xyz3

a?bcg—6 a2bch— 6 ab:
c‘

3 — 6 erbef —32 33 „
a'cfk + 2 a?bfg+2 abef2 +42 abrjfgh+ 64

b-cg2 + 2 abfg
z -24

bc-h
2 + 2 acflr —24

bcfgh —24 af-gh + 8

+ (to)».-K[(A, B, C, F, G, HI*, y, z)»]%»-2/y2+Jz»)(®*-2^+tf)(5;e>-2%+a/).
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56.

In explanation of the discussion of the reciprocal surface, it is convenient to remark

that we have

Node' C2 ,
X=0, Y—0, Z=0.

Tangent cone is

(a, b,c,f,c,,hJX, Y, Z) 2=0.

Nodal rays are sections of cone by planes

X=0,Y=0, Z= 0 respectively, viz. equa-

tions of the rays are

X=0, lY2
-f 2/YZ+ c Z 2= 0,

Y= 0, cZ 2+2#ZX+aX2=0,

Z=0, «X2+2AXY+5Y2=0.

57.

The equation shows that the section

(A, B, C, F, G, IT^a\ y, z)
2= 0, twice, and

the lines

w— 0, cy
1 —

w= 0, az2 —2t

w= 0, lx2— 2}

Reciprocal plane is W— 0.

Conic of contact .is

(A, B, C, F, G, HX^, y, z)
2= 0,. w=0.

Lines are tangents of this conic from points

{y= 0, z=0), (z— 0, x=0), (x=0, y- 0)

respectively, viz.. equations are

w=0, cy
2
-2fyz + bz

2=0,

w=0 , az2— 2gzx+ ex2= 0,

w= 0, bx2-27ixy-\-ay2=0.

»y the plane w= 0.is made up of the conic

of the six lines, tangent to this conic, viz.

yz + bz
2— 0,

zx-]-cx2=0,

xy+ay2— 0
,

each once ; the lines in question (reciprocals of the nodal rays) are thus mere scrolar

lines on the reciprocal surface.

58. I do not attempt to put in evidence the nodal curve of the surface
;
by what

precedes it is made up of 15 lines, intersecting 3 together in 15 points
;
and if we denote

the six tangents of the conic just referred to be

1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

then the fifteen lines are respectively lines passing through the intersections of each

pair of these tangents ; viz. through the intersection of the tangents 1 and 2, we have a

line 12 ; and so in other cases; that is, the 15 lines are 12, 13 ... . 56. The lines 12

and 34 meet; and the lines 12, 34, 56 meet in a point; we have thus the 15 points

12.34. 56, triple points of the nodal curve.

59. As regards the cuspidal curve, the equation of the surface may be written

(L2-12Md)(4M2+ 3LN)-(LM+ 9£wN)2

= 3(L2M2+

L

3N— 18/rzoLMN-16MT- 27/^WN2)=0,

and we thus have
4M2+ 3LN =0,

LM + 9MT=0,

L2 -12M1=0,

L
,
12M, — 9N

Jew, L, M

or, what is the same thing,

1=0
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(equivalent to two equations) for the equations of the cuspidal curve. Attending to

the second and third equations, the cuspidal curve may he considered as the residual

intersection of the quartic and quintic surfaces L2—

1

27avM= 0, LM -f- 9/fooN= 0, which

partially intersect in the conic w= 0, L=0 ;
or say it is a curve 4x5— 2 ; d= 18.

Section 111=12-B3 .

Equation 2W(X+Y+ Z)(ZX+mY+%Z)+2£XYZ= 0 . Article Nos. 60 to 72.

60. The system of lines and planes is at once deduced from that belonging to

11=12— C2 ,
by supposing the tangent cone to reduce itself to the pair of biplanes;

3 of the planes (a) of 11= 12—

C

2 thus coming to coincide with the one biplane, and

three of them with the other biplane.

Lines.

CO CO CO
C5 Cfl

fcO «> bo
G5 C7i ^ S ^ C5 Cn rfx CO tt> —

III= 12—

B

3
51 O

X

if
to

C5

X
co

|l

SSI CO

123

456
2x6=12 Biplanes.

14 •

15

*

•

16 .

24

a

Ph 25

26

9x3=27

Biradial planes each con-
taining a ray 1, 2, or 3
of the one biplane, and
a ray 4, 5, or 6 of the

other biplane.

34

*

35 • 1

36

14.25.36

14.26.35

15.26.34

15.24. 36

6x1 = 6 • • • Planes each containing

three mere lines.

16.24.35

16.25.34 17 45 . .

Mere

lines,

in

each

biradial

plane,

one.

Bays,

1,

2,

3
and

4,

5,

6,

in

the

two

biplanes

respectively.
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62. Taking X+Y+Z=0 for the biplane that contains the rays 1, 2, 3, and

ZX+mY+?&Z=0 for that which contains the rays 4, 5, 6, we may take X=0, Y=0,
Z=0 for the equations of the planes [14], [25], [86] respectively; and then writing

for shortness

m—n
,
n— l, l—m=\

, p, v,

and assuming, as we may do, /c=X[jijv, so that the equation of the surface is

W(X+Y+Z)(lX+mY+nZ)+(m-n)(n-l)(l-m)XYZ=Q,

the equations of the 17 distinct planes are

x=o. [14]

Y=0, [25]

Z=0, [36]

X+Y+ Z=0, [123]

ZX+mY-|-?iZ= 0, [456]

ZX+mY+wZ=0, [15]

ZX -j-nY -j-nZ

=

0

,

[16]

ZX+mY+ZZ=0, [25]

nX+mY+nZ= 0

,

[26]

mX+mY -fnZ

—

0, [35]

ZX+ZY+nZ=0, [36]

w=o, [14 . 25 . 36]

W+ZAX=0, [14 . 26 . 35]

W-(-7W
1

«-Y=0

,

[16 . 25 . 34]

W+?2t'Z=0, [15.24.36]

hnX+mnY -fnlZ+W= 0, [15 . 26 . 34]

nlX+ImY+mnZ—W= 0, [16 . 24 . 35]

63. And the coordinates of the fifteen distinct lines are
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(«) 0) ip) (/) (9) 1 m whence equations may be written

0 0 0 0 -1 i (1) X=0,Y+Z=0
0 0 0 1 0 -i (2) Y= 0, Z+X=0
0 0 0 -1 1 0 (3) Z=0, X+Y=0
0 0 0 0 —

n

m
( 4) X=0, wY+«Z=0

0 0 0 n 0 -l
( 5) Y=0, rcZ+ZX=0

0 0 0 —m l 0
( 6) Z=0, lXmY=0

1 0 0 0 0 0 oII£o'IIXT"H

0 1 0 0 0 0 (25) Y= 0, W=0
0 0 1 0 0 0 (36) Z=0, W=0
l n n n2

v — nlv 0 (15) l X+mY+j?Z=0, W+nv Z=0
l in in —m2

p 0 Imp (16) l X+mY+mZ=0, W+m^Y=0
|

l in l 0 l
2\ —Imp (26) l X+mY+l Z=0, W+& X=0

n m n mnv —n2
v 0 (24) wX+mY-fwZ=0, W -\-nv Z=oJ

m m n —mnp 0 m2

p (34) mX-\-7nX-\-n Z=0, W -f-mpY= 0 j

l l n
0

I

nlk (35) l X+l Y+raZ=0, W+ lk X=0
|

64. The rays are not, the mere lines are, facultative; hence V=g'=9 : t'=6.
65. The equation of the Hessian surface is

-W(X+Y+Z)(lXL+mY+nZ)(pvX+*Y+tyZ)
— Jc{l

2X4+

m

2Y4+n2Z4— 2mriY2Z2—2nlZ2X2— 2lmX2Y2

)

+^YZ{{l2+Zlm+?>ln+mn)X+(m2+Zmn+Zml+nl)Y+(n2
+?>nl+?>nm+lm)7,}=().

The Hessian and cubic surfaces intersect in an indecomposable curve, which is the
spinode curve; that is, spinode curve is a complete intersection 3x4; <j'—12.
The equations may be written in the simplified form

W(X+Y+Z)(ZX+mY+nZ)+/l;XYZ=0,
l
2K4

-f

m

2Y4+ n*Z 4— 2mnY2Z 2—2nlZ2X2- 2lmX2Y2

-4XYZ { l(m+n)X+ m(n+l)Y+n(l+m)Z

}

= 0.

We may also obtain the equation

^!(x+

Y

+Z)(IX+mY +nZ)(lX,+mV+n’tf—m -fnYZ—jT+IZX—f+iKXV)
+^Y2Z!+ f

.*Z"X!+»!X!YJ-2XYZ(pX+»XY+X
f
.Z)=0,

MDCCCLXIX. 2 0
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which shows that there is at B3 an eightfold point, the tangents being given by

(X+Y+Z)(JX+mY+»Z)=0,

(/V
2

, p
2

, -pv, -vX, -XpJYZ, ZX, XY)2=0.

Each of the facultative lines is a double tangent of the spinode curve.; whence j3'=18.

Reciprocal Surface.

66. The equation may be deduced from that for 11=12—

C

2 ,
viz. writing

(a, b, c,f g, hJX, Y, X)2=2(X+Y+Z)(ZX+mY+wZ),
that is

(a, b
, c,f, g,

h)=(2 1, 2m, 2n, m-\-n, n-\-l
,

we have
,

(A, B, C, F, G, H)=-(X2

, p
2
,
v\ pv, vX, Xp)

;
K=0.

Writing also

X, p, v—m—n ,
n— l, l—m as before,

xsc-\-py-\-vz—t7,

Imnxyz—b
,

l(m+ n)yz+m(A+ l)zx m)xy= y

,

ZA yz+mpz x+ nvxy

—

A,

(w+Z)y+(Z+m) z=Z,
we have

U=2y, Y=2(n|/, W=-4^2

,

and then

~L=h2w2—2Jdw-\-a2

, M=2(kwv Jr G$), N

=

Mflmnkxyzw

—

4/
2

)

;

so that the equation is

0=L3N = 4(W- 27cwt+
+L2M2 + Y{Tc

2w2-2Jcwt +<?)\Jcwv + <4)
2

— 18/^wLMN — 144icw(k2w2— 2Jcwt-\- a2
)(Jcwv -f a-ty)(JcwQ—

4

/2

)

—16^wM3 —Y2%Jcw(Jcwv -j-(r\p)
3

—27ti2w2N2 -432&W(«-^2

)

;

or reducing the first two terms so as to throw out from the whole equation the factor

Jew, the equation is

4L2
{ £L 4- (

y

2- ^
2
)lcw+ + va) }

-18LMN-16M3—27&wN2=0,

or, what is the same thing, it is

{Tc
2w2- 2Jcwt+ c

2

)

2{k2w20+kw(- 2td+v2-^2

) -f^+2^+21^}
— ?»6(lc

2w2— 2\kwt+a2
){Jcwv+ c$)(fkw6

—

\f/

2

)

-%2(lwu-Sr^y

— 10 8Jcw{ilcwb— 4/
2

)
2= 0

.
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67. This is

(kwf. 6

+(7^)
5

. -^2-6^+w2

+ (kwy. <7
2
.30+(7+2y++. 67+ 12720-47y2 -1440y

_|_ (jcW
)

3
.
_ 2 ff^+ ff

2
(2y

2-1074)+o+(- 8tv- 1 444)++(- 1 272+ 36y)

- 8f0+ 47V+ 2887y0- 32y3— 17284

+•(lew)
2

. ff
430+<73+4y+(72+! .127+cr+J

. 37

+<r2
(127

2S-47y2 -1444;)+<r^(+ 87
2
y+ 28870-96y2

)+4/
2
(87

3-727y+8644)

-f-(Jew) . — ffS7
2
+<7

4

(
— 67$+y2

)+<7
3

\f/(
— 87y— 1440)

+ff^(_87_90y)+<r^3.~72+4/4
. -108

+W^. 2y
> 2#» ^)

3=0,

which, reducing the last term, is

{Jcwflmnxyz

— 4(7
3kpv(y— z)(z—x)(x—y)(ny— ?na)( Iz—nx)(mx—ly)— 0.

68. I verify the last term in the particular case 2=0 as follows : the coefficient of <r
3
is

(
0

, 2n(l+7ii)xy, 2m-\-nx-\-2n-\-ly, 4^J,x-\-yy, nvxy
)
3

,

which is

= iln2
vx

2

y
1

{ (7+m)(A#

+

+ (m+w#

+

n+ ly)(v'KX+ vyy)

+2mfxy]

= 2ifvx‘Y { 7+ m/.

+

m+m)\x*

+ [27+ mXyj+ v(m+ ny,+n+ lx+

2

nv)~\xy

+(7+m/a+w+7j')
i

a#2
},

which, substituting for X, yu, v their values m—n, n—l, l—m
,
is

= 2

w

2
j>x

2

y
2

. — Zkyj(x—y)(mx— ly)

;

or for 2=0 the coefficient of <r
3
is

= —4xyjm2x2

y
2(x—y)(mx—ly),

agreeing with the general value

— 4xyjv{y— z) {z— a?)(#—y)(ny—mz)(lz—nx)(lx—my).

2 o 2
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69.

In the discussion of the equation

the two surfaces, thus

:

Cubic surface.

Bs , X=0, Y=0, Z=0
Biplanes X+ Y+ Z=0

ZX-j-mY+nZ=0,

intersecting in edge.

Bays in first biplane,

X=0, Y+Z=0 ; Y=0, Z+X=0,
Z=0, X+Y=0;

rays in second biplane,

X=0, mY+nZ=0; Y=0, nZ+ ZX=0,

Z=0, ZX+mY=0.

it is convenient to write down the relations of

Keciprocal surface.

Plane w= 0,

Points in w= 0, viz.

x=y=z and x : y : z=l : m : n,

in line (m—n)x-\-(n—l)y-\-(l—m)z— 0,

that is, Xx-\-[jtjy-\-vz=0, or <7=0.

Lines in plane w= 0, and through first

point, viz.

y~zz= 0, z—x=0, x—y=0;

lines through second point, viz.

ny—mz— 0, nz—lx= 0, lx—my= 0.

70. The equation puts in evidence the section by the plane W— 0, viz. this is the line

<r=0 (reciprocal of the edge) three times, and the six lines, (reciprocals of the rays) each

once. Observe that the edge is not a line on the cubic ; but its reciprocal is a line, and

that an oscular line on the reciprocal surface ; the six lines (reciprocals of the rays) are

mere scrolar lines on the reciprocal surface
;
they pass, three of them, through the point

x=y=z, and the other three through the point x:y: z=l:m:n; that is, they are six

tangents of the point-pair (reciprocal of the pair of biplanes) formed by these two points.

71. I do not attempt to put in evidence the nodal curve on the surface
; by what

precedes it consists of 9 lines, reciprocals of the mere lines. If we denote by 1, 2, 3 and

4, 6, 6 the lines which pass through the points x=0, y— 0, z— 0 and through the point

x : y : z— l : in : n respectively, then these intersect in the nine points 14, 15, 16, 24,

25, 26, 34, 35, 36 ;
and through each of these there passes a nodal line which may be

represented by the same symbol; that is, we have the nodal lines 14, .... 36. Two

lines such as 14, 25 meet ; and three lines such as 14, 25, 36 meet in a point ; we have

thus the six points 14.25. 36 &c. triple points on the nodal curve ; as before, V= 9, t'= 6.

72. The cuspidal curve is given by the equations

I &W— 2Jcwt+a2

,
24(<£wy+<7\j/), —36(4ImnJcxyziv—A/2,

11= 0.

Jew
,

Jch(?—Zkwt-\-<7\ 2(lcwv-\-vA
l
i)

Writing down the two equations,

{¥nf— 2Jcwt+ <r
2

)

2— 24Jcw(Jcwv+ <7^)=0,

(IcV— 2Iavt-[-<T
2
)(Icivv+ c\|/)+ 1 8w(hnnk xyzw

—

\{/
2
)= 0,

these are respectively of the orders 4 and 5 ; but they intersect in the line w= 0, <r=0

taken four times, or say, the cuspidal curve is a partial intersection 4’5— 4; c'=16.
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Section IV=12-2Ca .

Equation WXZ-}-Y2(yZ+SW)+ («, b, c, <T£X, Y) 3=0. Article Nos. 73 to 84.

3. The diagram of the lines is

Lines.

Co h oj ta —

•

[
0
]

ir

22'

33'

44'

12

13

14

23

24

34

1
'
2

'

1'3'

1'4'

2'3'

2'4'

3'4'

12.34
13.42

14.23

1x2= 2
Plane touching along

axis.

Planes through axis,

each containing a ray
of the one node and
a ray of the other

node.

12x2= 24

_3xl =_3
>0 45

o a o b a-

Biradial planes, each
containing two rays

of the one node or

two rays of the other

node.

Planes each containing

three mere lines.
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74. Writing X(«, b,c, ^X, Y)3-y^Y4= -^(/1
X-Y)(/;X-Y)(/;X-Y)(/4X-Y),

the .20 planes are

X=0, [ 0]

X-/,Y=0, [11']

X-/,Y=0, [22']

X-/,Y=0, [33']

X-/4Y=0, [44]

i{X-(f,+i)Y}-fAZ =0, [12]

S{X-(f.+ fs)Y}-f1
f»Z =0, [13]

»{X-(f
x+t)Y}-fAZ =0, [14]

S{X-(f2+f3)Y}-£1
f3Z =0, [23]

MX-ft+fJYJ-ttZ =0, [24]

S{X-(f,+f4)Y}-f,f4Z =0, [34]

y{X-(f, + fs)Y;-f,fsW=0, [1'2
']

7{X-(f,+ f1)Y>-f1
£

!
W=0, [l'SQ

7 {X-(f,+f4)Y}-f1
f4W=0, [1'4']

y{X-ft+£,)Y)-ttW=0, [2'3]

y{X-(fa+f4)Y}-£,f4W=0, [2'4]

y{X-(f,+f4)Y}-fsf4W=0, [3'4]

-yS (i+A)X+%+yZ+W=0, [12.34]

-yS(fj+
4̂

)x+%+yZ+ 8w= 0
,

[13.24]

-rS(iH-i)x+%+ yZ+5W=°, [14.23]

75. And the 12 lines are

(*) m (*) (/) &} (A) whence equations may be written

0 0 0 0 0 1 (0) X=0, Y=0
i 0 0 0 ~7 d (5) X=0, <SY+yZ+&W=0

0 0 0 f? f> (1) X=f
1
Y=0, SY+f^O

0 0 0 n f2 -* (2)

0 0 0 fsA 3 f3 (3)

0 0 0 f4

2 f4 -l (4)
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(a) (*) Wr (/) (ff)

4 -42
0 0 0

4 -f2
2

0 0 0

fa “fa2 0 0 0

f4 -£? 0 0 0

"44 1 -KH) 7
"44

8

44 1 7
44

8

“44 »(H) 1 -(H) 7

8

"44 *(H) 1 -(H) 7
44

8

“'44
*(s

+
?)

1 —(H) 7
44

8

44 »(H)- 1
1
—(H) 7

"44

(h)

ao

(2 ')

(3r
(4')

7

7

7

7
(

44 \f] £

_i_/i 2
fet.U+ f3

is(fT+fO

X-f,Y=0, yY+f,W=0

'fkil+l

~<k(i
+
l

±/l
fX \ f.

44

k(^+^)

'fK(fl+5)

4(fl+f0 "4(£+?

(12 . 3'4')*

(13.2'40 „

(14 . 2'3') „

(23.U40 „

(24.U30 „

(34.T20 „

^equations are

S{X-(f, +f2)Y} -f,f2Z=0, y{X- (f, +fJY} -f/4W=0.
76. To verify the equations of the line 12 . 3% observe that the two equations give

«>w^jx(,L+ .)_
ya+

,

+ .

+a} ,

ZW=
fik(X-fN;5Y)(X-fRY)

:

becomes"^

0” * *“ b? X observing that -yS=rfAfA ,

XW+XY=(yZ+SW)+ySY‘-jL(X-f
1Y)(X-faY)(X-f1Y)(X-f4Y)=0. :

and substituting the values just obtained, this is

X2(X- f, + fsY)(X—g+fjY)+XYS(X^5+®--Yffio

+f
1
f2faf^-(X-f

1Y)(X-f2Y)(X-f3Y)(X-f4Y) == 0,
which is in fact an identity.

II' I!
16 facultatlve lines are the transversal and the six mere lines; V= e'=7 • t'= 378. The equation of the Hessian surface is found to be

(7Z+aW)XZW+Y2

(yZ-§W)2+3(cX+dY)XZW+12^XY2(«X+5Y)
— (yZ+SW)(3«X'-f 9£XSY+ 6eXY2

)

-9X»{(«_5*)XI
+(«4_fc)XY+(M- c

2)Ya}=0
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79.

Combining with the foregoing the equation of the surface

XZW+Y2(yZ+W)+(a, b, c, dJX, Y)3=0,

it appears that these have along the line X=0, Y=0 the common tangent plane X=0,
or, what is the same thing, that they meet in the line X=0, Y=0 (the axis) twice, and

in a residual curve of the tenth order, which is the spinode curve ; the equations may be

presented in the somewhat more simple form

XZW+Y2(yZ+ &W)+(a, b, c, dJX, Y)3=0,

-4y&Y2ZW-4(yZ+W)(a, b, c, dJX, Y)3+12y&XY2(«X+&Y)

+

X

4
(— 12«c+ 952

)— 3cZ(4«X3Y+ 6&X2Y2+4cXY3+dY*)= 0

,

which, however, still contain the line X=0, Y=0 twice. The spinode curve, as just

mentioned, is of the tenth order; that is, we have <7'=10.

Each of the 6 mere lines is a double tangent to the spinode curve, but the trans-

versal is only a single tangent : to show this, observe that the equations of the trans-

versal are X=0, yZ+SW+<ZY=0
;
substituting in the equations of the curve the first

equation, that of the cubic surface is of course satisfied identically ; for the second

equation, writing X=0, this becomes Y2
{
—4y£ZW— 4dY(yZ+ rfVV)— 3d2Y2}=0

;

or

writing herein dY= — (yZ+£W), it becomes Y2

(yZ

—

0W

)

2= 0 . The value Y2=0 gives

X=0, Y=0, yZ+c$W=0, viz. this is a point on the axis X=0, Y=0 not belonging to

the spinode curve; the value (yZ— £W)2=0 gives a point of contact X=0,
yZ+SW-j-dY=0, yZ—&W=0; and the transversal is thus a single tangent. Hence

the number of contacts is 2.6+1, =13 ; that is, we have /3'= 13.

Reciprocal Surface.

80. The equation is found by equating to zero the discriminant of the binary quartic

{£X2+yXY-(^+yw)Y2}+4Zw{X(«, b, c, dJX, Y) 3-ySY4
},

or say this is (#)[X, Y) 4

,
where the coefficients are

6#2 +24«zw,

3xy +18bzw,

y
1— 2 (&z+yw)x+

1

2czw,

— o(bz-\-yw)y+ 6dzw,

6(fe— yw) 2
.

81. Forming the invariants, these are

+[=A 2+ 24Uzw+144^W
—J=

A

3+ 36AUm’+216V22w2+ 864^3w 3

,
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where

A=/+4(^+yw
yV,

^=^+^z-ywy+^Ah+yw)+c[f-2(hz+yw)x]-dxy,
V= (— 8ac+ 9J2

)(&z— yw)2

+(2fl*-W)[y-2(&+yfD>F]

+ (—4a^+ Qbc)y(bz+yw)

— 2cdxy

-)- d2x2

+ 4y^(2c.r
2— 3bxy -f ay

2

),

y=c-—bd,

v =ad2
—2bcd-\-2c3

,

and the equation is

4S2?pWA!+24UOT+144Kw?-(A>+36AXJ2«,+216VzV+86teV)J}=0.

Or, expanding, this is

A>-A3V+A2U2

+ 4zw( -A3^+12A2U
i

a-9AUY+8U3

)

+ 36zV( 4A>2-4AU^+16U>-3V2

)

+ 864z3w 3

( 4U^2-Y>)

+ 1728*V( 4
j

u,
3-k2)=0,

where observe that the value of

-Kt>d-c2y-(ad2-Zbcd+2cy is = -d\a2d2+4,ac3+m-U2
c
2-8abcd).

82. It is convenient to modify the form of the equation as follows
; write

Ui=U-fSaybzw, Vj=V+ (
— 8ac+9b2

)yfow,

so that

A =?/2+i{hz+yw)x,
U,= - 2yh?+2a(h+ yw) 2+ 3by{lz+ yw)+ c[y2~2(h+ yiv)x]- dxy,

V,=(— 8ac-\-9b2)(hz-\-yw) 2

+ (2c
2—bd\y2— 20z+ yw)x~]

+(— 4ad-]- 6bc)y(fo+ yw)

—2cdxy

-f- d
2x2

+ 4yo(2cA’2— 3bxy -f- ay
2

),

(*— c
2—bd,

v= ad2—2bcd+2c3

,

MDCCCLXIX.
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A, U„ Y, being, it will be observed, functions of x, y, lz-\-yw. The transformed equa-

tion is

A2

(
A2yj— AY, + Uj) -f- £lzw= 0,

where the term 12 may be calculated without difficulty : the first term of this is

= {/+4(^+yw>} 2
. 4yTfx+%—i%dz -j- yw)] .

.
[tf-f%-f^+ yw)],

the developed expressions of |(A2^— AY,+Uf) and of y
2
cf into the product of the linear

factors being in fact each

=x*
.
y^+x^y . dy^+x^y1

. — 3cyh-\-xy3
.

3

byh-^y4,

. —ayh

-\-[x
z{—d2—^cyh)-\-x'2y{?>cd-\-%yh)-\-xy\—ohd—iayl)-lry

?>

. ad~](6z-\-yw)

Jr[x
2{^cl—^hd—2ay)-\-xy{?>ad—%c)-5

ry'2
. 3«c](^+ yw)2

-{-[x(Qac—%2

)+y . 3<z5](&z+ yw)3

+

a

2
^
4

. (fe -f- yw)
4

.

The form puts in evidence the section by the plane w= 0, which is the reciprocal of the

node D, viz. this is a conic (the reciprocal of the tangent cone) twice, and four lines, the

reciprocals of the nodal rays, each once. And similarly for the section by the plane

3= 0.

83. The nodal curve is made up of the lines which are the reciprocals of the six

mere lines and the transversal ; viz. we have three pairs of lines and a seventh line,

the lines of each pair intersecting at a point of the seventh line, and these three points

being the triple points of the nodal curve; t'= 3 as before.

84. The equations of the cuspidal curve are at once reduced to the form

A2

-f24U2Wd-144
j

t£2
2w2=0,

AU+ (18Y -12(jijA)zw-\-'12vzV=0,

which are two quartic surfaces having in common the conics 2=0, A=0, and iv—0,

A=0
;
or we may say that the cuspidal curve is a curve 4 . 4—2— 2

;

that is c'=12.
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Section Y=12-B4 .

Equation WXZ+(X+Z)(Y2-aX2-5Z2)=0. Article Nos. 85 to 94.

85. The diagram of the lines and planes is

11 '. 22'

12'. 21 '

2x12=24

2x1= 2

9 45

Biplanes containing

rays 1, 2 and 1', 2 '

respectively.

Plane touching along
edge and containing

the transversal.

Biradial planes each

containing a ray of

the one and a ray of

the other biplane.

Planes each through
the transversal.

86. The planes are

x=o, [12]

z=o, [1'2']

x+z=o, [0]

—XyZft-)-Y— Z-yZ$— 0, [11]

X-yZ fl. -|-Y— Z</6= 0, [12]

—-XyZCL-{-Y-{-Z.yZ$= 0, [21]

XyZ®-j-Y-j-ZyZ^= 0, [22]

^Cx+z)+w=o, [11' . 22]

—2 y/«T(X+Z)+W=0,
2 p 2

[12' . 21].
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87. And the lines are

a b C f 9 h equations may be written

0 0 0 0 1 0
(
3) X II

_p CS3 II o

1 0 1 0 0 0
(
4 ) X+Z=0, w=o

0 0 0 0 y/b 1 (1) X=0, Y—Zy/b—O
0 0 0 0 -y/b 1 (2) X=0, Y+Zy/b=ti

° 0 0 1 \/a 0 (!') Z=0, —X\/«-}-Y=0

I

0 0 o' 1 — %/a 0 (2') Z= 0, Xy«+Y=0
1

Vb

1

Vab

1

V a
2 2( s/a—y/b) 2 (IT) but for the other lines the co-

ordinate expressions are the

1

Y b

1

Vab

I

Va
2 2(--\/a—y/b)

2 (120
more convenient.

I

V b

1

Vab

1

~ Va
2 2( y/a+y/b)

— 2 (210

1

Vb
1

Vab

1

Va
2 2(-—\/a-\-\/b) 2 (220

88. The four mere lines and the transversal are each facultative; the edge is also

facultative, counting twice', 7, t'= 3.

That the edge is as stated a facultative line counting twice, I discovered, and accept,

a posteriori, from the circumstance that on the reciprocal surface the reciprocal of the

edge is (as will be shown) a tacnodal line, that is, a double line with coincident tangent

planes, counting twice as a nodal line. Eeverting to the cubic surface, I notice that the

section by an arbitrary plane through the edge consists of the edge and of a conic

touching the edge at the biplanar point ; by what precedes it appears that the arbitrary

plane is to be considered, and that twice, as a node-couple plane of the surface : I do

not attempt to further explain this.

89. Hessian surface. The equation is

(X+Z)XZW+(X-Z) 2Y2+ (X+Z)(3a, -a, -l, 3bJX, Z) 3=0.

Combining with the equation

XZW+(X+ Z)(Y2-«X2- b7J)= 0,

and observing that from the two equations we deduce

-XZY2+(X+Z)(«X3+ bZ 3

)=0,

it appears that the complete intersection of the Hessian and the surface is made up of

the line X=0, Z=0 (the edge) twice (that is, the two surfaces touch along the edge),

and of a curve of the tenth order, which is the spinode curve ; c'=10.
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The equations of the spinode curve may be presented in the form

XZ, aX2+bZ2-Y2
,
aX.3+bZ3 = 0 ;

X+Z, W
,

Y2

it is a curve 3.4— 2, the partial intersection of a quartic and a cubic surface which

touch along a line.

The binode is on the spinode curve a singular point ; through it we have two branches

represented in the vicinity thereof by the equations

(w= -*(*)' W=-(4)W) and (w=-i(w)’> W=-(il)W)
respectively.

90. The edge counted once is regarded as a double tangent of the spinode curve (I do

not understand this, there is apparently a higher tangency)
;
each of the four mere lines

is a double tangent; the transversal is a single tangent; hence ft= 2.2-\-2A-\-l, =13.

Reciprocal Surface.

91. The equation is found by equating to zero the discriminant of the binary quartic

?/
2X2Z2+ ±w(Xx+Z^)XZ(X+ Z)

+

iw\aX2+ b7J)(X+ Z)
2
,

viz. multiplying by 6 to avoid fractions, and calling the function (#3£X, Z)4

,
the coeffi-

cients are

24aw2
,

Gw(x-{-2atv),

y
2

-f 4(#+z)w+ 4{a+ b)iv
2
,

Qw(z-\-2bw),

24bw2
;

and then writing

L =tf+4(x+z)w+4:(a+b)w2
,

M= 4(xz -f 2bx+ azw),

X= 1 6aby2— bx2— ay
2
,

we find

iI=L2-12w 2M,

—J—

L

3—l8w2LM- 54w4N,

and then the equation is

^-4 { (L
2- 1 2w2M)3- (L3- 1Sw2LM-54w4N) 2

}= 0,

viz. it is

L 3N+L2M2- 18w 2LMN- 16wsM3- 27w4N2= 0.
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92. This, completely developed, is

6 4w6
. ab{a-\- b)

2

{ (a -f b)y
2— (x—

z

)
2

}

-f32w 5

.2«.5J
3(a+b)[(a-2b)x+(-2a+b)z~]y2

^

L 4-' — ^)
,

2
[>(

—

3a-\-ob)x-\-(5a— 2>b)z^ J

-j-16w;
4
r 3ab(a2— 7 "j

|H-[5(9«
2+ 26a5-5>2-26a5(«+%2+«(-«2+26^ + 9J 2>2>2

[

( -f(#— z)
2
[&(

—

1

2

<z+ 5)#
2
-j- 22abxz-\-a{a— 12b)z2

] j

-f 8iv
3
f oab\2a— b)x-\-{—

a

Jr 2b)z\y
i

1

J
-f \b(-2a+5b)x

3+b(3a-2b)x2z+a(-2a+3b)xz2+a(5a-2b)z3
]tf l

[ + 2{x— z
)

2
[

—

2bx3+ bx2
z+ axz2— 2ayz

~\

J

+ 4w2
f 3ab{a-\-b)y

6

J
-|-[5(

9a— 2b)x2+

8

abxz+ a(— 2a+ 9£}z
2
]?/

4

-f 2 [

—

Qbx*+ bx3
z— {a-\-b)x

2
z
2
-f axz

3— QazAr
]if

+ 4x2z\x-z)2

+ 2iv f 2ab(x+z)y6
1

J — \filx
z+2bx2z+2axz+Zaz*]fL

1

1

-1-4x2z\x+z)y2

J

+ y\ay2 -;f){cy2-z2
)=^ 0 ,

where we see that the section by the plane w~ 0 (reciprocal of B4)
is made up of the

line w—0, y=0 (reciprocal of the edge) four times, and of the lines w= 0
,
ay2—a?— 0 ;

W— 0
,
by2—z2=

0

(reciprocals of the rays) each once.

93. The surface contains the line y= 0, w= 0 (reciprocal of the edge); and if we

attend only to the terms of the lowest order in y ,
w, viz.

x2
z
2
{

1

Q(x— z)
2w2

-\- 8(x-\-z)y
2w+y*

}

,

which terms equated to zero give

we see that the line in question
( 3
/= 0

,
w= 0

)
is a tacnodal line on the surface, the

tacnodal plane being w= 0
,
afixed plane for all points of the line', it has already been

seen that this plane meets the surface in the line taken 4 times ; every other plane

through the line meets the surface in the line taken twice. We have in what precedes

the a posteriori proof that in the cubic surface the edge is a facultative line to be

counted twice.

94. Cuspidal curve. The equation of the surface may be ’written

(L2-12w2M)(4M2-f3LN)-(LM+9w2N)2=0,
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and we thus have

or, what is the same thing,

4M2+ 3LN=0,

LM + w2N=0,

L2-12w2 M=0,

L, 12M, — 9N II

w2

,
L, M

for the equation of the cuspidal curve. Attending to the second and third equations,

these are quartics having in commonw2=0, L=0, that is, the line y=0, w=0 four times

;

or the cuspidal curve is a partial intersection 4x4— 4: d=12.

Section VI=12—

B

3—

C

2 .

Equation WXZ+Y2Z b
,
c, Y) 3=0. Article Nos. 95 to 102.

95. The diagram of the lines and planes is

Lines.
4— CO tO
to to CO

VI=12- B
3
—

0

2 .

CO 4^ 4^ ^ CO to ^ M » - o
>-*| os^ X

bO|

X

1!

05

CO

X
CO

II

CO

x
CO

II

I

05

X

1!

Ci

0 1X6= 6
*

• • Biplane touching along axis, and
containing transversal ray.

00 1X6= 6
• . .

Other biplane.

22'
* • •

33' 3x6= 18
• • Planes each through the axis and

containing a ray of the binode
and a ray of the cnicnode.

Planes.

4^

CO

tO

^ * •

3x3= 9

•

•

"

Biradial planes of the binode,

each containing ray of axial

biplane and a ray of other bi-

plane.

2'3'

2'4' 3x2= 6

:

^ *

Biradial planes of the cnicnode.

3'4' IT 45
• o

d>

S’

Cnicnodal

rajs.

Biplanar

rays

of

other

biplane.

Biplanar

ray

of

axial

biplane,

being

a

transversal

ray.

Axis,

joining

the

two

nodes.
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96. Writing {a, b, c, dJX, Y)3= -<Z(02
X-Y)(03X-Y)(fl4X-Y), the planes are

II o [0]

ts II [00]

o'IIX1X [22']

o'IIX1M [33']

64X-Y=0, [44']

d(02X-Y)-Z= O, [12]

<Z(03X-Y)-Z=0, [13]

d(04X-Y)-Z=O, [14]

)3-Y(4+93)-W=0, C
-'

COcq
i

i

?
4 -Y(02+04)-W=O, [2'4']

XU-Y(*3+4)-W=0, [3'4']

97. And the lines are

a b c / 9 h equations may be written

0 0 0 0 0 1 (0) X=0, Y=0

0 0 0 0 -1 d (
1
)

X=0, cZY+Z=0

0 0 0 1 02 0 (2) 0IIN0
"

II>41X
0 0 0 1 03 0 (

3
)

03X—Y=0, Z=0

0 0 0 1 04 0
(
4
)

^4x-y=o, z=o

-1 0 0 0 01 (20 4
2
x-y=o, 0*X+W=O

*. -1 0 0 0 01 (
3') ^

3
x-y=o, ^x+w=o

0, -1 0 0 0 01 (T) ^4x-y=o, ^X+W=i

— dO2 d 1 —(*3+

*

4) -0304 d(03O4—

*

2*3+*4 ) (12 . 3'40
but for the remaining lines

—d63 d 1 *-(*.+*0 -0204 <Z(tfA-4A-K) (13 . 2'4')

(14.

2

,3/

)

the coordinate expressions

are more convenient.

-dO, d 1 -(*,+40 - 0203 ^(*,*3
— *A+*3)

The mere lines are each of them facultative; b'=g'=3; t'= 0.

98. Hessian surface. The equation is

{Z+ 3(<?X+ <ZY) } {XZW+

Y

2Z

+

(a, b, c, dJX, Y) 3

}

-4Z(a, b, c, dJX, Y)3

— 3(4ac— ob2
, ad, bd, cd, d2%X, Y) 4=0;

and it is thence easy to see that the complete intersection is made up of the line X=0,
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Y=0 (the axis) three times, and of a curve of the ninth order, which is the spinode

curve; <f=9.

99. The equations of the spinode curve may be written in the simplified form

XZW+Y2Z+(a, b, c, dyx, Y) 3=0,

4Z(«, b, c, dyX, Y) 3+3(4«c-362

,
ad, bd, cd, d2JX, Y)4=0,

the line X=0, Y=0 here appearing as a triple line on the second surface ; the curve is

a partial intersection, 3x4— 3.

The node C2 is a triple point on the curve, the tangents being the nodal rays.

The node B3 is a quintuple point, one tangent being X=0, 3^Y+4Z=0, and the

other tangents being given by Z=0, (4ac— 3J2

,
ad, bd, cd, d2fX, Y)4=0.

Each of the facultative lines is a double tangent to the curve, or we have j3'= 6.

Reciprocal Surface.

100. Comparing the equation of the cubic surface with that for IV=12— 2C2 ,
it

appears that the equation of VI= 12—B3— C2 is obtained by substituting in that equa-

tion the values c5=0, y=l. But instead ofmaking this substitution in the final formula,

it is convenient to make it in the binary quartic (*JX, Y)4

,
thus in fact working out

the reciprocal surface by means of the function

(xX2-fyXY—wY2

)
2+ 4:ZwX(a, b, c, dfX, Y)3

,

the coefficients whereof (multiplying by 6 to avoid fractions) are

§x2 +24azw,

3xy +18bzw,

y
2-2xw-\-12czw,

— 3yw-\- Qdzio,

* Qiv
2

.

We find

|I=L2-122wM,

- J=

L

3- 18«wLM- 54zV-N,
where

L =y2+Q{x+?>cz)w,

M—2dxy+ 6(2cx— by+ 2bdz)w— Aaw2
,

N= — 4<ZV— %d(2>bx— 2ay-{-2adz)w— 12(35
2— 4ac)w2

.

The equation is

I
^g^{(L2-l2^M) 3-(L3-18^LM-54^2N)2}=0,

viz. it is

L2(LN+M2

)
- 18zwLMN- 16^oM3-27zWN2= 0,

where however LN+M 2 contains the factor w, —w P suppose; the equation thus is

L2P- 18zLMN- 16sM3- 2 7z2wW= 0

.

2 QMDCCCLXIX.
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W:rite
A=±x+12cz,.

B = 6cx— oby-\-Qbdz—2aw,

C= Qbdx—Aady-\-Aad2
z-\-Z(?>b

2—Aac)w,
and therefore

L — y
2 + Aw,

M=2dxy+2Bw,

N = -4<ZV-4Cw,
then we have

P=~ { — (y
2+Aw)(4d2x2+4Cw)+ (2dxy+ 2Bw)2

}

— — 4 {Cy
2—2Bdxy+Ad2x2+w(AC—

B

2

) }

,

or the equation is

4L2

{ Cy
2-2Bdxy+Ad2x2+w(AC- B2

)

}

+182LMN+162M3+27^wN2 =0.

101. Consider the'section by the plane w=0, we have ~L=y2

,
AA-=.2dxy, N=— 4d2x2

,

and the equation becomes Ay\Cy2— 2Bdxy-A-Ad2x2)-\-(A2%— 144=)—16^Vy32:=0
;

which substituting for A, B, C the values

A=4^+1 2cz,

B= 6cx— 3by-\-ebdz,

C= bbdx— Aady-\- Aad2
z,

becomes A6dy3(y—dz)(dx3—3cx2y-\-3cxy2—ay3)=0

;

which is in fact the line w= 0, y— 0

(reciprocal of the edge) three times, and the lines w= 0, (y—dz)(d, —c, b, — djx,y)
z =.

0

(reciprocals of the biplanar rays) each once. Observe that the edge (X=Q, Z=0) is not

a line of the cubic surface, but the reciprocal line y— 0, w= 0 presents itself as an oscular

line of the reciprocal surface.

102. The equations of the cuspidal curve are in the first instance obtained in the form

Consider the two equations

L, M, 3N

12zw, L
,
— 4M

= 0 .

L2 -12zwM=0,

LM+ 9zwN=0,

each of the fourth order, but which are satisfied by zw= 0, L=0; that is, by

(w=0, y
2=0), (2=0, y

2 -\-Axw=0). The line (w= 0, y= 0) however presents itself in

the intersection of the two surfaces, not twice only, but 4 times. To show this, observe

that the line in question is a nodal line on the surface L2— 122wM=0 ;
in fact, attending

only to the terms of the second order in y, w, we find

{(Ax-\-A2cz)2— 144cxz—144bdz2}w2—2Adxzyw=0,
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giving the two sheets

{(4x-\-12cz)2— 144cxz— 144bdz2}w —24dxzy=0 and w= 0;

in regard to the last-mentioned sheet the form in the vicinity thereof is given by w=Ay3
,

viz. we have approximately L=?/2

,
M=2dxy, and thence if—12z.Ay3

. 2dxy=0, that is,

A—
o^dxz

or w=
24\xzy

Z
’
^he ^ne *s thus a flecnodal line on the surface L2— 12;swM=0.

Next as regards the surface LM+92;wN=0 ; the line y=. 0, w= 0 is a simple line on the

surface, the terms of the lowest order being 9zw(— 4d2x2

)
= 0 ; that is, we have w=0, and

for a next approximation w=Ay3
,

viz. L=y2

,
M=—

2

dxy, N=— 4d2x2
,
and therefore

— 2dxy3+9z .Ay3

(
— 4d2x2

)= 0, that is,A= —
18^
—

,
orw=- there is thus a three-

fold intersection with one sheet and a simple intersection with the other sheet of the

surface L2— 12;swM=0. The surfaces intersect, as has been mentioned in the conic

2=0, y
2-\~4xw= 9 or we have the line y= 0, w= 0 four times, the conic once, and a

residual cuspidal curve of the order 4 . 4— 4— 2, =10 ; that is, <?'=10.

Section VII=12-BS .

Equation WXZ+Y2Z+YX2-Z3=0. Article Nos. 103 to 116.

103. The diagram of lines and planes* is

Lines.

Gi to CO tG

YII= 12-B
5

.

o*l to

X X X X

IT

Zjj

1^

tn

L j?

o S

01

1X15= 15

.

|

:

Torsal biplane.

00 . . •

1X20= 5

.

Ordinary biplane.

Plane:

• •

13’

o7\X
•

Planes each containing

a mere line.

34 45

Mere

lines.

j
Eay

of

ordinary

biplane.

Eay

of

torsal

bi-

plane.

Edge.

* The marginal symbols in the preceding- diagrams constitute a real notation of the lines and planes
; but

here, and still_more so in some of the following diagrams, they are mere marks of reference, showing which are

the lines and planes to which the several equations respectively belong.

2 Q 2
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The planes are The lines are

z = o, [10] X=0, Z=0, (0)

X=0, [00] Y=0, Z=0, (1)

Y+Z=0, [12'] X=0, Y+Z=0, (-)

o'IIN1 [13'] X=0, Y-Z=0, (3')

X—W=0, Y+Z=0, (12')

X+W=0, Y—Z=0, (13').

105. The two mere lines are facultative, and the edge is also facultative; g'=b'= 3;

t'= 0.

106. Hessian surface. The equation is

Z(WXZ+

Y

2Z+YX2- Z 3

)

-4X2YZ+X4+ 4Z4=0.

The complete intersection with the surface is thus given by the equations

WXZ+

Y

2Z+YX2- Z3= 0,

-4X2YZ+X4+ 4Z4 =0,

which is made up of the line X=0, Z= 0 (the edge) four times and a curve of the

eighth order. To see this, observe that the last-mentioned surfaces have in common

the line X=0, Z=0, which is on the first surface a torsal line (equation in vicinity

being Z=~yX2

), and on the second surface a triple line (equations in vicinity being

Z=y^2 anc^ X2=yZ3
). But Z=—yX2 touches Z=yX2

,
and the line counts thus

(2 +2=) 4 times.

107. I say that the complete intersection is the line (X=0, Z=0) three times

together with a spinode curve made up of this same line once and of the curve of the

eighth order; and that thus ^= 9.

The discussion of the reciprocal surface in fact shows that the reciprocal of the edge

is a singular line thereof, counting once as a nodal and twice as a cuspidal line thereof;

the cuspidal tangent planes are the reciprocals of the several points of the edge, and

the edge is thus part of the spinode curve. The reasoning may appear to show that

the edge should be counted twice, but it must he counted once only, making the order

= 9 as mentioned.

108. I find that the octic component of the spinode curve is a unicursal curve, the

equations of which may be written

X: Y: Z:W=1632
: 43+163 5

: 1633
: -5-83 4-1633

;

the values of 3 at the binode B5 are 3= 0, 3=oo ,
and we thus obtain in the neigh-

bourhood thereof the two branches
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109. Each of the lines (X-W=0, Y+Z=0) and (X+W=0, Y-Z=0) is a double

tangent of the spinode octic ; in fact for the first of these lines we have

1608+804+ 16S2+5= O, 1605+1603+ 40=O,
that is,

(20
2 +l)2

(40
4-402+5)=O, 40(20

2+l) 2=O,

so that the line touches at the two points given by 202+ l= O ; and similarly the other

line touches at the two points given by 2d2— 1= 0.

The edge X=0, Z=0 has apparently a higher contact with the spinode octic, viz.

the equations X=0, Z=0 are satisfied by 0=0 twice, 0=oo five times; but it must be

reckoned only as a double tangent. Hence j3'=2 . 2 + 2, =6.

Reciprocal Surface.

110. The equation is obtained by equating to zero the discriminant of the binary

quartic

X2
(?/Z

—

wX)2+ iwZ2(wZ2+sZX+aX2

),

viz. calling this (#)£X, Z) 4

,
the coefficients (multiplying by 6) are

(6iv
2

,
— 8yw, y

2
-\-lxw, 6zw, 24w2

);

and then writing

L =
M= — 2y

N= — 4+-) 6xw,

we have
iI=L2-12w2M,

- J=

L

3- 18w2LM- 54w‘N,

and the equation is, as in former cases,

L2(LN+M2
)— 18+2LMN- 16w2M3- 27w4N2= 0 ;

but LN+M2 and therefore the whole equation divides by w, and we thus obtain

16L2

(
-wz*+y*x+ w(yz+ 4a:

2

)

+

w3
)- 18wLMN- 1 6wM3- 27w3N2=0

;

or, completely developed, this is

w7
. 64

+w5
. 32 ( Syz—lx2

)

+w4
.16o:( by2

-\-0z
2

)

+w3

. (
y*-\-S0y2z

2 -\-100yzx2— 27z4+ 64o:
4

)

+w2
. lx(l 1y

3
z+ 1

2

y
2x2— 9yz3— 4z2x2

)

+w . y\ y
3
z-t-12y

2x2—yz3-8z2x2

)

-r y
3-z2)=0.
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111. To transform the equation so as to put in evidence the nodal curve, I collect the

terms according to their degrees in (y, z) and (#, w)
;

viz. the equation thus becomes

64x4w3— 12 8xhvs+ 64w7

+z2 (-lQxW+ U4:XW4

)

4-zy( 160.TV+ 96w 5

)

+y2

( 48rV4- 80xiv4

)

-f z\ — 27iv3

4-z
a
y. — 36'xiv

2

4- z2y*. -8x2w-{-30w3

4-zy
3

. Mxw2

4-y
4

- 3%x2w-\-w3

4-zy. -w

4-zy. —x

f-zy
5

. w

+y6-x = 0 .

And if for a moment we write z=a~j- y, y—u.— y and collect, ultimately replacing a, y by

their values \(z-\-y), \(z—y), the equation can be expressed in the form

Qiw 3
(x

2—w2

)
2

4- 8w2
(z -\-y)

2(x +wf(x-\-3w)

4- 8w2
(z —y )\x —w

)

2(x— 3w )

— 32iv
2
(z

2—y2

) (x
2—w2)x

+ lw 0 +y )
40 +w)2

— +y T(z-y)(x+w){3a?4-7w)

4- ±w(z2 -y2)\Ux2-27w2

)

— w (z -\-y){z—y)3(x—w)(3x—lw)

t >(z -y)\x-wf

~ y
3
(z

2-y2)(zw+xy)=0,

and observing that we have

zw-\-xy= -z{x—w)-\-x(z-\-y)

= z{cc+w)-x(z-y),

we see that every term of the equation is at least of the second order in z-\-y and x—w
conjointly; and also at least of the second order in z—y and x-\-w conjointly; that is,

the surface has the nodal lines (z-\-y=3, x—w—0) and [z—y= 0, #4-w=0), which are

the reciprocals of the lines 12' and 13' respectively. The nodal curve is made up of
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these two lines and of the line #=0, w= 0 (reciprocal of edge), as will presently appear

;

so that we have V— 3.
112.

The equations of the cuspidal curve are

L2-12w2M=0,

LM+ 9w2N = 0,

4M2+ 3LN =0.

Attending to the two equations

L2— 12w2M=

y

4+ 8y
2xw+

1

Qx2w2+ 2iyzw2+ 48wi= 0

,

LM+ 9w2N

=

y
3
z+

2

y
2w2+ 4xyzvo -{-(8— 72= )

— G 4xw3+ 18iV= 0
,

these surfaces are each of the order 4, and the order of their intersection is =16.

But the two surfaces contain in common the line (y= 0, w=0) 7 times; in fact on the

first surface this is a cusp-nodal line 4#w+ +Ay?

=

0 ; and on the second surface it is

a nodal line w{ixy-\-\^>zw)—^ ;
the sheet w— 0 is more accurately 4,ra;-}-?/

2-j-By
3

. . .= 0 ;

whence in the intersection with the first surface the line counts 6 times in respect of the

first sheet and 2 times in respect of the second sheet; together (5+2= )7 times, and the

residual curve is of the order (16— 7= )9.

113.

I say that the cuspidal curve is made up of this curve of the 9th order, and of

the line y= 0, w= 0 (reciprocal of the edge) once; so thatc'=10. In fact, considering

the line in question y=0, w— 0 in relation to the surface, the equation of the surface

(attending only to the lowest terms in y, w) may be written

xz\y2+ 4xw)2+w{—y
3
z
2

)

+

w2

{
— 3Qxyz3

)+ &c.= 0

,

4:XW-\-y2=Ay%,

-xz2A2

+^(!-ft)=0,

that is, A2= — 2^g or 4:XW-\-y
2=\/— 2 .^yi

;

wherefore the line is a cusp-nodal line,

giving in the vicinity of the line

and then

counting once as a nodal and once as a cuspidal line ; and so giving the foregoing results

6'=3, c'=10.

114.

I revert to the equation which exhibits the 'nodal lines
(x
—w=0, y-\-z= 0),

(x+w= 0, y—z= 0) for the purpose of showing that they have respectively no pinch-

points; that is, that in regard to each of them we have j'= 0. In fact for the first of

these lines, neglecting the terms which contain x— w, y-\~ z conjointly in an order above

the second, the equation may be written

64w\x-\-w)2 (x—w)2

+ 8w2
(x+w)2{x+ 3w)

(
z-\-y

)

2

+ 8iv2{z —y )
2(x— 3w)(x—wf
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— 32w2
(z —y) (x-\-w)x (x-w)(z-\-y

)

(z —y )
2{llx2— 27w2

)(z-{-y)
2

— w (z—y) 3(3x—7w)
(
x-w)(z-\-y)

+|w
(z—yY (x—wf

-Ytfz (z-y )
(x-w)(z+y)

-y3x (z-y) (z+yf= 0,

viz. this is

(A, B, C%x-w, z+y)3— 0,

where, collecting the terms and reducing the values by means of the equations x—w= 0,

z+y= 0, or say by writing x=w, —y=z, we have

A= §iiv
3
(x-\-w)2 = 256w 5

+ 8w\z—y)\x— 3w) — 64w 3
z*

+ \w\z—yY + 4wz*

= 4.w(z
2— 8w2

)
2

,

B= — 32(2:— =— 128w4
2

—w(z—y)
3(8x— 7w) + 32wV

- 2^
5

= -2z(z2^8w2
)\

C= 8v?(x-{-w2
)(x-\-dw) — 128w 5

+i<z-y)2(lYr2-27<) - 32wV

~xy\z—y) + 2wz4

~xy\z-y) + 2wz4

= 2w(z2—8w2

)
2
.

Hence the condition 4AC—

B

2=0 of a pinch-point is (z
2— 8w2

)

5=0, so that the pinch-

points (if any) would be at the points x—w— 0, y-\-z— 0, z
2— 8w2=0 ;

or say at x, y, z,

w— 1, —2^2, 2^/2, 1. But these values give L, M, N=12, 12, —16; values which

satisfy the equations L2— 12w2M=0, LM+9w2N==0, 4M2-J-3LN=0, and as the points

in question are obviously not on the line y— 0, w= 0, they lie on the ninthic component

of the cuspidal curve, being in fact points /3', and not pinch-points.

The line y= 0, w= 0 qua nodal line would have every point a pinch-point, but being

part of the cuspidal curve, no point thereof is regarded as a pinch-point ; that is, in

regard to this line also we have/=0. And therefore for the entire nodal curve/= 0.

115, The cuspidal ninthic curve is a unicursal curve, the equations of which can be

very readily obtained by considering it as the reciprocal of the spinode torse
;
we in

fact have

x:y:z: w=ZW+2XY : 2YZ+X2
: WX+Y2-3Z2

: ZX,
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or substituting for X, Y, Z,W their values (=165 2

, 40+ 1645

,
1653

,
_5-804-165 8

)
and

omitting a common factor 165 2

,
we find for the cuspidal curve

x : y : z : w=30+2455-1609
: 2452+3206

: -4-48tf4
: 165 3

(values which verify the equation X#+Yy+Zz+Ww=0) ; the spinode curve being

thus of the order=9 as mentioned.

For 5= oo we have the singular point (y=0, z=0, w= 0), (reciprocal of torsal biplane),

and in the vicinity thereof x : y : z : w= 1 : — 25
-3

: 35
-5

: — 5
-6

,
therefore

For 5= 0 we have the singular point x=0, y= 0, w= 0 (reciprocal of the other

biplane), and in the vicinity thereof x : y : z : w=— -§0 : — 652
: 1 : — 403

,
therefore

116. The section of the surface by the plane z— 0 is an interesting curve. Writing

z=0 in the equation of the surface, I find that the resulting equation may be written

(64w3

,
144xw2

, w3+7Gx2w+xy2rJw2+27x2

, y
2—32xw)2=0,

where observe that

6 4w3 (w3+ 7Qxhv -\-xy
2

)
— (72xw2

)
2

=§iw3\w(w2 -\-27x
2
)-\-x(y

2—32xw)~\

;

so that the curve has the four cusps w2+27#2=0, y
2—32xw=0

;

the plane z—

0

intersects the cuspidal ninthic curve in the point [y= 0, z— 0, w= 0) counting 5 times,

and in the last-mentioned four points : in fact, writing in the equations of the ninthic

z— 0, that is 1+1254=0, we find x, y ,
w=-§5, ^52

,
1653

,
and thence w2+27^2=

^5 2(1+1254

)=0, y
2- 32<wi>=0.

The curve has also nodes at the points (y= 0, x-\-w= 0
;
y= 0, x—W— 0), viz. these

are the intersections of the plane z=0 with the nodal lines (y—z=0, #-j-w=0) and

(y-\-z~ 0, x—w= 0), and it has at the point (y= 0, w= 0) (intersection of its plane with

the cusp-nodal line y= 0, w= 0, and quintic intersection with the cuspidal ninthic)

a singular point=2 cusps-j-7 nodes; hence the curve has cusps =(4+ 2= )6 ; nodes

(2-j-7= )9; or 2 nodes-1-3 cusps=36 ; class =6, as it should be.

MDCCCLXIX. 2 R
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Section VIII=12— 3CS .

Equation Y3+Y(X+Z+W)+4aXZW=0. Article Nos. 117 to 125.

117. The diagram of the lines and planes is

Lines.

Ci Cl **• 05 Ul - W,l <Xl >si| CO CO ^

VIII

=

12—3C2.
SI ca CO CO

X X X
fcO

T
31 s CO 5

7 •
Planes each touching

8 3X2= 6
•

along an axis and
containing the cor-

9 • • •
responding trans-

versal.

12 , #

34 3X2= 6

•
Biradial planes each

*
containing two rays

56 • • •
of the same node.

i
13 . • .

o

to 24 • •

16 . Planes each containing

6x4= 24
• • an axis, and two rays

25 . • through the terminal

46 .

• *

.

nodes respectively.

35
.

•

789 1X8= 8
. Plane through the three

. axes.

789 1x1= 1 * » Plane through the three

14 45 transversals.

gj H3
Axes

no

1
JiM.- | |

Pj~
GO

osV M l
S' m jr

- “ I Jb o*

3 o §-. 3*

3 - pu ® 09
OQ

'£T e*-

o §
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118. Take mx ,
m2 as the roots of the equation (to

—

1 )
2= 4am, so that mx

-\-m2=2-\-ia,

m{ra2— 1, then the planes are

x=o, [ 7]

Y= 0, [ 8]

Z =0, [ 9]

Y+Z+X=0,
i[ 12]

Y+X+W=0,
[ 34]

Y+Z+W=0,
C 56]

rH1g¥ [ 13]

Y=(m2
—1)X, [ 24]

tsf
i

—

1

l¥ [ 16]

Y=(m
1
-l)Z, [25]

Y=(m
1
-l)W, [46]

Y=K-1)W, C 35]

o'II [789]

Y+X.+Z+W=0, [789]

119. And the lines are

a h C / 9 h equations may he written

0 0 0 0 0 1 (7) X =0, Y=0
0 0 0 1 0 0 (8) Z =0, Y=0
0 1 0 0 0 0 (9) W=0, Y=0
1 1 1 0 0 0 (7) Y+Z+X=0, W=0
0 0 1 —1 1 0 (8) Y+X+W=0, Z =0

1 0 0 0 -1 1 (9) Y+Z +W=0, X =0

0 0 0
1

m
x
— 1

1
1

J

«

2
— 1

(1) Y=(w
1
-l)X =(m2-l)Z

0 0 0
1

m2
— 1

1
1

m
i
— i (2) Y=(ma~l)X=(m1

-l)Z

-1 1

m2
— 1

0 0 0
l

m2
—

1

(3) Y=(m2-l)W=(m1
-l)X

-1 1

m2
— 1

0 0 0
1

TTij— 1 (4) Y=(mx
— 1)W=(m2

—1)X

0
1

m
x
— 1

1
1

m2
— ]

0 0 (5) Y=(m
1
-l)Z =(m2-l)W

0

1

1

m
2
— 1

1
772

1

— 0 0 (6) Y=(m2-l)Z =(m
1
-l)W

2 r 2
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120. The three transversals are each facultative
; f=b'=3'; t'= 0.

121. Hessian surface. The equation is

4«XZW(3Y+X+Z+W) -j-

Y

2(X2+

Z

2+

W

2— 2XZ—2XW—2ZW)= 0.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of the lines (Y=0, X=0),

(Y=0, Z=0), (Y=0, W=0) (the axes) each twice, and of a sextic curve which is the

spinode curve; <r'=6.

The spinode curve is a complete intersection 2x3; the equations may in fact be

written

Y3+Y2 (X+Z+W)+4aXZW=0,
3Y2+4Y(X+Z+W)+4(XZ-fXW+ZW)=0;

the nodes D, C, A are nodes (double points) of the curve, the tangents at each node

being the nodal rays.

Each of the transversals is a single tangent of the spinode curve ; in fact for the

transversal Y+Z-|-X=0, W=0, these equations of course satisfy the equation of the

cubic surface ; and substituting in the equation of the Hessian, we have Y2(X— Z)2= 0.

But Y+Z-}-X=0, W=0, Y=Q is a point on the axis W=0, Y=0, not belonging to

the spinode curve; we have only the point of contact Y+X+Z=0, W=0, X— Z=0.

Hence /3'=3.

Reciprocal Surface.

122. The equation is found by means of the binary cubic,

aT(T— ?/U)
2
-f (T—^U)(T—2lJ)(T— wU),

viz. writing for shortness

p=x-\-z-\-w,

y—xz-{-xw-\-zw
,

o —xzw

;

this is a binary cubic (#)[T, ET
)
3

,
the coefficients whereof are

3(a+l), —2ay—p, ay2
+y, —35,

and the equation is hence found to be

+ a2{(12y-(32y— (8/37 +365)?/
3+ (30/35+

8

y%2— 3675j/+275
2

}

+ 2«{(6y
2— /3

2y— 9j35)y
2
+(12/3

25— 2j3y
2— 18y5)y+2y

3+ 2752— 9/3y5}

— (|3y+ 1 8/3y5- 4/3
3
5- 4y

3- 2 752

)
= 0 ;

or substituting for j3, y, 5 in the first and last lines their values

(=x-\-z-\-iv, xz-\-xw-\-zw, xziv),
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this is

4a3y\y-x)(y-z)(y-w)

+a2{(12y-^-(8/37+36%3

-f(30i3H8y%
2-36y^+27§2

}

+ 2a{(6y2

-/3V-9i3%
2+(12/3^-2/3y2-18y%+2y3+27B2-9/3yS}

—(x— zf(x—wf(z—wf

—

0

.

123. The nodal curve is made up of the lines (y=x=z), (y=x-=w), (
y—z—vo), reci-

procals of the three transversals.

To show this I remark that, writing

0 — {x—y)+ {*-y)+{w—y),

Y'=(v-y)(z-y)+(x-y)(w-y)+(z-y)(w-y),

V =(x-y)(z-y)(w-y),

the equation of the surface may be written

4ay{y-x)(y-z){y-w)

+a2

{y%12p!l'- y
'a)+x . 187^+27B'

2

}

+ 2a{y(- 6/3'
2^+ 2/3'y'

2+ 9y'S')+2y'3
-f 2 7S'

2- 9)3V S'

}

— «)
2
(^—w)

2
(2—w)

2= 0

,

whence observing that y' is of the order 1 and o' of the order 2 in (x—y), (z—y) con-

jointly, each term of the equation is at least of the second order in (x—y), (z—y) con-

jointly; or we have y=x=z, a nodal line; and similarly the other two lines are nodal

lines.

124. The foregoing transformed equation is most readily obtained by reverting to the

cubic in T, U, viz. writingp=x—y, r=z—y, s=w—y, and therefore x—y-\-p, z—y-\-r,

w—y-\-s, the cubic function (putting therein T=V-j-;?/U) becomes

«(Y+?/U)Y 2+(y-pU)(y-rU)(y-sU) ;

writing j3', y, l' =p-{-r-\-s
,
pr-\-ps-\-rs, prs, the coefficients are (3(«-fl), ay—[3', y', — 3&'),

and the equation of the surface is thus obtained in the form

27(a+ l)2
S'

2

+i8(a+i)(ajr-/yyy

+ 4(«+l)y'3

- Uay—^jy

- (ay-p)Y=0,

which, arranging in powers of a, and reversing the sign, is the foregoing transformed

result.

125. The cuspidal curve is given by the equations

3(<z-fl), -2ay-(3, ay2

f y

1 to yl3a ay2

+y, |
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or say by the equations

3(a-t-l)(a/+y)-(2^+/3)
2=0,

that is

a[a— 3)t/
2+ 4«/3y— 3(a+ 1 )y

= 0
5

and
— 3(«+l)^+(2a?/+/3)(aj/2+y)=0,

consequently d— 6. It is to be added that the cuspidal curve is a complete intersec-

tion, 2x3.

Section IX=12-2B3 .

Equation WXZ+(a, b, c, dJX, Y) 3=0. Article Nos. 126 to 136.

126. The diagram of the lines and planes is

Lines.

a cn ^ CO tt> H- o

IX

=

= 12—2B3 .

05

X
03

II

*®[ £

X
CO

CO

0 1x6= 6
. .

.

Common biplane, os-

cular along the axis.

7

A 8

2x6= 12
: : :

Other biplanes of the

two binodes respect-

ively.

S 14
•

:

•

25

36

3x9= 27

: :

•
Planes each through
the axis and contain-

ing rays of the two
binodes respectively.

6 45 • •

.

Rays,

1,

2,

3
in

the

non-

axial

biplane

7
of

the

one

binode,

and

4,
5,
6
in

the

non-axial

biplane

8
of

the

other

binode.

Axis

joining

the

two

bi-

nodes.

127. Writing (a, b
,
c

, dJX-, Y) 3= — <2(/iX—Y)(/2X—Y)(/3X— Y), the planes are

x=o, [0]

Z =0,
[ 7]

w=o. [ 8]

*! II _o [14]

/;x-y=o, [25]

f,X-Y=0, [36];
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and the lines are

X=0, Y =0, (0)

/iX—Y=0, Z =0, (1)

/2X-Y=0, Z =0, (2)

/3X-Y=0, Z =0, (3)

/,X—Y=0, W=0, (4)

/2X-Y=0, W=0, (5)

/3X-Y=0, W=0, (6)

128. There is no facultative line; fJ=b'=0, #=0 ;
and hence also /3'=0.

129. Hessian surface. The equation is

X{ZW(cX+ <TY)-3X(«c-5 2

,
awZ— fo, bd-c2JX, Y)2

}
= 0,

so that the Hessian breaks up into the plane X=0 (axial or common biplane) and into

a cubic surface.

The complete intersection of the Hessian with the cubic surface is made up of the

line X=0, Y=0 (the axis) four times; and of a system of four conics, which is the

spinode curve ; d= 8

.

In fact combining the equations

WXZ+ («, b, c, d£X, Y)3=0
and

ZW(<?X+dY)-3X(«c-52

,
ad-bc, bd-c2JK,Yf=Q,

these intersect in the axis once, and in a curve of the eighth order which breaks up

into four conics ; for we can from the two equations deduce

(a, b, c, dJX ,
Y)3(cX+ «!Y) -f- 3X2(ac—b2

,
ad-bc

,
bd—c%Y, Y)2=0,

that is,

(4ac— 3b2
, ad ,

bd, cd
,

c£
23(X, Y)4=0,

a system of four planes each intersecting the cubic XZW+ («, b, c, Y)3=0 in the

axis and a conic ; whence, as above, spinode curve is four conics.

It is easy to see that the tangent planes along any conic on the surface pass through

a point, and form therefore a quadric cone ;
hence in particular the spinode torse is

made up of the quadric cones which touch the surface along the four conics respectively.

Reciprocal Surface.

130. The equation is obtained by means of the binary cubic

X(£X+_yY)2+4zw(«, b
,
c, djfl, Y)3

,

viz. calling this (*£X, Y)3 the coefficients are

(3a,
,2+12azw, 2xy -\-12bzw, y

2+ 12czw, 12dzw).
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The equation is found to be

432(<z
2^2— 6abed+ 4ac3+ 4b

3d— Sb2
c
2
)z

3w3

+216[(ad2- obed+ 2c3
)#

2+ (-2acd+m—2bc2)xy+{ -abd+2ac2- b
2
c)if]z

2w2

+ 9 [3d
2x4— 12cdx3

y+(10M+ 8c2)#y— (4«<Z+ 8bc)xy3+ (4ac—

b

2
)if]zw

—y3{dx3— 3cx2

y+ 3bxy2—ay3

)
=0.

The section by the plane w= 0 (reciprocal of B3=D) is the line w= 0, y= 0 (reci-

procal of edge) three times, and the lines w= 0, dx3— ?>cx
2

y+ obxy2—aif=0 (reciprocals

of the biplanar rays). And similarly for the section by the plane 2=0 (reciprocal of

B3 =C).

The section by the plane ^=0As made up of the lines (y=0, 2=0), (^=0, w=0) each

once, and of two conics, y— 0,

16 {a?d2— 6abed+ 4ac3+4b
3d— ?>b

2
c
2
)z

2w2

+ 8(ad2— ?>bcd-\-2c
3
)x

2zw

+ <ZV= 0.

131. There is not any nodal curve; b'= 0.

132. Cuspidal curve. The equations may be written

3#2 +12azw, 2xyJr 12bzw, y
1
-\-V2czw

2xy -\-\2bzw
, 3/

2+12c2W, 12dzw

=0.

Forming the equations

(
bd—c2

) . 14422w2+2(^#y— cy
2
) . 12zw—

y

4=Q,

{ad— be) . 1442W+ (3^#
2— 2cxy— by

2

)
. 122W—'2o?y

3=0,

these are two quartic surfaces having in common the lines {y= 0, w= 0), (y=0, 2=0)

:

attending to the line (y= 0, 2=0), this is on the second surface, an oscular line,

2=
i ^ixw if ’

011 the surface it is a nodal line, the one tangent plane being

Q(bd— e
2)w .z-\-dxz.y— 0, the other tangent plane being 2=0, but the line being in

regard to this sheet an oscular line, z~^dxw Hence in the intersection of the two

surfaces the line counts (l + 3=)4 times; similarly the line y={), w= 0 counts

( 1 + 3= )4 times ; and there is a residual intersection of the order (16— 4— 4=) 8, which

is the cuspidal curve ; c'= 8.

133.

The cuspidal curve is a system of 4 conics
;
in fact from the preceding equations

written in the forms

(ibd—c2

,
2{dxy—cy2

), —yi
'J12zw, 1)

2=0,

{ad— be, Sdx2—2cxy—by2
,
—2xy3r$12zw, 1)

2=0,
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eliminating zw, we obtain

' 3(bd-c2
),

<

2i(—ad2—obcd Jr 4c
3

)

,

6(acd-\-b 2d—2bc2

),

6 (bc—ad)b,

a2d—b3
,

in, yY= 0
,

which shows that the cuspidal curve lies in 4 planes, and it hence consists of four conics

;

these are of course the reciprocals of the quadric cones which touch the cubic surface

along the four conics which make up the spinode curve.

134. The equation of the surface, attending only to the terms of the second order in

y, z
,
iv, is 21d2

x‘
lzw=Q

;
it thus appears that the point y=0, z=0,w=0 (reciprocal of the

plane X=0) (which is oscular along the axis joining the two binodes, or BB-axis) is a

binode on the reciprocal surface, the biplanes being z=0,w=0, viz. these are the planes

reciprocal to the binodes (X=0, Y=0, W=0) and (X=0, Y=0, Z= 0) of the cubic

surface; we have thus B'=l.

It is proper to remark that the binode y= 0, z= 0, w= 0 is not on the cuspidal curve,

as its being so would probably imply a higher singularity.

135. A simple case, presenting the same singularities as the general one, is when

ci=d, b=c= 0: to diminish the numerical coefficients assume a=d=^, the cubic

surface is thus 12XZW+X3+Y3=0, and the equation of the reciprocal surface, mul-

tiplying it by 4, becomes

z
3w3

+ 6x2
z
2w2

+ (9#
4— 12x3y)zw

— Ay3
(x3—y3)=0,

viz. this is the surface

4y
6

-4y3x(x2 -{-Szw)

+ zw(3x2

-fzw)
2=

0

considered in the Memoir “ On the Theory of Reciprocal Surfaces.” The cuspidal curve

is, as there shown, composed of the four conics y= 0, 3ai2+^o= 0 and y
3— 2ai3=0,

x3,—zw=0; and it is there shown that the two points (#=0, y= 0, ~= 0), (.r=0,

y= 0, w=0), each reckoned 8 times, are to be considered as off-points of the reciprocal

surface.

136.

The like investigation applies to the general surface, and we have thus #'=16;

the points in question are still the points
(
x=0

, y— 0, 5= 0), (a’=0, y= 0, w= 0) ; viz.

these are the points of intersection of the surface by the line (#=0, ?/=0), which points

are also the common points of intersection of the four conics which compose the cus-

pidal curve, that is, they are quadruple points on the cuspidal curve
;

it does not appear

2 sMDCCCLXIX.
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that the points are on this account, viz. qua quadruple points of the cuspidal curve, off-

points of the surface, nor does this even show that the points should be reckoned each

8 times. As already remarked, the singularity requires a more complete investigation.

Section X=12-B4-C2 .

Equation WXZ+(X+Z)(Y2—

X

2)=0. Article Nos. 137 to 143.

137. The diagram of the lines and planes is

Lines.

u>

2—B4—

C

2.

^ X

iT

ssi -

to

X

if

U>

X

<X

Xo
II

c;

X
CO

II

o>

1x12= 12
Biplane touching along axis,

and containing edge.

1x12=12
: :

Other biplane.

2x 8= 16

•

*

•

Planes each through the

axis and containing a bi-

planar ray and a cnicno-

dal ray.

IX 3= 3

• . . Plane touching along the

edge and containing the

mere line.

lX 2= 2

6 45

•

. Biradial plane through the

two cnienodal rays.

o-

5'
CTQ

o

"1

Biplanar

rays

in

the

iion-

j
axial

biplane.

Edge

of

binode,

being

a

transversal.

Axis,

through

the

two

nodes.

138. The planes are and the lines are

X =0, [0]

Z =0, [3]

X—Y=0, [11
#

]

X +Y=0, [22']

w=o, [3']

x+z=o, [l'2'l

X=0, Y =0, (0)

X=0, Z =0, (3)

X—Y=0, Z =0, (1)

X+Y=0, Z =0, (2)

X—Y=Q, W=0, (!')

X+Y=0, W=Q, (2')

x+z=o, w=o, (12)
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139. The facultative lines are the edge counting twice, and the mere line

;

Z=V= 3; t'= 1.

140. Hessian surface. The equation is

X(X+Z)(ZW+ 3X2—XZ)+

Y

2(X— Z)
2= 0.

The complete intersection with the surface consists of the line (X=0, Y=0), the axis,

4 times; the line (X=0, Z=0), the edge, 2 times; and a sextic curve, which is the

spinode curve ; c'=6.

Writing the equations of the surface and the Hessian in the form

X(ZW+Y2)-X3 +Z(Y2-X2)=0,

X(X+Z)(ZW+Y2)-|-(Z-3X){-X3+ Z(Y2-X2)}=0,

we see that the equations of the spinode curve may be written

ZW+Y2=0,

—

X

3+Z(Y2—

X

2
)= 0,

viz. the curve is a complete intersection, 2x3.

Y
There is at B4 a triple point yy— (

z \
I

2 X
(
z \\

Vw,/
5 w— (w) ’

tangents coinciding with the nodal rays W=0, Y2—

X

2=0.

The edge and the mere line are each of them single tangents of the spinode curve.

But the edge counting twice in the nodal curve, its contact with the spinode curve will

also count twice, that is, we have j3'=2.1 -f-1, =3.

Reciprocal Surface.

141.

The equation is obtained by means of the binary cubic

4w 2X(X-}-Z)2+4wZ(X

+

Z)(xX+zZ) -f ?/
2XZ2

;

or calling this (=&JX, Z) 3

,
the coefficients are

(12w2

,
8w2

-f4m\ 4w 2
+4m£-f-4ivz-\-f, 12wz),

and thence the equation is found to be

16w4,

[p
2—{x—z)2

~\

+ 16w3

[2x- 5z)f— 2(x— 2z){x- z)
2

]

+ 8w2

[y -j- (x*—xz -j- 6s!
2

)^
2— 2x\x'—zY\

+ ±w[(2x+3z)y4-2x%x+z)y*l

+ f(f-x2)=0,

where the section by the plane w= 0 (reciprocal of binode) is #2

)
= 0, viz. this

is the line w= 0, y=0 (reciprocal of the edge) four times, and the lines w=Q, f—x'2= 0

(reciprocals of the biplanar rays).

The section by the plane z=0 is found to be (f—x2
)(f-j-4xw+ 4w2

)
2=0, viz. this

2 s 2
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is the two lines 2=0, y
2—x2=0 (reciprocals of the nodal rays), and the conic 2=0,

if- -f- 4xw+ 4zitf= 0 (reciprocal of the nodal cone WX-f-Y2—

X

2=0) twice.

142. Nodal curve. The equation shows that the line y= 0, x—2=0 (reciprocal of the

line W=0, X+Z= 0) is a nodal line on the surface.

It also shows that the line y= 0, w= 0 (reciprocal of the edge) is a tacnodal line

(=2 nodal lines) on the surface; in fact attending only to the lowest terms in y, w, we

have
-xfl 6 (x— 2)V+ 8(a?+ z)ivf+3/

4]=0,
that is,

4:(x- z)w+^|=-^?/
2= 0

,

two values, iv=Ay2
,
w=~By2

,
which indicates a tacnodal line.

The nodal curve is thus made up of the line y— 0, x—2=0 once, and the line y= 0,

w= 0 twice; V= 3.

143. Cuspidal curve. The equations

12w2 8w2+4m, 4w2+4m+4w2+?/2

1|=0

|

8w2+4m, 4w2-j-4m+4w2-{-y2

,
12wz

give

(4w+ 2#)
2—

3(4w
2+

4

wx+ 4wz -j-y2
)

=

0
,

— 3 6w2
z+ (2w+x)(4w2

-f-4m -+- 4wz+y2)= 0,

or, as these are more simply written,

4w2+ 4m — 12wz-{-4x2— oy
2=0,

8iv
3+I2w2x—

2

8w2
2+w(4:X

2+ 4xz+

2

y
2

) -{-xy
2= 0

,

so that the cuspidal curve is a complete intersection 2x3; c'=Q.
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Section XI=12-B„.

Equation WXZ+Y2Z+X3-Z3=0. Article Nos. 144 to 149.
144.

The diagram of the lines and planes is

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins of the diagram.

145. The edge is a facultative line counting 3 times ; this will appear from the dis-

cussion of the reciprocal surface. Therefore g'=b'= 3; t’= 1.

146. Hessian surface. This is

Z(WXZ+Y2Z-3X3-3Z3)=0,

breaking up into Z=0, the oscular biplane, and into a cubic surface (itself a surface

XI=12—

B

6). The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of the line

X=0, Z=0 (the edge) six times, and of a residual sextic
(
= 3 conics), which is the

spinode curve ; c'= 6.

The equations of the sextic are in fact XZ-j-Y2=0, X3+Z 3=0, so that this consists

of three conics, each in a plane passing through the edge.

The edge touches each of the three conics at the point X=0, Z= 0, Y=0; but it

must be reckoned as a single tangent of the spinode curve, and then counting it three

times, /3'= 3.
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Reciprocal Surface.147.

The equation is obtained by means of the binary cubic

(12w2
,
4Lzw, y

2
-\-ixw, — 12ufJ7i, X) 3

,

viz. it is

432w6

+ 72w3z(Lxw +?/)

—64wV
+(4xw+y2

f
—

2

2(4^w+^2

)

3=0,

or, completely developed, it is

w\ 432

d-w
4

. 288xz

+w 3
. 72y

2
sd-64-.ir

}— 64s3

+w 1
. 4 —

1

6x2
z
2

-\-w . 12xy4— Sxfz2

+ 0 ;

the section by the plane w=Q (reciprocal of B6)
is w=0, y= 0 (reciprocal of edge) four

times, together with w= 0, y
2— s

2=Q, reciprocals of the two rays.

148.

The nodal curve is the line ^=0, w= 0 (reciprocal of edge counting as 3 lines);

b'=o. In fact the form of the surface in the vicinity is given byw= —^ y
c

\

viz. there are two sheets osculating along the line in question, that is intersecting in

this line taken 3 times.

149.

For the cuspidal curve we have

giving

jj

12w2

,
4-zw, ?/

2+4a’w

I
4sw, y

2
-\-Aww, —12

w

2

12xw+Sy2 — 4s2=0,

3Gw3 +4«2+3f22=0;

or multiplying the first by 3s and subtracting the second, we have 108w3
-f4s

3=0.

Hence the equations are

s
3+ 27w3=0,

12xw+ 3y
2— 4s2= 0

,

viz. the cuspidal curve is made up of three conics lying in planes through the line s=0,

w= 0 .
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The curve may be put in evidence by writing the equation of the surface in the form

(3y
2
-i-5s

2+l2,ra;, 24s, 16^3?/
2— 4s2+12^w, s

3-{-27w3

)

2=0,
where

1 6(3^
2+ 5s2+

1

2xw)— 144s2= 1 6(3y
2— 4s2+12ww)

.

Section XXX=12-U6 .

Equation W(X+Y+Z)2+XYZ=0. Article Nos. 150 to 156.

150.

The diagram of the lines and planes is

w
Lines.

H- CO «—

XII

=

=12-U
6

.

CO

X X
<x>

|i

-I * co
to

0

lx 32 =32
: : :

Uniplane.

1

5 2

&
3

3 X 4=12

;

Planes each touching
along a ray, and con-
taining a mere line.

1'2'3' lx 1= 1

5 45

Plane through the

three mere lines

Rays

in

i

plane.

S'

151.

The planes are

X+Y+Z=0,
X=0,
Y=0,
Z =0,

AYz=0,

The lines are

[0] X=0, Y +Z =0,

[1] Y =0, Z +X=0,

[2] Z=0, X -J-Y =0,

[3] x=o, w=o,

[
'2'3'] oII£o'

Z =0, W=0,

152.

The three mere lines are each facultative: g'=b'= 3; t'= 1.

153. Hessian surface. The equation is

(X-fY+Z)2(X2+Y2+

Z

2—2YZ—2ZX—2XY)= 0,

(
1
)

(2)

(3)

(!')

(
2')

3')
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viz. the surface consists of the uniplane X-f-Y+Z=0 twice, and of a quadric cone

having its vertex at U6 ,
and touching each of the planes X=0, Y=0, Z=0.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of the rays each twice

and of a residual sextic, which is the spinode curve; <r'= 6 .

The equations of the spinode curve are

W(X+Y+ Z)
2+XYZ= 0,

X2+

Y

2+Z2- 2YZ-2ZX—2XY= 0,

viz. the curve is a complete intersection, 2x3.
Each of the mere lines is a single tangent (as at once appears by writing for instance

W=0, X=0, which gives (Y— Z)
2=0); that is, /3'=3.

'Reciprocal Surface.

154. The equation is found by means of the binary cubic

4(T—#U)(T—;yU)(T

—

zU)+wT2U,

viz. writing for shortness

/3=x+y+z,

y=yz+zx+xy,

% =xyz
,

then the cubic function is

(12, w-4/3, 4y, -mXT, U) 3

,

and the equation of the reciprocal surface is found to be

432S2

+ 64y3

— (w— 4/3)
3
S

+ 72(w— 4/3)yS

— (tv— 4/3)
2

y
2= 0 ;

expanding, this is

w3
. — &

+w2 .12(3%—y2

-j- 8w . — 6/3
2

§+j3y
2+9y^

+ 16(4
j
33^-i3y-18(3yB+ 4y

3+27^2

)
= 0

;

or substituting for /3, y, £ in the first and last lines, this is

w3
. —xyz

+w2
. (12/3&—

y

2

)

+ 8w. — 6j3
2
£+j3y

2
-f9yc>

+ 1 6 (3/
- z)\z-x)\x~yj=

0

(where (3, y, o=x-\-y~j-z, yz-j-zx+xy, xyz). The section by the plane w= 0 (reciprocal
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of the unode) is made up of the lines w= 0, y—z= 0 ; w= 0, z—x— 0 ; w= 0, x—y=0
(reciprocals of the rays) each twice.

155. The nodal curve is at once seen to consist of the lines (y=0, z= 0), (2=0, #=0),

(x=0, y=0), reciprocals of the facultative lines; in fact, in regard to (y, z) conjointly

y is of the order 1, and § is of the order 2 ; hence every term of the equation is of the

order 2 in y, z; and the like as to the other two lines: b'=3 as above.

156. For the cuspidal curve we have

I 12 , w- 4/3, 4y |[=0,

|

w— 4/3, 4y ,
-12h

I

or say

48y-(w-4/3)2=0,

36c$-f-y(w— 4/3)=0,

whence the cuspidal curve is a complete intersection 2x3; c'=G.

Section XIII=12—

B

3-2C2 .

Equation WXZ+Y2(Y+X+Z)= 0. Article Nos. 157 to 164.

157. The diagram of the lines and planes is

Lines.

£ ^ CO fcc — © a cjt

col H- to
1

W
X X x X X

XIII=12—

B

3
—

C

2.
if if

05

ii

05

II

iSI
- * l

I

* 5

1

1

2
2 X 6= 12

1

• " Biplanes.

056 1x12=12 ; ; ;
Plane through the three

. •
axes.

• .

5
Planes each through an

2x 6= 12 axis joining the binode

6
*

with a cnicnode.

|
•

Plane through the axis
34 lX 4= 4

•
joining the two cnic-

nodes.

12 lX 3= 3
.

•
Planes through the bi-

planar rays.

0 lX 2= 2 . , # Plane touching along the
• axis which joins the

8 45 two cnicnodes.

fcd t> >

1

1

1

iplanar

ray:

biplane,

ar

a

transvers

ris

joining

nodes.

P oO OT

3 O
S--P"

g-'sj

p o
5* p

nf p

o

2.
O g.
2 P*
O'CTQ
P r-f-

o
CL

1 1
§ p ^

MDCCCLXIX. T
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planes are The lines are

X =0, [1] X =0, Y =0, (5)

Z =0, PI 2 =0, Y =0, (6)

Y =0, [056] Y =0, W=0, (0)

Y +X =0, [5] X =0, Y+Z =0, (1)

Y +Z =0, [6] Z =0, Y+X=0, (2)

1 II [34] W=Y=-Z, (3)

X+Y+Z=0, [12] M1II>XII£ (4)

w=o, [0] W=0; X+Y+Z=0, (012)

159. The transversal is facultative
;
^=V= 1, £'=0.

160. The Hessian surface is

WXZ(3Y-f-X+Z)+Y2(Z-X)2=0.

The complete intersection with the surface is made up of the line Y=0, X— 0 (CB-axis)

3 times; the line Y=0, Z=0 (CB-axis) 3 times; line Y=0, W=0 (CC-axis) twice,

and of a residual quartic, which is the spinode curve
; a'=4.

161. Representing the two equations by XJ=0, H=0, we have

(3Y+X+Z)U-H=Y2(3Y2+4YX+Z+4XZ), =MY2 suppose,

and

27(X+Z)U+9H= 9WXZ(3Y+4X+ 4Z)+ 36

Y

2(X2+XZ+

Z

2

)+ 27Y3(X+Z)

;

but

(— 9(X+Z)Y+16XZ)M=
64X2Z2+28YXZ(X+Z)-Y2(36X2+28XZ+36Z2)-27Y3(X+Z),

whence

27(X+Z)U+9H+ (— 9X+ZY+ 16XZ)M

=ZX{12Y2+28YX+Z+64XZ+ 9W(3Y-f4X+4Z)};
or, as this may also be written,

27Y2(X+Z)U +9Y2H

+ (- 9YX+Z+ 1 6XZ)( 3Y+X+Z)U + (9YX+Z- 16XZ)H,

that is,

{-9Y(X+Z)2+ 48YXZ+16XZ(X+Z)}U+ {9Y2+9YX+Z-16XZ}H

='

Y

2ZX{12Y2+28YZ+X+64XZ+9W(3Y+4X+ 4Z) } =0 ;

and we thus obtain the equation of the residual quartic, or spinode curve, in the form

3Y2+ 4Y(X+Z)+ 4XZ= 0,

12Y2+ 2 8Y(X+ Z)+ 64XZ+ 9W(3Y+4X+ 4Z)= 0

.

The spinode curve is thus a complete intersection, 2x2; and since the first surface is a
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cone having its vertex on the second surface, we see moreover that the spinode curve is

a nodal quadriquadric. Instead of the last equation we may write more simply

, 4Y(X+Z)+16XZ+3W(3Y+4X+4Z)=0.

The equations of the transversal are W=0, X-f- Y-j-Z= 0, and substituting in the

equations of the spinode curve we obtain from each equation (X— Z)
2=0, that is, the

transversal is a single tangent of the spinode curve; /3'=1.

Reciprocal Surface.

162. The equation of the cubic is derived from that belonging to VI=12—

B

3—

C

2

by writing therein a=b= 0, c=^, d= 1. Making this change in the formulse for the

reciprocal surface of the case just referred to, we have

L =y2+4(x+z)w,

M.=2x(y-{-2w),

N=-4^2

,

P =16x2(y+w—x—z)

;

and substituting in the equation

L2P+ 8zM3-9zLMN- 2 7z2wN2= 0,

the equation divides by x2
;

' or throwing this out, the equation is

(y
2+ 4xw+ 4zw)\y-\-w—x—z)

— %xz{y-\-2w)3

+ 9xz{y2+ 4xw+ 4zw)(y+ 2w)

—27#Vw=0

;

reducing, this is

w3
. l§(x—z)2

4-w2
f y\x+z) 1

|

+2y(x2—4xz+z2

) 1

[+(x-\-zX2x-z)(-x+2z) J

-\-w

+ 8y\x+z)

— 2y\4x2 2 3xz+ 4^2

)

+ 36xtjz(x+z)

— 27x2
z
2

+ f(y-x)(y-z)=o.

The section by the plane w= 0 (reciprocal of B3 )
is w=0, y=0 (the edge) 3 times;

and w— 0, y—x= 0; w=0, y—z— 0 (reciprocals of the CB-axes).

163. Nodal curve. This is the line y—x—z; wherefore V— \. To put the line in

2 t 2
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evidence, write for a moment x=y-\-u, z—y-\-y
,
then the equation is readily converted

into

w3
. 16(«— y)

2

+w2|—y(a2— 4«y+y2

) 1

l+ («+7)(2«—y)(-a+2y)J

-f-wf y
2(a

2— 10ay+y2

)
j

j

— 18yoty(ct+y)
l

[-27ay J

+ y«y=0,

which, each term being of the second order in a, y(=x—y, z—y
)
respectively, exhibits

the nodal line in question.

164. Cuspidal curve. Multiplying by 27, the equation may be written

(7y—3x—3z—5 iw, —^+6w, —w^Sy+lbyw— \2x-\-zw-\-13w2
,

— 2§y
3
-\-24yxJrz—27xz— 8^w+16w2

)
2=0,

where

4w{7y— 3x— 3z— bw) -f-
(—

y

+ 6w)2=y2+

1

3y

w

— 12{x+ z)w+ 1 6iv
2

;

and we have thus in evidence the cuspidal curve,

y
2 -{-16yw—12(x-\-z)w-{-18vf=0,

—20y2
-\-24y(x-\-z)— 27xz—8yw+ 16w2=0,

which is a complete intersection, 2x2, or quadriquadric curve; c'= 4.
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Section XIV=12-B5-C2 .

Equation WXZ+Y2Z+YX2=0. Article Nos. 165 to 171.
165.

The diagram of the lines and planes is

N M W
II II

K) ESI Kj

II II II

Planes are

Z=0

Y=0

2—Ej—02. X

if

iSI »

X
tn

Cl

X
o
II

o

X
o
II

o

1x15=15
• •

Torsal biplane.

1X20=20
•

Ordinary biplane.

1x10=10

3 45

•
Plane through axis and

the two rays.

Cnicnodal

ray.

Biplanar

ray

in

torsal

biplane.

Edge. t

where the equations of the planes and lines are shown in the margins.

166. The edge is a facultative line, as will appear from the discussion of the reci-

procal surface : J=h'=l
;
£'=0.

167. Hessian surface. The equation is

WXZ2+Y2Z2-3X2YZ+X4=0.

The complete intersection with the surface is made up of the line X=0, Y=0 (the axis)

5 times, the line X=0, Z=0 (the edge) 4 times, and a skew cubic, the equations of

which may be written

X, Y, W
|

=0.

4Z, X, —5Y
I

In fact from the equations U=0, H=0 we deduce H—ZU=X2(X2— 4YZ)= 0; and if

in U=0 we write X2=4YZ, it becomes Z(XW+5Y2)=0 ;
and then in 5U=0, writing

5Y2=—XW, we have

5WXZ+Z(-XW)-f5X2Y=X(5XY+4ZW)= 0.

168. I say that the spinode curve is made up of the edge X=0, Z=0 once, and of

the cubic curve; and therefore <r'=4.
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In fact in the reciprocal surface the cuspidal curve is made up of the skew cubic, and

of a line the reciprocal of the axis, being a cusp-nodal line, and so counting once as part

of the cuspidal curve : the pencil of planes through the line is thus part of the cuspidal

torse ; and reverting to the original cubic surface, we have the axis as part of the spinode

curve : I assume that it counts once.

The edge is a single tangent of the spinode curve; (3'=1.

Reciprocal Surface.

169. The equation is obtained by means of the binary cubic

4wZ2(X^+Z;s)+X(YZ-wX)2
,

or, as this may be written,

(3w2
,
— 2\yw, y

2
-\-ixw, 12zwJX, Z)3

.

The equation is in the first instance obtained in the form

108wV
— 32iv4

y
3z

+ 3Qw4yz(y2 -{-4:Xw)

+ w2

(«/
2+ 4xw)3

— w2

y
2

{y
2+ 4xwf= 0 ;

but the last two terms being together =4:W3x(y2
-\-4:Xtv)

2
,
the whole divides by 4w 3

,
and it

then becomes
27wV

— 8wy3
z

+ 2wyz(y2
-\-4:Xw)

+ xiyf+ 4ot)
2=0 ;

or, expanding, it is

w3
. 27z2

+w2
. 2>§xyz-\- IQx3

. y
3
z 4- 8x*y2

+ xy*=0.

The section by the plane w= 0 (reciprocal of B5)
is w=0, y—§ (reciprocal of edge) 4

times, together with w=0, #=0 (reciprocal of biplanar ray).

The section by the plane z— 0 (reciprocal of C2)
is x(y

2-}-4xw)2=0, viz. this is

z=0, y
2 -\-ixw=0 (reciprocal of nodal cone) twice, together with z= 0, x=0 (reciprocal

of nodal ray).

170. Nodal curve. This is the line w=0, y=0, reciprocal of edge. The equation in

the vicinity is y=— t\X— gyjwf, showing that the line is a cusp-nodal line count-

ing once in the nodal and once in the cuspidal curve : wherefore 5'=1.
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171.

Cuspidal curve. The equation of the surface may be written

(#, —y, 3w1][12%w—y*, 9zw+ 8xy.y=0,

where 4x . 3w—y
2='42xw—y

2
. This exhibits the cuspidal curve \2xw—#

2=0,

9zw-]-8xy=0, breaking up into the line w= 0, y=0 (reciprocal of edge) and a skew

cubic; the line is really part of the cuspidal curve, or d—4.

The equations of the cuspidal cubic may be written in the more complete form

12x, y,

y >
w,

Section XV=12-U
7

.

Equation WX2+XZ2+Y2Z=0. Article Nos. 172 to 176.

172.

The diagram of the lines and planes is

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

173. The mere line is facultative: g'=b'= 1 ; if= 0.

174. The Hessian surface is

X2(XZ—

Y

2)=0,

viz. this is the uniplane X=0 twice, and a quadric cone having its vertex at U
7

.

The complete intersection with the surface is made up of X=0, Y=0 (torsal ray)
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6 times ; X=0, Z=0 (single ray) 2 times ;
and of a residual quartic, which is the spinode

curve; a
!= 4.

The equations of the spinode curve are XZ—

Y

2=0, XW-j-2Z2=0; the first surface

is a cone having its vertex on the second surface
; and the curve is thus a nodal quadri-

quadric.

The mere line is a single tangent of the spinode curve; (3'= 1.

Reciprocal Surface.

175. The equation is obtained by means of the binary cubic

(-%2

> %WXX, Y) 3

,

viz. throwing out the factor y ,
the equation is

w\— 64#3

)
-|-w (— 16#V+ 72xy2

z+ 2 7y
4

)+

1

6y
2
z
3= 0

.

The section by the plane w=0 (reciprocal of U
7)

is w= 0, z— 0 (reciprocal of torsal

ray) three times, and w=0, y=§ (reciprocal of single ray) twice.

Nodal curve. This is the line #=0, y— 0, reciprocal of the mere line : V=l.

Cuspidal curve. The equation of the surface may be written

(6 hr, — 1 Qz, — 3wX^
2+3xw, %2+ 4^)2=0,

where
4 . 64#(- 3w)- 256«2= - 256(z2+ 3xw).

This exhibits the cuspidal curve £
2+3#w=0, %2

-f 4;s#=0, where the surfaces are each

of them cones ; the vertex of the second cone is on the first cone, and the two cones have

at this point a common tangent plane
; the curve is thus a cuspidal quadriquadric.

176. [The equation

(64#, —16z, — 3wX^2+ 3#w, %2+4^#)2=0

resembles that of a quintic torse, viz. the equation of a quintic torse is

( #, — 4z, 8iv'Jz
2—2wx, y

2—2zx)'2=Q,

which equation, writing 9y for y, —2# for x, and fw for w, becomes

(—2#, —4z, §w rfz2
-{-?>xw, 9j

2+42#)2=0,

or, what is the same thing,

( #, 2z, — ?m [$V+3#w, 9^
2+4^#) 2=0;

and developing, this is

#3
. w2

+#2
. —2z

2w

+#. —18y
2zw+z4

-27y4w+2y2
z3=Q,

which, however, differs from the equation of the reciprocal surface, not only in the

nu merical coefficients, but by the presence of a term xz4
.

]
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Section XVI=12-4C2 .

Equation W(XY+XZ+YZ)+XYZ=0. Article No. 177 to 180.
177.

The diagram of the lines and planes is

XXX X X
'

X x
+ + + II II II II || ||

^ N Kj O o o o o o

© o ©
II

CS3

11

3 N
II II II ii

k| K csa

+ + +
N 3 3
II II IIo o o

o o o o o o
6

CO bo
CO

CO 4*- CO £ 5 5
01 CO GJ

XVI

=

12—4C2 . X X

IT r

Planes are

Z +W=0 12 •

Y +W=0 13 •

Y +Z =0 14 6x2=12 .

.

Planes each touching along

an axis, and containing

X +w=o 23 • • • a transversal.

X +Z =0 24 •

X +Y =0 34 •

X =0 1
;

•

Y =0 2

4x8=32
.

*

Planes each through three

Z =0 3
l

axes.

W=0 4
• * *

X+Y+Z+W=0 1234 1X1= 1 . . .

Plane through the three

TT 45 : : :
transversals.

o p a m
o §

g jLo § g
§-

g g © ij?
*

*3 g* §
^ 89

(

p-
°

rt-

g* g
o .

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

178. The transversals are each facultative
:
q'=b'=o ; t

r=l.
179. Hessian surface. The equation is

4XYZW-(X+Y+Z+W)(WXY+WXZ+WYZ+XYZ) =0,
MDCCCLXIX. 2 U
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or, what is the same thing,

X2 (YZ +YW+ZW)
+Y2 (ZW +ZX +WX)
+Z2 (WX+WY+XY)
+W2(XY +XZ +YZ )=0.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of the six axes each twice,

and there is no spinode curve; <4=0, whence also /3'=0.

Reciprocal Surface.

180. The equation is immediately obtained in the irrational form

«/x-\-\fy ~\~\fz+\/w—0,
or rationalizing, it is

(x2+y2+ z2+ uf— 2yz— 2zx

—

2xy— 2xw—

2

yw— 2zwf— Qkxyzw= 0 ;

so that this is in fact Steinek’s quartic surface.

Nodal curve. This consists of the lines x—y=0, z—w— 0; x—2=0, y—w=0;
x—iv=0, y

—2=0
;

so that V=3
To put anyone of these, for instance the line x—y= 0, z—W= 0, in evidence, we may

write the equation of the surface in the form

\_{x—yf -f- (z
—w)2— 2(x 4- y) (z+wjf

—

6ixyzw= 0,

that is

{
(x~yf+ (z-wf\\ {co—yf'+(?—wf- 4(a?+y)(z+w)

}

4- i\_{x -\-y)\z+wf— 1§xyzw]= 0,

or finally

{{x—yf Jr{z-w)’2}{{x-yY^r{z-w)‘2-i{x-\-y){z->tic)}

+ 4 { (x—y)\z—uff+ 4xy(z—w)2 4- 4zw[x—yf } = 0,

where each term is at least of the second order in x—yf
z—w.

There is no cuspidal curve
;
c'= 0.
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Section XVII=12— 2B3—

C

2 .

Equation WXZ+XY2+Y3=0. Article Nos. 181 to 185.
181.

The diagram of the lines and planes is

N HJ M
II II || || II £1o p O O o a*

M M N Kj p
+ +

|j || II 3
Kj Kj o o O
|| 11o O

« H- o

XVII

Planes are

= 12--2B
3
—

C

2.

enl
U>

X

ssi «

X
05

X
ca

II

CD

X=0 0 IX 6= 6 • • • Common biplane, through
the axis joining the two
binodes.

Z =0 13 ‘ *

Ofs 24 2x 6=12

;

Remaining biplanes, one
for each binode.

Y=0 012 1X18=18 * * • Plane through the three

axes.

X+Y=0 034 lX 9= 9

5 45

• • •
Plane through the axis

joining the two binodes.

w

<x> C*

m
o **

pj o
cd a

Axes

each

through

the

cnienode

and

a

binode.

Axis

joining

the

two

binodes.

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

182. There is no facultative line ;
6'=^= 0, t'=0.

183. The Hessian surface is

X(WXZ+3YZW+XY2)=0,

viz. this breaks up into X=0 (the common biplane), and into a cubic surface.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of X=0, Y=0 (BB-axis)

4 times, of Y=0, Z=0 and Y=0, W=0 (CB-axes) each three times; and of a residual

conic, which is the spinode curve; a'= 2. The equations of the spinode curve are

Y2—3ZW=0, 4X+3Y=0; viz. it lies in a plane passing through the BB-axis; since

there is no facultative line, (3'=0.

2 u 2
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Reciprocal Surface.

184. The equation is found to be

[if+ 4zwf— xif— 3 6xyzw+ 27x*zw=0,
or say this is

16zW4-(8?/2— Sftxy+'ORx^zw+y^y— a?)=0.

The section by plane w= 0 (reciprocal of B3=D) is w= 0, y\y—x)= 0, viz. this is the

line w= 0, y= 0 (reciprocal of edge) 3 times, and the line w=(), y—x— 0 (reciprocal of

ray) once ; and the like as to section by plane z= 0.

The section by plane #=0 (reciprocal of C2=A) is x=0, 4;zw)
2=0, viz. this is

the conic (reciprocal of nodal cone) twice.

There is no nodal curve ; b'= 0.

185. Cuspidal curve. The equation of the surface may be written

(1, —y, 3zwT
fy

2—12zw, 9x—Syf=0,

where 4 . 1

.

2>zw—

y

2=— (y
2— 12zw) ; and there is thus a cuspidal conic y

1— 12^w=0,

9x—8y=0 : wherefore c'=2.

Attending only to the terms of the second order in y, z, w, the equation becomes

x2zw=0

;

that is, the point y=0, z= 0, w= 0 (reciprocal of the common biplane) is a

binode of the surface
;

or there is the singularity B'=l.
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Section XVIII=12-B4-2Ca .

Equation WXZ+Y2(X+Z)=0. Article Nos. 186 to 189.
186.

The diagram of the lines and planes are

Kj Kj

II IIO O g
N M §

II II
"

Planes are

Y =0 0

X =0 01

Z =0 02

x+z=o 34

W=0 04

-B
t
-2C,.

1

X

IT

5SI -

X
05

II

05

X X
CO

05

1x16=16
•

• •

Plane through the three axes.

2x12=24

• •

Biplanes.

IX 3= 3
Plane touching along edge and con-

taining the mere line.

IX 2= 2

5 45

• * * Plane touching along axis through
the two cnienodes and containing

the mere line.

Mere

line,

being

also

a

trans-

versal.

Edge

of

the

bi-

node.

Axis

through

the

two

cnienodes

Axes,

each

through

the

binode

and

a

cnicnode.

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

187. The mere line is facultative ; the edge is also facultative counting twice (this

will appear from the discussion of the reciprocal surface): b'=g'= 3, tf= 1.

188. The Hessian surface is

(X+ Z)WXZ+ (X- Z)2Y2=0.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is Y=0, Z= 0 and Y=0, X=0
(the CB-axes) each 4 times; Y=0, W=0 (BB-axis) twice; and X=0, Z= 0 (the edge)

twice. There is no spinode curve, </— 0; wherefore also (3'= 0.

Reciprocal Surface.

189. The equation is obtained from the binary quadric 4w(X+Z)(X#+ Z2)-f^rXZ, or

say

(8m, 4iv(x+z)-\-f, 8wz£K, Z)2
.
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The equation is thus

(y
2+&wx+4w)2— 6 4lW2£cz

=

0,

or in an irrational form

wx+%s/‘wz=0.

The section by the plane w=0 (reciprocal of B4 )
is w=0, y=0 (reciprocal of edge)

4 times.

The section by the plane 2=0 (reciprocal of C2=C) is z= 0, y
2-\-iwx =0 (reciprocal

of nodal cone) twice; and similarly for the section by x=Q (reciprocal of C2=A).

Nodal curve. Writing the equation in the form

y*+ 8wy2
(z x) -f- 16w

2
(;r— z

)
2= 0

,

we have a nodal line y— 0, x—z=0, reciprocal of the mere line

:

And writing the equation in the form

we have y= 0, w= 0 (reciprocal of edge), a tacnodal line counting as two lines ; V— 3.

There is no cuspidal curve; c'=0.

Section XIX=12-B6-C2 .

Equation WXZ+Y2Z+X3=0. Article Nos. 190 to 193.

190. The diagram of the lines and planes is

X ft

II
B'

o ©
N KJ

p
©

II II

o O

U)| —
xix=:12—

B

6
—

C

2
.

X X

IT II

Planes are 1527 to

Z=0 ...
1x15=15 * Oscular biplane.

x=o •

1 x30=30 Ordinary biplane.

2 45

ft

<JQ
O
o

c-h s’.
p" s*

. o

g*

| f
p 5‘

o

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

191. The axis is a facultative line counting 3 times (as will appear from the reciprocal

surface); §'=b'=o, i'=l.
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192. The Hessian surface is

Z(WXZ+

Y

2Z- 3X3)=0,

viz. this is the oscular biplane Z= 0 and a cubic surface.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up ofX=0, Z= 0 (the edge)

6 times, and X=0, Y=0 (the axis) 6 times. There is no spinode curve, a'= 0

;

whence also (3'= 0.

Reciprocal Surface.

193. The equation is at once found to be

64zw3

+(y
2+ ixwf

=

0.

The section by the plane w= 0 (reciprocal of B6)
is w=0,^=0 (reciprocal of edge)

4 times. The section by the planer=0 (reciprocal of C2) is z= 0, y~+ 4#w= 0 (reciprocal

of nodal cone) twice.

Nodal curve. The equation gives

w=-^f± z-^y3+ &c.,
‘tJ,

showing that the line w= 0, y= 0 (reciprocal of edge) is an oscnodal line counting as 3

lines; b'= 3.

There is no cuspidal curve; c'= 0.

Section XX=12-U
8 .

Equation X2W+XZ2+Y3=0. Article Nos. 194 to 197.

194.

The diagram of the lines and planes is

Kj

II S'

XX= 12—XL.

X=0 0

1x45=45

* * *

Uniplane.

T 45

£A

*5

where the equations of the line and plane are shown in the margins.

195. There is no facultative line; b'=g'= 0, ^'=0.

196. The Hessian surface is X3Y=0, viz. this is the uniplane X=0, 3 times, and the

plane Y= 0 through the ray. The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made
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up of X= 0, Y=0 (the ray) 10 times, and of a residual conic, which is the spinode

curve; <r'= 2.

The equations of the spinode conic are Y=0, XW-f-Z2=0, viz. the plane of the conic

passes through the ray. Since there is no facultative line, (3'=0.

Reciprocal Surface.

197.

The equation is at once found to be

27 (z
2
-f- ixw)

2— 6kufy= 0

.

The section by the plane w= 0 (reciprocal of the Unode) is w= 0, z— 0 (reciprocal of

ray 4 times.

There is no nodal curve; 0. But there is a cuspidal conic, y= 0, 2
2+4ot=0.

The point y= 0, z= 0, w=0 (reciprocal of the uniplane X=0) is a point which must

be considered as uniting the singularities B'= l, %'=2.

I give in an Annex a further investigation in reference to this case of the cubic

surface.

Section XXI=12-3B3 .

Equation WXZ+Y3=0. Article Nos. 198 to 201.

198.

The diagram of the lines and planes is

Planes are

Y=0 0

X=0 1

Z =0 2

W=0 3

II tr<

® 5'

=12-3B
3

. Oil Co

X
CO

II

1x27=27
Common biplane containing

the three axes.

3x6 =18

4 45

. . . Remaining biplanes, one for

each binode.

Axes

each

joining

two

binodes.

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

199. There is no facultative line; §'=b'= 0, #=0.

200. The Hessian surface is XYZW=0, the common biplane and the other biplanes

each once. The complete intersection with the surface consists of the axes each 4

times ;
there is no spinode curve, a'=0

;
whence also /3'=0.
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Reciprocal Surface.

201. This is 27xzw—

y

3=0, viz. it is a cubic surface of the form XXI=12— 3B3 .

There is no nodal curve, b'=0, and no cuspidal curve, c'=0. Moreover If=3.

Synopsisfor the foregoing sections. Article No. 202.

202. I annex the following synopsis, for the several cases, of the facultative lines (or

node-couple curve) and of the spinode curve of the cubic surface ; also of the nodal

curve and the cuspidal curve of the reciprocal surface. It is to be observed that in

designating a curve, for instance, as 18=4x5— 2, this means that it is a curve of the

order 18, the partial intersection of a quartic surface and a quintic surface, but without

any explanation of the nature of the common curve 2 which causes the reduction, viz.

without explaining whether this is a conic or a pair of lines, and so in other cases ; this

may be seen by reference to the proper section of the Memoir.

Facultative lines. Nodal curve. Spinode curve. Cuspidal curve.

1-12 27 27 12=3x4 24=6x4

II— 12—

C

2
15 15 12=3x4 18=4x5-2

III-I2-B
3

9 9 12=3x4 16=4x4-4

IV— 12—2C2 7 7 10=3x4-2 12=4x4-2-2

V=12-B4
7=5+ edge twice 7=5+rec. of edge twice,

rec. of edge tacnodal
10=3x4-2 12=4x4-4

VT=12—

B

3
—

C

2 3 3 9=3x4—

2

10=4x4-4-2

VII=12—Bj 3=2+edge 3=2+ree. of edge,

rec. of edge is cuspnodal

9=edge+unicursal

8-thic
10=rec. of edge+
unicursal 9-thic,

rec. of edge is cuspnodal

VIII— 12—3Ca 3 3 6=2x3 6=2x3

IX-12-2B
3 none none 8=4 conics 8=4 conics

X=12—

B

4—

C

2 3=l+edge twice 3=l+rec. of edge twice,

rec. of edge is tacnodal

6=2x3 6=2x3

XI=12-B
0 3=edge 3 times 3= rec. of edge 3 times,

rec. of edge is oscnodal

6=3 conics 6=3 conics

XII— 12—

U

6 3 3 6=2x3 6=2x3

XIII=12-B
3
-2C

2
... 1 1 4=2x2, nodal qua-

driquadric
4=2x2 quadriquadric

XTV=12—

B

5
—

C

2 ... 1= edge l=rec. of edge,

rec. of edge is cuspnodal

4=3+edge 4=3+ rec. of edge,

rec. of edge is cuspnodal

XV—12—

U

7 1 1 4=2x2, nodal qua-

driquadric
4=2x2 cuspidal qua-

driquadric

XVI—12—4C2 3 3 none none

XVn= 12- 2C
3
-C2 ... none none 2= conic 2= conic

XVni=12-B
4-C2 ... 3=1+ edge twice 1+ rec. of edge twice,

rec. of edge lacnodal

none none

XIX=12—B
6
—C a ... 3= axis 3 times 3= rec. of axis 3 times,

rec. of axis oscnodal

none none

XX=12—

U

8 none none 2= conic 2= conic

XXI=12—3B
3

none none none none

I pass now to the two cases of cubic scrolls.

mdccclxix. 2 x
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Section XXII=S(1, 1). Equation X2W+Y2Z= 0. Article No. 203.

203. As this is a scroll there is here no question of the 27 lines and 45 planes ;
there

is a nodal line X=0, Y=0, (5= 1) and a single directrix line, Z=0, W= 0.

The Hessian surface is X2Y2=0; the complete intersection with the cubic surface is

made up of X— 0, Y=0 (the nodal line) 8 times, and of the lines X=0, Z=0, and

Y=0, W=0, each twice.

The reciprocal surface is x2z—y2w= 0; viz. this is a like scroll, XXII= S(.L, 1)

;

c'=0, It— 1.

Section XXIII=S(1, 1). Equation X(XW+YZ)+Y3=0. Article No. 204.

204. This is also a scroll; there is a nodal line X=0, Y=0, and a single directrix

line united therewith.

The Hessian surface is X4=0 ; the complete intersection with the cubic surface is

X=0, Y=0 (the nodal line) 12 times.

The reciprocal surface is w(xw-\-yz)— z
3= 0 ;

viz. this is a like scroll, XXIII= S(1, 1) ;

c'= 0, V= 1.

Annex containing Additional Researches in regard to the case XX=12—U 8 ;
eguation

WX2+XZ2+Y3=0.

Let the surface be touched by the line (a, b, c,f, g,
h), that is, the line the equations

whereof are

( 0, h, -g, a XX, Y, Z, W)=0.

—h, 0, /, b

9, -f, 0, c

—a, —b, —c, 0

Writing the equation in the form cW. cX2+ X(cZ)2+ c
2Y3=0, and substituting for

AY, cZ their values in terms of X, Y, we have

(-gX+fY)cX2+X(aX+bY)2+c2Y3=0,
that is

(a
2— eg, 2ab+cf, b

2

,
c
2%X, Y) 3=0,

or say

(3(a
2-cg), 2ab+cf, 3

c

2XX, Y) 3=0,

viz. the condition of contact is obtained by equating to zero the discriminant of the

cubic function. We have thus

27c\a2-cg)2

+ 4b\a2—cg)

+ 4c2
(2«5+ cff

- 5
4(2a5+c/)2

— 18b2
c2(a2—cg)(2ab+cf)=0,
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viz. this is

+ 27a4
c
2

- ±a3
b3

+ 30a2
b
2
cf

—5.4o2
c
3

g

+ 3Qab3
cg

+ 2Aabc2f
+ 45 5A

- U‘f
+18tvfg

+27cy

+ 4+/'•=(),

which is the condition in order that the line (a, ft, c, f, g, A) may touch the surface

X2W+XZ2+Y3=0 ; and if we unite thereto the conditions that the line shall pass

through a given point (a, fi, y, &), we have in effect the equation of the circumscribed

cone, vertex (a, (3, y, S).

Writing (f, g, A, a
,

ft, c) in place of (a, b, c,f, g, A), we obtain

27fh2

- 4/V
+ 30fyha

-&4:fh3
b

+ 36 fg
3hb

+24:fgh
2a2

+ 4 g*c

- 1 g
A
a?

+ 18 g
2h2ab

+ 27 A4/2

+4AV=0
as the condition that the line (a, b

, c,f, g, h) shall touch the reciprocal surface

27 (ixw+

z

2

)

2+ 6iy3w= 0 ;

ana if we consider a, b
, c,f, g ,

A as standing for

yy—fiz,
az— yx, fix— ay, lx— aw, ly—fiw, hz—yw,

values which satisfy the relation

( 0, A, -g, a Ja, fi, y, ft)= 0,

-A, 0, /; ft

-/, 0, a

—a, —b, —c, 0

2x2
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then the equation in (a, b, c, f, g, h) is that of the circumscribed cone, vertex (a, fi, y, h)

;

the order being (as it should be) a'—Q.

The cuspidal conic is g=0, 4#w-f;s
2=0, and we at once obtain a2—4cg=0 as the

condition that the line (a, b, c, f, g, h) shall pass through the cuspidal cone. Hence

attributing to (a, b, c,f, g, h) the foregoing values, we have

a2-4^=0
for the eqution of the cone, vertex (a, /3, y, S), which passes through the cuspidal conic

;

this is of course a quadric cone, d— 2. I proceed to determine the intersections of the

two cones.

Kepresenting by 0= 0 the foregoing equation of the circumscribed cone, and putting

for shortness

X=m%f-6h)-2f(2fg+ah),
I find that we have identically

0-(/2- bh)X +(g
4~ ±ah*- 8fgh

2){a2- 4cg)

— (32fg
2h+

1

d>agh
2
)(af+ bg -+- ch)= 0 :

whence in virtue of the relation af-\-bg+ch= 0, we see that the equations 0=0,

a2—4cg=0, are equivalent to

(f
2-bh)X.= 0, a2-4:cg=0,

or the twelve lines of intersection break up into the two systems

f2— bh= 0, a2— 4cg=0,
and

(X= ) 27h\f2- bh)-2g2(2fg+ah)=0, a2- 4cg= 0

.

To determine the lines in question, observe that we have

( 0) b ~g, a Xa, /3, y, &)=0;

—h, 0, /, b

g, -/» 0, c

— a, —b, —c

and we can by the first three of these express a. b, c linearly in terms of f, g, h; the

equations f
2—bh=0, a2— 4cg=0, 27h2

{f
2—bh)—2g2

(2fg-\-ah)=0 become thus homo-

geneous equations in (f, g, h)
;
the equations may in fact be written

h
2(a2—4cg)= (y

2+ 4a&)$'
2+ fi

2h2
—2fiygh— 4@bhf=0,

l (f-bh) =lf-ah2+yhf= 0,

SX =27h2

(ff
2— odi

2
-f- yhf )

-+- 2g
2

(fih
2— ygh— 2Ifg)— 0,

viz. interpreting (f g, h) as coordinates in piano, the first equation represents a conic,

the second a pair of lines, and the third a quartic.

We have identically

{2)3If- (y
2
-j-4o%+ fiyh}

2- 4fi

2
\lf

2- ah2+ yhf)

=(y2+4aS){(y24-4a%2
+/3

2A2— 2fiygh— 4/3Ihf};
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and it thus appears that the two conics touch at the points given by the equations

If
2— ah2+yhf— 0,

2/3S/-(y2+4a%+/3yA=0

:

we have moreover

+(_2S/_yA)[2/35/-(/+ 4a%+|3yA],

hence at the last-mentioned two points — fih
2
-\-ygh-\-2)fg is =0 ; and the quartic X=0

thus passes through these two points.

The conic (a?—cg)-=- 0 and the quartic X=0 intersect besides (as is evident) in the

point <7
= 0

,
h= 0 reckoning as two points, since it is a node of the quartic; and they

must consequently intersect in four more points : to obtain these in the most simple

manner, write for a moment

0=-(y2 -f-4a%2 +/37i2

,

then we have identically

16/3%2

(&/
2- ali

2+ yhf) -fl2=- [(y
2+ 4«%2+ (3

2h2

]+ 4/3
2

g
2(yh+ 21ff

= — {("/+4a%2+ /3
2h2— 2/3ygh— 4/3Ifg } { (y

2+4a%2+ (3
2h2+ 2(3ygh+ 4/3Ifg }

= - l(a2—icg) { (y
2+ 4aby/+(32h2+2(3ygh+ 4/3Ifg }

;

and moreover

2
(
3((3P-2S/?-wA)-Q=(/+W+/BW-2/3WA-4/3^=S(a«-%).

Hence when a2—-4c^r=0, we have

r-ah>+yhf= ¥̂„ W-W9-vsh=%

;

and substituting these values in the equation X=0, it becomes

2W-l§s+2/.|=0,

viz. multiplying by 16/3
2
S, and omitting the factor O, this is

27/i
2n+ 16/3fy

4=0,
or finally

16/3fy
4- 27(y

2+ 4al)g2h2+ 27/3
2A4= 0,

a pencil of four lines, each passing through the point <7= 0, h= 0, and therefore inter-

secting the conic

(y
2
-{- 4ah)g2

-\- (3
2h2—2/3ygh— 4/3&/i/= 0

at that point and at one other point ; and we have thus four points of intersection, which

are the required four points.

Recapitulating, the conic «2—-4cy=0 meets the sextic (f
2—hhfL— 0 in the two points

fJ/’-rf+y7/=0,

l2/35/-(y’+4a%+/3//i=0
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each three times, in the point g= 0, A=0 twice, and in the four points

{ 16/%
4- 27(y

2+ 4a%2A2+ 27j3
2A4= 0,

l (y
2+4«%2+ /3

2A2-2/%/A- 4j3SA/= 0

each once. Or reverting to the proper significations of (a, b, c,f\ g, A), instead of points,

we have 2 lines each three times, a line twice, and 4 lines each once
; the line ^=0, A=0,

that is, <7=0, A=0, a= 0, being, it will be observed, the line drawn from

(a, /3, y, h) to the point ^=0, z=0, w= 0, which is the reciprocal of the uniplane X=0

:

the twelve lines are the aid lines of intersection of the circumscribed cone a1 with the

cuspidal cone d, viz. a!d= [<?'<?']+ 3d -f- ;
[a!d~\= 4 referring to the last-mentioned four

lines; d=2 to the two lines; and %'=2 to the line <7=0, A=0, <z=0, which it thus

appears must in the present case be reckoned twice.
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VIII. On the Osteology of the Solitaire or Bidine Bird of the Island of Rodriguez ,

Pezophaps solitaria
(
Gmel.). By Alfred Newton, M.A., Professor of Zoology and

Comparative Anatomy in the University of Cambridge
,
and Edward Newton, M.A.,

Auditor-General ofMauritius. Communicated by P. L. Sclater, M.A., Ph.B ., F.B.S.

Received May 6,—Read June 11, 1868.

Evidence as to the fact of the island of Rodriguez in the Indian Ocean having been

formerly inhabited by a Didine bird specifically distinct from the true Dodo of Mauri-

tius (Didus ineptus, Linn.) appears to have been first satisfactorily adduced in 1844 by

the late Hugh Edwin Strickland*. It is true that, eighty years ago, Gmelin, in his

edition of the ‘Systema Naturae’ of Linnaeus (tom. i. p. 728), described in scientific

language, from the account given by LEGUATf (with which he was apparently acquainted

only at second hand through the intervention of Buffon J), a second species of the genus

Bidus as inhabiting that island ; but this species had been long rejected by all zoologists,

except those whose labours had been confined to the work of compilation, until, as just

mentioned, Strickland proved, from a renewed examination of the original and other

accounts, that the species thus described, however it might have been misrepresented,

had certainly once existed, and moreover that remains of it were contained in at least

three collections—the Museum of the Jardin des Plantes, the Andersonian Museum of

Glasgow, and the collection of the Zoological Society of London.

The opinion thus propounded was, four years later, set forth at greater length by its

author, the subject of it being then declared not only specifically but generically distinct

from Bidus ineptus
,
and called Pezophaps solitaria (Gmel.)§, and since that time no one

has ventured to impugn its accuracy. Thus, though formally accepting Gmelin as the

first author who applied the set rules of zoological nomenclature to this species, little

credit is really due to him from the fact. Leguat, in 1708, was its original describer||,

* Proc. Zool. Soc. 1844, pp. 77-79. (Reprinted in Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. siv. pp. 324-326.)

t Voyage et Avantnres de Francois Leguat &c. Londres : 1708, 2 vols. 12mo (vol. i. pp. 98-102) ;
A New

Voyage to the East-Indies by Francis Leguat &c. London: 1708, 1 vol. 8vo (pp. 71-74).

% Hist. Nat. des Oiseaux, vol. i. p. 485.

§ The Dodo and its Kindred &c. By H. E. Strickland, M.A. &c., and A. G. Melville, M.D. &c. London

:

1848, 4to (pp. 46-56, and 113-119).

||
The name “ Solitaire,” or (in the contemporaneous English translation of his work) “ Solitary,” by which

Leguat called the Didine bird of Rodriguez had in reality been previously bestowed by CarrIs (Voyage des Indes

Orientales &c., par Mr. Carr£, Paris: 1699, vol. i. p. 12) on the Didine bird of Bourbon (Reunion). As the

rule of priority is not necessarily enforced with regard to vernacular names, there seems to be no reason why

the Rodriguez species should not retain that by which it has become generally known. We can afford to keep

the Bourbon species waiting for a common name until some particle of its remains is discovered.
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if he may not be called its discoverer
;
for we have no knowledge of any writer who had

previously distinguished it from the better-known Dodo of Mauritius*, and Strickland

was the first naturalist who placed its former existence beyond all doubt.

The remains of this bird, the “ Solitaire ” of Rodriguez, existing in museums until

within the last few years seem to have been as follows:—The Museum of the Jardin

des Plantes possessed jive bones, said to have been found in a cave in Rodriguez in 1789f

;

these were a femur, a tarso-metatarsal, a humerus, the median portion of a sternum, and

a portion of the cranium J. The Andersonian Museum at Glasgow contained six, being

part of a collection made by the late Mr. Telfair, a right and left femur with the frag-

ment of a third, a left tibia, and a right and left tarso-metatarsal §. The Zoological

Society of London possessed the remaining portion of this collection
[| ; but the specimens

{jive in number) were for some time mislaid, and were consequently not available for

the use of Messrs. Strickland and Melville when they published their work In

1851 these specimens were rediscovered in the house of the. Society by Mr. Bartlett,

and proved to be a portion of a right humerus, a right femur, a right tibia, and a right

and left tarso-metatarsal—the last two belonging to different individuals. In the

description of these bones, which Mr. Bartlett published soon after'**, he was induced

into several grave, though perfectly excusable, errors, and in fact only referred one of

the specimens (the right tarso-metatarsal) to the Solitaire, though there can now be no

doubt that they all belong to that species. Nor was Strickland much more fortunate,

for early in the following year (1852) he also described these same specimensff, and,

misled as his predecessor had been by the same causes (of which, however, he assigned

a different explanation), he equally imagined that he had before him the remains of

more than one speciesJJ.

Besides the sixteen bones just enumerated two others were the property of Strickland

—one, a left tarso-metatarsus, found at the same time and place as those in the Museum

at Paris; and another, a right tarso-metatarsus, said to have been found in 1831 by

Colonel Dawkins, but in the same cave as the others §§.

* Sir Thomas Herbert, who in 1628 sailed by “ Digarroys ” (i. e. Rodriguez), mentions (‘ Some Years Travels

into divers parts of Asia and Afrique, &c.’ London : 1638, fol. p. 341) “ Dodos ” as being found in that island,

confounding the species to which they belonged with that of Mauritius {id. op. cit. p. 347) ; but he gives no

description of the former. f Strickland, ‘ The Dodo &e.’ p. 51.

X These had been exhibited by Cuvieb to the French Academy of Sciences in 1830 as belonging to the true

Dodo (Strickland, ut supra cit. p. 52). We desire to express our very sincere thanks to M. Alphonse Milne-

Edwabds for his kindness in procuring for us models of all these specimens.

§ Sir William Jardine was good enough some years since to give me casts of these specimens.—A. N.

||
Proc. Zool. Soc. 1833, p. 32. ‘ The Dodo &c.’ p. 52.

Proc. Zool. Soc. 1851, pp. 280-284, Aves, pi. xlv. Reprinted Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. 2nd ser. xiv. pp.

297-301.

ff Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. iv. part 6 (1859), pp. 187-196, pi. 55.

These bones are now in the British Museum.

§§ Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. 2nd ser. iv. pp. 335-337. For a cast of one of these we are indebted to the

kindness of Mrs. H. E. Strickland.
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In addition to these eighteen specimens we are informed that in 1860 or 1861 a tibia,

the shaft of a tarso-metatarsal, and some fragments of the shaft of a femur, all of which

belonged to the Solitaire, were sent to Professor Owen by M. Bouton of the Museum at

Mauritius
;
but the fate of these specimens is unknown to us.

Thus up to the year last mentioned not more than twenty-one specimens, of which

many were duplicates, of the bones of the Solitaire had been brought to the notice of

naturalists. They included portions of the cranium and sternum, the humerus, the

femur, tibia, and tarso-metatarsal ; but the portions of the cranium and sternum, and the

only perfect humerus, all of which were in France, were so much encrusted with stalag-

mite that their characters were in some parts wholly obscured.

In November 1864 one of the authors of this paper visited Rodriguez*, and near the

entrance of a cave on the south-west side of that island he picked up two bones, a perfect

left tarso-metatarsal and the shaft of a left humerus. About the same time Captain

Barclay found a third bone, a femur. These were sent to England, and described and

figuredf under the provisional name of “ Didus nazarenus, Bartlett,” the describer

having fallen into the same mistake as that naturalist and Strickland had already done.

Meanwhile Mr. George Jenner, the magistrate of Rodriguez, was urged to make a

more thorough search for further remains of the Solitaire in the localities whence the

specimens last mentioned had been found.

Accordingly, ou the 1st August 1865, a box from this gentleman reached one of the

authors at Mauritius. It was found to contain upwards of eighty-one specimens of

bones, belonging to at least sixteen individuals. Among these bones were a portion of

the coracoid, examples of the ulna, radius, and fibula, portions of the pelvis and one of

the digital phalanges, all of which had been previously unknown. But, more than this,

from a series so large it became at once plain, by the presence of many specimens of in-

termediate size, that the theory of the existence in the island of Rodriguez of two

species of Solitaire (originated by Mr. Bartlett, afterwards adopted with a modification

by Strickland, and followed subsequently by one of the present authors in describing

the results of the previous “ find”) became untenable, and this fact was declared when
a few months later the specimens arrived in England, and were exhibited at a meeting

of the Zoological Society^.

Immediately on tidings of this very important discovery being made known in this

country §, the British Association for the Advancement of Science, then assembled at

Birmingham, at the instance of Mr. P. L. Sclater, appointed a Committee to assist

one of the present authors in his researches into the Didine Birds of the Mascarene

Islands, and placed a handsome sum of money at his disposal for that purpose. Where-

upon Mr. Jenner was requested to order a new examination of the more promising caves

* Ibis, 1865, pp. 146-154. + Proe. Zool. Soc. 1865, pp. 199-201, pi. viii.

t Ibid. pp. 715-718.

§ Eeport of the Thirty-fifth Meeting of the British Association
;
Notices and Abstracts of Miscellaneous Com-

munications to the Sections, p. 92.

MDCCCLXIX. 2 Y
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in Rodriguez *. Owing to the scarcity of labourers in that island and the irregularity

of communication between it and Mauritius, nearly a year passed before anything

could be done, and at last it was found necessary to send a small band of coolies

to Rodriguez for the express purpose of digging in the caves theref. These men

were dispatched in August 1866 and returned to Mauritius in about two months,

Mr. Tenner sending with them the results of their labour, consisting of nearly 2000

bones or fragments of bones of the Solitaire, with a few others belonging to various

animals. Two facts, however, it must be said are greatly to be regretted in connexion

with this expedition. It had been found impossible to put the coolies employed under

an intelligent superintendent, who could have carefully noted down all the circumstances

under which the bones were found * and the report which Mr. Tenner was requested to

draw up, giving an account of the caves visited and so forth, has unfortunately never

reached us $. Consequently nothing more is known of the specimens described in the

present paper than that they were found in caves in the island of Rodriguez, but it is

impossible for us to say how long they have been there buried §.

This much, byway of historical statement, is due to those who have before laboured upon

the subject of which we are now about to treat as well as to those who have aided us in our

attempt to recover the remains of this lost form. A few more words only are necessary

before we begin to describe, as best we can, the osteology of the Solitaire of Rodriguez.

First, we have to remark that while the enormously large series of specimens at our

disposal has undoubtedly enabled us to form and declare certain opinions with greater

confidence than we should otherwise have felt at liberty to do, we confess to having been

in some respects much embarrassed by the wealth of our materials. It is not a very

difficult task to describe in great detail a single skeleton, but it is not easy to draw up a

description which, while being minute and diagnostic, shall yet fit some fifty or more

examples. There does not seem to be a single bone in the skeleton of Pezqphaps soli-

taries which is not liable to greater or less individual variation of some kind or other.

This variation in point of absolute size, in which of course it is most easily recognizable,

induced Mr. Bartlett, Strickland, and one of ourselves (as has been already stated)

into a serious error. But the individual variation is not at all confined to absolute size ;

it extends to the relative proportion of divers parts of the bones, to processes or depres-

sions upon them such as are commonly held to be specifically characteristic, so that it

is often utterly impossible to predicate any definite limits of individual modification.

* We must by no means omit to mention bere that the results of Mr. George Clark’s fortunate discovery

of bones of the true Dodo recounted by him in ‘ The Ibis’ (1866, pp. 141-146), though not known in England

till some months after the grant of the British Association had been voted, did much to inspirit those who were

interested in the matter of the resurrection of the Solitaire of Bodriguez.

f Report of the Thirty-sixth Meeting of the British Association, p. 402.

t Trans. Roy. Soc. Maur. N. Ser. iii. pp. 31-38.

§ Professor Steexsirxtp, and there cannot be a better authority, on seeing the bones found in 1865, recog-

nized in some of them certain characters which he believed showed unfailingly that these birds had been eaten

by men or dogs. No such characters are observable by us on the bones found in 1866;..
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This statement may seem bold, but we are convinced that it is true. With great defer-

ence to the mightiest masters of the science, we venture to submit that many of them

have too often undervalued the benefit of consulting long series of specimens, and that

the principle of ex uno disce omnia is one which must on no account be admitted to hold

good in anatomy any more than in zoology. Nor is the variability of which we speak

wholly dependent on age or sex* . Thus we are compelled to refrain from giving any

of those precise measurements of the specimens we describe, such as are usually found

in works of this nature, an omission which we trust will not be found productive of real

inconvenience, owing to the number of figures by which the present paper is illustrated

—figures nearly all of the natural size, and drawn most carefully by the artist, Mr. Ford,

Next we must state that Professor Owen having published an elaborate description of

the osteology of Didus ineptusf, we have endeavoured, so far as was possible, to make

our description of the osteology of the kindred bird conform with his both in general

arrangement and special treatment, believing that by so doing we were but consulting

the convenience of those who may wish to compare the structure of the two. Professor

Owen’s masterly treatise has been always at our side while examining, selecting, and

describing the bones of Pezophaps solitaria, as has also been the equally elaborate dis-

sertation of Dr. MelvilleJ on such bones of this species as were known to him, and we

have often availed ourselves of the expressions of either author for the express purpose

of making the comparison the more obvious.

Here, lastly, it must be mentioned that, thanks in a great measure to the generosity

of Mr. George Clark of Mahebourg, in Mauritius, we have had the advantage of

studying at the same time a series of Dodos’ bones (the fruits of his remarkable disco-

very) more extensive even than that which furnished the subject of Professor Owen’s

treatise, and this by the kindness of the latter we have also had an opportunity of ex-

amining. Further, we have been indebted to various other friends and naturalists for

other specimens tending to illustrate the subject, to Professors Reinhardt and Fritsch

for casts of Didine remains existing in Copenhagen § and Prague respectively, to Pro-

fessor Alphonse Milne-Edwards for models of the Pezophaps-bones in Paris, and to Sir

William Jardine for casts of those in Glasgow; while we have also to express our

acknowledgments to the authorities of the Royal College of Surgeons of England for

their liberality in lending us the precious skeleton of Didunculus strigirostris
||
from

* We have certainly never made a close study of sucli an extensive series of the tones of any one otter

species as we have done of the Solitaire, and therefore we are perhaps not in a position to form a true compa-

rison
;
hut it does seem to us that the amount of individual variation hoth here and in the Dodo is extraordinarily

great. The possible explanation of this fact, if it he a fact, will he discussed in our concluding observations,

t Trans. Zool. Soe. vol. vi. pp. 49-85, pis. xv.-xxiv. J ‘The Dodo’ Ac. part ii. pp. 113-119.

§ The Copenhagen Dodo’s head is often spoken of as “ mutilated,” and by one writer as “ lacking the lower

jaw.” Its sole imperfections are the absence of the left pterygoid, and the enlargement of the foramen mag-

num. The mandible is as perfect as that of the Oxford specimen, or as one in our own possession.

|!
The more valuable since it is the specimen described and figured by Professor Owen in his paper “ On the

Osteology of the Dodo ” (ut supra cit.).

2 y 2
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their Museum, when informed by their Curator, Mr. Flower, of our wish to compare its

structure with that of Didus and Pezophaps. Finally, our thanks are in a special manner

due to Mr. John Willis Clark, the Superintendent of our University’s Museums of

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, for the trouble he has taken in mounting for us

some of the bones both of the Dodo and the Solitaire with the success commonly

attained by him in reconstructing the skeletons of animals.

§ 2. Vertebrae.

The hundred and sixty-one vertebrae contained in the collection, few of which pre-

serve all their processes in a perfect state, form a subject of no small perplexity, and it is

beyond our power to determine precisely the number which the skeleton contained.

On the presumption that Pezophaps possessed the same number of dorsal (8) and cer-

vical (12) vertebrae as is assigned to Pidus by Professor Owen’s draughtsman *, there

is such a great numerical preponderance of specimens of the eighth, ninth, and tenth

cervicals (Plate XV. tigs. 24-34), counting backwards, that one is at first led to suppose

that Pezophaps must have been endowed with more, till a diligent study of each example

compels the belief that no other presumption will meet the case equally well, and an

explanation of the curious fact that the specimens of each of these three vertebrae are

nearly twice as numerous as most of those of the rest must be sought elsewhere. And
in support of this view it may be stated that of the three anchylosed dorsal vertebrae

there are present in the collection but five examples.

The penultimate free dorsal (Plate XV. figs. 56-59) intervening between that which

coalesces with the pelvis and the threef anchylosed vertebrae just mentioned, is repre-

sented in the collection by nine specimens, none of which is entirely perfect. The

hypapophysis is aborted
; the centrum posteriorly resembles that of the next anterior

vertebra; the neural canal is elongated vertically and contracted in the midst; the

neural spine is directed forwards, but its outline is not to be completely traced in any of

the examples we possess ; near the anterior articular surface on either side is an articular

somewhat reniform costal cavity ; the postzygapophyses have comparatively small arti-

cular surfaces, oval, and slightly concave.

The three anchylosed dorsal vertebrae (Plate XV. figs. 51-55), the last of which is the

antepenultimate dorsal, bear a great general resemblance to the same bones in Pidus.

Taking a specimen of each species of nearly the same absolute size, the greater extent

of the articular surfaces, and especially the lateral expansion of the anterior centrum, in

Pidus is plainly perceptible. But though these relative proportions are preserved, some

* Professor Owex himself does not offer any opinion as to the number of vertebrae in Didus. We prefer

citing his draughtsman as the authority for the number assigned to the bird in the large plate illustrating his

paper, because on the same plate Didunculus appears to be represented as possessing fourteen cervical and seven

dorsal vertebras, being altogether two more than we are able to count in the very specimen, now in the Museum

of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, which served as the subject for his pencil.

t Three is the most usual number in the Columbce., but in Goura two only are anchylosed. In one example

(Plate XYI. fig. 60) of Pezophaps the anchylosis is incomplete.
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specimens of these bones in Pezophaps are in every way very much bigger, and longi-

tudinally bear to the corresponding part of their ally the proportion of ten to nine. In

these larger (male ?) specimens, the hypapophyses of the anterior and middle vertebrae

of the anchylosed three are not generally confluent so as to inclose a full elliptical

space, and in none of the specimens, whether large or small, is there any trace of such

a second foramen as seems to he invariably the case in Didus.

The specimens of anterior dorsal vertebrae (Plate XV. figs. 42—50) are in a very muti-

lated condition, and it is almost impossible to institute such a comparison between their

remains and the corresponding bones in Didus as would serve any useful purpose.

Further onward (Plate XY. figs. 24-41) a sensible though gradual elongation and

attenuation of the vertebrae is manifested, which becomes perhaps the greatest about the

region of the fifth, sixth, and seventh cervicals (Plate XY. figs. 13—23) on the presump-

tion here followed. The postzygapophyses are considerably elongated as compared with

Didus in proportion to the breadth of the vertebrae. The neural spine of the anterior

cervicals in that bird is much more prominent but less expanded than in Pezophaps

(Plate XY. figs. 6-12). From the gradual elongation just mentioned the neck of this

last, when living, must have been absolutely longer than that of Didus
,
a conclusion

which testifies in another point to the fidelity of Leguat’s figure, of which more will be

said in our concluding observations.

Of the axis the collection contains six specimens, to one of which the atlas is united,

possibly by partial anchylosis (Plate XY. figs. 1-5). The former closely resembles the

axis of Didus as figured by Professor Owen {op. cit. pi. xvii. figs. 12, 13) ; but the odon-

toid process projects much less, and indeed hardly at all beyond the anterior upper por-

tion, while on the other hand the neural spine and (as in the case already mentioned of

the succeeding vertebrae) postzygapophyses project considerably further backward. The

same is to be observed in the postzygapophyses of the atlas as compared with Didun-

culus ; and in this respect Pezophaps resembles Goura. The articulating cavity for the

reception of the occipital condyles is deep, and its lateral margins approach each other

inferiorly somewhat more closely than appears to he the case in either Goura or Didun-

culus.

§ 3. Bibs.

Of ribs, the collection contains (besides a vast number of fragments) nearly seventy

examples, scarcely any of which are perfect, and a large portion consists of merely the

upper extremities of the dorsal ribs. Of these there are about fifty-three specimens,

and of the sternal ribs some fourteen. Yery few of the former have their epipleural

appendage preserved (Plate XVI. fig. 63), and as this seems to be the most (if not the

only very) characteristic feature possessed by the ribs in birds, not much of importance

can be determined in its absence. It would therefore be unnecessary to dwell at any

great length on these bones, which present no very apparent distinctive characters from

those of Didus. Perhaps on the whole the ribs of Pezophaps have their heads and

articular tubercles proportionally somewhat thicker. This is certainly the case in the
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larger (male 1) specimens, and many of these are quite as stout as those ordinarily found

in Didus. A pneumatic foramen near the base of the tubercle is generally but not

invariably present, appearing to be, as in Didus
,
rather an individual character. The

curvature is much the same in both birds, showing that Pezophaps must have been as

bulky as its ally. Many of the posterior ribs bear on their outer surface the same marks

of pressure or friction (Plate XVI. figs. 62, 63), caused by the movements of the thigh,

as have been observed in Didus. There appears to have been eight pairs of dorsal and

four of sternal ribs. The first probably articulated with the thirteenth vertebra, the

last or eighth with the twentieth, and seems to have been sometimes coalescent at its

sternal extremity with the sternal rib of the preceding or seventh (Plate XVI. fig. 64)

;

but this feature did not always obtain, as another specimen of the latter from the oppo-

site side, and most likely from a younger bird, shows (Plate XVI. fig. 61). The first

and (with the exception of the single coalescent specimen just mentioned) eighth ribs

are wanting. On the left side the sixth dorsal rib is missing, but the corresponding-

sternal rib is present. On the right side the contrary occurs, the sternal rib articulating

with the sixth dorsal being absent. Thus the ribs represented in the collection may thus

be enumerated:

—

Left Eight

Dorsal. Sternal. Sternal. Dorsal.

0 _ 1 _ 0

X — 2 X
X — 3 X
X X 4 X X
X X 5 X X
0 X 6 0 X
X X 7 X X
0 — 8 —

i

§ 4. Pelvis.

The pelvis of Pezophaps is represented in the collection by remains which must hare

belonged to at least thirty-seven individuals
;
but by far the greater number of these are

fragmentary, consisting chiefly of the coalesced sacral vertebrae with mutilated apophyses

and separated from the iliac and other bones. One specimen, however, is comparatively

perfect and possesses the pubic bones (Plate XVII. figs. 66, 68, XVIII. fig. 70), the

form of which in Didus can be only conjectured. Compared with the pelvis of that

bird, it is by no means so remarkable for the flatness and great breadth of the posterior

half. One specimen, complete in this respect, has eighteen coalesced sacral vertebrae.

Two equally perfect examples of Didus ineptus show only sixteen, which is probably the

normal number in that species. The articular surface of the centrum of the last dorsal

(Plate XVII. figs. 66, 67) is in Pezophaps almost exactly as in Didus
,
but the pit for

the head of the rib is placed somewhat more forward in the former. The anterior

outlet of the neural canal exhibits as much individual variety as it does in Didus
,
but
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is generally vertically ovate and sometimes constricted midway. The buttresses of bone

supporting the prsezygapophyses are more slender than in Didus, and the prsezygapo-

physes themselves are smaller ; with their facets inclined more forward and less verti-

cally sloped. The fore part of the neural spine, which is nearly as strong as in Didus

,

has a similar rough syndesmotic surface and a curved anterior outline, but it is not con-

stantly confluent with the ilia, the thickened margins* of which (Plates XVI. fig. 65,

XVII. fig. 68, XVIII. fig. 70), rising behind it and meeting together, appose, more or

less, their curved inner (and under) edges to one another till nearly over the anterior

renal cavity, when, instead of sweeping backward and forming a prominent gluteal ridge

as in Didus, they suddenly turn downwards, then, in some specimens, as sharply forwards,

and finally trend backwards towards the part over the acetabulum, soon becoming obso-

lete. The coalesced neural spines of the remaining sacral vertebrae, after dipping down

to allow of the meeting together of the margins of the ilia as just described, rise again

and form a continuous, elevated and slightly curved ridge (Plates XVI. fig. 65, XVII.

figs. 68, 69, XVIII. fig. 70), which, sloping slightly downwards towards its termina-

tion, extends to the posterior extremity of the sacral region, where it presents a small

lozenge-shaped,, partly articular and partly syndesmotic surface to the anterior caudal

vertebra, as in Didus, receding around the neural canal, here reduced to a very small

foramen, but with the centrum projecting backwards.

The abutments of the first sacral vertebra (Plate XVII. fig. 66), which seems to be

somewhat more elongated, are generally almost exactly as in Didus. One specimen,

however, shows a remarkable deviation from the ordinary form, in having the pleur-

apophysis, usually a slender straight filament, very greatly thickened, and curving down-

wards outwardly to meet the ilia, with which it is confluent.

In the next three vertebrae there is considerable individual variation : sometimes all

have their pleurapophyses thickened, sometimes the first two only, and in one specimen

(that which has just been mentioned as having the first sacral abnormal) the last two.

The majority of specimens show the thickening of the first two. On the whole, how-

ever, the general aspect of this part is very like what it is in Didus.

The fourth and fifth sacrals have their pleurapophyses occasionally developed, but

though in one specimen those of the fourth are very much thickened, in none are they

sufficiently produced to coalesce with the ilia. In another specimen the diapophysis of

the fifth is greatly thickened on the right side so as to present the appearance of a

thickened pleurapophysis, while on the left it is of the ordinary character.

The next succeeding sacral vertebrae closely resemble those of Didus, and are attached

to the ilia by their diapophyses only.

In the seventh, eighth or ninth sacrals, ho wever, and most generally in the eighth, the

pleurapophysis reappears, just as it does in Didus; extending backwards and rapidly

widening, it abuts against the underside of the ilium, immediately above the acetabulum,

but not, as in Didus, behind it.

* These margins show no disposition to coalesce. In one example (Plate XYI. fig. 65), apparently of a very

old hird, they are developed to excess, and then they turn down outwardly on themselves.
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The next succeeding vertebra occasionally developes an imperfect pleurapophysis, but

the remainder are attached to the ilia only by diapophyses. These are stouter and less

lamelliform than in Didus, and, owing to the more convex form of the posterior portion

of the pelvis, the cavities they intercept are shorter. The whole of these vertebrae are

broader than in Didus
,
and this comparative widening of the centrum becomes more

obvious towards the posterior extremity.

The ilium above (Plates XVI. fig. 65, XVII. fig. 68, XVIII. fig. 70) is not so di-

stinctly divided into two parts as in Didus, owing to the obsoleteness of the gluteal ridge

already mentioned. The anterior part is less concave, the posterior more convex, and

both are narrower than in Didus. The anterior border of the ilium is thickened and

curved with the convexity forward, but the most convex part of the curve is nearer the

lower margin than in Didus
,
where it is situated about the middle. The form of the

upper margin of the ilium has been previously described. The orifices of the ilioneural

canals are very much smaller than in Didus, and often more circular. The acetabular

region is much as in Didus, but the trochanterian surface is narrower, more prominent,

and directed more forward. Immediately above this surface, where the ilia have diverged

furthest from each other, they rise, and without showing any angular ridge, bend over

convexly. Here they slope downward till about as far as the fourteenth sacral vertebra,

approaching each other slightly, but not so much as in Didus. They then again diverge.

The inner surface of the ilium is also thickened behind the ischiadic foramen, but in

Pezophaps to a less degree. The outer border of the posterior part of the ilium pro-

jects pretty equally in the two forms, and the coalescence of the ilium, ischium, and

pubis is much the same in each. The pubis, of which in Didus only a small portion has

been described, is present in one specimen of Pezophaps (Plates XVII. figs. 66, 68,

XVIII. fig. 70) in what appears to be a nearly perfect condition. It originates below

rather than behind the acetabulum, and diverges, as soon as it is free, both vertically and

horizontally from the ischium. It is at first trihedral with the addition of a sharp project-

ing ridge on its upper and outer margin. This ridge disappears as the bone passes back-

ward, and broadens into a lamina with the upper edge thickened, and bevelled on the

outer side. After passing beyond the extremity of the sacrum the pubis bends upward,

slanting slightly inward, and the bevel turning to the inner side disappears. The ischium

ofPezophaps greatly resembles that ofDidus, so far as can be judged from the imperfect

examples of the latter which exist. The ischiadic foramen of the former, however, is as

broad behind as before. The posterior portion of the ischium, at the distance from the

ischiadic foramen of about its own length, becomes sensibly convex. It then narrows

and becomes concave, its lower margin sloping downward and outward, as if to pass and

avoid the pubic style, which is here directed upward and inward in a different plane; but

the extremities ofboth pubis and ischium are broken off, and it is not perfectly certain that

they may not have met eventually, though it is nut easy to suppose that they have done

so. Quite enough, however, remains to show that in the posterior portions of both these

bones Pezophaps differs entirely from Didunculus, or indeed any Columbine form, and

we must go far to seek a similar case. The conjectural restoration of the ischium and
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pubis in Didus by Professor Owen’s artist (op. cit. pi. xv.) is probably altogether erro-

neous
;
but if it be so the error is, under the circumstances, most excusable, for no one

could have predicated the extraordinary forms assumed by these bones in Pezophaps.

§ 5. Sternum.

Of this bone the collection contains fragments belonging to at least six individuals,

but only one that is at all complete, though some portions of the others furnish infor-

mation as to certain not unimportant details. The most perfect specimen (Plate XVIII.

figs. 71-74) also has received much damage on its sides and posterior extremity, so that

their contour can only be inferred—a matter perhaps of the less consequence since the

characters afforded by the posterior extremity of the sternum are certainly not so constant

in birds generally as those to be deduced from the anterior end'*. This same specimen

is also one of the smallest (female V), and on that account it is possible that some of the

most remarkable characters of Pezophaps may not be very strongly developed in it.

* In support of this opinion the following cases may be cited among many others that could be mentioned.

In the Limicolce (Nitzsch) (= Charadriidce and Scolopacidce, Atjctt.), an eminently natural group, a very great

diversity of conformation of the posterior margin of the sternum exists even among forms 'which are, both in

general habits and outward structure, very closely allied. Totanus ochropus differs from all other Totanince

known to us by possessing only one posterior emargination on each side the keel, where they (and even T. glareola,

so long confounded with T. ochropus) have two. Machetes has a single emargination. Charadrius morinellus

is unlike any other Limicoline bird we know, inasmuch as both “ ectolateral” and “ entolateral” processes extend

backward nearly as far as the keel does, and the former are somewhat everted as in Phalaropus. But (Edicnemus

and Vanellus have the extremity of the inner emarginations bridged across so as to become fenestrae. C.pluvialis

and C. hiaticula, with many of the smaller Plovers, have two emarginations like most Totanince. Scolopax

gallinula resembles these last and the majority of Tringince, while 8. gallinago, 8. wilsoni, and 8. bernieri have

only one large, and 8. major, like 8. americana and 8. rusticola, one small emargination on each side. As great

differences are to he found in other Limicolce
;
hut here we have only mentioned cases of very closely-allied

species ;
for in aberrant forms like (Edicnemus and Machetes some diversity is not much to he wondered at.

Examples might also he taken from the Procellariiclce

;

hut, to come nearer our present subject, among the

Columbce we have Diduncxdus with a single pair of broad lateral processes, and the space between the emargi-

nations without any fenestration (Plate XXIII. fig. 170). In the more normal Columbce the structure is much

the same (Plate XXIII. fig. 169), except that the lateral processes are much narrower, but a monstrous example

of C. livia (Plate XXIII. fig. 172) shows two pairs. In a specimen of Patagicenas caribbcea in our possession,

where the middle of the hinder end of the sternum is very broad, there is a small circular fenestra on the left

side, but none on the right (Plate XXIII. fig. 173). In Goura and Leucosarcia (Plate XXIII. figs. 176, 171)

there are two pairs of lateral processes, and in the former (Goura) the outer pair is wide and its front edge

distinctly turned forwards at its upper extremity. In the latter (Leucosarcia) the anterior pair of processes is

tapering. In Geopelia (Plate XXIII. fig. 175) and for a long time in Chamcepelia there are two pairs of lateral

processes, but in the latter (Plate XXIII. fig. 174) the inner pair eventually become connected at their extre-

mities, and thus fenestrae are formed.

A singular modification of the posterior margin of the sternum seems, in some birds, to be connected with

diving habits. In this respect we have Cinches differing from nearly all the Passeres, and Panclion from all the

Falconidce

;

while an extraordinary development of the representative of the ensiform cartilage is observable in

the Ducks of the group Clangula and the Mergince when compared with other Anatidce, and these birds, as is

well known, are among the most excellent of divers.

MDCCCLXIX. 2 Z
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None of the other fragments (Plate XVIII. fig. 75), though undoubtedly belonging to

larger (male'?) birds, could have come from individuals equalling in size that whose

sternum is now at Paris, and believed to have been hitherto unique. Even making

every allowance for the stalagmitic incrustation with which the specimen is encumbered,

this bird could not have been less bulky than the largest Didus whose sternum has been

preserved.

The very near affinity of Pezophaps to Didus is nowhere better shown than on com-

parison of the sterna of the two forms ; and it is self-evident on the most cursory

inspection of them. So far as can be determined from the imperfect state of all the

specimens of each, hitherto recovered, there is no distinction of any very great importance

to be detected. The general configuration of the two—their extraordinary helmet-like

form—is precisely similar and unlike that of any other bird known to us. It may be

that the keel in Pezophaps is relatively somewhat deeper than that of Didus
,
but Didus

varies not inconsiderably in this respect, and it would be very unsafe, from what we see

of other parts of the skeleton, to assert that Pezophaps did not vary also.

Yet a closer examination will reveal several characters more or less diagnostic. Pirst

it may be remarked that the coracoidal grooves are shallower and narrower in Didus than

in Pezophaps, and in all the specimens, save one of the last, there is a deeper depression,

almost a little pit, at the inner extremity of the groove., in a line and, occasionally, to

some degree confluent with it. Above this pit there is in one specimen a second, smaller

and subtriangular shallow depression. This same specimen is the only one that exhibits

any part of the costal processes, and even here their edges have been broken off. It has

the same distal enlargement and concave extremity as Didus

;

but the concavity is semi-

divided by a well-defined ridge stretching halfway across the cup. A more remarkable

difference is presented by the costal border in this specimen, which shows articular

surfaces for four sternal ribs only instead of five, which is the normal number in Didus*,

and, so far as can be determined from the broken state of the remaining specimens, there

is nothing to induce the belief that they possessed more than four such surfaces. A third

character which seems to prevail in Pezophaps (being found in all our six examples, and

also remarkably well shown in the specimen of the Museum at Paris) is by no means

constant in Didus
,
such indication of it as exists at all occurring there, so far as our

experience goes, only in the smaller examples. This is the presence in Pezophaps of a

very deep median hollow near the anterior end of the internal surface of the sternum

—

a hollow so deep that in five (including the Paris example) out of seven instances the

bone is actually perforated, and in one the perforation (the external orifice of which is

situated below the coracoid grooves) is of very considerable size. In most specimens of

Didus where anything like this depression exists it seems to be connected with the

* Too much importance must not be placed on this character. In one of the sterna of Didus in our posses-

sion, five articular surfaces are exhibited on the left side and only four on the right. In another specimen all

the five surfaces on the left side are bilobed, while on the right (as seems to be usually the case) this is so with

four only, and the anterior surface is simple.
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pneumatic foramina of the bone, and in the largest examples it is, with them, altogether

obliterated. In Pezophaps, however, it has a very distinct existence apart from the

pneumaticity of the bone, and (as has just been said) it occurs conspicuously in the Paris

specimen, which is equal in size to the largest Didus
,
where no trace of any depression,

much less of a deep hollow, is present*.

§ 6. Scapular Arch.

Of this portion of the skeleton we have numerous scapulae and coracoids, but unfor-

tunately not a fragment which we can identify as belonging to the furcula. None of

the specimens offer any trace of the remarkable anchylosis, observed not unusually in

Didus, of these three bones, and from the considerable series in our possession it is

perhaps not too much to conclude that such anchylosis never took place in Pezophaps.

The scapula (Plate XIX. figs. 84-86, 97-99, XX. figs. 132, 133), of which thirty-six

specimens are contained in the collection, differs very greatly in its general form from

that of Didus. Instead of being sabre-shaped and curved decidedly backward, it is

rather straight, or, if anything, inclining generally somewhat forward—a character not

known by us to exist in any other bird, and only pointing backward and inward at its

extremity when it becomes spatulate in form. Considerable individual variety of shape,

however, is found in this part in Pezophaps, as is also the case in Didus. As a whole

the bone is comparatively stouter in Pezophaps, especially its proximal part, and the

markings of muscular attachments are not so well defined, there being in this respect

little difference between its inner and outer surface. The latter does not so often

display towards the distal extremity the slight elongate cavity observable in Didus;

but is, on the contrary, very frequently somewhat convex, while the inner surface is,

almost without exception, decidedly concave, though to a variable extent. The process

sent off from the lower and outer border, which is a marked and (so far as we can judge)

an invariable feature in Didus
,
is represented merely by a slight notch formed by the

abrupt termination of the ridge, which eventually becomes the edge of the thinner and

more distal extremity of the bone. The articular end of the scapula is relatively thicker

than in Didus, with the coracoidal surface occupying a proportionately larger space,

while the humeral surface is not so~ extensive, and the acromial process is proportion-

ately smaller, much less curved, and not containing in its hollow the pneumatic foramen

which appears to be always present in Didus.

* In Diclunculus there is at this part a good-sized hollow, at the bottom of which are some four or five pneu-

matic foramina. In Goura the median hollow is very deep and elongate, constricted in the middle
;
behind it

lies a series of pneumatic orifices, and on each side a shallow depression. Leucosarcia is simpler, having a single

deep median hollow and two lateral depressions. The same appearance is presented by Trocaza (a Mauritian

form), Columba, and the more normal Doves. Geopelia and Pcitagicencis much resemble Goura in this part.

In Chamcepelia there is little appearance of the deep hollow, and the lateral depressions are nearly obliterated.

Of the normal Gallince, most forms, as PJiasianus, Perdix

,

and Coturnix, have no lateral depressions here
; but

the genera Qaccabis, Franco'linus, Ortyx and LopTiortyx possess them, while Odontophorus does not. A single

median depression, which is often thickly set with orifices, exists in most of the genera Tetrad, Bonasia, and,

Ldgopus .

2 Z 2
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Of the coracoid (Plates XIX. figs. 76-83, XX. fig. 136) the collection contains

twenty-seven more or less perfect specimens, besides the anterior extremity of eleven

others, thirty-eight in all. This most significant bone differs very greatly from the cor-

responding part in Pidus—a fact not perhaps so surprising when the exceedingly abnor-

mal form which it assumes there is taken into consideration. It is in Pezophaps pro-

portionately much more bulky, and generally smoother. At its sternal end it differs

from Pidus, and indeed from all Columbine birds, in the extension and rounding off of

the outer border so as entirely to mask the more or less elongate process which in some

of the Columbidce (Golumba livia for instance) is turned distinctly forwards. Corre-

sponding with this the inner border is produced into a sharper angle, though blunt at

the tip, than it is in Pidus
,
and much more so than in most other Pigeons* . Making

allowance for the extreme attenuation of the coracoid in Pidus
,
which is its especial

characteristic, the surfaces of the coracoid in Pezophaps present, on closer study, much

the same aspect. The upper surface at the sternal end (Plate XIX. figs. 78, 82) is

more convex, and the lower one is less flat, but generally perforated with similar pneu-

matic foraminaf, though these are variable in shape and extent, and sometimes, though

seldom, entirely disappear. The muscular ridge and rough surface which mark the back

part of this bone, below the middle of the shaft, in Pidus are not usually so distinct in

Pezophaps

;

the former, however, can be traced in all the specimens. At the upper end

of the coracoid the articular surfaces (Plate XIX. figs. 77, 81) have much the same

aspect as in Pidus
,
an allowance being made for its increased relative thickness. The

surface for the articulation of the scapula is, however, proportionately larger. It is very

variable in form, being in most of the larger (male?) examples roughly quadrate, in the

smaller (female?) triangular J. In these last there commonly springs from the inner

corner a somewhat elongate process, directed inward and slightly downward, and then

curving backward. The humeral articular surface is not nearly so well defined, and is

not oval and smooth as in Pidus
,
but generally somewhat semilunar in shape, with

two or three depressions, caused (as some of the specimens show) by minute foramina

(which in others are entirely obliterated) §. The surface for the articulation of the

* In Diclunculus the coracoid exhibits certain well-marked characters
;
whether they are diagnostic we will

not say. Chief among them is the increased development of a muscnlar ridge along the inner edge of the sternal

end. Arising at the front part of the sternal articulation it passes obliquely upward and backward till it ceases

abruptly on meeting the usual ridge running along the internal side of the bone. At the other end of this

bone also the usual internal curved process which serves as the basis of attachment of the upper side of the

scapula is more largely developed than seems to be usual with the Doves, being extended downward so as most

nearly to meet the furcula.

t The absence of pneumaticity in the coracoids of the Ardeidce, and their consequent difference of colour, is a

striking feature when the specimens have not been macerated so much as to remove all the grease from the bones.

+ An additional proof of the value of the characters furnished almost invariably by this bone in birds, on

which I have elsewhere slightly touched (Ibis, 1868, p. 95).—A. N.

§ In one specimen of the coracoid of Didus in our possession there exists a good-sized deep circular hollow

on the lower side of the bone, immediately opposite to the humeral articular surface. There is no trace of this

hollow in any of the other six coracoids we have. This same specimen presents on its upper aspect a singularly
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furcula in Pezophaps is shorter and broader than in Pidus. There is no trace in any of

the specimens of an actual anchylosis of the coracoid with the furcula any more than

with the scapula ; but in many of the larger (male X) ones, there is a considerable bony

development on the edges of the articular surfaces, as if resulting from the partial ossi-

fication of the integument, which may perhaps be an approximation to that condition

of the three bones which seems usually to have existed in Pidus.

The exact angle formed by the axes of the coracoid and scapula at the point where

they meet cannot positively be determined. To the best of our judgment, however, it

cannot have been much less than it is inPidus* *.

§ 7. Pones of the Wing.

Compared with the wing-bones of Pidus those ofPezophaps present, even on the most

cursory inspection, a more massive aspect with a smoother surface. The humerus

(Plate XIX. figs. 91, 92), of which the collection contains forty-six specimens, most of

them in a sufficiently perfect condition f, has the proximal extremity considerably more

rounded, with the oval convexity of the articular head absolutely (even in the smallest

specimens) more elongated outwardly, and in front more transversely concave. The pec-

toral process projects very slightly, and the ulnar tuberosity is less developed. Of the

pits at its base, the upper one is narrower and more oblique, the lower one much narrower,

and with a very much larger pneumatic foramen. The longitudinal ridge, so strongly

developed on the upper portion of the shaft in Pidus
,

is here generally almost, and

sometimes quite, obsolete. The muscular ridges of the distal end resemble more closely

those of Pidus. The cancellous structure of either end is perhaps rather less developed

in Pezophaps.

The radius (Plates XIX. figs. 94, 95, XX. figs. 137, 138), of which forty-three speci-

mens are contained in the collection, is a stout nearly straight subcylindrical bone in-

increased development, into a similar but deeper and elongate hollow, of the depression commonly situated

between the scapular and furcular articulating surfaces
; a depression, however, very variable in its extent in

other examples.

* This very marked characteristic of the sternal apparatus in Dklus I had the pleasure of first making pub-

licly known at the Meeting of the Zoological Society of London on the 12th of December, 1865, when I exhi-

bited a drawing of the confluent coracoid scapula and furcula of that bird from a specimen sent me by my
brother, which specimen arrived a few days after the meeting. On learning that Professor Owex was anxious

to have the task of describing the skeleton of the Dodo (from the remains sent him by Mr. George Clark), I

suppressed the paper containing the remarks I had made on that occasion (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1865, p. 732). I

therein stated that (always excepting the Struthiones) I knew of no other bird but Ocydromus in which the angle

formed by the axes of the coracoid and scapula was greater than a right angle, and I have not in the meantime

been able to discover any other form presenting this remarkable feature, since recognized by Professor Htjxley

in his course of Hunterian Lectures for 1867, and again in his proposed scheme for the classification of birds

(Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, p. 425), as one of the distinguishing characters of the Orders (Subclasses ?) Carinatce

and Ratitoe.—A. N.

t The shaft of a left humerus, wanting its extremities, was picked up by me on my visit to Rodriguez in 1864,

and has been figured (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1865, pi. viii. fig. 3).—E. N.
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creasing in thickness from near the proximal end, and widening laterally very consider-

ably towards the distal, where it expands to nearly double the original diameter of the

shaft, and in the larger specimens (males'?) is clothed on the side furthest from the

ulna for nearly half an inch by an irregularly-shaped bony growth, having at first sight

much the appearance of a stalagmitic encrustation, to which further reference will be

made presently. In the smaller specimens the entire bone, though nearly half an inch

shorter, is considerably thicker than in Didus, especially towards the distal end, in which

part there is little resemblance between the two forms. The proximal articular surface

though larger is much as in Didus.

The ulna (Plates XIX. figs. 93, 96, XX. figs. 134, 135), of which forty-one specimens

are present, is cylindrical, straighter, and thicker than in Didus, with the muscular de-

pression, described by Professor Owen, much less deeply marked, smaller, and situated

more distally. In some specimens as many as ten impressions of the roots of the secondary

wing-quills can be distinctly traced along the anconal surface, besides three elongated

and transversely-directed depressions towards the distal end. On the radial side of these

depressions there is present in two or three large and well-preserved specimens a small

bony tuberosity.

Very many of the largest (male]) specimens of both ulna (Plate XX. fig. 135) and

radius bear marks of fracture and healing during the bird’s life.

Perhaps the most interesting of the bones in the whole collection is the metacarpal

(Plates XIX. figs. 87-90, XX. fig. 131, XXII. fig. 148), of which no specimen belonging

to any Didine bird has hitherto been seen. We have here thirty-two. That it would

be very short was a safe inference from what we know of it in other flightless birds

;

but it could hardly have been expected to obtain from it such a singular confirmation

of Leguat’s statement regarding a remarkable peculiarity in the “ Solitaire ” as

observed by him, nor that it should furnish an explanation of the curious bony growth

on the distal end of the ulna and radius already mentioned as presented by the spe-

cimens of supposed males. All the perfect specimens of the metacarpal have on

the radial side a more or less spherical bony knob or callus-like mass developed

immediately beyond the proximal end and the pollex, which last would appear to

be thrust away by it to some extent. This knob in the larger specimens, which we

suppose to have belonged to males, is out of all proportion to anything of the kind

yet known in ornithology. It is subject to a good deal of variation in form and to a

less degree in size, sometimes projecting rather downward than laterally, but in all

cases more or less pedunculate. In the largest (male ]) specimens its longest diameter

is about half the length of the entire metacarpal, and its transverse breadth in any

direction is not much less. The metacarpal itself is pneumatic and light, the largest

specimen weighing, the knob and all, just about a quarter of an ounce; but the knob,

which has been broken off from another specimen, weighs as much as the remainder.

The appearance of the knob is much that of diseased bone
;

it has probably been covered

by a cartilaginous integument, which may have extended to the somewhat similar though
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less developed osseous growths on the ulna and radius just mentioned. But unquestion-

ably it answers most accurately to Leguat’s words

—

L’os de 1’aileron grossit a l’exfcremite, & forme sons The Bone of their Wing grows greater towards the

la plume une petite masse ronde comme une balle de Extremity, and forms a little round Mass under the

mousquet. (1st ed. vol. i. pp. 98, 99.) feathers, as big as a Musket Ball. (Engl, transl. p. 71.)

Mr. Joseph Gedge, of Gonville and Caius College, has been good enough to furnish

us with the following account of the microscopic appearance of this singular struc-

ture :

—

“ On removing a portion of the exterior (after reducing it to a sufficient tenuity) it

presented under a low power the cancellous appearance of moderately old callus. On
examining it with a high power the lacunae were for the most part irregular in form

;

some round with jagged edges, others irregularly stellate, connected together by pro-

cesses from the lacunae without the intervention of true canaliculi. A few normal

lacunae and a few vascular canals existed ; hut there was no lamination. The osseous

matter was arranged so as to give an unusually fibrillated aspect to the bone. Irre-

gularity in the form of the lacunae may not unfrequently be observed in the exterior

portion of osseous outgrowths
(
e. g. spavin), when the structure of the interior in no way

departs from the ordinary characters of normal bone. It is, however, a character which

belongs only to bone which has passed through the stage of rudimental fibrous tissue,

and which has not been taken up and laid down again. This growth I consider to be of a

nature that might have been produced by irritation of the periosteum, and its formation

would appear to have been physiologically analogous to the commonest form of callus.”

The indicial and median portions of the metacarpal bear to each other much the

same relation that they appear to do in other Columb.ee
,
such as Columba and Didun-

culus. The distal end has two well-marked articular surfaces for as many phalanges.

There is no trace of quill-marks to be seen on any of the specimens.

The remaining bones of the wing are wanting.

§ 8. Bones of the Leg.

The leg-bones of Pezophaps when compared with those of JDidus show very much
more strongly-developed ridges and muscular impressions, being exactly the converse of

what is to be remarked of the wing-bones of the two birds. As regards massiveness

they are more nearly on a par ; but in this respect the leg-bones of JDidus vary consider-

ably from one another*. Generally, however, the leg-bones ofPezophaps are decidedly

longer than those of JDidus
,
and the excess increases toward their extreme members.

Thus while the smaller (female 1) femora of Pezophaps are in many instances greatly

surpassed in length by the larger (male V) ones of JDidus, the corresponding tibio-tarsals

of the two are most generally equal, and of the tarso-metatarsals ofPezophaps only some

* This variability is not likely to have been sexual. Of the two longest tibio-tarsals of Diclus in our pos-

session, that which is only very slightly (if at all) shorter than the other is most perceptibly and out of all

proportion more slender.
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of the very smallest (female V) examples fall short of those of JDidus, so that it is likely

that even the smallest (female V) Pezophaps stood higher on the leg than the largest

(male 1) Didus. Comparing, however, the bones of what we imagine to have been the

same sexes (and this is, of course, the only fair mode of comparison) it is clear that the

body ofPezophaps was mounted upon legs at least some two or three inches longer than

that of Didus.

The principal bones of the leg having been already very minutely and correctly

described by Dr. Melville (op. ait. pp. 115-119) and Strickland (Trans. Zool. Soc. iv.

pp. 192-196), it seems unnecessary here to say much more about them. But there

are some points to which we may perhaps advert with advantage.

The femur, of which the collection contains one hundred and nineteen nearly perfect

examples, has a very great general resemblance to that of Didus ; but it is of more uni-

form thickness, not tapering so much towards the middle or upper third. There is also

in our series a total absence of the pneumatic foramen* on the inner side of the anterior

ridge of the great trochanter, which is nearly always present and occasionally of large size

in Didus. On the other hand there is in most cases a single good-sized and apparently

pneumatic orifice on the posterior aspect of the neck of the bone, below the ridge of the

articular surface which is adapted to the trochanterian prominence of the pelvis. This

single orifice we have not found in Didus

;

but, there, the same part is often perforated

by several smaller openings of variable position. Turning to the distal extremity of the

femur, the popliteal fossa in Pezophaps generally presents at least one large, and often

two or three smaller pneumatic orifices, which are perhaps more distinct than in Didus.

The muscular ridges and impressions are usually very strongly marked.

The tibio-tarsal (Plate XX. figs. 100, 102), of which the collection contains sixty-six

specimens in a fair state, besides a vast number in a fragmentary condition, has been

already minutely described by the authors above mentioned. It need therefore only be

said that the inner anterior ridge at the proximal end (which was broken off in Strickland’s

specimen) is generally fully as much developed as in Didus
,
and in many examples is

certainly thicker, but its precise form is very variable in both birds.

The fibula (Plate XX. figs. 100-103), of which there are fifty-nine specimens in the

collection, is very decidedly (it might almost be said absolutely) stouter and more mas-

sive than it is in Didus

;

but owing to the extreme variability of this bone it is difficult

to seize on any characters that may be considered to be more than those of the indivi-

dual. Perhaps on the whole the fibula of Pezophaps has a smoother surface
;
but two

or three of the examples have their ridges and depressions as strongly marked as any of

those of Didus which we have seen. As the tibio-tarsal is relatively longer in the former

than in the latter, so is it (as might be expected) with the fibula.

The tarso-metatarsus, of which the collection contains one hundred and twenty-three

•examples in fair preservation, besides a great number of larger and smaller fragments,

* This foramen is said by Dr. Melville to be absent in all Pigeons except Goura. The last statement we

can confirm of our own observation. It is also wanting in Diclunculus.
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has already been not only elaborately described by Dr. Melville and Strickland

(opp. citt.), but also compared by them with the corresponding bone of Didus. It is

accordingly unnecessary here to say more about it than to remark that the large series

of specimens in our possession forbids us from coinciding in the generalization propounded

by Strickland (Trans. Zool. Soc. iv. p. 196) as to the “inner or longest calcaneal

process” in Pezophaps being considerably less developed than in Didus. This process,

now regarded* as the head of the third (anchylosed) metatarsal, does not project poste-

riorly (it is true) so much as in Didus

;

but this fact appears to us to be in consequence

of the heads of the second and fourth (anchylosed) metatarsals being expanded laterally

rather than antero-posteriorly. In like manner, and for the same reason, we are unable

to confirm Strickland’s generalization as to the three trochlese at the lower extre-

mity being placed more nearly in the same vertical plane in Didus than in Pezophaps ;
for

in this last the large series of examples shows that the angle formed by joining the

centres of the three trochlese (of course the only mode of accurately testing the obser-

vation) is much more obtuse in the smaller (female X) specimens than in the larger

(male V). In this case, if any stress is to be laid on Strickland’s inference (ut supra cit.),

it would follow that the larger (male X) examples of Pezophaps did not run so quickly as

ordinary examples of Didus
,
while the smaller (female 1) attained a greater speed. The

orifice of the calcaneal canal is absolutely smaller in Pezophaps than in Didus, a fact

apparently arising from the greater thickening in the former of the “ calcaneal processes.”

For the rest we may safely leave this bone as already accurately and sufficiently de-

scribed.

The posterior metatarsal (Plate XX. figs. 104, 105), of which fifteen specimens are

contained in the collection, is one of the few bones we have not had the opportunity of

comparing with the corresponding part of Didus. Judging, however, from the figures

and a model of the celebrated Oxford specimen, it would appear to be more massive and

to present a smoother surface, the furrow for lodging the flexor tendons of the hallux

not being so deep, and the whole bone is less crooked. The proximal articular surface

is more convex in the middle than it would appear to be in Didus

;

but its lower portion

is roughened just as is said to be the case there. The styloid process is much less deve-

loped than it would seem to be in Didus, and on the surface which is twisted forwards

it becomes almost flush with the trochlea, so that its boundaries are not strongly defined

;

on the other hand the pit on the inner extremity of the trochlea is to all appearance as

deep as in Didus. Generally this bone in Pezophaps would seem to be longer, which is

of course in proportion to the increased length of the lower extremities.

Among the phalanges, of which the collection contains in all one hundred and fifty-

specimens, there is wanting the second and third of the inner, and the second, third,

and fourth of the outer toes. The first, or proximal phalanx of the hind toe (Plate

XX. figs. 106, 107) seems to be a good deal stouter relatively than it is in Didus,

* Cf- Gegenbattr, Arch, fur Anat. und Physiol. 1863, pp. 450-472 ; Untersuchungen zur vergleichenden

Auatomie der Wirbelthiere (4to, Leipzig : 1864), pp. 93-108, pi. vi.

MDCCCLXIX. 3 a
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and the ungual segment (Plate XX. figs. 108, 109) proportionally longer. In the inner

toe the proximal phalanx (Plate XX. figs. 128-130) is the longest in the whole foot,

whereas in Didus it would appear to he about equal in length to that of the middle toe.

This (Plate XX. figs. 116-118), again, is relatively and jn large (male!) specimens

absolutely longer and especially thicker than that of Didus
,
and the next two phalanges

of this toe (Plate XX. figs. 119-124) are in proportion to it, but the ungual segment

(Plate XX. figs. 125-127) is longer than the third. Of the outer toe the first (Plate

XX. figs. 110-112) is the shortest of the proximal phalanges of the whole foot. The

other segments of this toe, except the ungual (Plate XX. figs. 113-115), are missing.

This is also, like the rest of the ungual phalanges, larger and especially longer than

in the single corresponding example of Didus.

§ 9. Skull.

Of the cranial portion of the skull (Plates XXI. figs. 139-147, XXII. figs. 149, 150)

the collection includes five specimens, more or less imperfect, but all containing the

foramen magnum, which, as in Didus, but not to the same extent, varies not a little in

shape, one specimen (of a male'?) having it much wider below than above, but in the

others the upper and lower curves are more nearly alike. So also the occipital condyle

is to some extent inconstant. In the (male!) specimen just mentioned, and in two at

least of the smaller ones, it slopes gradually from its base
;
but in an example of median

size it rises abruptly, and on one side (the left) slightly overhangs its base, so that

regarding it from that aspect it looks as if it were pedunculate.

Three of the specimens (Plate XXI. figs. 141, 144, 147) are sufficiently perfect to

show the supraoccipital orifice, the existence of which in Pezophaps was surmised by

Dr. Melville (op. cit. p. 114). The other small foramina and protuberances correspond

singularly with those in Didus
,
exhibiting the same amount of individual variation.

On the other hand the cranium of Pezophaps differs remarkably from that of Didus in

several important features, some of which have beep, already pointed out by Dr. Melville

(
loc . cit.), while others will be rendered more apparent by an inspection of the accom-

panying figures. It is narrower and longer, entirely destitute of the peculiar frontal

protuberance, and generally more compressed and less ventricose, while the orbital cham-

bers are larger. In one respect, however, that accurate osteologist has been misled.

He attributes the apparent depression of the central tract of the upper surface entirely

to the stalagmitic deposit on its anterior and posterior parts in the only specimen then

known. In the specimens in the present collection, which are wholly free from that

deposit, this apparent depression is equally to be observed. It is due, however, to the

elevation of the anterior and particularly of the posterior parts into two bony ridges of

the cancellous structure which in Didus occupies the whole surface, and indeed is most

prominently developed on its central portion (Trans. Zool. Soc. vi. pi. 23. fig. 1), but in

Pezophaps does not rise in the middle to any considerable degree, and consequently

leaves the exterior surface almost perfectly flat, while the posterior ridge, being continued
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forward on either side, a somewhat dish-like formation is given to the top of the

head *.

The frontals rise abruptly as in Didus, but, as will have been gathered from what has

just been said, to a much less extent. The cranium also in this place is much com-

pressed, the largest specimen measuring only T76 inch at the narrowest part between

the orbits, and the interorbital septum is not so thick as in Didus
,
but composed of the

same cancellous structure. None of the specimens are sufficiently perfect to show the

entire extent of the posterior olfactory chambers, which are, as in Didus
,
partially

divided. At the junction of the nasals with the nasal process of the premaxillary,

the proximal portion of which is not preserved in any of the specimens, the surface

is extremely rugose, indicating the position of the caruncular ridge, which, from

Leguat’s figure and description, we already knew the bird to have possessed at the base

of its bill.

In the upper mandible (Plate XXII. figs. 151-158) we have presented one of the

most remarkable differences between Didus and Pezophaps. Instead of that singular

characteristic of the former (which has been duly dwelt on by previous investigators),

the vertical enlargement and coalescence, before reaching the core of the dertrum, of the

maxillary branches of the premaxillary, we have in the latter a structure much more

in accordance with the normal Columbce
,
and presenting an appearance laterally though

not from below much as in Treron. The maxillary branches of the premaxillary in

Pezophaps approach each other gradually, but do not coalesce until about halfway

between the commencement and extremity of the core of the dertrum, and thus they

do not meet the nasal process of the premaxillary at an acute angle immediately behind

the core of the dertrum, but the core of the dertrum intervenes vertically (Plate XXII.

figs. 152, 155, 157). In other words, the axes of the nasal 'process and maxillary

branches in Didus are convergent, in Pezophaps divergent.

There is remarkable variation in the size of the upper mandible in different indivi-

duals to the extent of very nearly one-half the linear dimensions between the largest

and smallest specimens, of which the collection contains thirteen in all, some of which,

however, are merely fragmentary, and the best exceedingly imperfect. No portion of

the palatals is preserved.

Of the lower mandible (Plate XXII. figs. 159-162) the collection contains thirty-four

fragments, one-half belonging to the distal and the other half to the proximal end. It

has not been possible to fit together with certainty any two of them so as to form a

perfect ramus. To one of the dentary portions, however, part of the core of the sym-

physis (Plate XXII. fig. 162) remains attached, and there is a second such core which

is perfect though detached from both its rami. Still the exact outline of the lower as

of the upper mandible must be left in some degree a matter of conjecture. Enough,

however, is present to prove that it was sufficiently different in shape from that of Didus
,

* It is proper to observe that in tbe only portrait we possess of the bird, that of Leguat, there is no trace

of this formation to be found.

3 a 2
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and still more from that of Didunculus. In the sudden vertical narrowing of the den-

tary in front of its junction 'with the surangular (Plate XXII. fig. 160) Pezophaps

shows a greater approach to some of the more normal Columbce
,
Treron for example.

While in Didunculus the lower mandible sweeps on with a continuous downward curve,

and in Didus it exhibits but a slight projecting angle at its splenial region (in both cases

preserving nearly the same vertical height throughout), in Pezophaps (the upper edge of

the whole mandible being apparently much straighter than in Didus) the angular and

surangular slope steeply down to meet the dentary, which immediately afterwards rises

as steeply, thereby forming on its lower edge a salient angle altogether wanting in Di-

dunculus and not very considerable in Didus. From this the dentary rapidly tapers till

it descends to form the gonys, which is fully as much developed proportionately as in

Didus
,
while the angle formed by the two rami at their symphysis is somewhat more

acute, and thus, with the less massive proportions of the upper mandible already de-

scribed, the whole bill of Pezophaps must have been very much more slender and less

powerful than the formidable, not to say monstrous weapon of Didus. The various

foramina for the passage of the different nerves or vessels are situated much as in Didus.

This is especially noticeable in the case of the large dental canal, which opens externally

nearer the upper than the lower edge, while in Didunculus it occupies a position nearly

midway.

The proximal portion of the lower mandible (Plate XXII. figs. 159, 161) offers further

differential characters between Didus and Pezophaps. Notwithstanding the small size

of the entire head in the latter, the angular and articular bones are fully as large as in

the former, though neither the internal pyramidal process nor the external semilunar

plate are so largely developed. The basal facet therefore assumes a very different form.

Instead of presenting as in Didus the shape of a nearly isosceles triangle, the equal angles

of which are subtended by the sides forming the internal process, it is in Pezophaps more

equilateral ; its extreme width only slightly exceeds its height, and its nearly vertical

surface is less concave. The walls of the articular surface also are much thicker abso-

lutely, and of course still more so comparatively, in Pezophaps than in Didus, and that

which supports the concave reniform tract on its outer surface thrust out as to form a

much more considerable projection in place of the elongated tubercle in Didus. As if

further to add to the solidity of this part of the jaw, the tract for the insertion of the

external pterygoid muscle is perceptibly less deeply concave.

Of the quadrate or “tympanic” (Plate XXII. figs. 163-168), the collection includes

nineteen specimens. We have not had any opportunity of comparing this bone in

Pezophaps with the same in Didus, and the latter has not been figured separately, but

only represented in situ, and consequently with some of its parts foreshortened and

concealed. To judge, however, from the figures, the bone in the two birds is of much

the same general form, though in Didus the angle formed by the mastoid articular

segment and the orbital process seems to he more filled up than in Pezophaps, thereby

making this process more slender, while in Pezophaps the mandibular condyle appears to
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be more elongated and transverse, and the process to which the squamosal is articulated

does not project backward so far as in JDidus. There is still less resemblance in the

structure of this part to the same in Didunculus, where the inferior articular surface

deviates, as has been already stated by Dr. Melville (op. cit. pp. 99, 100), most greatly

from the normal Columbine form. In point of bulk, the quadrate of Pezophaps would

seem to be nearly absolutely as large as that of Pidus. The intero-posterior cavities

present very considerable individual variation both in shape and extent.

The remaining parts of the skull are unfortunately wanting.

§ 10. Comparison of the Skeleton.

As the whole of the preceding description has been in a manner comparative, there

remains little to be said that can be placed under this heading. Nevertheless, to pre-

serve the uniformity of arrangement with Professor Owen’s treatise on the Dodo, we

here include such general remarks on the subject as we have to make.

The most important distinctions between Pezophaps and Pidus
,
as may be gathered

from what we have already said, are on the whole such as not to remove the former

further from the normal Columbce than the latter. In several respects (of which the

enormous development of the cancellous boss on the top of the head, the general form

of the lower mandible, and, above all, the extreme attenuation of the coracoid in Pidus

may be mentioned as chief) Pezophaps holds a middle place between that form and

ordinary Pigeons. On the other hand the armature of the wing is a character equally

remote from either*. We had expected to have found that Pezophaps would prove to be

a link between Pidus and Pidunculus

;

but this is not the case : the latter seems to be

a perfectly distinct form, and, in our opinion, sufficiently isolated from other Columbce to

be considered the type of a separate family, in which light it has before been regarded ;

but at the same time this family Pidunculidce must not be considered to be so aberrant

as the Pididce, which we look upon as the most remotely connected of the Order

Columile, consisting of three well-marked families of equal rank, (1) Didida:, (2) Colum-

BiDiE, and (3) Didunculida], the first and last of which are only related to each other

by means of the second, and have no direct affinity, however much superficial resem-

blance there may be between the beak of Pidunculus and that of Pidus.

The grounds on which Strickland (‘The Dodo’ &c. p. 54) established the genus Pezo-

phaps, by separating it from Pidus, were merely “ the greater length of the legs and the

less development of the beak.” The result of our investigations prove that he was amply

justified in coming to this conclusion. Still we would desire to see his genus more

firmly established, and accordingly we venture here to propound its characters in set

phrase as follows :

—

Pezophaps, Strickland, 1848. Genus Columbarum Pidinum.

Char, gener. Rostrum mediocre, curvatum, processu nasali et ramis maxillaribus

antice divergentibus. Frons plana, porca osseo-cancellata circumdata. Ossa coracoidea

* In Goura, as Professor Huxley lias lately most kindly pointed out to us, the wing is armed with a knob,

but it is, even comparatively, much smaller than in Pezophaps.
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robusta. Alee breves, involatiles. Manus singulis bullis osseo-callosis armatee. Collum

et pedes longiores.

In like manner the allied genus might be defined :

—

Didus, Linneeus, 1766.

Char, gener. emend. Rostrum magnum, aduncum, processu nasali et ramis maxilla-

ribus antice convergentibus. Frons tumida in umbonem hypoconicum osseo-cancellatum

surgens. Ossa coracoidea attenuata scapulis obtuse attingentia. Alee breves, inyolatiles.

(Manus inermes V) Collum et pedes breviores.

§11. Concluding Observations.

It may be convenient here to quote at length the account given by Leguat of this

bird as observed by him during his sojourn

the 21st of May, 1693.

Voyage et Avantures cle Lrancois Leguat Sf cle ses

Compagnons, en deux isles desertes des Indes

Orientates, Londres : 1708. 2 vols. 12mo.

De tons les oiseaux de l’lsle, Pespe.ee la plus remar-

quable est celle a laquelle on a donne le nom de Soli-

taires, parce qu’on les voit rarement en troupes quoi

qu’il y en ait beaucoup.

Les males ont le plumage ordinaixement grisatre &
brun, les pieds de eoq dTnde, & le bee aussi, mais un

peu plus crochu. Ils n’ont presque point de queue,

& leur derriere couvert de plumes est arrondi comme

une croupe de cbeval. Ils sont plus haut montez que

les coqs d’Inde, & ont le cou droit, un peu plus long, a

proportion, que ne l’a cet oiseau quand il leve la tete.

L'oeil noir & yif, & la tete sans Crete ni boupe. Hs ne

yolent point, leurs ailes sont trop petites pour soutenir

le poids de leurs corps. Ils ne s’en servent que pour

se battre, <fc pour faire le moulinet, quand ils veulent

s’appeler l’un l’autre. Ils font avec yitesse vingt ou

trente pirouettes tout de suite, du meme cote, pendant

l’espace de quatre ou cinq minutes : le mouvement de

leurs ailes fait alors un bruit qui approebe fort de celui

d’un Crecerelle
;
& on Pentend de plus de deux cens

pas. L’os de Paileron grossit a Pextremite, & forme

sous la plume une petite masse ronde comme une balle

de mousquet : cela & le bee, sont la principale defense

de cet oiseau. On a bien de la peine a les attraper dans

les bois, mais comme on court plus vite qu’eux, dans

les lieux degagez, il n’est pas fort difficile d’en prendre.

Quelquefois meme on en approebe fort aisement. Depuis

le mois de Mars jusqu’au mois de Septembre, ils sont

extraordinairement gras, & le gout en est excellent, sur

tout quand ils sont jeunes. On trouve des males qui

pesent jusques a quarante cinq livres.

at Rodriguez from the 1st of May, 1691, till

A New Voyage to the East Indies by Lraxcis Leguat

and His Companions. Containing their Adventures

in tivo Desert Islands. London: 1708. 1 yob 8vo.

Of all tbe Birds in tbe Island, the most remarkable

is that which goes by tbe Name of tbe Solitary, because

’tis very seldom seen in Company, tbo’ there are abund-

ance of them. Tbe Leathers of tbe Males are of a

brown, grey Colour : Tbe Eeet and Beak are like a

Turkeys, but a little more crooked. They have scarce

any Tail, but their Hind-part cover'd with Leathers is

Roundish, like tbe Crupper of a Horse, they are taller

than Turkeys. Their Neck is straight, and a little

longer in proportion than a Turkeys, when it lifts up

bis Head. Its Eye is black and lively, and its Head

without Comb or Cop. They never fly, their Wings

are too little to support tbe weight of tbe Bodies
;
they

serve only to beat themselves, and flutter when they

call one another. They will whirl about for twenty or

thirty times together on the same side, during the space

of four or five Minutes : The Motions of their Wings

makes then a Noise very like that of a Rattle
;
and one

may hear it two hundred Paces off. The Bone of their

Wing grows greater towards the Extremity, and forms

a little round Mass under the Leathers, as big as a

Musket Ball : That and its Beak are the chief Defence

of this Bird. 'Tis very hard to catch it in the Woods,

but easie in open Places, because we run faster than

they, and sometimes we approach them without much

Trouble. Lrom March to September they are extremely

fat, and tast admirably well, especially while they are

young, some of the Males weigh forty-five pounds.
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La femelle est d’une beaute admirable ;
il y en a de

blondes & de brnnes
;
j’appelle blond, nne coulenr de

cheveux blonds. Elies ont nne espece de bandeau

comme nn bandeau de veuves au haut du bee qui est

de couleur tanee. Une plume ne passe pas l’autre sur

tout leur corps, parce qu’elles ont un grand soin de les

ajuster, & de se polir avec le bee. Les plumes qui ac-

compagnent les cuisses sont arrondies par le bout en

coquilles
;
& comme elles sent fort epaisses en eet en-

droit-la cela produit un agreable effet. Elies ont deux

elevations sur le jabot, d’un plumage plus blanc que le

reste, & qui represente’ merveilleusement un beau sein

de femme. Elies marchent avec tant de fierte & de

bonne grace tout ensemble, qu’on ne peut s’empecher

de les admirer & de les aimer
; de sorte que souvent

leur bonne mine leur a sauve la vie.

Quoique ces oiseaux s’approchent quelquefois assez

familierement quand on ne court pas aprez eux, on ne

peut jamais les apprivoiser: si tot qu’on les arretez ils

jettent des larmes sans crier, & refusent opiniatrement

toute sorte de nourriture, jusqtt’a ce qu’ils meurent enfin.

On leur trouve toujours dans le gesier, (aux femelles

aussi bien qu’aux males) une pierre brune de la grosseur

d’un Oeuf de poule
;

elle est un peu raboteuse, platte

d’un cote & arrondie de l’autre, fort pesante, & fort

dure. Nous avons juge que cette pierre nait avec eux

;

parce que quelque jeunes qu’ils soient, ils en ont tou-

jours, & n’en ont jamais qu’une
; & qu’outre cela, le

canal qui va du jabot au gesier, est trop etroit de

moitie pour donner passage a une pareille masse. Nous

nous en servions preferablement a aucune autre pierre

pour aiguiser nos couteaux.

Quand ces oiseaux veulent batir leur nids, ils choi-

sissent un lieu net, & ils l’elevent a un pied & demi

de terre sur un tas de feuilles de palmier qu’ils ont

ramassees pour ce dessein. Ils ne pont qu’un Oeuf,

qui est beaucoup plus gros que celui d’une oye. Le male

& la femelle le couvent tour a tour, & il n’eclot

qu’apres sept semaines. Pendant tout le terns qu’ils

couvent, ou qu’ils elevent leur petit, qui n’est capable

de pourvoir seul a ses besoins qu’apres plusieurs mois,

ils ne soufrent aucun oiseau de leur espece a plus de

deux cens pas a la ronde
;
& ee [lege ce] qui est assez

singulier, e’est que ] e male ne chasse
j
amais les femelles

;

seulement, quand il en aperqoit quelqu’une, il fait en

pirouettant son bruit ordinaire, pour apeller la femelle

qui vient donner aussi-tot la chasse a 1’etrangere, &
qui ne la quitte que lorsqu’elle l’a conduite hors de ses

limites. La femelle en fait de meme & laisse chasser

The Eemals are wonderfully beautiful, some fair,

some brown; I call them fair, because they are of the

colour of fair Hair : They have a sort of Peak like a

Widow’s upon their Breasts
[
lege beaks], which is of a

dun Colour. No one Leather is stragling from the

other all over their Bodies, they being very careful to

adjust themselves, and make them all even with their

Beaks. The Leathers on their Thighs are round like

Shells at the end, and being there very thick, have un-

agreeable effect: They have two Eisings on their Craws,

and the Leathers are whiter there than the rest, which

livelily represents the fine Neck of a Beautiful Woman.

They walk with so much Stateliness and good Grace,

that one cannot help admiring and loving them
; by

which means their fine Mein often saves their lives.

Tho’ these Birds will sometimes very familiarly come

up near enough to one, when we do not run after them,

yet they will never grow Tame : As soon as they are

caught they shed Tears without Crying, and refuse all

manner of Sustenance till they die.

We find in the Gizards of both Male and Lemale a

brown Stone, of the bigness of a Hens- Egg, ’tis some-

what rough, flat on one side, and round on the other,

heavy and hard. We believe that this Stone was there

when they were hatch’d, for let them never be so young,

you meet with it always. They have never but one of

’em, and besides, the Passage from the Craw to the

Gizard is so narrow, that a like Mass of half the big-

ness cou’d not pass. It serv’d to whet our knives,

better than any other Stone whatsoever.

When these Birds build their Nests, they choose a

clean Place, gather together some Palm-Leaves for

that purpose, and heap them up a foot and a half high

from the Ground, on which they sit. They never lay

but one egg, which is much bigger than that of a Goose.

The Male and Lemale both cover it in their turns, and

the young is not hatch’d till at seven Weeks end: AE
the while they are sitting upon it, or are bringing up

their young one, which is not able to provide for its self

in several Months, they will not suffer any other Bird of

their Species to come within two hundred yards round

of the place : But what is very singular, is, The Males

will never drive away the Lemales, only when he per-

ceives one he makes a noise with his Wings to call the

Lemale, and she drives the unwelcome Stranger away,

not leaving it till ’tis without her Bounds. The Lemale

do’s the same as to the Males, whom she leaves to the
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les males par le sien. C’est une partieularite que

nous avons tant de fois observee, que j’en parle avee

certitude.

Ces combats dureut quelquefois assez long-terns,

parce que l’etranger ne fuit qu’en touruant, sans s’eloig-

ner directement du uid
;

cependant, les autres ne

rabandonnent jamais qu’ils ne l’ayent chasse. Apres

que ces oiseaux ont eleve leur petit & l’ont abandonne

a lui-meme, ils ne se deparient pas comme font tous

les autres, mais ils demeurent toujours unis & com-

pagnons, quoi qu’ils aillent quelquefois se meler parmi

d’autres de leur espece. Nous avons souvent remarque

que quelques jours apres que le jeune etoit sorti du

nid, une compagnie de treute ou quarante en ame-

noieut un autre jeune, & que le nouveau deniche avec

ses pere & mere, se joignant a la bande, s’en alloient

dans un lieu ecarte. Comme nous les suivions souvent,

nous voyions qu’apres cela, les vieux fe \lege se] re-

tiroient chacun de leur cote, ou seuls, ou couple a cou-

ple, & laissoient les deux jeunes ensemble; & nous

appellions cela un manage.

II y a dans cette nouvelle circonstance, quelque chose

qui semble un peu fabuleux: mais ce sont pourtant

des veritez pures, & des choses que j’ai bien souvent

remarquees avec soin, & avec plaisir. Je ni pouvois

m’empecher non plus, d’abandonner mon esprit a di-

verses reflexions.—vol. i. pp. 98-102.

Male, and he drives them away. We have observ’d

this several times, and I aflirm it to be true.

The Combats between them on this occasion last

sometimes pretty long, because the Stranger only turns

about, and do’s not fly directly from the Nest: How-
ever, the others do not forsake it, till they have quite

driv’n it out of their Limits. After these Birds have

rais’d their young One, and left it to its self, they are

always together, which the other Birds are not, and

tho’ they happen to mingle with other Birds of the

same Species, these two Companions never disunite.

We have often remark’d, that some days after the

young one leaves the Nest, a Company of thirty or forty

brings another young one to it
;
and the new fledg’d

Bird with its Eather and Motherjoyning with the Band,

march to some bye Place. We frequently follow’d

them, and found that afterwards the old ones went each

their way alone, or in Couples, and left the two young

ones together, which we call’d a Marriage.

This Particularity has something in it which looks

a little Eabulous, nevertheless, what I say is sincere

Truth, and what I have more than once observ’d with

Care and Pleasure
;
neither cou’d I forbear to enter-

tain my Mind with several Beflections on this Occa-

sion.—pp. 71-74.

The only other original testimony, of which we know, with regard to the Solitaire

(if we except the vague notice, already mentioned, of Sir Thomas Herbert) is that of

D’Heguerty* in 1754, as quoted in 1849 by Strickland f, who states that D’Heguerty

had been Governor of the Island of Bourbon (now Reunion) about the year 1734, and a

few years afterwards thus expressed himself of the sister Island of Rodriguez :

—

“ On y trouve aussi des oiseaux de differentes especes, que l’on prend souvent a la

course, et entre autres des Solitaires, qui n’ont presqu’ point de plumes aux ailes ; cet

oiseau, plus gros qu’un Cygne, a la physionomie triste; apprivoise on le voit toujours a

la meme ligne, tant qu’il a d’espace, et retrograder de meme sans s’en ecarter. Lorsqu’on

en fait l’ouverture, on y trouve ordinairement des Bezoards, dont on fait cas, et qui sont

utiles dans la medecine.”

Such is the meagre informationJ we have respecting the history of this remarkable

form, blotted out from existence within the last hundred and fifty years, by means at

which we can only guess. It is now no longer a matter of doubt that many species of

* “ Memoires de la Societe Eoyale des Sciences et Belles Lettres de Nancy, vol. i. p. 79.” We have not been

able to consult this work.

f Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. 2nd ser. iii. pp. 138, 139.

i Eor a further notice, which renders it probable that the species lingered so late as 1761, see Postscript.
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animals have become extinct through the agency of man ;
but in nearly all the cases the

history of which is sufficiently well known to us, the extirpation has been caused less by

his direct than by his indirect agency. The most noticeable exceptions to this rule are

perhaps those of the Gare-fowl (Alea impennis)

*

and the Northern Manatee (Rhytina

gigas). And while in the first of these the submersion of its chief remaining breeding-

station, owing to a volcanic eruption (and, we may presume, an accompanying earthquake),

unquestionably was not without its influence, it does seem as if man himself actually,

though unintentionally, had destroyed these two species. But with the Solitaire of

Rodriguez, as with the Dodo and many other animals, it seems to.us that there is no good

ground for believing that they were pursued to the death of the race by man. It is far

more likely that they succumbed to other forces set in motion indeed by him but

without a thought of thereby accomplishing their destruction. It does not seem at all

unreasonable to suppose that either or both might have survived for many years his direct

attacks. They would doubtless have become more shy, and have retired to the most

secluded parts of the islands they inhabited. They might even have acquired greater

wariness, and been enabled in some manner to baffle his pursuit. But they had not to

contend with man alone. ITe had allies fighting against them. In our own country we

see that man has not, after many hundred years of incessant warfare, succeeded in extir-

pating by direct action a single species of bird. Birds of prey still exist, and in some

districts in not inconsiderable numbers, in spite of the war of extermination carried on

against them. In those districts where their destruction has been most nearly accom-

plished, it is because man has fought them with other weapons, more fatal because

apparently more peaceful. It is to the plough and the draining-spade, with the changes

that have followed their use over large areas, rather than to the gun or the gin that

they have succumbed. The Crane and the Wild Goose have been banished from the

English fens with the Harriers, and more species than we can here stay to enumerate

by the simple act of bringing under cultivation by means of improved drainage the

extensive tract of the “ Bedford Level.” The Bustard has yielded to the driver of the

horse-hoe and the maker of plantationsf . These have gone from us without an idea

that any such effects would follow the causes employed ; nay, they have gone from us,

some of them, in spite of legal protection, and therefore against the will of man. Now,

so far as we are able to judge, the Solitaire of Rodriguez has been subject to no dis-

turbances of this kind. The island seems to bear now much the same appearance as it

presented to the eyes of LeguatJ, and if the popular tradition be true that forests once

existed in it which were destroyed some forty or fifty years ago by fire, it seems to be

certain, from Grant’s silence in 1801 §, that there were then no Solitaires left to

perish in the flames. Some other cause of extinction must therefore be sought, and it

* Though it may still he premature to speak of this species as extinct, there can he no douht about its fate

should a colony yet he discovered. (Of. Natural History Review, October 1865, pp. 467-488.)

f Stevenson’s ‘ Birds of Norfolk,’ vol. ii. pp. 9-17. ± Ibis, 1865, p. 148.

§ History of Mauritius and the Neighbouring Islands, pp. 100-145.

MDCCCLX.IX. 3 B
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has been already long since suggested* that Cats, turned out hy the Dutch settlers may

have destroyed the species “ by devouring the young ones as soon as they were hatched.”

That this may have been the case is quite possible ;
but it seems quite as, or even more,

likely that a feller enemy than the Cat may have been introduced. "We mean the Hog,

which we cannot but believe was the principal agent in destroying the Dodo in Mauri-

tius f, though, so far as we are aware, the efficacy of this agent of destruction has not

been sufficiently appreciated by former writers. It has been always so universal a

practice to liberate Pigs in countries newly discovered by Europeans that we cannot

suppose any exception to have been made in the case of Rodriguez, and at almost every

place where these omnivorous animals have been set free we know them to have speedily

increased and multiplied, replenished the land, and in most instances to have subdued it.

In every way save one, perhaps, the account given by Leguat of the Solitaire of

Rodriguez seems to be fully borne out by a study of its osteology, so far as that can

throw any light on the subject. The rugose surface at the junction of the nasal bones

with the nasal process of the premaxillary indicates the position of the caruncular ridge

which he likens to a “ widow’s peak,” and in his figure represents at this place. The

curved contour-lines of the upper and posterior part of the pelvis is quite in accordance

with his statement that the “ hind-part ” of this bird was “ roundish, like the crupper of

a horse.” We can well imagine that it was a somewhat less heavy bird than the Dodo J,

and, judging from its longer legs, that it was capable of attaining considerable speed.

The remarkable and unexpected confirmation of his description of the extraordinary

knob on the wing has been already noticed—a fact which alone would place him high

in the ranks of truthful observers. The appearance presented by this knob is so exactly

that of diseased bone that one is led to believe that it had its origin in injuries received

by the birds in such combats as are mentioned by Leguat, and was aggravated by a

continuance of fighting-propensities transmitted from generation to generation. Other

Pigeons, despite their proverbially peaceful reputation, are as much given to fighting as

* Proc. Zool. Soc. 1833, pp. 31, 32.

f In ‘ A Yoyage to Arabia Foelix through, the Eastern Ocean and the Streights of the Red-Sea, being the Eirst

made by the French in the Years 1708, 1709, and 1710. Translated from the French ’ (London: Printed for

E. Symon, 1732, small 8vo, pp. xvi. and 372), the editor, whose name (as appears for the anonymous translator’s

preface, p. vii) was La Roque, says that the expedition touched at Mauritius in Sept. 1708, when they found

(p. 147) that “ on the other side of the Isle beyond the Mountains, there were Droves of wild Boars
;

that, not

long before, a general Hunting had been order’d to root them out; and that, the Inhabitants having assembl’d

for that purpose, they slew above fifteen hundred of them in one Day.” It is plain that inactive birds could

not long he the inhabitants of an island swarming with feral swine. It is perhaps possible to imagine a vene-

rable Dodo capable of assuming sufficient dignity to disconcert an impetuous Hog, but the awe of the latter once

dispelled by any mark of resentment the result would he the same as when the Roman Senator provoked the

fury of the Gaulish soldier
;
while the more helpless part of the community would rapidly fall victims, young

birds and eggs being inevitably traced to destruction by the unerring power of scent possessed hy the riotous

new-comers. (Cf. Leguat, 1st ed. ii, pp. 70, 71, Engl. transL p. 170.)

+ Herbert (cf. Strickland, ‘The Dodo, &c.’, pp. 19, 20) puts the weight of the Dodo at fifty pounds; Leguat

(ut supr. cit

)

that of the Solitaire at forty-five.
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many other birds, and theirs is literally pugnacity, for, the majority not possessing any

other weapons of attack or defence, their battles consist of a succession of cuffs and

buffetings administered by the wings. Leguat speaks of his having witnessed the

combats of his Solitaires, and it is quite possible that these engagements were occasion-

ally even more serious than any of which he was an eye-witness, for we find in the col-

lection a fair proportion of broken hones, broken and mended during the bird’s life.

Among these are examples of the ulna (Plate XX. fig. 135), radius, and coracoid (Plate

XX. fig. 136)*.

The particular in which we think Leguat may have erred is in the assertion (or per-

haps rather inference) as to their monogamous habits, and the cause of the error (if such

it be) may, we think, be ascribed, without derogation of his truthfulness or accuracy, to

his anxiety to point a moral which has led him to imagine he saw what he wished to

seef. We think we are right in saying that most monogamous animals when they fight

at all fight without regard to sex. Now in describing the combats of these birds he

especially mentions that the opposite sexes would not fight with one another, but that

the combatants were invariably of the same sex, and this is just what occurs in poly-

gamous birds. However it is not always easy to decide whether a species is mono-

gamous or the contrary. Respecting a species which has been so much studied, and

of which so much has been written as the Bustard
(
Otis tarda), it seems undecided

whether it is polygamous or not, though the testimony is on the whole in favour of its

occasionally being so It is therefore not to be wondered at if Leguat, setting aside

even his evident leaning, should have been mistaken in this particular. We venture

here to reproduce some remarks on this matter, which one of us has already made.
“ So far as I know, none of the existing Columbce represent any remarkable sexual

distinctions^ either in bulk or otherwise. As a group, the Pigeons are remarkably, and,

relatively to most birds, abnormally uniform in this respect. In the species [Pezofthaps]

to which the bones now exhibited belong, however, the contrary is most conspicuously

* This last is exactly matched by a specimen, of Diclus in our possession.

t A great part of the misfortunes with which Leguat was afflicted during his absence from Europe arose from

the determination of leaving Eodriguez, at which his companions, overruling his own wish, arrived. This de-

termination was, as he naively tells us (op. cit. 1st ed. vol. i. pp. 148-154, Engl, transl. pp. 107-112), finally

brought about by the fact that, in founding their proposed colony, they had altogether forgotten the necessity of

including the softer sex in their company ! He consequently never loses an opportunity of inculcating the pru-

dence of making early marriages, and calls his dear Solitaires to witness to their expediency.

t Of. Naumaxx, ‘ Ydgel Deutschlands,’ vol. vii. pp. 35-41 ; Stevexsox, ‘Birds of Norfolk,’ vol. ii. p. 13.

§ Mr. Darwix (Yariation of Animals and Plants under Domestication, vol. i. p. 162, note) demurs to this

assertion and cites the case of Carpophaga oceanica, in which he says the excrescence at the base of the beak is

“ sexual.” "Whether or not it is so we have no means of judging, hut the word “ sexual” has been accidentally

substituted by him for “ seasonal,” and therefore his remark does not hear on the question. On the other

hand we are ready to admit that the assertion is not so universally true as it was thought to be when made.

Our friend Mr. Osbert Salvix has shown us two species of Chamcepelia in which the plumage of the two sexes

exhibits a manifest difference, and Mr. Waeeace (Ibis, 1865, pp. 365-400) cites some similar instances among
the Malayan Pigeons.

3 b 2
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the case
;
and one naturally turns to seek other instances in which a species differs from

most of its allies in a similar manner. Two, if not more, such instances will at once

occur to every ornithologist. They are those of the Capercally
(
Tetrao urogallus)

and the Great Bustard {Otis tarda). In both these birds, I believe, the disproportion in

size between the sexes is not greater than in the remains of the species now before

the Society. But then another idea is called up : Tetrao urogallus departs from the

usual habits of the Tetraonidoe by being polygamous
;
and (though I am aware that the

statement has been disputed) the same is said to be the case with Otis tarda. Indeed I

am inclined to suppose that with all species of birds the practice of polygamy is accom-

panied with more or less disproportion in the size of the sexes. Whether the converse

is true I am not in a position to declare.”—Proc. Zool. Soc. 1865, pp. 716, 717.

The strongest objection that seems possible to the suggestion here thrown out is in

the fact recorded by Leguat, that the male birds of the Solitaire of Rodriguez assisted

the females in the work of incubation ; but the question of its polygamy or monogamy is

not likely to meet with a solution now.

From the amount of variability which every portion of the skeleton of this species

displays, it may not unreasonably be supposed that as much was exhibited in those parts

of its structure which have perished, even if we had not Leguat’s direct evidence as to the

individual difference in plumage among the female birds. There would accordingly have

been abundant room for the operation of any such process as that which has been de-

scribed under the names of “Natural Selection” and “Survival of the Fittest” to have

operated
;
and it may therefore appear at first sight, there having been known to us only

one species of Pezophaps, that an argument against the existence of such a process might

hereon be founded. A little reflection will, we think, show that such an argument would

be unsound. Confined in a space so restricted as one small island, every individual of

the species must have lived, moved, and had its being under conditions essentially iden-

tical in all cases. Whatever power such a process might have had of operating, there

would be neither occasion nor opportunity for it so long as no change took place in the

physical character of the island. But, if we venture to indulge our fancy and regard

what would have been the inevitable consequences of a gradual upheaval of the land and

a corresponding extension of its area until it became vastly increased, and its original

low rounded hills were exalted into mountains, it is plain that a great variety of physical

conditions would be thereby incurred. One side of the island would be exposed to the

full force and direct influence of the trade-winds, the other side would be completely

sheltered from them. The climate of these two portions would accordingly differ, and

a great difference would be speedily wrought in the character of their .vegetation, while

that of the lofty central part would undergo a corresponding modification. After some

longer or shorter period of time, we can conceive the island itselfbeing broken up into two

portions, separated from one another by a strait, such as divides the North and Middle
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Islands of New Zealand. This rupture would certainly tend still more to affect the

existing fauna and flora, and, at the end of another epoch, there can he little doubt but

the animals and plants of each portion, exposed to different influences, would present

a decidedly different appearance, and the eastern and western islands (supposing the

separation to have taken place longitudinally) might each possess its own special form

of Solitaire, as the islands composing New Zealand have their peculiar species of

Apteryx.

But it is only in such case as that which we have imagined that considerable modifi-

cations would be likely to be effected. It seems, therefore, to us not to be an argu-

ment against the existence of such a process as that of “ Natural Selection,” but in re-

ality an argument in its favour to find a small oceanic island tenanted by a single spe-

cies, restricted in its range, which was subject to very great individual variability. In-

deed a believer in this theory would, we think, be inclined to predicate that it would

be under just such very circumstances that the greatest amount of variability would be

certain to occur. In its original state, attacked by no enemies, its increase would be

only dependent on the supply of food, which, one year with another, would most likely

not vary much ; the form would continue without any predisposing cause to change, and

thus no advantage would be taken of the variability of structure presented by its indi-

viduals.

On the other hand, instead of speculating on what might have come to pass, it is perhaps

more profitable to reflect on what certainly did take place. Of the other terrestrial mem-

bers of the avifauna ofRodriguez but few now remain. A small Finch
(Foudiafiavicans *)

belonging to a group almost entirely confined to Madagascar and its satellite-islands,

but specifically distinct, and a Warbler (Drymceca rodericana*) belonging to a geuus

extending to Africa and Australia, though mainly represented in India and the adjacent

territories, but also specifically distinct, are the only two land-birds of its original fauna

which, so far as we know, now exist. The Guinea-fowl and the Love-bird have in all

probability been introduced from Madagascar*; but the blue and green Parrotsf,

and the slate-coloured Pigeons J, of which Leguat speaks, have vanished with the

Solitaire. The remains of one of the first, and the description of the last, leave little

room to doubt but they also were closely allied to the forms found in the other

Mascarene Islands and Madagascar, and thus it is clear that certainlyfour out of the five

or six indigenous species had their natural affines in other species belonging to the

same zoological province. It seems to us impossible on any other reasonable suppo-

sition than that of a common ancestry to account for this fact. We are compelled to the

* Proe. Zool. Soc. 1865, pp. 46-48, pi. i.
;

Ibis, 1865, pp. 148-150.

t Leguat, op. cit. 1st ed. i. pp. 67, 107, and 132 ;
Engl, transl. pp. 49, 77, and 95. On the fragment of a

maxilla of a Parrot sent with the Solitaire’s bones, Professor Alphonse Milne-Edwards has founded bis Psittacus

rodericanus (Ann. des Sc. Nat. oeser. Zool. viii. pp. 145-156, pis. 7, 8; Comptes Eendus, lxv. (Dec. 30, 1867)

pp. 1121-1125.

t Leguat, op. cit. 1st ed. i. p. 104 ;
Engl, transl. p. 75.
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belief that there was once a time when Rodriguez, Mauritius, Bourbon, Madagascar, and

probably the . Seychelles were connected by dry land, and that that time was suffi-

ciently remote to permit of the descendants of the original inhabitants of this now sub-

merged continent to become modified into the many different representative forms which

are now known to the ornithologist. Whether this result can have been effected by

the process of “ Natural Selection” must be regarded as an open question; but that the

Solitaire of Rodriguez and the Dodo of Mauritius, however much they eventually came

to differ, sprang from one and the same parent stock, seems to us a deduction from

the facts so obvious, that we can conceive no one fully acquainted with them hesitating

about its adoption any more than he can doubt the existence of the Power by whom
they were thus formed.

Postscript, August 1869.

Since this paper was written a communication made some years ago to £ Notes and

Queries’ (First Series, vol. vi. p. 83, 24 July, 1852) by Mr. Pinkerton has attracted our

attention. That gentleman refers to the account of Rodriguez, given by M. Eugene de

Froberville in the ‘Xles'de I’Afrique’ of M. d’Avezac (partiii. pp. 67-80, Paris: 1848),

forming a volume of the series entitled £ L’Univers, on Histoire et Description de tous

les peuples,’ &c., wherein the writer quotes freely from a manuscript written by the

Abbe Pingre, who passed some months of the year 1761 in Rodriguez, which he visited

for the purpose of observing the transit of Venus, as already mentioned by Dr. Hamel'*

and Strickland f. As this manuscript was in existence not long prior to 1848, there

seemed a good chance of its being found, and accordingly we applied to our good friend

Professor Alphonse Milne-Edwards, requesting him to make some inquiries respecting

it. With his wonted readiness he most kindly undertook the research at once, and after

some little time we had the pleasure of hearing from him that the manuscript had been

found in the library of Ste. Genevieve at Paris. Subsequently he was so obliging as to

transcribe for us that part which relates to the zoology of the island, and from his copy

the following is an extract ;

—

“ Relations du voyage de 1’abbe Pingre a Tile de Rodrigue.

* * * * *

“ Les Solitaires etaient communes a Rodrigue du temps de Frangois Leguat : Mr. de

PuvigneJ m’a assure que la race n’en etait pas encore cletruite, mais ils se sont retires

dans les endroits de l’isle les plus inaccessibles.”

This brief though interesting notice undoubtedly renders it probable that the Solitaire

of Rodriguez existed as lately as 1761, but taken alone it is insufficient to afford founda-

tion for the statement of M. de Froberville (ut supr. cit. p. 71), that “ ces tristes restes

d’une population dont Leguat admirait la beaute et les mceurs curieuses, etaient sans

-z- «j)er Dodo, der Einsiedler’, &c. 8vo, St. Petersburg: 1848, pp. 16, 17.

t ‘The Dodo’, &c. pp. 64, 65. ;± “ M. de Puvigne commandant de File.”
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cesse pourchasses sans pitie par lesnegres, et ne vivaient que dans une inquietude qui

fut bientot fatale a leur propagation and in the absence of any other evidence we shall

continue to entertain the belief that the cause we have suggested in the foregoing pages

was that which brought about the extinction of this species. How Pingre and Le

Monnier elevated it to a place among the constellations has been already told by Dr.

Hamel and Strickland—sic itur ad astra !

Description of the Plates.

*** Unless the contrary is stated the figures are of the natural size.

PLATE XV.

Figs. 1-5. Atlas and axis (partially anchylosed 1), from the side, front, behind, above

and below.

Figs. 6-8. Third cervical vertebra, from the side, above and below.

Figs. 9-12. Fourth cervical vertebra, from the side, behind, above and below.

Figs. 13-16. Fifth cervical vertebra, from the side, front, above and below.

Figs. 17-20. Sixth cervical vertebra, from the side, behind, above and below.

Figs. 21-23. Seventh (!) cervical vertebra, from the side, above and below.

Figs 24-26. Eighth (1) cervical vertebra, from the side, above and below.

Figs. 27-30. Ninth cervical vertebra, from the side, front, above and below.

Figs. 31-34. Tenth cervical vertebra, from the side, behind, above and below.

Figs. 35-37. Eleventh cervical vertebra, from the side, above and below.

Figs. 38-41. Twelfth (and last V) cervical vertebra, from the side, front,[above and below.

Figs. 42-44. First (V) dorsal vertebra, from the side, above and below.

Figs. 45-47. Second (1) dorsal vertebra, from the side, above and below. Fig. 45 (the

original having been damaged on the left side) has been drawn unreversed to

preserve the continuous appearance of the series.

Figs. 48-50. Third (!) dorsal vertebra, from the side, above and below.

Figs. 51-55. Three anchylosed dorsal vertebrae (fourth, fifth, and sixth !) from the side,

front, behind, above and below. To fig. 51 the upper portion of the corre-

sponding dorsal ribs are shown attached.

Figs. 56-59. Penultimate (seventh!) dorsal vertebra from the side, behind, above and

belowT
.

PLATE XVI.

Fig. 60. The same three dorsal vertebrae as in figs. 51-55, but from another specimen,

and incompletely anchylosed ( dT).

Fig. 61. Left sternal rib (seventh!), outer side (d!).

Fig. 62. Left dorsal rib (eighth !), outer side, showing marks of pressure or friction
(
d!).
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Fig. 63. Right dorsal rib (sixth!), outer side, showing similar marks (dT).

Fig. 64. Sternal extremity of right dorsal rib (eighth!), coalescent with preceding

(seventh!) sternal rib ( c?!).

Fig. 65. Pelvis, from above
(
dT).

PLATE XVII.

Fig. 66. Pelvis, from below ($!).

Fig. 67. The same, from before, showing anterior surface

of last (eighth
!)

dorsal vertebra.

Fig. 68. The same, from above.

Fig. 69. The same, from behind.

y Slightly reduced.

J

PLATE XVIII.

Fig. 70. The same pelvis, from the side ($!). Slightly reduced.

Fig. 71. Sternum, from before (SI).

Fig. 72. The same, from the side.

Fig. 73. The same, from below.

Fig. 74. The same, from above.

Fig. 75. Posterior portion of sternal keel from below (dT).

PLATE XIX.

Figs. 76-79. Left coracoid, from below, front, behind and above
(
dT).

Figs. 80-83. Left coracoid, from below, front, behind and above ($!).

Figs. 84-86. Left scapula, outer, lateral and inner surfaces (dT).

Fig. 87. Left metacarpal, upper view
(
dT).

Figs. 88-90. Right metacarpal, front, lower and upper views (dT).

Figs. 91, 92. Right humerus, lower and upper views ( dT).

Fig. 93. Right ulna, upper view ( dT).

Figs. 94, 95. Right radius, upper and lower views ( <d!).

Fig. 96. Right ulna, lower view (c?!). (From same specimen as fig. 93.1

Figs. 97-99. Right scapula, inner, lateral and outer surfaces
(
d!).

PLATE XX.

Fig. 100. Left tibia, with fibula attached, from front (<?!).

Fig. 101. The same fibula, from behind.

Fig. 102. Left tibia, with fibula attached, from front ($!).

Fig. 103. The same fibula, from behind.
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Figs. 104, 105. Right posterior metatarsus, from behind and outside (dl).

Figs. 106, 107. Proximal phalanx of right hallux, from above and side
(
dl).

Figs. 108, 109. Ungual phalanx of right hallux, from above and side ( dl).

Figs. 110-112. Proximal phalanx of right outer toe, from above and from each end ( dl).

Figs. 113-115. Ungual phalanx of right outer toe, from above, below, and side (dl).

Figs. 116-118. Proximal phalanx of right middle toe, from above and from each end ( d 1).

Figs. 119-121. Second phalanx of right middle toe, from above and from each end ( d 1).

Figs. 122-124. Third phalanx of right middle toe, from above and from each end ( dl).

Figs. 125-127. Ungual phalanx of right middle toe, from above, below, and side
(

<31).

Figs. 128-130. Proximal phalanx of right inner toe, from above and from each end ( d 1).

Fig. 131. Right metacarpal, lower view
(
3 1). (From a second specimen.)

Figs. 132, 133. Left scapula, outer and inner surface ( 21).

Fig. 134. Right ulna, upper view, showing impressions of secondary quill-feathers ( 21).

Fig. 135. Left ulna, upper view, showing the same, and also mark of fracture and

healing ( d 1).

Fig. 136. Right coracoid, side view, showing mark of fracture and healing (
3 1).

Figs. 137, 138. Right radius, upper and hinder view (dl). (From a second specimen.)

PLATE XXI.

Figs. 139-141. Cranium, from above, below, and behind (21).

Figs. 142-144. Cranium, from above, below, and behind (dl).

Fig. 145. Cranium, from below
( 21). (From a second specimen.)

Fig. 146. Cranium, from behind (21). (From a third specimen.)

Fig. 147. Cranium, from behind (dl). (From a second specimen.)

PLATE XXII.

Fig. 148. Left metacarpal, upper view (21).

Fig. 149. Cranium from the side (dl). (From same specimen as figs. 142-144.)

Fig. 150. Cranium from the side (21). (From same specimen as figs. 139 -141.)

Figs. 151, 152. Maxilla, from below and side ( dl).

Fig. 153. Dertrum, from side (dl).

Figs. 154, 155. Maxilla, from side and below (dl). (From a second specimen.)

Figs. 156-158. Maxilla, from above, side, and below (21). (Fig. 157 shows a portion

of the outside of the left lower branch of the premaxillary drawn unreversed

—the right being injured.)

Figs. 159, 160. Proximal and distal portions of mandible (possibly belonging to the

same individual), from the side ( 2 1).

Figs. 161, 162. The same, from above.

Figs. 163-168. Quadrate from outside, inside, above, below, behind, and front
(
dl).

MDCCCLXIX. 3 C
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PLATE XXIII.

Fig. 169. Sternum of Columba lima.

Fig. 170. Sternum of Didunculus strigirostris (Mus. Coll. Eeg. Chirurg. Lond.).

Fig. 171. Sternum of Leucosarcia picata.

Fig. 172. Sternum of Columba livia
,
var. domestica (exempl. monstr.).

Fig. 173. Sternum of Patagicenas caribbasa.

Fig. 174. Sternum of Chamoepelia trocMla.

Fig. 175. Sternum of Geopelia striata.

Fig. 176. Sternum of Goura coronata.

PLATE XXIV.

Fig. 177.

Fig. 178.

Fig. 179.

Skeleton of Pezophaps solitaria
,
from "

front ( $ X).

Skeleton of Pezophaps solitaria, from

front (c??).

The same from the side.

From photographs of the mounted

specimens (p. 332) deposited in

the Museum of the University of

Cambridge. Greatly reduced.
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IX. On the Solar Variations of Magnetic Declination at Bombay. By Charles

Chambers, Esq., Superintendent of the Colaba Observatory. Communicated by Bal-

four Stewart, F.B.S.

Received June 30,—Read December 10, 1868.

1. The observations discussed in the following pages were made at the Government

Observatory at Bombay, during the years 1859 to 1865, and constitute a portion of a

much larger series of observations of which the remaining part is still awaiting reduc-

tion. With the exception of Sundays, and eight or ten complete days in each year,

the observations were taken continuously at hourly intervals throughout the period of

seven years. The observers were carefully trained Brahmins, who were under the im-

mediate oversight of highly intelligent assistants of the same caste.

2. The instrument used was made by Grubb of Dublin, and consists of a rectangular

bar-magnet suspended horizontally, and carrying a divided scale and a lens, by means

of which its position can be determined from time to time by reading the scale with a

fixed telescope properly placed. The dimensions of the magnet are 15 inches by

0-86 inch by 0 #25 inch, and the broad surface is made to lie horizontal ;
the suspension-

thread was formed of about forty fibres of untwisted silk, and is 35 inches long, being

protected (but not concealed from view) by a glass tube 1*3 inch in diameter: the bot-

tom of the glass tube rests upon the top of a cylindrical mahogany box (8 ’5 inches in

height) which surrounds the magnet, and the top supports a horizontal divided circle

(the torsion-circle), and a brass cross piece to which the suspension-thread is attached.

The tube is secured in a vertical position by a mahogany cross bar which has a circular

hole in its centre that fits over the upper end of the tube, and which is fixed at its ex-

tremities to two copper pillars whose feet are screwed into the marble basement of the

instrument
;
and the upper aperture of the tube with the attachments is screened from

the outer air and dust by an inverted hemispherical glass vessel. A sliding-frame which

carries above a finely divided scale etched upon glass is fixed by a binding-screw near

the northern extremity of the magnet, and a similar frame carrying a lens, whose focal

length is about 12‘7 inches, is secured to the magnet at that distance to the southward

of the glass scale, so that the latter is approximately in the principal focus of the lens.

The vertical lines which form the scale are equidistant and generally of uniform length ;

but every fifth division is slightly and every tenth division considerably prolonged, and

over the tenth divisions numbers are marked in consecutive order, thus allowing a nume-

rical designation to be given with facility to every point of the scale when viewed by

the telescope. To permit the scale to be viewed through its lens by a telescope outside

3c 2
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the mahogany box, the latter has two small windows of flat glass suitably inserted in its

curved side, and a lamp is placed on a stool to the northward of the masonry pillar which

supports the declinometer, and is kept constantly burning. The joints and crevices, and.

for greater security, the whole outside surface of the cylindrical box was covered with

paper to keep out small spiders or other insects.

3. The observations are made by a transit instrument (30 inches long and with pivots

15 inches apart) which is fixed on an isolated pillar of masonry, at a distance of 27 feet to

the southward of the declinometer pillar, and which in this position is capable of being

used also for observing the transits of stars through an opening (provided with shutters)

in the roof of the observatory. This instrument was adjusted in a line with the centres

of the scale and lens attached to the magnet, and its basement was then firmly imbedded

in masonry, and the telescope was focused so as to give a distinct view of the scale. A
vertical spider-line is placed in the common principal focus of the object-glass and eye-

piece, and the instrument was adjusted so that an object on the true meridian should be

cut by this line. With these arrangements any change in the azimuth of the freely

suspended magnet is indicated by a change of corresponding magnitude in the position

of the image of the collimator scale, as seen in the field of view of the telescope ; and

the actual position of the magnet at any moment may be found by noting the scale-

division that is cut by the reading-wire of the telescope, if only we know the position

corresponding to any one reading of the scale, and the change of position for a change

of unity in the reading. The latter constant, the scale-coefficient, is easily determined

by substituting an azimuth instrument in the place of the transit instrument, and observ-

ing with it the horizontal angle included between any two widely different divisions of

the scale when the magnet is at rest. Experiments recorded on pages x and xi of the

Introduction to the Bombay Magnetical Observations for 1864 showed that the scale

was very correctly placed in the principal focus of its lens, and that the scale-coefficient

is 6'*806
;
but the actual value of the coefficient used in the reduction of the observa-

tions was 6
,-
841, that having been the result of a first determination made in 1865,

when the scale and lens were apparently differently adjusted with respect to each other.

No correction has, however, been applied to the reduced observations for the present

purpose, since the laws ofperiodical variations are exhibited with equal clearness what-

ever the unit with which they are expressed
;
and it will only be necessary to bear in

mind what is the real unit made use of if we should wish to compare the variations of

this element of the terrestrial magnetic force at Bombay with those of either or both

of the two others, or with the results of observations made elsewhere, so that all may be

reduced to a common unit as a preliminary step*.

4. The direction of the magnetic axis of the bar corresponding to a particular scale-

reading was found in the following manner :

—

First, the level and collimation errors of the transit instrument were approximately

destroyed, and the telescope was then pointed upon Polaris when on the true meridian,

* It has not been deemed requisite to do this for any of the discussions that follow.
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and the azimuthal adjusting-screw turned until the star was bisected by the vertical spider-

line at the proper moment, as taken from the Nautical Almanac : it appeared, from

observations made in May 1866, and described in detail in the Introduction to the Bombay

Magnetical Observations for 1864, pages x to xii, that this adjustment was at that time

very nearly correct. Secondly, a bundle of about forty threads of untwisted silk having

been prepared with care to avoid entangling the different fibres, a brass bar of the same

weight as the magnet was suspended and allowed to swing until it took up a position of

rest ; the arms of the torsion-circle and the attached suspension-pin, to which the upper

end of this thread was bound, were then turned in azimuth until the brass bar lay at

rest approximately in the true meridian : the magnet was now substituted in place of the

brass bar, and a reading of the scale was taken and recorded ;
next, the magnet being

provided with a suspension-hook that allows the bar to be inverted about its own length

as an axis, without disturbing any of the attachments, this inversion was made and the

scale again read. Now the position of the magnetic axis of the bar in the direct and re-

verse positions would be the same, but the scale-reading would be increased in the one

case and diminished in the other, by an amount corresponding to the deviation of the

magnetic axis from true meridian ; hence the average of the two readings will give the

reading that would be found if the magnet lay with its axis in the true meridian, and

half their difference represents the deviation (in scale-divisions) from that position.

When the instrument was last adjusted, on the 9th November, 1861, the true meridian

reading was 28-2733; and the scale being placed in an inverted position it appeared

erect in the telescope, so that increase of reading represents an easterly movement of

the north end of the magnet.

5. One other element, taking account of the magnet being restrained from responding

fully to the changes of magnetic force by the torsion-force of the suspension-thread,

enters into the reduction of the observations :—the torsion-force is assumed, as in Cou-

lumb’s Electrometer, to be proportional to the angle of torsion, that is, to the deviation

of the magnet from the position of no torsion—in this case the true meridian ;
the torsion-

coefficient, or unity plus the ratio between the torsion-force and the directive force of

the earth acting upon the particular magnet, is determined by observing the change of

scale-reading produced when the arms of the torsion-circle are turned through 90°,

dividing the corresponding angle (a) by (90°— a), and adding unity to the quotient.

In November 1861 its value was found to be 1-0028, and this has been used without

alteration over since.

6. The formula used in the reduction of the observations was

D=6'-841(/— R) . c,

where 6'"841 is the adopted value of a unit of the declinometer scale, R the true meri-

dian reading, c the torsion-coefficient, and D is the absolute easterly declination when

f is the observed scale-reading. The values of D thus obtained, in which form the
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declination records have been printed in the several volumes of ‘ Bombay Magnetical

Observations,’ form the fundamental data for the following discussion*.

7. It ought to be mentioned that the sliding tube of the transit instrument with

which the declinometer was read was rather loosely fitted in its socket, a fault which

might cause sensible change in the collimation-error whenever the focusing adjustment

was used ; now the instrument was once every month turned upon a divided scale fixed

upon the north wall of the magnetometer-room and adjusted for distinct vision, after

which the adjustment was restored for the collimator scale of the magnetometer. It is

suspected that small but important irregularities in the observations, which will be pointed

out later, are due chiefly to this fault.

8. Throughout the periods January 1, 1859 to July 2, 1861, and November 13, 1861

to December 31, 1865, the adjustments of the instrument were undisturbed ;
but between

July 3 and November 12, 1861 the adjustments were several times renewed, and the

action of the instrument was at times so unsatisfactory that the observations of July 3

to 8, August 7 to 12, and October 28 to November 12 are considered unfit for incor-

poration with the general body. The following statement shows the several periods

made use of, the observed and adopted values of the true meridian reading, and the

values of the torsion-coefficient as experimentally determined :

—

Periods.

True meridian reading.
Torsion -

coefficient.
Observed. Adopted.

January 1, 1859 to July 2, 1861 28-3064 28-379 1-003009

July 9, 1861 to August 6, 1861 28-5334 31153 1-00039

August 18, 1861 to October 27, 1861 28-2515 28-2515 1-00088

November 13, 1861 to December 31, 1865 28-2733 28-2733 1-0028

No reason is assigned in the records for the adoption for the first two periods of a

different true-meridian reading to that which was observed
; but it may be presumed

that in the latter case the intention was to produce that accordance, which doubtless

existed in fact, between the values of declination in that and the preceding and following

periods. Any periodical variations which the observations may, however, exhibit will

be unaffected by the meridian reading, so long as none of the observations of any single

period involved belong to more than one series, or so long as each series of observations

is treated independently of the others
; and it is only when combining the different series

together for the elimination of secular variation and for the evaluation of absolute decli-

nation at a given epoch, that regard must be paid to the actual disconnexion of the

several series. In the investigations of solar and lunar diurnal variations which follow

or are in progress, no incomplete days, nor any comprising observations from different series

have been made use of.

* I should have preferred to operate directly upon the observed quantities (/), but was led to believe, at the

commencement of the work, that part of the original registers had been destroyed
; I have since found that this

was incorrect.
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9. Method of Reduction of the Observations.—The singularly fruitful nature of the

mode of treatment of observations of a like character with those now under discussion,

introduced and extensively applied by Lieut.-General Sabine, P.R.S.,is such as to leave

no doubt as to the propriety of its adoption in the present instance, especially as the

whole series of observations, the greater part of which remains still unreduced, extends

over nearly a quarter of a century. That mode of treatment is described by General

Sabine as follows * :
—“ The hourly directions of the magnet [in this case expressed in

minutes of deviation of the north end of the magnet to the eastward of true north] are

entered in monthly tables, having the days of the month in successive horizontal lines,

and the hours of the day in vertical columns. The ‘ means ’ of the entries in each ver-

tical column indicate the mean direction of the magnet at the different hours of the

month to which the table belongs, and have received the name of ‘ First Normals ’ On

inspecting any such monthly table, it is at once seen that a considerable portion of the

entries in the several columns differ considerably from their respective means or first

normals, and must be regarded as ‘ disturbed observations.’ The laws of their relative

frequency and amount of disturbance, in different years, months, and hours, are then

sought ought, by separating for that purpose a sufficient body of the most disturbed

observations, computing the amount of departure in each case from the normal of the

same month and hour, and arranging the amounts in annual, monthly, and hourly tables.

In making these computations, the first normals require to be themselves corrected, by

the omission in each vertical column of the entries noted as disturbed, and by taking

fresh means, representing the normals of each month and hour after this omission, and

therefore uninfluenced by the larger disturbances. These new means have received the

name of ‘Final Normals,’ and may be defined as being the mean directions of the

magnet in every month and every hour, after the omission from the record of every

entry which differed from the mean a certain amount either in excess or in defect.

“In this process there is nothing indefinite; and nothing arbitrary save the assign-

ment of the particular amount of difference from the normal which shall be held to

constitute the measure of a large disturbance, and which, for distinction sake, we may

call ‘ the separating value.’ It must be an amount which will separate a sufficient body

of disturbed observations to permit their laws to be satisfactorily ascertained
;
but in

other respects its precise value is of minor significancy ; and the limits within which a

selection may be made, without materially affecting the results, are usually by no means

narrow ;
for it has been found experimentally on several occasions that the ratios by

which the periodical variations of disturbance in different years, months, and hours are

characterized and expressed do not undergo any material change by even considerable

differences in the amount of the separating value. The separating value must necessarily

be larger at some stations than at others, because the absolute magnitude of the dis-

turbance-variation itself is very different in different parts of the globe, as well as its

comparative magnitude in relation to the more regular solar-diurnal variation
; but it

* Proceedings of the Loyal Society, vol. x. pp. 624-626.
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must be a constant quantity throughout at one and the same station, or it will not truly

show the relative proportion of disturbance in different years and different months.”

In two instances only were days of a certain month included, in consequence of inter-

ruption of the observations, in the monthly Tables of a different month, viz. :—the 1st

and 2nd of July with the month of June 1861, and from the 1st to the 6th of August

with the month of July 1861 ; and the only incomplete months were those of August,

October, and November 1861. The first step to be taken was to fix upon a suitable

separating value
,
and in doing this regard was paid to the desirableness of having the

results derived for Bombay comparable with those for some one of the stations where

similar observations had been made and similarly treated. Now the ordinary reductions

of the Bombay observations already made showed that the station amongst those which

it most nearly resembled was St. Helena
;
for whilst both are equatorial stations in the

sense of the ordinary solar-diurnal variation being at certain seasons overridden by the

semiannual inequality of that variation, Bombay has very nearly the same preponderance

of the character of a north-latitude station that St. Helena has as a south-latitude

station. The separating value adopted by General Sabine in the reduction of the

St. Helena observations was l'*T8, or a disturbing force equal to -0029 English units;

a force of this magnitude acting at Bombay would produce a deviation of the declination-

magnet of l'
-25. The value finally fixed upon was l'

-

4, which gives the ratio of the

number (3516) of disturbed observations to the total number (50736) of observations in

the seven years as 1 to 14'4, the similar ratio for St. Helena having been 1 to 13*7.

10. Trials were also made with separating values l'*0 for the years 1859 and 1860,

and P‘7 for 1860, the results of which (being further confirmatory of the position taken

above that “ the ratios by which the periodical variations of disturbance in different

hours are characterized and expressed, do not undergo any material change by even

considerable differences in the amount of the separating value ”) are shown in the sub-

joined Tables, and by Curves Nos. 1 to 4 of Plate XXV.
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Table I.—Showing, for each hour of the day, the aggregates of Easterly disturbances of

Declination exceeding l'*0, T*4, and V'7 respectively, in the years 1859 and 1860,

and the corresponding ratios of the aggregate disturbance at each hour to the

average aggregate hourly disturbance for the twenty-four hours.

Bombay

Aggregates of Easterly Disturbances. Ratios.

1859. 1860. 1859. 1860.

Hours. Separating value. Separating value.

l'-0. l'-4. r-o. l'-4. 1-7. r-o. l'-4. r-o. l'-4. l'-7.

h m
4 12 51-757 35-466 46-246 29107 18-025 0-90 0-88 090 083 070
5 12 51-593 29-690 42-672 19-311 13192 0-90 0-74 0-83 0-56 052
6 12 43-782 28-741 31-687 22-608 19-348 0-76 0 71 0-61 0-65 0-76

7 12 48-294 34-288 35-280 35102 30-890 0-84 0-85 0-68 1-01 1-21

8 12 61-750 43-332 37-917 29-834 21 345 1-08 1-07 0-73 0-86 0-83

9 12 50-127 31-550 39-530 26-678 23-296 0-88 0-78 0-76 0-77 0-91

10 12 59-087 41-861 40-473 23-614 15-830 1-03 1-04 0-78 0-68 0-62

11 12 47-550 40-412 42-193 21-482 12-942 0-83 1-00 0-82 0-62 0-51

12 12 44-935 36-934 25-639 22-429 8-458 0-78 0-91 0-50 0-65 0-33

13 12 41108 31-866 36-812 18-459 14-828 0-72 0-79 0-71 0-53 0-58

14 12 36100 29-017 28-555 16-674 11715 0-63 0-72 0-55 0-48 0-46

15 12 32-732 25-540 36 595 25-299 17069 0-57 0-63 0-71 0-73 0-67

16 12 32-534 22-446 40806 17-891 13-079 0-57 0-56 0-79 0-52 0-51

17 12 37-221 22-906 51-522 31-804 28-145 0-65 0-57 1-00 0-92 1-10

18 12 53-392 37-587 77-986 60-?"2 51-330 0-93 093 1-51 1-74 2-01

19 12 68-025 59-644 83-650 61-639 47-653 1-19 1-48 1-62 1-78 1-86

20 12 84-294 43181 61-085 40-580 31-984 1-47 1-07
1

1-18 1-17 1-25

21 12 82185 49-738 71 760 31-803 19-012 1-44 1-23 1-39 092 0-74

22 12 116-645 71-755 63-296 49-933 38-281 204 1-78 1-23 1-44 1-50

23 12 101169 90-538 82-663 56-567 29-285 1 77 2-24 1-60 1-63 1-14

0 12 74-977 57-241 65-006 51 857 41-839 1-31 1-42 1-26 1-50 1 64
1 12 55-486 45-681 69-136 57-587 41-671 0-97 1-13 1-34 1 66 1-63

2 12 42 152 30-646 78-016 40-832 38-878 0-74 0-76 1-51 118 152
3 12 56-927 29154 49-720 40975 25-997 0-99 0-72 0-96 1-18

1

102

Table II.—Showing, for each hour of the day, the aggregates of Westerly disturbances of

Declination exceeding DO, l
,-

4, and V'7 respectively, in the years 1859 and 1860,

and the corresponding ratios of the aggregate disturbance at each hour to the average

aggregate hourly disturbance for the twenty-four hours.

Bombay

Aggregates of Westerly Disturbances. Ratios.

1859. 1860. 1859.
|

1860.

Hours. Separating value. Separating value.

l'-O. 1-4. l'-0. l'-4. 1-7. l'-0. l'-4. l'-O. l'-4. l'-7.

k
4 12 24-787 15013 50-816 32064 26-760 0-71 0-72 127 127 1-49

5 12 10189 7 905 26-883 19-412 16-416 0 29 0-38 0-67 0-77 0-91

6 12 10-201 4-717 17-461 8-013 8013 0-29 0-23 0-44 0-32 0-45

7 12 6-486 3-263 10-855 10143 0-000 019 0-16 0-27 0-40 0-00

8 12 1-011 0-000 9-468 1-609 0000 0-03 0-00 0-24 0-06 0-00

9 12 3310 0-000 7-202 .3-117 0-000 007 000 018 0-12 0-00

10 12 1-395 0-000 7-959 6-438 0000 004 0-00 0-20 0-25 0-00

11 12 3-237 2024 8-552 1-569 0000 009 0 10 0-21 0-06 000
12 12 1-887 1-896 14-075 0000 0 000 005 0-09 0-35 0-00 0 00
13 12 0000 0-000 7-433 3114 0 000 o-oo 0-00 0-19 012 000
14 12 2198 0 000 10-457 5-461 2-159 006 0-00 0-26 022 0-12

15 12 3-535 0-000 11-472 6 754 2-025 010 000 0 29 0-27 0 1

1

16 12 4-749 0-000 10 787 2011 2156 014 0-00 0-27 0-08 012
17 12 7-771 2-881 21-923 11-698 4-078 0-22 0-14 055 0-46 023
18 12 44-972 25-868 33-496 7-822 9-742 1-30 1-24 0-84 0-31 0-54

19 12 48-941 13-587 51-874 25-168 16-693 1-41 0-65 1-29 1-00 0-93

20 12 41-231 23-262 64-509 40-914 18-695 1-19 1-11 1 61 1-62 1 04
21 12 73-392 51-357 78-574 69-518 61-456 2-12 2-46 1-96 2-75 3-42

22 12 65-552 53-587 119-854 78-239 65-378 1 89 2-57 2-99 309 3-64

23 12 125-160 71-600 97152 68-135 65-226 3-61 3-43 2-40 2-70 3-63

0 12 109-060 83-193 102-258 69272 52-325 3-15 3-99 2-55 274 2-91

1 12 113 927 75-811 84-736 60-539 33-296 3-29 3-63 2-11 2-39 1 85
2 12 90-291 47-939 58-058 46-296 22-661 2-60 2-30 1-45 1-83 1-26

3 12 39-807 16-962 55-962 29-424 24-285 1*15 0-81 1-40 1-16 1-35

3 T)MDCOCLXIX.
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The number of observations reckoned as disturbed with the different separating values

was as follows :

—

Table III.

Number of disturbed observations.
Number of observations out of which

on an average one is disturbed.

Separating value. .

.

l'-O l'-4 r-7 l'-O 1-4 r-7

1859 1259 672 5-8 10-9

1860 1318 685 434 5-6 10-7 16-9

11. Disturbance-variations
,
Diurnal

,
Annual

,
and Decennial.—The following Tables

exhibit the general results as to diurnal, annual, and decennial variations of disturbance

when the separating value made use of is 1'‘4.

Table IV.—Showing the aggregates of Easterly disturbances exceeding l'*4 in amount

for each hour of the day in each of the years 1859 to 1865, and in the whole period

of seven years ; also, for the whole period, the ratios of aggregate disturbance at the

several hours to the average aggregate hourly disturbance in the twenty-four hours.

Bombay
Aggregates of Easterly Disturbance.

Astronomical
Hours. 1859. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865.

Seven years,

1859 to 1865.

Ratios.

h m
4 12 35-466 29-107 17-153 33-364 22-841 10058 22-777 170-766 0-94

5 12 29-690 19-311 7-649 48-925 16-214 17-529 15-789 155-107 0-86

6 12 28-741 22-608 6-637 26-097 23-345 18-817 25-042 151-287 0-84

7 12 34-288 35-102 13-825 20-864 18-871 5-743 13 132 141-825 0-78

8 12 43-332 29-834 20-293 30-670 19-230 8054 16-396 167-809 0-93

9 12 31-550 26-678 14-459 19-417 7-742 10-225 19-112 129-183 0-71

10 12 41-861 23614 16-697 14-826 3-987 4-817 11-363 117165 0-65

11 12 40-412 21-482 21-490 23-522 6-162 3-819 5-607 122-494 0-68

12 12 36-934 22-429 26-900 21-564 0-000 5 079 9-773 122-679 0-68

13 12 31-866 18-459 25-131 14-455 8-746 7-880 13-594 120-131 0-66

14 12 29-017 16-674 13-612 21-417 7-993 9-229 14-274 112-216 0-62

15 12 25-540 25-299 22-647 28-693 12-297 16-307 20-598 151-381 0-84

16 12 22-446 17-891 20 821 13-856 10-591 14-974 16-375 116-954 0-65

17 12 22-906 31-804 13-247 15-917 6-514 15-691 8-254 114-333 0-63

18 12 37-587 60-232 18-583 19-855 3-238 9-840 14-236 163-571 0-90

19 12 59-644 61-639 27-029 26-175 14-956 13030 13-250 215-723 119
20 12 43-181 40-580 27-107 27-248 9-460 12-929 5-265 165-770 0-92

21 12 49-738 31-803 32-626 45-258 12444 13-964 19-449 205-282 1-14

22 12 71-755 49-933 32-302 71-258 18-259 30-885 30-277 304-669 1-69

23 12 90-538 56-567 38-052 68-850 33-287 24-832 29-167 341-293 1-89

0 12 57-241 51-857 27-281 63-044 63-427 32-828 29-614 325-292 1-80

1 12 45-681 57-587 26-204 58-423 45-320 30-713 25-231 289-159 1-60

2 12 30-646 40-832 22-609 44-571 34-410 36-667 34-197 243-932 1-35

3 12 29-154 40-975 21-219 32-459 17198 20-459 29-100 190-564 1-05

The hourly ratios are also represented, in the usual manner, by curve No. 5,

Plate XXV.
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Table V.—Showing the aggregates of Westerly disturbances exceeding l ,-4 in amount

for each hour of the day in each of the years 1859 to 1865, and in the whole period

of seven years ;
also, for the whole period, the ratios of aggregate disturbance at

the several hours to the average aggregate hourly disturbance in the twenty-four

hours.

Bombay
Aggregates of Westerly Disturbance.

Astronomical

Hours. 1859. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865.
Seven years,

1859 to 1865.

Ratios.

h m
4 12 15013 32-064 14-454 32-204 6-893 11-174 9-100 120-902 1-08

5 12 7-905 19-412 9-513 12-966 1-418 9-040 8-438 68-692 061
6 12 4-717 8013 6-502 11-999 1-404 2-512 9008 44-155 0-39

7 12 3-263 10-143 5-509 17-113 0000 3-768 7-906 47-702 0-43

8 12 0000 1-609 1-733 8-432 3140 0000 5-486 20-400 0-18

9 12 0-000 3-117 0000 7-209 1-504 0-000 2-908 14-738 013
10 12 0-000 6-438 0-000 6-841 1-472 0-000 3-568 18-319 0-16

11 12 2-024 1-569 0000 1-655 1-518 0000 1-561 8-327 007
12 12 1-896 0-000 0-000 3-661 0000 0000 0-000 5-557 0-05

13 12 0-000 3114 1-550 6-526 0-000 0000 4-854 16044 014
14 12 0-000 5-461 2-137 6-513 1-655 0-000 0-000 15-766 014
15 12 0-000 6-754 0000 6-413 0-000 0-000 1-710 14-877 013
16 12 0000 2-011 1-464 4-880 3-653 0-000 6-662 18-670 017
17 12 2-881 11-698 0-000 6-891 5-446 1-567 13378 41-861 0-37

18 12 25-868 7-822 6-827 23-963 3-607 4-765 13-781 86-635 0-77

19 12 13-587 25-168 21-578 18-685 9-431 8-544 16-417 113-410 1-01

20 12 23-262 40-914 23-882 33-729 31-408 15 059 17-349 185-603 1-66

21 12 51-357 69-518 25 055 43-036 32-460 28 909 15-863 266-198 2-37

22 12 53-587 78-239 48-552 41-718 37-928 27151 26-749 313924 2-80

2.3 12 71-600 68-135 37-509 37-271 41-551 28-587 25-384 310-037 2-76

0 12 83193 69-272 49-884 42-012 20-564 17-270 26-744
|

308-939 275
1 12 75-811 60-539 46-012 41-489 26-947 21-303 11-828

|

283-929 2-53

2 12 47-939 46-296 22-632 33-045 34-339 12-880 15-951 213-082 1-90

3 12 16-962 29-424 23-511 37-265 15-289 21-635 9-483
j

153-569 1-37

The hourly ratios are also represented, in the usual manner, by curve No. 6,

Plate XXV.

Table VI.—Showing, for the period 1859 to 1865, the algebraical sum of all disturbances,

those to the Eastward being reckoned as positive, those to the Westward as negative,

exceeding l'-4 in amount for each hour of the day.

Bombay Astronomical Hours.

h m
4 12

h m
5 12

h m
6 12

h m
7 12

h m
8 12

h m
9 12

h m
10 12

h m
11 12

h m
12 12

h m
13 12

h m
14 12

h m
15 12

Excess of

Easterly

Disturbances.
_

+49-864 +86-415 + 107132 + 94123 + 147 409 +114-445 +98-846 + 114167 + 117-122 + 104-087 +96-450 +136-504

Bombay Astronomical Hours.

h m
16 12

h m
17 12

b m
18 12

h m
19 12

h m
20 12

h m
21 12

h m
22 12

h m
23 12

h m
0 12

h m
1 12

h m
2 12

h m
3 12

Excess of
]

Easterly l

Disturbances. J

+98-284 +72-472 + 76-936 + 102-313 - 19-833 - 60-916 - 9-255 + 31-256 + 16-353 + 5-230 +30-850 + 36-995

The curve which represents the disturbance diurnal variation, constructed from these

numbers, is marked fig. 7 on Plate XXV.
3 d 2
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Table VII.—Showing, for the period 1859 to 1865, the aggregates of Easterly and

of Westerly disturbance in each month of the year, the corresponding ratios to

the average aggregate monthly disturbance, and the numbers of observations sepa-

rated as disturbed in each month.

Easterly Disturbances. Westerly Disturbances. Easterly and Westerly Disturbances.

Months. Numbers of Numbers of Numbers of

Aggregates. Ratios. disturbed

observations.

Aggregates. Ratios. disturbed

observations.

Aggregates. Ratios. disturbed

observations.

January 304-347 0-84 155 198-089 0-88 105 502-436 0-86 260
February ... 323-306 089 165 150-901 067 79 474-207 0-81 244
March 465-344 1-29 225 209-485 0-93 114 674-829 115 339
April 376052 104 185 289-836 1-29 153 665-888 1-14 338
May 207107 0-57 110 224-211 1-00 117 431-318 0-74 227
June 264-433 0-73 136 183-258 0-82 96 447-691 0-76 232
July 428-079 1-18 211 409-885 1-83 204 837964 1-43 415
August 592-799 1-64 270 288-258 1-29 155 881 057 1-50 425
September ... 434-502 1-20 195 234-283 1-04 127 668-785 1-14 322
October 551-198 1-52 245 293-979 1-61 151 845 177 1-44 396
November ... 144-255 0-40 76 91-034 0-41 51 235-289 0-40 127
December ... 247 163 068 126 118-117 0-53 65 365-280 0-62 191

Table VIII.—Showing the aggregates of Easterly and of Westerly disturbance in each

of the years 1859 to 1865, and in the whole seven years, and the ratios of the

aggregates for the individual years to the average annual aggregate; also the

numbers of observations separated as disturbed in each year and in the whole period.

Easterly Disturbances. Westerly Disturbances. Easterly and Westerly Disturbances.

Years. Numbers of Numbers of Numbers of

Aggregates. Ratios. disturbed

observations.

Aggregates. Ratios. disturbed

observations.

Aggregates. Ratios. disturbed

observations.

1859. 969-214 1-56 417 500-865 1-30 255 1470-079 1-46 672
1860. 832-297 1-34 385 606-730 1-58 300 1439027 1-43 685
1861*. 513-573 0-83 262 348-304 0-91 189 861-877 0-86 451
1862. 790-728 1-28 388 485-518 1-26 262 1276-246 1-27 650
1863. 416-532 0-67 217 281-627 0-73 157 698-159 0-70 374
1864. 374-369 0-60 198 214-164 0-56 120 588-533 0-59 318
1865. 441-872 0-71 232 254-128 0-66 134 696 000 0-69 366

Seven years. 4338-585 2099 2691-336 1417 7029-921 3516

12. Remarks on the Disturbance-variations .—At nearly all stations whose disturbance-

diurnal variation curves have been found by the process described above, one or other

of these curves, either the easterly or the westerly, closely corresponds in shape to a

general type. The westerly disturbance- diurnal variation curve for Bombay conforms

to this type, of which the characteristics are, that during about half the day the ordi-

nates are very small, whilst there is a gradual and regular rise on either side of this

quiescent period towards a maximum, which occurs near the middle of the remaining

* The deficiency in the ratios and numbers of observations for the year 1861 is partly accounted for by the

fact that during an aggregate of thirty-one days in the months of July, August, October, and November the

instrument was acting irregularly or was under adjustment, and the observations had to be rejected.
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part of the day ; such curves are the easterly for Kew, St. Helena, Toronto, and the

Cape of Good Hope, and the westerly for Hobarton, St. Helena, Pekin, and Nertschinsk.

The correspondence as to shape does not, however, hold as to time, either absolute or

local, for the hours of maxima are not confined to any particular portion of the day.

The Bombay astronomical hours of little or no westerly disturbance are from 6 to 17,

the considerable and regular variation from hour to hour occurring during the remaining

hours. The principal features of the easterly disturbance- diurnal variation curve for

Bombay are like those of the westerly curve, with this distinction, that there is a consi-

derable amount of easterly disturbance at all hours of the day, the least hourly ratio

being 062 ; the easterly curve is also less remarkably regular than the westerly. There

is great similarity in the declination-disturbance diurnal variations of St. Helena and

Bombay, and the principal inflections of the curves occur at the same local hours ; but

the night hours at St. Helena are, unlike the same at Bombay, almost entirely free

from easterly disturbance. In the disturbance- annual variations there is, as at Toronto,

a tendency, though not very decided, towards maxima at the equinoxes and minima at

the solstices. Having regard to the note at foot of Table VIII., it is seen that the

decennial variation of aggregate disturbance is distinctly indicated, as far as seven years

are capable of showing it, both in the easterly, westerly, and combined disturbances, the

minimum occurring in 1864 and the maximum about the end of 1859. The aggregate

of disturbances in the latter year exceeds that in the former in the proportion of 2-5 to 1.

The disturbance- diurnal variation curve shows a preponderance of easterly disturbance

at all hours except 20 h and 21 h
; from 5h to 19h the preponderance is great, but is less

considerable during the remaining hours : on the whole the proportion of aggregate

easterly disturbance to westerly is as 1*6 to 1.

13. The regular Solar-diurnal Variation .—After the separation of disturbed obser-

vations differing from the final normals by P'4, the averages were taken of the monthly

final normals of each hour—in the first place for every month, and in the second place

for each of the fourteen half years ; and by means of these averages were calculated the

diurnal variations * for each month (on an average of seven years), for the whole year,

and for each individual half year from 1859 to 1865, the one half year comprising the

months April to September, and the other the months January to March and October

to December. The diurnal variations are shown in the following Tables.

* By diurnal or annual variations is always to be understood the series of hourly or monthly values expressed

by the excess of each above the mean value for the whole day or for the whole year respectively.
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Table IX.—Showing, for the period 1859 to 1865, the mean diurnal variation of Decli-

nation for each month of the year and for the whole year*.

Bombay
Astro-

nomical
Hours.

January.
Febru-
ary.

March. April. May. June. July. August.
Sep-

tember.
October.

No-
vember.

De-
cember.

Year.

h m
0 12 -0-554 -0-460 — 1-217 -2 226 -2-536 -2-424 -1-969 -2-849 -2-937 -1-382 -0-256 -0-213 -1-585

l 12 -0183 -0421 -1-389 -2-182 -2-099 -2428 -2172 -2-574 -2-588 -1-090 +0-244 +0-225 -1-388

2 12 +0-003 -0-183 -0-639 -1-610 -1-599 -2-067 -1-860 -1-88) — 1-416 -0-266 +0-427 +0-342 -0-896

3 12 +0-136 -0-072 -0153 -0-704 -0-751 -1-279 -1-097 -0-847 -0183 +0-311 + 0-280 +0321 -0-337

4 12 +0-210 +0-066 +0146 -0-065 -0-088 -0-395 -0-372 +0021 +0-508 +0-412 +0-136 +0-280 +0-072
5 12 -0019 -0-130 -0-261 -0 024 +0-184 -0017 +0004 +0-417 +0-266 -0157 -0125 +0-040 +0-015
6 12 +0005 -0-289 -0-508 -0-267 +0-065 -0 038 -0 030 +0-225 -0-110 -0-268 -0026 +0069 -0-098

7 12 +0-169 +0012 -0-301 -0 323 -0-333 -0-385 -0-407 -0-200 -0092 -0073 +0163 +0-269 -0125
8 12 +0-168 +0098 -0-201 -0-253 -0-402 -0-395 -0-594 -0-210 -0-064 -0-057 +0-212 +0-220 -0123
9 12 +0155 +0-067 -0082 -0052 -0-223 -0-298 -0-401 -0163 -0-033 —0-064 +0-173 +0-211 -0059
10 12 +0 131 +0 056 -0-081 +0-084 -0077 -0 173 -0-240 -0-098 +0020 +0-074 +0-238 +0-209 +0-012
11 12 +0164 +0113 +0090 +0-203 +0-034 +0-028 -0 082 +0 055 +0-099 +0144 +0-334 +0-239 +0-118
12 12 +0107 +0-175 +0149 +0-302 +0-151 +0-236 +0073 +0-147 +0-190 +0-183 +0-282 +0-223 +0-185
13 12 +0-051 +0-176 +0166 +0-414 +0-276 +0-366 +0-256 +0-249 +0-291 +0-218 +0-218 +0-161 +0-237
14 12 -0-115 +0130 +0-109 +0-453 +0-341 +0-460 +0-346 +0-307 +0-302 + 0-113 +0111 +0-026 +0-215
15 12 -0-224 -0014 -0-037 +0-267 +0-293 +0-477 +0-368 +0-358 +0-294 +0-019 -0 033 +0092 +0155
16 12 -0-400 -0-230 -0-136 +0116 +0-326 +0-478 +0-435 +0-420 +0-312 -0-080 -0-251 -0-173 +0068
17 12 -0-443 -0-330 -0155 +0162 +0-630 +0-870 +0-850 +0-882 +0-533 -0150 -0-502 -0-465 +0-157
18 12 -0-551 -0-367 +0-007 +0-974 + 1-873 +2-080 +2064 +2-068 + 1-582 +0-218 -0-608 -0-687 +0-721
19 12 -0-648 -0-249 +0-693 +1-962 +2-641 +2-708 +2-544 +2-937 +2-494 +0-898 -0-705 -0-971 + 1192
20 12 +0-066 +0-409 + 1-486 +2-242 +2-426 +2-507 +2-344 +2-586 +2-310 + 1-338 -0-178 -0-445 + 1-424

21 12 +0-978 +0-840 + 1-582 +1532 + 1-136 + 1-455 + 1-272 +0-996 + 1009 +0-904 +0199 +0172 +1-006
22 12 + 1-055 +0-660 + 1-012 +0-188 -0-501 -0-216 -0-020 -0-742 -0713 -0-081 +0048 +0119 +0067
23 12 -0-264 -0 053 -0-280 — 1194 -1-778 -1-537 -1326 -2-104 -2080 — 1-176 -0-376 -0-277 -1037

The variation for the year is also represented by curve No. 8, Plate XXV.

Table X.—Showing, for the period 1859 to 1865, the excess of the mean diurnal vari-

ation of Declination for each month over the mean diurnal variation for the year.

Bombay
Astro-

nomical
Hours.

January.
Febru-
ary.

March. April. May. June. July. • August.
Sep-

tember.
October.

No-
vember.

De-
cember.

h m
0 12 +1031 +1-125 +0-368 -0-641 -0-951 -0-839 -0-384 -1-264 -1-352 +0-203 +1-329 +1-372
1 12 +1-205 +0-967 -0001 -0-794 -0-711 -1040 -0-784 -1-186 -1-200 +0-298 + 1-632 +1-613
2 11 +0-899 +0-713 +0-257 -0-714 -0-703 -1-171 -0-964 -0-985 -0520 +0-630 + 1-323 + 1-238

3 12 +0-473 +0-265 +0-184 -0-367 -0-414 -0-942 -0-760 -0-510 +0154 +0-648 +0-617 +0-658
4 12 +0-138 -0-006 +0-074 -0-137 -0-160 -0-467 -0-444 -0051 +0-436 +0-340 +0-064 +0-298
5 12 -0 034 — 0145 -0-276 -0-039 +0169 -0-032 -0-011 +0-402 +0-251 -0-172 -0-140 +0025
6 12 +0-103 -0-191 -0-410 -0-169 +0163 +0-060 +0-068 +0-323' -0012 -0170 +0-072 +0-167
7 12 +0-294 +0-137 -0176 -0-198 -0-208 -0-260 -0-282 -0075 +0 033 +0 052 +0-288 +0-394
8 12 +0291 +0-221 -0078 -0-130 -0-279 -0 272 -0-471 -0-087 +0 059 +0066 +0-335 +0-343
9 12 +0-214 +0-126 -0-023 +0-007 -0164 -0-139 -0-342 -0-104 4-0 026 -0005 +0-232 +0-270
10 12 +0-119 +0-044 -0093 +0-072 -0-089 -0-185 -0-252 -0-110 +0 008 +0062 +0-226 +0-197
11 12 +0-046 -0-005 -0 028 +0-085 -0084 -0 090 -0-200 -0-063 -0019 +0026 + 0-216 +0121
12 12 -0078 -0-010 -0-036 +0-117 -0-034 +0-051 -0 112 -0 038 +0005 -0-002 +0-097 +0-038
13 12 -0-186 -0061 -0071 +0-177 +0-039 + 0-129 +0-019 +0-012 +0054 -0019 -0019 -0-076
14 12 -0-330 -0-085 -0-106 +0-238 +0-126 +0-245 +0131 +0-092 +0-087 -0-102 -0-104 -0-189
15 12 -0-379 -0-169 -0192 +0-112 +0-138 +0-322 +0-213 +0-203 +0139 -0-136 -0-122 -0-063
16 12 -0-468 -0-298 -0-204 +0048 +0-258 +0-410 +0-367 +0-352 +0-244 -0-148 -0319 -0241
17 12 -0-600 -0-487 -0-312 +0-005 +0-473 +0-713 +0-693 +0-725 +0-376 -0-307 -0-659 -0-622
18 12 - 1-272 -1-088 -0-714 +0-253 + 1-152 + 1-359 +1-343 + 1-347 +0-861 -0-503 -1-329 -1-408
19 12 -1-840 -1-441 -0-499 +0-770 + 1-449 +1-516 +1-352 + 1-745 + 1-302 -0-294 -1-897 -2-163
20 12 - 1-358 -1 015 +0-062 +0-818 + 1-002 +1-083 +0-920 + 1-162 +0-886 -0-086 -1-602 -1-869
21 12 -0-028 -0-166 +0-576 +0-526 +0-130 +0-449 +0-266 -0-010 +0-003 -0-102 -0-807 -0-834
22 12 +0-988 +0-593 +0-945 +0-121 -0-568 -0-283 -0-087 -0-809 -0-780 -0-148 -0-019 +0-052
23 12 +0-773 +0-984 +0-757 -0-157 -0-741 -0-500 -0-289 -1-067 -1-043 -0139 +0-661 +0-760

The curves corresponding to these excess variations are numbered 9 to 20, Plate XXVI.

* In this and all the Tables that follow, the positive sign indicates a movement of the north end of the

declination-magnet to the eastward of its normal direction, and the deviations from the normal are expressed

in minutes of arc.
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Table XI.—Showing, for the half years including the months from April to September

in the several years 1859 to 1865, and in the whole period of seven years, the mean

diurnal variation of Declination.

Bombay
Astronomi-
cal Hours.

1859. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865.
Seven Years,

1859 to 1865.

h m
0 12 -2-715 -2-867 -2-590 -2-354 -2-461 -2-325 -2-118 -2-490

1 12 -2-625 -2-623 -2-436 -2-245 -2-304 -2128 -2021 -2-340

2 12 -2-038 -1-992 -1-748 -1-508 -1 657 -1-689 -1-537 - 1-738

3 12 — 1-108 -0-997 -0-777 -0-605 -0785 -0717 -0-682 -0 810

4 12 -0138 -0-122 +0-022 +0149 -0-086 —0 115 -0-165 -0065
5 12 +0-065 +0-223 +0-262 +0135 +0-119 +0-102 +0063 +0138
6 12 -0010 +0164 +0-028 —0111 -0013 -0-109 -0-130 -0-026

7 12 -0-320 -0-206 -0-302 -0-326 -0-274 -0-313 -0-288 -0-290

8 12 -0-297 -0-281 -0-312 -0-383 -0-353 -0-360 -0-250 -0-319

9 12 -0-153 -0-208 -0-218 -0-223 —0-181 -0-209 -0162 -0-193
10 12 -0-095 -0 064 -0101 -0102 -0-078 -0-079 -0-046 -0-081

11 12 +0011 -0001 +0-078 -0008 +0-084 +0-073 +0-160 +0-057
12 12 +0-180 +0109 +0-166 +0157 +0-247 +0-182 +0-243 +0183
13 12 +0-294 +0-259 +0-295 +0-308 +0-336 +0-336 +0-332 +0-309
14 12 +0-277 +0-282 +0-384 +0-350 +0-419 +0417 +0-449 +0-368
15 12 +0-282 +0-222 +0-325 +0-351 +0-434 +0 407 +0-385 +0-344
16 12 +0-300 +0-301 +0-326 +0-300 +0 403 +0-409 +0-395 +0-348
17 12 +0-590 +0-758 +0-704 +0-626 +0-683 +0 612 +0-609 +0-655
18 12 + 1-969 +2-008 +1-925 + 1-794 + 1-643 + 1-613 + 1-464 + 1-774

1.9 12 +2-797 +2-969 +2-775 +2-497 +2-348 +2-287 +2-162 +2-548
20 12 +2-854 +2-891 +2-426 +2-235 +2-156 +2-243 +2-013 +2-403
21 12 + 1676 + 1-556 + 1-145 +M07 + 1-007 + 1-242 +0-901 + 1-233

22 12 — 0-141 -0-348 -0459 -0-472 -0-229 -0-314 -0-372 -0334
23 12 — 1-651 -2 025 — 1-917 -1-674 -1-459 — 1 -555 -1-406 -1-670

Curves representing these variations are figured 23 to 30 on Plate XXVII.

Table XII.—Showing, for the half years including the months from January to March

and October to December in the several years 1859 to 1865, and in the whole

period of seven years, the mean diurnal variation of Declination.

Bombay
Astronomi-
cal Hours.

1859. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865.
Seven Years,
1859 to 1865.

h m
0 12 -0-493 -0-556 -0-749 -0-754 -0-664 -0-664 -0-881 -0-680
1 12 -0410 -0-458 -0591 -0-446 -0 333 -0-332 -0-479 -0-436
2 12 -0135 -0156 -0-287 +0-270 +0 029 -0-087 +0-001 -0-052
3 12 — 0006 -0019 +0076 +0-285 +0134 +0-158 +0-333 +0-137
4 12 -0075 +0126 +0-225 +0-305 +0-226 +0192 +0-462 +0-209
5 12 -0-412 -0-236 -0096 -0-215 -0-011 +0-024 +0186 -0-109
6 12 -0-540 -0-468 -0046 -0-187 -0-071 -0-037 +0-164 -0-169
7 12 -0077 -0-077 +0-018 +0013 +0-032 +0-079 +0-294 +0040
8 12 +0011 -0 034 +0-089 -0-011 +0-106 +0-089 +0-264 +0-073
9 12 -0016 -0-039 +0062 +0 050 +0-124 +0-106 +0-254 +0-077

10 12 +0073 -0021 +0 045 +0-065 +0105 +0-187 +0-280 +0-105
11 12 +0181 +0141 +0-132 +0098 +0-192 +0-213 +0-308 +0-181
12 12 +0-158 +0140 +0 158

+0-106
+0-120 +0-193 +0-285 +0-254 +0-187

13 12 +0-160 +0154 +0-138 +0162 +0-229 +0-209 +0-165
14 12 +0-078 +0073 +0 057 +0055 +0-066 +0-124 -0014 +0-063
15 12 -0056 -0-058 -0-088 +0166 -0-079 -0041 -0-071 -0 032
16 12 -0-284 -0 242 -0-210 -0158 -0 274 -0140 -0171 -0-211
17 12 -0-230 -0-396 -0-366 -0-313 -0-390 -0 361 —0-31

1

-0-338
18 12 -0-365 -0-431 -0105 -0-267 -0-426 -0-393 -0-328 -0331
19 12 -0178 —0-058 -0-053 -0-139 -0-329 -0-260 -0-127 -0-163
20 12 +0-756 +0-688 +0-608 +0-431 +0-257 +0-216 +0-169 +0-446
21 12 + 1-236 + 1-207 +0-865 +0-783 +0-643 +0-524 +0-214 +0-782
22 12 +0-764 +0-864 +0-515 +0-311 +0-771 +0-246 -0-189 +0-469
23 12 -0-139 -0144 -0-357 -0-561 -0454 -0-350 -0-824 -0 404

Curves representing these variations are figured (in broken lines) on Plate XXVII.
Nos. 23 to 30. Viewed together with the continuous curves from April to September,
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they show very distinctly the consistent character of the semiannual inequality in the

diurnal variation of declination in different years.

The half-excess for each hour of the numbers in the last column of Table XI. over

those in the last column of Table XII., or the semiannual inequality of the mean diurnal

variation of declination, is as follows, the excesses being written in the order of the

hours 0 to 23:

—

— 0-905 - 0-952 - 0-843 -0-473 - 0-137 +0 123 +0-071 -0 165 -0175 - 0 135 - 0-093 -0 062

-0002 +0-072 +0-152 +0-188 +0-279 +0-496 +1052 + 1-355 +0-978 +0-225 - 0-399 -0-633

Fig. 21, Plate XXVI. is constructed from these numbers.

Table XIII.—Showing the mean diurnal variation of Declination for each of the years

1859 to 1865.

Bombay
Astronomical

Hours .

1859 . 1860 . 1861 . 1862. 1863 . 1864. 1865 .

h. m
0 12 - 1-604 - 1-711 - 1-669 - 1-554 - 1-562 - 1-494 - 1-499

1 12 - 1-517 - 1-540 - 1-513 -1345 - 1-318 - 1-230 - 1-250

2 12 - 1-086 - 1-074 - 0-917 - 0-619 -0-814 - 0-888 - 0-768

3 12 - 0-557 - 0-508 - 0-350 - 0-160 -0 325 - 0-279 -0174
4 12 - 0-106 +0-002 +0123 +0-227 + 0-070 +0-038 +0-148

5 12 -0173 - 0-006 +0-083 - 0-040 +0 054 +0-063 +0124
6 12 - 0-275 - 0-152 -0009 -0149 -0042 -0073 +0017
7 12 -0-198 - 0-141 - 0-142 -0156 -0121 —0-117 +0003
8 12 -0143 -0 157 —Oil l -0197 -0-123 - 0-135 +0-007

9 12 - 0-084 -0123 - 0-078 -0-086 - 0-028 -0 051 +0-046

10 12 -0011 - 0-042 -0028 -0018 +0013 +0-054 +0117
11 12 +0096 + 0-070 + 0-105 +0 045 +0138 +0143 +0-234

12 12 +0169 +0-124 + 0-162 +0-138 +0-220 +0-233 +0-248

13 12 +0-227 +0-206 +0-200 + 0-223 + 0-249 +0-282 + 0-271

14 12 +0-177 + 0-177 +0-220 +0-202 + 0-242 +0-270 +0-217

15 12 +0-113 +0-082 +0-118 +0-258 +0-177 +0-183 +0-157

16 12 + 0-008 +0 029 + 0-058 +0071 +0-064 +0134 +0-112

17 12 +0-180 +0-181 +0-169 +0156 +0146 +0-125 +0149
18 12 +0-802 +0-788 +0-910 +0-763 +0-608 +0-610 +0-568

19 12 + 1-309 + 1-455 + 1-361 +M79 + 1-009 + 1-013 + 1017
20 12 + 1-805 + 1-789 + 1-517 + 1-333 + 1-206 + 1-229 + 1-091

21 12 + 1-456 + 1-381 + 1-005 +0-945 +0-825 +0-883 +0-557

22 12 +0-311 +0-258 +0028 -0080 +0-271 - 0-034 - 0-280

23 12 - 0-895 - 1-084 — 1-137 — 1-117 -0-956 - 0-952 — 1-115

14. Remarks on the regular Solar-diurnal Variations .—Although the semiannual

inequality in the diurnal variation of declination has been established by the researches

of General Sabine as beyond a doubt a general feature in that variation, possessing the

same characteristics in all parts of the globe, yet the regular progression from month to

month in the diurnal variation has not, that I am aware, been much dwelt upon. It is

shown, however, so distinctly in the Bombay Observations as to lead, on a first inspection

of the curves, figs. 9 to 20, Plate XXVI., to the supposition that the law of variation is

identical throughout the year, the extent only (including a reversal of direction) varying

from month to month. But in this respect a different exposition of the character of the

variation in different months shows that the first thought would be inaccurate. The

deviations from the normal position of the magnet (SA) at each hour
(
li

)

may be expressed

by the series

cosw-j-B, sinw-|-A2 cos2w+B2 sin2w+A3 cos 37iff-B3 sin3w+ &c. . .
. (g),

where n=hx 15°; and it is easy from each complete set of hourly values to deduce the
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values of the coefficients A,, B 1? A2 ,
B2 ,

A3 ,
B 3 ,

&c. This has been done for the mean

s olar-diurnal variation for each month of the year, and also for each half year in the

period 1859 to 1865, with results as shown in the following Tables:

—

Table XIY.—Showing the calculated values of the coefficients A„ B„ A2 ,
B2 ,

A3 and B3

in the series
(y)

which expresses the mean solar-diurnal variation for each month

of the year, for the whole year, and for different half years*.

Months.

Values of the coefficients of the first three pairs of terms of the series ((/).

Ar Br a2 . b
2

. a
3

. b3 .

January
February
March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

+0-147
-0060
-0-407
-0-908
-1-038
-1-271
— 1-151

-1 123
-0-910
-0 305
+0-183
+0-250

+0028
-0-003
-0-175
+0-048
+0-044
-0011
-0130
+0160
+0-230
+0063
+0-200
+0-225

-0-247
-0221
-0-267
-0-097
+0-197
+0-090
+0-102
+0-296
+0-300
+0-032
-0091
-0-046

+0-025
+0034
+0-367
+0-828

+ 1057
+1-119

+ 1 018

+ 1-262

+ 1-090

+0-379
-0-187
-0-196

+0-183
+0-187
+0-535
+0-799
+0-839
+0-777
+0-700
+0-898
-1-0-943

+0-573
+0076
+0013

+0-202
+0-184
+0-220
+0153
-0051
+0-075
+0059
-0 059
-0-096
-0040
+0019
+0-082

Year -0 549 +0-057 +0004 +0-566 +0-544 +0062

g ( April to September . .

.

g |

October to March . .

.

-1-067
-0 032

+0-057
+0-056

+0148
-0140

+ 1-062

+0070
+0-826
+0 261

+0-013
+0-111

January to June

Jij ( July to December . .

.

-0-589
-0-509

-0 011

+0-125
-0091
+0-099

+0-572
+0-561

+0-553
+0-534

+0-130
-0 006

Table XV.—Showing the calculated values of the coefficients A,, B,, A2 ,
B2 ,

A3 and B3

in the series
(y), which expresses the mean solar-diurnal variation for each half year,

April to September and October to March, in the period 1859 to 1865.

Years.

Values of the coefficients of the first three pairs of terms of the series (y).

Ar Bj. A2. b 2 . A- b
3

.

April to
j

September,
j

f 1859...

1860...

1861...

1862...

I 1863...

1864...

(
1865...

— 1-183

— 1 168
-1-084
-0-996
-1-040
-1-029
-0-967

-0-007
+0046
+0-085
+0-042
+0088
+0-048
+0-096

+0-037
+0-138
+0-217
+0-216
+0-158
+0 139
+0-133

+ 1-230

+1-308

+ 1125
+0-989
+0-973
+0-952
+0-857

+0-916
+0-954
+0-882
+0-823
+0-760
+0-766
+0-681

+0073
+0020
-0-028
-0-043

+0041
+0 030
+0-001

October to
j

March. '

f 1859...

1860...

|

1861...

;

1862...

1863...

|

1864...

^
1865...

-0-141
-0102
-0073
-0033
+0-037
+0-006
+0-079

-0-103
-0107
+0-028
+0 042
+0076
+0147
+0-309

-0-300
-0-266
-0151
-0045
-0 147
-0096
+0 031

+0043
+0058
+0-165
+0048
+0031
+0-022
+0-127

+0-246
+0-288
+0-294
+0-268
+0-237
+0223
+0272

+0141
+0-188
+0-143
+0 053
+0-141
+0-108
+0-002

The curves (Nos. 31 to 33, Plate XXVIII.) are constructed to exhibit the variations,

in magnitude and direction, of the resultants of A, and B,, A2 and B2 , A3 and B3 respec-

tively ; O being the centre of coordinates, the A coefficients are set off in a vertical direc-

tion, upward if positive, and the B coefficients in a horizontal direction, to the right if

positive, so that the distances from O to the points marked 1, 2, 3, &c. to 12 and ©r
* Gottingen time was inadvertently used instead of Bombay time in the calculation of the coefficients

A,, Bj, &c.

MDCCCLXIX. 3 E
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indicate the maximum deviations expressed by each pair of terms in the respective

months January, February, March, &c. to December, and for the whole year, and the

angles A 01, A 02, A

0

3, &c., reckoned in a right-handed direction from AO, when

converted into time, show the hours at which the several maxima occur. The curves

having reference to Gottingen astronomical hours, it will be necessary, in order to adapt

them to Bombay time, to turn backward (i. e. in a left-handed direction) the zero direc-

tion line A O by an equivalent in each figure to 4h 12m . It will be seen that this method

of exhibiting variations brings to light in the regular solar-diurnal variations niceties of

change in character which would fail to be noticed on a mere inspection of the respective

ordinary representative curves. For instance, if the supposition mentioned above, that

the change from month to month in the character of the solar-diurnal variation was one

of extent only, not affecting the relative deviation at different hours, the variation at

different parts of the year might be expressed in the form

fc^CKA), cos n -J- (B)j sin w+(A)2 cos 2w+(B)2 sin 2/4 -{- (A)3 cos 3w+(B) 3 sin 3n-Y &c.},

where (A) 1? (B)^ (A)2 ,
B2 , &c. would be constants, and C a function of the day of the

year, or of the concurrent variable, the declination or right ascension of the sun. In

this case a change in the value of any one of the coefficients A„ B„ A2 , B2 ,
&c. (equal

respectively to Cx(A) 1? Cx(B) 15 Cx(A)2 , Cx(B)2 ,
&c.) would be attended by a pro-

portional change in all the others, and the direction of the resultants of A! and B 1? A 2

and B2 ,
A3 and B3 , &c. respectively, would be invariable throughout the year. Thus in

the curves Nos. 31 to 33, Plate XXVIII., the points 1, 2, 3, &c. to 12 and © r should in

each case lie upon a straight line directed through the centre of coordinates. To such

a requirement their positions do roughly conform ;
but there is sufficient evidence of

system in their departures from the rule to render the latter worthy of independent con-

sideration. The most striking feature about all the three curves is undoubtedly the

existence of the semiannual inequality in the values of the several maximum deviations,

the greater values occurring about the northern solstice, the lesser about the southern

solstice : this is in accord with the now well-known semiannual inequality in the diurnal

variation, which inequality is shown for Bombay by the curve No. 21, Plate XXVI., and

by the numbers at the foot of Table XII., and possesses the character commonly attributed

to it as general throughout the globe. The points n, s, a
,
d in figures 31 to 33, Plate

XXVIII., mark the mean values of the coefficients respectively for the half years, April

to September, October to March, January to June, and July to December. Let us now

confine our attention to the monthly excess or defect of the coefficients A,, B 1? A2 , B2 ,

A3 ,
B3 ,

&c. over the annual mean values ; or, what is to the same effect, let us imagine

the centre of coordinates in the figures 31 to 33, Plate XXVIII. removed to the points

© r, and let vertical lines be drawn upward from these points to A' ; then will the lines

r 1, r 2, r 3, &c. to r 12 represent in magnitude and direction the monthly maximum de-

flections that must be geometrically superimposed upon the annual mean maximum de-

flection in order to produce the actual monthly maximum deflections ; and the angles

A' r 1, A' r 2, A' r 3, &c., converted into time, will show the hours at which the monthly

superimposed variation gives a maximum of deflection for each pair of terms of the
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series
(y)

which expresses it. Now, on a single glance at the three curves, it is perceived

that (speaking generally) the points 1, 2, 3, See. to 12 circulate in each case in a left-handed

direction about the points © r, the equinoctial months (3 and 4) and (9 and 10) lying

on opposite sides of the closed curves. Moreover, the half-yearly points n and s and a and d

lie in the same order about © r ;
and the interval between the latter two, though smaller,

is not inconsiderable in comparison with the interval between the two former points
;
and

the relation of the four points to each other is much the same in each of the three figures,

the straight line joining a and d approaching a direction at right angles to the line of

junction of n and s. This would seem to imply that the summer form of the diurnal

variation merges into the winter form, not solely by the gradual fading away (and inver-

sion at other places) of the former, in which case the diurnal variation at the opposite

equinoxes would be the same, but also partly by the superposition of a distinct variation,

whose turning-points are considerably removed from those of the ordinary diurnal vari-

ation, and the extent of which is much more limited, and which moreover has an inverse

character at the opposite equinoxes, at which times its influence on the ordinary mean

diurnal variation is most sensible. It does not imply a retrograde rotation of the hours

of maxima and minima accompanied by a gradual fading away of the variation, the vari-

ation still preserving a constant character in all respects except extent and turning-points,

because in that case, whilst a single rotation occurs in the arrangement of the points

1, 2, 3, &c. to 12 in figure 31, there should be two and three rotations respectively in

figures 32 and 33, and, in fact, there is only a single rotation in each of the three curves.

Now, on referring to plate xxv. of the Philosophical Transactions of the Eoyal Society

for 1863, where appear similar figures representing (in part) the diurnal variations of

declination at Toronto and St. Helena, it is seen that these figures possess the character-

istics just described of those for Bombay, with the exception that the rotation in the

St. Helena curve is in a right-handed instead of a left-handed direction. To examine

now more directly whether there be a semiannual inequality in the diurnal variation of

declination having opposite characteristics at the opposite equinoxes, and at the same time

to eliminate that other semiannual inequality whose times of opposition are the solstices,

the mean diurnal variation was calculated for the half year January to June, and com-

pared with the same for the half year July to December; half the excess, for each hour,

of the former half year over the latter was taken to represent the inequality sought,

which proved to be of so definite a character, and so similar for Bombay and Toronto,

as to tend to the extension of the examination to all other stations for which reduced

observations were accessible. Distinct similarity was then found to exist in the curves

representing the inequality at all the north-latitude stations, Toronto, Kew, Greenwich,

Pekin, and Bombay, whilst curves of form approaching to an inversion, with some modi-

fications of the above, was found for the south-latitude stations, St. Helena and the Cape

of Good Hope. Table XVI. and curves Nos. 37 to 43, Plate XXX., show the character

of this inequality for each station.

3 e 2
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XVI.
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for

different
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Now an inspection of plate xiv. in the Philosophical Transactions for 1863 suffices

to convince that the mean diurnal variation of declination, whilst subject at different places

to differences of character of a minor order, is mainly of the same general type throughout

the globe : the range may vary or even the inflections of the representative curve may be

inverted, but the relation as to the kind of flexure of any one principal feature of the

curve to the remaining principal features is the same everywhere : in the typical variation

a maximum or minimum occurs between twenty and twenty-one hours, and a minimum

or maximum between one and two hours ; and the great amount of change takes place

between the hours seventeen and five, whilst deviations from the normal position of the

magnets of comparatively only small extent occur during the remaining hours. To the

same type belongs that semiannual inequality which has opposite features at the oppo-

site solstices, and which may be called the solstitial semiannual inequality to distin-

guish it from the equinoctial semiannual inequality, as that might be named which has

opposite characteristics at the opposite equinoxes,—with this difference, that the turning-

point, which in the typical mean variation occurs at twenty or twenty-one hours, takes

place in the inequality a full hour earlier. Thus the mean diurnal variation for each of

the half years, April to September and October to March, being the result of the

combination of two variations of the same kind, will also be of the typical character, but

with a small difference in the time of the occurrence of the twenty to twenty-one hours

turning-point. Let us now examine the character of the equinoctial semiannual inequa-

lity as exhibited in the curves 37 to 43, Plate XXX., and compare it with the type curve

of the mean diurnal variation. In the first place, it is seen that, as in the type, there is

scarcely any change during the night hours, and that the main variation occurs during

half the day, in this case between eighteen hours and six hours ;
secondly, the range of

variation differs from about half a minute to nearly one minute of arc ;
thirdly, the hour

of noon is that at which the deviations due to this variation pass through zero, and on

each side of which the inflections of the curve are inversely, but in respect to north-

latitude stations symmetrically disposed
; fourthly, the turning-points are twenty-one

hours and three hours, the former being a maximum and the latter a minimum for north-

latitude stations from January to June, and for south-latitude stations from July to

December, and vice versd, for north-latitude stations from July to December, and for

south-latitude stations from January to June. The concurrent testimony of the five

widely distributed north-latitude stations leaves, I think, very little room for doubt that

this inequality is an expression of real phenomena common to the whole of the northern

magnetic hemisphere. From the general agreement, qualified by the fact that the after-

noon inflections are comparatively much subdued, of the curves of two stations of such

comparative proximity as St. Helena and the Cape of Good Hope, it would be less safe

to generalize as to the southern magnetic hemisphere ; but there is abundant evidence

of the existence of a definite, and in some respects different law to that which prevails

in the northern hemisphere to encourage further inquiry in this direction*. So far as

* An examination of the Hobarton observations (including all disturbances) resulted in a curve corresponding

closely with those of the north-latitude stations, but of small range.
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I am aware, this is the first time that any diurnal variation of magnetical phenomena has

been pointed out in which the sun’s position relatively to the meridian of the place

appears so directly related to the expressed phenomena. To exhibit the general cha-

racter of this variation more distinctly the curves Nos. 44 and 45, Plate XXX., are drawn

on a larger scale to represent the average variation for the north- and south-latitude

stations respectively. For all the stations, except St. Helena and Greenwich, the above

are the results derived from the observations after the separation of the larger disturb-

ances by the method above described ; for St. Helena the effect of disturbances on the

diurnal variation is very slight, and all observations are included
; for Greenwich com-

plete days of large disturbance are thrown aside, and the remainder used for the calcu-

lation of the diurnal variation.

15. Solar-diurnal Inequality.—The following Table shows the mean diurnal inequa-

lity when all observations, disturbed and undistubed, are included in the calculations as

compared with the mean diurnal variation after the exclusion of disturbances exceeding

F‘4 in amount ; and it is seen that at Bombay the disturbances have a very slight effect

on the diurnal variation, the largest difference at any hour not exceeding 0'-061.

Table XVII.

Bombay Astronomical Hours.

h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m
0 12 1 12 2 12 3 12 4 12 5 12 6 12 7 12 8 12 9 12 10 12 11 12

Mean I

diurnal
\

-1-590 -1-424 -0-936 -0-342 +0-064 +0-023 -0088 -0-108 -0084 -0 032 +0025 +0-144
inequality.

Jl

Mean 1

diurnal
]

[

— 1 -585 -1-388 -0-896 -0-337 +0072 +0-015 -0-098 -0125 -0123 -0 059 +0-012 +0-118
variation.

J

Excess of

inequality

over

variation.

-0-005 -0036 -0-040 -0005 -0-008 +0008 +0-010 +0-017 +0039 +0-027 +0013 +0-026

Bombay Astronomical Hours.

h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m h m
12 12 13 12 14 12 15 12 16 12 17 12 18 12 19 12 20 12 21 12 22 12 23 12

Mean 1

diurnal +0-212 +0-258 +0-238 +0-174 +0-084 +0159 +0-719 + 1-216 + 1-388 +0-951 +0006 -1-052
inequality.

J I

Mean 1

diurnal
f

+0-185 +0-237 +0-215 +0155 +0068 +0157 +0-721 + 1-192 + 1-424 + 1-006 +0-067 -1-037
variation.

J I

Excess of 1

inequality

over

variation. !

+0-027 +0-021 +0-023 +0019 +0-016 +0002 -0-002 +0-024 -1-036 -0-055 -0-061 -0015
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16. Variationfrom year to year in the range of the mean diurnal variation of Decli-

nation.

Table XVIII.—Showing the range of the mean diurnal variation of Declination for the

several years 1859 to 1865, and for the component half years (April to September,

and January to March and October to December).

Years.

Range.

Year.
Half year,

April to September.

Half year,

October to March.

1859. 2-913 5569 1-776

1860. 3-500 5-836 1-763

1861. 3-186 5-365 1-614

1862. 2-887 4-851 1-537

1863. 2-768 4-809 1-435

1864. 2-723 4 612 1-188

1865. 2-590 4-280 1-343

The regular progression in these numbers, the equivalent of which is shown also by

the varying range of the curves Nos. 23 to 29, Plate XXVII., is very marked, and tends

towards maxima in 1859-60 and minima in 1864-65, in near correspondence with

the maxima and minima of the decennial variation of aggregate annual disturbance.

In order to show the periodicity, the ranges have also been calculated of the mean

diurnal inequality (including disturbances) for the larger number of years 1848 to 1864 ;

and the same has been done for the Greenwich observations (excluding certain complete

disturbed days), with the results subjoined.

Table XIX.—Showing the range of the mean diurnal inequality of Declination at

Bombay in the several years 1848 to 1864, and at Greenwich in the several years

1848 to 1857, with the corresponding ratios of the range of each year to the

1864.

2-652

0-94

In calculating the average range (2
,-

808) for Bombay, double value was given to the

ranges from 1853 to 1859 ; for Greenwich it was taken of such a value (8
,-

0) as would

make the sum of the ratios equal to the sum of the ratios at Bombay for the same years.

Two periods of maximum range are now seen to exist not far from the years of maxi-

mum disturbance with a minimum intervening, and an approach to a second minimum

near the last year (1864). The diminishing progression of the ranges for Greenwich

being (with one slight exception) continuous, shows no signs of periodicity when viewed

by itself
;
but the succession of ratios so much resembles that which appears for the same

years (1848 to 1857) at Bombay, that it is reasonable to suppose that on the extension

of the results for Greenwich beyond 1857 an increasing progression would begin to

average range.

Years 1848. 1849. 1850. 1851. 1852. 1853. 1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863.

Bombay ..

f Range.

( Ratios.

3-491

1-24

3-248

116
3294
1*17

2 965
1-06

2-611

0-93

2-728

0-97

2-4 6
0-86

2-576

0-92

2-453

0-87

2-459

0-88

2-720

0-97

3-117

1-11

3-551

1-26

3-282

117
2-790

099
2-568

091

Greenwich
f Range.

[ Ratios.

11-4

1-42

10-3

1-29

10-0

1-25

8-4

1-05

8-0

1-00

6-9

0-86

7-2

0-90
70
0-87

5-9

0-74

5-6

0-70
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show itself, as is the case at Bombay. The proportion, however, of the maximum to the

minimum range at Greenwich is about 2, whilst at Bombay it is only about T5.

The variation in the range of the mean diurnal variation of declination is also indi-

cated by the corresponding variation in the magnitude of the maximum deflections for

the half years April to September, for each of the first three pairs of terms of the series

(y)
as delineated on Plate XXIX. figs. 34 to 36 ;

but there is also in these figures a curious

likeness, though not equivalent as to time, in the arrangement of the points for the

successive years about the centre of coordinates indicative of systematic change from

year to year in the law as well as in the extent of variation.

17. Annual Variation and Secular Change.—The observationshaving been repeatedly

interrupted in the year 1861, it is better perhaps to reject that year and use only the

two continuous series of observations, 1859 and 1860, and 1862 to 1855, in the deduction

of secular and annual variations. The following Tables will, however, be filled up for

that year, although no use is made of the numbers in the calculations applied.

Table XX.—Showing the mean monthly and annual values of Easterly Declination as

deduced from the readings of Grubb’s Declinometer in the several years 1859 to

1865.

Years.
Janu-
ary.

Febru-
ary.

March. April. May. June. July. August.
Sep-

tember.
Octo-
ber.

Novem-
ber.

Decem-
ber.

Year.

1859. 20-592 20-835 21-130 20-868 21-227 21-258 21-366 21190 21-569 22-092 22375 22-913 21-451

1860. 23 021 23037 23-498 23-460 23-562 24-045 24-209 24-506 24-226 24-294 24-932 25-150 23-995

1861. 25-414 25 685 26-158 26136 26023 26100 25-902 28-861 29-041 29185 28-632 28-897 27-169

1862. 29-04 ? 29-014 29-178 29-703 29-367 30-416 30-992 31049 31-303 31-677 31-820 32-464 30-502

1863. 32-696 32 755 33-948 34-334 33 633 33-424 33 802 33-783 34-407 34-742 34-529 35-471 33-960
1864. 35-262 35-032 35-379 35-331 35-710 36016 36-459 36-716 37126 38-043 38167 38198 36-453

1865. 38-568 38-618 38-680 37-816 39004 39-499 40143 41-251 41-489 41-717 41-241 42-311 40028

Mean of six 1

years omitting 1

1861 J

29-863 29-882 30-302 3-0252 30-417 30-776 31-162 31-416 31-687 32-094 32-177 32-751

The numbers in the last column of Table XX. give values of the annual secular

increase of easterly declination as follows :

—

From 1859 to 1860 the increase =2*544

1862 to 1863 „ =3*458

1863 to 1864 „ =2*493

1864 to 1865 „ =3*575

Mean . . . =3*017*.

This gives a secular increase at the rate of 0'*2515 per month
;
and applying corrections

* It will be seen by a reference to Table III. on page 4 of the Tables of Eesults of the ‘ Bombay Magnetical

Observations for 1864,’ that the annual secular increase of Declination, •which from 1846 to 1865 had an average

value of only l'*24, has since the year 1859 been considerably greater, as shown above.
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at this rate to reduce the mean numbers at the foot of Table XX. to the common epoch,

the 1st January of the mean year, we have

Table XXL

Months
|

Janu-
ary.

Febru-
ary.

March. April. May. June. July. August.
Sep-

tember.

Octo-

ber.

Novem-
ber.

Decem-
ber.

Year.

Mean for mean 1

year J

Correction

29-863

000

29-882

-•25

1

30-302

-•503

30-252

-•754

30-417

-1-006

30-776

-1-257

31162

-1-509

31-416

-1-760

31-687

-2-012

32-094

-2 263

32-177

-2-515

32-751

-2-766

Means corrected. 29-863 29 631 29-799 29-498 27-411 29-519 29-653 29-656 29-675 29-831 29-662 29-985 29-682

Annual varia- j
tion j

+•181 -•051 +•117 -•184 -•271 - -163 - -029 - 026 - -007 + -149 - -020 + -303

The last line of numbers is far from presenting the decidedly systematic and regular

appearance that is found by General Sabine (see Philosophical Transactions, 1863,

pages 291 to 295) from the similar treatment of the observations of Kew and Hobarton;

let us therefore examine, as the similar results for those places and for St. Helena and

the Cape of Good Hope would suggest, whether (failing a regular periodical progres-

sion from month to month) there be any semiannual inequality of Declination at

Bombay. Combining together the months April to September and the months Janu-

ary to March, and October to December, so as to eliminate secular change, we get the

following results.

Table XXII.—Showing the mean values of Easterly Declination for April to September,

and for January to March, and October to December in each of the years 1859,

1860, and 1862 to 1865 ; and the excess of the mean for the former half year over

the mean for the latter in each year.

Years 1859. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865.

April to September 21-246 24-001 30-472 33-897 36-226 39-867

January to March, and October to December 21-656 23-989 30-532 34023 36-680 40-189

Excess of April to September over October to March -•410 +•012 -•060 -•126 -•454 -•322

Mean excess —

0

;-227

The signs of the differences in five of the six years are negative, whilst the difference

for the sixth year has a slight positive value. The inference to be drawn thence is that

there is some probability that the north end of the declination-magnet points at Bombay
0'-227 * more to the westward in the months April to September than in the months

January to March and October to December ; and the same result exactly is arrived at

if all the disturbed observations are included in the calculation of the mean values of

declination. I cannot regard the evidence as conclusive, however, for two reasons,—first,

because the observations at the four stations Kew, Hobarton, St. Helena, and the Cape

of Good Hope agree in showing that at those places the north end of the declination-

* The fact that this is exactly the magnitude of the semiannual inequality at St. Helena renders the cor-

rectness of the inference more probable.

3 FMDCCCLXIX.
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magnet points, when the sun is north of the equator, to the eastward of its mean annual

position, which is contrary to what is found for Bombay ; and, secondly, because the

annual variations at Bombay, calculated, as in Table XXI., for each individual year, are

irregular and inconsistent with each other to an extent much exceeding the whole range

of the semiannual inequality. These irregularities are attributable, I believe, almost

entirely to the defect of the reading-transit instrument of the declinometer alluded to in

paragraph 7. The annual variations found for the different years are as follows :

—

Table XXIII.—Showing the annual variation of Declination calculated, after the

elimination of secular change at the rate of 0,-2515 per month, for the several years

1859, 1860, and 1862 to 1865.

Years. January.
Febru-
ary.

March. April. May. June. July. August.
Septem-

ber.
October.

Novem-
ber.

Decem-
ber.

1859. +•524 +516 +•559 + -046 +•153 -•067 -•211 -•638 -•511 - -239 -•208 +•079
1860. +•409 +•174 +•383 + -094 -•056 +•176 +•088 +•134 -•398 - -581 -195 -•228

1861.

1862. -077 -•356 -•444 - -170 -758 +•040 +•364 +•170 +•172 + -295 +•186 +•579
1863. + 119 -•073 +•868 +1-003 +•050 -410 -•284 -•554 -182 - -098 -•563 +•128
1864. +•192 -•289 -194 - -493 -•366 -•311 -•120 -114 +•042 + 1-410 +•582 +•362
1865. -077 -•278 -•468 -1-583 -•647 -•403 -Oil +•846 +•832 + -809 +•081 + •900
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X. Observations on the Development of the Semilunar Valves of the Aorta and Pulmo-

nary Artery of the Heart of the Chicle. By Morris Tonge, M.A., M.D. Commu-

nicated by Dr. Beale, F.JR.S.

Received March 24,—Read April 30, 1868.

In the accounts of the development of the heart of vertebrate animals given by various

embryological writers, we find an apparently clear description of the mode in which the

permanent aorta and pulmonary artery are formed by the longitudinal division of a

single large vessel, the truncus arteriosus, into two vessels. The truncus arteriosus is,

as is well known, the large arterial trunk that commences in the originally single ven-

tricle of the heart, and terminates by splitting up into the branchial arteries. It conveys

the whole of the blood from the ventricle to the system of the embryo, and is also known

by the name of bulbus aortas (see Plate XXXI. fig. 1). In studying the descriptions given

by different authors of its division into two vessels, it appeared to me very strange that

with such a clear description of the mode of division nothing at all, or only very little,

should be said about the mode of development of the semilunar valves attached to the

commencement of these vessels. Kolliker is the only author I have been able to find

who makes any mention of their mode of development, and his account, which I shall

presently quote, is very brief and unsatisfactory. Nowhere have I found any drawings

of these parts in their rudimentary state. I was therefore obliged to conclude that very

little was known about this point, probably in consequence of the difficulty of accurately

examining such minute parts at an early period of development, and I was hence led to

attempt the observations recorded in the present paper. They were made during the

years 1865, 1866, and 1867, on the embryo of the common domestic fowl, artificially

incubated. Though not nearly as complete as I could have wished them to be, they

nevertheless demonstrate certain new and interesting facts connected with the develop-

ment of the semilunar valves, and the formation of the aorta and pulmonary artery in

the bird’s heart. These appear to me to be valuable, as possibly throwing light on some

of the congenital malformations of this part of the heart. In working at the develop-

ment of the semilunar valves, I was also obliged to examine very closely into the mode

of division of the truncus arteriosus into two vessels, and found that the manner in which

it becomes divided differs from that usually described to occur in some very important

particulars. The development of the semilunar valves is so closely connected with the

process of division of the truncus arteriosus that I have found it best to unite the

description of each stage of the one with that of the corresponding stage of the other.

As the satisfactory examination of these minute parts is difficult, and requires a pecu~

3 F 2
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liar mode of preparation of the embryo, I will first give a brief account of the method I

followed successfully. It was obvious that these tissues being from the first highly

elastic, and also contractile, would collapse immediately the circulation stopped, and in

this collapsed condition it would be impossible to examine the anatomy of the interior

of the vessel with any degree of certainty, the difficulty being enhanced by the softness

of the tissues in their natural state. It seemed to me that this was the point where

former investigators must have failed. The desideratum was to obtain the large vessels

in a distended and hardened state, and at the same time transparent and fit for exami-

nation by transmitted light. To effect this the embryo immediately on its removal from

the egg was immersed in strong spirit of wine, the sac of the amnion being first slit

open, where this had closed up, in order that the spirit might come freely into contact

with every part of the surface of the embryo. As the spirit permeates the tissues of the

embryo, which it does rapidly, the capillaries and smaller vessels are soonest contracted

by it, and the blood being thus prevented from escaping from the larger arteries before

the heart’s action is stopped, they become greatly distended. When this distension with

blood reaches its maximum in the arteries, the blood accumulates in the cavities of the

heart and in the large veins, the impediment caused by the closure of the systemic

capillaries and small arteries acting backwards throughout the circulation. By this

treatment it was found that the cavities of the heart, and the large vessels nearest to the

heart, became fully distended with blood, and becoming coagulated and hardened by the

spirit retained the distended condition. The embryos were allowed to remain in the

alcohol for a few hours or days, according to their size, in order that they might become

completely hardened. By careful management of the position of the embryo in the

corked glass tube, I was frequently able to obtain a colourless clot in the large vessels,

owing to the sinking of the corpuscles before the blood had coagulated or the spirit had

penetrated the walls of the artery. The best position for obtaining this result was to

keep the head of the embryo downwards, and the body a little inclined towards its dorsal

surface. The embryos after being hardened in spirit were of course perfectly opaque,

and could only be examined by reflected light till they had been rendered transparent.

This was effected by soaking them in strong Price’s glycerine for several days. After

this the portions required for examination were removed, and dissected and examined in

glycerine by strong transmitted light under a compound microscope fitted with an erector

and a low power (1 inch). The hardness of the tissues permitted sections to be made

readily in various planes, and their transparency under strong light enabled the

course of the vessels distended with coagulated blood to be readily followed. Where it

was required to examine the structure of the interior of the cavities of the heart and

great vessels the coagula, if opaque, were first carefully picked out by needles : if a

colourless coagulum had been obtained this troublesome process was often unnecessary.

After dissection in strong glycerine the specimens were mounted for drawing and

description. They were preserved in glycerine jelly, this medium retaining the specimen

in any position in which it was required to be drawn or described, and allowing of its
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being readily altered to a fresh position where it was necessary that the same object

should be seen from different points of view. The observations were made on more

than fifty embryos in various stages of development, and the most satisfactory dissections

were converted into permanent preparations. The preliminary experiments on artificial

incubation, as well as on the best method of preparing the embryos, consumed much

time. Much time and pains were also spent in conducting the incubating-process, and

before I had gained experience the incubation of a number of eggs for several days often

led to no result.

The account of my own observations will be best prefaced by quoting the statements

of Rathke and Kolliker with reference to the development of this part of the heart

;

Kolliker’s observations are the latest I have been able to discover.

Rathke* says, “The anterior chamber of the heart remains single in fishes, and in

them developes itself into the so-called bulbus aortse (Herz-Zwiebel). In the Batrachia it

lengthens itself, and forms the trunk for all the arteries of the body. This, however,

does not remain so smooth and simple internally as on the exterior ; but the wall of the

anterior chamber of the heart while it lengthens sends inwards two longitudinal ridges

situated opposite to one another, so that the cavity of the arterial trunk which arises

from it becomes very incompletely divided into two lateral halves. The same develop-

mental process is also remarked in Birds and Mammalia ; in them, however, the two

ridges become higher, then grow together throughout their whole length, and completely

divide the hollow of the chamber into two lateral halves. When this has taken place,

a division results by a resorption through the middle of the wall and newly formed

septum of the anterior chamber of the heart ; and this now becomes divided into two

canals, of which one represents the commencement of the aorta, the other the commence-

ment of the pulmonary artery. In the Snake, and probably also in other reptiles, three

partitions arise on the inside of the anterior chamber of the heart, the free borders of

which ultimately grow together, and so the chamber gets divided into three canals lying

beside one another, of which one represents the commencement of the pulmonary artery,

the two others the commencement of the two roots of the aorta.” Rathke’s description

therefore relates solely to the division of the truncus arteriosus. With reference to the

development of the semilunar valves he is silent.

KoLLiKER’sf account of the division of the truncus arteriosus is as follows :
—“ Simul-

taneously with the formation of the septum of the ventricles proceeds also the division

of the truncus arteriosus into the pulmonary artery and permanent aorta
,
which, though

apparently only a continuation of the process which takes place in the separation of the

ventricles, is yet to be distinguished from it. Thus while in the ventricle^ it is the mus-

cular structure of the heart which grows out and ultimately developes itself into a com-

plete septum, in the primitive aorta it is the vascular wall, having more the structure of

connective tissue, that effects the separation. Therefore the division of the truncus arte-

* Entwickelung der Wirbelthiere, S. 82, pp. 187-188 (1861).

f Entwickclungsgeschichte des Menseben, pp. 404, 405 (1861)..
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riosus cannot be described as if it were formed by an inward growth of the ventricular

septum, as also comes out in the clearest manner from the fact that in certain creatures

the aorta divides at a time when the ventricle is still single. This is the case in the

Viper, according to Rathke, in which, at the time when the truncus arteriosus divides

into three vessels, the ventricle still possesses no trace of a septum. Therefore, as Rathke

correctly observes, the cause of the division of the primitive aorta into two canals cannot

with Von Baer be sought in certain peculiarities of the circulation, in a particular direc-

tion of the current of blood, but it depends solely and alone on particular developmental

phenomena of the arterial wall. Now, concerning the peculiarities in man, I have in the

fourth week found the truncus arteriosus still completely single, and with round lumen*.

Transverse sections examined under the microscope already show clearly three tunics,

—

a thin tough adventitia
,
a strong clear media

,
and an inner cellular layer as intima. In

the fifth week likewise the artery was still single, but its lumen was now flattened out

transversely and slit-shaped. In the seventh and eighth week I found the vessel already

completely doubled, and I was not here able to make out the intermediate stages, and

to follow the gradual formation of the septum. I was more fortunate with calf embryos

of T"—S"' long ; and I here first found an aorta with a lumen like a figure of 8, or, in

other words, with two slight ridges in the interior, which resulted from growths of the

tunica media, and, secondly, others which contained two lumina within a common adven-

titia;, each ofwhich possessed its own separate tunica intima
,
but connected tunicas mediae.

In consequence of this it cannot well be doubted that the division of the truncus arte-

riosus essentially comes to pass by a growth of its middle coat, followed at a later period

by that of the adventitia
,
which is, however, in Man effected very early, since even at

the eighth week both the large arteries possess all their proper coats.”

With respect to the development of the semilunar valves, he says, “ Simultaneously

with the division the semilunar valves also become developed, and I saw them already

present in both arteries in an embryo of the seventh week. They are, however, at first

nothing but horizontally projecting crescentic growths of the middle and of the epithelial

coats by which the lumen at this spot receives the form of a three-rayed star. At what

time they first become visible as distinct pockets I have not yet investigated.”

I now pass on to my own observations. They were made only on the embryo of the

fowl, as I have had no opportunity of investigating that of Man or any other mamma-
lian animal. But from the great likeness between the hearts of Birds, Mammalia, and

Man at different stages of their development, it seems pretty certain that the arterial

semilunar valves in Man and Mammalia generally must pass through the same stages of

development as those of the Bird, which in the fully developed state quite resemble

them.

As is well known, the heart of Birds and Mammalia in its earliest condition is a simple

* I have left this word untranslated because no single English word exactly expresses its meaning. It is

obviously the bright area of the interior of a transverse section of the vessel held up to the light. This bright

Area being bounded by the inner edge of the transverse section, shows the form of the vascular canal at this point.
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tube, into the hinder or caudal end of which the omphalo-mesenteric veins open, while

the branchial arteries emerge from the anterior or cephalic end. This tube soon in-

creases in length and capacity, and becomes doubly bent upon itself, so that its general

direction is at first from the entrance of the veins towards the head and ventral surface

of the embryo, then bending backwards towards the caudal end, and from left to

right, and then again bending towards the head and ending in the branchial arteries.

As the contractile muscular tissue augments about the bends, the cephalic or left bend

gradually becomes developed into a rudimentary auricle, the caudal or right bend, and

the portion of tube between it and the cephalic bend, into the ventricle, while the con-

siderable portion of the tube situated between the caudal bend and the branchial vessels

remains free, or almost entirely so, from muscular tissue, and forms the bulbus aortse or

truncus arteriosus (Plate XXXI. fig. 1). About the third day of incubation this large

arterial trunk, into which the still single ventricle pours its blood, does not appear to be

separated by any valvular apparatus whatever from the cavity of the ventricle. The

vessel is twisted somewhat spirally after its exit from the ventricle, and the aperture of its

transverse section is not everywhere circular, being oval or squarish at the bends. It is

quite single and undivided throughout, and no ridges can be seen on its interior. It

becomes gradually narrower as it approaches the point of division into the branchial

arteries, in which it terminates abruptly. There is no valvular apparatus of any kind

at the point of division into the branchial arteries, which are three on each side at this

period. The first and second pair of branchial arteries have now disappeared ; the third,

fourth, and fifth pair remain, and unite posteriorly to form the descending aorta. The

deficiency of valves seems to be supplied by a considerable development of the elastic

wall of the truncus arteriosus next the ventricle. This does not take place equally

round the opening into the ventricle, but occurs principally on two opposite sides of the

interior of the vessel, so that the circular aperture of communication between the ven-

tricle and truncus arteriosus gradually becomes slit-shaped.

The period at which the division of the truncus arteriosus into two vessels commences

is, in the common fowl, about the 106th hour of incubation (four days and ten hours), or

rather more than one-fifth (4f)
of the whole period of incubation, which is twenty-one

days. There are three branchial arteries on each side, but they do not now come off

abruptly from the end of the truncus arteriosus. Looked at sideways, the two anterior

or upper pair of arches are seen to be separated from the posterior or fifth pair by a

partition just extending a little way into the branchial end of the truncus arteriosus

(Plate XXXI. fig. 2). This partition does not pass quite horizontally across the vessel,

but is slightly inclined upwards from right to left, and extends a little further along the

right side of the truncus arteriosus than it does along the left side
;

it is in fact a pro-

longation into the truncus arteriosus of the arterial wall between the fourth and fifth

pair of vascular arches, and separates the rudimentary aorta from the rudimentary pul-

monary artery, the little channel leading to the third and fourth pair being the first

trace of a separate aorta, and that leading to the fifth pair the first trace of a separate
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pulmonary artery. On looking from front to back (Plate XXXI. fig. 3) or from back

to front through the septum between them, its cardiac edge is seen to be forked, so

that it extends further along the sides than the centre of the vessel. Thus, as is well

seen in the preparation from which the drawing was taken, the rudimentary aortic and

pulmonary vessels are incompletely separated below, where they first leave the truncus

arteriosus. That there now exist two channels distinctly separated from one another

just above the forked septum is shown by a transverse section of the vessel at this point.

Plate XXXI. fig. 5 is a drawing of such a section, looking from the distal side towards

the heart. The section made a little lower through the forked part of the septum

(Plate XXXI. fig. 6) gives the idea of two prominent ridges forming on the interior of

the vessel, and being about to adhere. They are not, however, continued throughout the

truncus arteriosus, a section through its central portion being nearly quadrangular and

free from ridges (Plate XXXI. fig. 7), but at this period almost directly subside into

the wall of the vessel (Plate XXXI. fig. 8). It is very remarkable that even at this

early period, when the rudimentary aorta and pulmonary artery have only just appeared,

the rudiments of some of the semilunar valves are already to be seen a little below the

forked septum and at a considerable distance from the heart. The situation at which

they first appear, and their position with reference to the rudimentary vessels, is roughly

indicated in Plate XXXII. fig. 37. They are pretty accurately represented in the drawing

(Plate XXXI. fig. 9) of this part of the interior of the truncus arteriosus. On looking

into the lower end of the section, which has been made just below the rudimentary

valves, they appear as somewhat flattened pyramidal projections, passing obliquely

upwards on the wall of the vessel and separated by a triangular groove. These are

the anterior aortic and pulmonary semilunar valve-rudiments, which are the first to

appear. On examination by transmitted light their situation is indicated by a slight

opacity of the vessel, which is constricted at this part. Their upper edges are situ-

ated just below the termination of the left leg of the fork of the septum, which can be

seen above them (Plate XXXI. figs. 8 & 9), and which, as the septum passes down

the vessel, gradually grows between these valve-rudiments, passing from the left side

rather towards the front of the truncus arteriosus, and separating the anterior aortic

from the anterior pulmonary semilunar valve. By the time that the partition has

descended as far as these valves, they have become larger and more developed, and the

rudiments of the inner semilunar valves have begun to appear. About the time that

the anterior valve-rudiments appear, the right side and posterior surface of the interior

of the vessel nearly opposite to them becomes thickened and rather prominent in the

centre. This is the commencement of a thick pyramidal and somewhat rounded ridge

that forms gradually along the posterior surface of the vessel. As the septum grows

down the truncus arteriosus, the right leg of the fork becomes continuous with the

central portion of this ridge, and follows its line obliquely down the posterior surface of

the vessel from right to left, the left leg of the fork, as we have seen, passing down on

the front of the vessel obliquely from left to right. The rudiments of the inner semi-
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lunar valves of the aorta and pulmonary artery grow out on each side of this pyramidal

ridge. Its position and relations to the anterior valve-rudiments are shown in Plate

XXXI. figs. 9 & 10, and also a little later, at the 115th hour of incubation in Plate

XXXI. fig. 12. In consequence of these formations in the interior of the truncus arteri-

osus, its canal at the level of the upper margin of the rudimentary valves becomes irre-

gularly slit-shaped, as in Plate XXXI. fig. 12, the long axis of the slit being inclined from

the right downwards and to the left across the vessel. As the development of this

portion of the truncus arteriosus proceeds, the part situated between it and the heart,

and which is at this time free from ridges on the interior, seems to become somewhat

shorter and wider.

About the same time, at the middle of the fifth day, or 108th hour of incubation, the

opening into the ventricle is a somewhat rectangular slit having a direction nearly hori-

zontally backwards (Plate XXXI. fig. 11) and a little from left to right. The left-

hand lip of the slit is more prominent than the right-hand lip, the latter rather nearer

the ventricle. A small triangular projection fills up each end of the slit. The lips of

the slit are not quite parallel to each other, as the left-hand lip has an upward slope

from before backwards. Thus the aortic and pulmonary streams of blood are already

in process of separation.

At the next stage of development that I have been able to observe, at the 117th hour

of incubation (four days twenty-one hours), the ventricle exhibits a very slight division

by the still quite rudimentary septum of the ventricles. The ventricular end of the

truncus arteriosus is still slit-shaped, the left lip of the slit running obliquely upwards

and backwards, while the right is more horizontally situated and less prominent. Above

this the canal of the truncus arteriosus is rather oval, the anterior surface of its interior

being smooth and concave, without any appearance of ridges, while its posterior surface

is already becoming convex by the formation of the lower part of the rounded ridge,

which terminates by passing obliquely into the left lip of the arterio-ventricular slit, and

which forms in the lower part of the vessel when scarcely any trace of it is to be seen in

the central portion. The extension of the partition between the fourth and fifth pair

of branchial arches has advanced still further down the vessel, so that the trunks of the

rudimentary aorta and pulmonary artery, when filled with clot, are now distinctly seen

by transmitted light (Plate XXXI. fig. 13), though there is not at present any indication

of the division on the external surface of the vessel ;
owing to the advance of the outer

semilunar valves of the rudimentary trunks, and the still slight development of the

rudiments of the anterior and inner valves, the blood can still pass freely backwards

from the aorta and pulmonary artery into the still undivided part of the truncus arte-

riosus, so that, as is seen in the drawing (Plate XXXI. fig. 13), the clot in the latter vessel

is continuous with those in the former. As soon as the outer (lateral) valve-rudiments

appear, by which time the anterior and inner rudiments have become still more deve-

loped, the clots in the aorta and pulmonary artery become cut off from the clot in the

lower part of the truncus arteriosus, which clot is then small, though above the valves

mdccclxix. 3 o
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the vessels are quite distended. This is shown in Plate XXXI. figs. 14 & 15 ;
the outer

valve-rudiments are there just beginning to appear.

At the 130th hour of incubation (five days ten hours) we find that the pyramidal

ridge on the posterior surface of the truncus arteriosus has become more developed at

every part of it, being very strongly marked near the valves, only slightly so in the

middle portion of the vessel, but again becoming prominent below, where it terminates

by suddenly narrowing, and being slightly twisted on itself slants into the edge of the

left lip of the opening into the ventricle, passing downwards and forwards. The channel

for the pulmonary blood is represented by the deep groove that passes down the left

side of the ridge, and terminates in the wide and sloping surface of the left lip of the

slit. The groove on the right side of the ridge forms the channel for the aortic blood,

and passes almost directly downwards to the posterior end of the slit. Thus the aortic

groove passing directly downwards, the pulmonary groove, which is at first situated to

its left, gradually twists round the lower end of the ridge separating the two, and ex-

panding out below opens obliquely into it. The figures 16, 17 & 18 are drawings

of a section of the truncus arteriosus at this period, which includes the valves and the

descending septum, and shows pretty clearly the mode in which the vessel is dividing

and the stage of development attained by the valves. In Plate XXXI. figs. 17 & 18,

the shape of the rounded pyramidal ridge is well seen. A prominent convex ridge

separates the two free convex and sloping sides of the pyramid. Below it is almost

lost on the wall of the vessel, whose canal is almost circular a short distance below the

valves. Above it projects forwards into the vessel for about two-thirds of the diameter

of the vessel at the apex of the fork of the descending septum, and it represents what

was originally the right leg of the fork. The other leg of the forked septum is repre-

sented by a slighter ridge, which bounds the rudiment of the anterior aortic valve on

the left, and is very soon lost on the wall of the vessel. The fork of the septum grows

down the vessel along the course of the prominent posterior ridge, and on the anterior

aspect of the vessel along the slighter ridge to the left of the anterior aortic valve and

the adjacent part of the groove separating the anterior aortic from the anterior pulmo-

nary valve. This anterior portion of the fork is, as we have seen, very slightly marked,

and is very soon lost on the wall of the vessel. The posterior ridge is, on the contrary,

already distinct along the whole of the truncus arteriosus, though most so above and

below. At no time during the division of the vessel does the anterior portion of the

fork of the septum extend for more than a very short distance along the anterior surface

of the artery
; so that the division cannot be correctly described as occurring by the

formation of two longitudinal ridges situated opposite to one another, and their subse-

quent growth together throughout their whole length, as Bathke states to be the case,

but must be described as taking place by the growth down the vessel of a forked septum

which extends into the vessel nearly horizontally from between the fourth and fifth pair

of branchial arteries, and which has already separated the rudimentary aorta and pulmo-

nary artery before any ridges
,
properly so called, have appeared in the vessel, and which
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subsequently follows the course of a single prominent pyramidal ridge which forms

gradually along the whole of the posterior surface of the vessel, being at first a little on

its right side, and afterwards a little on its left. The septum, therefore, grows down

the truncus arteriosus in a spiral twisting from left to right.

The position and shape of the cardiac surfaces of the rudimentary semilunar valves at

the 130th hour is also shown in Plate XXXI. figs. 16, 17, 18. The anterior valves

are the most developed, and the outer and inner valves are formed on the same type.

They are best described as solid pyramidal growths of the vascular tissue, and have very

much the shape of a short crystal of triple phosphate, the flat base being attached

to the wall of the artery, while the sloping ends look upwards and downwards, and the

edge projects into the centre of the vessel. This edge is sometimes a little flattened or

notched. The upper ends slope upwards and are not at first horizontal, though some-

times slightly concave. The inner semilunar valve of each artery is seen to have a

similar form to that of the anterior valve, and to grow out from the corresponding

convex side of the posterior pyramidal ridge, into which their sloping lower ends are

continued. The main purpose of this very prominent portion of the posterior ridge

seems to be to afford a sufficiently large surface on each side for their attachment and

continuous development, as well as a firm basis of support for them against the pressure

of the blood-column in the rudimentary trunks. The anterior valves have a sufficiently

large and firm basis of attachment in the anterior wall of the vessel, and the presence

of a very prominent ridge between them would interfere with their development and

narrow the artery unnecessarily. We find, therefore, that they are separated only by a

very slight edge and a groove. The lateral or outer valves of the aorta and pulmonary

artery have just appeared. That of the aorta is well seen in Plate XXXI. fig. 18.

It originates nearly opposite to the other valves at the outer portion of the vessel. It

has the same pyramidal shape, but is more notched on the inner edge ; and if this notch

deepens much, the single valve may develope into two valves. The outer valve of the

pulmonary artery appears about the same time as the outer aortic valve
; it is similar

to it in shape, and similarly situated with respect to its fellow valves.

From the foregoing observations it will be seen that Kolliker’s statement, that the

semilunar valves are at first nothing but horizontally projecting crescentic growths, can-

not be accepted as quite applicable to them in this early period of their development.

Ten hours later, at the 140th hour of incubation, we find that the division between

the aorta and pulmonary artery has extended much nearer the heart, and that the rudi-

ments of the outer valve in each artery having become more developed, the reflux of

blood into the still undivided portion of the truncus arteriosus is very inconsiderable.

Plate XXXI. fig. 19 shows the appearance of this part viewed from behind by trans-

mitted light. The clots above the semilunar valves have been removed. The channel

followed by the pulmonary blood is indicated by the direction of the clot in the undi-

vided portion of the vessel, and passes obliquely upwards across the anterior part of the

truncus arteriosus. The aortic blood passes directly upwards from the ventricular open-

3 G 2
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ing towards the aorta, at the posterior part of the vessel. The upper surfaces of the

valves are shown in Plate XXXI. figs. 20 & 23, and the upper surface of the

anterior valve in each artery is also seen in Plate XXXI. fig. 19, in which figure the

profile of the inner and outer valves is also seen. The valves are still quite solid.

Their upper surfaces slope upwards from the centre towards the periphery of the vessel,

and are slightly concave, especially in the case of the anterior.valves. The inner valve

of the pulmonary artery and the outer valves of both vessels are seen to be distinctly

notched ; they do not yet accurately close the canal of the vessel when it is fully dis-

tended, so that an irregular aperture is seen in the centre. It does not receive exactly

the form of a three-rayed star till some hours later.

The present form and position of the lower forked margin of the descending septum

is seen in Plate XXXI. fig. 21. The plane of the septum passes across the vessel

from before directly backwards, and the lower forked margin is now very distinctly seen

to be formed by the union of the prominent posterior pyramidal ridge with the slighter

anterior ridge bounding the anterior aortic valve on the left, and being almost immedi-

ately lost on the anterior wall of the vessel. On either side of the fork are seen the

apertures of the aorta and pulmonary artery, and the pyramidal prominences of the ante-

rior and inner valves. The under surfaces of the valves are a little more rounded off;

the outer valves are still not very conspicuous from below. In Plate XXXI. fig. 22 the

shape of the opening into the ventricle is shown. It is no longer a slit, as its two lips

have been gradually undergoing the changes by which its anterior portion ultimately

becomes the upper part of the infundibulum leading into the pulmonary artery, while

the. posterior portion becomes the upper part of the aortic infundibulum. This is

effected by a widening of the fissure, principally at its ends, by an absorption or arrest

of development of the ends of each lip of the fissure, while the development of the cen-

tral portion proceeds uninterruptedly, and by the hollowing out of the upper surface of

the front of the posterior lip. A prominence is thus left about its centre, in which the

posterior pyramidal ridge terminates below. The anterior portion of the forked septum

ultimately grows into the remains of the central part of the right-hand lip of the fissure.

During the time that these changes have been going on the septum of the ventricles has

been gradually growing up between the left and right ventricle, and has now attained a

considerable development. An oval aperture exists in its upper part, and leads from

the left into the right ventricle. This aperture has a right border opening into the

right ventricle, and a left border opening from the left ventricle. The anterior part of

the right border becomes continuous with the central part of the posterior or left-hand

lip of the arterio-ventricular opening, and therefore with the lower end of the pyramidal

ridge on the posterior surface of the vessel. At a later period the posterior part of the

lower half of the right border of the septal aperture bends round so as to become con-

tinuous with the central portion of the anterior or right-hand lip of the arterio-ventri-

cular opening. The bearing this has on the union of the septum between the aorta and

pulmonary artery with the upper part of the ventricular septum will be presently
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described. Where this union fails to occur, a permanent aperture of communication

remains between the right and left ventricle.

Later still, at the 144th hour of incubation, or the end of the sixth day, the semilunar

valves are sufficiently developed to prevent the reflux of blood through them, though

they are still quite solid. Accordingly we find the aorta and pulmonary artery dis-

tended by large clots, while the portion of the truncus arteriosus below them is empty

and collapsed, or only has a small clot extending into it from the ventricle. The trunks,

however, still exhibit no separation externally, though, as is seen in Plate XXXI. fig. 24,

their right and left branches are separating. This drawing (the auricles and sides of

the ventricles having been removed) shows remarkably well the considerable distance

still separating the arterial aspect of the semilunar valves from the bases of the ventricles,

owing to the great distance from the heart at which their rudiments first appear. A
small channel between the edges of the valves is seen leading downwards from either

vessel, that from the pulmonary artery taking a sweep forwards towards the anterior

part of the base of the right ventricle, while that from the aorta passes directly down-

wards towards the oval opening in the interventricular septum. The appearance of the

semilunar valves, as viewed from above, is seen in Plate XXXI. fig. 25. They are three

in each artery, are still solid ; their upper surfaces, very slightly concave, are now nearly

horizontal, and the lumen of the vessel at this point, owing to their close approximation,

now possesses the form of a three-rayed star. This seems to me to be the stage of their

development described by Kolliker, though the valves can still scarcely be called cres-

centic. The edge of each pyramid that projects into the central canal of the vessel is

prolonged for some way down the wall of the undivided portion of the truncus arteriosus

towards the ventricles. On looking upwards through the lower end of the section,

therefore, as shown in Plate XXXI. fig. 26, we see little angular projections of the

vascular wall into the collapsed canals of the aorta and pulmonary artery, which are

the lower portions of the rudimentary valves cut across. One of these (inner valve) is

seen on each side of the section of the posterior ridge. The enormous development

of this ridge, compared with that of the very slightly marked edge forming the left

border of the anterior aortic valve, is well seen. The aortic and pulmonary channels

are seen to communicate below the valves in front of the posterior ridge.

At the earliest period of the development of the heart the two lips of the opening

between the ventricle and truncus arteriosus appear to exercise a valvular function, pre-

venting in a measure the reflux of blood from the truncus arteriosus into the ventricle.

As the slit widens, the valvular function gradually becomes less and less, and at the

period of development just described is completely abolished.

The next stage in the development which it is important to notice is soon after the

end of the sixth day, at the 147th hour of incubation. The development of the heart

is now advancing with great rapidity ; its appearance at this time, as seen by transmitted

light, is shown in Plate XXXI. fig. 27, and Plate XXXII. fig. 28. The breadth of the

aorta and pulmonary artery and of the valves has increased very much, and the division
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between the vessels has descended so very close to the base of the heart that the undivided

portion of the truncus arteriosus has disappeared externally, the bases of the semilunar

valves being now on a level with the bases of the ventricles. The root of the pulmonary

artery now has a position in front and a little to the left of the root of the aorta, which

is becoming hidden behind it. There is still, however, no division externally between

the large trunks. The semilunar valves, both aortic and pulmonary, are still more deve-

loped in the direction of their depth than transversely; they are still solid. Their

upper surfaces are horizontal or slightly concave, and hollowed near the arterial wall, as

is well seen from the shape of the base of the large coloured clot which fills the pulmo-

nary artery : this shows that the hollowing-out process, by which they become mem-

branous, is just commencing. The development of the valves proceeds by the gradual

hollowing out of the solid pyramidal mass of tissue above and next the arterial wall,

while it grows at the sides and below and towards the middle of the artery. The oval

aperture of communication between the ventricles is still open ; but its channel is be-

coming more and more directed towards the aorta, and less towards the right ventricle

(Plate XXXI. fig. 27). The septum of the ventricles has become much thicker. The

margin of the left opening of the channel through the septum is becoming rounded off,

so that the canal is funnel-shaped towards the left ventricle. The lower part of the

orifice into the right ventricle afterwards closes up, while the upper part leading to the

aorta, as well as the funnel-shaped canal leading from the left ventricle, remain perma-

nently open, and become the infundibulum or sinus of the aorta. At the sixth day, and

earlier, the orifice in the interventricular septum is seen to be formed of a connective

tissue-like structure, similar to that of the adjacent portion of the truncus arteriosus, and

quite distinct from the muscular substance of the lower portion of the septum.

At the 165th hour of incubation the union of the upper part of the ventricular sep-

tum with the forked lower border of the division between the aorta and pulmonary

artery, which has now quite reached the base of the ventricles, is approaching completion

:

in other words, the separation of the infundibulum or conus arteriosus of the aorta from

that of the pulmonary artery is now nearly effected. The drawings (Plate XXXII. figs.

29, 30, 31) from hearts that had been incubated for this space of time (six days

twenty-one hours) show the appearance of the right ventricular border of the orifice in

the interventricular septum, and of the under aspect of the semilunar valves, and of the

division between the vessels. Figs. 30 & 31 were taken from a heart whose development

was further advanced than in fig. 29, and show the mode in which the separation between

the aortic and pulmonary blood becomes completed.

The lower border of the partition between the aorta and pulmonary artery now appears

as a thick round ridge on the left side of the termination of the truncus arteriosus,

arching over above and becoming lost on the interior of the right side of the junction of

the truncus arteriosus with the right ventricle; its vertical plane is nearly at right

angles to that of the septum of the ventricles. The pyramidal inner semilunar valves

are seen projecting from either side of this rounded ridge into the orifices of the aorta
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and pulmonary artery respectively. The other semilunar valves are seen growing from

the wall of the vessel. Viewed from below, they still have a pyramidal shape. The left

ventricular border of the channel through the septum of the ventricles has become more

sloped off. The right ventricular border is seen in Plate XXXII. fig. 29. It forms an

oval orifice whose upper half is sloped and rounded off towards the aortic orifice just

above it, to which the channel through the septum is directed. Its lower half is sharp

and well defined, and the anterior part of this, near its junction with the upper half, passes

off obliquely into the rounded ridge on the left side, which forms the greater portion of

the division between the aorta and pulmonary artery ; this is well seen in Plate XXXII.

figs. 29, 30, 31. As the completion of the partition proceeds, the posterior part of the

sharp and well-defined lower margin of the orifice grows off at its junction with the upper

half sharply upwards and outwards to the right, bending round the upper part of the

inside of the base of the right ventricle, and then passing forwards to join the right side

of the division between the vessels, where this loses itself on the wall of the pulmonary

infundibulum a little below the remains of the central part of the right leg of the arterio-

ventricular fissure. This process is just commencing in Plate XXXII. fig. 29. In

Plate XXXII. figs. 30 & 31, it has proceeded to a considerable extent, and the aortic

and pulmonary infundibula now communicate by an hourglass-shaped aperture

whose plane is twisted on itself, so that the portion on one side of the constriction

of the hourglass is nearly at right angles to that on the other. The closure of this

aperture by the growth of its margin all round completes the separation between the

aortic and pulmonary infundibula. If we consider it closed by an imaginary plane

surface, the course of the plane will be at first vertically downwards, then gradually

twisting from left to right, and at the same time bending towards the left. Plate

XXXII. fig. 38 further illustrates the mode of completion of the division between the

two infundibula, which are already beginning to assume their ultimate positions with

respect to each other.

The anterior and inner semilunar valves of the aorta and pulmonary artery are just

beginning to form pockets, the part corresponding to the corpus arantii, and the margin

of the valve generally, being very thick and solid. The outer valves as yet do not form

pockets, and their development is less advanced than that of the other valves, as it has

been throughout. In the preparation from which figs. 30 & 31 were taken, there are

four valves in the pulmonary artery, the outer valve-rudiment having split into two valves.

The valves do not appear to descend any more towards the ventricles in their further

development, but remain nearly stationary in position, the further descent of the parti-

tion merely completing the arterial infundibula below them.

The trunks of the aorta and pulmonary artery are now beginning to separate exter-

nally, and about the middle of the eighth day, at the 180th hour of incubation, the large

vascular trunks have become quite separate down to the semilunar valves, and have

attained almost their final relative positions. The aperture of communication between

the arterial infundibula has closed up till it is now only a semilunar slit, and the thick
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rounded ridge on the left side of the termination of the truncus arteriosus forms the

principal part of the septum between them. The semilunar valves of each artery are

larger and more developed, and the sinuses of Valsalva are beginning to appear; but

there is still no pocketing of the outer valves. They are shown in Plate XXXII. fig. 32.

About the end of the eighth day, at the 189th hour of incubation, the aperture in the

infundibular septum is a very minute slit, and very soon afterwards is quite closed up.

The anterior and inner valves of each vessel are more membranous, with a solid pyra-

midal corpus arantii ; the lateral valves are just beginning to pocket. The valves have

gradually become semilunar in shape when viewed from below.

The latest period at which I have been able to observe the development of the valves

is the thirteenth day of incubation. They are then miniatures of those of the heart at

full term, though rather thicker in comparison with their area. This is still more the

case a few days earlier. Hence the principal changes in them after the closure of the

infundibular aperture seems to be an increase in area and gradual diminution in thick-

ness, so that, concurrently with the increase in size and strength of the other parts of the

heart, they gradually assume the membranous form characteristic of the perfect valves.

The great vessels are now quite separated down to their roots, and the heart itself presents

externally very much the appearance of the adult heart.

Recapitulation.

I will now recapitulate briefly the principal steps in the formation of the aorta and

pulmonary artery.

At first, just before the division commences, the truncus arteriosus, round and smooth

on the inside, ends abruptly in the three pairs of branchial arteries, third, fourth, and

fifth, which then exist. It is slightly thickened round its ventricular aperture.

Then, at the 106th hour of incubation, the division between the fourth and fifth pair

of branchial arteries extends nearly horizontally into the vessel, as a plane septum with

forked margin. At the same time the canal of the vessel just below this becomes con-

stricted by the formation almost simultaneously,

1°, on its anterior and left surface, of two flattened pyramidal promimences separated

by a groove—the rudiments of the anterior semilunar valve of each artery ;

2°, on its posterior and right surface of a flattened ridge, afterwards becoming promi-

nent and pyramidal, and extending gradually down the posterior surface of the vessel.

As these growths enlarge, the forked septum grows downwards into the artery, twisting

from left to right, its left leg passing between and separating the anterior prominences,

and its right leg passing along the central portion of the posterior ridge.

By the time the forked septum has reached the part where the anterior valve-rudi-

ments first appeared, these are more distinctly developed, and the rudiments of the inner

semilunar valves of each artery have begun to grow out from the posterior ridge on

each side of the septum, an unoccupied space being left on the wall of the vessel on each

side for the development of the outer valve in each artery.
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During these changes the aperture into the ventricle has become a slit with two lips,

a left-hand and a right-hand lip, the left-hand lip sloping from before backwards and

upwards into the artery. The central portion of the vessel remains smooth and free from

ridges on its inside, but along the posterior surface, above and near the ventricle, the

pyramidal ridge forms, which ultimately joins the left-hand lip of the ventricular slit.

As the forked septum grows down the vessel, the semilunar valves gradually become

more developed, and the outer semilunar valve in each artery appears. The leg of the

fork which proceeds along the posterior ridge is always prominently developed, while

that on the anterior aspect of the vessel is but slightly marked.

By the time the division has reached the ventricular aperture, the original right-hand

leg of the fork has wound round to the centre of the left-hand lip of the slit, the left leg

to the centre of the right-hand lip, so that the aortic channel has passed from front to

back, the pulmonary channel from back to front. The way the septum twists down the

vessel is shown in the diagram of imaginary cross sections of the vessel just above the

lower margin of the division at different periods (Plate XXXII. fig 39).

During the division of the vessel the ends of each lip of its ventricular orifice have

gradually disappeared so as to leave the central portions prominent, and a channel in

front and to the left, and behind and to the right. These channels become the roots of

the aorta and pulmonary artery, by the growth of the forked septum into the prominent

central portions that remain.

The arterial infundibula are finally separated from each other by the union of the

lower border of the forked arterial septum with the portion of the right ventricular

border of the orifice in the septum of the ventricles, viz. the lower half of this border.

Its anterior portion is continued upwards and forwards into the termination of the ori-

ginal right leg of the fork, in the central part of the left-hand lip of the ventricular slit,

while its posterior portion passes off slantingly upwards into the termination of the

original left leg of the fork in the central part of the right-hand lip of the slit. Thus

a twisted hourglass-shaped aperture connects the two arterial infundibula, which

become separated by its gradual closure.

The left ventricular opening of the orifice in the septum, with the upper part of the

right ventricular opening, and the channel between them, remain permanently open,

and develope into the aortic infundibulum.

Conclusions.

The following are the most important new facts at which I have arrived :

—

1. That in the heart of the common fowl the division of the truncus arteriosus into

the aorta and pulmonary artery does not take place by the formation of two longitudinal

oppositely situated ridges along the whole length of the vessel and their subsequent

growth together, as Rathke states to occur in Reptiles, Birds, and Mammalia.

2. That this process of division of the truncus arteriosus is accurately described as

occurring by the gradual extension into it of the septum between the fourth and fifth

mdccclxix. 3 h
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pair of branchial arteries, from the branchial arteries towards the heart, the septum

being at first situated nearly horizontally, and then twisting from left to right as it grows

down the vessel, and following the line of a single thick rounded and somewhat pyra-

midal ridge that forms gradually along the posterior surface of the vessel.

3. The opening from the ventricle into the truncus arteriosus is at first circular, but

soon becomes a slit with two lips, from a greater development of the vascular tissue

in this situation. These lips at first exercise a valvular function, in preventing the

reflux of blood from the truncus arteriosus into the ventricle. As the semilunar valves

become developed, this valvular function gradually becomes abolished, that of the semi-

lunar valves being substituted for it.

4. The valvular function of the lips of the slit becomes abolished by the widening of

its ends and the greater development of the central portion of each lip, especially of

the left-hand one. The widened ends of the slit ultimately form the roots of the aorta

and pulmonary artery, which have then become separated by the growth of the septum

down the vessel into the central portion of each lip.

5. It is a remarkable fact that the rudiments of the semilunar valves first appear on

the interior of the truncus arteriosus at a considerable distancefrom the heart
,
near the

termination of the truncus arteriosus in the branchial arteries, and not near the heart, as

one might have been led to expect.

6. It is also very remarkable that the rudiments of the anterior and inner semilunar

valves of each artery make their appearance before the partition, which has already

begun to separate the aorta from the pulmonary artery, has quite descended to that part

of the truncus arteriosus in which these valves originate.

7. The rudiments of the anterior semilunar valves of the aorta and pulmonary artery

are the first to appear, those of the inner valve of each artery the next, and those of the

outer valves the last. The development of the last valve to appear remains behind that

of the others throughout.

8. The anterior valve-rudiments appear close together, rather on the right side of the

anterior surface of the inside of the truncus arteriosus, about the 106th hour of incuba-

tion, simultaneously with the commencement of the division and a short distance below

it, and opposite the commencement of the ridge which forms on the posterior surface of

the vessel and which appears about the same time.

9. The rudiment of the inner valve of each artery grows from the corresponding side

of the ridge which forms gradually on the posterior surface of the vessel a little later

than the anterior valves.

10. The rudiment of the outer valve in each artery arises from that part of the inside

of the wall of the truncus arteriosus left vacant, between the outer margins of the rudi-

ments of the anterior and inner valves, soon after the 117th hour of incubation. It arises

level with the other valves, when the aorta and pulmonary artery are already separated

from each other for some little distance, and therefore a little nearer to the heart than

the other valves, though still at a considerable distance from it.
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11. The anterior valve-rudiments commence as transverse thickenings of the interior

of the vessel, sloping off above and below into the general surface of the vessel, and are

separated by a slight groove.

12. The inner and outer valves first appear as simple pyramidal thickenings of the

vascular wall.

13. All the semilunar valves are solid at first.

14. The anterior and inner valves consist of one single segment for each valve.

15. The outer valve is at first a single pyramidal eminence. It may remain single, or

become deeply notched and develope into two valves or more.

16. By the time the third valve in each vessel has appeared, the form of the valves

has become more defined. They then have the shape of a short crystal of triple phos-

phate its flat surface being attached, its edge projecting into the vessel, and its ends

sloping off upwards and outwards above and below. The valves are more developed in

the direction of their length than transversely, and their course down the wall of the

vessel is parallel to that which the axis of its canal afterwards assumes.

17. About the 144th hour of incubation they are, though still solid, sufficiently deve-

loped to close the canal of the vessel pretty completely, and to prevent much reflux of

blood into its undivided portion.

18. By this time the valvular function of the two lips of the opening into the ventricle

has become quite abolished.

19. The valves are further developed by the hollowing out of the solid pyramid above

and near the wall of the vessel, while they grow in other directions.

20. The pocketing of each valve commences in each in the order of its appearance,

and begins in the anterior and inner valves of each artery about the time that their bases

have descended to the level of the bases of the ventricles, i e. at the 147th hour of incu-

bation, and is distinct in these valves at the 165th hour. The pocketing of the outer

valve is not distinct till much later. About the time that it commences, the valves have

assumed nearly their final positions with respect to the base of the heart, and the aper-

ture of communication between the arterial infundibula is nearly closed up.

21. After the complete separation of the aortic and pulmonary infundibula from each

other, the further changes in the semilunar valves consist principally in increase in size

and diminution in thickness, so that they become more and more membranous, 'pari

passu
,
with the growth of the other parts of the heart.

22. The aperture in the septum of the ventricles does not close up entirely, in the

manner commonly supposed, but finally developes into the aortic infundibulum. After

its closure has proceeded to a certain extent, the lower half of the right ventricular

border of the aperture unites with the lower border of the septum between the aorta

and pulmonary artery in a peculiar manner, described more at length above. This sepa-

rates the pulmonary infundibulum and the root of the pulmonary artery from the root

of the aorta and the canal of the aperture in the septum, which then forms the aortic

infundibulum.

3 H 2
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23. The complete closure of the infundibular aperture takes place about the end of

the eighth day of incubation.

24. The fifth vascular arch on each side gives off the branch to the lung of that side,

and becomes ultimately the corresponding branch of the pulmonary artery, according to

the view long ago propounded by Yon Baer.

I cannot conclude without thanking several kind friends for assistance received from

them during the preparation of this paper, which I here beg leave to acknowledge. In

particular Dr. Beale, who suggested the best mode of heating the incubating-apparatus,

and has given me much valuable advice ;
the Rev. George Kempson and my cousin

Mr. Charles Paddison, who sent me abundant supplies of fresh eggs ; and Dr. Cayley,

who has kindly revised the translations from the German authors referred to.

Explanation op the Plates.

PLATE XXXI.

The drawings (with the exception of figs. 37, 38, 39) are all copies of preparations,.

They were made with the aid of the camera lucida, the preparations being all viewed

by transmitted light, and variously magnified from 24 to 59 diameters.

Fig. 1. Heart and branchial arches in situ, from the Chick at the middle of the fourth

day of incubation, showing the convoluted tubular form then possessed by the

heart.

a. Auricle, b. Ventricle, c. Truncus arteriosus, d. Branchial arches.

e. Pericardium.

Fig. 2. Heart and a portion of the branchial arches of Chick at the 106th hour of incu-

bation. The left side of the heart and truncus arteriosus is seen in the

drawing.

a. Truncus arteriosus, b. Ventricle, c. Rudimentary aorta. d. Rudi-

mentary pulmonary artery, e. Septum forming between rudimentary aorta

and pulmonary artery, f. Opening into ventricle. 3, 4, 5. Third, fourth,

and fifth branchial arteries respectively.

Fig. 3. The same preparation viewed on its anterior surface.

g. Forked lower margin of arterial septum, h . Edges of groove between

anterior valve-rudiments.

Other letters the same as in fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Diagram of branchial end of truncus arteriosus at the 106th hour of incubation,

to show the part at which the sections drawn in figs. 5, 6, and 7 are made.

Fig. 5. Cross section of truncus arteriosus of Chick at 106th hour of incubation, made

in the line 1, 1, fig. 4, showing the shape of the channels of the rudimentary

aorta and pulmonary artery, separated by the nearly horizontal septum.

a. Aorta, b. Pulmonary artery.
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Fig. 6 Cross section of same truncus arteriosus made in line 2, 2, fig. 4, through lower

forked margin of the septum between the rudimentary aorta and pulmonary

artery.

a. Aortic channel, b. Pulmonary channel.

Fig. 7. Section of the same truncus arteriosus near its central portion. The slight

convexity of the posterior surface indicates the position of the prominent

pyramidal ridge afterwards formed here.

Fig. 8. Portion of truncus arteriosus at 106th hour of incubation. The section has

been made between the line 2, 2 in fig. 4, and one a little above the centre

of the vessel. Figs. 9 and 10 are from the same preparation viewed in dif-

ferent positions.

v. Ventricular end of truncus arteriosus, e. Aorta, f. Pulmonary artery.

g. Lower ends of forked margin of septum.

Fig. 9. The lower end of the preparation is looked into obliquely so as to show the left

side and corresponding part of the anterior and posterior surfaces of the inside

of the vessel. At the upper end the cut end of the left leg of the forked

septum is seen terminating on the wall of the vessel, and just below and in a

line with it the rudiment of the anterior aortic valve is seen as a flattened ridge,

separated from the anterior pulmonary valve-rudiment by a groove expanding

out below. The under surface of the rudiment of the anterior pulmonary

valve is seen to the left of this in the preparation. The left leg of the forked

septum afterwards grows down along the left edge of the rudiment of the

anterior aortic valve and the adjacent part of the groove between the anterior

valve-rudiments.

a. Anterior aortic valve-rudiment, b. Anterior pulmonary valve-rudiment.

c. Edge of anterior aortic valve along which the septum grows, d. Left lower

end of forked arterial septum, e. Cut edge of cardiac end of section.

Fig. 10. Same preparation more highly magnified and turned into a different position.

The lower end is looked into obliquely, so that the right side and posterior

part of the inside of the vessel are seen. At the upper aperture of the vessel

the termination of the right leg of the forked septum is seen. Below this is

the commencement of the ridge on the posterior surface. It is at this time

merely a thickened ridge passing obliquely across and down the vessel, from

the right side towards the posterior surface. Its ends are the rudiments of

the inner semilunar valves of each artery, while its central portion afterwards

becomes prominent and pyramidal. The lower face of the ridge slopes off

rapidly into the wall of the vessel. Between the right end and the rudiment

of the anterior aortic valve (its corner just seen) a light space is seen in the

drawing, where the outer aortic valve afterwards becomes developed.

a. Part of anterior aortic valve, b. Rudimentary ridge on posterior surface.

c. Space where lateral valve subsequently developes. d. Right lower end of
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Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.

forked arterial septum losing itself on wall of artery, e. Aorta, f. Pulmo-

nary artery.

From Chick at the 108th hour of incubation, to show the form of the opening

from the ventricle into the truncus arteriosus. The ventricle has been cut

across just below the opening and the truncus arteriosus near the centre of

the vessel.

a. Slit-shaped opening into truncus arteriosus, b. Thickened lips of slit.

c. Base of ventricular cavity just below arterial opening, d. Cut edge of ven-

tricle.

Portion of truncus arteriosus from Chick at the 115th hour of incubation
; the

section made through forked margin of septum above and central part of

vessel below.

a. Anterior aortic valve-rudiment, b. Anterior pulmonary valve-rudiment.

c. Commencement of ridge on posterior surface, d. Aortic channel, e. Pul-

monary channel, f. Line (left edge of anterior aortic valve) followed ante-

riorly by arterial septum.

Left side of heart, branchial arches, and part of descending aorta of Chick at

the 117th hour of incubation. The auricles have been removed. Although

there is no trace of any division externally, the clots in the vessels show that

the division between the rudimentary aorta and pulmonary artery has already

advanced some distance. The absence of the rudiment of the outer semilunar

valve of the pulmonary artery is shown by the continuity of the clot in that

vessel with the clot in the undivided portion of the truncus arteriosus.

a. Ventricle, b. Truncus arteriosus, c. Carotid, d. Aorta, e. Pulmo-

nary artery, f. Descending aorta. 3, 4, 5. Third, fourth, and fifth branchial

arteries respectively.

Heart, branchial arches, and part of descending aorta of Chick at the 117th

hour of incubation. The auricles removed. The division in the clot marks

the situation of the upper margins of the semilunar valves at this time. The

rudimentary trunks are separate up to this point.

g. Rudimentary semilunar valves.

Other letters the same as in fig. 13.

Same preparation turned round so as to show the aorta. The clot in the

rudimentary aorta is seen, like that in the pulmonary artery, and for the same

reason, to be cut off from that in the undivided part of the truncus arteriosus.

Lettering the same as in fig. 14.

Portion of truncus arteriosus of Chick at the 130th hour of incubation, included

between sections made just above the valves and a short distance below them,

showing the interior of the vessel below the valves.

a. Anterior aortic valve, b. Anterior pulmonary valve, c. Pyramidal

ridge on posterior aspect of vessel, d. Left edge of anterior aortic valve-rudi-
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ment, along which the division proceeds anteriorly, e. Pulmonary artery.

f. Aorta, g. Cut edge of vessel.

Pig. 17. The same preparation turned, so as to give a better view of the aortic orifice,

and to show the pyramidal shape of the rudimentary semilunar valves.

h. Lateral aortic valve, i. Inner aortic valve.

Other letters the same as in fig. 16.

Pig. 18. The same preparation turned, so as to give a better view of the outer aortic

valve. The rounded form of the ridge on the posterior surface and the pyra-

midal shape of the anterior aortic valve are well seen.

Letters the same as in fig. 17.

Pig. 19. Portion of truncus arteriosus of Chick at the 140th hour of incubation, included

between a section just above the valves and one at the base of the ven-

tricles.

a. Aorta, b. Pulmonary artery, c, c. Anterior semilunar valves, d, d.

Other semilunar valves, e. Septum between aorta and pulmonary artery.

f. Opening from ventricle into lower part of truncus arteriosus, g. Clot in

truncus arteriosus below valves.

Fig. 20. View of upper surfaces of the semilunar valves of the aorta and pulmonary

artery at the 140th hour of incubation. The inner valve of each artery is

seen to grow entirely from the side of the thick septum corresponding to the

rounded pyramidal ridge on the posterior surface ; the outer and anterior

valves grow from the corresponding parts of the wall of the artery. The

outer valve in the aorta is seen to be deeply notched. The anterior pulmo-

nary valve is also slightly notched, and the outer valve very much so, the

notches in the last fitting corresponding projections of the rudimentary inner

valve.

a. Aorta, b. Pulmonary artery, c
,
c. Inner valves, d, d. Anterior valves.

e, e. Lateral valves.

Pig. 21. The same preparation turned over to show the under aspect of the descending

septum and valves.

a. Aorta, b. Pulmonary artery, c. Anterior aortic valve, d. Anterior

pulmonary valve, e. Inner aortic valve, f. Kidge on posterior aspect of

vessel.

Fig. 22. Portion of truncus arteriosus remaining between the last section and the ven-

tricle, showing the arterial aspect of the opening into the ventricle. The

channel for the pulmonary blood is seen to groove the anterior part of the

left-hand lip. The slight prominences on the front of the vessel show the

future position of the bases of the anterior and outer pulmonary valves.

These are rather exaggerated in the drawing.

a. Left-hand lip of ventricular opening; its prominent central portion

becomes continuous with the ridge on the posterior part of the truncus arte-
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riosus. h. Future base of outer pulmonary valve, c. Future base of anterior

pulmonary valve, d. Future base of anterior aortic valve, e. Future base

of outer aortic valve.

Fig. 23 shows the upper surfaces of the valves of the aorta and pulmonary artery at

the 140th hour of incubation. The outer valve of the pulmonary artery is

here developing into two valves.

a. Aorta, b. Pulmonary artery, c, c. Anterior valves, d, d. Lateral valves.

e, e. Inner valves.

Fig. 24. Heart and truncus arteriosus of Chick at the 144th hour of incubation. The

auricles and part of the ventricles removed. Eight side of the preparation.

A small coloured clot is seen in the aorta. The upper surfaces of the aortic

valves are seen to be nearly horizontal, and still at a considerable distance

from the bases of the ventricles. The aortic portion of the channel of the

undivided part of the truncus arteriosus is seen leading down to the opening

in the ventricular septum, between the edges of the anterior and inner aortic

valves.

a. Aortic valves, b. Channel between edges of aortic valves, c. Clot in

aorta, d. Cavity of right ventricle, e. Muscular substance of right ven-

tricle.

Fig. 25. Portion of truncus arteriosus of Chick at the 144th hour of incubation included

between sections just above the semilunar valves and about the same distance

from the base of the ventricles, turned so as to show the upper surfaces of the

valves. These are seen to be three in each artery, and close the canal of each

vessel pretty accurately.

a. Aorta, b. Pulmonary artery.

Fig. 26. The same preparation turned so as to show its under surface.

a. Aorta, b. Pulmonary artery, c. Founded ridge on posterior aspect.

d. Edge along which arterial septum grows anteriorly.

Fig. 27. Heart and great vessels of Chick at the 147th hour of incubation. The auricles

have been removed, as well as the posterior part of each ventricle. The

valves completely close the canal of the vessel, a thread-like channel remaining

between their edges.

a. Aorta, b. Pulmonary artery, c. Eight branch of pulmonary artery,

d. Left branch of pulmonary artery, e. Aortic valves, f. Pulmonary valves.

g. Septum of ventricles, h. Eight ventricle, i. Left ventricle, j. Aperture

in septum of ventricle leading from left to right ventricle.

PLATE XXXII.

Fig. 28. The same preparation turned so as to show the anterior surface of the heart

instead of the posterior. The branches of the aorta are seen passing in front
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of the pulmonary artery. The anterior and outer pulmonary valves are seen

extending down the wall of the vessel towards the heart.

k. Branches from arch of aorta. The other letters the same as in fig. 27.

Fig. 29. From the heart of the Chick at the 165th hour of incubation. To show the

mode of union of the lower border of the forked division between the aorta

and pulmonary artery with the lower portion of the right ventricular border

of the aperture in the septum of the vehtricles. A horizontal section has been

made through both ventricles close to the base of the heart, and just below the

orifice of communication between the ventricles. The truncus arteriosus has

been cut across just above the rudimentary semilunar valves. The eye looks

through the base of the right ventricle into the aortic portion of the truncus

arteriosus and the aperture of the aorta, into which the semilunar valves are

seen to project.

a. Orifice of aorta
;

the triangular projections are the aortic valves.

b. Opening of pulmonary artery, c. Rounded ridge with which anterior part

of lower margin of septal orifice
(d)

becomes continuous, h-e. Muscular sub-

stance of ventricle, f. Entrance of orifice in septum leading from left to

right ventricle, g. Base of cavity of left ventricle, i. Cut edge of septum

ventriculorum. j. Right ventricular orifice of channel in septum ventri-

culorum, leading into truncus arteriosus.

Fig. 30. From the heart of the Chick at the 165th hour, much magnified. Its develop-

ment was further advanced than in the preceding specimen. Preparation and

position similar to that of fig. 29.

The growth of the inner valves from the thick rounded ridge is well shown

in this and the following figure.

a. Under surface of anterior pulmonary semilunar valve, b. Lower border

of fork of arterial septum, c. Entrance of pulmonary artery, d. Rounded

ridge with which anterior part of lower margin of septal opening
(e)

becomes

continuous,
f. Muscular substance of ventricle, g. Cavity of left ventricle.

h. Entrance of canal in septum leading from left to right ventricle, i. Cut

edge of septum between ventricles, j. Aperture of canal in septum opening

into right ventricle, k. Aortic entrance and valves. 1. Base of cavity of right

ventricle, m. Upper part of margin of septal opening continued into right

side of forked arterial septum.

Fig. 31. The same preparation turned over a little so as to show all the pulmonary

semilunar valves.

a. Inner pulmonary valve. 1. Inner aortic valve.

The other letters the same as in fig. 30.

Fig. 32. From the heart of the Chick at the middle of the 8th day of incubation, show-

ing the upper surfaces of the semilunar valves, The aorta and pulmonary

mdccclxix. 3 j
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artery have been cut across just above the semilunar valves, and the ventricles

cut off just below them.

A. Aorta. P. Pulmonary artery, a, a. Lateral valves, b
,
b. Inner valves.

c, c. Anterior valves, d, d. Cut edge of arterial wall, e, e. Muscular sub-

stance of ventricle.

Fig. 33. Heart and great vessels of Chick at the end of the 13th day of incubation.

The muscular substance of the front of the ventricles has been removed.

The septum and apex are left.

a. Aorta, p. Pulmonary artery. 1. v. Left ventricle, r. v: Right ventricle.

m. v. Mitral valve.

Fig. 34. shows the distal portion of the truncus arteriosus and its principal branches at

the 140th hour of incubation. The truncus arteriosus has been cut across

just above the rudimentary semilunar valves. The shaded portions are the

clots in the vessels. The right side of the preparation is here seen.

a. Truncus arteriosus, b. Aorta, c. Pulmonary artery, d. Origin of

branch to right lung. e. Descending aorta, f. Ductus arteriosus, g. Por-

tion of third branchial artery between carotid and fourth branchial artery

(descending aorta) nearly obliterated. 3, 4, 5. Third, fourth, and fifth

branchial arteries (right side).

Fig. 35. Front view of same preparation. Part of its left side is also seen. Owing to

the absence of colour in the clots in the fourth vascular arch and left branch

of the pulmonary artery, the latter vessel is not traceable to its termination,

and the fourth arch seems to be obliterated.

i. Left carotid. 1. Arch of aorta. Other letters the same as in fig. 34.

Fig. 36. Left side of same preparation. Outline of left branch of pulmonary artery

only just traceable to its termination in descending aorta. Fourth vascular

arch apparently obliterated.

Letters the same as in figs. 34 & 35.

Fig. 37. Diagram of magnified truncus arteriosus about 106th day of incubation.

The forked septum between the fourth and fifth pairs of branchial arteries is

seen just extending into the truncus arteriosus. The dotted lines indicate

the directions taken by the right and left legs of the fork in their growth down

the vessel.

a. Rudimentary anterior valves, b. Commencement of ridge on posterior

surface of vessel, c. Forked septum growing into vessel between fourth and

fifth pair of branchial arteries, d. Thickening of truncus arteriosus at ven-

tricular opening. 3, 4, 5. Third, fourth, and fifth pair of branchial arteries

respectively.

Fig. 38. Diagram of upper portion of septum of ventricles and base of the trun-

cus arteriosus, to illustrate the way in which the lower border of the forked
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septum between the aorta and pulmonary artery becomes united with the

lower half of the right ventricular border of the aperture in the septum of

the ventricles, and thus completes the separation of the aortic from the

pulmonary infundibulum. The semilunar valves are omitted for the sake

of clearness. The dotted line shows the part which afterwards becomes

closed up.

a. Cut surface of truncus arteriosus, b. Cut edge of ventricle, c. Inter-

ventricular septum, d. Left ventricle, e. Eight ventricle, f. Aorta, g. Pul-

monary artery, h. Orifice in septum becoming the opening of the aorta into

the left ventricle, i. Opening of right ventricle into pulmonary artery.

j. Dotted line showing position of hourglass-shaped aperture. Jc. Forked

lower border of arterial septum.

Fig. 39. Imaginary sections of the truncus arteriosus made just above the semilunar

valves at different periods of development, showing the gradual changes in

the position of the roots of the aorta and pulmonary artery during the process

of the division of the truncus arteriosus, and their position at its termination.

1 . At commencement of process of division of the truncus arteriosus. 5 . At

termination of same. 2, 3, 4. At intermediate stages, a. Aorta, b. Pul-

monary artery.

3 I 2
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XI. On the Diurnal and Annual Inequalities of Terrestrial Magnetism, as deduced

from Observations made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, from 1858 to 1863;

being a continuation of a communication on the Diurnal Inequalitiesfrom 1841 to

1857
,
printed in the Philosophical Transactions, 1863. With a Note on the Luno-

diurnal and other Lunar Inequalities, as deducedfrom observations extendingfrom

1848 to 1863. By George Biddell Aiet, Astronomer Royal.

Received July 27,—Read December 10, 1868.

The paper which I have the honour now to submit to the Royal Society is similar, in

its general character, to that which was printed by the Society in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1863, as containing in a contracted form the results of very extensive

observations which have been printed, and of detailed calculations founded on them

which are prepared for printing, in the legitimate organ of publication of the observa-

tions made in the Royal Observatory. For the principal part of the work, the results

are here exhibited to the eye in the shape of diagrams.

The instruments employed are precisely the same which were used in the second part

of the former investigation, from 1848 to 1857, mounted in the same place, and treated

in the same manner ;
and the observations are reduced by application of the same for-

mulae. The only difference in the form of exhibition is, that Greenwich Mean Time is

here exclusively adopted instead of Gottingen Mean Time, which was used in the former

paper. It will be remembered that the longitude of Gottingen is 0h 39m 46 s-5 East of

Greenwich. The nominal time, therefore, of the occurrence of a phenomenon is less in

the results now presented than in those of the former paper ; or, the position on the

curves of the figures 1, 2, 3, &c. for hours of time is more advanced than in the former

paper, by 40m nearly.

TREATMENT OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CURVES.

The first operation, in the treatment of the photographic records of the magnetometers,

was to withdraw the sheets for those days on which the disturbances were so great as to

make it difficult to draw a curve-line representing the mean path of the photographic

spot. The actual list of days will be given in the detailed Greenwich publication
;
but

it may be interesting here to state the number of days thus omitted, including the back

series from 1841 to 1857.

1841 . . 9

1842 . . 10

1843 . . 7

1844 . . 5

1845 . . 5

1846 . . 17

1847 . . 20

1848 . . 20

1849 . . 2

1850 . . 6

1851 . . 13

1852 . . 17

1853 . . 18

1854 . . 13

1855 . . 4

1856 . . 0

1857 . . 10

1858 . . 6

1859 . . 15

1860 . . 14

3

5

1861 . .

1862 . .

1863 . .
o
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The estimate of the amount of irregularity which rendered it necessary to withdraw

a sheet has been made throughout by the same person (Mr. Glaisher)
;
and, through

the years collected in the two last of the columns above, the records are of the same kind

(photographic). I think therefore that, without going through a formal process claiming

numerical accuracy for comparison of the tendency to magnetic disturbance in different

years, these numbers may be presented as giving very important information. If they

point to any cycle at all, it is one of 6 or 6^ years.

These sheets being withdrawn, a pencil-curve was drawn by eye through the slightly

disturbed photographic records ;
and the ordinates, by means of which the diagrams

now presented to the Society were constructed, were measured to the pencil-curve. The

number used for forming the ordinates of the diagrams was the excess of the curve-

ordinate for each special hour above the mean for the twenty-four hours
;
and these are

not here exhibited for every day, but their monthly means are taken, which monthly

means themselves are the basis of further operations of grouping
;
in one operation the

same nominal months of different years are combined and their means taken, and in

another operation all the months for each year are combined and their means taken.

In forming from these means the ordinates of the diagrams, in the two first plates, exhi-

biting the inequalities in the horizontal plane, it will be remembered that the vertical

ordinate represents the change of northerly horizontal magnetic force (supposed to act

on the northerly or marked end of the magnet), the measure upwards corresponding to

increase of force
;
and that the horizontal ordinate represents the change of westerly

declination, exhibited as a westerly disturbing force on the same scale as the northerly

force, by considering a deviation of 1' to be produced by a westerly force equal to 3^58"

of the whole northerly force.

ANNUAL INEQUALITY.

Following generally the order of the former paper, I will here advert to the question

of annual inequality. The mean westerly declination for the six months called January

in the six years was taken ; in like manner, the mean for the six months called February

;

and so for all the months. These means are not comparable for the purpose of ascer-

taining annual inequality, because they are subject to the influence of secular inequality.

The mean annual change produced by secular inequality was found to be — 9'*2. The
proportional part of this, corresponding to the interval of each month from January, was

applied with sign changed to the monthly results. After smoothing the numbers by

taking a second mean of adjacent numbers, the following values of Westerly Declination

were found, applying, as regards secular values, to the month January in the mean of

the six years :

—

January 21 12*9

February 12*9

March 13*4

April 12*5

May 11*8

*
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June . . .... 21° 12-2

July . . .... 13-0

August .... 13-3

September .... 13-1

October .... 13-1

November .... 13-6

December . .... 13-5

From these are obtained the following Excesses of Corrected Westerly Declination for

each month above the mean of all the months :

—

Annual Inequality of Western Declination.

In Minutes of Arc. In parts of Horizontal Force.

January . . . -6-04 0-0000

February . . -0-04 0-0000

March . . . +0-46 4-0-0001

April . . . . -0-44 -0-0001

May . . . . -1-14 -0-0003

June . . . . -0-74 -0-0002

July . . . +0-06 0-0000

August . . . +0-36 4-0-0001

September . .
+0-16 0-0000

October . . . +0-16 0-0000

November . . +0-66 4-0-0002

December . . -f-0-46 4-0-0001

The monthly values ofthe Northerly Horizontal Force were treated in the same way,

the correction applied being based on the supposition that the annual increase, in terms

of the whole Horizontal Force, is about 0-0017. This number is derived from the fol-

lowing values of Absolute Measure of Horizontal Force ;
of which it is to be remarked

that the numbers for 1858, 1859, 1860 are obtained from observations with the old

instrument, corrected for the constant difference between the old and new instrument,

those for 1861 from both instruments, and those for 1862 and 1863 exclusively with

the new instrument. The values are :

—

1858 .... 3-789

1859 .... 3-786

1860 .... 3-864

1861 .... 3-812

1862 .... 3-819

1863 .... 3-824
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from which the annual change was found to be 0’0063, or in parts of the whole

horizontal force +0-0017.

Applying the proportional parts of this annual change for the several months with

the sign changed, the following numbers (all requiring the addition of 0-8830 nearly)

are obtained as expressing the monthly values of northerly horizontal force

January . . . . 0-1172

February . . . . 0-1175

March .... . 0-1185

April .... . 0-1196

May .... . 0-1195

June .... . 0-1189

July . 0-1172

August . . . .. 0-1171

September . . ,. 0-1172

October . . 0-1167

November . . .. 0-1167

December . . . . 0-1167

From these are obtained the following Excesses of Corrected Horizontal Force for each

month above the mean of all the months :

—

Annual Inequality of Northern Horizontal Force.

January -0-0005

February . . . -0-0002

March .... + 0-0008

April .... +0-0019

May +0-0018

June .... + 0-0012

July .... -0-0005

August .... -0-0006

September . . -0-0005

October . . . -0-0010

November. -0-0010

December . . . -0-0010

On comparing these two series of monthly numbers, for Declination and Horizontal

Force, with those in the two periods treated in the preceding paper, it does not appear,

I think, that there is such agreement as justifies us in concluding that there is any real

yearly inequality distinct from the secular inequality. There will, however, always be

some doubt on conclusions applying to horizontal force in different months, on account

of the uncertainty of correction for temperature ; but no such doubt attaches to the

declination.
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DIURNAL INEQUALITIES IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE.

I will now call attention to the curves which represent the laws of diurnal inequalities

of force in the horizontal plane. And, first, the curves (Plate XXXIII.) which represent

the inequalities in different months (the same nominal months in all the years being

combined, and their means being taken), for the period 1858-1863, agree very closely

with those for the period 188-1857. But, secondly, the curves (Plate XXXIV.), which

represent the diurnal inequalities in different years, have undergone in the course of the

period 1858-1863 a most striking change. In the years 1858 and 1861 they are similar

to those of the winter months; in the years 1859, 1860, 1862, 1863 they resemble those

of the summer months. And, on comparing these curves with those in the former paper,

the following order of changes will be seen. From 1841 to 1847 the magnitude and

summer character of the annual curves had slightly increased; but from 1848 to 1857

they rapidly diminished, giving the smallest and most winter-like curves in 1856 and

1857. The curves in the present paper have risen to the summer form steadily (with

the exception of a little irregularity in 1861), and have at length sensibly attained to

their original character. Thus

1858 nearly resembles 1856

1859 55 „ 1851

1860 „ 1850

1861 55 „ 1851

1862 „ 1847

1863 „ „ 1841.

In other words, the magnetic action of the sun, which had during several years

greatly diminished, has now increased till it has attained sensibly the same energy as

before.

DIURNAL INEQUALITIES OF VERTICAL FORCE.

I now advert to the changes in the diurnal inequality of Vertical Force. In these,

perhaps, the uncertainty connected with temperature-correction is even greater than for

the Horizontal Force; but as the same instrument and the same numerical correction

are adopted throughout, little uncertainty can attach to the comparisons of different

years. On comparing the month-curves (Plate XXXV.) of the period 1858-1863 with

those of the period 1848-1857, I think it appears that the curves of autumn are not

now quite so bold as in the former period ; there is not, however, any remarkable dif-

ference. The times, however, of nodal passage (or points where the actual Vertical

Force = mean Vertical Force for the day) are not quite the same, as will appear from

the following Table, in which the hours &c. are all referred to Greenwich Time.

3 kMDCCCLXIX.
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Hours of nodal passages.

Period 1848-1857. Period 1858-1863.

h m h m h m h m
January 4 0 16 0 4 25 17 25

February 4 0 15 20 4 50 17 30

March 4 0 15 25 4 55 16 40

April 3 20 14 30 5 0 16 40

May 1 25 13 45 3 0 14 50

June 1 20 13 20 4 40 16 0

July 1 30 13 45 2 50 15 30

August 2 10 13 35 2 30 14 40

September 2 45 14 15 3 20 16 0

October 3 35 15 50 4 25 16 25

November 4 10 15 45 4 50 17 15

December 4 40 15 30 5 15 18 0

The differences are probably connected with those which I have next to exhibit.

On comparing the annual curves for Vertical Force, it appears that to the year 1855

they gradually increased in boldness, and that from that year to 1862 (Plate XXXVI.)
they have gradually diminished. The times of passage of node in the annual curves merit

examination. In -the former paper I pointed out a remarkable change which appeared

to have gone on from 1842 to 1857. I will now bring together the nodal hours, all

referred to Greenwich Time, for the entire period.

Hours of nodal passage,

h m h m
1842 8 40 20 30

1843 9 50 23 40

1844 10 40 24 5

1845 9 35 24 0

1846 11 20 23 40

1847 8 40 19 20

1848 No observations.

1849 6 20 14 30

1850 4 10 14 40

1851 3 10 13 35

1852 3 25 14 15

1853 3 15 15 20

1854 3 30 15 15

1855 2 50 14 20

1856 3 20 14 55

1857 2 30 13 50

1858 2 10 13 35

1859 4 0 15 45

1860 4 50 17 25

1861 4 20 16 20

1862 3 45 15 35

1863 5 25 17 35

It appears here that there is a rude relation between the hours of nodal passage of
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the Vertical Force and the magnitudes of the curves in the horizontal plane; the early

passage of node synchronizing (but with some irregularity) with the small curves in the

horizontal plane.

There is no appearance of any kind of cycle in these results.

LUNO-MENSTEUAL INEQUALITIES IN THE HOEIZONTAL PLANE.

The times of the upper and lower transits of the moon at Greenwich were computed,

in Gottingen Time from 1848 to 1857, and in Greenwich Time from 1858 to 1863;

and these times were laid down on the time-scales of the photographs, and the intervals

were divided each into twelve lunar hours. For each of these hours a new measure-

ment of ordinates was made to the pencil-curve above mentioned. Remarking that the

lunar phenomena occur, in rapid succession, at all hours of day and night, and con-

sequently with all orders of change of temperature, it did not appear necessary to apply

any correction for temperature to the readings of the Horizontal-Force Photographs.

The means being taken for every lunar day, and the first days of all the lunations

being grouped together from 1848 to 1863, the second days being grouped together, &c.,

the means were taken for each lunation-day. The results were corrected for secular

inequality, in the same manner as those mentioned in preceding sections (the maximum

corrections being, at the beginning of the lunation, about -f-^g-of the annual correction,

and at the end about — of the annual correction). The deduced lunation-inequalities

were the following, the unit for Declination being the minute of arc, and that for

Horizontal Force being the whole Horizontal Force :

—

Day of Lunation. Inequality in Declination. Inequality in

Horizontal Force.

1 +0*04 -0-00017

2 0-00 21

3 +0-09 - 15

4 +0-21 - 6

5 +0-25 - 1

6 +0-24 0

7 +0-19 + 5

£ +0-12 + 9

9 +0-09 + 9

10 +0-05 + 6

11 -0-01 + 5

12 -0*08 + 2

13 -0*08 2

14 -0-07 - 10

15 -0-07 - 17

16 -0*08 - 17

17 —0-10 - 8

18 -0-11 + 6

19 -0-05 + 16

20 0-00 + 19

21 -0*05 + 19

3 K 2
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Days of Lunation. Inequality in Declination. Inequality in

Horizontal Force.

22 -0*13 + 0-00016

23 —0-18 + 11

24 -0-18 + 8

25 -0-15 + 6

26 —0-12 0

27 —0-04 - 4

28 +0-04 - 3

29 +0-11 - 6

LUNO-DIURNAL INEQUALITIES IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE.

The Luno-diurnal inequalities were found in the same way as the Solar Diurnal

inequalities ; and the results are the following :

—

The annual means from 1848 to 1857 are printed in the Greenwich Magnetical and

Meteorological Observations, 1859, pages ccxxv and ccxxxi ; and it is unnecessary to

repeat them here. Those from 1858 to 1863 are contained in the following Tables:

—

Lunar
Hour.

Luno-diurnal Inequality in Western Declination.

1858. 1859. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863.
Mean,

1858-1863.

Equivalent in

terms of

Horizontal Force.

0 +6-1 + 6-3 + 6-5 + 6-1 +6-i *+6-4 + 6-25 + 0-000073

1 o-o + 0-3 + 0-5 + 0-1 + 0-1 + 0-4 + 0-23 + 67
2 + 0-1 + 0-4 + 0-4 + 0-1 + 0-3 + 0-3 + 0-27 + 79
3 0-0 + 0-4 + 0*2 + 0-3 + 0-2 + 0-1 + 0-20 + 58
4 -0-2 + 0-4 + 0-2 + 0-1 + 0-2 0-0 + 0-12 + 35

5 -0*2 + 0-2 0-0 + 0-1 -0-1 -0-1 -0-02 — 6

6 -0-2 + 0-2 -0-3 0-0 -0-1 -0-3 -0-12 — 35

7 -0-1 0-0 -0-4 -0-3 -0-2 -0-5 -0-25 — 73
8 -0-1 -0-1 -0-4 0-0 -0-3 -0-5 -0-23 — 67

9 + 0-1 -0-1 -01 + 0-4 -0-3 -0-4 -0-07 — 20
10 + 0-2 0-0 -0-1 + 0-3 0-0 — 0-2 + 0-03 + 9
11 + 0-1 + 0-1 -0*1 + 0-4 + 0-2 -0-2 + 0-08 + 23
12 + 0*1 + 0-3 + 0-3 + 0-3 + 0-4 + 0-2 + 0-27 + 79
13 + 0-2 + 0-2 + 0-3 + 0-2 + 0-3 + 0-1 + 0-22 + 64
14 -0-1 + 0-1 + 0-3 + 0-2 + 0-2 + 0-1 + 0-13 + 38
15 0-0 + 0-1 + 0-1 0-0 + 0-2 + 0-1 + 0-08 + 23
16 0-0 -0-2 -0-2 -0-3 + 0-1 4-0-3 -0-05 — 15

17 -0-2 -0-3 -0-3 -0-3 0-0 + 0-1 -0-17 — 49
18 -0*1 -0-5 -0-5 -0-3 -0-3 0-0 -0-28 — 81

19 0-0 -0-6 -0-3 -0-5 -0-3 -0-2 -0*32 — 93
20 + 0-1 -0-7 -0-3 -0-4 -0-5 -0-2 -0-33 — 96
21 + 0-2 -0-5 -0-2 -0-4 -0-3 -0-2 -0-23 — 67
22 + 0-1 -0-4 + 0-2 -0-3 -0-1 + 0-2 -0-05 — 15

23
1

+ 0-1 0-0 + 0-2 -0-1 + 0-2 + 0-3 + 0-12 + 35
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Lunar
Hour.

Luno-Diurnal Inequality in Horizontal Force.

1858. 1859. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863.
Mean,

1858-1863.

0 -0-00004 + 0-00009 + 0*00002 + 0-00012 + 0-00003 + 0-00004 + 0-000043

1 — 1 + 10 + 4 + 6 + 5 — 2 + 38
2 0 + 10 + 13 + 1 + 3 + 2 + 48
3 + 4 + 6 + 14 — 1 + 2 + 4 + 48
4 + 4 + 6 + 12 — 3 + 2 — 3 + 30
5 + 2 + 3 + 4 — 3 — 5 — 2 — 2
6 — 6 + 2 0 — 7 — 17 — 5 — 55

7 — 5 — 2 + 1 -r- 13 — 1

11 — 4 — 57
8 — 8 — 4 + 1 — 11 — 13 — 2 — 62

9 — 2 — 9 + 6 — 4 — 11 + 1 — 32
10 + 3 — 8 0 — 5 — 16 + 7 — 32
11 + 8 — 12 + 7 — 3 — 1 + 8 + 12

12 + 14 — 6 + 9 — 5 + 2 + 8 + 37
13 + 8 — 5 + 6 - 1 + 12 + 11 + 52
14 + 7 — 5 + 4 + 5 + 14 + 11 + 60
15 + 4 — 2 0 + 6 + 14 + 7 + 48

16 + 3 + 3 — 3 — 1 + 13 — l + 23

17 — 1 + 4 — 5 + 3 + 6 — 2 + 8

18 — 2 + 1 — 13 + 3 + 2 — 6 — 25

19 — 6 — 1 — 12 + 5 — 5 — 4 — 38
20 — 7 — 5 — 13 + 6 — 1 — 8 — 47
21 — 7 — 4 — 18 — 1 — 8 — 13 — 85

22 — 7 + 3 — 10 + 7 — 4 — 11 — 37
23 - 4 + 5 + 2 + 9 + 2 0 + 23

The accordance, in general character, of the numbers in the last columns, derived from

the observations 1858 to 1863, with those derived from the observations 1848 to 1857

(Greenwich Magnetical and Meteorological Observations, 1859) is so striking, as to give

great confidence in the mean of a few years’ observation, and to justify the breaking-up

of the entire period 1848 to 1863 (of which the observations and reductions necessarily

form one connected and uniform series) in any way that physical considerations may

suggest. Now, remarking the singular difference for different years which has presented

itself in the discussion of the solar inequalities, it appeared to me very desirable to

examine whether there is any discoverable difference in the lunar inequalities for the

same years. For this purpose, I divided the years into the following groups defined by

the magnitude of the curves in the solar-diumal inequalities :

—

Large curves . . . 1848 to 1852

;

Small curves . . . 1853 to 1857

;

Small curves . . . 1858 and 1861

;

Large curves . . . 1859, 1860, 1862, 1863.

The means for these periods were taken
;
the first and fourth were united, forming a

double mean for large curves, and the second and third were united, forming a double

mean for small curves ; and in each system the numbers for the groups of three adjacent

hours, 0h to 2h
,
3h to 5 h

,
&c., were added together. Thus were obtained the following :

—
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Double three-hourly sums of Means of Luno-Diurnal Inequalities.

Extent of Group
in Lunar Hours.

Western Declination. Horizontal Force.

Years of large

solar curves.

Years of small

solar curves.

Years of large

solar curves.

Years of small

solar curves.

h h
0 to 2 + 1-33 + 6-90 + 0-000284 + 0-000182

3 to 5 + 0-10 —0-34 + 176 + 91

6 to 8 -1*31 — 0-86 — 313 — 372

9 to 11 -0-17 + 0-72 — 86 — 19
12 to 14 + 1-35 + 0-94 + 387 + 354
15 to 17 + 0*27 -0*33 + 147 + 156

18 to 20 -1*14 -0-89 — 387 — 201

21 to 23 -0-43 -0-11 — 215 - 169

The inequalities are so evidently semidiurnal* that we may at once proceed to treat

them on that assumption. Then each of the groups corresponds to a quadrant of luno-

semidiurnal tide, and the first quadrant must be understood to begin at23^h lunar time,

or, in arc, 15° before the moon is on the meridian. And when, from the numbers above,

we shall have ascertained the argument of the luno-semidiurnal tide as measured from

that lunar epoch 23^h
,
we must represent the argument as measured from lunar noon, or

the argument in lunar time, by adding 15° to the argument reckoned from 23|h
.

In each of the semidiurnal tides, the coefficient of the sine of double lunar angle from

23^h may be found by taking 1 st number -j-2d number —3d number —4th number, and

dividing by 8 X {sin 15°-f-sin 45°
-f- sin 75°}= 15‘4544. And the coefficient of the cosine

may be found by summing l8t number -}-4th number — 2 d number —3d number, and using

the same divisor. The sum of a multiple of sine and a multiple of cosine may then be

converted into a single sine; and the correction +15° may be applied, to render the

argument measurable from lunar noon. Thus we obtain, as expressions for the Lunar

Inequality,

In Western Declination from North,

Years of large

solar curves

Years of small

solar curves

(

First Semidiurnal Wave, 0'-246 x sine (double moon’s hour-angle+39°+ 15°)

Second Semidiurnal Wave, 0'-237 xsine (double moon’s hour-angle+31° + 15°)

Mean, 0' -242 x sine (double moon’s hour-angle+ 50°)

{

First Semidiurnal Wave, 0'T88 x sine (double moon’s hour-angle+ 14°+ 15°)

Second Semidiurnal Wave, 0'Y69 xsine (double moon’s hour-angle+ 38°+ 15°)

Mean, 0'-179 x sine (double moon’s hour-angle+ 41°)

* The numbers in each of the four columns of figures above may be resolved into a semidiurnal and a diurnal

series, as follows :

—

+ 1-34 -0-01 + 0-92 -0-02 + 335 -51 +268 -86
+0-18 -0-08 -0-34 0-00 + 161 + 15 + 124 -32
-1-22 -0-08 -0-88 + 0-02 —350 +37 -286 -86
-0-30 +0-13 +0-30 + 0-42 -150 + 65 - 94 + 75

+ 1-34 + 0-01 +0-92 + 0-02 + 335 + 51 + 268 + 86
+0-18 + 0-08 -0-34 0-00 + 161 -15 + 124 +32
-1-22 +0-08 -0-88 -0-02 -350 -37 -286 + 86
-0-30 -0-13 +0-30 —0-42 -150 — 65 - 94 -75
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In Horizontal Force.

423

Tears of large

solar curves

Eirst Semidiurnal Wave, 0-0000596 x sine (double moon’s hour-angle+21°+15°)

Second Semidiurnal Wave, 0-0000781 xsine (double moon’s hour-angle+ 20°+15°)

Mean, 0-0000688 x sine (double moon’s hour-angle+36°)

Tears of small

solar curves

(First Semidiurnal Wave, 0-0000517 X sine (double moon’s hour-angle+34°+15°)

-j Second Semidiurnal Wave, 0-0000588 X sine (double moon’s hour-angle+15°+ 15°)

Mean, 0-0000552 xsine (double moon’s hour-angle+41°)

There does not appear to be any sufficient reason for concluding that one of the semi

diurnal waves certainly differs from the other, or that the constant angle in the argument

is certainly different in any of the several cases. But there appears to be no doubt that

the coefficient for years of large solar curves is greater than that for years of small solar

„ . lunar semidiurnal inequality in years of large solar curves .

curves. e propoi ion
junar semidiurnal inequality in years of small solar curves

1S
’

for declination, j^y||=T35

;

for horizontal force, j^=T25.

It would seem possible to suggest two conjectural reasons for this remarkable association

in the time-law of changes of solar effect and lunar effect. One is, that the moon’s

magnetic action is really produced by the sun’s magnetic action ; and a failure in the

sun’s magnetic power will make itself sensible both in its direct effect on our magnets

and in its indirect effect through the intermediation of the moon’s excited magnetism.

The other is, that, assuming both actions (solar and lunar) to act on our magnets indi-

rectly by exciting magnetic powers in the earth, which alone or principally are felt by

the magnets, the earth itself may go through different stages of magnetic excitability,

increasing or diminishing its competency to receive both the solar and the lunar action.

The arguments of lunar inequality, in western declination from north, and in horizontal

force to magnetic north, are sensibly the same ; so that we may consider the two dis-

turbances to be synchronous, or that they are the effect of one disturbance in a definite

straight line. The mean coefficient in western declination=0' ,

210, which expressed in

terms of horizontal force=(M)000611. The mean coefficient in force to magnetic north,

similarly expressed, =0*0000621. The direction of the composite disturbing force is

therefore in the direction magnetic N.W. and S.E. very nearly; or, in astronomical

bearing, making an angle 65° west of the north meridian. This may be described

roughly as in the line from the Red Sea to the south of Hudson’s Bay.

The laws of the lunar action and the solar action are widely different. The lunar

action is semidiurnal
; the solar action is mainly diurnal. The lunar action is in the

N.W. direction; the solar action is mainly in the S.W. direction. (See the curve for

the mean of years 1858-1863, in Plate XXXIV., accompanying this paper; and the

curve for the mean of years 1848-1857, Greenwich Magnetical and Meteorological

Observations, 1859, page clxxxv.)
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LUNO-MENSTEUAL AND LUNO-DIUENAL INEQUAITIES OF YEETICAL FOECE.

The luno-menstrual inequality has been investigated ; but the resulting numbers are

small and uncertain, and it does not appear necessary to insert them here.

The luno-diurnal inequality for the period 1858-1863, expressed in terms of the

horizontal force, is found to be as follows :

—

Lunar
Hour.

Inequality of Vertical

Force, in terms of

Horizontal Force.

Lunar
Hour.

Inequality of Vertical

Force, in terms of

Horizontal Force.

Lunar
Hour.

Inequality of Vertical

Force, in terms of

Horizontal Force.

0 + 0-000005 8 -0-000120 16 + 0-00008

1 + 18 9 — 77 17 — 18

2 + 64 10 — 33 18 — 64

3 + 26 11 — 51 19 + 20

4 + 43 12 + 20 20 — 38

5 + 33 13 + 38 21 — 26

6 — 84 14 + 95 22 + 97

7 — 110 15 + 69 23 + 102

On comparing these numbers with the corresponding numbers for the period 1849-

1857 (Greenwich Magnetical and Meteorological Observations, 1859, page ccxxxvi),

there appears to be sufficient resemblance between them to induce us to combine them.

The general mean is as follows :

—

Luno-diurnal Inequality of Vertical Force, for the period 1849-1863.

Lunar
Hour.

Inequality of Vertical

Force, in terms of

Horizontal Force.

Lunar
Hour.

Inequality of Vertical

Force, in terms of

Horizontal Force.

Lunar
Hour.

Inequality of Vertical

Force, in terms of
Horizontal Force.

0 + 0-000011 8 — 0 000078 16 + 0-000049

1 + io 9 — 76 17 + 61

2 + 16 10 — 33 18 + 31

3 — 20 11 — 51 19 — 8

4 — 12 12 _ 23 20 — 18

5 53 13 + 10 21 - 6

6 74 14 + 60 22 + 47

7 - 11 15 + 79 23 + 104

These numbers may be rudely resolved into a Luno-diurnal term and a Luno-semi-

diurnal term, in the following form :

—

Luno-diurnal Inequality of Vertical Force, for the period 1849-1863.

Lunar
Hour.

Luno-diurnal
term.

Luno-semidiurnal
term.

Lunar
Hour.

Luno-diurnal
term.

Luno-semidiurnal
term.

0 + 0-000017 -0-000006 12 -0-000017 -0-000006
1 0 + 10 13 0 + 10

2 — 22 + 38 14 + 22 + 38
3 — 50 + 30 15 + 50 + 30
4 — 31 + 19 16 + 31 + 19
5 - 57 + 4 17 + 57 + 4

6 - 53 — 21 18 + 53 — 21

7 — 1 — 10 19 + 1 — 10

8 - 30 — 48 20 + 30 — 48

9 - 35 — 41 21 + 35 — 41

10 - 40 + 7 22 + 40 + 7
11 - 77 + 26 23 + 77 + 26

The numbers do not appear sufficiently regular to justify the examination with refer-

ence to the classification of the years by large solar curves and small solar curves.
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XII. Spectroscopic Observations of the Sun.—No. II. By J. Norman Lockyer.

Communicated by Dr. Sharpey, Sec. B.S.

Received November 19,—Read November 19 and 26, 1868.

Preliminary BemarJcs.

In my first paper under the above title, kindly communicated by Dr. Sharpey to the

Eoyal Society in 1866*, was contained an account of the determination of the nature of

Sun-spots by means of the spectroscope. The paper concluded as follows :

—

“ May not the spectroscope afford us evidence of the existence of the ‘ red-flames
’

which total eclipses have revealed to us in the sun’s atmosphere, although they escape

all other methods of observation at other times 1 and if so, may we not learn something

from this of the recent outburst of the star in Corona \ ”

Before the paper was written I had diligently swept round the solar disk in search of

evidence of the red flames, but without result. This want of success I attributed to the

excessive brilliancy of the spectrum of the circumsolar regions in the field of view of the

instrument employed. I found in fact (although I did not discontinue my efforts) that

both for these observations and for those on sun-spots more dispersion was necessary ; in

one case to weaken the atmospheric light, in the other to widen the spectrum.

I therefore represented my requirements to the Government-Grant Committee, and

was at once supplied with funds to procure a spectroscope of the requisite dispersive

power.

The construction of this instrument was commenced in the beginning of 1867 by

Mr. Cooke, on a plan which had been arranged between us, but unfortunately it was

never finished. Mr. Cooke’s health was then already failing, and at last, at the end of

the year, he begged me to consider the order cancelled. Under these circumstances, at

the beginning of the present year I sought the assistance of Mr. Browning ; but the

construction was further delayed, partly on account of an illness which necessitated my
absence from England. At last the instrument, which reflects great credit on

Mr. Browning’s skill, arrived on the 16th of October, 1868, not quite complete, but in

a condition which enabled me to commence work.

I mention these facts, first to account for my apparent inaction, and secondly in order

that the coincidence in time of my results with those obtained by the observers of the

recent eclipse may not be misinterpreted f.

* Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. xv. p. 256.

f October 11, 1869.—It is important that I should be allowed further to emphasize this remark, for M. Pave,

who was unaware of the date on which my new Spectroscope was received, has stated (Comptes Rendus, t. lxvii.

(1868), p. 840), “ L’insucces des tentatives premieres de M. Norman Locxyee (il est aise de s’en rendre compte

MDCCCLXIX. 6 L
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1 began my work with the new instrument by continuing my search after the pro-

minences. I found that the circumsolar light was now so greatly reduced that, although

the lines were faintly seen on a dimly coloured background, the background itself was

apparently dark enough to render a bright line distinctly visible. My first attempts,

however, with the new instrument, not yet in adjustment, were as unsuccessful as those

made with the smaller one ;
and it was not till the 20th of October that, after sweeping

for about an hour round the limb and arriving at the vertex of the image, near the

south pole of the sun, I saw a bright line flash into the field.

My eye was so fatigued at the time that I at first doubted its evidence, although,

unconsciously, I exclaimed “ at last !
” The line, however, remained—an exquisitely

coloured line absolutely coincident with the line C of the solar spectrum, and, as I saw

it, a prolongation of that line. Leaving the telescope to be driven by the clock, I quitted

the observatory to fetch my wife to endorse my observation.

Detail of the Observations.

October 20.—Having settled that the new line was absolutely coincident with C, I

commenced to search for more lines. This I found very difficult, as the instrument

requires several movements and adjustments for the various parts of the spectrum, and

the rate of the driving-clock was not properly adjusted for the sun’s motion; the pra-

minence was therefore lost at times ; moreover the observations were impeded by clouds.

I commenced the search for lines from C to A. B was first brought into the field

with the newly discovered line at C. There were no new lines visible. I then made an

excursion to A with no result, and returned to C to assure myself that the prominence

was still on the slit.

I then worked from the line at C towards D. A little beyond D, the lines of which

are widely separated in my instrument, I detected another single and less vivid line, by

estimation 8° or 9° of Kirchhoff’s scale more refrangible than the more refrangible of

the strongest D lines. I could detect no line corresponding to it in the solar spectrum,

but the definition was not good.

b was next tried, the excursion now being made from the new line near D. There

was no line at 5, though the new D line was still visible when I returned to it.

In the same manner, after many interruptions from clouds, I tried F ; here I found

aujourd’hui) me parait tenir a ce que ce savant, dans 1’impossibilite ou il etait alors de prevoir de quelles raies

lumineuses se composerait le spectre des protuberances supposees gazeuses, ne savait sur quelles particularites

delicates du spectre si complique des regions circumsolaires il devait porter son attention. Gela est si vrai, que

c’est seulement quancl il a su, par les observateurs franpais et anglais de Veclipse, la nature detaillee du spectre des

protuberances, qu’il a reussi a tronver en Angleterre les traces de ce spectre dans celui des regions voisines du

bord du soleil.”

I think that the illustrious French astronomer, who has otherwise done me such ample justice, will not object

to my pointing out this slight inaccuracy, due entirely to the fact that the first communication of my discovery

was incomplete in its statement of the circumstances which attended it. The bright lines as seen in my instru-

ment are so obvious and brilliant that a child could not overlook them.—J. N. L., October 10, 1869.
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another line. As at first caught it was very long
; and by moving the telescope very

slightly backwards and forwards in right ascension, in one direction the line shortened

and brightened, and was visible on the solar spectrum for some distance, in another

direction it became disconnected with the spectrum altogether. I was hence able to

determine roughly the shape and dimensions of the prominence.

It was extremely difficult to fix the exact position of the line at F, although I had

had no difficulty or even cause for hesitation about the others. It seemed at times to

lie athwart the F line in the faint spectrum, although at first it had appeared more

refrangible, especially when it was visible on the solar spectrum itself.

October 22.—Two days afterwards I had another opportunity of observing the pro-

minence spectrum, and of endorsing everything I had observed on the former occasion.

With regard to the F line, I traced the bright line parallel to the dark line and outside

it (i. e. more refrangible) further than I did on the 20th, but once or twice I caught it

inside F on the sun.

I found that a narrow slit was best for D and F, as there are bright bands in the solar

spectrum at those points. The lines were always visible with the usual width of slit.

C was bright enough to allow the slit to be widened.

On this day, as on the 20th, my attention was strongly drawn to certain bright regions

in the spectrum.

October 27.—On this date the prominence first observed was no longer on the limb,

I had to search therefore for a new one
;
I found one on the eastern equatorial limb.

The method of observation previously adopted was changed, and a mixed spectrum of

the sun’s limb and prominence was obtained. The two spectra were in fact superposed.

In the case of the line at C, the result was to absolutely eclipse the dark line in the

spectrum, and to replace it by a vividly bright band (Plate XXXVII. fig. 5). The

behaviour of the F line was still a puzzle to me. In the spectrum of the light pro-

ceeding from the exact limb of the sun the bright line was seen more refrangible than

F, but in the spectrum of the prominence at some distance above the sun the black

line F was eclipsed (Plate XXXVII. fig. 6). This experiment, which I repeated several

times, seemed in a measure to explain what I had before observed
;
and under this date

I entered in my note-book :
“ It appears that away from the sun’s surface the substance

gives out less refrangible light than it does when apparently at the surface.”

November 5.—The next observations were made on this date under superb atmo-

spheric conditions, and after an important alteration had been made in the instrument,

enabling me to make the several adjustments with the utmost nicety.

After the adjustments to the sun’s limb had been made, I at once saw what I imagined

to be the indication of a small prominence, and swept for a development of it, thinking

that the portion observed might be one of the loops or lower levels which generally

separate the higher peaks. Having swept for some distance on both sides the region

on which the telescope was clamped in the first instance, and finding everywhere the

same uniformity of height, it at once struck me that I was in presence of something

3 l 2
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new, and that possibly what I was seeing might indicate a solar envelope. I rapidly,

therefore, tried several other parts of the limb to test the idea. It was soon established.

In every solar latitude loth the C and F bright lines were seen extending above the solar

spectrum. The spectrum near D was so bright that I was compelled to refrain from

examining it, but I caught the line near D once.

The thickness of this envelope I found to be sensibly uniform, except in the regions

where it was heaped up with prominences.

The spectrum of the envelope cleared up all the difficulties connected with the

F line. Perfect definition and adjustment now enabled me to see that the base of the

bright line widens out as the solar spectrum is approached, and that whereas the line,

away from the sun, corresponds, in the case of an ordinary prominence, in refrangibility

and thickness to the Feaunhofee line F, close to the sun it widens out, so as to overlap

the F line on both its sides to an extent about equal to its thickness, so that it is three

times broader, or perhaps more, on and close to the limb.

In the spectrum of a prominence in which violent action was going on the line thick-

ened out in the same manner at some distance above the limb (Plate XXXVII. fig. 4).

There was no thickening observed in the C line at the base, or in the case of the pheno-

menon just referred to.

I obtained on this day the outlines and dimensions of two prominences.

November 6.—The observations made on the preceding day were confirmed, and one

of the prominences reobserved. I also suspected a new line a little less refrangible

than C.

November 8.—The line suspected on the 6th was seen several times to-day. It came

out beautifully with very varying brilliancy and even colour, to judge by appearance and

impressions. It is very much thinner than the bright line C, and seems only to flash

out where great action is going on, which slightly thickens the C line at its base. It is

so near the C line that when both are shining brilliantly the line looks a double one,

like D in a spectroscope of moderate dispersive power.

To-day for the first time I got definite evidence of what I had suspected on several

occasions with regard to different parts of the spectrum. A bright line was observed in

the solar spectrum itself, a little less refrangible than the line C.

On the Spectrum of the Prominences.

The existence of three lines in the spectrum of the prominences and their approximate

positions were determined and communicated to the Royal Society on the 20th of

October. See Plate XXXVII. figs. 1, 2, 3.

The coincidence of one of the lines with the solar line C was at once determined.

The coincidence of another line with F at a certain distance from the sun’s surface was

finally determined on the 5th of November, when the fact of the widening out of the

lines towards the sun was discovered.

The exact position of the line near D is shown in Plate XXXVII. fig. 2, in which it
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is laid down from the mean of three careful micrometrical measurements made under far

from good atmospheric conditions on the 15th of November. In Kirchhoff’s map the

new line falls in a region where no line was measured by him. I may also add that, by

the kindness of Mr. Gassiot, I have been enabled to inspect the very elaborate maps

of the spectrum constructed at Kew Observatory. The measures above given make the

new line fall between two lines of almost inconceivable faintness
;
in Mr. Gassiot’s map,

indeed, there are none but such lines for some distance on either side of the region in

which the new one falls.

On the 8th of November the existence of another line was definitely established ; its

position in the spectrum is slightly less refrangible than Fraunhofer’s C.

Unlike the other lines, which are seen in all prominences, this line is only visible at

times, being rendered so apparently by the presence of certain conditions which are not

permanent. Intense action going on in a prominence will sometimes render this line

visible
;

I am not, however, prepared to say that this is always the case. The line when

visible is much more variable than the others ; at times it is the mere ghost of a line, at

others it rivals the C line in brilliancy.

Of the three lines C is generally more brilliant than F ; but I should add that it is

difficult to determine the relative brilliancy of the lines because they are never seen

together in the field of view of my instrument. The relative brilliancy of the line near

D I am not sure about, because its situation in the brightest portion of the spectrum not

only renders comparison difficult, but renders any conclusion which may be formed little

worthy of confidence. My observations so far (November 16th) induce me to ascribe

great variability, not only to the absolute, but to the relative, brightness of the lines.

One instance is of the utmost importance. On the 5th of November, in sweeping round

the sun with the F line in the field of view, I came across a prominence in which action

of the intensest kind was evidently going on ;
the light and colour of the F line were

most vivid, the luminosity of the line was greater than that of any part of the solar

spectrum then visible in the field (Plate XXXVII. fig. 4). The action was not general,

but limited to certain points, as if the prominences were built up of clouds, and the

action was intensest at their centres ; where the light was most vivid the spectrum

widened out to almost the same extent as at the base*. The C line exhibited all the

variations of brightness, but they were unaccompanied by any very decided widening of

the line. The spectrum was too bright to observe the effect on the line near D.

On the Dimensions and Forms of the Prominences.

The prominence first observed on October 20th on the (true) southern limb of the

sun was an exceedingly fine one ; its shape, as determined by sweeping the slit over it,

was as represented in Plate XXXVII. fig. 7 ; its apparent height was about 3'. I

did not stop to measure it more accurately. This prominence was not so visible on the

next day of observation (the 22nd), as the sun’s rotation had carried it on to the disk.

* This might have been an effect of mediation, hut I can scarcely think so.
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On the 5th of November I obtained the outline of two brilliant prominences, one

near the southern, the other near the northern limb of the sun. The extreme (measured)

apparent height of one was 35,000 miles, of the other somewhat less ; the former I

estimated to extend along the sun for about 200,000 miles, The shape of the southern

prominence had changed considerably by the next day, the bright peak being quite gone

;

at the same time the length of the main portion had extended as if the peak had been

absorbed into it (Plate XXXVII. figs. 8 & 9).

The prominences therefore change from day to day ; at present I have not measured

any more rapid change, but these observations are of so delicate a nature that it is easy

to imagine rapid changes to be going on in any prominence of decided outline ; for an error

in the adjustment of the instrument with regard to the meridian or latitude, the least

variation in the rate of the driving-clock, or any oscillation of the telescope-tube or

the spectroscope, brings the slit on another part of the outline of the prominence, and

under these circumstances the length of the line is perpetually varying.

It must be borne in mind that the dimensions of the prominences cannot be deter-

mined absolutely, as we do not know whether they are actually on the sun’s limb at the

time of measurement. Measurement can only fix a minimum.

On the Continuous Solar Envelopes.

The continuity of this envelope, which I propose to name the Chromosphere, a name

suggested by Dr. Sharpey, was spectroscopically established on the 5th of November,

and an account of the observations was transmitted to the Royal Society on the same day.

By careful estimations made on the 6th of November (which are estimations only,

for I had not yet mounted a wire-micrometer on the spectroscope-telescope), its general

thickness w7as determined to be about 5000 miles
; the level of its upper surface was not

absolutely uniform in all latitudes, but it was very nearly so. I could detect no dif-

ference in the general level as between the equatorial and solar regions of the sun.

It would appear that the light by which its existence is revealed proceeds from the

same substance or substances of which the prominences are composed
;
and I hold the

prominences to be merely the heaping together of the new envelope in some localities.

Under proper instrumental conditions the spectrum of this envelope can always

be seen whenever the sun is shining. The spectrum consists of a line coincident with

Fraunhofer’s C, another more refrangible than D, and another coincident in the main

with F. I say coincident in the main, because when the spectrum of the envelope is

viewed so that it appears to rest on the solar spectrum, the line at F takes the form

of an arrow-head (Plate XXXVII. fig. 3), the shaft of the arrow being represented by

the black line F in the solar spectrum itself. This results from a thickening out of the

line as it approaches the sun. At the outer surface of the envelope the refrangibility

of the light is the same as that of the line F ; but, as the sun’s surface is approached,

the line widens gradually into a band overlapping F by more than its own thickness on

either side, and more on the more refrangible side than on the other. The black line F
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also loses its thickness as it approaches the boundary of the spectrum. The amount of

widening at the base is subject to variation.

In the spectrum of the chromosphere this widening at the base is not generally ob-

served either in the line at C or in that near D.

None of the lines stop sharply ; they all fade out as the limit of the envelope is ap-

proached.

On certain Bright Regions in the Solar Spectrum.

From the commencement of my observations with the new instrument my attention

has been drawn to certain bright regions in the ordinary spectrum
;
but it was not till

the 8th of November, 1868, that I succeeded in observing a definite bright band ex-

tending for a certain distance on the sun near the limb.

I should state that I have observed this behaviour in the F band on either side of

Fraunhofer’s dark lineF, and in the C line, when the prominence, as I have imagined,

has extended from the limb over the earth’s side of the sun.

The position of the bright band observed on the 8th of November is near C, but slightly

less refrangible, not far from the place in the scale occupied by the last discovered red

line, the position of which as yet has not been micrometrically determined.

Other regions to which my attention has been particularly drawn from the first,

although up to the present time I have obtained no results, lie, one between the b lines,

another between b and F, another less refrangible than B, one near D, and another near G.

It is quite possible that these bright regions, the light of which is variable, may be

due to faculce ; this conclusion is strengthened by the fact that diligent sweeping within

the limb has not revealed the bright lines of the chromosphere spectrum. If this be so,

the faculse are not the prominences, although they may be possibly connected with them.

On the nature of the Chromosphere and Prominences.

It has already been concluded by M. Janssen, from the coincidence of two of the

bright lines with C and F, that the prominences are composed of hydrogen.

So far as our present knowledge goes, however, this does not dispose of the other two

bright lines, the positions of which have been determined by myself : I allude to the

lines near D and near C.

At the present moment I am engaged on a series of experiments on gaseous spectra,

which I hope will afford additional information on these points ; in the interim, on the

assumption that the chromosphere and prominences are wholly, or in part, composed of

hydrogen, several considerations which appear to me of great importance may be touched

upon.

These considerations are based upon the experiments of MM. Pluckek and Hittorf*

on the one hand, and of Professor Frankland on the other f. In MM. Pluceer and

Hittorf’s paper, entitled “On the Spectra of Ignited Gases and Vapours, with especial

regard to the different Spectra of the same elementary gaseous substance,” these inv.es.ti-

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. civ. (1865) Part I. pp. 1-29. f Proe. Roy. Ins. vol. v. p. 419.
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gators point out the effect of temperature on the different spectra, the temperature cf

the discharge of Ruhmkorff’s induction-coil being increased by increasing the power of

the inducing current, or, preferably, by diminishing the duration of the induced one, by

means of the Leyden jar.

Among the important results obtained in the case of nitrogen were the following.

With increase of temperature the light passes through the following colours :

—

Golden,

Bluish violet,

White,

and at an extreme temperature the lines expand, approaching thus to a continuous spec-

trum.

We now come to hydrogen. When a Geissler’s tube filled with extremely rare-

fied hydrogen is used, the spectrum produced by a spark of low temperature consists of

three lines of the same width as the slit—one red, another bluish green, another violet*

;

these are respectively termed Ha, H/3, and Hy by MM. Plucker and PIittorf. The

places of these lines in the solar spectrum are at C, at F, and one at some distance

from G towards F.

I quote the following results of increase of temperature from the memoir under

notice.

“ Hydrogen shows in the most striking way the expansion of its spectral lines, and

their gradual transformation into a continuous spectrum. When the direct discharge of

Ruhmkorff’s large induction-coil is sent even through the old spectrum-tubes enclosing

hydrogen, the formerly obtained spectrum is essentially altered. By increasing the power

of the coil, the violet line Hy first expands ; while it continues to expand, the expansion

of the bluish-green line H/3 becomes visible. Let the aperture of the slit be regulated

so that the double sodium-line will separate into two single lines nearly touching one

another. Then, the angular breadth of H/3 becoming two or three minutes, the breadth

of Hy is about double. The expansion takes place as well towards the less as towards

the more refracted part of the spectrum. Ha remains almost unchanged after Hy has

passed into an undetermined large violet band, and H/3 extended its decreasing light on

its two sides. On employing the Leyden jar, and giving to the gas in our new tubes a

tension of about 60 millims., the spectrum is already transformed into a continuous one,

with a red line at one of its extremities. At a tension of 360 millims. the continuous

spectrum is highly increased in intensity, while the red line Ha, expanded into a band,

scarcely rises from it. If the electric spark passes through hydrogen at the ordinarv

tension, the ignited gas on its way always gives the spectrum of the three expanded

lines.

“ Even in the old spectral tubes enclosing highly rarefied hydrogen, the ground, from

which the three characteristic lines rise, did not appear always of the same darkness
;

in some instances new bright lines appeared, especially in the neighbourhood ofthe sodium-

* I am aware that Angstrom has discovered another line, but it is not necessary here to consider it.
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line. In resuming the subject, we pointed out the existence of a new hydrogen-spectrum,

corresponding to a lower temperature, but having no resemblance at all to the spectra

of the first order of nitrogen, sulphur, &c. In this spectrum, of a peculiar character, if

fully developed, we observe a great number of well-defined bright lines, almost too nu-

merous to count and represent by an engraving, but brilliant enough to be examined

with a magnifying-power of 72, after the light has passed through four prisms.

“ On sending the direct discharge of Ruhmkorff’s coil through a tube of glass from

one-fourth to one-eighth of an inch in diameter, provided with electrodes of platinum or

of aluminium, enclosing hydrogen at a tension of 5 to 10 miliims., a luminous thread of

light of a bluish-white colour was seen passing along the axis of the tube, without

touching the glass. When analyzed by the prism, it gave a faint spectrum of the above-

mentioned numerous bright lines, especially within the red and the yellow. Among
these lines neither Ha nor Hy were seen ; H/3 only appeared, but less bright than many

other lines. By interposing the Leyden jar and gradually increasing its charge, all the

lines became brighter, H/3 surpassing all other lines in brilliancy; Ha appeared

beautifully, Hy fainter. Hence we conclude that the numerous bright lines belong

neither to the vaporized metal of the electrodes, nor to the decomposed interior surface

of the glass, but solely to the hydrogen, constituting a new spectrum of it. This spec-

trum may be seen simultaneously with the three characteristic lines Ha, H/3, Hy;

but at an increased temperature, when these lines begin to expand, it entirely dis-

appears.”

MM. Plucker and Hittorf also determined the action of the discharge of a small in-

duction-coil through a tube enclosing hydrogen which was gradually rarefied to the

highest tenuity to be reached by a Geissler’s exhauster ; they found that, as the exhaus-

tion proceeded, the red colour of the gas gradually faded into an “undetermined violet,”

and that Ha disappeared, while H/3, though fainter, remained well defined.

With hydrogen gas in Geissler’s tubes, then, the following facts are established:

—

I. With a certain degree of rarefaction and temperature, we obtain three character-

istic lines, Ha, H/3, and Hy.

II. By increasing the temperature, we expand Hy first towards both ends of the spec-

trum, then H/3, Ha remaining almost unchanged after Hy has passed into an undeter-

mined large violet band.

III. By increasing the tenuity, Ha disappears first, H/3 remaining w7ell defined, and

moreover the colour of the ignited gas changes to the eye.

IV. Under certain conditions, which are not stated in the memoir, new lines appear

in the spectrum, especially in the neighbourhood of the sodium-line.

Assuming that hydrogen gas is present in the chromosphere and prominences, we
have the following facts to place side by side with those just stated :

—

I. In place of the three lines we have but Ha and H/3.

II. H/3 is in process of expansion, the expansion increasing as the sun is approached,

and Hy is so far expanded that it no longer exists as a line
; most careful observations

mdccclxix. 3 M
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repeated several times have failed to detect it. Were it a broad band having the same

total amount of light, it would be invisible in the spectroscope ; it has probably there-

fore reached this stage.

III. The prominences have been observed of various colours (this fact is not here

stated merely with reference to the observation recorded in III. ante).

IV. There is a line in the yellow ,
most probably proceeding from the substance which

gives off the light at C and F, as the length of this line, as far as the later observations

with the more correctly adjusted instrument go, is the same as that of those in C and F.

I am aware that the conditions as to density cannot for one moment be held to be the

same in the two cases ; but as at present (so far as I know) we have no similar expe-

riments ranging over greatly varying densities, I have thought it desirable to bring these

striking facts forward at once. We are justified in thinking that the density of the

chromosphere, always assuming that it is composed wholly or in part of hydrogen, can-

not be very great ; if it were, the spectrum would most probably be continuous ; for Pro-

fessor Frankland has shown, in the lecture before alluded to, that hydrogen burning in

oxygen under a pressure of ten atmospheres gives out a spectrum, bright, and perfectly

continuous from red to violet.

It is possible that experiments in which both density and temperature are varied may

enable us to match accurately the spectrum of the chromosphere, and thereby determine

both the temperature and pressure at the surface of the sun.

The bright lines which have been observed in several stars, especially in the remark-

able one in Corona, the outburst of which was spectroscopically watched by Mr. Huggins

in 1866, shows us that under certain conditions of constitution a chromosphere may be

a part of the regular star-economy, and be liable to changes more or less great, and

effected with more or less rapidity. The continuous observation of the sun’s chro-

mosphere may therefore lead to a knowledge of many important facts.

It is remarkable that in the outburst in the star in Corona, two of the lines of the

chromosphere were coincident with C and F, and that two other lines were visible. If,

therefore, either or both of these lines be due to hydrogen, we must regard that star,

leaving the density of the envelope out of consideration, as being of lower temperature

than our sun.

The position of the prominences in all parts of the sun’s limb has generally been held

to be sufficient evidence that they are not connected with spots. They may, however,

still result from some common cause. It may be noted that* the eclipse which was pho-

tographed by Mr. De La Hue in Spain happened near the time of maximum sun-spots,

and that nearly the whole limb of the sun was covered with prominences. My observa-

tions since 1866 have been carried on at the minimum sun-spot period, and the promi-

nences observed during the eclipse this year were few in number, and covered but a

small part of the sun’s limb.
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Eeceived November 26, 1868.

Additional Note on the Chromosphere.

Since my last communication to the Eoyal Society I have received, through the kind-

ness of Admiral Manners, the following extract of a note from Father Secchi, in which,

although the existence of the new continuous envelope is not announced, important

corroboration of its existence is contained. Father Secchi says :

—

“Borne, 15 Nov. 1868.

“ I have been able to verify the observations of Mr. Lockyer on the sun, but I find

that, even where the lines do not become brilliant, their blackness vanishes by a partial

inversion. I have found also some luminous lines which become exceedingly brilliant

near the edge of the sun. One is near the ray D, and the other in contact almost with

the line B on the side of C.

“ Ifind that all around the full limb of the sun the inversion takes place. If the slit

,
of

10" or 15", but if the slit is parallel to the edge then the inversion is complete. It is a very

beautiful fact. It is perhaps one that will modify our ideas on the origin of these lines.”

I have italicized the most important part of the letter.

Since the 20th of the present month, in consequence of a conversation on that day

with Mr. De La Eue, I have gone over my observations of the sun’s limb with great

care, and have also reexamined Mr. De La Eue’s photographs with a view to ascertain

the evidence which they give of the continuity of the envelope. The result strongly

confirms my former views. It is true that the photographs do not show a continuous

chromosphere of anything like uniform thickness
;
but that arises from the fact that the

only part of the sun’s limb where the envelope was visible at all during totality

happened to be covered by irregular prominences, which were probably very abundant

at the time. In fact, owing to the relative sizes of the sun and moon during the eclipse

of 1860, and the direction of the moon’s motion, the top and bottom of the sun’s limb,

as shown in plate 15 of Mr. De La Eue’s memoir, were considerably within the moon’s

limb during the totality ; only small portions of the sun’s limb on the preceding and

the following sides were uncovered, and there the chromosphere is seen to be almost

continuous, though, as I have said, very irregular. The absolute want of continuity in

the photographs, which, as far as I recollect, is not observable in Mr. De La Eue’s hand

drawing, is not a final argument against its real spectroscopic continuity. On the 24th

of November 1868, when I had an opportunity of observing the sun, I employed the whole

time in examining into the absolute continuity of the chromosphere; I was enabled,

until interrupted by clouds, to examine continuously and carefully about 300 degrees

of the sun’s contour, and during the time I did not for one moment lose sight of the

chromosphere spectrum. It is very gratifying to find that photographs taken many
3 M 2

is perpendicular to the edge the inversion is a very short part, so
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years ago by so excellent an observer as Mr. De La Rue should be found to bear

independent testimony to the accuracy of the conclusion which I have arrived at, by an

entirely different line of research.

Beceived April 9, 1869.

Historical Notice of the growth of our knowledge of the Chromosphere.

When I was first enabled, by means of the spectroscope, to determine that the promi-

nences are merely heapings up of an envelope which gave everywhere the spectrum of

hydrogen (at pressures which Dr. Frankland and myselfhave since approximately deter-

mined) and is continuous round the sun, or at all events continuous in the same sense

that the photosphere is continuous, I was not aware that I had been anticipated in any

part of the discovery.

I have since found, however, that the continuity of the envelope, apart from its nature

and place in the solar economy, has been suspected for many years, although it had never

been demonstrated, as it easily might have been, by eclipse observations at properly

chosen stations, and although it has been very variously interpreted.

I think it desirable, now that the spectroscope has determined the existence and nature

of such an envelope, that, injustice to myself and to those who have gone over the same

ground before me, a brief historical notice of the progress of our knowledge on this

point should be given.

It is easy now to divide the phenomena observed in the many eclipses between 1706

and 1842 into two classes

:

I. Observations of the prominences properly so called
;

II. Observations of the chromosphere

;

and all the observations of both these classes, accumulated during the eclipses which

happened up to and including the year 1842, have been discussed by two eminent astro-

nomical authorities,—I refer to Arago and Professor Grant, to both of whom, long even

before the eclipse of 1851, it was perfectly obvious that the prominences were solar and

not lunar phenomena.

Arago * considered the prominences to be merely clouds floating in the sun’s atmo-

sphere—an atmosphere rendered evident to us by the Corona, and to these clouds he

ascribed the spots without a nucleus ;
to the Corona also he attributed the darkening of

the limb. He says :

—

“ II faut admettre une enveloppe exterieure qui diminue (eteint) moins la lumiere qui

vient du centre que les rayons qui viennent sur le long trajet du bord a l’ceil. Cette

enveloppe exterieure forme la couronne blanchatre dans les eclipses totales du soleil.”

It is not easy to reconcile all Arago’s statements as to the nature of this atmosphere

or envelope ; but I shall return shortly to a later enunciation of them by himself, merely

* Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes, 1846. MSS. quoted by Humboldt, Cosmos, Sabine’s Translation,

vol. iv. Notes, p. cii.
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remarking here that there is nothing said about the “ clouds ” forming a continuous

envelope round the sun.

Professor Grant*, who went over the same ground as Arago, and had Arago’s results

before him, was led to consider before the eclipse of 1851 that “The observations of

solar eclipses would seem to indicate that above the luminiferous envelope there exists

a stratum of nebulous matter which is visible only by means of reflected light. Various

interesting questions present themselves for solution in connexion with the admitted

existence of such a stratum. In the first place, does this third envelope exercise an

influence in the production of any of the other phenomena which have been disclosed

by observations on the physical constitution of the sunl”

Then, referring to Sir J. Herschel’s hypothesis of convection currents throwing up

the then imagined non-luminous envelope below the photosphere, through the photo-

sphere, he adds :

—

“ This view of the subject, while it carries with it considerable probability, obviates

the necessity of introducing into the theory of the physical constitution of the sun the

idea of a third envelope independent of the two others.”

We next come to the eclipse of 1851, which was observed by Professor Swan, among

others, who contributed to the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh three valuable memoirs on

the eclipse with special reference to the red prominences. Assuming that they existed

in the solar atmosphere, and agreeing with the prescient remarks of Sir J. Herschel,

that they must be “cloudy masses of the most excessive tenuity,” he remarksf :

—

“ Obviously the simplest view that can be taken of this phenomenon, is to regard the

red fringe and the red prominences as of the same nature ; and all the observations will

then confirm the idea that the matter composing those objects is distributed all round

the sun. It therefore seems probable that when we are furnished with observations of

a tangential phase of the eclipse from stations on the north side of the moon’s shadow,

it will be found that a sierra appeared towards the sun’s north point, of which the detached

prominences seen in that region, by observers situated near the middle of the moon’s

shadow, were only the highest peaks Since, then, it has been

shown to be highly probable that the matter composing the red prominences is distributed

with little interruption all round the sun, we may conceive the luminous strata of the

solar atmosphere to be surmounted by an envelope of clouds of which the higher

portions are visible beyond the moon’s limb, at the central phase of a total eclipse, and

which then constitute the red prominences. If [he continues, throwing out the sug-

gestion previously made by Grant] it be thought that the hypothesis of two envelopes of

cloud, one above and another below the luminous strata of the sun’s atmosphere, intro-

duces too great complication, we may avoid the objection by supposing that the envelope

which occasions the penumbras around the spots penetrates the luminous stratum, and

exists, although in greatly different degrees of density, both above and below it.

* History of Physical Astronomy, p. 400.

f Transactions of the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xx. part iii. pp. 462, 463, 464.
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“If, then, we conceive that a stratum of cloudy matter surrounds the sun, of which

the red prominences are the higher portions, the serrated appearance of the long range

of prominences, seen by Mr. Dawes and Mr. Hind, sufficiently indicates that its general

surface is exceedingly uneven, presenting the appearance of being covered with numerous

eminences or ridges. But these irregularities are small when compared with the large

hook-shaped prominence, and its companion the detached cloud, which were seen by

most of the observers of the eclipse

Now, as the spots have been supposed to arise from upward currents causing apertures

in the sun’s luminous atmosphere, I conceive the higher red prominences, or those which

remain visible at the middle of the total phase of a central eclipse, may in like manner

be formed by the same, or similar, currents in the sun’s atmosphere, breaking through

the envelope of cloud that surrounds him, bending back the edges of the apertures

they have formed, and sometimes carrying up detached masses of cloud, such as that

which was seen at the late eclipse. We may, however, suppose the envelope of cloud

to be sometimes simply raised, without being broken through ; and in that state it may
form the conical prominences which were observed at the late eclipse.

“ Since the prominences reflect, they must also absorb light
; and thus the hypothesis

which has been proposed regarding them assumes the presence of an envelope of cloud

surrounding the sun’s luminous atmosphere
,
capable of absorbing part of his light and

subject to occasional interruptions of its continuity.”

Mr. Swan thus formally sums up his most important addition to our knowledge of the

solar envelopes, agreeing with Anago that the Corona is also a solar appendage. We
have now four envelopes.

I. The dark cloud below the photosphere. [The cloudy stratum of Hersciiel.]

II. The photosphere itself.

III. The envelope of cloud so often referred to.

IY. The sun’s atmosphere surrounding all, in which the other envelopes may be sup-

posed to float

Littrow, who observed the same eclipse, after describing some of the observations,

goes on to say :

—

“Tout cela me fortifie dans l’opinion concue deja par mon observation seule, que ce

bord rouge forme une couche environnant toute la photosphere du soleil, et gonflee §a

et la en protuberances”*.

Arago in his ‘Astronomie’f defends his first view, and criticises Mr. Swan’s hypothesis.

He remarks :

—

“ Tout s’explique dans l’hypothese de nuages flottants dans l’atmosphere diaphane qui

entoure le soleil.

“ J’avais cherche de rendre compte des protuberances lumineuses en les assimilant a

des nuages flottants dans 1’atmosphere diaphane dont je supposais la photosphere

* Astr. Nachrichten, t. xxxiv. p. 31, and Comptes Eendus, Eeb. 22, 1869.

t Ed. 1856, t. iii. p. 623.
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entouree. M. Swan ayant sans doute remarque dans ma notice cette phrase ‘ L’eclipse

de 1842 nous a mis sur la trace d’un troisieme enveloppe situee au-dessus de la photo-

sphere et formee de nuages obscurs ou faiblement lumineux,’ accumule a la fin de son

memoire citations sur citations, pour prouver que nonobstant ce que cette phrase parait

de renfermer de positif, je n’ai pas eu la pensee qu’il existat au-dessus de la photo-

sphere une couche continue de nuages. Je reconnais loyalement que l’idee de la

COUCHE CONTINUE APPARTIENT EN PROPRE A M. SWAN.”

The next criticism we find brings in the Corona in a way we shall see it again brought

forward subsequently.

“ La limite exterieure de la premiere eouronne lumineuse indiquerait, dans l’hypothese

de M. Swan, la region qu’occupe la couche continue de nuages dont il croit avoir besoin

pour expliquer tous les phenomenes des eclipses totales. II faudrait done supposer que,

lorsque la eouronne est unique, cette couche de nuages s’est abaissee jusqu a etre presque

en contact avec la photosphere solaire. C’est alors qu’apparaitraient les longs arcs

courbes, colores et fortement denteles, qui ont ete signales par les observateurs comme

etant visibles quelques instants apres le commencement de l’eclipse totale, et quelques

instants avant la fin. Mais admettant pour un moment que ces grands mouvements oscil-

latoires en hauteur de la couche nuageuse existent, pourquoi cette couche se presenterait-

elle comme une ligne circulaire sans couleur lorsqu’elle serait a une grande hauteur, et

descendrait-elle irisee et tres-irreguliere dans son contour lorsqu’elle se rapprocherait

du soleil. Suivant M. Swan, les protuberances sont des portions de son atmosphere

continue, soulevees du-dessus du niveau general par le courant ascendant. Mais

comment n’a-t-il pas remarque qu’en 1842 ces protuberances existaient tout notable-

ment au-dessous de la ligne circulaire qui dessinait les limites de la eouronne la plus

brillante sur la eouronne exterieure 1

“ Je persiste done a soutenir simplement que la troisieme atmosphere solaire que

M. Swan veut bien admettre avec moi est gazeuse et qu’il y flottent seulement des nuages.”

This strong criticism would seem to have had great weight, and I believe that much

of the strange modern overlooking of the continuous envelope is to be ascribed to it, to

say nothing of the invariable (so far as I know) descriptions of the solar atmosphere to

be found in our text-books, on which recent ideas and theories have been based.

We next come to the eclipse of 1851, which was observed in the Brazils. The Bra-

zilian Commission, of which M. Liais was a member, sent in a report to the Paris

Academy of Sciences, which was reported on by M. Faye, who commenced his report

by thus defining the Corona and prominences*.

“La eouronne lumineuse ne serait autre chose que l’indice sensible d’une troisieme

enveloppe du soleil, d’une atmosphere exterieure. . , . Les protuberances seraient

les nuages de cette troisieme atmosphere .”

I have not been able to obtain the Commissioner’s report ; but M. Liais, in a separate

workf ,
states distinctly (I.) that there is a continuous envelope overlying the photosphere,

* Comptes Renchis, t. xlviii. p. 163. f L’espace celeste et la nature tropicale.
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(II.) that it is not the Corona, (III.) that it is the locus of the general absorption of the

photospheric light, and (IV.) that its height is about 3" -3—an immense step in advance,

as we now know, on the ideas of Arago. At the same time M. Liais was convinced that

the Corona was in reality a solar appendage.

The famous Spanish eclipse of 1860 is next on the list. Mr. De La Rue’s admirable

photographs have made us all familiar with the solar appendages then visible. Specially

to be noticed in them are the points where the limbs of the sun and moon were nearly

in contact both at the commencement and at the end of the totality.

In discussing the results of this eclipse, both M. Le Yerrier and Father Secchi found

themselves compelled to use the word “ envelope ” to explain all the phenomena observed.

M. Le Verrier*, after a preliminary discussion of the results of this eclipse, remarked,

“ Faut il croire que la surface entiere de l’astre en (nuages rouges) est parsemee jusqu’a

une faible hauteur comme elle est semee de facules, et que les nuages roses en sont des

emanations commes les taches qui apparaissent sur la disque de 1’astre.”

And then, after a more complete discussion, he endorses the idea of the complete con-

tinuity of the envelope, and makes it at the same time not only the only solar atmo-

sphere, but the origin of spots !

!

After referring to Herschel’s hypothesis, and remarking “ a cette constitution si com-

plexe on eut du ajouter une troisieme enveloppe formee de l’ensemble des nuages roses,”

he goes on, “ or je crains que la plupart de ces enveloppes ne sont de pures fictions; que

le soleil ne soit simplement un corps lumineux, en raison de sa haute temperature, et

recouvertpar une couche continue de la matiere rose dont on commit aujourd’hui l’exist-

ence. L’astre, ainsi prive d’un corps central, liquide ou solide, recouvert d’un atmosphere

rentre dans la loi commune de la constitution des corps celestes II parait

clair qu’ils (les protuberances roses) emanent accidentellement d’une couche de matiere

qui recouvre toute la surface du soleil jusqu’a une hauteur de 8 a 10 secondes. . .

”

M. Le Yerrier then proceeds to show, as we have seen M. Swan- and M. Liais do many

years before, that the darkening of the limb is due to this envelope, and then adds,

“ D’un autre cote il resulte de l’observation des nuages solaires que la matiere de l’atmo-

sphere s’accumule quelquefois en quantites plus considerables sur certains points, et comme

la lumiere de la partie correspondante du soleil peut se trouver plus ou moins eteinte,

on arrive a une explication naturelle de l’existence des taches
!”

We see, then, that the French results of the eclipse of 1860 entirely endorsed Mr.

Swan’s assertion of the continuity of the cloudy envelope, although the hypothesis put

forward to explain the envelope was completely discordant with observation then and

is much more so now.

Father Secchi’s idea will be rendered evident by the following extract from his report

contained in the memoirs of the Observatory of the Collegio Romano f :

—

“ La seconda conseguenza, non meno importante e, che questa materia riveste tutta la

* Eeport quoted in Comptes Eendus, February 8, 1869, page 310.

f New Series, 1860-62, yol. ii. No. 5, p. 43.
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superficie solare come un generale inviluppo transparente. Infatti il loro numero pro-

digioso, e il loro estendersi per archi continuati di molti gradi, ci mostra che e irragio-

nevole supporle, particolarita locali ed eccezionali sulla superficie solare, come sono le

macchie, ne possono dirsi eruzioni vulcaniche di pochi punti: al contrario il vederle

spuntare congiunte in lunghe catene tanto al principio che al fine della totalita, ci per-

suade che' negli altri punti della circonferenza si rendono visibili solo le cime maggiori e

piu elevati, restando le minor! e piu basse coperte dal corpo lunare.”

Although these modem results would seem to have settled the question as far as it

was possible to settle it by ordinary observations on the central line of totality, I cannot

find that the idea of the continuity of the envelope was generally accepted in England

or in France.

In 1861 we find M. Faye* calling upon observers of the eclipse that was to happen

on the last day of that year to examine “ si cette aureole (la partie de cette couronne

la plus voisine du soleil) presente ou non le renversement du spectre solaire, c’est a

dire si les raies obscures de Fraunhofer seront remplacees dans ce spectre par des raies

brillantes.” There is not one word about the “ couche rose” of M. Le Verrier!

After this in England we find General Sabine, Dr. Balfour Stewart, and Professor

Challis independently arriving at the conclusion that the red flames are solar aurorae—
a theory which I think plainly indicates that the idea that they formed part of a conti-

nuous envelope was not in their minds. Mr, Balfour Stewart, in a Lecture at the Royal

Institution f, remarked:

—

“ In support of this hypothesis it may be remarked that, during the late total eclipse

in Spain, Mr. De La Hue, by means of the Kew photoheliograph, proved that these

red flames belong to the sun, and that they extended in one case to the distance of

70,000 miles beyond his photosphere. But, considering the gravity of the sun, we are

naturally unwilling to suppose that there can be any considerable amount of atmosphere

at such a distance from his surface
;
and we are therefore induced to seek for an expla-

nation of these red flames amongst those phenomena which require the smallest possible

amount of atmosphere for their manifestation. Now the experiments of Mr. Gassiot,

and the observed height of the terrestrial aurora alike convince us that this meteor will

answer our requirements best. And besides this, the curved appearance of these red

flames, and their high actinic power in virtue of which one of them, not visible to the

eye, was photographed by Mr. De La Hue, are bonds of union between these and

terrestrial aurorae.”

Although Mr. De La Eue in his Memoir refers to the prominences being scattered

widely over the sun’s disk, it was not till December 1867 that the real meaning of the

photographs in this particular was grasped. Mr. Stoney, in a paper communicated to

the Royal Astronomical Society in that month, in which he refers to his hypothesis that

the sun has an enormous atmosphere, which in eclipses projects far beyond the disk of

* Comptes Bendus, vol. lii. p. 679.

f Proceedings of the Boyal Institution, vol. iv. p. 60.

3 NMDCCCLXIX.
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the moon, in which atmosphere the vapours which give rise to the selective absorption

of the photospheric light are situated at various heights according to their vapour-den-

sity, writes as follows :

—

“ Directly outside the photosphere there lies a stratum of the sun’s atmosphere which

is still hotter than the photosphere, and on the outer boundary of this hot region there

appears to be a shell of excessively faint cloud, part of which is seen in Mr. De La Rue’s

photographs of the eclipse of 1860. It probably extends the whole way round the sun.

It is therefore very desirable that this faint shell, which seems to lie at a distance of 8"

or 10" from the edge of the sun’s disk, should be observed, both from a central station

and from stations close to the northern and southern limits of totality, so as to ascertain

whether we have reason to presume it is continuous round the disk”*.

Broadly, then, up to the spectroscopic determination of its continuity and real nature,

the story of the chromosphere is as follows :

—

Arago refers it to clouds at the base of the Corona, and regards these clouds

as the origin of non-nucleated spots, the dimming of the limb being due to

the Corona.

Grant acknowledges the continuity of the envelope, ascribes its brilliancy to

reflected light, and thinks it may be due to the “cloudy stratum” being

driven by convection-currents through the photosphere.

Swan terms it a new envelope of the sun, states that it shines by reflected light,

and ascribes to it the dimming of the limb.

Littrow describes it as a continuous thin envelope.

Liais describes it as a continuous envelope, and gives its thickness as 3" #

3.

Le Verrier describes it as the unique atmosphere of a solid sun and the origin

of all spots.

Secchi acknowledges it as a third envelope.

Stoney considers it as a stratum of cloud at a distance of 8" or 10" from the

photosphere.

Description op the Plates.

PLATE XXXVII.

Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show the position of the lines observed on October 20, 1868, and

their usual form, i. e. the line F is broad at the base and gradually tapers upwards,

while C, and the line near D (with no corresponding absorption-line ordinarily visible)

do not, as a rule, present this peculiarity with the instrument employed.

Fig. 4 shows the appearance of the F line observed on the 5th of November 1868.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the appearances of the C and F lines observed with a tangential slit

;

* Monthly Notices of the Eoyal Astronomical Society, vol. xxviii. p. 19.

1842.

1842.

1851.

1851.

1858.

1860.

1860.

1867.
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in the case of F the bright line observed was sometimes on one side of the absorption-

line, and sometimes put it out altogether (October 27).

Figs. 7, 8, and 9 are outlines of the prominences observed on the 20th of October,

5th and 6th of November 1868.

Added October 10, 1869.

PLATE XXXVIII.

The spectroscope of large dispersive power, by means of which the work I have de-

scribed in the former part of this paper has been done, is attached to a clock-work

driven refractor of 6^ inches aperture and 98^ inches focal length, the definition of

which is very fine, and worthy of the reputation of its makers, Messrs. Cooke and Sons,

York.

Fig. 1 will give a general idea of the spectroscope and of its attachment to the

large equatoreal. In this figure are shown the eye-end of the telescope with finder

and clamping and adjusting rods, and an internal tube which I have found it convenient

to insert into the ordinary one to allow of the adjustment of the spectroscope to the

direct solar image, and the variously enlarged images, without disturbing the spectro-

scope itself on its supports.

This internal tube carries the ordinary eyepiece-end on which the prismatic steel rods

which support the train of prisms, collimator, and telescope are fixed and provided with

means of rotation.

Fig. 1 also shows the arrangement of the instrument when the direct image is viewed.

The eyepiece is taken out, and the image is allowed to fall on the slit-screen outside

the telescope. A short collimator collects the light which then passes through the

seven prisms (of 45°) of dense flint glass, of which the specific gravity, refractive index,

and dispersive power, as determined by Mr. Browning, are as follows :

—

Specific gravity 3*91

Refractive index 1*665

Dispersive power 0*0752

Ordinarily the seven prisms are alone used, but when more dispersion is wanted I

have found it very convenient to fix an extra prism of 60°, as shown in the figure; this

makes the instrument for some part of the spectrum a direct vision one ; and I have

further increased the dispersion by partly filling the small telescope with direct vision

prisms.

The adjustment of the spectroscope to the telescope allows of the slit being brought

either tangentially or radially on any part of the sun’s limb.

Fig. 2 shows a slit I have designed for comparing various portions of the solar surface

with each other. The slit, for purposes of description, may be imagined to be divided

into three portions. The central portion admits direct light from some part of the sun

;
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the upper and lower portions admit light from two other parts of the sun reflected on

the slit by means of combinations of prisms.

The slit used in ordinary investigation is similar to that usually employed.

The train of prisms, the collimator, micrometer, and observing telescope are shown

in fig. 3 on a larger scale. The prisms are fixed to a plate which it is possible to rotate

slightly on its axis, and this, after the more obvious precautions have been taken, consti-

tutes one of the most important adjustments.

The collimator is furnished not only with the usual focusing-screw, but with addi-

tional rackwork, which permits of the slit being placed in the image, the colour of which

is coincident with the arc under examination. It is only by paying infinite attention to

this point that any good results can be obtained ; and when this is done, and the atmosphere

is pure and calm, the interval between each of the higher cloud-domes on the sun shows

an approach to the spot-spectrum, and the spectrum is a mass of horizontal lines. It is

rare, however, that the atmosphere is steady enough to show this effect in its greatest

perfection.

The principal point about the micrometer-arrangement is, that the micrometer-head

is read by a little telescope, the eye-end of which is immediately above that of the

observing telescope ; this saves much time, as the position of the observer is not dis-

turbed when readings are necessary. I have also found it convenient to supplement this

arrangement by an ordinary eyepiece-micrometer for differential measures of small range.

I cannot allow myself to conclude this short description without testifying to the great

perfection of the optical finish of the new spectroscope, which enables me to obtain a

solar spectrum of the utmost purity. My thanks are due to Mr. Beowning for coming

to my aid as he did, and employing his well-known skill in the construction of an instru-

ment at once so unique, portable, and powerful—a task accomplished at last with results

most satisfactory to myself and creditable to him.
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XIII. Contributions to the Fossil Flora of North Greenland
,
being a Description of the

Plants collected by Mr. Edward Whymper during the Summer of 1867. By Pro-

fessor Oswald Heer. Communicated by Professor Stokes, Sec. B.S.

Received February 16,—Read March 11, 1869.

General Remarks.

I. The greater part of the fossil plants which have been brought from Arctic regions

have come from North Greenland. Atanekerdluk (lat. 70° N.) is the principal locality,

and there the remains of vegetable organisms are found in such profusion, that we are

able, to some extent, to restore the ancient flora of North Greenland, and deduce most im-

portant conclusions as to the former physiognomy and the climate of this high northern

region. The fossil plants which were brought home by M‘Clintock, Xnglefield, and

Colomb, and deposited in Dublin and London, were found at this locality, as well as

the very rich collection made by Mr. Olrik, formerly Inspector of North Greenland,

which is now to be found at Copenhagen. These materials, on examination, were

found to contain 105 species of plants. Of some, the leaves, fruits, and seeds were ob-

served, so that an absolute determination of their species was rendered possible ; while

of others merely the leaves, and of these at times only fragments, were discoverable.

Of these latter accordingly the identification cannot be considered as final. It became

therefore a matter of great importance to procure additional specimens from this loca-

lity, so as to increase our knowledge of the Arctic Fossil Flora, and also to ascertain

whether similar fossils were of universal occurrence in the various lignite deposits of

North Greenland. It was hoped, too, that remains of Mammalia might be found in the

coal.

The interest attached to these questions induced Mr. Robert H. Scott to propose the

plan of an Expedition to North Greenland, to be carried out by means of funds furnished

by the British Association. That body at the Nottingham Meeting voted a sum of

money for the purpose, which was subsequently most liberally augmented by the Govern-

ment-Grant Committee of the Royal Society. Circumstances rendered it impossible for

Mr. Scott to carry out his idea of visiting Greenland himself, and Mr. Edward Whymper,

who had previously made arrangements for travelling in North Greenland, undertook to

obtain as good a collection of fossils from Atanekerdluk as possible, and to examine as

many other localities as his time might permit. Mr. Whymper took with him Mr.

Robert Brown, F.R.G.S., as collector. Mr.W ymper passed some time at Copenhagen,

preparing himself for his undertaking, and sailed from that port in the spring of 1867.

He arrived at the Colony of Jakobshavn in Greenland on the 16th of June, and on the

8 omdccclxix.
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morning of the 20th of August he arrived at Ritenbenk with Mr. Brown, and with a

number of natives who were engaged as workmen. I quote from Mr. Whymper’s Re-

port, presented to the British Association at Norwich*', the portions which relate to the

Geology of the district.

“We started [from Ritenbenk] at 10.30 p.m., and our course soon took us into the

midst of the Tossukatek ice-stream, a great assemblage of icebergs large and small,

which were given off from a glacier whose summit we could just see on the horizon.

This ice-stream was remarkable for the enormous number of icebergs it contained, and

was also notable for the small amount of moraine matter upon them. Really large

blocks of rock we did not see, and those of a yard in diameter were rare
; but there was

abundance of small stones, of grit, and of sand upon the bergs. There is no doubt that

beneath the course ofthe Tossukatek ice-stream, as below all others j1

,
there are conglome-

rate strata hr course of formation, which cannot now be seen, but which may possibly

be presented to the view of future travellers.

“ Shortly after passing through this ice-stream we arrived at the small settlement of

Sakkak J. This place stands by the water's edge at the entrance of a great valley run-

ning into the heart of the Noursoak peninsula. A considerable river that flows down

this valley falls into the sea a little to the north of the settlement, and appears to form

the boundary line of the granite districts which we were just quitting, and the trap

formation upon which we were just entering.

“ A solitary Danish man lives at this place, and has done so for twenty-four years.

He says that the glaciers which can be seen from his house, both on the Noursoak

peninsula and upon Disco Island, are steadily increasing ; so much so that their progress

can be noted every year. This statement coincides with the observation of Sir C.

Giesecke nearly sixty years ago. The latter says§, speaking of the route To Umenak,

‘formerly they drove generally over Gamle Ritenbenk
||,

but for several years the Toad

has become impassable in consequence of the ‘ iceblink’ by which the whole continent

there is covered. The same will take place with the new road at present in use.’ The

glaciers to the south were, however, as far as I observed them, decidedly shrinking.

* This Report was accidentally omitted from the volume of British Association Report for 1868. It will

appear in that for 1869.

t “ On the voyage up Davis’ Straits we were becalmed off Rifkol, a noted landmark, and anchored on some

banks in eighteen fathoms. These hanks have certainly been greatly increased, if not originated, by the depo-

sition of matter from the icebergs of the Jakobshavn ice-stream. At the time we were anchored a number of

small bergs were aground upon them, breaking up and revolving all around. We took the opportunity to put

down the dredge, and although we only worked from the ship side, and consequently over a very limited

amount of bottom, we brought up in two or three hauls fragments of granite, gneiss (some with garnets),

syenite, quartz, hornblende, greenstone, and mica-slate. The sounding-lead showed a fine sand bottom, and

the anchor flukes brought fetid mud.

J
“ The word Sakkak means, according to Giesecke, ( sunside,’ i. e. southerly aspect.

§
“ Giesecke’s MS. Journal, year 1811.

||

“ The Danish name for the settlement of Sakkak.
“ The term is used ’in Greenland to'signify a glacier.
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“At Sakkak we were joined by a native guide for Atanekerdluk, named Gudemann,

and also by two others who volunteered their services. We continued our journey after

a brief halt, and arrived at our destination shortly after 1 A.M. on August the 22nd.

“ The name Atanekerdluk is applied by the natives to a basaltic peninsula about half

a mile in length, connected with the mainland by a sandy neck which is apparently

covered by the sea at spring-tides. A bay with a sandy beach stretches about two miles

to the south, and at its further extremity there is another promontory, of columnar

basalt, named Imnarsoit. Between these two promontories, and indeed along the whole

of the shore from the above-mentioned valley at Sakkak to the most northern point

of the Noursoak peninsula, mountains rise from the water’s edge, and attain in some

places a height of 5000 to 6000 feet. Behind the peninsula of Atanekerdluk they

do not, however, attain a height greater than 3600 or 3800 feet. They are cut up by

numerous small valleys and ravines.

“ The position of Atanekerdluk is indicated at a great distance by means of three

mountain-peaks of symmetrical form. The fossil bed is one-third wTay up the most

northern of these, and between it and the central one. Under the guidance of Gude-

MAW5T we started for it at mid-day on the 22nd. The sides of the hill on which it is

situate (an outlying buttress of the mountain already mentioned) were of considerable

steepness, and channelled in many places by small streams. It was mainly composed of

sand and of shales, and was strewn with disintegrated fragments of hardened clays, sand-

stones, and basalt. The most prominent features wrere the dykes of trap which appeared

in numerous places
;
sometimes as regular in form as built Avails, and in others as

picturesque as Rhine castles. Five, if not six, of these dykes appeared at different places

in the section of the coast betAveen the headlands of Atanekerdluk and Imnarsoit.

“ It has been already mentioned that this locality had been frequently visited* before

1867 for the sake of its fossil deposit. This was evident by numerous fragments that

we found in the course of our ascent, which had been dropped by others in descending,

and it seemed at first as if the deposit was very extensive. We found it in fact to be

confined within narrow limits. It did not appear to extend a greater length than 400

feet, Avith a maximum depth of 150 feet. In most places the portion exposed was

nothing more than a seam a few feet in depth. It Avas on a shelf of the hill at the

height of 1175 feetf ; the southern end Avas exposed on the north side of the most pro-

minent of the ravines already referred to. The length of the deposit, that is to say the

face of the hill on which it Avas found, fronted the Waigat, due west (magnetic).

“ I took from England, besides hammers, picks, and shovels, all the necessaries for

blasting ; but these latter were unnecessary. The seam was for the most part enclosed

by sand, and specimens were obtained with ease. After a hard day’s work Ave returned

to our camp, in a ruined native house by the shore. It froze sharply during the

night.

* “ By Danes,.or by natives collecting for Danes.

t “ The mean of eight observations by aneroid. Captain Inglefieed gives the height 1084 feet.

3 o 2
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“ On the 23rd we resumed work, and by the close of the day had made a large collection

of good specimens. It was my endeavour to select, as far as possible, perfect specimens

of individual species, rather than tine slabs containing numerous species. Unfortunately

a large number of the finest specimens were irremediably smashed in transit down the

hill
;

this was due much more to the brittleness of the specimens and the steepness of

the descent than to carelessness. The natives indeed worked admirably.

“ On the 24th we finished our work at this locality. A trench had been dug by this

time twenty feet in length, to a depth of five feet, completely through the seam, and the

section showed :

—

Feet. In.

1. Stratum of fine sand, light grey colour 1 7 deep

2. „ „ similar to No. 1, darker colour .... - 8 „

3. „ ,, fine white sand - 8 „

4. „ „ similar to No. 2 - 9 ,,

5. ,, „ „ „ No. 3 - 6 ,,

6. ,, „ yellow sand.

“ The impressions of leaves were found for the most part in stratum No. 1, or upon the

surface. They were also obtained from Nos. 2, 3, 4, but I believe not lower. Those

found in the uppermost and upon the surface were ordinarily in hard clay, red in colour,

due to oxide of iron. These did not suffer much by transportation ; but the surface had

apparently undergone a careful scrutiny, and few very perfect specimens were obtained

from it. The impressions in the softer and more brittle shales were obtained some

depth below the surface ; these yielded the best specimens, but they suffered greatly

in transit. Those found at the greatest depth were almost invariably in lumps of hard

clay that fractured irregularly ; these differed from the others in being of an iron-grey

colour. They have reddened since they have been exposed to the atmosphere. The

trench was dug about mid-way between the extremes of the deposit, and examination at

other points showed a similar arrangement. The hill at this part was mainly composed

of sand, enclosing numerous thin seams of brittle indurated clay, red in colour, con-

taining a good deal of iron, and of moderately fine-grained sandstones.

“We were unable to find the £ perfect stem, standing 4 feet out of the side of the

hill,’ spoken of by Captain Inglefield *, and it was unknown to the native^. It was

said to have stood on the edge of a precipice in the ravine on the south of the hill, and

it has probably been buried in a fall that appears to have taken place not very long ago.

In the sides of this ravine, both above and below the leaf-deposit, numerous beds of

lignite are exposed, at least one being of considerable thickness. I brought home from

this bed a block 1 foot 9 inches in thickness, a portion of which has been analyzed in

the laboratory of Mr. T. W. Keates of Chatham Place, with the following results :

—

* Private Journal of Captain E. A. Ingleeield, quoted in “A Report on the Miocene Flora of North Green-

land, by Professor 0. JIeek,” 1866. Journ. Royal Dublin Soc. vol. v. p. 81.
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4 Specific gravity . . ., 1-369

Gaseous and volatile matter . . . 45-45

Moisture . . . -75 46-20

Sulphur •55

, (Fixed carbon . . .

Coke
Ash

. . . 47-75

. . . 5-50 53-25

100-00

The lignite contains a trace of bitumen ; the coke is non-caking, and of little use.’

“ In this lignite we found small pieces of amber, the largest being about the size of a

common pea. We also found amber, but in still smaller fragments, in the leaf-deposit

itself. It was nowhere abundant.

“ The scantiness of the living vegetation at Atanekerdluk offered a marked contrast

to the luxuriance displayed in the leaf-deposit. Although this was the sunny side of

the Waigat Strait and the hills were completely free from snow, vegetation was as

meagre as upon Disco Island itself. The drifting of the sand accounts for this doubtless

to some extent. The largest dead wood measured less than an inch and a half in dia-

meter, and the largest growing wood less than an inch.

“The most remarkable natural object at Atanekerdluk is a trap pinnacle*. The sur-

rounding soil has been removed, leaving this portion of a former dyke standing perfectly

isolated. Its height is about eighty feet.”

Mr. Brown furnishes the following particulars as to the stratification of the rocksf

.

“ General stratification of the beds at Atanekerdluk.—A stream called Ekadluk (pro-

bably connected with the name of the place) flows into the Waigat Strait here and ex-

poses a section nearly to the summit of the cliff. This shows a series of beds dipping at

an acute angle at various degrees to S., with a general strike E., all lying in general

conformably on each other. These strata are divided into many distinct beds of sand-

stone, conglomerate gritty sandstone, shales (clayey, splintery, and fissile), and all alter-

nating with each other, and containing various seams of lignitic coal ;
and towards the

summit of the section thin cherty ironstone, with which you are most familiar as the

matrix of the fossils. This ‘ ironstone’ I look upon merely as of the nature of a shale,

hut owing its hardness and cuboidal fracture to being so impregnated with oxide (1) of

iron ; accordingly we find it taking the place of a shale and alternating with the sand-

stones and shales topping, and underlying the coal-beds shown in this section.

“All of these beds (sandstones, shales, &c.) contain vegetable fossil impressions to a

greater or less extent, but owing to their softness none of them here have retained them

except the ironstone shales already referred to, and these impressions are only seen as

indistinct charred looking blackenings. The greatest thickness of these sandstones is

about 20 feet, and the beds of splintery shales occasionally reach that thickness, down

to a thinness of a few inches. The fossil layers (the ironstone shale) never exceed from

* A photograph of which, from a drawing taken on the spot, was exhibited,

t In MS. notes furnished by Professor Heek.
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a few inches to 2 feet in thickness. The coal, in general, rested on and was overtopped

by shales, but sometimes on shales, and was overtopped by sandstone, and vice versd,

indeed as in our Carboniferous formation, and in the Pliocene coal-fields which I ex-

amined in Washington Territory, U.S. It varied in thickness from a few inches to

2 feet, though sometimes I found shaly slaty beds partaking of a lignitic character

which reached to the thickness of 4 feet. These beds consisted of a great number ; I

have enumerated between one and two hundred layers and beds, one alternating with

another, and reaching to the height of some 1200 feet above the sea.

“ Intersecting these beds, and crossing the bed of the stream, and running about

N.W. and S.E., are three trap ‘dykes’ which may be styled A, B, and C. Where they

come in contact with the strata I did not notice much contortion and scarcely any meta-

morphosis, from which we might perhaps infer that the traps here and the sedimen-

tary beds are not of the same geological age. (1) However, it ought to be mentioned that

though these dykes in some cases cut diagonally through the sandstones, they did not

seem to be metamorphosed ; and as confirmatory of the query I have advanced, I

noticed that the sandstone lying in juxtaposition had contained fragments of trap.

Further to the southward along the shore, about 200 yards from the mouth of the

stream before mentioned, is exposed a section

“1. Brown sandstone 2 feet, dip 33°.

“ 2. Seam of clay, slate, and shaly coal ; irregular thickness, average 8 inches.

“ 3. Seam of coal, 2 inches.

“ 4. Splintery shales, 6 inches.

“ 5. Whitish sandstone, stained brown in some places with oxide of iron, 2 feet ex-

posed, but obscured by trap debris from above.

“In this shale (or clayey slate) and in the sandstone where it joined the slate were

faint impressions of vegetable structure, but so imperfect as only to be distinguishable

as charred spots.

“ After proceeding along the beach for mile the trap dyke A appears, coming

down perpendicularly through the strata, and sending a longitudinal vein to interstra-

tify between a seam of sandstone and a sandy description of shale. The spur of trap

runs almost horizontally until it ends in a protuberant ‘ knob.’ The strata are slightly

tilted at the line where the dyke cuts through them on the north side, which also gives

them a slight northerly dip : the strike of all the strata is, however, the same, viz. circiter

N.E, magnetic. These strata, however, resume their former southerly dip on the other

side of the dyke, from which they had an opposite dip as from an anticlinal axis. This

sandstone is of a coarse gritty character, and, as formerly remarked where it comes into

contact with the igneous rock, does not seem to have suffered much metamorphosis

though directly in contact ;
indeed this was of such a small extent as to render the

tracing of it a matter of difficulty. In some places on the line of contact between the

sandstone and the trap, the trap seems (if the term may be allowed) to take the characters

of the sandstone, being soft, crystalline in structure, and easily broken with the hand.
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On the other hand, the grit in contact with the trap does not seem to differ from that

in the normal condition, but in some cases the sandstone (i. e. the grit) seems to have

been melted by the heat, forming a glaze on the surface. (B.) The trap dykes I have

spoken of as intersecting the sedimentary rock, are three in number, and run in three

regular lines cutting the strata obliquely. They often stand out in bare weathered

wall-like structures which have survived the action of frost and snow, arctic winter

cold and summer heat, and the torrents of melting snow in the spring. One of these

weathered masses is quite picturesque, and a good landmark coming to Atanekerdluk

from sea.

“The disintegrating causes I have spoken of have worn down the sedimentary strata

on either side of these dykes into a mere soil, and you for the most part (as being the

most accessible way to get at them) dig the pieces of cherty ironstone out of a clay com-

posed of the remains of these disintegrated rocks, and which in their downward sweep

by the torrents, have been arrested on a flat or hollow halfway down the mountain, or

perhaps 1100 feet above the sea.”

These statements confirm the accounts of Rink and Inglefield respecting the sti ati-

fication of the coal-deposits and plant-beds of Atanekerdluk (conf. Flora Foss. Arctica,

p. 7). They show us that there is a considerable succession of sedimentary strata, pierced

by volcanic rocks which form the summits of the mountains. Fossil plants occur in all

the beds, but the siderite and limonite contain them in the greatest abundance and in

the best state of preservation. In fact the slabs from these beds are quite covered with

specimens, lying in every direction
(
l . c. p. 10).

Among the leaves I found two insects, a beetle and one of the Hemiptera. These

must have been inhabitants of dry land, as well as the plants. However, amongst the

latter we find several species which must have grown in marshy or moory ground, viz.

Phragmites, Sparganium, Taxodium, and Menyanthes. These plants indicate a fresh-

water formation, as does also a Cyclas (Plate LII. fig. 10), the shell of which occurs in

the siderite, and which is undoubtedly a freshwater mollusk. These, facts, combined

with the entire absence of marine plants and animals, prove to us that the siderite of

Atanekerdluk is most certainly a freshwater deposit—probably similar in its origin to

the limonite of our own woods and marshes.

Mr. Whympek’s collection contains fossil plants from two localities on Disco Island,

viz. Ujararsusuk and Kudliset, which is opposite Atanekerdluk and nearly on the same

parallel of latitude. As before, I shall extract from his report and the notes of Mr.

Brown the portions which bear on the geology of the place.

“ Coal-seams are exposed at a number of points both along the Waigat and on the

coast between Flakkerhuk and Godhavn. Dr. Rink mentions* five places at which it

is found along these shores
; there are at least three others,—one spoken of by Giesecke;

another near to Issungoak Ness, from which I obtained amber through the natives; and

a third nearer to Godhavn. At the time of our visit fossil wood had been found :—1st,

* Gronland geographisk og statistisk Tbeskreyet, yol. i. pp. 172, &c.
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at Iglutsiak, near Godhavn ; 2nd, at Signifik, between the last-named place and Flak-

kerhuk; 3rd, at Ujarasusuk (Ujarasuksumitok) ; and 4th, at Kulfelden (Kudliset).

Specimens from these places are in the University Museum at Copenhagen, and on my
return I obtained, through the courtesy of Professor Johnstrup, duplicate specimens from

the first two named. Until the time of our visit leaves had not, however, been found,

with the exception of a few specimens by Dr. Lyall. Amber had, however, been found

at several places, and from this fact, and from the statement by Giesecke, that he had

himself observed impressions of leaves, there was little doubt but that a more careful

search would yield results. It was most important to find the place spoken of by

Giesecke as Kitenbenk’s Kulbrund. There was difficulty in doing so : the natives differed

among themselves ; but we now know that this name is applied equally to all the places

along the Waigat coast of Disco from which coal has been taken for Bitenbenk. At

the present time coal for that colony is only taken from one place on Disco, namely,

Ujarasuksumitok ; but it has been taken from several others, and hence we were much

puzzled to determine the precise point to which Giesecke referred.

“ On arrival at Ujarasuksumitok it was found that the coal was exposed in the cliff by

the shore, at a height of about 50 feet above the sea. It had been worked a length of

50 feet to a depth of 4J : one could not say what was the entire depth of the seam, as

the lower part was covered up by debris *. All the natives were put to work, but for

some hours we failed to find anything more than wood (up to 5 inches diameter), charred

stems, doubtful impressions, and a few grains of amber. I then went along the coast

towards, the north, and was at length rewarded by finding a fair specimen, containing

leaves, in the bed of a small stream. It was in hardened, warm-coloured clay, similar to

those obtained at Atanekerdluk. I followed the stream to its source, a height of about

1000 feet, without finding anything more. Then returning, I went to the south, and in

another and larger torrent-bed found several others. The natives, now put on the right

track, soon brought in a fair collection. Gudemann was the fortunate discoverer of the

Magnolia cone, to which Professor Heer refers, and he was greatly surprised at the

reward it produced him.

“ All the specimens collected at this place were obtained from these two torrent-beds

:

Mr. Brown, who followed the fossils up to thei. urce, reported that they came from

a thin seam difficult to get at. As it was becoming a question whether the boats would

carry all the specimens we had already collected, I decided to push onwards the same

night to Kudliset, which, from reports received, seemed a more promising place for

investigation.”

Mr. Brown says, “ A few days before our arrival coal had been taken out. The place

where the mining had been done was a cliff facing the sea. It exhibited shales resting (V)

on trap, topped again by medium-grained white sandstone, this apparently covered by

* “ The Danish man at Sakkak informed me that the coal was got ont easily enough during the summer time,

but that at 'a depth of 12 feet it remained frozen throughout the year. On arriving at the frozen coal they

commonly wait two or three days to allow it to thaw, before continuing to work it.
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coal; for further along the beqch there was a face of 3 feet of lignite exposed, this

covered again by foot shale, then 10 feet coarse brownish gritty sandstone, then 2

feet of hard brownish sandstone, finally 4 feet of hard grey sandstone discoloured in

some places by iron. On this the alluvial soil rested ;
some strata, or a stratum, having,

however, to all appearance been denuded. The dip 33°. Strike easterly across theWaigat.

Both the shales and sandstone grit contained innumerable impressions of stems inter-

laced in every direction, but more particularly in the shales, but, as at Atanekerdluk,

(nearly directly opposite) there were no leaves, and most of the stems &c. in the shale

appeared only like lines of charred wood. The coal, though of a poor quality, is yet

perfectly fit to burn, and some of the exploring ships (McClintock’s and Inglefield’s)

have taken it.

“ Much debris has been brought down by the stream here as it dashes from the

mountain, and bursts through the sedimentary strata which lie in its way. Among this

debris were found fair impressions of leaves. I followed these up, and found them to

be from the little stratum of hard brown sandstone formerly mentioned. It was, however,

difficult in our limited time to obtain specimens of the rock on account of the mass of

deposits above them. The place where these are found in situ is about 100 feet above

the sea.”

Mr. Whymper’s Beport goes on to say, “ At this place (Kudliset) coal (lignite) was

exposed in a cliff on the south side of the bed of a small stream in two seams, 4 feet apart,

for a length of about 30 feet, difficult to get at. They were 105 feet (by aneroid) above

the sea, and distant from it about 300 yards. The lowest seam, 2 feet thick, was resting

on a bed of indurated clay, and between the seams was a coarse and very loose, crumbly

sandstone. The uppermost seam, 1 foot thick, was capped by a finer and harder sand-

stone which I could not measure. The whole, above and below, was enclosed by sand.

“ In the torrent-bed we found some considerable masses of apparently fossilized wood,

and I followed the stream upwards in hopes of finding leaves. At a height of about

800 feet I obtained agates in basalt, and following the stream to its source (about 1000

feet above the sea), came nearly to the foot of the great basaltic cliffs. The specimens

collected here include hardened clays which have taken form in cavities in the basalt.

Returning to my party, I found that they had in the mean time obtained some indifferent

and fair specimens from the torrent-bed and from the sandstone above the coal. We
afterwards added to their number, but the coarseness of the stone prevented any very

good specimens from being obtained. Nodules of argillaceous oxide of iron, having

usually in the centre kernels of the same, were abundant in the stream and in the soil

at its sides.

“ After a half-day’s work we had apparently exhausted this locality. The specimens

obtained were again chiefly taken from the torrent-bed. It was a matter of difficulty,

if not of danger, to get any from the sandstone above the coal
;
and as the natives were

murmuring frequently at being taken further away than they had agreed, I sent Mr.Brown
to the south with one boat to examine the coast and then proceed to Ritenbenk, via

mdccclxix. 3 p
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Atanekerdluk, while I went with the other boat as far north on the Disco shore as the

natives would go. A little further along the coast I found some doubtful impressions

of leaves in a great wilderness of stones brought down by a glacier-torrent, and about

three miles still further north came to the magnificent gorge in the sandstone cliffs by

the shore to which I have vainly endeavoured to do justice in a view exhibited at the

Meeting*. One mile after this the cliffs by the shore came to an end, and the coast appa-

rently continued quite flat until opposite Hare Islanclf . The natives agreed that no coal

was visible along the whole of this shore ;
and we crossed to Mannik, on the opposite side

of the Waigat. Here there was a small thin seam of coal exposed in a cliff not far from

the shore ;
but I obtained nothing from it, and we continued our course to Atanekerdluk,

arriving shortly after midnight; here we passed the night of the 27th August. The

next day was occupied in loading the boat with the specimens we had left there, in

sketching, and in completing the examination of the locality. At 4 p.m. we started for

Sakkak, and left it at 8.30,’ arriving at Eitenbenk on the morning of the 29th August.

Mr. Brown had arrived about twelve hours before, but, like ourselves, had failed to make

any fresh discoveries.

“ At Eitenbenk we remained three days, with foul weather. During this time the

collections, including many hundred specimens, amounting to considerably more than

half a ton in weight, were repacked. We were then favoured, by the kindness of

Mr. Anderson, with a passage in a blubber-boat to Godhavn, at which place we arrived

on September the 4th, after a most disagreeable voyage. On the 10th we sailed on

board the brig ‘ Hoalfisken,’ and arrived at Copenhagen on October the 22nd.”

Mr. Whymper concludes his Deport by saying, “It is right to observe that these

collections could not have been made excepting by means of the facilities afforded

by the Danish authorities. We may feel a natural satisfaction that so many as 80

species should have been discovered by the labours of Professor Heer, but it should be

remembered that they are primarily due to the invaluable information given by
t

* “ At this part some boulders of granite, probably transported by sea-ice, were lying on the shore.

t It is to be regretted that Hr. Whymper could not extend bis excursion as far as Hare Island, where

General Sabine collected brown coal and amber fifty years ago, and where it is probable that fossil plants

occur. General Sabine has had the kindness to send me an extract from bis Journal, containing information

respecting this discovery, and I cannot but let it find a place here.

“ 1818, June 19th.—Sergeant Martin and my servant [John Smith] have been on a shooting excursion for

twenty-four hours, but have seen no other land birds than Ptarmigan and Snow Buntings. They have brought

with them from a hill near the middle of the island, several pieces of a curious specimen, apparently the trunk

of a fir tree, fossilized. Our party walked this evening in search of the bed of Hare Island Coal, but the direc-

tion we had received from the surgeon of a whaler did not enable us to find it
;
we procured, however, speci-

mens of the most interesting mineralogy of the island, particularly a remarkable variety of brown coal passing

into bituminous wood, which is mentioned by Giesecke.

“ I may add that we collected from the vicinity of the spot near the sea where onr clocks and transit were

placed, many specimens of a shaly coal, many of which had on their surface a deposit of amber; these were

given to Mr. Konig at the British Museum, and were described by him in the mineralogy of the voyage. The

hill was under 1000 feet in height.”
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Herr C. S. M. Olrik, the Director of the Greenland Trade. Scarcely less are our

thanks due to Herr K. Smith, the present Inspector of North Greenland, and to Herr

Anderson, of Bitenbenk
;
both of these gentlemen gave much assistance at considerable

personal trouble, which was of the greatest service.”

Mr. Brown says, “ Kudliset. This locality is backed by great cliffs of basalt giving

the place its name. Walking south along the beach the following section is exposed,

from top to bottom :

—

“ 1. 20 feet alluvium of earth, debris of rocks from cliffs behind.

“2. 5 feet coarse gritty brown sandstone.

“3. 1^ foot hard grey sandstone.

“ 4. 1 foot hard sandy shales with the faint vegetable impressions, &c.

“ 5. 14 inches of coal exposed by the men attempting to work it at the place where a

stream breaks through the strata. The coal is of the same nature as the others.

“ 6. 2 to 3 feet of shales.

“ 7. 3 feet hard sandstone.

“ 8. 2 feet shales, sandstones &c. in irregularly laminated seam.

“ 9. 1 foot hard sandstone.

“ 10. 2 feet shales.

“ 11. Hard grey sandstone with pieces of coal contained in its mass. Of this 14 feet

were exposed at the level of the beach.

“ The dip of these strata is north 45°, strike easterly (across the Waigat). Scattered

along the beach are great blocks of conglomerate ofprimary rocks which have rolled from

the mountains.

“ (a) Fossil stem locality.—North of the last-named place a stream flows in. This

stream flows in a general course, easterly from the mountains or the interior of the

island (which seems only to be a small edition of the mainland in its physical features).

Many of the stems were lying in the stream in fragments, but the dicotyledonous cha-

racter of them was quite apparent. The bark, knots &c. were quite characteristic—the

outside brownish or whitish, the interior of a blackish character. They might be passed

over by any one not acquainted with the appearance of fossil stones as mere blocks of

stone. A perpendicular section facing the stream where these stones had rolled down

(as it afterwards appeared out of the level) showed from the level of the creeks the

following :

—

“ 1. (Bottom) 4 feet splintery shales.

“2. 1 foot hard gritty sandstone.

“ 3. 4 feet mixed shales and sandstone.

o
jj

f“ 4. 1 foot coal.

v‘ 5- li- foot shale, with faint impressions of leaves, stems &c.
(
at antea).

|
« * (“ 6. 2\ feet coal.

“ In this coal are the stems referred to previously. They lie apparently horizontally

N. and S., and the transverse section of them is exhibited in the cliff. The direction of

3 p 2
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aU the stems is not constant, and more difficult to satisfy oneself regarding than might

he supposed. At all events there is no doubt they lie horizontally. Coal is, according

to my observations, invariably all around the stems, and the shales do not come in

contact with them. I would also beg of you to notice there is no ‘ dirt bed ’ inferiorly

—

strong presumptive evidence (I venture to think) that under whatever condition the

plants to which the leaves, &c. belong grew (and there can be no doubt but that they

were never water-floated), the stems grew not in situ
,
but were probably floated there in

much the same way as the drift wood is now, and accumulates in great mass in certain

places about Disco Bay and other portions of the Arctic regions*. I pray you, however,

to look upon this as merely a theory
,
not a fact ,

and as such only do I state it, with

every respect for your opinion, to which I wish entirely to yield.

“ 7. Shales, 18 inches.

“ 8. Sandstone with leaves, &c. (as per specimen), 3 feet.

“ 9. Small seam of soft shale.

“ 10. One foot of coal.

“11. 4 feet of shales, soft and splintery.

“ 12. 1 foot of coal.

“ 13. 3 feet soft splintery brownish shales.

14. Whitish sandstone, gritty
1

?

“15. Alluvial soil with recent vegetation.

Rough sketch showing position of stems in coal at Kudliset.

“ Close to this place I found the face of a bare slope scattered with fragments of fossil

wood, twigs, and portions of stems out of strata.”

If we take a general view of the geological relations of this part of Greenland, as

described in the foregoing extracts, we find that on both sides of the Waigat the crys-

talline rocks are covered by a succession of Miocene deposits pierced by volcanic rocks

* It may be so, but as no marine miocene animals and plants were found either at Disco or at Atanekerdluk,

it is more probable that the fossil stems were drifted by a river, and that the lignites of the brown coal issued

from trees of the moors, in which they sank. At present times this occurs frequently on the moors. The fact

that they are lying in every direction and enveloped by coal accounts for it.

—

Oswald Heeb.
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which appear in places as thick beds of basalt and trap. Most unfortunately there was

no opportunity afforded to this expedition of visiting the cretaceous strata on the north

side of Noursoak (near Koine) which have revealed to us the existence of the interesting

chalk flora, described in my ‘ Flora Arctica.’

I shall now proceed to give some particulars respecting the plants brought home by

Mr. Whymper.
I. Fossil Plantsfrom Disco.

The collection contains fourteen species from this island ; six are from Ujararsusuk, and

twelve from Kudliset, four are common to both localities, viz. Aspidium Meyeri, Sequoia

CouUsice
,
Platanus Guillelmce

,

and Magnolia Inglefieldi. The plane and the Sequoia

are the commonest trees at both places. Plane leaves of various sizes and of great

beauty have been found (cf. Plate XLVII. & XLVIII.), and prove to us that two spe-

cies of this tree occurred in the Miocene deposits of North Greenland. Both of them

have been found at Atanekerdluk, but only one {P. Guillelmce

,

Gopp.) occurred at Disco.

The Sequoia exhibits not only long twigs in a good state of preservation, but also the

cones (Plate XLI. & XLII.). It appears therefore that at the Miocene epoch the

woods of this part of Disco Island were chiefly composed of planes and Sequoias. In

addition there were a Widdringtonia, a Liquidambar
,
and a Magnolia with very large

evergreen leaves. The leaves of this Magnolia have been found at Kudliset and

Atanekerdluk, the fruit at Ujararsusuk. I had previously known only the leaves of this

remarkable tree, which were described in my ‘ Flora Arctica’ (p. 120, pis. iii., xvi., xviii.).

The two cones found at Ujararsusuk are accordingly among the most important results

obtained by this expedition
;
they corroborate the determination of the tree effected by

means of the leaves alone, and they prove to us that this splendid evergreen ripened its

fruits so far north as on the parallel of 70°. A Dryandra, an Aralia and a Paliurus

probably constituted the brushwood of the forest, while several ferns (Aspidium Meyeri,

A. Heerii

,

Ett., A. ursinum

)

covered the ground. The Phragmites and the Sparganium

point to the existence of a river or a lake.

Seven out of these fourteen species occur also at Atanekerdluk. Eight of them agree

with those of the Lower Miocene of Europe. The flora belongs therefore to that

epoch.

II. Fossil Plants from AtanelcerdluJc.

In the sandstone and ironstone of Kudliset and Ujararsusuk, the fossil plants are

rather rare, but at Atanekerdluk they are found in the greatest profusion, at times

occurring in dense conglomerated masses. The collection contains 73 species from this

locality
;
48 of these are described in my ‘ Flora Arctica,’ and 25 are new. Of these

latter 5 are found in the Miocene Flora of Europe, viz. Poacites Mengeanus, Smilax gran-

difolia, Quercus Laharpii, Corylus insignis
,
and Sassafras Ferretianum. Of these the

Smilax and Sassafras present points of peculiar interest. The Smilax grandifolia repre-

sents. the Smilax Mauritania of the present Mediterranean flora, and at the lower Mio-

cene epoch was distributed over the whole of Europe. It is found in Italy, Switzerland,
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and Germany up to the coasts of the Baltic, and we now know that it occurred even in

Greenland, hanging probably in festoons from the trees. The Sassafras has hitherto

only been found at a few localities, which are however are so far apart (Menat in

France, and Senegaglia in Italy) that it is very probable that the plant ranged over a

large part of Europe. This type of plants must have had a very large distribution as to

time and space, for we find it in the Cretaceous formation of the United States
(Sassafras

cretaceum
,
Newb.) as well as in the Eocene of Europe (S. qprimigenia

,
Sap.). At pre-

sent it is only found in America.

As interesting new species we have to notice a Viburnum (V. WJiymperi) resembling

the V. Lantana of Europe and the V. dentatum of America
;
an Aralia with leathery

leaves, a Cornus, an Ilex with very large leaves, two JRhus, a Sorbus, a Nyssa, and two

Pterospermites.

The collection gives us also much information about species already known. It con-

tains many fine leaves of UGlintocMa which extend our knowledge of this remarkable

genus. It is true that even now its systematic position cannot be determined with cer-

tainty, but it probably belongs to the family of Menispermacese. The appearance of a

fruit from Atanekerdluk confirms this opinion, which can also be based on the leaves.

Of the Sequoia Langsdorfii I found the male and female flowers, and the ripe and

opened cones are not rare. They and the long shoots which are occasionally found,

show us that the climate and soil must have been very favourable for the growth of this

tree. Of the Salisburea we knew formerly merely the form with entire leaves. This

collection contains a portion of a leaf which shows us that the fossil species had at times

bilobate leaves like the living ones. It is therefore probable that the Miocene tree

belongs to the same species as the living S. Adiantifolia of Japan.

The oaks appear very frequently at Atanekerdluk. To the eight species which we

knew formerly, a new one
(
Quercus Laharpii

,
Gaud.) has been added, while among the

former ones we obtained more perfect leaves of Q. Lyellii and Q. flatania . The same is

the case with Juglans, Planera
,
and two remarkable ferns (.Hemitelites Torelli and Wood-

wardites) v
differing very widely from all species both of the temperate and frigid zones.

The discovery of the fruit and flowers of the chestnut (cf. Plate XLY. figs. 1, 2) lying

beside a leaf of Vagus castaneafolia, Ung., confirms the opinion which I expressed in my
* Flora Arctica’ (p. 106) of its identity with Castanea. They prove to us that the depo-

sits of Atanekerdluk were formed at different seasons ;
in spring when the chestnut is

in flower, as well as in autumn. The discovery of the fruit of Menyanthes (Plate L.

fig. 16) is a further confirmation of a species founded only on the leaves.

Mr. Whymper’s collection contains on the whole 80 species of plants from North

Greenland; 32 of these are new for this flora, and 20 are quite new. The Miocene

plants of North Greenland have thereby reached the number of 137 species, and those

of the Arctic Miocene flora 194. Of these 137 species from Greenland 46 species agree

with those of the Miocene of Europe. Of these the following species have their

Southern limits determined.
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On the coasts of the Baltic, 6, viz. :

—

Sequoia brevifolia, Poacites Mengeanus, Populus Zaddachi, Salix Paeana, Andro-

meda Saportana, and Fraxinus denticulata.

In Switzerland, 10, viz. :

—

Aspidium Meyeri, A. Heerii, Osmunda Heerii, Pteris (Eningensis, Sparganium

stygium, Widdringtonia helvetica, Platanus Guillelmee, Corylus insignis, Phamnus

Gaudini, and Colutea Salteri.

In Austria, 7, viz. :

—

Lastrsea Stiriaca, Quercus Lyellii, Fagus macrophylla, Alnus nostratum, Cornus

ferox, Myrica acuminata, and Dryandra acutiloba.

In France (Armissan and Menat), 4, viz. :

—

Thujopsis massiliensis, Sequoia Couttsise, Populus sclerophylla, and Corylus

M‘Quarrii.

In Italy, 17, viz. :

—

« Salisburea adiantoides, Taxodium, Smilax grandifolia, Phragmites CEningensis,

Liquidambar europseum, Platanus aceroides, Fagus Deucalionis, Castanea Ungeri,

Quercus Drymeia, Q. Laharpii, Carpinus grandis, Diospyros brachysepala, Ilex lon-

gifolia, Juglans acuminata, J. Strozziana, Phamnus Eridani, Sassafras Ferretianuim

In Greece (Kumi), 6, viz. :

—

Sequoia Langsdorfii, Glyptostrobus europseus, Planera Ungeri, Quercus furci-

nervis, Andromeda protogaea, and Phamnus brevifolia.

We find 4 species common to North Greenland and Bovey Tracey in Devonshire. It

is remarkable that among these is the tree most common at the latter locality, Sequoia

Couttsice, while the fern most frequently found at Bovey
(
Hemitelites lignitum) is repre-

sented in Greenland by a species
(
H. Torelli

)

very closely related to it.

It is certainly very interesting that so many species extend to Italy and Greece.

Almost all of these may be referred to the country situated between these two extreme

limits, and we thereby see that our knowledge respecting the Miocene Flora of Europe,

at least the forest plants, is no longer so imperfect as heretofore.

This review proves to us the extensive distribution of the Miocene plants, and also

that the same types have ranged over a wider area than the homologous living species.

These indeed reach as far southwards as the Miocene ones, but do not advance so far in

a northerly direction.

Amber has been brought by Mr. Whymper from Atanekerdluk and from Ujararsusuk.

At Atanekerdluk it is found in the brown coal, and also in the fossil plant-beds. In

some stones grains of amber are seen beside twigs of Taxodium (Plate XLIII. figs. 4, 6).

It is, however, much more abundant in the brown coal of Flare Island (cf. Flora Arctica,

p. 7). The Sequoias and the Taxodium being the commonest conifers of Greenland, it

seems likely that the amber was produced by them.

I pointed out in my ‘Flora Fossilis Arctica’ (p. 13),. that the formation containing

the Tertiary plants of Greenland is Lower Miocene in age. The species which have
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been newly discovered do not affect the truth of this statement. Platanus Guillelrnce

and Quercus Laharpii have certainly been only found in the Upper Miocene of

Europe ; while Smilax grandifolia,
Widdringtonia Helvetica

,
Dryandra acutiloba, Aspi-

dium Eeerii
,
and Corylus insignis occur only in the Lower Miocene; and Sassafras

Ferretianum
,
with Aspidium Meyeri and Liquidambar Furopceum

,
have been met with

in both divisions.

In conclusion I beg to offer a few remarks as to the amount of certainty in identifica-

tion which the determination of fossil plants is able to afford us. We know that the

flowers, fruit, and seeds are more important as characteristics than the leaves. There are

many genera of which the leaves are very variable, and would consequently be likely to

lead us astray if we trusted to them alone. However, many peculiarities as to the form

and nervation of leaves are well known to be characteristic of certain genera, and can

therefore afford us indications of great value for their recognition. Most fortunately in

the case of fossil plants we are not always dependent on the leaves alone for purposes of

identification. Of many plants we know other organs which, taken in connexion with

the leaves, justify a determination as absolute as that of a living plant. If a species has

been once thoroughly identified in this manner we are able to recognize it in other

localities where the leaves alone are found. The same is true of living plants in many

cases. We recognize at first glance a fir, a beech, a maple, &c. ifwe see the leaves only,

without looking to the flowers or fruit.

On the whole, then, the following are the grounds on which the determination of the

plants belonging to the Miocene Flora of Greenland has been based respectively.

I. Species identified by means of leaves, flowers, fruit, and seeds.

Sequoia Langsdorfii, Castanea Ungeri, and Diospyros brachysepala.

II. Species identified by means of leaves and fruit.

Taxodium, Sequoia Couttsise, Sparganium, Myrica, Populus Richardsoni, P.

Arctica, Ostrya, Corylus M‘Quarrii, Menyanthes, Magnolia, and Paliurus.

III. Species identified by means of leaves and seeds.

Vitis and Prunus.

Accordingly the leaves and organs of fructification of IT species have been described*.

IV. Ten species are only represented in Greenland by their leaves, while their fruit,

and in some cases their flowers and seeds, have been found elsewhere.

Glyptostrobus europseus, Pinus polaris, Widdringtonia helvetica, Liquidambar

europseum, Planera Ungeri, Platanus aceroides, Andromeda protogsea, Carpinus

grandis, Juglans acuminata, Populus Zaddachi, and Quercus furcinervis.

Y . The remainder of the Phanerograms is only known to us by means of their leaves.

The leaves of many of the species have, however, such well-marked characteristics, that

their generic determination may be considered as complete. These are

Salisburea adiantoides, Smilax grandifolia, Salix Rseana, S. Gronlandica, Alnus

nostratum, Fagus Deucalionis, Quercus Greenlandica, Q. Olafseni, Q. Lyellii, Q.

* Notice of the fruits of Quercus and Fagus is omitted in default of complete identification.
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Drymeia, Platanus Guillelmse, Sassafras Ferretianum, Hedera MacClurii, Viburnum

Whymperi, Cornus hyperboreus, Rhamnus Eridani, Crataegus antiqua.

VI. To these may be added 5 Cryptogams, of which the position in the vegetable

kingdom is quite certain, viz. :

—

Aspidium Meyeri, Lastrsea Stiriaca, Pteris (Eningensis, Osmunda Heerii (Gaud.),

and Equisetum arcticum.

It must be allowed that the systematic position of a number of plants from North

Greenland is as yet uncertain. The families to which Daphnogene Kanii,
the McClin-

tocldas
,
and Pterospermites are to be assigned are not satisfactorily determined, while

the remains of the plants described by me as Dryandra, Ficus
,
Ilex

,
Aralia

,
Blius, and

Nyssa are questionable. However, the number of species which have been positively

identified is so large, that it enables us to give a sketch of the Miocene Flora of North

Greenland.

II. List of the Plants, and descriptions of the New Species.

I. Filices.

1 . Aspidium Meyeri, Pleer, Plate XXXIX. figs. 1-3. Fronde pinnata, pinnis patentibus,

lanceolato-linearibus, profunde pinnati-partitis vel pinnatisectis, laciniis oblongis,

apice rotundatis, integerrimis, nervis tertiariis furcatis ; soris biseriatis, indusio

orbiculato. Hr. FI. Tert. Plelv. i. p. 36, pi. xi. fig. 2. Hub. Ujararsusuk (figs. 1, 2).

Kudliset (fig. 3).

This remarkable fern seems to have been very common in Disco. The best specimens

(Plate XXXIX. fig. 1) are from Ujararsusuk. Rachis pretty thick, leaflets numerous,

lying in all directions. On most of the pinnules are traces of sori, sometimes very well

preserved. Pinnules pretty close-set, of considerable length (fig. 1 c), deeply pinnately

lobed, the lobes contiguous at the base or remote. Pinnules of the largest leaves are

5-g- millims. broad, and 12 long ; shorter, smaller, and somewhat bent upwards at the

apex ; near the base they spring from the rachis almost at a right angle. Lower pin-

nules oblong, rounded at the apex, which is not the case with the upper ones. Secon-

dary nerves contiguous, and mostly forked (fig. 1, magnified). Sori in two lines of 3-5

each along the principal nerve (fig. la a, magn.) halfway between the midrib and the

margin. Fig. If (Iff, magn.) shows two ranges of sori. With the lens we perceive

in them a great many small round impressions left by the capsules. Fig. 1 a (magn. a, a)

represents a fine portion of a leaf with the indusia, which are circular, and seem not to

be emarginate. In fig. 2 the pinnules are united higher up at the base
;
nevertheless

this specimen from Ujararsusuk probably belongs to the same species; the pinnules

being also obtusely rounded.

These Greenland leaves agree with the molasse plant from Lausanne and Ruppen.

It differs from Aspidium Fscheri, lir., in the obtuse pinnules and forked secondary nerves.

MDCCCLXIX. 3 Q
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2. Aspidium Heerii
,
Ett., Plate XXXIX. figs. 4, 5. K. von Ettingshausen, die Farm

krauter der Jetzwelt, p. 199. A. elongatum
,
Hr. FI. Tert. Helv. i. p. 36, pi. xi.

fig. 3. Hab. Kudliset, Ujararsusuk.

Fragments of pinnules, agreeing well with the fern of the Hohe Rhone. It differs

from the preceding species in the pinnules, which taper at the apex, and the secondary

nerves, which are apparently not forked. Figs. 5 & 5 b represent the pinnatisect ends

of the pinnules. The pinnules are bent upwards, and the secondary nerves spring at

acute angles. Fig. 5 b shows traces of sori.

3. Aspidium ursinum, Hr., Plate XXXIX. fig. 6 a. Foliis bipinnatis (l) pinnulis ob-

longis, subpinnatifidis, lobis rotundatis. Hab. Kudliset.

A portion of a pinna. Rachis slender, bearing alternate, oblong-oval, and on the

upper part obtusely rounded pinnules. Margin with large teeth, or rather short obtuse

lobes, separated by shallow sinuses. Nervation obliterated, but only one undivided

secondary nerve seems to run to each lobe (fig. 1 a a, magn.).

4. Woodwardites arcticus, Hr., Plate XF. fig. 6. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 86, pi. i. fig. 16.

Hab. Atanekerdluk.

Fig. 6. Fragments of pinnatifid pinnules, lobes obtuse. Nervation well preserved,

agreeing with pi. i. fig. 16 of my ‘Flora Arctica.’

5. Hemitelites Torelli, Hr., Plates XL. figs. 1-5 a ; LV. 2. Fronde bipinnata, pinnis

pinnatifidis vel pinnatipartitis, apice attenuatis, lobis integerrimis, apice obtusius-

culis, nervis tertiariis furcatis, inferioribus sinum attingentibus. Pecopteris Torellii
,

Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 88, pi. ii. fig. 15. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

Formerly I had but a small fragment of this species. Mr. Whymper’s specimens

are much better, and give a good idea of this interesting species, but the sori are

wanting.

Stipes furrowed, pinnules alternate, tapered downwards and decurrent (Plate XL. figs.

1, 2), long, deeply cut, entire, lobes rounded or obtuse, midrib pretty stout. Secondary

nerves forming acute angles more or less curved, and bearing on each side 4-6 tertiary

nerves ;
lowest strongly curved, always entering the sinus between two lobes. The

lowest tertiary nerves do not generally join those of the neighbouring pinnules (figs. 2, 3),

but this is the case in fig. 4.

Fig. 5 a. Portion of a very large pinnule, which belongs, I believe, to the same species.

In the collection at Copenhagen is a remnant of this species showing that the leaf is

bipinnate ; the rachis communis is large (11 millims. diam.), the pinnae approximate.

(Plate LV. fig. 2.)

This must have been a very large and luxuriant fern. It is very near Pecopteris

(Hemitelial
)
lignitum

,
cf. Lignites of Bovey Tracey, p. 29, pis. iv. figs. 4-6 ; v. 1-11 ; vi.,
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which is very common in the lignites of Bovey, but the pinnules are more deeply cut,

and have not acuminate lobes.

The genus is still doubtful. In my Bovey paper I have compared the Pecopteris

lignitum with the Hemitelia Karstenictna (Mettenius, Icon. Filic. pi. xxix. fig. 2), the

nervation of which is very similar. The Greenland species belongs to the same genus

as P. lignitum. Count Saporta has described some species of fern of the same type as

Hemitelites (H. longaevus and II. proximus
,
Prodrome d’une Flore Fossile des Travertins

anciens de Sezanne, p. 334, pi. xxiv. figs. 9-11), and I believe that Pecopteris lignitum

and P. Torelli belong to the same genus.

6. Osmunda Heerii, Gaudin, Plate XLIII. fig. 2 d. FI. Arct. p. 88, pi. i. figs. 6-11

viii. 15 b. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

Some leaflets.

II. Equisetaceae.

7. Pguisetum boreale
,
Hr., Plate XLIII. fig. 16. FI. Arct. p. 89, pis. i. fig. 17 ;

xlv.

10, 13 e,f.

I have represented in my 6 Flora Arctica’ different parts of this species. Whimper’s

collection contains only some fragments. Plate XLIII. fig. 16 is probably a rhizome;

it is articulated and striated.

III. CUPRESSINEAE.

8. Widdringtonia Helvetica
,
Hr., Plate XLI. figs. 10, 11 ; 10 b, c, magn. Hr. FI. Tert.

Helv. i. p. 48, pi. xvi. figs. 2-18. Ettingshausen, FI. von Bilin, p. 34.

Besides the branches of Sequoia Couttsice there are on the large slab from Kudliset

some thinner and more delicate-branched twigs, provided with very small imbricated

leaves. These certainly belong to another coniferous tree, and closely resemble Wid-

dringtonia Helvetica

;

but the determination is doubtful, in the absence of cones, and from

the leaves being so much compressed that it is difficult to determine their form. These

twigs differ from Glyptostrobus, which they resemble, in the much smaller leaves. The

branchlets are bent upwards, and the leaves are alternate, imbricate, acuminate, and

almost cover the twigs (Plate XLI. fig. 10 b, c).

9. Taxodium distichum miocenum
,
Plate XLIII. figs. 4, 5. Taxodium dubium

,
Sternb.

sp., Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 89, pis. ii. figs. 24-27
;

xii. 1 c; xxv. 11 a-d, 12.

I have tried to show in my ‘ Miocene Baltic Flora ’ that the Taxodium abounding

everywhere in the Miocene formation agreed so closely with the living species, that it

must he united to it. The new collection contains a great number of associated twigs

from Atanekerdluk, several of which are very well preserved (Plate XLIII. fig. 4 «, c).

Associated with these were some small pieces of amber (figs. 4, 6). Fig. 5 is the trans-

verse section of the cone (from the Museum of Copenhagen).

3 q 2
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IV. Abietine^e.

10. Sequoia Langsdorfii, Brongn., Plates XL. fig. 5 b; XLIII. 1-3; XLIV. 2-4;

XLVI. la, 7 b; LV. 3 a. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. pp. 91, 132, 136, pis. ii. figs. 2-22

;

xiv. 13 «, c, 14-18 ;
xlvii. 3 b.

The collection from Atanekerdluk contains in almost every slab, amidst very numerous

annual twigs, several which are very large (Plate LV. fig. 3 a) or of considerable length

(one of 100 millims. in length), indicating a luxuriant growth. Some twigs with imbri-

cate leaves had female flowers (Plate XLIV. figs. 2, 3).

Plate XLIV. fig. 4 represents a small oval catkin, probably male ; fig. 3 b, a seed.

In the large slabs I found several ripe cones, the scales of which are spread open and

separated. Plate XLIII. fig. 2 «, and Plate XLVI. fig. 7 b represent the transverse

section of a cone, and Plate XLIII. fig. 1 a longitudinal section
;

fig. 2 b are leaves,

and fig. 2 c a branch.

A scale of Sequoia was found in a nodule from Atanekerdluk (Plate XLIII. fig. 3).

11. Sequoia brevifolia
,
Hr., FI. Arct. p. 93, pi. ii. fig. 23.

A small twig with short leaves roupded at the apex.

12. Sequoia Couttsice, Hr., Plates XLI. figs. 1-9 ;
XLII. 1 ; XLVIII. 4 d, e. Pengelly

and Heer, Lignite of Bovey Tracey, p. 33, pis. viii., ix., x. Quart. Journ. of Geol.

Soc. 1861. Hr. Foss. FI. der Polarlander, p. 94, pis. iii. fig. 1; viii. 14; xlv. 19.

Saporta, Ann. des Sc. Nat. 1866, p. 193.

This appears to have been the commonest coniferous tree on Disco. Its twigs and

fragments of cones are frequent in the sandstone and the siderite of Kudliset and Ujarar-

susuk. The finest specimen from Kudliset is represented in Plate XLI. On the older

twigs are broad, scale-like imbricate scars (Plates XLI. fig. 1 ;
XLII. 1 a) as on the

biennial twigs from Bovey (Bovey Tracey, pi. viii. fig. 10). The lower parts of the

branches are nearly smooth. Leaves of the young shoots falcately curved, acuminate,

decurrent, and covering the twigs, sometimes very close together (Plate XLI. fig. 5), as

in S. Sternbergi, at others, perhaps on young, lengthened shoots, more distant (fig. 3).

The leaves in Plate XLI. fig. 4, and Plate XLII. fig. 1 c are not falcately curved, and

are less acuminate, but appear to belong to this species. Plate XLI. fig. 9 represents a

ramified twig, with scale-like adhering leaves, and bearing an oval body, probably a male

catkin, such as I have described from Bovey Tracey (Plate XLII. fig. 43) ; the cone of

this species is on the large slab (Plate XLI. fig. 7). In consequence of pressure, the

shape has been altered, still one recognizes the peltate scales, which are cuneate at the

base. At the base of one of these scales is an indistinct oval body, probably originating

from the seed. The scales in Plate XLI. fig. 7 are in a lateral position. Plate XLII.

fig. 1 d (from Ujararsusuk) represents their upper sides, and enables us better to deter-

mine their shape and size. They are 8 millims. broad and 7 long, polygonal, with a
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mucro in the midst, from which several wrinkles start. In shape and size these scales

exactly tally with those of Bovey Tracey. Beside the scales are young twigs (fig. 1 b, c),

and a pretty thick biennial shoot (fig. 1 a) closely covered with falcate leaves. This

species agrees so well in its leaves and cones with the tree from Bovey, from Armissan,

and from the lignite of Bixhoft, that its determination may be considered certain. At

first sight the cone represented in Plate XLI. fig. 7 seems to be longer than those from

Bovey ; but this greater length certainly arises from the scales having partly separated

from the axis.

The long, slender shoots, figured in Plate XLI., prove that the climate must have been

very favourable to these trees.

13. Pinus hyperborea
,
Hr., Plates XLIY. figs. 5 a, c, d

;

LVI. 9 c. Hr. El. Foss. Arct.

p. 94, pi. xvii. fig. 5/’.

Several leaves are better preserved than those represented in the £ Flora Arctica.’

They are hard, leathery, gradually tapered to the pointed apex (Plate XLIY. fig. 6 a, c).

When highly magnified there appear on each side of the strong medial nerve a number

of very delicate longitudinal lines and transverse wrinkles. Fig. 5 d is much larger

than the other leaves, but probably belongs to the same species; it is 9 millims. in

breadth, with a strong midrib. The leaves differ from Pinus in their length and breadth,

and recal Podocarpus eocenica
,
Ung., which possesses similar leaves.

14. Pinus polaris, Hr., Plate XLIII. fig. 6. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 157.

Two partially preserved leaves (Plate XLIII. fig. 6) 1^ millim. broad, flattened, mid-

rib strong. They agree with the leaf discovered in Spitzbergen last year. Fig. 7 is a

scale, probably of a Pinus
,
sectio Picea.

Y. Taxinea:.

15. Taxites Olri/ci, Hr., Plate LV. fig. 7 a, b. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 95, pis. i. figs. 21-240
;

xlv. 1 <z, b, c.

Some leaves and a fine twig from Atanekerdluk. The leaves are rather obtuse at the

apex, and not decurrent at the base. Beside this is a twig with small leaves, obtusely

rounded at the apex. Belongs probably to CepJicilotaxus.

16. Scdisburea adiantoides, Ung., Plate XLIY. fig. 1. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 95, pis. ii.

fig. 1 ;
xlvii. 4 a.

I have already tried to show in my ‘Flora Arctica’ that this species agrees in size and

appearance with S. adiantifolia of Japan, although the fine leaf figured (FI. Arct. pi. xlvii.

fig. 16) is not lobed. The collection from Atanekerdluk contains a deeply bilobed leaf,

only the upper part of which is preserved, but it corresponds so entirely with the living

species, that it can scarcely be separated from it.
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VI. Gramineaj.

17. Phragmites Eningensis
,
A. Br., Plates XLII. figs. 2, 3, 4 a\ XLIII. 8, 9. FI. Foss.

Arct. p. 96, pis. iii. figs. 6-8
; xlv. 6.

I have already described in my ‘Flora Arctica’ this species from Atanekerdluk. It is

also found at Kudliset. Plate XLII. fig. 2 a represents a stout culm with knot, and

fig. 2 b a fragment of a leaf. The numerous and equally strong longitudinal nerves are

very distinct, while the slender secondary nerves are mostly obliterated. Fig. 2 c repre-

sents a deeply striated, more slender culm, probably of the same species. Fig. 4 is a

shortly articulated rhizome from Kudliset, fig. 3 a more slender portion of a culm.

Plate XLIII. fig. 8 represents a portion of a very large culm from Atanekerdluk, 24

millims. broad and 12 in diameter. The interior is filled with ironstone, the exterior

striated. Fig. 9 are roots very much like those of Phragmites (Eningensis
,
which I

figured in my FI. Tert. Helvet. i. pi. xxii. fig. 5. It therefore probably belongs to this

species.

18. Poaeites Mengeanus
,
Hr., Plate LV. figs. 9, 10. Foliis linearibus, 7-15 millims. latis,

nervis fortioribus 8-15, interstitialibus 3-4, nervo medio ceteris paulo latiore.

Hr. FI. Mioc. Baltica, p. 59, pi. xv. figs. 2-11.

Several fragments of this species, which is not rare in the brown coal of the Baltic,

are in a slab from Atanekerdluk. One specimen is 7 millims. broad (fig. 10 5), another

13 millims. (fig. 9). The midrib is fiat, not much stronger than the longitudinal nerves,

between which are 3-4 very slender and obsolete secondary nerves (fig. 10 c, magn.)

VII. CTPEEACEiB.

19. Oyperites microcarpus
,
Hr., Plate LV. figs. 11, 12 magn. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 97,

pi. xlv. figs. 4, 5.

Plate LV. fig. 11. Transverse section of a spike. Several fruits surround an axis,

each is 2 millims. long, oblong-oval, with a furrow near the margin
;
beside the fruit are

small scales, probably bracts.

Similar to the Oyperites Forbesi, Hr. (“ On certain Fossil Plants from the Hempstead

Beds of the Isle of Wight,” Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 1862, p. 373, pi. xviii. figs. 20, 21.)

VIII. Smilace.®.

20. Smilax grandifolia
,
Ung., Plate XLV. figs. 6 a

,
7. FI. Tert. Helv. i. p. 82, pi. xxx.

fig. 8. Ung. Sylloge Plant, i. p. 7. Smilacites grandifolius, Ung. Chloris,, p. 129,

pi. xl. fig. 3. Hob. Atanekerdluk.

The fragment of a leaf, figured in Plate XLV. fig. 6 <z, from which I completed fig. 7,

lies beside a leaf of Corylus McQuarrii (fig. 6 5); it is rounded and emarginate at the

base, gradually tapered and pointed towards the apex. Medial nerve a little stronger
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than the following principal nerves, which run in arches to the apex. The next fol-

lowing approaches the margin at up the leaf, and follows it towards the apex, but

without reaching it. Beyond this is a delicate curved nerve, disappearing where the

leaf begins to taper. The areas are tilled up with nervules, forming a polygonal reti-

culation with large areoles, which project strongest at the margin. In the cordate base,

the seven principal nerves, and their direction, this leaf agrees with 8
. grandifolia ,

but

is relatively somewhat longer. On the other hand it is so near 8. Mauritanica
,
and

particularly the diluvial form from Lipari, which Gaudin has represented (Contrib. a

la Flore Fossile Italienne, v. pis. i. tigs. 5, 6 ; ii. tigs. 1, 2), that it is difficult to indi-

cate differences, and its identification with the living 8. Mauritanica appears probable.

Certainly the leaves of S. Mauritanica are either entire or very slightly emarginate at

the base ;
the principal nerves are more delicate, and the medial one not stronger than

the others ; but some leaves from Lipari are deeply cordate at the base, as in 8. grandi-

folia ,
whilst others are slightly cordate, as in 8. Mauritanica. The medial nerve of the

Miocene S. grandifolia is sometimes much stronger than the lateral ones, and sometimes

not (Ung. Syllog. fig. 7 with fig. 6), whereas the reticulation of the living species is

more prominent than that of the Miocene one.

IX. Typhaceas.

21. Sparganium Stygium
,

Fir., Plate XLII. figs. 4 b : 5; 5 b, magn. FI. Foss. Arct.

p. 97, pi. xlv. figs. 2, 13 d.

I have described (FI. Arct.) the leaves and some indistinct fragments of fruits of this

species. The collection of Mr. Whymper contains better preserved fruits, probably

belonging to this species. On a slab from Atanekerdluk the heads of fruits are as

closely placed as if they had been fixed on a common peduncle (fig. 5), which, however,

is not preserved. The fruits are collected into a densely imbricated head
; those in the

middle are 10 millims. long and broad. The base is tapered, and the upper part

elongated into a pretty long beak (fig. 5 b
,
magn.). The inflorescence (fig. 4 b\ from

Kudliset, probably belonging to this species, and which I take to be a male catkin, pre-

sents a number of small scales round a receptaculum. It is very much like the Spar-

ganium in my Flora Tert. Helvet. i. pi. xlvi. figs. 6 d, 7. The question whether the male

catkin from Kudliset and the above described fruits from Atanekerdluk belong to

S. Stygium cannot yet be decided. I referred them to it because the leaves from Atane-

kerdluk had been so called (cf. Flora Arct. p. 97), and we are justified in combining

the flowers and fruits with these leaves.

X. Naiades.

22. Caulinites costatus
,
Hr., Plate XLIII. fig. 10. Caulibus profunde striatis, verrucis

magnis rotundatis notatis. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

A portion of a stalk with deep striae, which separate pretty strong projecting ribs.
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The warts are round, and of different sizes. Very like C. borealis, Hr. (FI. Foss. Arct.

p. 145) and C. dubius, Hr., but much more deeply striated. The systematic position of

Caulinites is still very doubtful.

XI. StYRACIFLUAE.

23.

Liquidambar eurojpoeum, A. Br., Plate XLI. fig. 13. Hr. FI. Tert. Helv. ii. p. 6.

The large slab (Plate XLI.) contains a strongly compressed, though distinctly lobed

leaf, agreeing with the 5-lobed leaf of Liquidambar, and resembling the leaf from

GEningen, represented in my ‘Flora’ (Tert. Helv. pi. li. fig. 4.). The lower lobe is best

preserved, the fine teeth are indicated at some places ; it is tapered outwards. The

margin of the other lobe is for the most part .obliterated.

XII. Salicineae.

24. Pojpulus Bichardsoni, Hr., Plates XLIV. figs. 7, 8, 9 ; LY. 3 b. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct,

p. 98, pis. iv. figs. 1-4; vi. 7, 8; xv. 1, c.

The collection contains many leaves of this common Miocene tree of North Green-

land. Plate XLIV. fig. 8 a is a small one. All the teeth are rounded, as in Pojpulus

tremula

,

L. The nervation is very well preserved. Figs. 7 & 9 a show the long and

slender petiole. A portion of a leaf, with a petiole 70 millims. long is beside the Cau-

linites costatus. Plate LY. fig. 3 b represents a very large leaf, 143 millims. long, and

probably 130 broad, the base emarginate. Fig. 4 is probably the branch of a poplar

;

the bark shows transverse and longitudinal undulated stripes and ribs.

25. Populus Zaddaclii
,
Hr., Plates XLIII. fig. 15 a; XLIV. 6. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct.

p. 98, pis. vi. figs. 1-4
; xv. 1 b. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

Plate XLIV. fig. 6 is a fine leaf, Avith many small teeth. They are bent toAvards the

apex, and every one has a small gland, exactly as in the leaves from Samland (pis. v. and

vi. of my ‘Miocene Baltic Flora’). Plate XLIV. fig. 6 agrees with pi. vi. fig. 5 of my
Baltic Flora,’ and Plate XLIII. fig. 15 a with pi. A7i. fig. 4.

26. Populus arctica, Hr., Plates XLIII. figs. 14 ; LII. 8 b ;
LIII. 4 b. Hr. FI. Foss.

Arct. p. 100, pis. iv. figs. 6, 7 ; v., vi. 5 b; viii. 5 b

;

xvii. 5 b, c.

Common at Atanekerdluk. The collection contains various forms. Plate LIII. fig.

4 b is a leaf Avith an entire margin and an obtuse base.

I consider Plate XLIII. fig. 14 to be a young leaf of Pojpulus arctica. It has= a long

petiole, dilated at the base. The margin is not toothed. Five almost equally strong

principal nerves spring from the base of the leaf. The collection contains tAVO such

small leaves.

Populus pruinosa, Schrenk (Songorei), seems to be the nearest species.
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27. Salix Raeana
,
Hr., Plate XLIII. fig. 11 a. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 102, pis. iv. figs.

11-13; xlvii. 11.

The collection contains some fragments of this species, and an entire leaf, Avhich

agrees very well with the leaves from the Mackenzie (FI. Foss. Arct. pi. xxi. fig. 13). It

is oblong, with an entire margin
; the secondary nerves approximate and are strongly

curved.

28. Salix varians, Gcepp. \ Plate XLIII. figs. 12, 13.

The margin being quite obliterated, an exact determination is not possible. The

leaf is large, and lanceolate ( \ ), the secondary nerves distant. From the midrib spring

several short secondary nerves, which are united with each lower secondary nerve (a

character peculiar to leaves of willows). Besides a leaf is a twig, also probably be-

longing to this species (fig. 13 5); it is thin, and bears several buds.

XIII. Betulace^e.

29. Alnus nostratum,
Xing. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 103, pi. xlvii. fig. 12.

Two specimens, lying together. One shows on each side eight secondary curved

nerves, from the lower of which spring tertiaries.

XIV. ClJPULIFERiE.

30. Carpinus grandis
,
Ung. % Plate XLIY. fig. 11 c. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 103, pi. ix.

fig. 9.

Only some fragments of leaves.

31. Corylus McQuarrii
,
Forb., Plates XLIY. figs. 11 a\ XLY. 6 5. Hr. FI. Foss.

Arct. p. 104, pis. viii. figs. 9-12 ; ix. 1-8 ; xvii. 5 d ; xix. 7 c. Hob. Atanekerdluk.

This is a very good specimen, showing the very beautiful nervation and acute teeth.

Beneath this leaf is a fragment, probably of Carpinus grandis
,
Ung. (fig. 11 c), and two

portions of leaves of Ilex macrophylla (fig. 11 5). Plate XLY. fig. 6 5 is a narrower

leaf, of which the sharp, double teeth are very well preserved.

32. Corylus insignis, Fir. Plate XLIX. fig. 5. Foliis ovato-ellipticis, apice acuminatis,

duplicato-serratis. Fir. FI. Tert. Helv. ii. p. 43, pi. lxxiii. figs. 11-17. Hab. Atane-

kerdluk.

A fine leaf, agreeing well with the species from the Swiss Molasse. It difiers from

C. McQuarrii in the base not being emarginate, and its shape being narrower. It ap-

proaches Alnus nostratum
,
Ung. (FI. Arct. pi. xlvii. fig. 12 5), but the secondary nerves

spring at more acute angles, and the leaf is narrower, and tapered towards the apex.

The leaf is oval-elliptical, acuminate, very sharply toothed, and rounded at the base.

There are 6-7 secondary nerves on each side, the lower of which send out tertiaries.

3 RMDCCCLXIX.
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33. Fagus Deucalionis, Ung. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 105, pi. viii. figs. 1-4; x. 6;

xlvi. 4. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

Several fragments of leaves. Plate XLVI. fig. 9 is probably a fruit of Fagus. It is

oval-elliptical, acuminate, and rounded at the base ; the surface with some smooth

striae. It is only the impression of one side of the nucule, 14 millims. in length, and 8-|

broad. The breadth is the same as in the fruit figured by Professor Ungee
(
Chloris

jorotogcea, pi. xxvii. fig. 4), but is much larger, and the ribs are wanting.

34. Castanea TIngeri
,
Hr., Plates XLV. figs. 1-3; XLVI. 8. Foliis oblongo-lanceo-

latis, apice acuminatis, dentatis, nervjs secundariis numerosis, approximatis, paral-

lelis, strictis, craspedodromis, angulo acuto egredientibus ; floribus masculis glome*"

ratis, glomerulis spicatis ; cupula globosa, .spinis tenuibus echinata, interne rugoso-

porosa, seminibus kevigatis, 18 millims. longis. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 106, pis. x. figs. 8

;

xlvi. 1, 2, 3. Fagus castanecefolia, Ung. Chloris protogcea, p. 104, pi. xxviii. fig. 1.

Hah. Atanekerdluk.

The collection contains several leaves of this species, already described in the FI. Arct.

The large leaves are fragmentary (Plate XLV. figs. 1 a, 3), but one almost entire small

leaf is preserved, showing the sharp teeth, into which the numerous, straight secondary

nerves run (Plate XLVI. fig. 8). I have already observed (FI. Arct. p. 106) that these

leaves resemble Castanea more than Fagus : the flowers and the fruits, which I disco-

vered in splitting the stones, confirm this opinion. I found in the collection from

Copenhagen, just received, a portion of a leaf of this plant; and beside it a portion of

the inflorescence of Castanea (Plate XLV. fig. 1. b, magn. 1 b, h) ;
it presents three

alternate sessile globose heads of flowers, 4^ millims. in diameter, around a straight,

pretty strong peduncle. The uppermost head lies in the axis of a linear, awl-shaped

bract, and consists of a number of long, obtusely-rounded leaflets, probably representing

the calyx. They are highly compressed, and it is difficult to distinguish the structure

of the flowers. I think that numerous similar flowers surrounded the axis, and that

each calyx consists of six leaflets connate at the base. As these flowers lie over one

another, it is not possible to distinguish the single ones. At some places are black

threads, probably filaments originating from the stamens. In all these points this

inflorescence agrees with Castanea
,
and the heads are of the same size and at the same

distances apart, and the leaflets of the calyx are obtusely rounded, as in C. vesca. Sjpar-.

ganium has a similar inflorescence, its male flowers form similar small heads in the buds,

but the rachis is thinner and curved, and the flowers are differently shaped.

On splitting a slab of Mr. Whympee’s, I found the cupula of Castanea along with

fragments of leaves of Platanus and Hiospyros. This cupula is somewhat broader than

long (26 millims. broad, and 22 long), almost globose, provided with numerous fine

prickles, 5-7 millims. long ; it is furrowed on the inner side, and covered with small

holes, marking the places where the prickles have been inserted (fig. 2). The cupula

must have been rough and pretty thick, as it forms a pretty thick bark of coal. In
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splitting the stone, the cupula was divided into two parts, one of which was in the

above-described slab (fig. 2) ;
the other shows us the three seeds (fig. 2 b), convex dor-

sally, and flattened anteriorly. They are 18 millims. long and 8 broad in the middle

;

the surface is smooth.

Castanea TJngeri agrees with the leaves, flowers, and fruits with Castanea vesca ,
Gasrtn.

[C. vulgaris, Lam.), but the teeth of the leaves are not so long pointed, and the fruit is

smaller. The C.jgumila, Michx., from North America has a solitary, ovoid pointed and

much smaller nut, and differs more from our Miocene species than the European chest-

nut does.

35. Quercus furcinervis, Rossm. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 107, pi. vii. figs. 6 a, 7 a ; xlv.

1 d ; xlvi. 6. Hab. Atanekerdluk. The upper portion of a leaf, with the teeth

and apex.

36. Quercus Lyellii, Hr., Plate XLVI. fig. 3. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 108, pi. xlvii. fig. 9.

Lignite of Bovey-Tracey, p. 40, pi. xii. figs. 2-9; xiii. 1-4; xiv. 12 b; xv. 1, 2;

xvii. 4, 5.

Formerly I had only fragments of this species from Greenland, but fig. 3 gives an

almost entire leaf from Atanekerdluk, which confirms the determination of this species.

It is tapered towards the base and apex, and has many secondary nerves, and a strongly

undulated, quite entire margin. The secondary nerves are curved, and reach nearly to

the margin, where they fork ; the upper branch bending forwards, and running parallel

with the margin to the next following secondary nerve, which it joins.

37. Quercus Gronlandica, Hr., Plate XLV. fig. 4. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 108, pis. viii. figs. 8

;

x. 3, 4; xl. 4; xlvii. 1. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

A very large leaf in the Museum of Copenhagen. Most of the teeth are broken

;

those which remain are large and entire. Mr. Whymper’s collection contains several

large leaves of this species, but all broken. A small one (fig. 4 b) is 32 millims. broad,

and has large obtuse teeth. Fig. 4 c is, I believe, an acorn. It is oblong, and the

apex is mucronate
; it is 32 millims. long, and 15 broad. It is difficult to say to which

species of Quercus it should be referred.

38. Quercus Olafseni, Hr. Plate XLVI. fig. 2. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 109, pis. x. figs. 5 ;

xi. 7-11
; xlvi. 10.

The well-preserved base of a leaf. The petiole is 12 millims. long
;
the margin of the

leaf is obtusely toothed. Fragments, of the leaves of this species are not rare at Atane-

kerdluk.

, Yar. (3. microdonta, Plate XLIX. fig. 1. A large leaf, with very small teeth, which

alters its appearance ; it may, however, be referred to this species.

3 r 2
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39. Quercus platania, Hr., Plates XLVI. figs. 5; LY. 3 c. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 109,

pis. xi. figs. 6 ;
xlvi. 7. Atanekerdluk.

The leaf tapers towards the base, and the margin has very large teeth. The secondary

nerves are long, and send out tertiaries, which run into the teeth.

40. Quercus Steenstrupiana, Hr., Plate XLVI. fig. 4. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 109, pis. xi.

figs. 5 ; xlvi. 8, 9. Hat. Atanekerdluk.

A small leathery leaf, more tapered at the base than those figured in my ‘ Flora Arctiea;
7

the teeth are small and sharp. The collection contains many other leaves, which agree

well with pi. xlvi. fig. 8 of FI. Arct. It seems to agree better with the Q. densifiora,

Hook., var. Hartwegi
,
from California, than with any of the species with which I have

compared it in my ‘ Flora Arctica.’

41. Quercus Laharpii
,
Gaudin, Plates XLIV. figs. 10 ; XLIX. 2, 3, 4 a. Foliis coriaceis,

lanceolatis, basi in petiolum attenuatis, integerrimis, antrorsum sparsim denticulatis,

nervis secundariis angulo acuto egredientibus, superioribus, craspedodromis. Gaud,

contr. a la FI. Foss. Ital. ii. p. 45, pi. iii. figs. 5, 10. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

Plate XLIV. fig. 10 (other side Plate XLIX. fig. 4«) is a leathery leaf, more tapered

towards the base than the apex. The upper portion has some very small teeth, but the

lower is entire. On each side seven secondary nerves run into the teeth. The areas

are covered with fine nervules.

The leaf agrees well with fig. 5 of Gaudin, which represents one from the argiles

brulees of the Val d’Arno, which has a petiole, wanting in our Greenland leaf. The

apex is acuminate. Plate XLIX. fig. 3 belongs, I believe, also to this species, and

agrees with pi. iii. fig. 10 of Gaudin. The leathery leaf is tapered towards the base,

but broader than fig. 4 a. The lower secondary nerves are camptodromes, and the areas

finely reticulated ; the petiole is pretty long. Fig. 2 represents a similar leaf, with the

upper secondary nerves craspedodromes. We find similar leaves in Q. echinocarpa
,
Hook.

XV. Ulmace^e.

42. Planera TIngeri
,
Ett., Plates XLY. figs. 5 a, c; XLVI. 6, 7 a. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 110,

pi. ix. fig. 8 b. Plate. XLY. fig. 6 agrees in the nervation, and fig. 5 in the denti-

culation, with pi. lxxx. fig. 17 a of my FI. Tert. Helv. Fig. 7 has very large teeth,

as in fig. 11 of FI. Tert. Fig. 5 b is a very small leaf, such as often occurs in Pla-

nera TIngeri and one living species.

XVI. Morels.

43. Ficus? Gronlandica, Hr., Plate LIY. fig. 2. Foliis petiolatis, amplis, basi inaequi-

lateralibus emarginatis, cordato-rotundatis, integerrimis, palminerviis, nervis secun-

dariis sparsis, camptodromis. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. Ill, pi. xiii. fig. 6.
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In my 4 Flora Arctica’ I have unfortunately placed two species under this name.

PL xiii. fig. 6 is correct, the other belongs, I believe, to Pterospermites
,

Leaf very large
;
petiole strong, ribs much smaller, five midribs are nearly equally

strong, a sixth is on the right side, and indicates an inequilateral leaf. Secondary

nerves very distant
; areas divided by undulated nervules, enclosing a fine reticulation.

It is very like Ficus tilicefolia, A.. Braun, but the secondary nerves are much shorter

and more distant.

XVII. Platane^e.

44. Platccnus aceroides, Gcep. Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. Ill, pi. xlvii. fig. 3.

Bemains of Platanus leaves are not rare at Atanekerdluk, and the collection contains

several specimens ; none, however, are well preserved, and with many it is difficult to

determine if they belong to this or to the following species.

45. Platanus Guillelmce
,
Goep., Plates XLVII., XLVIII., XLIX., figs. 4 b, c

,
d. Foliis

indivisis vel modo sublobatis, acute dentatis, in petiolum brevem attenuatis, nervis

secundariis angulo acuto egredientibus. Goep. Tert. FI. von Schossnitz, p. 21, pi. xi.

figs. 1, 2. Platanus (Eynhausiana
,
Goep. (ex parte), l. c. pi. x. fig. 4. P. aceroides

var. Hr., FI. Tert. Helv. ii. p. 7, pi. lxxxviii. figs. 13, 14. FI. Arct. pi. xii.

IJjararsusuk, pis. xlvii., xlviii. figs. 1, 2. Kudliset, pi. xlviii. figs. 3, 4. Atane-

kerdluk.

In my 4 Flora Arctica’ I have referred the genus Platanus to North Greenland. The

leaf there represented (pi. xlvii. fig. 3) agrees in shape and toothing with P. aceroides.

The plane leaves from Disco differ much from this
;
they are tapered towards the petiole,

slightly or not lobed, and have shorter teeth. The same leaf has been found at Schoss-

nitz, and near the Schrotzburg. Gceppert mentioned it as P. Guillelmce. I have re-

ferred it (Flora Tert. Helvet. ii. p. 71, and FI. Arct.) to P. aceroides, the living P. aceri-

folia having similar leaves in its water shoots. As all the leaves from Disco, though

differing in size and shape, belong exclusively to this form, it appears to me probable

that it represents a different species, and one nearly allied to the American plane. For

this species I have adopted Gceppert’s name of PI. Guillelmce, though his description

does not quite agree (he says,
44 folium subquinquangulato-sublobatum”), though he

has described another leaf, evidently belonging to this species (Schossnitz, pi. x. fig. 4),

as PI. (Eninghausiana. Our plant chiefly differs from G(eppert’s in the larger teeth, and

the secondary nerves diverging less from the primary. The Disco leaves present three

different forms :

—

(1) A large, slightly 3-lobed leaf, with acutely divergent secondary nerves (Plate

XLVII. fig. 1).

(2) Scarcely lobed leaves with many smaller teeth (Plates XLVII. figs. 2, 3 ; XLVIII.

1, 2, 4) ;
pi. 1. fig. 3 a of my 4 Flora Arctica’ also belongs to this variety.

(3) A leaf with a few large teeth (Plate XLVIII. fig. 3). The petiole is proportion-
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ally short (Plates XLV1I. fig. 2 ;
XLVIII. fig. 2), dilated at the base

; towards which

the leaf tapers, and is even cuneate at the base (Plate XLVII. fig. 2 a). It is triple-

nerved, and lateral nerves send strong secondaries into the teeth, and give off tertiaries.

The secondary nerves of the midrib spring in most of the leaves at more acute angles

than in Schossnitz and Schrotzburg specimens (see Plate XLYII. figs. 1,2); not so, how-

ever, in Plate. XLVIII. fig. 2 a, and fig. 3. The teeth, though generally much smaller

than in PL oceroides
,
are also sharp and bent upwards.

Of the plant leaves from Atanekerdluk, represented in my 4 Flora Arctica,’ pi. xii.

probably belongs to this species, but pi. xlvii. fig. 3, to PL aceroides.

Besides a leaf of this species (Plate XLIX. fig. 4 b) we see the bark of Platcmus

(fig. 4 c
)
and a branch

; the bark also in fig. 6 b. This bark agrees very well with the

bark of the living plane, and also with the bark figured in my FI. Tert. Helv. ii. pi.

lxxxviii. fig. 15.

XVIII. Laurineae.

46. Sassafras Ferretianum
,
Massal., Plate L. figs. 1, 2. Foliis trilobatis, basi sensim

in petiolum attenuatis, triplinerviis, nervis lateralibus in lobos excurrentibus, nervis

secundariis camptodromis
;
lobis integerrimis acuminatis sinubus obtusis vel rotun-

datis. Massal. Studii sulla Flora Fossile Senegagliese, p. 268, pi. xii. figs. 1, 2, 3;

-xin. 1. Gaudin, Contr. a la Flore Fossile Italienne, ii. p. 50, pi. x. fig. 8.

Several fragments of 3 lobed-leaves, on a black slab from Atanekerdluk, cuneate at

the base (fig. 2, leaf restored). The lateral lobes are unequal-sided, acuminate at the

apex, and the sinus obtuse, the outer edge forming a strong arch, strongly incurved

towards the petiole. Of the three principal nerves, the median is the strongest, and

gives off some pretty strong, curved lateral ones. The median lobe (Plate L. fig. 1 a) is

contracted at the base, and the lobes are entire. The median of a second leaf on the

same slab (fig. 1 c)
is much broader than the lateral, but not longer; and all the lobes

are much shorter. Happily a fragment accompanies these leaves (fig. 1 b), showing

that the leaf was cuneate at the base. As far as this leaf is preserved, it agrees very

well with that from Senegaglia which MassAlongo has represented, particularly with

figs. 1 & 3 (Flora Fossile Senegagliese, p. 268, pi. xii. figs. 1-3; pi. xiii. fig. 1). The

3-lobed, entire leaf, cuneate at the base, identifies it with the genus Sassafras and

Benzoin.

The fossil species is very near the living S. officinarum, Nees, from North America.

XIX. Proteaceal

47. Pryandra acutiloba, Brongn., Plate XXXIX. fig. 7. Foliis coriaceis, lineari-lanceo-

latis, alternatim pinnati-partitis, lobis antice acuminatis, nervo primario crasso promi-

nente, nervis secundariis in quovis lobo 2-4 sub angulo rectiusculo orientibus, simpli-

cibus. Ettings. Fossile Proteac. p. 27, pi. iv. figs. 2, 3; Fossile Flora von Bilin, ii.
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p. 17, pi. xxxv. figs. 18-26. Comptonia acutiloba
,
Brongn. Prod. pp. 143, 209.

Unger, Gen. et Sp. PI. Foss. p. 293; Foss. Flor. von Sotzka, p. 32. Asplenium

difforme ,
Sternb. Yers. Flora d. Vorw. 1. 2, pp. 29, 33, pi. xxiv. fig. 1. Comptonia

incisa, R. Ludwig, Paleont. viii. pi. xxx. figs. 7-15. Hab. Ujararsusuk.

An imperfectly preserved leaf, but so characteristic that the species cannot be mistaken.

It agrees in size and lobing almost entirely with that represented by Ludwig in the

above-named treatise. It is much larger than those described by Ettingshausen.

As intermediate forms occur between the large ones represented in pi. xxx. fig. 7 by

Ludwig, and the smaller ones of the Bilin Flora, all would appear to belong to one

species.

This pretty coriaceous leaf is deeply pinnatisect, the lobes are acuminate, entire,

somewhat bent upwards. The midrib is very strong, but the nerves are obscure, except

on the best preserved lobes, where two prominent nerves are seen running towards the

apex.

This species appears in the Bilin Flora, and was also discovered at Frohnsdorf and

Munzenberg. Dryandra Lyellii
,
Lath., from Alum Bay resembles it, but the lobes of this

species are shorter, broader, and more bent upwards. It is doubtful if this leaf should

be referred to Dryandra or the Myrica
(
Comptonia).

XX. Ebenaceas.

48. Diospyros brachysepala, Plates L. 13 ;
LY. 8. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 117, pi. xv. figs. 10-12;

xvii. 5 Ji
,
i

;

xlvii. 5-7.

Some remains of leaves and a calyx, which agree with those described in the ‘ Flora

Arctica.’ The calyx is 4-lobed, with obtuse lobes (fig. 13 b, magn.).

XXI. Gentianeae.

49. Menyanthes Arctica
,
Hr., Plate L. fig. 16. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 118, pi. xvi. figs. 2, 3.

I formerly knew the leaves only of this species ; but the Copenhagen Collection con-

tains a fruit from Atanekerdluk, belonging evidently to Menyanthes. It is of exactly the

shape and size of the living M. trifoliat'a, and consists of two carpels, opening when ripe.

The whole fruit is 8 millims. long, and each carpel is 3|- millims. in breadth. The

pedicel (10 b, magn.) is dilated at the apex, and as long as that of the M. trifoliata.

Some indistinct lines indicate longitudinal nerves.

XXII. Caprifoliacea;.

50.

Viburnum Whymperi
,
Hr., Plate XLYI. fig. 1 b. Foliis ovatis, dentatis, penniner-

viis, nervis secundariis inferioribus ramosis, craspedodromis. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

A very fine leaf, very like those of V. lantana, L., of Europe, and V. dentatum
,
L.,

and V. pubescens, of North America. The leaves of Pyrus Aria, L., have a similar

nervation, but the dentation of the margin is very different.
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The base of the leaf is rounded, but not emarginate
; the margin is toothed, the teeth

equal. The secondary nerves spring at acute angles, that nearest the base sends out

many tertiary nerves, which reach to the teeth, some being forked. The upper secondary

nerves are undivided ;
the nervules in the areas spring at right angles, and are forked or

undivided.

XXIII. Araliaceae.

51. Aralia (SciadojphyllumX) Browniana
,
Hr., Plates XLII. tigs. 6-8

;
XLIX. 4 e. Foliis

digitatis X foliolis coriaceis, glaberrimis, oblongo-lanceolatis, basi insequilateris, inte-

gerrimis
;
petiolo longo, tenui.

Some leaves or leaflets found at Kudliset by Mr. Brown (Plate XLII. figs. 6, 7). Those

represented in Plate XLII. fig. 8 ; XLIX. 4 e are from Atanekerdluk. Count Saporta

has figured similar leaflets from St. Zacharie and Armissan as those of an Aralia
,
and com-

pared them to those of Sciadophyllum (cf. Ann. des. Sc. Nat. 1863, p. 232, and 1866,

p. 299). The Greenland leaves support this identification, being leathery (showing

a pretty thick coal-bark), long petioled, and having unequal bases, indicating the leaflets

of a compound leaf.

The fragments figured in Plate XLII. fig. 8 probably formed together a folium digi-

tatum. They have a long slender petiole (Plate XLII. fig. 6), do not taper into it, and

have strongly unequal sides. They are oblong, lanceolate, and probably acuminate,

but there is no avell-preserved apex. The median nerve is strong, the secondary nerves

quite obliterated or slightly projecting (see the lower part of the leaf in fig. 8 a), and

pretty strongly curved.

In the long petiole it agrees Avith A. Zachariensis
,
Sap. 1. c. pi. ix. fig. 2 ; but differs

in not tapering into the petiole, and in its unequal sides. This latter character distin-

guishes it from A. lanceolata, Sap. from Armissan. The leaf from Udsted in Greenland,

figured in my FI. Arct. pi. xlix. fig. 6, probably belongs to this species. The secondary

neiwes are more delicate, and the leaf more leathery, than in Juglans Strozziana.

52. Hedera Mc
Clurii, Hr., Plate LII. fig. 8 e. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 119, pi. xvii. figs. 1 a,

2 o, 3, 4, 5 a. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

The collection contains several imperfect fragments, shoAving the long slender petiole,

and the leaf base, Avhich is obtusely rounded. It has five principal nerves, giving off

secondary nerves on both sides. Plate XLV. fig. 5 b is probably a leaf of the flower-

ing branch.

XXIV. Corner.

53.

Cornus hyjperborea, Hr., Plate L. figs. 3, 4. Foliis ellipticis, paucinerviis, nervis

secundariis sub angulo acuto egredientibus, acrodromis, distantibus. Hab. Atane-

kerdluk.
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Two fragments, one a leaf apex (fig. 3), the other part of a leaf nearer to the base

(fig. 4). Leaf entire, acuminate, secondary nerves all distant, running towards the

apex in strong arches, Avith numerous, almost parallel nervules, like those of Cornus.

As the base of the leaf is not preserved, the number of the secondary nerves cannot be

determined, but there were probably 5-6 on each side.

Close to the leaf represented in fig. 4 lies a scale, provided with several longitudinal

striae (fig. 4 b), probably representing a bract of the same species. It is very near

Cornus Studeri, Hr. of our Swiss Molasse, but differs in the more acutely divergent and

more distant secondary nerves, and the less crowded nervules.

54. Comics ferox, Ung., Plates XL. figs. 5 c, d, 7 ;
XLIX. 6 a; LIII. 5. Hr. FI. Foss.

Arct. p. 119, pi. 1. fig. 8. Hah. Atanekerdluk.

Plate XL. fig. 5 c represents the base of the leaf, provided with a long slender petiole.

It is rounded at the base. The two lowest secondary nerves are opposite, the others

alternate ; all diverge at acute angles, and uniting in strong arches, form closed areas

with the tertiaries. This leaf is larger than that represented by Unger from Parschlug,

but in all other points agrees with it. Whether the larger but imperfect leaf (fig. 5 d)

lying upon the same slab belongs to the same species is doubtful, as the margin is

wanting the acrodome upper secondary nerves, however, resemble those of Cornus.

A large leaf (base and apex wanting) is represented in Plate XLIX. fig. 6 a. It

appears to have been oblong-elliptic; the secondary nerves are distant, forming long

arches
;
the upper ones are acrodome, but fork before reaching the apex.

Plate LIII. fig. 5 represents the base of a leaf, probably belonging to this species.

It is still doubtful Avhether this species belongs to Cornus. Ettingshausen refers it

to Pterospermum, but, I think, without sufficient reasons.

55. Nyssa arctica, Hr., Plates XLIII. fig. 12 c; L. 5, 6, 7, magn. 6 b. Fructibus ovali-

bus, sulcatis, transversum striolatis. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

Plate L. fig. 6 represents fruit, Avith a thick coal-bark, 10 millims. in breadth,

21 millims. in length, and equally tapered towards both ends. The apex of the pedicel

is indicated at the base. On the left side is a deep furrow, sharply terminating the

margin of the fruit, besides Avhich there are six other longitudinal furroAvs, and on the

right side two shortened and shallower ones ; these do not run in regular cuiwed lines,

and are joined by numerous, nearly parallel, fine transverse striae. These latter probably

originate in the sarcocarp, Avhilst the longitudinal furrows traverse the putamen. Fig. 5

represents a similar broken stone, Avith longitudinal furroAvs and transverse striae, and is

evidently woody. A third (Plate XLIII. fig. 12 c) is 19-g- millims. in length and

11 millims. in breadth. It is also somewhat shorter and broader than the preceding

one. It is provided with longitudinal striae, and here and there are transverse striae.

At the base it has a short stalk. Plate L, fig. 7 shows the same shorter, broader form.

mdccclxix. 3 s
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This species strongly resembles Nyssa ornithobroma, Ung., particularly the fruit-stones,

which I got from the brown coal of Silesia (cf. Plate L. figs. 8—11). The shape is the

same, and the size rather larger ; the furrows less deep and less regularly arched, and

the transverse striae are wanting in N. ornithobroma

,

probably owing to its wanting the

dried flesh of the fruit. Figs 8-10 show the side of N. ornithobroma; fig. 11 is a por-

tion not compressed, seen from the apex. I received these from M. Oberbergrath

Bunge, who informed me that they occurred in great numbers in the lignites of Ferdi-

nands-ville near Naumburg (an der Bober). Unger has described them from the lig-

nites of Salzhausen, under the names of Nyssa ornithobroma and N. Vertumni (Syll. PI.

Foss. i. p. 16
;

pi. viii. figs. 15-20). A similar fruit is the Nyssa striolata, Hr., Bov. Tr.

pi. xviii. figs. 20-23.

XXV. Ampelideas.

56. Vitis arctica, Hr., Plates LIV. fig. 1; LV. 5 cl Hr. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 120.

pi. xlviii. fig. 2. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

Fig. 1 represents the base of the leaf ; it is not deeply emarginate and rounded. The

margin is toothed, and the teeth are equal and acuminated. The secondary nerves are

opposite, and run into the teeth.

Besides the leaves and a stone of Primus Scottii is a seed of Vitis (fig. 5 d, magn.,

fig. 6) which probably belongs to this species. It is not so acuminate as the seed which

I have referred to V. Olrici (FI. Arct. pi. xxviii. 1 b, c). It is 7 millims. in length, and

5 millims. in breadth. It has a rather prominent ridge, along the middle of which there

is at the base a very delicate longitudinal stria ; on each side of the ridge is an obsolete,

small pit. The seed is obtusely rounded at the base, and tapered towards the apex : the

ventral surface alone is visible.

XXVI. Magnoliaceae.

57. Magnolia Inglefieldi, Hr., Plates XLIV. fig. 5 b
;
LI. FI. Arct. p. 120, pi. iii.

fig. 5c; xvi. figs. 5b, 8b; xviii. 1-3. Hab. Ujararsusuk (figs. 2, 3); Kudliset

(fig. 4) ;
Atanekerdluk (figs. 5-7).

In my 4 Flora Arctica’ I have figured the large leaves of this species (pi. xviii.), but their

base is not preserved. Mr. Whymper’s collection contains the completely preserved

bases of several leaves (figs. 4, 6 & 7). The leathery leaf tapers into a strong petiole.

Fig. 6 is a very large, but broken leaf, which must have been 210 millims. long. The

midrib is strong, the secondary nerves strongly curved and arched, far from the margin.

The areas are divided by nervules, forming a large, polygonal reticulation. O. Weber
describes a similar plant as M. attenuata (Paleontographica, ii. p. 192, pi. xxii. fig. 1), but

the base of this leaf is more tapered, and the secondary nerves more approximate.

Figs. 2 & 3 are cones, much resembling those of Magnolia, and consisting of many

oval carpels, 9-10 millims. long, and 5-7 broad, arranged around a central axis.
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Several of these carpels show the fissure, precisely as in M. glauca (fig. 1). The cone

(fig. 2) is 115 millims. long and 32 millims. broad, but the base and apex are wanting.

Fig. 3 represents a cone and a twig, and fig. 3 5a very large oval bud, like that of

Magnolia. These fruits confirm the identification of the leaves. The cones indeed are

from Ujararsusuk, but leaves occur at Kudliset, a very near locality, and a single carpel

was found at Atanekerdluk
;

it is therefore very probable that both fruit and leaves

belong to the same species. The carpels are very like those of Magnolia glauca, but

the cone is as large as that of MCgrandiflora, though much narrower
; the leaves also

are most like those of M. grandiflora.

McClintockia.
XXVII. Menispeemaceae 1

The collection contains many leaves of this genus, and some in very fine preservation,

but its systematic position still remains very doubtful. In the ‘ Flora Arctica’ (p. 114)

I described them as possibly belonging to Proteacese, hut the long and slender petiole

does not agree with this family ; they more resemble some Menispermaceae, as Cocculus

laurifolius

;

which has three primary nerves reaching to the apex, and a long slender

petiole terminating abruptly in the base of the leaf, as in McClintockia. But the reti-

culation of the areas and the denticulation of the margin are very different.

58. McClintockia Lyallii, Tlr., Plate LII. figs. 1-3. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 115, pis. xv. figs.

1 a, 2

;

xvi. 7 a, b

;

xvii. 2 a, b

;

xlvii. 1 3 ;
xlviii. 8.

Plate LII. figs. 1 & 2 are very large leaves with five nerves, all of the same thickness.

The reticulation of the areas is very fine, and agrees perfectly with that of the leaves

which I have described in the ‘ Flora Arctica.’ The margin of the upper portion of fig. 1

presents large obtuse teeth. The petiole is slender (fig. 3), and not continuous with the

lamina of the leaf. Beside the leaf (fig. 2 a) are some remains of fruit, which perhaps

belong to this species. Better preserved is another fruit, Carpolithes cocculoides (fig. 9.

magn. 9 5), which belongs, I believe, to Menispermaceee, and which may perhaps be

combined with Mc
Clintockia. If this is the case the fruit would confirm the occurrence

of Menispermaceous plants in North Greenland.

59. MCintockia dentata, Hr., Plate LII. figs. 4-7. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 115, pi. xv. fig. 34.

Hab. Atenekerdluk.

I formerly knew only the upper portion of these leaves ; but Mr. Whtmpee’s collection

contains leaves with the base and petiole (Plate LII. fig. 7), which is long and slender,

and terminates abruptly in the base of the leaf, as in the former species. The leaf has

seven primary nerves, but only three reach the apex. The upper portion presents large,

obtuse (fig. 4), or acuminate (figs. 5, 6) teeth. In fig. 4 the right side of the leaf is

broader than the left, and the sides are unequal at the base ; but in fig. 6, 7 both sides

are equal.

3 s 2
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60. McClintocMa trinervis
,
Hr., Plates LII. fig. 8 a; L. 12. Hr. FI. Arct. p. 115,

pi. xv. figs. 7-13. Hab. Atanekerdluk, with Populus arctica (fig. 8 b) and Hedera

Mc
Clurii (fig. 8, c).

A very long, narrow leaf, the upper portion toothed, the lower entire. The teeth

large and strongly bent towards the apex. The reticulation between the primary nerves

is very well preserved. Plate L. fig. 12 is a fine small leaf, like Cocculus laurifolius,

Colebr., but the upper portion is toothed.

XXVIII. Steeculiace^e ?.

61. Pterospermites spectabilis, Hr., Plates XLIII. fig. 15 b ; LIII. 1-4. Foliis amplis,

basi leviter emarginatis, cordato- vel ovato-ellipticis integerrimis, nervis secundariis.

infimis debilibus, sequentibus duobus inferioribus oppositis, validis, nervis tertiariis

longis ornatis. Hab. Atanekerdluk, not rare.

Plate LIII. fig. 1 is a very large leaf with strong nerves. The first pair of secondaries

delicate, and they spring at an obtuse angle ; the next two are opposite, very strong, and

spring at a right angle
;
their tertiaries are strong and forked. The succeeding nerves

are alternate, and send out tertiaries. The areas are filled with continuous, sometimes

forking nervules. A similar leaf is figured at Plate LIII. fig. 3. Plate LIII. fig. 2 and

Plate XLIII. fig. 15 b are much smaller. One part of the latter leaf is perfectly pre-

served ; it is ovate and tapered at the end, and the strong secondary nerves spring at an

acute angle. This is also the case in Plate LIII. fig. 4 a, which has only one small

basal secondary nerve. Beside these is a leaf of Populus arctica (fig. 4 b) and the

remains of a very large Platanus.

We can thus distinguish several forms of this species, viz. :

—

(a) Leaves very large ; strong secondary nerves springing at a right angle, with several

basal small secondary nerves (Plate LIII. figs. 1-3).

(b) Leaves smaller, strong secondary nerves springing at an acute angle, with several

basal small secondary nerves (Plate XLIII. fig. 15 b).

(
c
)
Leaf large, strong secondary nerves springing at acute angles, with only one basal

small secondary nerve (Plate LIII. fig. 4 a).

Differs from P. integrifolius
,
Hr., in the leaf not being peltate at the base.

62. Pterospermites alternans
,
Hr., Plate LIV. fig. 3. Foliis amplis, basi rotundatis,

subemarginatis, integerrimis, margine glandulosis (1), nervis secundariis infimis debi-

libus, sequentibus alternis approximate, validis, extrorsum ramosis, angulo acuto

egredientibus.

This and the large leaf figured in my 4 Flora Arctica ’ (pi. xlix. fig. 8) belong to the

same species. It differs from Pt. spectabilis in the first strong secondary nerves, which

are not opposite
;
and from Ficus Gronlandica in the not palmate primary, and in the

strong secondary nerves.
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Pl. xiii. figs. 2-5 of my 4 Flora Arctica ’ belong, I believe, to this species. The midrib

has many strong secondary nerves.

The systematic position of this and the last species is very doubtful. Leaves of this

form and nervation are found in the Miocene in many localities, but I cannot refer them

to any genus. I have provisionally placed them under Pterospermites
,
because Ptero-

spermum acerifolium presents similar leaves. In these also we observe, below the strong

opposite secondary nerves, more delicate ones, like the leaves of Credneria.

Count Saporta has described leaves having this nervation as Pterospermites and

Grewiopsis. (Prod, d’une FI. Foss, de Sezanne, p. 402 ; an(l Ann. des Sc. Nat. 1866,

p. 46.)

XXIX. Ilicine^e.

63. Ilex longifolia,
Hr., Plates L. fig. 17 ; LVI. 1. Fir. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 124, pl.

xlviii. figs. 3-6.

In the leaves figured in the ‘Flora Arctica’ the apex is wanting. Mr. Whymper’s col-

lection contains one, however, which is toothed, acute, and tapered to the apex (Plate L.

fig. 17). Plate LY. fig. 1 is a very large leaf, with the secondary nerves strongly

curved, and forming large arches ; the surface is smooth

64. Ilex macrophylla
,
Hr., Plates XLIY. fig. 11 b ; LVI. 2. Foliis coriaceis, lan-

ceolatis, sparsim crenulatis ; nervo medio valido, nervis secundariis subtilibus valde

antrorsum curvatis, camptodromis ; areis confertissime evidenter reticulatis. Ilab.

Atanekerdluk.

This leaf, of which the base and apex are wanting, must have been very long, narrow,

coriaceous, tapering towards the apex, and toothed
;
the teeth small, distant, and obtuse.

Tiie midrib is strong, the secondary nerves spring at acute angles
;
they are strongly

curved and form large arches. The areas are divided by delicate nervules, and filled

with a still more delicate reticulation. (Plates XLIY. figs. Hi, magn. 11 b, b ; and

LY. fig. 2, magn. 2 b.)

This species differs from I. longifolia and I. reticulata in the secondary nerves, which

are more curved towards the apex and in the obtuse teeth. Juglans Heerii
,
Ett., and

J. elcenoides, Ung., have similar leaves, but they are not so coriaceous, the secondary

nerves are less curved upwards, and the teeth are sharper.

XXX. Celastrine.-e.

65. Euonymus amissus, Hr., Plate LYI. fig. 10, magn. 10 b. Capsula trigona, loculis

oblongis. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

Fruit, 9 millims. long, each carpel 3 millims. broad, oblong, obtusely rounded at the

apex, with a longitudinal stripe in the middle. It agrees with the fruit of Puonymus,

in having strongly projecting carpels.
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XXXI. Rhamxeae.

66. Zizyphus hyperboreus
,
Hr., Plate L. fig. 20. El. Foss. Arct. p. 123.

In my ‘Flora Arctica’ I could only describe two fragments of this ;
but Mr. Whymper’s

collection contains a larger and better preserved leaf. It is elliptical, acuminate, and

toothed. The lateral principal nerves reach the apex, and are united by numerous

secondary ones, which specially distinguishes this species from Z. ovata, Weher.

67. Paliurus Colombi, Hr., Plate L. figs. 18, 19. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 122, pis. xvii. fig. 2 cl

;

xix. 2, 4.

The collection contains a twig, and some very fine entire leaves of this species from

Atanekerdluk (Plate L. fig. 18). Fig. 19 is a small leaf, with a rounded base.

Yar b
. foliis margine antice denticulatis . Ilal>. Kudliset (Plate XLI. fig. 12). The

form and nervation agree with the leaf from Atanekerdluk, but the margin presents

some small teeth.

68. Phamnus Hridani, Ung. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 123, pis. xix. figs. 5-7 ; xlix. 10.

An almost entire leaf, agreeing with that figured in the 6 Flora Arctica.’

XXXII. Anacardiace/e.

69. Rhus bella
,
Hr., Plate LYI. figs. 3-5. Foliis compositis, foliolis lanceolatis, utrinque

attenuatis, breviter petiolatis integerrimis, lateralibus oppositis ; nervo primario dis-

tincto, nervis secundariis camptodromis, debilibus. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

This is nearly related to Bhus xanthoxyloides
,
Ung. (Syll. PL p. 45, pi. xxi. fig. 13), but

the leaflets are larger, narrower, and provided with a short petiole. Several specimens

present leaflets lying together ; but it is not possible to decide whether the leaf has been

palmate or pinnate. A fine leaf of B. xanthoxyloides from Salzedo is pinnate ; it is

therefore probable that the nearly related Greenland species is similar. The leaflets

gradually taper towards the base, and are entire ; the secondary nerves are pretty

numerous, delicate, and sometimes obliterated. PL xi. fig. 3, b of my ‘Flora Arctica’

perhaps belongs to this species.

70. Bhus arctica
,
Hr., Plate XL. fig. 5 e, e. Foliolis oblongis, grosse dentatis; nervis

secundariis angulo acuto egredientibus, craspedodromis. Hab. Atanekerdluk, upon

the same stone with Hemitelites Torelli and Cornusferox.

Two leaflets, which I believe belong to a compound leaf (Plate XL. fig. 5 e), having

unequal sides. They are toothed, and the teeth are large and unequal. The primary

nerve is little stronger than the secondary nerves, which spring at acute angles, and

reach the teeth. The systematic position of these two species is still doubtful.
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XXXIII. JuGLAXDEzE.

71. Juglans acuminata
,
A. Braun, Plates LIY. figs. 5, 6 ; LV. 1. FI. Foss. Arct.

p. 124, pis. vii. figs. 9 ; xii. 1 b ;
xlix. 7.

Plate LIY. fig. 5 represents an almost perfect leaf from Copenhagen, which agrees

very well with the leaves from (Eningen and Hohe Bhonen. (FI. Tert. Helvet. pis. cxxviii.

figs. 3; cxxix. 1.) Fig. 6 is larger, but the base is wanting. Plate LY. fig. 1 is an

almost entire leaf; the base is unequal.

72. Juglans denticulata, Hr., Plate LYI. figs. 6-9. Foliolis apice attenuatis, denticulatis

;

nervis secundariis camptodromis, arcubus margine approximatis.

Like J. bilinica,
but the secondary nerves are nearer the margin, and the teeth are

more delicate. Under this species I place several forms, which I take to be leaflets of

a compound leaf. They have small teeth, and the arches of the secondary nerves run

near the margin. Plate LYI. fig. 7 appears to be a terminal leaflet ; it is tapered at the

base, and near it are the remains of a lateral leaflet. Fig. 8 has a short petiole ; it is

lanceolate, and the sides are unequal. Fig. 6 is ovate-lanceolate, broadest at the base,

obtuse, and gradually tapered towards the acuminate apex
; it is quite entire at the base,

hut finely toothed at the apex. I suppose it to be a leaflet from the base of the leaf.

Whether fig. 9 a agrees with this species is still doubtful, as all of the upper part is

wanting. It must be a terminal leaflet.

XXXIY. Pomaces.

73. Sorbus grandifolia, Hr., Plate LIY. fig. 4. Foliis magnis, grosse duplicato-

serratis ; nervis secundariis erectis, craspedodromis, inferioribus ramosis.

Apex and base of leaf wanting. It appears to have been oval, and cuneate at the

base. The teeth are large, and each has a lateral toothlet. The secondary nerves spring

at an acute angle
;
the lower are opposite, and send out tertiary nerves towards the

teeth. The areas are provided with distinct nervules.

XXXY. Amygdaleai.

74. Primus Scottii
,
Hr., Plate LY. fig. 5 a, b

,
c. FI. Foss. Arct. p. 126, pi. viii. figs.

7, 15 a.

Two fragments of leaves with well-preserved teeth, and a third with the base, towards

which it tapers. Beside this leaf are some fragments of the same species (fig. 5 b), and

the impression of a stone (fig. 5 c) of 7% millims. in diameter, which probably belongs

to this species. FI. Arct. pi. viii. fig. 15 a.

XXXYI. LegumixoszE.

75. Leguminosites, sp., Plate XXXIX. fig. 3 b. Hob. Kudliset.
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Probably a portion of a legume, like the fruit of Pobinia (FL Tert. pi. cxxxii. figs.

35-41), but it is too imperfect for determination.

76. Carpolithes cocculoides, Hr., Plate LII. fig. 9, magn. 9 b. Obovatus, sessilis, ligno-

sus, monospermus leviter costatus, cicatrice stylari subterminali, excentrico. Hab.

Atanekerdluk.

A woody fruit, 8 millims. long and 5 broad, with a very short peduncle. The right

side is nearly rectilineal, the other strongly arched. The ribs are bent towards the right,

and reach the excentric apex. It is much like the fruits of Menispermum and Cocculus,

and belongs, I believe, to the same family. The unequal sides favour the supposition

that there were several carpels in the same flower. It is perhaps the fruit ofMcCiin-

tocJcia.

77. Carpolithes Potentilloides, Hr., Plate XLIII. fig. 11 b, magn. 11 c.

Many small round carpels, forming a globose body, like Potentilla. Each carpel is

1 millim. long, quite smooth externally, and provided with a short tip.

78. Carpolithes follicularis, Hr., Plate L. figs. 14, 15. Membranaceus, oblongo-ovalis,

bicarpellaris, carpellis longitudinaliter sulcatis.

Plate L. fig. 15 represents two carpels, which lie so close together as certainly to have

formed one oblong-oval fruit, dorsally convex, ventrally rectilineal, and provided with

several curved longitudinal furrows. A second specimen (fig. 14) is much larger ; the

two carpels are membranous, and connected at the base. Perhaps the fruit of an Ascle-

piad or Apocyn.

79. Carpolithes sulcatulus
,
Hr., Plate LV1. fig. 11, magn. 11 b. Subglobosus 4\ millims.

longus, medio leviter sulcatus. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

A small, nearly globose fruit, somewhat tapered towards the apex, with a very flat,

longitudinal furrow in the middle, and on both sides some indistinct stripes.

80. Carpolithes pusillimus
,
Hr., Plate LVI. fig. 12, magn. 12 b. Semine globoso, 1|

millim. longo, obsolete carinato. Hab. Atanekerdluk.

An exceedingly small globose seed, with a flat furrow and some obsolete stripes.

Animals from Atanekerdluk.

A. Insecta.

1. Cistelites punctulatus, Hr., Plate LYI. fig. 14; twice magn. 14 b; restored, 14 c.

Thorace brevi, antrorsum angustato, elytris 10^ millims. longis, punctatissimis.

Two elytra are lying together. The best preserved is 10^ millims. long and 4 broad.
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and terminates in an acute point. Their suture is rectilineal, the outer margin slightly

curved, the surface is densely covered with delicate points, not arranged in a series.

Besides the elytra are lying some remains of the thorax. I have a similar well-preserved

species from CEningen
(
Cistelites spectabilis, Hr.), fig. 13, twice magn .

;

the elytra are of

the same size, form, and punctation, but the tip is obtuse.

2. Cercopidium rugulosum
,
Hr., Plate XLIV. fig. 9 b, magn. 9 b, b.

This is probably an elytron of a Cercopideous insect (Hemipteron), but the nervation

is very different from that of the known fossil species (Hr. die Insectenfauna der Ter-

tiargebilde von CEningen und von Iladoboj, iii. p. 93). It is 9 millims. in length and

breadth, pretty rough, and strongly tapered at the base. The dorsal line is straight, the

ventral line curved, obtusely rounded outwards. Two veins spring from the base,

forking in two branches, and united by transverse veins. Small areolae join them. The

whole surface is provided with very small transverse stripes, only visible with a lens.

The surface appears finely furrowed.

B. Mollusca.

3. Cyclas, sp., Plate LIE fig. 10, magn. 10 b.

Dr. Charles Mayer has examined this species, and communicated to me the following

observations :—This unfortunately incomplete shell must very probably be referred to

the genus Cyclas. The size, the round and convex shape, the thin granulated shell and

concentric striae are those of existing Cyclas. This shell does not agree so well with the

nearly related genus Pisidium, which is everywhere unequilateral, and almost tri- or

quadrangular. Of the second section of the genus Cyclas (including the irregularly

striated species) the section of Cyclas rivularis alone can be taken into consideration. It

is of the same size, is of a convex shape, and has distinct transverse striae. The condi-

tion of the shell does not, however, allow of its identification.

Explanation op the Plates.

PLATE XXXIX.

Fig. 1-3, Aspidium Meyeri, Hr. 1 : a a, magn., the sori with the indusia; ff sori

with the sporangia
; b b, d d, h h, the pinnules magn. Fig. 3 b, Legumino-

sites, sp. Figs. 4, 5, Aspidium Heerii
,
Ett. Fig. 4 b, Salix BaeanaX Fig. 6 a,

Aspidium ursinum, Hr.
;

b, Platanus. Fig. 7, Dryandra acutiloba, Brgn., sp.

Fig. 7 b, Diospyros X

PLATE XL.

Figs. 1-5 a
,
Hemitelites Torelli

,
Hr., 4 magn. Figs. 5 c, d, 7, Cornus ferox ,

Ung.

Fig. 5 b
,
Sequoia Langsdorfii

,
Br., sp. Fig. 5 e, BJms arctica, Hr. Fig. 6,

Woodwardites arcticus
,
Hr.

mhccclxix. 3 t
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PLATE XLI.

Figs. 1-9, Sequoia Couttsice : 1, biennial branch; 2, 3, 4, young shoots with spreading

leaves
; 5, young shoot with adnate leaves ; 7, cone

; 8, scales of cone

;

9, Amentum masculinum. Pigs. 10, 11, Widdringtonia helvetica, Hr., 10 b, c

magn. Fig. 12, Paliurus Colombi, var. Fig. 13, Liquidambar europceum

,

A. Braun. Fig. 14, Platanus.

PLATE XLII.

Fig. 1, Sequoia Couttsice, Hr. ; a, an old twig
;
b

,
c, young twigs with adhering leaves

;

d, scales of a cone. Figs. 2-4 a, Phragmites (Eningensis, A. Braun
;
2 a,

a culm ; b, leaf ; d, e, ferns ; 3, a small culm. Fig. 4 a, a portion of the rhi-

zome. Fig. 4 b, Sparganium. Fig. 5, fruits of Sparganium Stygium
,
Hr.

;

5 b, magn. Figs. 6, 7, 8, Aralia Prowniana, Hr.

PLATE XLIII.

Figs. 1-3, Sequoia Langsdorfii, Brongn. : 1, cone, longitudinal vertical section
; 2, a trans-

verse section of cone ; 2 b, twig
; e, branch

; d, Osmunda Heerii
,
Gaud. ; fig. 3,

fragment of a scale in a nodule. Figs. 4, 5, Taxodium distichum miocenum

;

4 b, amber. Figs. 6, Pinus polaris

;

7, a scale of a Pine. Figs. 8, 9, Phrag-

mites (Eningensis

;

8, portion of a culm
; 9, roots. Fig. 10, Caulinites cos-

tatus, Hr. Fig. 11, Salix Eaeana, Hr. ; 11 b, Carpolithes Potentilloides

;

11 c,

magn. Figs. 12,13, Salix varians, sp. % ;
13 b, twig ',12 c, Nyssa arctica, Hr.

Fig. 14, Populus arctica, Hr., young leaf. Fig. 15 a, Populus Zaddachi
,
Hr.

;

15 b, Pterospermites spectabilis, Hr. Fig. 16, Equisetum boreale
,
Hr.

PLATE XLIV.

Fig. 1 Salisburea adiantoides
,
Ung. Figs. 2-4, Sequoia Langsdorfii, A. Brongn.

;

2, 3, young cone
; 4, male catkin ; 3 b, seed. Fig. 5 a, c

,
Pinus hyperborea

;

5 b, Magnolia Inglefieldi. Fig. 6, Populus Zaddachi
,
Hr. Figs. 7, 8, 9 a,

Populus Eichardsoni, Hr. ; 9 b, Cercopidium rugulosum
,
Hr.

; 9 b, b, magn.

Fig. 10, Quercus Laharpii
,
Gaud. Fig. 11 a, Corylus Mc

Quarrii

;

11 b. Ilex

macrophylla, Fir.
; 11b, b magn ; 11 c, Carpinus.

PLATE XLV.

Figs. 1-3, Castanea TJngeri, Hr. Fig. 1 a, leaf; 1 b, male flowers; 1 b, b magn.;

2, cup; 2 b, cup with fruit; 3, leaf. Fig. 4, Quercus Gronlandica, Hr.; 4 b,

teeth of the leaf; 4c, acorn. Fig. 5, Planera TJngeri; 5 c, young leaf; 5 b,

HederaMc
Clurii . Fig. 6 a, Smilax grandifolia, Ung.

; 6 b, CorylusMc
Quarrii,

Forbes, sp. Fig. 7, Smilax grandifolia, restored leaf.
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PLATE XLVI.

Eig. 1 a, Sequoia Langsdorfii. 1 b, Viburnum Whymperi, Hr. Fig. 2, Quercus

Olafseni,
Hr. Fig. 3, Quercus Lyellii

,
Hr. Fig. 4, Quercus Steenstrupiana,

Hr. Fig. 5, Quercus plaiania, Hr. Figs. 6, 7 a, Planera TJngeri
,

Ett.

7 b, Sequoia Langsdorfii,
Br. Fig. 8, Castanea TJngeri

,
Hr., young leaf.

Fig. 9, Fagus, fruit.

PLATE XLVII.

Figs. 1-3, Platanus Guillelmce
,
Gcep. Ujararsusuk.

PLATE XLVIII.

Figs. 1-4, Platanus Guillelmce, Gcep. Fig. 3 b, a fern. Fig. 4 e, Sequoia Couttsice,

Hr. Figs. 1, 2 from Ujararsusuk. Figs. 3, 4 from Kudliset.

PLATE XLIX.

Fig. 1, Quercus Olafseni,
var. Figs. 2, 3, 4 a, Quercus Laharpii, Gaud. Fig. 4 b, c, d,

Platanus Guillelmce, Gcep.; b, leaf; c, bark; d, branch; 4 e, Aralia

Prowniana, Hr. Fig. 5, Corylus insignis. Hr. Fig. 6 a, Cornus ferox, Ung.

;

b, Platanus
,
bark.

PLATE L.

Figs. 1, 2, Sassafras Ferretianum; 2, the leaf restored. Figs. 3, 4, Cornus hyperborea.

Hr. Figs. 5-7, JJyssa arctica. Hr. ; 6 b, magn. Figs. 8-11, Nyssa ornitho-

broma
,
Ung., from Naumburg an der Bober (Silesia). Fig. 12, McClintockia

trinervis, Hr. Fig. 13, Biospyros, calyx; 13 b, magn. Figs. 14, 15, Carpolithes

follicularis. Fig. 16, Menyantlies arctica. Hr. ; 16 b, magn. Fig. 17, Hex

longifolia. Figs. 18, 19, Paliurus Colombi. Fig. 20, Zizyphus hyperboreus.

PLATE LI.

Fig. 1, Magnolia glauca, L., fruit. Figs. 2-7, Magnolia Inglefieldi,
Fir. ; 2, 3, cones

from Ujararsusuk; 3b, twig with a bud; 3 b, a carpel from Atanekerdluk

;

4-7, leaves. Fig. 4 from Kudliset.

PLATE LII.

Figs. 1-3; McClintocMa Lyallii
,
Hr.; 2 b, fruit; 2 c, Salix. Figs, 4-7, McClintockia

dentata

,

Hr. Fig. 8 a,McClintockia trinervis. Hr. ; 8 b, Populus arctica. Hr. ;

8 c, Hedera Mc
Clurii, Hr. Fig. 9, Carpolithes cocculoides; Hr. ; 9 b, magn.

Fig. 10, Cyclas ; 10 b, magn.
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PLATE LIII.

Figs. 1-4 a, Pterospermites spectabilis ; 4 b, Populus arctica, Hr. Fig. 5, Cornusferox,

Ung.

PLATE LIV.

Fig. 1, Vitis arctica
,
Hr. Fig. 2, Ficus 1 Gronlandica, Hr. Fig. 3, Pterospermites

alternans
,
Hr. Fig. 4, Sorbus grandifolia,

Hr. Figs. 5, 6, Juglans acuminata
,

A. Braun.

PLATE LY.

Fig. 1, Juglans acuminata, A. Braun. Fig. 2, Hemitelites Torelli, Hr. Fig. 3 a.

Sequoia Langsdorfii ;
3 b, Populus Pichardsoni, Hr. ; 3 c, Quercus platania,

Hr. Fig. 4, branch of Populus. Fig. 5 a, b, Prunus Scottii, Hr., leaves

;

c, stone; 5 d, Vitis, seed ; 6, magn. Fig. 7, Taxites Olriki, Hr. Fig. 8, 1)io-

spyros brachysepala, A. Braun. Figs. 9, 10, Poacites Mengeanus
,
Hr.

;
10 c,

magn. Fig. 11, Cyperites microcarpus
,
Hr. ; 12 magn.

PLATE LVI.

Fig. 1, Pex longifolia, Hr. Fig. 2, Ilex macrophylla
,
Hr. Figs. 3-5, Phus bella. Hr.

Figs. 6-9, Juglans denticulata, Hr.; 9 c, Pinus hyperborea
,
Hr. Fig. 10,

Fuonymus amissus, Hr.
;
10 b, magn. Fig. 11, Carpolithes sulcatulus, Hr.

;

11 b, magn. Fig. 12, Carpolithes pusillimus. Hr. ; 12 b, magn. Fig. 13, Cis-

telites spectabilis, Hr., from (Eningen, magn. Fig. 14, Cistelites punctulatus.

Hr., from Atanekerdluk ; 14 b, magn.
; 14 c, restored.
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